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Dear Directors: 
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As legal counsel for the Irvine Ranch Water District ("IRWD"), we are sending this 
letter to object to the Orange County Water District's ("OCWD") proposed Resolution No. 17-
11 ("Resolution 17-11 "). 1 For the reasons detailed below, IRWD urges the OCWD Board of 
Directors ("OCWD Board") to not adopt Resolution 17-11. Specifically, the findings (the 
"Original BEA Findings") in Resolution Nos. 16-4-37 and 14-4-45 ("BEA Resolutions")2 that 
"Supplemental Sources" includes recycled water were legally correct, and for the OCWD 
Board to now adopt Resolution 17-11 and find to the contrary based on supposed "clerical 
errors,"3 would run afoul of the purpose underlying the basin equity assessment ("BEA") that 
is stated in the OCWD Act4; State policy encouraging the use ofrecycled water; and statements 
made in OCWD's own documents. Further, it would be legal error for OCWD to correct the 

1 Resolution 17-11 is entitled "Acknowledging Clerical Errors In The Numerical 
Calculations Of Total Groundwater And Supplemental Water In The Fiscal Year 2016-2017 
And 2017-2018 Basin Production Percentage Resolutions, Confirming The Basin Production 
Percentage Calculations For Fiscal Years 2016-2017 And 2017-2018, And Reaffirming The 
District's Long-Standing Interpretation Of The OCWD Act To Exclude Locally Produced 
Reclaimed Water From The Definition Of Supplemental Sources of Water." 

2 Refer to Exhibits 1 and 2 to this Letter. 

3 It is difficult to fathom that this supposed error in the Original BEA Findings was "clerical" 
when this same "error" occurred in BEA resolutions for a number of years prior to the two 
most recent BEA Resolutions, and the Original BEA Findings are consistent with the demand 
projections in the Annual Engineer's Reports (seep. 9 of this Letter). 

4 Water Code -Appendix, Chapter 40, Chapter 924 of the Statutes of 1933, as amended. 
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alleged clerical errors in the Original BEA Findings without noticing and holding a full public 
hearing. The finding of the amount of Supplemental Sources is critical to the determination of 
the Basin Production Percentage ("BPP"), which, in turn, determines the amount of BEA that 
producers may have to pay. In fact, under the strict formulas provided in the OCWD Act for 
detennining the BPP, reducing the amount of Supplemental Sources provided in the legally 
conect findings in the original BEA Resolutions - which Resolution 17-11 would do -
necessarily changes the BPP. Revising such critical determinations affects all groundwater 
producers in the Orange County Groundwater Basin ("Basin") as well as the Basin itself. 
Therefore, such actions can only be taken after holding a full public hearing on all aspects of 
the BEA Resolutions. 

SUPPLEMENTAL SOURCES INCLUDES RECYCLED WATER 

l. Statutory Purpose 

Section 3 l.5(b) of the OCWD Act sets forth the purpose of the BEA: 

"The proceeds of the basin equity assessments imposed and collected shall be 
used to equalize the cost of water to all persons and operators within the district 
and to acquire water to replenish, the groundwater supplies of the district." 

The potential inequity which the BEA is meant to address arises when one producer 
overproduces groundwater because it is cheaper than other supplemental sources of water, 
which places a greater strain on the Basin (to the detriment of all groundwater producers), 
while another producer avoids overproduction of groundwater by using supplemental sources 
of water, which are typically more expensive than groundwater to produce. 

The history underlying the addition of Section 31.5 to the OCWD Act - as explained 
in OCWD's own historical document - confirms this statutory purpose. As stated at page 33 
of"A History of Orange County Water District" (a document available on OCWD's website)5: 

"The OCWD Act was amended in 1969 to implement Owen's proposals. He 
envisioned that each year engineers would determine how much water could be 
safely pumped from the basin to meet the estimated total needs of the district. 
In most years this figure had been less than the total estimated need, which must 
be made up with imported water. The estimate of water to be pumped from 
under-ground versus that to be imported is expressed as a percentage figure, the 
basin production percentage (BPP). While producers are theoretically obligated 
to take water in that ratio, OCWD does not necessarily expect them all to do so. 
In. some cases, as in the coastal area, OCWD may want one producer to pump 

5 Refer to Exhibit 3 to this Letter. 
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less than the stated percentage. In other cases, a producer may not be able to 
obtain MWD water and therefore has to pump all groundwater. 

Historically imported water costs much more than groundwater, so providers 
were reluctant to purchase more than they required to meet their obligations. 1f 
the BPP were to work, the cost of imported water had to be subsidized so 
producers would use it instead of groundwater. In order to make the cost 
equitable for those who take impoiied water, OCWD assessed producers who 
pump more than the BPP based on the difference between the cost of the 
additional groundwater pumped, and the cost of an equivalent amount of MWD 
water purchased. This assessment is known as the basin equity assessment 
(BEA)." (Emphasis added.)6 

There is no difference between MWD imported water and recycled water with respect 
to the application of the statutory purpose of the BEA. Both sources of water reduce 
groundwater pumping from, and stress on, the Basin. Both sources of water cost significantly 
more than groundwater to produce. Therefore, both sources of water need "to be subsidized 
so producers would use it instead of groundwater," and that subsidy is the BEA. The 
Legislature foresaw the potential for non-MWD sources of water to be included as 
"Supplemental Sources" when it expressly defined "Supplemental Sources" to include water 
produced from the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California, "but is not limited to" 
MWD water. (OCWD Act, Section 31.5(c)(l) (emphasis added). 

2. State Policy 

State policy expressly encourages the use of recycled water. For example, in March 
2013, State Water Resources Control Board updated the State of California's Recycled Water 
Policy ("Policy"). 7 The Policy highlights water recycling as a crucial component of the State's 
overarching policy goal of achieving a sustainable water future despite the daunting challenges 
that face California. The Policy's central premise is that the "State Water Board and Regional 
Water Boards will exercise the authority granted to them by the Legislature to the fullest extent 
possible to encourage the use of recycled water." (Policy, at p. 1.) The Policy adopts a goal 
of increasing "the use of recycled water over 2002 levels by at least one million acre-feet per 
year (afy) by 2020 and by at least two million afy by 2030." (Id.) The Policy goes so far as to 

6 Other groundwater producers have also acknowledged the statutory purpose of the BEA. 
For example, refer to Exhibit 4 to this Letter, which is a letter dated February 18, 2010 from 
Mesa Consolidated Water District ("The Basin Production Percentage (BPP) and BEA were 
established and incorporated into the OCWD District Act in 1969. The BPP and BEA allow 
OCWD and the producers to control basin pumping and help ensure that the producers have 
similar overall water supply costs. By maintaining water supply cost equity for all of the 
producers, no agency is disadvantaged."). 

7 Refer to Exhibit 5 to this Letter. 
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say "The State Water Board hereby declares that, pursuant to Water Code sections 13550 et 
seq., it is a waste and unreasonable use of water for water agencies not to use recycled water 
when recycled water of adequate quality is available and is not being put to beneficial use." 
(Policy, at p. 1.) 

OCWD has recognized the importance of these policies. For example, in its response 
to the Grand Jury in 2014,8 OCWD stated that "maximizing the recycled water supply in any 
region should be the first priority for sustainable water resource management.'' OCWD's 
"Compilation of Policy Principles" (2015)9 states that "additional water recycling" can "benefit 
the entire County." Further, OCWD is currently advocating for a full credit for recycled water 
used for potable reuse purposes in the ongoing statewide debate over conservation as a way of 
life related legislation. 10 It is OCWD's position that anything short of a full credit would 
discourage the maximum reuse of recycled water. 

Yet, despite these statements expressing support for recycled water, the position stated 
in Resolution 17-11 - that Supplemental Sources does not include recycled water - creates a 
disincentive against, and imposes a penalty on, a producer's production and use of recycled 
water. That disincentive is not only contrary to State policy, but it is also arbitrary. In 
determining whether recycled water is a Supplemental Source, OCWD apparently draws a 
distinction associated with the location of the sewage used to generate the recycled water. As 
stated by OCWD's legal counsel at the OCWD Board meeting held on August 3, 2016, 11 

recycled water that uses sewage located outside the land boundaries of the Santa Ana River 
Watershed would qualify as a Supplemental Source, but recycled water that uses sewage 
located within those boundaries would not qualify as a Supplemental Source. (Exhibit 8, p. 
13.) That arbitrary distinction has no basis in the statutory purpose of the BEA and, as 
explained below, is not supported by the plain meaning of the term "Santa Ana River 
Watershed." 

3. The Santa Ana River Watershed Is A "River System" 

In 1982, OCWD's legal counsel opined in writing that recycled water is not a 
Supplemental Source when the source of wastewater is located within the boundaries of the 
Santa Ana River Watershed. 12 That analysis, which was comprised of only a single paragraph, 
ignores the nature of the Santa Ana River Watershed. According to the Merriam-Webster 

8 Refer to Exhibit 6 to this Letter. 

9 Refer to Exhibit 7 to this Letter. 

to Refer to Exhibit 7 A to this Letter. 

11 A transcript of that meeting is. provided at Exhibit 8 to this. Letter. 

12 Refer to Exhibit 9 to this Letter. 
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Dictionary, a watershed is "a region or area bounded peripherally by a divide and draining 
ultimately to a particular watercourse or body of water."13 

OCWD staff has also acknowledged the Santa Ana River Watershed as a drainage 
area. 14 (Exhibit 10, pp. 121-122.) Within this area, certain surface waters drain to the Santa 
Ana River. Water in the Santa Ana River provides natural replenishment to the Orange County 
Groundwater Basin. 15 Thus, the Santa Ana River Watershed is a water system. More 
specifically, as OCWD itself stated in its 1963 Complaint filed to adjudicate the water rights 
to Santa Ana River, "from the standpoints of geography, geology and hydrology, the Santa 
Ana River Water System is one watershed and one basin." (Exhibit 12, p. 16; emphasis 
added.) 16 

Viewing the Santa Ana River Watershed as a water system is consistent with the 
statutory purpose of the BEA. Water that is part of, or "inside," this system cannot be a 
Supplemental Source because such water is part of the water system that replenishes the Basin 
and the BEA is intended to relieve or reduce groundwater pumping from the Basin. In contrast, 
water that is not part of, or is "outside" of, this system must be considered a Supplemental 
Source because use of such water would reduce groundwater pumping. Accordingly, such 
supplemental water must be promoted ( or "subsidized" to use the words from OCWD' s History 
presentation) through proper application of the BEA As recognized by OCWD staff, the 
sewage used by IRWD to generate its recycled water is not part of the Santa Ana River System 
since it would not drain to the River. 17 In fact, existing law and regulation prohibit the 
discharge of wastewater into the Santa Ana River System. 18 Therefore, IRWD's recycled 
water must be treated as a Supplemental Source under the OCWD Act. 

4. The Financial Harm To IRWD 

By not treating IRWD's recycled water as a Supplemental Source, IRWD and its 
customers have been harmed by millions of dollars. As recognized in OCWD's own 
documents, IRWD suffers $4 million to $6 million per year when OCWD wrongfully fails to 

13 https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/watershed 

14 Refer to Exhibit 10 to this Letter; deposition testimony of John Kennedy. 

15 Refer to Exhibit 11 to this Letter; excerpt of OCWD's 2015 Groundwater Management 
Plan. 

16 Refer to Exhibit 12 to this Letter. 

17 Exhibit 10, pp. 121-122; Exhibit 13 to this Letter ( excerpts of deposition testimony of 
Michael Markus), pp. 29-30. 

18 See State Water Resources Control Board Order No. 2006-0003-DWQ, Statewide General 
Waste Discharge Requirements for Sanitary Sewer Systems. 
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treat recycled water as a Supplemental Source. 19 That loss, as OCWD has stated, is the 
"collective gain for the remaining 18 Producers." (Exhibit 14, p. 3.) That loss is imposed on 
IR WD even though OCWD acknowledges that IR WD has the legal "right to the sewage." 
(Exhibit 10, p. 127.) Thus, OCWD's policy "sends negative pricing signal for development of 
reclaimed water projects." (Exhibit 14, p. 4.) Yet, OCWD persists with that negative policy 
in order to secure all of the wastewater for its own recycled water facility. 20 (This facility is 
known as the Groundwater Replenishment System ("GWRS").) As one OCWD document21 

succinctly said, "If the current structure disincentivizes producers from buying GWRS water 
directly or building their own reclaimed water projects, so what?"22 

5. The Legislative History From The 1990s 

a. "Other" or "Neutral" Water - OCWD staff has responded to IRWD's 
position by claiming that recycled water should be classified as "other" water under Section 
31.5(d)(3) of the OCWD Act. Notably, that section is limited to the District's annual 
engineer's report and does not extend to the legal findings and determinations that the OCWD 
Board must make when adopting the BPP and BEA. (Refer to Section 3 l.5(g) of the OCWD 
Act.) Yet, even relying on that inapposite subsection in the OCWD Act runs contrary to 
OCWD's prior position. In this litigation, OCWD has stated, under penalty of perjury, that 
"other" water is synonymous with "neutral" water.23 In fact, OCWD's annual engineer's 
reports state that recycled water is neutral water. 24 Yet, in 1998, OCWD sought to amend the 
OCWD Act to add "neutral" water as a classification of water. As stated in OCWD's January 
1998 agenda document25 : 

" ... the OCWD Board took action to create a new class or water referred to as 
'Neutral Water'. This will require an amendment to the Orange County Water 
District Act which must be approved by the California State Legislature. With 
this new 'Neutral Water' category in place, the OCWD Board will have more 

19 Refer to Exhibit 14 to this Letter. Refer also to Exhibit 15 to this Letter for other OCWD 
calculations of IR WD' s monetary losses. 

20 Refer to Exhibits 16, p. 5; Exhibit 10, pp. 92-93. 

21 Refer to Exhibit 17 to this Letter. 

22 OCWD improper treatment of recycled water also infects OCWD's determination when 
IRWD "exports" groundwater outside of OCWD's bol,lndaries. Refer to Exhibits 18-20 to 
this Letter. 

23 Refer to Exhibit 21 to this Letter (OCWD's supplemental interrogatory answers.) 

24 Refer to Exhibits 22 and 23 to this Letter. 

25 Refer to Exhibit 24 to this Lettet. 
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discretion over classification of water supplies m calculating the Basin 
Production Percentage." (Emphasis added.) 

However, that proposed legislation was later withdrawn by OCWD and, therefore, 
"neutral" water was not added to the OCWD Act. Thus, OCWD lacks the legal authority to 
classify a source of water as "neutral" water. In fact, when that proposed legislation was 
withdrawn, OCWD recognized the need to propose additional legislation "to clarify the status 
ofreclaimed water in the calculations of the BPP and BEA."26 That amendment was not sought 
by OCWD, and, instead, OCWD Board decided "the Act would remain silent on this issue."27 

Silence, however, is not the same as an express exclusion of recycled water from the 
definition of "Supplemental Sources" in the OCWD Act. When Section 31.5 was added to the 
OCWD Act in 1969, the use of recycled water as a water source was not prevalent. Yet, the 
Legislature defined "Supplemental Sources" in a flexible manner to account for sources of 
water that may be developed in the future; hence the use of the phrase "but is not limited to" 
in the statutory definition of Supplemental Sources. When such a subsequently developed 
source of water meets the statutory propose of the BEA (as recycled water does), then a court 
should interpret the statute to include recycled water as a Supplemental Source. The omission 
of the words "recycled water" from the definition of Supplemental Sources should not preclude 
a court from interpreting the statute to fulfill the Legislature's intent and policy objective. 

b. 1991 and 1995 - OCWD staff points to the amendment of the OCWD 
Act in 1991 to expressly include the words "reclaimed water" in the definition of Supplemental 
Sources and the 1995 amendment that removed those words as conclusive evidence that the 
Legislature intended recycled water to not qualify as a Supplemental Source. Yet, that position 
fails for multiple reasons. 

First, it is hombook law that "cleanup" or "technical" legislation cannot be interpreted 
by a cowi to effectuate a major change in policy. (Jones v. Lodge at Torrey Pines P 'ship, 42 
Cal.4th 1158, 1171 (2008); Ailanto Properties, Inc. v. City of Half Moon Bay, 142 Cal.App.4th 
572, 589 (2006).) The 1995 amendment to the OCWD Act was technical cleanup legislation.28 

Therefore, that amendment cannot be interpreted to have effectuated the major policy change 
advocated by OCWD staff, namely, that recycled water cannot be considered a Supplemental 
Source. Divining such an intention on the Legislature's part from the 1995 Legislation is 
particularly problematic given the sparsity of the record for that amendment, leading OCWD's 
legal counsel to opine at the August 2016 OCWD Board meeting that "the 1995 change, it's 
much - we've not yet found any clear reason why that change occurred.'' (Refer to Exhibit 8, 

26 Refer to Exhibit 25 to this Letter (OCWD's March 1998 Board agenda item). 

27 Refer to Exhibit 26 to this Letter (Minutes of OCWD Board meeting, March 18, 1998). 

28 Refer to Exhibit 27 to this Letter. 
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p. 21; emphasis added.) OCWD staff also recognized that the obtuse explanation for the 1995 
amendment is "confusing." (Exhibit 10, p. 80.) 

Second, whatever the Legislature's intention was in amending the OCWD Act in 1995, 
the intention of OCWD in seeking that amendment is clear - and it had nothing to do with the 
statutory purpose underlying the BEA. Instead, OCWD sought the amendment to promote the 
purchase of its own recycled water by groundwater producers. Simply put, if OCWD treated 
recycled water as a Supplemental Source, then OCWD's own recycled water would be too 
expensive for groundwater producers to purchase.29 Hence, the need for OCWD staff to 
classify recycled water as "neutral" water, a position not supported by the statutory purpose 
behind the BEA. Yet, when classifying a source of water that does not affect OCWD's own 
water sales, OCWD takes a position consistent with IRWD's interpretation of Section 31.5. 
For example, OCWD treats "conserved water" as a Supplemental Source even though that 
water is located within the land boundaries of the Santa Ana River Watershed. (Refer to 
Exhibit 34 to this Letter.) Thus, OCWD treats two similar situated classes of water 
inconsistently, with conserved water qualifying as a Supplemental Source and recycled water 
not qualifying as a Supplemental Source, even though only recycled water yields actual ("wet") 
water for use. 

A FULL PUBLIC HEARING IS REQUIRED FOR THE OCWD BOARD TO ACT ON 
RESOLUTION 17-11 

If the OCWD Board intends to proceed with Resolution 17-11, then it must hold a full 
public hearing. The OCWD Act requires a public hearing when the OCWD Board establishes 
the annual BPP. (OCWD Act, Section 3 l .5(f).) The BPP is defined as a formula under Section 
3 l .5(c)(2) of the OCWD Act: 

'"Basin production percentage' means the ratio that all water to be produced 
from groundwater supplies within the district bears to all water to be produced 
by persons and operators within the district from supplemental sources and from 
groundwater within the district during the ensuing water year." 

Under that formula, reducing the amount of Supplemental Sources (which occurs when 
recycled water is backed out of Supplemental Source), reduces the denominator in the formula, 
which necessarily, leads to a higher BPP. Under the statute, the numerator in the BPP formula 
is the amount of groundwater to be produced in the upcoming year, which is the finding 
required under Section 3 l.5(g)(l) of the Act. That amount relates to groundwater demands. 
In contrast, OCWD staff apparently uses expected groundwater supplies for the numerator in 
the BPP formula. 30 Whether accounting for groundwater supplies in the setting of the BPP is 
good groundwater management or not, the statute only allows expected groundwater demands 

29 Refer to Exhibits 28-33 to this Letter. 

30 Refer to Exhibit 35 to this Letter. 
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to be the numerator in the BPP formula. Since the OCWD Board found groundwater demand 
to be 294,000 af and 303,000 af in the original BEA Resolutions31 (the Resolutions make no 
mention of the expected amount of groundwater supplies), the "corrected" numbers for 
Supplemental Sources in Resolution 17-11 would increase the BPP resulting to 82% and 80% 
for 2016-17 and 2017-18, respectively. Use of any other formula or "policy" to arrive at a 
different BPP is flatly contrary to the OCWD Act. 

Accordingly, since revising the amount of Supplemental Sources would cause the BPP 
to be changed, the OCWD Board must hold a full public hearing before acting on Resolution 
17-11; otherwise the OCWD Board would violate the OCWD Act. At such a public hearing, 
the OCWD Board should hear, take, and receive all competent evidence presented regarding 
the need for basin equity assessments, production requirements and limitations in general, as 
required by the OCWD Act. 

Edward J. Casey 

EJC/ysr 
Enclosures 

cc: Michael Markus, OCWD General Manager 
(w/encls.) Via Hand Delivery 

Joel D. Kuperberg, OCWD General Manager 
(w/encls.) Via Hand Delivery 

Doug Reinhart, IR WD Board President 
(w/encls.) Via Hand Delivery 

Paul Cook, IR WD General Manager 
(w/encls.) [Via Email] 

l.EOAL02/37691891 v4 

31 Those demand numbers match exactly the demand projections in the corresponding annual 
Engineer's Report. (Exhibit 22, pp. 23-24; Exhibit 23, p. 22.) Notably, the demand 
projections in those reports do not back out or exclude IRWD's recycled water. (Exhibit 22, 
Table 5; Exhibit 23, Table 5.) The consistency between the Original BEA Findings and the 
Annual Engineer's Reports belies OCWD' s current claim of a clerical error in the Original 
BEA Findings. 
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RESOLUTION NO. 16-4-3 7 
ESTABLISHING THE BASIN PRODUCTION PERCENTAGE, PRODUCTION 

LIMITATION AND DETERMINING THE NEED AND DESIRABILITY TO LEVY BASIN 
EQUITY ASSESSMENTS AND AMOUNT THEREOF 

WHEREAS, pursuant to Section 31 .5 of the Orange County Water District Act, an engineering 
report on water production and the condition of water supplies within the Orange County Water 
District has been filed and presented to the Board of Directors of said District, and a hearing 
relating to said production and condition of water supplies was held on Wednesday, March 16, 
2016; and 

WHEREAS, a duly noticed public hearing was held on April 20, 2016 and evidence submitted 
for the purpose of determining the need and desirability of levying Basin Equity Assessments 
and the amount thereof, as well as the need for establishing production requirements and 
limitations and the extent thereof, and said matters having been submitted to the Board of 
Directors for its findings and detenninations~ and 

NOW, THEREFORE, the Board of Directors of the Orange County Water District does hereby 
resolve as follows: 

Section 1: That the Board of Directors does hereby find and determine for the ensuing water 
year July 1, 2016 to June 30, 2017 as follows: 

a. The estimated total amount of water to be produced by all persons or operators within 
the District from the groundwater within the District is 294,000 acre-feet. 

b. The estimated total amount to be produced by such persons and operators from 
groundwater and supplemental sources is 380,000 acre-feet. 

c. The basin production percentage is 75 percent. There are no basin production 
requirements. 

d. The production limitation is 75 percent for all 19 retail groundwater producers. The 
surcharge for production in excess of the production limitation is $0 per acre-feet. 

e. The Basin Equity Assessment and production requirements and limitations from 
groundwater within the District established by this resolution are necessary for the 
protection of the water supply of the District. 

f. The Basin Equity Assessments for that pumping originating from the water quality 
projects operated by the Mesa Water District (Colored Water Removal project), 
Irvine Ranch Water District (Irvine Desalter and Wells 21 and 22), City of Tustin 
(Desalter), and City of Garden Grove (Nitrate Removal project) shall be exempt from 
the 75 percent production limitation and surcharge rate. 

g. The Basin Equity Assessment shall be set at $0 per acre-feet for agricultural irrigation 
use producers who do not have a supplemental water connection, and that such 
amount is reasonable. 

h. The Basin Equity Assessments to be levied against all other persons and operators in 
a dollar amount per acre-foot of water produced from the groundwater supply (in 
excess of the basin production percentage) for all purposes including i.-rrigation are as 
follows: ....L. 

10 
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AGENCY 
City of Anaheim 
City of Buena Park 

Table I - Basin Equity Assessments 

East Orange County Water District 
City of Fountain Valley 
City of Fullerton 
City of Garden Grove 
Golden State Water Company 
City of Huntington Beach 
Irvine Ranch Water District 
City of La Palma 
Mesa Water District 
City of Newport Beach 
City of Orange 
City of Santa Ana 
City of Seal Beach 
Serrano Water District 
City of Tustin 
City of Westminster 
Yorba Linda Water District 
All producers for agricultural irrigation use 
Producers for agricultural Irrigation Use without MWD Access 
All Others 

i. The amount of each such Basin Equity Assessment is reasonable. 

BEA ($/AF) 
210 
532 
530 
532 
531 
549 
533 
548 
525 
512 
535 
560 
534 
515 
518 
484 
505 
544 
516 
688 

0 
527 

j. During the ensuing water year, upon the District giving published notice thereof, 
pursuant to Section 6061 of the Government Code, in a newspaper of general circulation 
·printed and published within the District at least IO days prior to such hearing, a 
subsequent public hearing may be held to modify the basin production percentage, any 
Basin Equity Assessments, any surcharge, or any production requirement or limitation 
established by the District. 

Section 2: That pursuant to Section 3 l .5(h) of the Orange County Water District Act, all persons 
and operators who produce 25 acre-feet or less of water from groundwater within the District 
shall be excluded from the levy of the Basin Equity Assessments and production requirements 
and limitations provided for herein. 

Section 3: The Board of Directors finds and determines that the establishment of the basin 
production percentage, production requirements and limitations, and the adoption, levy and 
imposition of basin equity assessments and surcharges are exempt from the California 
Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") under State CEQA Guideline §15378(6)(2) since they 
involve continuing administrative activities such as general policy and procedure making. 

Section 4: Based upon the staff report and presentation, the proposed fiscal year 2016-17 budget 

11 
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presented by the General Manager, and the testimony and evidence presented at the public 
hearing, the Board of Directors finds and declares that the adoption, levy and imposition of the 
basin equity assessments and surcharges do not constitute a "project" within the meaning of 
CEQA and are exempt from CEQA under Public Resources Code Section 21080(b)(8) and State 
CEQA Guidelines§§ l 5378(b)(4) and 15273, because the basin equity assessments and 
surcharges: (a) involve the creation of government funding mechanisms or other government 
fiscal activities which do not involve any commitment to any specific project which may result 
in a potentially significant physical impact on the environment; and (b) are for the purposes of 
meeting operating expenses (including employee wage rates and fringe benefits), purchasing or 
leasing supplies, equipment or materials, meeting financial reserve needs and requirements, and 
obtaining funds for capital projects necessary to maintain the )eve! of service within the District's 
existing boundaries. 

Section 5: That the Secretary of this District is hereby instructed and directed to give notice of 
the Basin Equity Assessments as required by the Orange County Water District Act, and to file a 
Notice of Exemption in accordance with CEQA. 

CONSENT CALENDAR 

The Consent Calendar was approved upon motion by Director Dewane, seconded by Director 
Anthony and carried [9-0] as follows. 
Ayes: Anthony, Brandman, Dewane, Green, Flory, Nguyen, Reyna, Sheldon, Yoh 
Absent: Bilodeau 

2. Approval of Cash Disbursements 

MOTION NO. 16-56 
APPROVING CASH DISBURSEMENTS 

Payment of bills for the period March 31, 2016 through April 13, 2016 in the total amount of 
$5,552,903.11 is ratified and approved. 

3. Approval of Minutes of Board Meeting 

MOTION NO. 16-57 
APPROVING MINUTES OF BOARD MEETING 

The minutes of the Board of Directors meeting held March 16, 2016 are approved as presented. 

4. Resolution Congratulating Mesa Water® for its Conservation Achievements 

RESOLUTION NO. 16-4-38 
CONGRATULATING MESA WATER DISTRICT ON ITS CONSERVATION EFFORTS 

WHEREAS, Mesa Water District (Mesa Water®) has supplied safe and reliable water to its 
service area for more than 55 years; and 

12 
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water for a total of $445 per acre-foot of water produced by said persons during the ensuing water year 
for purposes other than irrigation. 

Section 4: Pursuant to Section 29 of the Orange County Water District Act, the Board of Directors of 
the Orange County Water District does hereby provide that the operator of any water producing 
facility within the District which has a discharge opening not greater than two inches in diameter and 
which does not provide domestic or irrigation water for an area in excess of one acre, in lieu of filing a 
sworn statement as to the production of groundwater, may pay a fixed Replenishment Assessment and 
Additional Replenishment Assessment in the amount of $445 for water produced in the ensuing water 
year, namely July 1, 2017 to June 30, 2018. 

Section 5: Based upon the staff report and presentation, the proposed fiscal year 2017-18 budget 
presented by the General Manager, and the testimony and evidence presented at the public hearing, the 
Board of Directors finds and declares that the adoption, levy and imposition of the Replenishment 
Assessment and Additional Replenishment Assessment do not constitute a "project" within the 
meaning of the California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") and are exempt from CEQA under 
Public Resources Code Section 21080(b)(8) and State CEQA Guidelines§§ 15378(b)(4) and 15273, 
because the Replenishment Assessment and Additional Replenishment Assessment: (a) involve the 
creation of government funding mechanisms or other government fiscal activities which do not 
involve any commitment to any specific project which may result in a potentially significant physical 
impact on the environment; and (b) are for the purposes of meeting operating expenses (including 
employee wage rates and fringe benefits), purchasing or leasing supplies, equipment or materials, 
meeting financial reserve needs and requirements, and obtaining funds for capital projects necessary to 
maintain the level of service within the District's existing boundaries. 

Section 5: That the Secretary of this District is hereby instructed and directed to give notice of the levy 
of the Replenishment Assessment and this Additional Replenishment Assessment as required by the 
Orange County Water District Act, and to file a Notice of Exemption in accordance with CEQA. 

4. Resolution D 

Upon motion by Director Dewane, seconded by Director Anthony, the following resolution was 
unanimously adopted [9-1]. 
Ayes: Anthony, Bilodeau, Dewane, Green, Nguyen, Sarmiento, Sheldon, Whitaker, Yoh 
Noes: Vanderbilt 

RESOLUTION NO. 14-4-45 
ESTABLISHING THE BASIN PRODUCTION PERCENTAGE, PRODUCTION LIMITATION 

AND DETERMINING THE NEED AND DESIRABILITY TO LEVY BASIN EQUITY 
ASSESSMENTS AND AMOUNT THEREOF 

WHEREAS, pursuant to Section 31.5 of the Orange County Water District Act, an engineering report 
on water production and the condition of water supplies within the Orange County Water District has 
been filed and presented to the Board of Directors of said District, and a hearing relating to said 
production and condition of water supplies was held on Wednesday, March 15, 2017; and 
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WHEREAS, a duly noticed public hearing was held on April 19, 2017 and evidence submitted for the 
purpose of determining the need and desirability of levying Basin Equity Assessments and the amount 
thereof, as well as the need for establishing production requirements and limitations and the extent 
thereof, and said matters having been submitted to the Board of Directors for its findings and 
determinations; and 

NOW, THEREFORE, the Board of Directors of the Orange County Water District does hereby resolve 
as follows: 

Section 1: That the Board of Directors does hereby find and determine for the ensuing water year 
July 1, 2017 to June 30, 2018 as follows: 

a. The estimated total amount of water to be produced by all persons or operators within the 
District from the groundwater within the District is 303,000 acre-feet. 

b. The estimated total amount to be produced by such persons and operators from 
groundwater and supplemental sources is 395,000 acre-feet. 

c. The basin production percentage is 75 percent. There are no basin production 
requirements. 

d. The production limitation is 75 percent for all 19 retail groundwater producers. The 
surcharge for production in excess of the production limitation is $0 per acre-feet. 

e. The Basin Equity Assessment and production requirements and limitations from 
groundwater within the District established by this resolution are necessary for the 
protection of the water supply of the District. 

f. The Basin Equity Assessments for that pumping originating from the water quality projects 
operated by the Mesa Water District (Colored Water Removal project), Irvine Ranch Water 
District (Irvine Desalter and Wells 21 and 22), City of Tustin (Desalter), and City of 
Garden Grove (Nitrate Removal project) shall be exempt from the 75 percent production 
limitation and surcharge rate (70% for IRWD). 

g. The District shall implement the Coastal Pumping Transfer Program in FY 2017-18 and 
shall modify the BEA for Producers participating in this program as shown. 

h. The Basin Equity Assessment shall be set at $0 per acre-feet for agricultural irrigation use 
producers who do not have a supplemental water connection, and that such amount is 
reasonable. 

1. The Basin Equity Assessments to be levied against all other persons and operators in a 
dollar amount per acre-foot of water produced from the groundwater supply (in excess of 
the basin production percentage) for all purposes including irrigation are as follows: 
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AGENCY 
City of Anaheim 
City of Buena Park 

Table 1 - Basin Equity Assessments 

East Orange County Water District 
City of Fountain Valley 
City of Fullerton 
City of Garden Grove 
Golden State Water Company 
City of Huntin!:,Tton Beach 
Irvine Ranch Water District 
City of La Palma 
Mesa Water District 
City of Newport Beach 
City of Orange 
City of Santa Ana 
City of Seal Beach 
Serrano Water District 
City of Tustin 
City of Westminster 
Yorba Linda Water District 
All producers for agricultural irrigation use 
Producers for agricultural Irrigation Use without MWD Access 
All Others 

j. The amount of each such Basin Equity Assessment is reasonable. 

4/19/2017 

BEA ($/AF) 
216 
423 
538 
399 
524 
423 
421 
485 
523 
390 
467 
552 
413 
516 
512 
469 
509 
541 
387 
707 

0 
520 

k. During the ensuing water year, upon the District giving published notice thereof, pursuant to 
Section 6061 of the Government Code, in a newspaper of general circulation printed and 
published within the District at least 10 days prior to such hearing, a subsequent public hearing 
may be held to modify the basin production percentage, any Basin Equity Assessments, any 
surcharge, or any production requirement or limitation established by the District. 

Section 2: That pursuant to Section 3 l.5(h) of the Orange County Water District Act, all persons and 
operators who produce 25 acre-feet or less of water from groundwater within the District shall be 
excluded from the levy of the Basin Equity Assessments and production requirements and limitations 
provided for herein. 

Section 3: The Board of Directors finds and determines that the establishment of the basin production 
percentage, production requirements and limitations, and the adoption, levy and imposition of basin 
equity assessments and surcharges are exempt from the California Environmental Quality Act 
("CEQA") under State CEQA Guideline § 153 78(b )(2) since they involve continuing administrative 
activities such as general policy and procedure making. 
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Section 4: Based upon the staff report and presentation, the proposed fiscal year 2017-18 budget 
presented by the General Manager, and the testimony and evidence presented at the public hearing, the 
Board of Directors finds and declares that the adoption, levy and imposition of the basin equity 
assessments and surcharges do not constitute a "project" within the meaning of CEQA and are exempt 
from CEQA under Public Resources Code Section 21080(b )(8) and State CEQA Guidelines 
§§ 15378(b)(4) and 15273, because the basin equity assessments and surcharges: (a) involve the 
creation of government funding mechanisms or other government fiscal activities which do not 
involve any commitment to any specific project which may result in a potentially significant physical 
impact on the environment; and (b) are for the purposes of meeting operating expenses (including 
employee wage rates and fringe benefits), purchasing or leasing supplies, equipment or materials, 
meeting financial reserve needs and requirements, and obtaining funds for capital projects necessary to 
maintain the level of service within the District's existing boundaries. 

Section 5: That the Secretary of this District is hereby instructed and directed to give notice of the 
Basin Equity Assessments as required by the Orange County Water District Act, and to file a Notice of 
Exemption in accordance with CEQA. 

CONSENT CALENDAR 

General Manager Markus removed Item No. 18, Recommended Change to Policy for Developing New 
Local Water Resources, from tonight's Agenda. 
Director Green removed Item No. 6, SA WPA Budget Contribution, from the Consent Calendar. 
Director Green noted she would be voting "No" on Item No. 30, Consideration of Modifying RA and 
Additional RA, based upon a recent court decision that states the fee imposed by OCWD is property
related and therefore subject to Proposition 218. 
The remainder of the Consent Calendar was approved upon motion by Director Dewane, seconded by 
Director Anthony and carried [10-0] as follows, with Director Green voting "No" on Item No. 30. 
Ayes: Anthony, Bilodeau, Dewane, Green, Nguyen, Sarmiento, Sheldon, Vanderbilt, Whitaker, Yoh 
Noes: Green: Item No. 30 

2. Approval of Cash Disbursements 

MOTION NO. 17-51 
APPROVING CASH DISBURSEMENTS 

Payment of bills for the period March 30, 2017 through April 12, 2017 in the total amount of 
$4,113,670.70 is ratified and approved. 

3. Approval of Minutes of Board Meeting 

MOTION NO. 17-52 
APPROVING MINUTES OF BOARD MEETINGS 

The minutes of the Board of Directors meetings held March 15, 2017 are approved as presented. 
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FOREWORD 
By ShaUYn Dewane, President, Orange County Waler Distri,ct 

The Nature of Groundwater 

T o understand the work of Orange County Water District 

(OCWD, District) is to understand groundwater. Born of 

ancient rains a nd held deep underground, groundwater is 

Orange County's wellspring-a cr itically important water resource 

that is largely invisible and yet saturates the lives and livelihoods of 

millions of people. 

Groundwater is water that accumulates and is stored beneath the 

surface of Earth in aquifers. Like an underground sponge, an aquifer is 

a porous mix of sand and gravel that is filled with water. Some aquifers 

are shallow; others are thousands offeet deep and stretch across 

hundreds of miles. The High Plains aquifer, for example, extends 

174,000 square miles from South Dakota to Texas. 

A groundwater basin consists of one or more aquifers surrounded 

by non-water-bearing material. Inside the basin, the aquifers are 

divided and shaped by aquitards, clay or silt layers that restrict 

movement of water between the aquifers. Water enters the ground

water basin by percolation through the ground, or by underground 

flows of water from an adjoining aquifer. Movement of groundwater is 

extremely slow and usually measured in feet per year. Water perco

lates into the basin naturally through rain and river flow, or artificially 

by creating facilities to enhance natural percolation, such as a perco

lation pond. The rate of percolation depends on the underlying soil 

conditions. Open, sandy soil, for example, enables faster percolation 

than clay or silty soil. 

Global Significance of Groundwater 
Groundwater represents about two-thirds of the world's freshwater 

supply (Goldin 1983, 64). This hidden water is tapped for irrigation 

and other uses throughout the world. While some countries carefully 

manage groundwater supplies, other countries are depleting ground

water reservoirs at a rapid rate. Limited availability of surface water 

further ex.acerbates the overdraft problem. Drought conditions, such as 

those in the West, place additional pressure on groundwater supplies

if aquifers go dry, the consequences spell disaster. 

The United States faces its own groundwater management chal

lenges. Groundwater remains the most undervalued and abused 

resource in the water industry. Thanks to pumping technology and rela

tively inexpensive energy, groundwater has been mined recklessly even 

in California. From San Diego to the Central Valley, you can see the 

consequences of overdrafting in land subsidence (sinkage), irreversible 

structural changes to aquifers, and in coastal areas salt water intrusion. 

According to Marc Reisner in Overlapped Oasis, in California and the 

West's high plains alone, water is being taken and not replaced at a rate 

of five trillion gallons per year. 

Numerous references, including The World's Water, The West without 

Water, and The Atlas of Water, note that hundreds of aquifers, partic

ularly in areas of low rainfall, are being pumped faster than they are 

replenished. \Vhen those "wells" go dry, we will see the effects in our 

food prices, property values, and the land and rivers we once eajoyed. 

In some parts of the world, the effects will be dire-starvation, disease, 
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and increased political conflict and tension. Unless political leaders 

worldwide take action toward managing the world's water supplies, 

within a few years a water crisis of catastrophic proportions will 

explode upon us. 

Regional Significance of Orange County's 
Groundwater Basin 

Though it lies underground, groundwater is 

a significant natural resource here in the state. 

It represents almost 150 million acre-feet of 

water-triple the supply of the State's surface 

supplies (Blomquist 1988, 4). People have been 

using the State's groundwater for thousands of 

years. Water seeping from underground springs 

sustained California Indians in arid lands. The 

Desert Cahuilla went further and hand-dug wells 

called "lemakawomal" deep into the earth. 

Descending stair-steps provided access to the 

water. Later, as Europeans settled in California 

and established farms and ranches, groundwater 

supplies were used in earnest. People dug wells 

and tapped aquifers to irrigate croplands and 
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County drinks today may have entered the basin one year, 100 years, 

or 1,000 years ago, depending on the location and depth of the well. 

Orange County's groundwater basin has a usable capacity of over 

one million acre-feet. '!'his vast basin reflects an interesting geology. 

The sandy soil under Yorba Linda, Fullerton, Anaheim, and Orange 

provides relatively good access for water on the surface to reach deep 
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forming millions of years ago as mountains 
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eroded and ocean and riverine sediments filled a deep valley, trapping 

Santa Ana Rjver water within layers of sand and gravel. The deepest 

aquifers of the groundwater basin still contain pristine "fossil water" 

that fell to the ground thousands of years ago. The water Orange 
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aquifers while clay layers that underlie other areas impede percola

t ion. These restrictive clay layers limit the reach ofOCWD's recharge 

areas, but they also limit the extent and depth of pollution within the 

basin. 
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OCWD relies on the "ecosystem services" of the groundwater basin 

to manage water supplies. The water from the Santa Ana River is 

naturally purified and stored without the need for extensive piping 

networks to transport it. Further, it is not subject to evaporation like 

water stored in a surface reservoir, and the basin cost nothing to 

build-compared to a price tag of billions of dollars to construct a 

surface reservoir today (if an environmentally satisfactory location 

could be found). Properly managed, the groundwater basin provides 

a renewable resource for current and future generations, and in times 

of drought, ensures water reliability that otherwise couJd be compro

mised Responsible management also ensures a basin that provides 

a solid foundation for city infrastructure, as well as environmental 

benefits to plants and animals that depend upon rivers, streams, and 

wetlands. 

The Orange County Water District has always viewed groundwater 

management as a long-term process. Eighty years after its inception, 

the District continues to be guided by vision and vigilance. It is my 
distinct honor to serve as president of its Board of Directors. The 

Board, together with staff, recognizes the pivotal role the District 

plays in water resource management. Its innovative Groundwater 

Replenishment System is its legacy and a testament to its commitment 

to groundwater stewardship. Please join me in exploring the Orange 

County Water District's remarkable 80-year history. 
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PREFACE 
This history of the Orange County Water District (OCWD) is based in large part on a document prepared for OCWD by Joseph J. Milkovich & 

Associates of Huntington Beach, California. The document, entitled A History of the Orange Counl:IJ Water District and the River It Runs, 

was primarily the work of Barbara A. Milkovich, Ph.D. Algoe Ensley, former OGWD Records Manager, prepared the original acronym list and 

the glossary. 

That document was submitted to OCWD in March 1998 and subsequently updated and reorganized to reflect the latest information in water 

issues and OCWD programs. Renamed A History of Orange County Water District, it was published in book form in 2003. Further updated 

and expanded by The Acorn Group, this second edition was released in 2014. 

INTRODUCTION 

I 
n 1860 William Brewer, professor of agriculture at Sheffield 

Scientific School at Yale, accompanied the first geological survey 

party to study the terrain of California. He kept a detailed 

journal of his experiences. His early description of the broad riverbed 

of the Santa Ana River would sti ll be quite accurate if the river had 

not been confined to a channel in Orange County. Even today du.ring 

floods, the Santa Ana River appears formidable as it rushes to the 

sea. One can imagine that, loosed from its banks , it could flood the 

wide coastal plain now covered by asphalt and lined with buildings. 

The river's floodwater has inundated parts of modern Orange County 

at least five times in the 20th century alone, destroying the homes, 

lives, and livelihoods of residents. Yet, for much of every year, it is 

a narrow, shallow stream that simply disappears into its riverbed 

about mid-county. As it disappears, however, its waters sink into a 
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groundwater reservoir that is capable of holding some 2.5 to 3 million 

acre-feet of water (Bailey 1929, 5). OCWD hydrogeologists have since 

mapped and modeled the basin and estimate its total capacity to be 

10-40 million-acre-feet (Herndon 1999). California Department of 

Water Resources 1997 estimates place the usable capacity of this 

underground reservoir at about 1.25 million acre-feet (Van Haun 1997). 

At first, the basin's supply seemed unlimited. By the 1930s, however, 

the groundwater level had dropped precipitously, indicating the 

basin was already overdrawn. If Orange County were to continue its 

economic expansion, the basin supply would have to be replenished 

and protected. To study the problem, the Farm Bureau and County 

Chamber of Commerce established a committee of agribusiness and 

civic leaders. The committee proposed legislation to establish a unique 

basin-wide management and conservation district for the valley. As 



stated in the original 1933 Orange County Water District Act, the new 

district would monitor and conserve underground supplies in the 

Santa Ana Valley basin, and protect local water rights against outside 

users. While this basic purpose has remained in place, modern tech

nology and science have made OCWD's operation much more complex. 

The first directors supervised day-to-day maintenance themselves, 

hiring engineers as needed or retaining attorneys to pursue litigation 

over water rights against upstream users of the Santa Ana River. But, 

by 2002, OCWD's operation had grown to a staff of 186, including 

scientists, engineers, technicians, accountants, and attorneys. It 

owned more than 3,600 acres of land for groundwater recharge and 

had more than $70 million in annual operational funds. Groundwater 

management policies had expanded from clearing weeds in the river 

bottom to championing internationally acclaimed wastewater recla

mation projects. Now in 2014, supported by a staff of 216 and annual 

operational funds that total $112.6 million, the District remains at the 

forefront of groundwater management and protection. 

Orange County Water Agencies 
Several different kinds of water districts serve Orange County and 

have similar names, but often different responsibilities. Only one

OCWD-manages the groundwater basin of the north and central part 

of the county. With the exception of treated wastewater for irrigation 

in the Green Acres Project, OCWD does not directly provide water to 

anyone. Its mission is to provide local water retailers with a reliable, 

adequate, and high-quality supply of water procured in an environmen

tally responsible manner at the lowest reasonable cost. 

The Metropolitan Water District of Southern California (MWD) 

provides water from the Colorado River and the State Water Project 

to Southern California. It wholesales this imported water to its 

Orange County member agencies, including three independent cities, 

Anaheim, Fullerton, and Santa Ana, and the Municipal Water District 

of Orange County (MWDOC). MWDOC represents all of Orange 

County (excluding the independent city members of MWD), acting as a 

pass-through agency for MWD water sold to its constituent members, 

and sells additional untreated water to OCWD for groundwater 

recharge. 

Special districts, including Irvine Ranch Water District, Mesa 

Water District, Yorba Linda Water District, East Orange County Water 

District, and Serrano Water District, which until recent decades were 

primarily agricultural water producers, also draw groundwater from 

the basin. In addition to these districts, private individuals and water 

companies also produce water independently from the groundwater 

basin. Directly or indirectly, they are tied to the Santa Ana River. 

Without Santa Ana River flows, north and central Orange County 

would be dependent on the Colorado River or northern California for 

most, if not all, of their water. Ultimately, the economy of north and 

central Orange County depends upon maintaining the Santa Ana River 

and its watershed basins to support an ever-growing population. 

Although a skeptic would challenge its influence on the coastal 

areas of Orange County in the middle of a dry summer, the Santa Ana 

River is the largest coastal stream in Southern California. Flowing 

west from the San Bernardino Mountains, the river winds through San 

Bernardino and Riverside Counties before reaching Orange County 

and ultimately the Pacific Ocean. Its drainage area encompasses 

about 2,470 square miles, including a portion of Los Angeles County, 

and its total length is about 80 miles (Blomquist 1988, 3). Two of its 

main tributaries, Mill Creek and Bear Creek, originate in the San 
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Bernardino Mountains; a third, Lytle Creek, originates in the San 

Gabriel Mountains (M. B. Scott 1976, 7). Together these flow south

westerly through the upper river valley, where other smaller tributary 

streams meet them, finally entering Orange County through a 12-rnile 

gorge-the Santa Ana Canyon. Once on the coastal plain, the river is 

joined by Santiago Creek and flows to the ocean between Huntington 

Beach and Newport Beach. 
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THE RIVER 
UNTAMED 

Santa Ana River, circa 1899. Pharo courtesy of Anaheim Public Library. 1 



Freshwater Supplies and the 
Serrano and Tongva 

T
he Serrano and Tongva lived along the banks of the Santa 

Ana River for thousands of years, drawn there by the vege

tation and wildlife associated with each ecological region of 

the river's watershed. For many, the Santa Ana River remains a part of 

cull11ral traditions today. In the upper San Bernardino Valley regions, 

villages of the Serrano Indians were tucked into the canyons. There 

they found shelter from winter storms, as well as abundant water and 

game. Village sites in the lower woodlands offered a steady supply of 

acorns, other plant foods, and game, as well as grasses and reeds that 

yielded fibers for basket making and home building. Encampments in 

lower reaches of the river- open grassland areas and riparian edges

enabled both the Serrano and the Tongva to take advantage of deer and 

smaller animals that came to the river to d rink. Fresh water also meant 

a steady supply of fish, fibers, and plant foods to sustain their lives and 

liveW1oods. A number of communities thrived in the Santa Ana Valley 

along the Coyote Creek and the Santa Ana River. When the Portola 

expedition crossed the Santa Ana River in 1769, its journalist, Father 

Crespi, noted a friendly village on the riverbanks (McCawley 1996, 60). 

He mentioned the Indians offered the travelers antelope, hares and 

seeds from their larder-typical resources derived from the grassland 

ecosystem. 

Other archeologicat evidence presented by author and historian 

William Mccawley suggests that the Indians had temporary camps in 

the marshy regions at the mouth of the river. Since the coastal marshes 

flooded in winter storms, inland bands likely used the camps for 

seasonal hunting, shellfish gathering, and fishing bases. Several prob

able locations on the bluffs of Huntington Beach and Costa Mesa above 
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the r iver's flood plain have been identified. They include the Newland 

House, Banning Estate, and Fairview and Griset sites (Mccawley 1996, 

71-72). 

W ater Works and the Spanish Period 
Life on the coastal plain changed with the coming of the mission

aries. Mission San Gabriel had jurisdiction over a wide area of the Los 

Angeles basin, including the Santa Ana Valley. In the late 1700s the 

Spanish padres attempted to convert the Serrano and Tongva Indian 

population to Christianity and teach them European ways of living. In 

Early Spanish missionaries 

the process, they were exposed to disease and threatened with punish

ment. Forced to abandon traditional beliefs and practices meant 

changing the world of the Serrano and Tongva forever. 

Mission San Gabriel drew its irrigation water from nearby ground

water springs and cienegas (marshlands) for the fields at the mission 



and other areas along the rivers of the valley. Eventually the Mission 

had some 6,000 acres of land under irrigation, including tracts at Santa 

Ana (Cleland 1941, 22; Blomquist 1992, 44). In about 1819, Indians from 

San Bernardino visited Mission San Gabriel. Seeing the irrigation 

works, they requested help in establishing similar structures on Mill 

Creek. Their resulting construction of the Mill Creek Zanja became 

the first such development in the upper basin (M. B. Scott 1976, 9). It 

remains in place nearly 200 years later. 

Beginning in the late 18th century, Europeans introduced their 

concept of community control of irrigation and water management to 

Southern California as their colonies developed. What was once the 

land of Spanish clergy became the land of Mexican rancheros, Mormon 

colonists, and finally-in Orange County-German vineyard owners. 

According to Spanish law, no individual could claim the right to 

a stream flow. The right to use water was held in common within a 

community for the benefit of all, and did not supersede the similar right 

of downstream users. A watermaster, or zanjero, was charged with 

the responsibility of allocating water in proportion to the needs of the 

people and the quantity available. The pueblo (municipality) or irriga

tion district was responsible for division of the water, development of 

water works, and protection of water quality for the stream as it passed 

by. Thus, formal concepts of communal sharing of water were applied 

to the river. 

In 1810, the Spanish government granted a concession for grazing 

rights on the 62,500-acre Rancho Santiago de Santa Ana to retired soldier 

Jose Antonio Yorba and his nephew, Juan Pablo Peralta. Following the 

custom of the Spanish government, the land was not granted to the men, 

but rather, the rights to graze cattle on it. Because of its location, the 

rancho claimed riparian rights to the river flow, confirmed by the United 

Orange County Ranchos 

States land commission in 1860. A rancho's rights were subordinate 

to those of a pueblo. Generally limited to domestic use or watering of 

livestock, the rancho's water usage could be expanded for crop irrigation 

or to operate a mill, as long as the use did not injure other downstream 

users. If, however, a rancher turned water onto his land to irrigate and 

no one complained, his use could be confirmed after a period of time. In 

the first recorded use of Santa Ana River water for irrigation, Yorba and 

Peralta diverted water to irrigate their crops and pasture land on the 

rancho (OCWD Annual Report 1983, 6). 
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Water Works and the Rancho Period 
When Mexico became independent from Spain in 1821, the influence 

of the missions began to decline in California. The newly independent 

nation secularized mission lands in the early 1830s and granted them 

to settlers. Under the secularization decree, Don Bernardo Yorba, son 

of Jose Antonio, received a Mexican land grant to the Rancho Cajon 

de Santa Ana on the north side of 

the river. In 1835, Bernardo Yorba 

built several irrigation ditches on 

the river in the vicinity of Bedrock 

Canyon, the narrowest point in the 

Santa Ana Canyon (Hall 1983, 634). 

Within a year, he was irrigating 

between 1,000 to 2,000 acres of 

cropland, vineyards, and orchards 

(M. B. Scott 1976, 211). 

Water Works and the American Period 
In 1848, the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo concluded the war with 

Mexico and made California part of the United States. James Wilson 

Marshall, a sawmill operator on the American River, discovered gold 

at virtually the same time, and the.rush to California was on. Farmers 

came into Southern California and purchased rancho land to grow 

grain and other food crops for 

hungry miners. Ranchers began 

to graze cattle for their meat, not 

just the hides, because it was 

finally profitable to drive a herd 

north across the San Joaquin 

Valley to Sacramento. 

Despite the transfer of land 

ownership from the missions to 

the settlers, the economy changed 

little. Yankee traders came into the 

region in the late 1820s and early 

1830s to trade household goods for 
Southwest view of the Bernardo Yorba adobe and shed, on Rancho Santiago de Santa 
Ana, circa 1910. Photo courtesy of Santo Ano Public Library. 

hides, which they shipped by ocean-

going vessels to the eastern United States. Isolated on the West Coast, 

the Anglos intermarried with the Mexican ranch families and continued 

traditional cattle operations on the plains. Because it was so difficult and 

time-consuming to carry freight beyond the Los Angeles area, there was 

no outside market for perishables such as meat nor incentive to irrigate 

more land than needed for food to sustain the local population. 
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Mormon Settlement and the Zanja 

A 
fter the gold rush began, Mormon leader Brigham Young 

envisioned converts coming to Salt Lake City via the 

Pacific Coast, and also establishing a colony in the milder 

California climate. He planned a series of farming communities as stop

ping points between San Diego and Salt Lake 

City. His followers founded a community at 

San Bernardino in 1851, purchasing land and 

water rights on Mill Creek. Just as they had 

in the arid Salt Lake region, the Mormon colo

nists realized that irrigation was necessary 

in the San Bernardino Valley. No one knows 

today exactly how the irrigation water was 

divided among the colonists, but a commu

nity commission administered the irrigation 

operations, and the labor to build the ditches 

was provided by the settlers in proportion to 

the acreage they fanned (Pisano 1984, 81-83). 

The colony of San Bernardino flourished until 

1850s, however, the city's demand for wine increased. Western frontier 

trapper and tracker-turned-settler William Wolfskill and others began 

to grow grapes for that market and soon developed extensive vineyards 

near Los Angeles. In an effort to expand their production still further, 

San Francisco wine merchant John Frohling and his Los Angeles 

partner, Charles 

Kohler, looked 

for people in San 

1857 when Yow1g called his settlers back to Mallory's vineyard, 1898. Photo courtesy of Santa Ana Public Library. 

Francisco who would 

be willing to come to 

the Los Angeles region 

to grow grapes. At his 

urging, a group of 50 

German immigrants 

agreed to establish a 

vineyard colony near 

the Santa Ana River. 

The Germans formed 

a stock company to 

purchase part of the 

Utah to meet a crisis there, and the farmland 

was sold to newcomers or abandoned. 

The Anaheim Colony and the 
Anaheim Water Company 

As the Mormon effort fell apart, another cooperative colony began 

on the lower reaches of the river. The missions had successfully grown 

grapes in the coastal region before the Mexican period, but the vines 

had died out. Once gold seekers reached San Francisco in the early 
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Rancho San Juan 

Cajon de Santa Ana, on the north side of the river. Their agent, George 

Hansen, also secured a right of way across the remaining part of the 

rancho to the river and the right to fill their ditch from the river with a 

certain volume of water for irrigation of the 1,165-acre tract. Hansen 

supervised laying out the individual plots for vineyards and households 

in what became known as Anahein1, a home (heim) by the river (Ana). 

Hansen also directed Indian labor construction of the irrigation ditch 

to carry water to the vineyards from the r iver. 



Irrigation ditch used by the Anaheim Union Water Co., located on Albert Yorba's 
property; view shows dry irrigation ditch in the foreground, and ruins of a one-story 
wood-frame house in the background. Photo courtesy of Anaheim Public Library 

Once the vineyards were established, the colonists took posses

sion of the individual plots of land and established a mutual water 

company- the Anaheim Water Company-to continue to admin-

ister the irrigation works. Each landowner owned one share in the 

company. This was a pioneering effort to develop a private water 

company, distinct from later municipal and district operations funded 

by taxes and bonds (Hund.ley 1992, 103). 

Birth of Santa Ana, Orange, and Tustin 
While the colonists on the Rancho San Juan Cajon de Santa Ana 

had purchased the right to a certain amount of water to irrigate 

their acreage, there was no volume limit on the r iparian rights of the 

Rancho Santiago de Santa Ana. The original grant stated that Rancho 

Santiago de Santa Ana had the right to half of the waters of the river 

that came to it . .When Rancho Santiago de Santa Ana was partitioned 

in 1868, the water rights went with each parcel-along with a right 

of way for a ditch to the river if the parcel did not border the river. 

Instead of joining together as the Anaheim colonists did to form a 

mutual water company to supervise irrigation, the Landowners on this 

rancho dug small individual ditches, which were gradually abandoned. 

By the mid-1870s, land developers were already establishing the 

new communities of Santa Ana, Orange, and Tustin on the Rancho 

Santiago de Santa Ana. Two of the men who purchased rancho land 

or took it in payment for services were attorneys A.B. Chapman and 

Andrew Glassell. Andrew GlasseH's brother, William, supervised the 

creation of Richland (now the city of Orange) some distance from the 

river. Since this had been rancho land, the development was entitled to 

water from the Santa Ana River. In order to bring water to the fledgling 

town, William Glas sell widened and lengthened one of the abandoned 

ditches, constructed a small reservoir, and laid iron pipes to hydrants 

in the town site (Brigandi 19). Residents hauled water to their 

homes and orchards from them, including one at the Orange Plaza at 

Chapman and GlasselL 

Two years later, the brothers formed the Semi-Tropical Water 

Company and transferred the ditch, now known as the A.B. Chapman 

Ditch, to it. The company then extended its lines to Tustin and Santa 

Ana (Hall 1888, 633). 
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Anaheim Water Company v. 
Semi-Tropical Water Company 

As p eople moved into the Riverside area and developed orchards, 

they used more of the 1iver upstream from the ranchos for irrigation, 

allowing less to flow down to the coastal plain. While it appeared to 

Anaheim colonists on the north side of the river that the Semi-Tropical 

Water Company was taking 

more of their water, the upper 

basin diverters were the real 

culprits. The diminished flow 

would not have been a problem 

in wet years, but 1877 was a dry 

year and the river ran nearly dry 

at the ditch intake for Anaheim. 

Farmers in Anaheim, accus

tomed to using as much water 

as they needed, had to haul 

water to save their vineyards. 

As a result, the Anaheim Water 

Company sued the Semi

Tropical Water Company to 

regain its volume share of river 

rights to the river. The court, however, also recognized riparian rights 

invested in the Anaheim Water Company, stating that it had equal 

rights to use the water. Justices remanded the case to the lower court 

for a final decision, but suggested that instead of continuing litigation, 

the parties agree to an equitable division of the water, and devote 

their money to "proper development and use of it" (Hall 1888, 632). By 

water. Open canal of the Anaheim Union Water Company. Photo coun:esy of Sama Ana Public Library. 

the time the case was finally 

settled in 1883, the Anaheim 

Water Company had joined 

with other small ditch owners 

on the north side of the river to 

form the Anaheim Union Water 

Company. Meanwhile, the 

Semi-Tropical Water Company 

had been purchased by the 

Santa Ana Valley Irrigation 

Company, which was formed to 

irrigate all the river land on the 

south side. As a result of these 

consolidations, two private 

water delivery companies 

commanded the flow of the 

river in the Santa Ana Valley. 

Litigation of the river began 

with the lawsuit of Anaheim Water Company v. Semi-Tropical Water 

Company. A lower court decision stated that Anaheim was entitled 

to a supply of water to fill its main ditch. That decision was appealed 

to the California Supreme Court, which reversed the lower court's 

decision and upheld the Semi-Tropical Water Company's riparian 
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They continued to supply water 

to their customers until the 1960s when OCWD purchased the jointly 

held land, the water rights of the Santa Ana Irrigation District, and the 

works of the Anaheim Union Water Company to prevent their purchase 

by upstream users (Pearson 1968). 



The Irvine Legacy 
The James Irvine family holds a prominent place in the county's 

history as well as its water resources. Lured by the Gold Rush, James 

Irvine I arrived in California in 1848 and worked as a merchant and 

miner. His success as a business person enabled him to invest in real 

estate, both in San Francisco and what would become Orange County. 

Timing was everything. The Mexican land grant system dissolved once 

California entered the Union in 1850. The dons who once held title to 

vast ranchos found themselves owing proper ty taxes they could not 

pay. While debt began eroding their wealth, severe drought began deci

mating their cattle herds. Many had no choice but to arrange for quick 

sale of their holdings. James Irvine I became a silent partner in Flint, 

Bixby, and Company, a sheep raising venture based on Orange County 

land comprised of Rancho San Joaquin and Rancho Lomas de Santiago, 

and later, Rancho Santiago de Santa Ana. In 1876, Irvine bought out his 

partners, becoming sole owner of the Irvine Ranch, nearly one-third of 

present-day Orange County. 

His son, James Irvine II, or "J.L," assumed control of the Irvine Ranch in 

1892 and founded The Irvine Company two years later. Aiming to maxi

mize yield without losing control of the land, he established a program of 

tenant fanning on the property. Sheep and cattle ranching gave way to 

the production of lima beans, citrus, sugar beets, barley, and other crnps. 

The arrival of tl1e railroad enabled The Irvine Company to tap a national 

market, while the construction of wells enabled it to tap into ground

water. Water was not perceived to be an issue on such a marsh-dominant 

landscape. However, within 10 years, the water table dropped significantly 

and water conservation and management soon became a company pliority. 

Dams and reservoirs, including Irvine Lake, were built on the Irvine 

Ranch, and water supplies were closely monitored. 

Early artesian well, circa late 1880s. Photo courtesy of Kem County Local Hisrory 
Photograph Collec!Jon. Kern Catinry Library. Bakersfield, California. 

James Irvine III continued the Irvine legacy, setting the way for 

his wife, Athalie R. Clarke, and daughter, Joan Irvine Smith, to carry 

forth the family v ision. Members of The Irvine Company's boa1·d of 

trustees and founders of both the Joan Irvine Smith & Athalie R Clarke 

Foundation and the National Water Research Institute, they have been 

driving forces in the support of water science research and technology. 
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Tapping Artesian Groundwater 
The presence of groundwater in both the upper and lower river 

basins made it possible for growers to irrigate off-stream farms with 

wells. In the upper river basin, rich, porous soil caused small tributary 

streams to sink into it before they reach the river. Groundwater basins 

were filled as a result. The lower river basin was fed primarily by the 

river that ran across the upper basin, which was reduced by upstream 

irrigation use. Later estimates showed that less than half the mountain 

runoff ever reached the river, so great was the use in the upper valley 

(Bailey 1946, 3). In later years the disparity would create conflict 

among growers in the three counties, but in the beginning, there was 

enough water for all. 

Where the river enters modern Orange County, water is also 

absorbed into the Orange County groundwater basin, underlying rich 

farmlands. Citrus ranchers and farmers irrigated from shallow wells 

sunk as little as 15 feet into the valley below the foothills. Closer to the 

coast, artesian springs flowed freely across peat lands. 

Called "the Delta of the American Nile" by enthusiastic boosters, the 

Fountain Valley area was filled with an almost impenetrable tangle of 

scrub trees, peat bog, and vines (Talbert 1982, 37). Between 300 and 

400 flowing artesian wells flooded this lowland area. Springs were fed 

by the seasonal Santa Ana River runoff and augmented by the flow of 

Santiago Creek. Although a few hardy individuals farmed the swamp's 

edges at Westminster, its rich bottom land soil was too moist for 

cultivation. 

Determined farmers had to channel the artesian spring runoff 

before they could cultivate these swampy coastal regions. Since 

any drainage channel would have to go all the way to the ocean to 

be effective, landowners formed a municipal irrigation or drainage 
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district to clear large sections of swamp. They assessed themselves to 

pay construction costs, and built a network of large ditches-fed by 

underground tile drains-to carry excess water to the ocean (Talbert 

1982, 60-61; Osborne 1998). By 1900, they had successfully drained the 

swamp to raise sugar beets, barley, lima beans, and other crops. 

Arrival of the Railroad 
In 1887 the Santa Fe Railroad arrived at Santa Ana to break the 

monopoly of the Southern Pacific Railroad and connect the valley cities 

directly with the eastern produce markets of Chicago. Valley agribusi

nessmen joined other Southern California growers to establish the 

California Fruit Growers Exchange (now Sunkist), further improving 

market access and increasing their profits as the citrus industry 

expanded in the 1890s. These economic changes brought substantial 

population growth to the riverbanks and correspondingly, more demand 

for water, both from the river and the groundwater basin. The changes 

also meant that the Santa Ana Valley was finally strong enough politically 

to separate from parent Los Angeles County. In 1889 county lines were 

drawn along the Coyote Creek and San Gabriel River, carving Orange 

County out of the southern section of Los Angeles County. 

Tri Counties Reforestation Committee 
In 1888 there were about 23,500 irrigated acres in Orange County. 

By 1904 there were 30,000 acres, and by 1912 50,000 acres. The water 

level in county wells started to drop and farmers wondered about 

their future supply of water. A federal study concluded in 1905 that 

the underground supply was being drawn out faster than it was being 

refilled, and urged conservation (Works Progress Administration 1936, 

Addendum 1). 



In response, citrus ranchers in Orange, Riverside, and San 

Bernardino Counties formed the Tri Counties Reforestation 

Committee to improve groundwater conditions (Anaheim Gazette 

13 December 1906). The committee's members were among the 

successful elite of each county. Conservationists and progressive busi

nessmen at the same time, they wanted to protect and preserve nature 

to utilize its resources efficiently and expand their own fortunes. They 

realized that forest cover slowed the flow of the river and allowed 

more water to sink into the groundwater basin. If they were to 

increase or even maintain the groundwater supply, they had to protect 

the forest above the watershed. They began to lobby for federal funds 

to purchase more forestlands and reforest burned and lumbered areas 

in the San Bernardino Mountains. 

Water Conservation Association 
Two years later, in 1909, the committee organized and incorporated 

the Water Conservation Association to manage water conservation 

projects in the upper river basin (Baker 1983, 2). 

Under the direction of Francis Cuttle of Riverside, the association 

began to spread-or percolate-water in the porous debris beds 

at the base of the San Bernardino Mountains. Earlier experiments 

showed that spreading water over permeable soil and gravel beds 

could increase the quantity of available groundwater in the under

ground basins. In theory the water would percolate underground from 

the upper basin to the lower one or drain by the river from one to the 

other. The spreading was funded largely at private expense. County 

governments, reluctant to pay for spreading efforts outside their own 

boundaries, nevertheless jointly funded studies of the flow. By 1930 

engineers in the lower basin questioned the value and the quantity 

of water produced in this manner for Orange County. Eventually 

they recommended that funding for the projects stop because it was 

perceived as not being to the county's advantage. 

Metropolitan Water District 
The entire Los Angeles basin population exploded in the 1920s. 

Orange County's population nearly doubled during that decade to 

118,674 people. In the past, most Orange County communities had 

enough well water to furnish domestic water without endangering 

the irrigation supply. Now, however, there was doubt that the water 

supply could be expanded to serve both. In 1925 water engineer J.B. 

Lippincott reported to the Orange County Board of Supervisors that the 

overdraft was about 39,449 acre-feet, that the artesian area had shrunk 

from 315 square miles in 1888 to 52 square miles in 1923, and that the 

water table level was dropping 2.5 feet per year (Lippincott 1925, 2). 

Lippincott also discovered several breaches in the coastal geologic · 

barrier between the ocean and the groundwater basin. When the level 

of water .dropped below the breaches, seawater contaminated coastal 

water wells and could ultimately affect the interior groundwater basins. 

He recommended that the county seek domestic water from outside the 

groundwater basin and encouraged building a flood control and conser

vation dam at Santa Ana Canyon to control the flow of the river. 

Neighboring Los Angeles, undergoing the same kinds of urban 

pressures, had already built the Los Angeles Aqueduct to bring fresh 

water from the Owens Valley, over 400 miles away. It was not enough. 

William Mulholland, director of the Los Angeles Water and Power 

Department, proposed that the urban region import additional water 

from the Boulder Dam project, a flood control, irrigation, and hydro

power project in proposal before Congress. He envisioned an aqueduct 
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from the Colorado River to Southern California that would bring river 

water to the thirsty region. The cost, however, would be enormous, so 

he encouraged other regional cities to join the planning and develop

ment process. 

In 1924 the Boulder Dam Association-citizens lobbying for the 

hydropower, irrigation and flood project-proposed the affected cities 

form a new water district to build an aqueduct from the river to the 

Los Angeles general area, and distribute water to its member munic

ipalities. It authorized another lobbying organization, the California 

Aqueduct Association, to draft and support state legislation to form 

the proposed Metropolitan Water District. 

Orange County political leaders helped draft the final provisions 

for the enabling act so the City of Los Angeles would not overwhelm 

the smaller municipalities in the district. The Orange County leaders 

insisted on a uniform rate for each class of water. In this way, they 

hoped to preclude increased rates for the Orange County cities to 

cover the cost of a trunkline extension into Orange County. Instead, 

OCWD as a whole paid for the pipeline as a part of the overall project 

cost. 

While farm interests were suspicious of the motives of Los Angeles 

and were concerned that the potentially powerful district might try 

to condemn local groundwater for domestic use, they were prag

matic. Influential growers realized that if domestic water could be 

brought from outside, there would be more groundwater for irrigation 

purposes. The enabling legislation for the Metropolitan Water District 

(MWD) passed in 1927. 

Cities that had their own municipal domestic water supply were 

eligible to join the new district. Anaheim and Santa Ana joined at once. 

Fullerton joined in 1931 when its city government realized its water 
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supply was inadequate for economic expansion. Orange, the other 

eligible city in the county, chose not to join at the time, but eventu

ally joined in 1951 as part of the Municipal Water District of Orange 

County. It was a decade before the Colorado River Aqueduct was 

finished and began providing water to the cities. Meanwhile, the civic 

leaders planned for expansion based on the availability of sufficient 

imported water. This optimistic view temporarily relieved concern 

about the future of the groundwater supply. 

Orange County Flood Control District 
The immediate problem along the river, however, was flooding. 

Ironically, Orange County faced both a water deficit due to over

drafting of groundwater supplies and a dangerous surplus due to 

out-of-control flooding during winter storms. The great flood of 1862 

virtually marked the end of the ranching period in Southern California 

because it and the subsequent drought decimated an already weak

ened cattle economy. The river flooded again in 1916, causing damage 

to crops and orchards in Orange County. It flooded once again in 1927. 

Although this flood was smaller than the one in 1916, the damage was 

greater because the population had doubled and the cultivated acreage 

in the flood plain had increased. 

Demographic changes in Orange County-reflecting those of the rest 

of Southern California in the 1920s-created new wealth. Men who had 

come to California during World War I returned with their families to 

establish small farms and orchards or to work in the new industries of 

the postwar economy. New residential districts were built on the flood 

plain. Farmers began to plant in the overflow land of the old Santa Ana 

River channel in the Anaheim area and in the outwash at the base of 

the mountains. The value of citrus and ground crops increased as more 



acreage was cultivated. In 1911, for example, the entire citrus crop was 

valued at about $2.7 million; by 1927 its value increased to over $28 

million (Orange County Department of Agriculture 1911 and 1927). 

Discovery of oil in Huntington Beach attracted additional capital and 

industry to the county in the 1920s. The value of oil production in the 

county had increased from $6.5 million (1915) to more than $56 million 

(1927) in less than 15 years due to these major new petroleum strikes 

(California State Senate 1927, 60). No wonder the 1939 Army Corps of 

Engineers' report on the potential need for Prado Dam prepared under 

Major Theodore Wyman, Jr., stated that "Orange County has been said 

to have the highest per capita wealth of any corresponding area in the 

country." 

The Orange County Flood Control District (OCFCD) was created by 

the state legislature in 1927 at the request of the county's mayors. It 

was designed to provide for control of the flood and storm waters that 

have their source outside the district, to conserve such water for bene

ficial use by spreading, and to protect property within the district from 

flood damage. The district boundaries were to be the county lines, and 

its directors the County Board of Supervisors. The first proposal to 

fund flood control works on the river was narrowly defeated in 1929, 

largely because of the opposition of James Irvine and Susana Bixby, 

influential ranchers who opposed the location of a darn on the Santa 

Ana River. Two more proposals were defeated or withdrawn in the 

early 1930s due to the impact of the Great Depression. Finally, after 

the great flood of 1938 took 34 lives and caused some $14 million in 

damage to properties in the county, the Army Corps of Engineers built 

the darn as a federal facility (M. B. Scott 1976, 227). 

Santa Ana Basin Water Rights 
Protective Association 

Santa Ana Basin Water Rights Protective Association Water engi

neer Paul Bailey's 1929 report on the diminishing groundwater supply 

in the county was a wake-up call to agricultural interests. Southern 

California was in the middle of a multi-year drought despite occa

sional flooding of its major streams. No longer could growers be sure 

that imported domestic water alone would ease future shortages; 

they needed additional irrigation water to continue expansion. Even 

in depression times, citrus production continued to increase. In 1929 

there were almost 44,000 acres devoted to orange orchards. That 

acreage rose to 48,000 in 1931 and to nearly 54,000 acres by 1935 

(Orange County Department of Agriculture 1931, 1935). 

The Farm Bureau formed the Santa Ana Basin Water Rights 

Protective Association to study the political problem of groundwater 

recovery and come up with a solution. Like the earlier water commit

tees, this one was composed of prominent farmers and political 

figures from through9ut the valley, including R.J. McFadden, L.J. 

Bushard, John Pope, R.A. Chaffee, W.C. Mauerhan, and J.J. Dwyer. 

H.C. Head and A.W. Rutan were retained as legal counsel. Edson 

Abel, of the California Farm Bureau Federation, a powerful lobbying 

group, assisted them on the state level in Sacramento (Lenain, Orange 

County Water District, 1983). The committee had two major chal

lenges: to improve the condition of the groundwater basin and to 

prevent "outsiders" from taking water directly from the basin. 

The Board of Supervisors of Orange County had given the water

spreading project tacit support since they could not fund the 

experiments directly, and had contributed to tri-county studies to 

improve the river flow. As early as 1925, however, J.B. Lippincott 
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warned that the benefits to Orange County had not yet been demon

strated. Upper basin orchards were drawing their water upstream 

from Orange County, near the mountains. They were using water that 

might have percolated into the groundwater basin and finally come to 

Orange County in the normal stream flow. As a result, the anticipated 

supply was not reaching the lower basin. Bailey demonstrated in 1929 

that, despite several years of above-normal precipitation, the river 

stream had declined in the Prado area and, correspondingly, in north 

Orange County's groundwater basin. He theorized the reduction was 

because of the increased pumping in upper basin wells, and warned 

that pumping would further increase because there was still land to be 

put under cultivation in the Riverside and San Bernardino area (Bailey 

1929, 24). 

Nevertheless, Francis Cuttle continued the Water Conservation 

Association's efforts to spread water. Both Riverside and San 

Bernardino Counties began construction of new water spreading 

facilities near the mountains as the Great Depression began to affect 

Southern California's economy (Anaheim Gazette 19 October 1933). 

While Cuttle saw the new construction primarily as a means to 

provide jobs for the unemployed, the completed diversion works could 

have spread most of the flood flow that Orange County relied upon to 

replenish its own groundwater basin. As a result of these warnings, 

G.A. Elliott, a consulting engineer to the OCFCD, recommended that 

the county interests discontinue support of the upper basin spreading 

program (Bailey 1955, 3). Subsequently, the Irvine Company entered 

into a suit against upper basin users to protect its own rights to a 

portion of the river flow. 

Upper basin users were not the only sources of threats to northern 

Orange County's water interests. Soon after the Santa Ana Basin Water 
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Rights Protective Association was formed, it rallied against an attempt 

by the City of Long Beach to buy water-bearing land in the Orange 

County basin. The association made a formal legal protest to the Long 

Beach City Council and threatened further legal action if its plans 

continued (Anaheim Gazette 12 March 1931). Apparently the threat 

of litigation plus the support of the Board of Supervisors deterred the 

city. Still seeking outside water, Long Beach joined MWD. 

Laguna Beach lay outside the basin, but owned land and water wells 

on the flood plain between Newport Beach and Huntington Beach. 

The city was piping water through Newport Beach and Corona del Mar 

to its residents because it had virtually no other source of domestic 

water. Basin landowners resented Laguna Beach's use of the local 

water and considered the city an outsider. Ultimately, Laguna Beach's 

wells in the basin failed because of encroaching seawater, and the city 

was forced to import water. 
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T he Santa Ana Basin Water Rights Protective Association 

developed a series of proposals to protect the basin supply 

from outsiders and to encourage basin-wide conservation. 

These proposals led to the legislation that created the Orange County 

Water District (OCWD). The first attempts in 1931 to create a water 

district stalled in the legislature because of opposition from Orange 

County cities (Anaheim, Fullerton, and Santa Ana) that belonged to 

MWD. These cities expected lo have MWD water deliveries in the 

future. Since they were already being taxed to pay for that outside 

water, they did not want to pay additional taxes for water they might 

not use. In the 1933 legislative session, the Association tried again. 

This time, the proposal eliminated MWD cities from the district and 

made several other changes to satisfy objections of the urban resi

dents. Senator Nelson T. Edwards carried the bill, SB 1201, which was 

signed into law on June 14, 1933. 

Orange County Water District 
The bill as passed formed a district within Orange County of about 

156,000 acres, excluding MWD cities and part of the Irvine holdings. 

The new district had broad powers to protect the basin water supply. It 

was expected to provide: 

• Management of the groundwater basin, 

• Conservation of the groundwater supplies, including both quantity 

and quality of the water, and 

• Protection of Orange County's water rights to the natural flows of 

the Santa Ana River (Wesner 1973, 1) . 

These obligations meant that the new district was to act as litigator 

for basin water rights, to import water from outside the watershed 
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for basin replenishment and to control, conserve and reclaim flood 

and storm water for beneficial use in the basin (OCWD Annual Report 

1983, 16). Its activities would be funded by an ad valorem tax on real 

proper ty within the district. Unlike the flood control district, which 

was directed by the County Board of Supervisors, this new district had 

a board of seven directors, each representing a subregion within the 

district. The directors were elected within each division on the prin

ciple of one vote per each $100 of assessed valuation of property owned, 

so that each property owner would have a voice in proportion to his 

financial interest in the district. Nothing like that had been tried before 

(Anaheim Gazette 14 September 1933). Undoubtedly to forestall hostile 

challenges, OCWD supporters instituted a friendly suit against its levy 

Original OCWD Board of Directors, circa 1933. 



and taxation provisions, and the legislation was upheld in court (Los 

Angeles T'imes l September 1934). 

The first directors of the new district were Roy Browning, Frank B. 

Champion, William Schumacher, William C. Mauerhan, William Wallop, 

C.A. Palmer, and Willis Warner. Warner, later a multi-term member of 

the Orange County Board of Supervisors, was elected president of the 

board. 

Almost immediately the directors discovered that they needed to 

amend the enabling act if they were ever to seek outside water. In the 

haste to pass the original bill, a section had been inadvertently dropped 

which would allow them to get water from outside the basin. They 

discovered that in order to get the bill amended, they had to agree not 

to take water from the Mojave Valley, located on the eastern side of 

the San Bernardino Mountains. The water was plentiful there, .and the 

region had not developed as fast as had been expected. As a result, 

Mojave Valley did not use all of its water for crops. Water specialists 

in the Los Angeles region had already considered condemning water 

rights in this valley as well as for the Colorado River in their search for 

imported water, so the political interests were alert to the possibility 

of a takeover. Mojave legislators threatened to block the bill unless it 

specifically stated that OCWD would not file for water rights on the 

valley's water. The bill was amended so that Mojave water rights could 

not be affected, and it passed, to the relief of the OCWD directors. 

Irvine Company v. 
Water Conservation Association 

It took a couple of years for OCWD to organize itself and prepare to 

take on litigation responsibilities for the basin. Finally in 1937 OCWD 

directors intervened in the Irvine suit against water spreading by the 

upper basin water users. James Irvine II, as the largest landowner in 

the county, had initiated the suit to protect his own water interests. 

It was obvious, however, that if his interests were protected, those of 

the rest of the basin would be as well. Farm Bureau leaders thought 

that the suit was the proper responsibility of the entire basin, not just 

James Irvine, and that James Irvine should be reimbursed for his court 

costs. In 1936, both sides agreed to a five-year study of the river flow 

to be conducted by a three-man panel of experts. This study was to 

be the basis for a decision on the amounts of water to be allocated to 

each of the parties involved. OCWD, wary of litigation, sought arbi

tration of the issues as the preparations for court continued. In a 1940 

letter, James Irvine argued for arbitration. "I know of nothing more 

indefinite, intangible, with definite undiscernible, excessive costs than 

a nice, juicy water law suit," he wrote to Dian Gardiner, secretary of 

OCWD. "In my opinion no opportunity should be lost at any time to 

come to any reasonable compromise settlement in any water issue." 

The agreement, reached in 1942, reduced the amount of water that 

could be spread in the Santa Ana River, Mill Creek, and Lytle Creek 

basins upstream to ensure that Orange County would have water from 

the Santa Ana River (M.B. Scott 1976, 224). It also placed monitoring 

and administrative responsibilities on the defendants (Blomquist 

1992, 250). Although this was not the final litigation on the river, it set 

the limits and conditions for future spreading and secured Orange 

County's rights to the stream flow. 

During the study period, there were several years of above-average 

rainfall, resulting in an increased river flow and percolation into the 

groundwater basin. Experiments suggested that management of the 

spreading areas could increase the percolation, and OCWD continued 

to buy river land for that purpose. Flood control was the primary 
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Water passing through Prado Dam on its way to O range County. 

purpose of Prado Dam when it was completed in 1941. The holding 

bacl< of water increased the amount available for percolation into lands 

below the dam owned by OCWD. The dam, however, was constructed 

wit h ungated openings to avoid involving the federal government in 

local water rights issues; consequently, for many years it was impos

sible to hold back water for seasonal storage (Osborne 1998). 

Conservation and Replenishment 
In addition, to increase the recharge capability of the riverbed, the 

OCWD directors began conservation projects along the river in cor\junc

tion with the flood control district and private landowners. As property 
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became available in the riverbed, OCWD purchased it to use for 

replenishment experiments. OCWD added heavy tractors and trucks 

to its fleet to sculpt the riverbanks a nd clear brush as strategies to 

improve percolation in the gravel beds. OCWD also built a double-row 

iron fence along the riverbank, plan~ing willows between the rows to 

prevent soil erosion on the riverbanks. These small-scale experiments 

gave OCWD engineers the confidence to begin spreading operations on 

a large scale in the late 1940s and 1950s. 

Upper Santa Ana River·headgate 

World War II and Military Bases 
Even before the Irvine suit was settled, a potentially more serious 

problem developed. When war engulfed Europe, the United States 

began preparations to support the Allies. In 1940, the Army began 



construction of Camp Haan, an anti-aircraft camp outside Riverside, 

near March Field. Riverside proposed to supply the new camp with 

water from its wells, which were in the upper river basin. This basin 

supplied the rising stream of the river into Orange County, and, 

according to a 1940 memorandum of protest from Paul Bailey, about 

two-thirds of the water that reached the county. Since upper basin use, 

still under adjudication, was already imperiling the Orange County 

supply, this new demand appeared to further threaten the county's 

orchards and field crops. Although OCWD was supportive of the 

efforts of the military to meet the crisis, it was cognizant of the intra

basin water shortage and determined to protect its water rights for 

local irrigation. Bailey suggested bringing Colorado River water to the 

base via MWD pipelines instead of pumping precious groundwater. He 

and OCWD's attorney, A.W. Rutan, lobbied strenuously in Washington 

to convince the Army to use MWD water as soon as the pipeline 

connection could be constructed. 

According to the exchange of letters between Bailey, Rutan, and the 

Army, the final agreement between the Army and the City of Riverside 

allowed the use of a maximum amount of basin water for a short time 

until MWD could deliver Colorado River water. It specifically said 

that this was an emergency allotment for the wartime effort, not an 

entitlement to the future use of basin water. Since MWD rules required 

an entity to be a member of the district to receive water service, MWD 

directors also had to declare a wartime emergency to permit delivery 

of Colorado River water to the Army (Oshio 1992, 117): Instead of 

becoming a problem for OCWD because of its use of groundwater, 

Camp Haan became an early opportunity for MWD to sell its surplus 

water and demonstrate to a skeptical population that Colorado River 

water was fit for domestic use. 

At the beginning of World War II, Orange County was still a sparsely 

settled agricultural region. War brought county land to the attention of 

the military seeking new bases along the coast. The Marines chose El 

Toro as an air base. "It was perfect-few and far away neighbors, close 

to the ocean so pilots could practice carrier landings, within range of 

desert bombing ranges and near Camp Pendleton" (Soja 1992, 116). 

Orange County people were caught up in the effort to supply water for 

the war effort. Editors of the Laguna Beach South Coast News were 

El Toro air base ( 1962). Photo courtesy of Great Pork Design Studio. 
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only too awa,re of the increasing burden of the military bases nearby in 

the thirsty region. A September 22, 1942 editorial spoke of the neces

sity of furnishing water to the military and concluded: ''A shortage of 

water here would immediately curtail the war effort at one of its vital 

centers" (Oshio 1992, 118). In 1942, cities along the Orange County 

coastline formed the Coastal Municipal Water District and annexed to 

MWD to ensure their domestic supply and thereby reduce the burden 

on the valley's groundwater basin. Once again, OCWD supported MWD 

with lobbying efforts. When the federal government first rejected 

MWD's plea for a pipeline to reach the new coastal district, prag-

matic OCWD spokesmen intervened and convinced skeptics that the 

pipeline was critical. Rationed materials were then made available for 

construction of the pipeline from Santa Ana to the coast. 

First Report on Water Supply in the 
Lower Santa Ana Basin 

By the end of the war, the cities of Anaheim, Fullerton, and Santa 

Ana, and the Coastal Municipal Water District all had connected to 

the MWD system and were receiving domestic water. Nevertheless, a 

new study (Gleason 1945) showed that approximately 123,500 acre-feet 

per year were still being pumped from the groundwater basin. After 

figuring the normal natural replacement, the groundwater basin was 

still being overdrawn by about 12,000 acre-feet per year. Just as Bailey 

had predicted, when groundwater was drawn down below sea level by 

the overdraft, seawater filtered into the coastal areas and threatened 

to pollute the entire groundwater basin. Several coastal wells had 

already been contaminated and abandoned, so the fear of contamina

tion was warranted. It was imperative that OCWD act to replenish the 

groundwater basin, just to maintain the status quo. 
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Even more discouraging than the current overdraft situation wa~ 

the realization that Orange County might 1:10t have water available for 

industrial expansion. Without adequate water supplies, the county 

was limited in its ability to attract new industries first drawn to the 

county by the prospect of less expensive acreage. OCWD directors 

threatened that if the overdraft was not corrected, they would have to 

oppose postwar expansion and industrialization to protect the current 

water users (OCWD Directors 1945). George Gleason, who prepared a 

report for OCWD and the California Department of Water Resources, 

made several recommendations in his study for improvement, 

which he described as "akin to 'scraping the bottom of the barrel."' 

Nevertheless, he suggested that OCWD might be able to salvage the 

12,000 acre-feet per year through wastewater conservation behind 

Prado Dam, improvement of the percolation basins below the dam, 

increased efficiency in the use of irrigation water, and reclamation of 

sewage water. 

Under a seven-point progtam, OCWD directors began to imple

ment Gleason's recommendations to improve the quantity and quality 

of the groundwater. Among the study programs were agreements 

with the California Department of Water Resources to sample and 

analyze the quality of water in the basin and to study evaporation 

and transpiration below the dam. Other studies involved reclama-

tion of wastewater and better irrigation techniques. On a proactive 

note, OCWD maintenance crews constructed barriers in the river to 

prevent channelization, thus allowing the percolation of water over a 

broader area of the river. Finally, OCWD encouraged other cities in the 

county to take more of their water directly from MWD and formed a 

committee to figure out how to increase the supply of imported water 

(Poland 194 7). 



Still, this was not enough. 

Postwar growth was greater 

and demanded even more water 

than engineers had anticipated. 

In little more than a decade, the 

population of Orange County 

doubled to 270,000. Significantly, 

crop acreage dropped and indus

trial development increased. By 

1952, of the total estimated need 

for 250,000 acre-feet of water per 

year, 80 percent was for indus

trial and domestic use, while 

20 percent was for irrigation 

purposes-exactly the oppo-

site of the pattern in the 1920s OCWD Board of Directors, circa 1965. 

(Crooke 1965, 3). If the overdraft 

was not halted, accumulated water might be used up in the foreseeable 

future. To make matters worse for water planners, the county entered 

a long drought period in 1945, and water levels, which had been high 

in 1944, began to drop once again. Predictably, during the next decade 

water levels in the district's 3,500 pumping wells dropped an average 

of 38.5 feet, and ocean water intruded three to four miles into the 

Fountain Valley area (Crooke 1967, 5). 

Reducing Overdraft 
OCWD directors had hoped that natural replenishment would fill the 

basin, but clearly they had to obtain outside water and limit produc

tion from the basin by adjudication or other means. MWD was finally 

delivering water to Orange 

County through its new pipeline, 

but only members regularly 

received it. OCWD was not a 

member agency, and because it 

did not retail imported water, did 

not qualify to become one. Even 

if OCWD could obtain emergency 

supplies to halt the overdraft, 

it did not have enough money 

from its property tax funds to 

purchase the needed quantities. 

Legally the directors could 

put a special assessment for 

replenishment before the voters 

and hope they would allow it, 

but a special assessment was a 

temporary levy, and replenishment was a long-term endeavor. Not only 

were the directors unsure of approval, they knew that the assessment 

would not be temporary. Property owners within the district who were 

also within MWD's area would, conceivably, be paying for the Colorado 

River water twice-through their taxes for the MWD system, and 

for replenishment through OCWD. And finally, because all property 

owners within the district paid the ad valorem tax whether or not they 

produced groundwater, use of the tax to purchase water appeared to 

subsidize groundwater pumpers at the expense of nonpumping prop

erty owners (Blomquist 1988, 27). 

Other means of financing the replenishment had to be located for 

the long term. The alternative was to lose the groundwater, suffer 
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possible subsidence, and fund an extensive and expensive above

ground pipeline feeder system for imported water (Blomquist 1988, 26). 

In the immediate water emergency, however, MWD agreed to sell some 

water for replenishment. The County Board of Supervisors paid for the 

deliveries from OCFCD funds in 1948-1949, 1950-1951 and 1951-1952 

while OCWD sought other ways to fund its imports. 

At the time imported water was readily available from MWD. MWD 

was eager to perfect its right to Colorado River water in anticipation 

of a future legal challenge, so it was able to secure and deliver surplus 

water to Orange County (Blomquist 1988, 26). The delivery actually 

met one of MWD's goals, to use surface water to replenish groundwater 

supplies in the general region (Oshio 1992, 155). 

George Osborne, who was manager of the OCFCD at the time, vividly 

recalled the first deliveries of MWD water. "This water was introduced 

upriver at Arlington where the transmission line from Lake Matthews 

crosses the river. They opened the valve and the water sprayed out 

several hundred feet, and fell into the river. That was the initial delivery 

of water to Orange County" (Osborne 1997). The water, however, was 

not actually used for replenishment. Anaheim Union Water Company 

and the Santa Ana Valley Irrigation Company diverted it to serve their 

customers. In turn, the two water companies refrained from pumping 

an equivalent amount of water from the basin (Osborne 1997). 
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RESPONDING 
TO GROWTH 

Orange groves give way to housing tracts in Orange 
County, l 960s. Photo courtesy of Orange Councy Archives. 23 



From Croplands top Housing Tracts 

0 
range County of the 1950s was a different place from Orange 

County of the 1920s and 1930s. Until the war years, the rural 

landscape was mostly farm land and oil fields dotted by 

independent towns. In the north citrus was king. Citrus ranchers made 

comfortable lives from a few acres of lemon or orange trees. In the 

plains prosperous truck farmers planted a variety of crops for market. 

Petroleum fields in the Huntington Beach and Fullerton areas brought 

transient wealth to those communities. 

After the war, though, the pace quickened. A few housing tracts 

were built in northern Orange County for workers commuting to Los 

Angeles. More housing followed the new freeways into the orchards 

and open countryside. Los Angeles' economy was booming from the 

wartime aircraft industry. The city was already congested. Land costs 

within the central industrial and commercial areas had begun to spiral 

upward. By the mid-1950s, the aerospace industry began to take shape 

throughout Southern California. To compete in the new industry, 

major aircraft companies established large branch plants outside the 

urban center, many of them among the remaining orange groves of 

northern Orange County. Land was less expensive than in Los Angeles, 

and there was plenty of it for industrial uses (A. Scott 1986, 9). The 

land only lacked sufficient water to attract these new industries. 

Although Orange County leadership was politically cautious, it was 

profit-minded. Farmers saw that the days of agriculture were drawing 

to a close. The "quick decline" disease had begun to attack a few citrus 

orchards, and they were becoming less profitable. Groundwater in 

other orchards had fallen below the level of their pumps. In Irvine, for 

example, il dropped to 60 feet below sea level (Owen 1997). While the 

pumpers could set their pumps even lower into the basin, the pumping 
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process took more energy and was more expensive at the lower 

levels. Raw land values were increasing rapidly and, as it had been 

in the 1920s, water was still a critical part of land values. If owners 

wanted to be able to get top dollar for their property, they would have 

to ensure that there was a constant supply of water for urban and 

industrial uses. There was strong talk of adjudicating the basin to 

determine each pumper's rights, or of stopping new pumpers from 

taking water out of the basin (Owen 1997). The groundwater basin had 

to be stabilized or economic expansion would be sharply limited. 

Committee of Twelve 
In the spring of 1952, the Farm Bureau and the Associated 

Chambers of Commerce recognized that OCWD had to be able ·to 

replenish the groundwater basin with imported water if the county 

were to reach its maximum growth potential. The Orange County 

Water Basin Conservat ion Committee was created in June 1952 to 

investigate the possibility of recommending a procedure for raising 

funds for the purchase of outside water to replenish the underground 

basin. All users of the common supply were to be included in any 

formula offered (OCWD Minutes 9 July 1952). Their objective was 

threefold: to protect the groundwater from salt water intrusion, to 

replenish both the annual and long-term overdraft with imported 

water, if necessary, and to find a way to pay for it (OCWD Minutes 8 

October 1952). The committee became known by its informal name: 

the Committee of Twelve. Some of the most influential agribusiness 

and businessmen in the county took t ime to be involved. 

The membership list read like a county business a nd political "who's 

who": Glen Allen, prominent in MWD and OCWD policy making; 

Courtney Chandler, mayor of Santa Ana, the county seat; J.W. Crill, 



president of the OCWD board; W.B. Hellis, representing the Irvine 

Company; John Murdy, incoming state senator; Walter Knott of Buena 

Park, owner of Knott's Berry Farm; industrialist H.H. Kohlenberger 

of Fullerton; Charles Pearson, mayor of Anaheim; Walter Schmid, 

representing the still-powerful Farm Bureau; Ross Shafer, prominent 

water and land consultant; E.T. Watson, representing the Santa Ana 

Valley Development Company, owner of the conservation lands behind 

Prado; and Roy Seabridge, mayor of Huntington Beach and member of 

the OCWD Board of Directors (OCWD Minutes 9 July 1952). 

The members of the Committee of Twelve were not developers; for 

the most part they were farmers who wanted to be able to sell their 

land for the highest return (Owen 1997). They believed a common 

pool of water in the basin was worth more to the land than a limited, 

individually adjudicated share of the current groundwater supply. 

That meant they had to handle the water rights differently than other 

districts in the region which had gone to court to adjudicate individual 

rights. 

Over a period of four months, the committee arrived at a proposal. 

According to Howard Crooke, who soon would become the first OCWD 

secretary-manager, the committee reached two conclusions in its 

deliberations. One was that they did not want to adjudicate the basin's 

water because the action would lead to a "philosophy of scarcity." The 

process of adjudication was long and involved litigation of the quantity 

of water each producer was entitled to receive. Langdon (Don) Owen, 

who became the second secretary-manager of OCWD, recalled that 

the thinking at the time was that if each producer took the rights to 

a certain quantity of water as an individual, he would get only about 

25 percent of the water he needed. If, however, the producers did 

not establish individual rights, but acted as a group, they would be 

able to manage and replenish the basin so that all had more water 

(Owen 1997). The second conclusion was that equitable financing for 

importing water to replenish the groundwater basin was the most 

practical solution to having adequate water for landholders and inhabi

tants alike (Crooke 1965, 3). 

These politically conservative men made a number of socialistic 

recommendations that were incorporated into a revision of the OCWD 

Act. In doing so, they set a new course for OCWD. They set aside their 

individual property rights concept in favor of a basin-wide use policy 

in which they would share the surplus in wet years and the shortage in 

drought. According to Don Owen, Howard Crooke called it a policy of 

surplus rather than shortage. He said that every producer in the future 

would have an equal right to pump as much water as he could bene

ficially use, but that each would also have the obligation to pay the 

costs of replacing his yearly extractions to continue making the basin 

as productive as possible (Owen 1997). Crooke and the others who 

promoted the new concept knew that everyone could not get all they 

needed from the basin, regardless of how much additional water they 

could produce in common action. They expected to purchase MWD or 

other imported water to make up the difference. 

This was a difficult concept to implement, further complicated by 

opposition from all sides. Traditionally, groundwater basins were 

adjudicated among the users. The idea of a non-adjudicated common 

pool basin was difficult to reconcile. Farmers feared they would lose 

agricultural water to the cities if they did not establish rights to it, and 

cities feared they might not obtain any legal right to the groundwater 

without adjudication. Nevertheless, the committee recommended 

the common pool approach without adjudication, a policy that has 

continued for over 60 years. 
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Up to this point, the three MWD member cities from Orange County 

had been excluded from OCWD. These cities, however, were pumping 

about 50 percent groundwater. If they remained outside the district, 

they could not be required to pay for the replenishment water. On 

the other hand, the three cities did not want to pay OCWD for replen

ishment water through ad va1orem taxes because they were already 

paying for MWD water in their property tax rate. A method of assess

ment had to be developed to include the cities without double taxation. 

Since the district had been primarily an agricultural entity, voting 

was on the basis of property value. An early proposal from the 

committee had suggested a popular vote for the directors. If that 

happened, the agricultural interests could be outvoted easily by urban 

interest.5. OCWD counsel, A.W. Rutan, expressed the property owners' 

viewpoint in a letter to the Board of Directors on December 29, 1952: 

"Personally, I do not like a popular vote in Districts of this kind. 

Persons owning no property are too willing to vote large bond issues 

and assessments which the property owners have to pay." As a result 

of his influence, the voting policy remained unchanged for the time 

being. 

The committee members proposed changes to the law that 

addressed most of the general legislative concerns. Membership was 

extended to cover MWD cities as individual units within the district. 

Each city's governing board was permitted to name a director who 

would serve the same length term as the elected directors from the 

different geographic subregions. Voting outside the cities would 

continue to be by property value, but there would be no direct vote 

within the cities. Technically, while city residents had no direct 

vote on their choice of director, they did elect the city officials who 

appointed them. By the middle of t he 1960s, however, large parcels 
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Water level gauge at Warner Basin. 
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of agricultural Land had been purchased by outside interests intent 

on developing them commercially, and there were many more home

owners within the district subregions. Voting by property value was 

no longer a protection for agriculture or other local small property 

owners, but instead reflected different outside interests. The method 

of electing directors was modified by amendments to the Act in 1967, 

which put the vote in compliance with the general election voting laws 

(California Codes). After this, directors were elected in the geographic 

regions on the basis of one vote per registered voter. The cities of 

Anaheim, Fullerton, and Santa Ana, however, continued to appoint 

their representatives. 



To meet the three cities' objections to double taxation and to put the 

burden of payment on those who used the groundwater, the committee 

proposed a gross pump tax on future water production. Under this 

concept, everyone paid alike, on the basis of the amount of water they 

produced, regardless of when they began to pump from the basin. 

There would be no special protection for those who had been in the 

basin for a long time, nor special reservations on newcomers. The 

committee rejected an ad valorem tax to pay for imported water to 

meet future overdrafts, but agreed that the current landowners, whose 

land had appreciated greatly in the past decade, could be taxed to add 

enough water to the basin to replenish the current overdraft (Owen 

1997). 

The proposed amendments set up a two-tier tax system: an ad 

valorem tax to cover OCWD's expenses in setting up the new system 

and to pay for enough water to slow the seawater intrusion, and a 

"pump tax," called a replenishment assessment (RA), based on each 

pumper's yearly extraction to pay for water to replace the estimated 

future annual overdraft (Weschler 1968, 16-17). Beginning in 1954, 

each pumper, or producer, was required to register the city's well(s) 

with OCWD, maintain records of the amount withdrawn during the 

year, report that figure, and pay a tax (the RA) in proportion to the 

amount of water used. The tax would be established after completion 

of an engineer's report that indicated how much water had been used 

in the previous year, estimated the amount that could be extracted 

safely, and calculated how much water would have to be imported 

to maintain the groundwater at a safe level. For the first time, the 

entire basin supply was placed under the management of a single 

water entity. Although each of the producers was free to use the water 

needed, each producer was now responsible to a governmental agency 

for documenting all extractions. Because a producer would pay a tax 

on what it removed, based on the condition of the entire basin, the 

producer was forced to consider how its efforts affected the ground

water supply. 

State Senator John Murdy, a member of the committee, introduced 

the bill amending the OCWD Act in the 1953 legislative session, and it 

became law in June 1953, to be effective in 1954. 

Replenishment Assessment and Registration 
Until this time there had been little need for either a permanent 

office staff or an administrator. The board met regularly and handled 

its business by committee. Secretarial support was often provided 

by someone in a member's personal office, and expert advice was 

provided by consultants. By 1952 conditions had changed and District 

responsibilities had multiplied. Permanent staff was needed. The 

OCWD Board of Directors hired its first full-time administrator and 

secretary in 1952-1953. Thelma Willoughby became a full-time office 

manager/secretary in 1952, and Howard Crooke became secre

tary-manager in 1953. Both, according to a later manager, Neil Cline, 

were critical to the early success of the new structure. Crooke was 

the "rough and ready" personality who implemented the amendments, 

convincing producers to support the concept of pooled resources. 

Willoughby was the gentle diplomat and organizer who often dealt 

with disgruntled producers in the district office and helped them 

understand the new regulations. Although the board had received 

applications from several qualified engineers for the position of secre

tary-manager, its members decided against hiring a technical expert to 

manage OCWD. They looked instead for someone with administrative 

ability, diplomatic skills, and a close familiarity with the local condi-
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tions. The board's general feeling was that they could hire an engineer 

when they needed that expertise (OCWD Minutes 22 July 1953). 

Crooke was from Garden Grove and had managed a Sunkist citrus 

warehouse. He had no engineering training, but was a farmer, with a 

farmer's instinct on how to manage water. Neil Cline characterized 

him as a gruff person, a deep thinker. "He could be quite charming," 

he said, "but was very businesslike, very goal-oriented, and a genius" 

(Cline 1997). Crooke had the persuasive ability to convince the 

ranchers that their land was of limited value with a water scarcity 

problem, but with an adequate water supply had limitless value. If 

they would sacrifice their individual rights for the good of all, they 

would all benefit. He made them realize that this was a good business 

decision, and a goodfarming decision (Cline 1997). Apparently, no one 

really believed Crooke when he started out to promote the program, 

but by the force of his personality, he succeeded. His successor, 

Don Owen, said that Crooke convinced the skeptics that the pump 

tax would be used for the purchase of water only. "I can buy neither 

the pencil nor the eraser to audit this account out of the pump tax," 

Crooke would say "I can only buy water." Even after the amendments 

passed, there was disagreement over the mechanics of a pump tax. 

Charles Pearson tried to smooth feelings after a particularly heated 

meeting. "It [ the amendments] is a new theory, sort of a trial and error 

proposition, and that is the way we have to accept it ... " (OCWD Minutes 

9 June 1954). As Crooke and the Committee of Twelve had hoped, the 

efforts to increase production were successful and instrumental in 

promoting Orange County's urban development. In about 1964, Crooke 

made the following comments about the cost of importing MWD water 

for replenishment in the basin and alternate use: 
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Pciyments mcide by the people of Orange County to The 

Metropolitcm Water District of Southern California in the form of 

wciter charges and taxes for the entire period from the formation 

of MWD in November 1928 to July 1, 1963 total $61.5 m-illion. 

In the eleven-year period from 1954-55 to 1964-65, the taxable 

cissessed valuation of the area of the Orange County Water 

District increased by $1.1 billion. Actual 'values of these proper

ties in this same period increased more than $3.8 billion. The 

$61.5 niillion in payments to MWD are but 1.6% of the increase 

in actual values of these properties that have taken place. This 

is cheap insurance, indeed, for the development of an area that 

could not hcive occurred without a water management program 

lhal guaranleed ajirm ancl adequate waler supply (Crooke 1965). 

Municipal Water District of Orange County 
In 1951 several more Orange County cities-Huntington Beach, La 

Habra, Orange, Placentia, Seal Beach, and Tustin (Oshio 1992, 186 fn. 

59)-realized that they, too, would have to join MWD and purchase 

domestic water to serve their expanded populations. MWD's policy 

was that cities could join as geographic groups, which included the 

surrounding rural areas. The cities, therefore, formed the Orange 

County Municipal Water District, soon renamed the Municipal Water 

District of Orange County (MWDOC). MWDOC promptly joined MWD, 

representing the cities and most of the underrepresented portions of 

the county as a pass-through agency to obtain MWD imported water. 

Once MWDOC became a member, OCWD purchased imported water 

indirectly from MWD through MWDOC. 

OCWD's policy for the period from 1954 to 1964 was to fill the 

groundwater basin in an attempt to keep out the seawater and ensure 



an adequate supply of fresh water. Crooke acted 

swiftly because there were already out-of-state 

challenges to California's entitlement to Colorado 

River water, and no one was certain how long 

MWD would have a surplus to share. After the first 

replenishment assessment (RA) was collected in 

1954, OCWD began to purchase MWD water in 

large quantities for replenishment. In 1954 OCWD 

purchased 50,000 acre-feet of water from MWD 

at a cost of $500,000. OCWD spent $3,247,136 to 

purchase 234,789 acre-feet in 1963 at the peak of 

the program (Blomquist 1992, 258). 

The Politics of Spreading Basins 

had been extensively developed with 

homes and businesses. OCWD did 

not-want to be seen as responsible 

for a long-abandoned artesian well 

bubbling up in someone's backyard 

because the basin overfilled. The 

OCWD engineees report said that the 

basin was probably as full as it could 

be, and recommended that spreading 

be reduced even though seawater 

intrusion continued (Weschler 1968, 

34). Subsequently, the basin equity 

assessment (BEA) and basin produc

tion percentage (BPP) programs were 

established to control the quantities of 

groundwater throughout the basin. 

It took several years of spreading to make a 

difference in the water levels. In 1956 the water 

dropped to its lowest point, as much as 40 feet 

below sea level, and seawater intruded 3-1/2 miles 

inland (Blomquist 1992, 257). Then the basin 

began to recover. By 1964 the overall water level 

had reached 1944 levels; however, the aquifer had 

Storm flow spilling over drop structure en route to ocean. 

In the mid-1950s, when OCWD 

began to prepare its recharge basins 

to capture as much imported water 

and natural flow as possible, no one 

shifted as a result of subsidence and pumping patterns. While the 

water level in the fore bay (the area where spreading took place) was 

some 50 to 80 feet above the 1944 level, seawater was able to intrude 

into some of the coastal areas where the level was still below sea 

level (Blomquist 1988, 42; Weschler 1968, 33-34). Worse, if OCWD 

continued to add water in an attempt to block the intrusion, it would 

recreate the swampy conditions that gave the Fountain Valley area the 

appellation of "Gospel Swamp." Like the rest of the valley, that area 

realized the consequences of massive 

water spreading to properties near the spreading grounds. The plan 

was simply to prepare percolation basins to handle the additional 

water. Because of the strong economic climate, there was a demand 

for the sand and gravel that would be removed to create these basins. 

Two freeways were being built through the county at that time, 

in addition to other major construction projects in the region. They 

all required enormous amounts of fill materials. Commercial sand 

and gravel companies excavated pits 40 to 50 feet deep in the porous 
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ground adjacent to the river to 

provide base materials for the heavy 

construction. As OCWD began to 

add water in the river spreading 

grounds in Anaheim, water would 

seep into the gravel pits and hamper 

operations. The result was conflict 

with the owners. Owen recalled that 

"these people played very rough. 

Howard [Crooke]," he said, "could 

stand like a bulldog if he had to." 

Crooke fought desperately to estab

lish the rights of OCWD to spread 

water in the forebay and resisted the 

opposition of the sand and gravel 

people to any spreading. In addition, 

he and Owen worked closely with 

George Osborne, then manager of 

the flood control district, to improve 

flood control works, permit wider 

Reconstructed sand levee in river 

spreading operations, and improve public safety (Owen 1997). 

When they first began to improve the spreading beds in the Anaheim 

forebay, Crooke planned to have sand and gravel pits dug by district 

personnel and their extracted material sold. That would have put 

OCWD in competition with the private companies. The potential 

competitors protested, stopping Crooke's original approach. Instead, 

the sand and gravel operators removed the sand and paid OCWD 10 to 

15 cents per ton for the material. As OCWD continued to spread water, 

it purchased additional sand and gravel property in the forebay area 
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and excavated additional spreading 

basins. Crill Basin, purchased in 

1957, was one of the first. Later 

named Anaheim Lake, it became a 

popular fishing spot. 

With this purchase, Crooke 

began a new policy. He treated the 

sand and gravel removal as a public 

works contract, setting conditions 

and specifications for the opera

tion. Everything was done under 

a bid contract. This way he could 

enforce performance, and most 

importantly, was able to increase 

the price of the material to $1.42 

per ton. OCWD purchased the land 

for $20,000 an acre and received 

$45,000 in revenues from the sand 

and gravel contract revenues. With 

this kind of return, OCWD could 

afford to purchase even more gravel land for percolation and continue 

the spreading operations (Owen 1997). 

At the same time OCWD began spreading MWD water to recharge 

the basin, it also began another suit against the upstream users 

to protect its rights to the Santa Ana River flow. This suit, filed in 

1951, was against the four major upstream cities-Riverside, San 

Bernardino, Colton and Redlands-to limit their water production and 

protect the river's flow into Orange County (Blomquist 1992, 255). Like 

Orange County's cities, these cities had grown during the war years 



because of the military bases nearby. As they expanded their use of 

groundwater increased, in part because none had joined MWD to get 

outside water. OCWD sued to force a declaration of the rights of these 

cities to water, and to ensure that they take only the amount stipu

lated. The case finally reached court in 1957. It was determined that 

the cities had a right to the amount of water they used in 1946 at the 

start of the five-year period before the initial suit was filed. Their water 

use was scaled back, and OCWD's share of the water increased. The 

case was last appealed in 1961, but the basic judgment held (Blomquist 

1992, 257). 

Sand and gravel mining at Burris Pit, 1974. 

Orange County Water District v. 
City of Chino, et al. 

Two years later the inflow of water at Prado from the Santa Ana 

River decreased due to the upstream users (Blomquist 1992, 261). 

This necessitated a new and larger-scale suit. In 1963 OCWD filed suit 

again, this time to require an adjudication of the entire upper basin 

and ensure a minimum level of water for Orange County, regardless 

of the use and needs of upper basin pumpers. The case, OCWD v. 

City of Chino, et al., was really aimed at all water producers above 

Prado Dam. Crooke, according to Owen, had run out of patience with 

negotiations over the water rights of the upper basin. The two basins 

had been the subject of litigation for 30 years, but the problem of 

assuring a specified quantity of water for Orange County remained. As 

Crooke's assistant, it was Owen's job to bring the dispute to a satis

factory conclusion. Owen, with his Sacramento lobbying experience, 

knew the principal figures involved with the upper basin and was able 

to negotiate an agreement (Owen 1997). The final settlement came in 

1968. 

The stipulations generally allocated the natural supply of water 

between the basins and left individual rights within the basin for 

users of the water basins to determine internally. OCWD was given 

the rights to conserve and store storm water behind Prado Dam in 

Riverside County, and all parties agreed that water which passed 

through their treatment facilities and into the river must meet the 

water quality standards of the Santa Ana Regional Water Quality 

Control Board. The settlement stated that pumpers on the upper basin 

had to ensure that an average of 42,000 acre-feet of base flow reached 

Prado Dam annually. Further, it stipulated that the volume required 

would be adjusted for quality using a formula based on the quantity of 
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total dissolved solids in the water. The new rules were to be adminis

tered by a joint Watermaster Committee made up of representatives of 

each of the major districts above Prado and OCWD. This committee 

would compile a yearly report of the water flow and quality (Superior 

Court of the State of California 1969). 

OCWD needed more land for spreading operations by the close 

of the Chino suit. It already owned Anaheim Lake and six miles of 

riverbed stretching from Imperial Boulevard to Ball Road, managing 

it in conjunction with the Orange County Flood Control District 

(OCFCD) for spreading and flood control. However, additional 

spreading grounds did not come without conflict. 

Construction continued throughout the north county at a steadily 

increasing rate. Manufacturing had become the county's major 

industry, eclipsing agriculture. Many of the major aerospace and 

aircraft employers had built plants in the Fullerton and Anaheim 

areas. Land prices in the best percolating areas of the river were esca

lating because the properties were ideally suited to small businesses 

that served major industries. This land, although ideal for manufac

turing, was also ideal for water spreading. If OCWD were unable to 

acquire enough open acreage before industry developed, the spreading 

program would be constrained. To be successful, OCWD had to 

contend with landowners who might give their land away just to have 

construction that would bring more business into the area. 

OCWD directors purchased 95 acres on the north side of the river 

for a percolation basin, now Warner Basin, in 1966. Ten years later, 

in 1976, they purchased a portion of the Kraemer property near 

Anaheim Lake and the flood control district's Miller storm retarding 

basin to complete a series of interrelated storage basins. At the same 

time, they purchased the Burris Pit, near Ball Road, and enlarged it 
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as a recharge and conservation basin (Blomquist 1988, 49). In 1983, 

OCWD purchased two sand and gravel pits along Santiago Creek for 

additional recharge capacity. These were joined to the Burris Pit by 

a pipeline so that additional river water could be transferred from 

Burris to the Santiago Creek recharge basin. 

As OCWD accumulated land along the river, it came in conflict 

with county residents. Anaheim citizens did not want to see the river 

changed or turned into a gravel pit. They wanted the area to remain 

undeveloped for recreation. People in other areas were disgruntled 

that OCWD was spending all of its money in the fore bay area without 

seeming to benefit them. Owen realized that the protests could lead to 

the stoppage of all spreading programs. To forestall this and provide 

something for the entire district population, OCWD directors dedi

cated 10 percent of the sand and gravel gross revenue to recreational 

activities along the river (Owen 1997). Several years after the purchase 

and filling of Burris Pit, a creative concessionaire developed a golf 

driving range over it, complete with distance markers set on islands, 

and floating golf balls. These recreational facilities, developed with the 

financial assistance of OCWD, are open to the public. In addition to the 

water-oriented recreation sites, Owen and Cline worked with OCFCD 

to build trails along the river banks as part of the countywide eques

trian, hiking and biking trail system (Cline 1997). Today, these trails 

remain an important, well-traveled feature in the river landscape. 

The newly acquired basins gave OCWD added recharge capability, 

but did not address the problem of how to balance the use of water 

throughout the district. Producers could draw as much water as they 

needed, regardless of location, since there were no restrictions on 

pumping. That meant a pumper in the coastal area could pump the 

groundwater below sea level, allowing seawater to reach the basin, 



while in another area, a producer might not pump enough to permit 

adequate recharging. 

Basin Equity Assessment 
According to George Osborne, Owen came up with a plan to regulate 

the pumping (Osborne 1997). Owen thought the groundwater basin 

should be used in conjunction with MWD supply. If customers would 

purchase MWD water during the year, and use groundwater primarily 

for peak-need periods, the groundwater basin could be used to store 

water for emergency drought periods when imported water was 

scarce. He described the outcome of his scheme as a bathtub in which 

you could raise and lower the water level at will. In a period when 

water was plentiful, OCWD could add to the basin supply, conserving 

additional water against a dry period when producers would draw 

heavily on it and lower the level. All the persuasive powers that Crooke 

and Owen could muster were needed to convince the cities to coop

erate in a conjunctive use program by taking at least 50 percent of 

their water from MWD, since it was more expensive than groundwater 

(Owen 1997). 

The OCWD Act was amended in 1969 to implement Owen's 

proposals. He envisioned that each year engineers would determine 

how much water could be safely pumped from the basin to meet the 

estimated total needs of the district. In most years this figure had 

been less than the total estimated need, which must be made up with 

imported water. The estimate of water to be pumped from under

ground versus that to be imported is expressed as a percentage figure, 

the basin production percentage (BPP). While producers are theoreti

cally obligated to take water in that ratio, OCWD does not necessarily 

expect them all to do so. In some cases, as in the coastal area, OCWD 

may want one producer to pump less than the stated percentage. In 

other cases, a producer may not be able to obtain MWD water and 

therefore has to pump all groundwater. 

Historically imported water costs much more than groundwater, so 

providers were reluctant to purchase more than they required to meet 

their obligations. If the BPP were to work, the cost of imported water 

had to be subsidized so producers would use it instead of groundwater. 

In order to make the cost equitable for those who take imported water, 

OCWD assessed producers who pump more than the BPP based on 

the difference between the cost of the additional groundwater pumped 

and the cost of an equivalent amount of MWD water purchased. This 

assessment is known as the basin equity assessment (BEA). Then 

OCWD determines which water retailers cannot pump the maximum 

groundwater percentage-or which ones it wants to produce less from 

groundwater-and pays them the difference in cost from the fund 

established by overproducers' assessments. Theoretically, the total 

cost for every water retailer in the district is based on the same ratio 

of groundwater and MWD water (Owen 1997). 

This program came about not oniy because of Owen's vision, but 

also because of the flexibility of the District Act. The legislature could 

amend it when it was necessary to make adjustments or devise new 

management programs. This program, as well as others that changed 

district operations, was a result of a management decision, not users' 

decisions. If, according to Owen, you left the choice up to individual 

producers to limit production or pay district assessments, you might 

not get their cooperation. 

Owen's metaphor of a bathtub had a flaw that he recognized. The 

sides of a tub are all the same level. The "bathtub" of the Santa Ana 

Valley groundwater basin had breeches along its coastal front. Even 
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when OCWD engineers could theoretically raise and lower the level, 

they had to "patch" the hole in the coastal walls before they could 

actually control the basin. There was a geological barrier at the 

coastal edge of the basin that had openings in at least two places, the 

Alamitos Gap, near the mouth of the San Gabriel River, and the Talbert 

Gap, in Fountain Valley. Seawater could seep into the basin through 

them, if the fresh water level was not maintained above sea level. 

Salt Water Barriers 
OCWD began a joint program with the Los Angeles County Flood 

Control District to maintain a fresh water barrier at Alamitos in 1965. 

The seawater intrusion at this gap affected both Orange County and 

the central basin of Los Angeles County, including the Long Beach 

area. As a barrier against the sea at the mouth of the San Gabriel River, 

OWCD placed 26 injection wells in the area to force fresh water into 

the basin. Water for these injection wells originally was secured jointly 

through Los Angeles County Flood Control District and OCWD from 

MWD (Blomquist 1992, 151). 

Talbert Gap required a different solution. Studies began in 1965 

to plan for protecting this barrier area (Wesner 1973). It would have 

required nearly six times the quantity of water to create an adequate 

barrier similar to the one at Alamitos. Supplies of that magnitude were 

uncertain, and, if available, would probably cause the water table to 

rise unacceptably again in Fountain Valley (Blomquist 1992, 266). 

Several outside forces influenced the planning of a barrier at Talbert 

Gap. A 1963 Supreme Court decision (Arizona v. California) limited the 

amount of water California was guaranteed from the Colorado River, 

giving Arizona a larger share than California had anticipated. Since 

California had been using the additional water, it was necessary to 
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reduce consumption. MWD, which had a lower priority for water than 

some agricultural areas, would stand to lose 70 percent of the total 

quantity lost, or about 662,000 acre-feet per year. Thus the surplus that 

OCWD counted on could disappear (Hundley 1992, 323). 

Pursuit of Local Water Supplies (Extraction 
and Injection Wells) 

OCWD management hoped to get additional water from the State 

Water Project, designed to deliver surplus northern California water 

to the water-short south. It had been approved earlier, but controversy 

began over the damming of northern rivers to capture the excess 

water for transport. During the social upheaval of the 1960s, some 

people took a look at their environment and began to question whether 

they were really improving the quality of life by making substantial 

and irreversible changes to the natural environment. The political 

consensus moved away from and challenged traditional attitudes that 

did not consider the impact of new developments on the environment. 

Water projects were subject to intense scrutiny. In particular, the 1963 

dam at Glen Canyon created ill feeling among environmentalists and 

a resolve to limit future development of several wild rivers that had 

been planned as part of the State Water Project. In 1971, this resolve 

hardened into the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act (Hundley 1992, 306). It 

was no longer certain that the project would be completed in order to 

deliver the anticipated amount of water for district operations. 
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Development of Water Factory 21 

I n the 1960s the shared .sentiment of most water planners was that 

there might not be surplus water for Southern California beyond 

the next 20 years. Mindful of the possibility, Owen urged the 

development of additional local water, knowing it would take 20 to 30 

years to perfect the technological processes (Environmental Coalition 

of Orange County 1974; Owen 1997). To do so, however, he had to 

develop a program that would be politica!Jy acceptable throughout the 

basin and still provide extensive protection for the coastal barrier. He 

conceptualized the plan as a program that would add storage capacity 

to the basin because it gave the .flexibility of raising or lowering the 

water level at will without the danger of seawater breaching the gap. 

This approach was acceptable because it emphasized that the entire 

basin was to benefit from the cost of stopping seawater intrusion in 

the coastal areas (Owen 1997). 

Owen's plan consisted of two sets of wells, one for injection, and the 

other for extraction. Extraction wells were placed about two miles 

inland, to pull the seawater out of the aquifer. This caused a depres

sion in the groundwater basin level. At the same time, injection wells, 

placed four miles inland, added water to the basin. Because of the 

depression, the fresh water tended to flow toward the ocean, forming a 

mound of water as a barrier to seawater intrusion. By careful moni

toring, the engineers would be able to determine how much water to 

inject to maintain the slope of the basin. 

Don Owen was a brilliant engineer, according to Neil Cline, who 

succeeded Owen as manager. He never worried about money to fund 

an idea; if a project was worthwhile, he thought the money would be 

there (Cline 1997). Although OCWD could have purchased expensive 

MWD water at least for the time being, Owen decided to develop a 
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Aerial view of Water Factory 2 1, circa 1971. 

multimillion-dollar treatment plant to provide wastewater that had 

been brought to drinking water standards for inject ion. This was still 

expensive water, but he thought it was cheaper than building a pipe

line from l\1WD connections to Fountain Valley, where it was needed 

(Owen 1997). 

There had been talk as early as 1929 about trying to process waste

water for replenishment, but the technology had not been developed. 

Finally, in the mid-1960s, district engineers decided to consider 

treating wastewater for injection along the coast at Talbert Gap. The 

directors purchased land next to the sewage treatment plant for a pilot 

plant to conduct experiments in tertiary treatment of the wastewater 



before it was injected and to monitor the 

experimental if\jection wells. Meanwhile, 

Howard Crooke retired from OCWD and 

Don Owen, his assistant, became secre

tary-manager. Owen hired Neil Cline, a 

geologist he had known when both were 

working for the California Department 

of Water Resources, as assistant to 

oversee the injection experiments. Owen 

and Cline thought they would be able to 

inject treated wastewater into the barrier 

where it would mingle with the other 

waters and be diluted. The first experi

ments found that the treated water was 

too saline and did not dilute, but stayed 

in a mass (Cline 1997). Experiments 

continued for several years under the 

supervision of the State Department of 

Health. Finally by 1971, both OCWD and 

the health department were satisfied 

with the advanced treatment's capacity 

to remove organics and, together with 

deep well fresh water or desalinized 

seawater, form the barrier mound of 

fresh water. 

The timing of the pilot plant was 
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Excerpt from Director Segerstrom 1973 testimony. 

had talked to MWD about building 

a desalter plant. MWD showed less 

interest than OCWD at the time 

because of the costs. OCWD was 

interested since the experimental plant 

would be one more way to develop 

water for the barrier project, and 

offered the potential of additional 

potable water for the future. Jointly 

funded by the federal government and 

OCWD, the project began in 1971 with 

construction of an advanced recycled 

water treatment plant and desalter. The 

technical operation process was almost 

too much for a general audience to 

comprehend, although most welcomed 

the potential for more fresh water. In 

a 1975 article, Owen recalled how the 

project got its name, "Water Factory 21." 

According to Owen he had been 

invited to discuss his brainchild at a 

League of Women Voters meeting in 

Newport Beach. He began by saying 

something like, "The plant consists of 

a seawater desalting module that will 

auspicious. The Department of the Interior's Office of Saline Water 

(later the Office of Water Resources and Technology) was interested 

combine two flash distillation methods, 

vertical tube evaporation and multi-stage flash, and a wastewater 

reclamation plant using lime coagulation, clarification and solids 

settling, ammonia stripping, recarbonation, mixed/media filtration, in developing a joint desalinization project in Southern California, and 
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carbon adsorption, and chlorination." One woman in the front said, 

"What?" Owen repeated his description, which was no more enlight

ening the second time through. The woman said, "But what does it do?" 

Owen replied that it cleaned up sewage and made fresh water out of 

ocean water. "Oh," the woman said. "It's a water factory." Owen liked 

that, and though he says he met with some initial opposition, that did 

become its name. The "21" was added to connote the plant's futuristic 

technology and implications (Environmental Coalition of Orange 

County 1975). 

Since he did not think a manager could be effective for more 

than five years at a time, Owen left OCWD in 1973 to go into private 

consulting practice. Neil Cline succeeded him and followed through, 

bringing Water Factory 21 on line. 

The prototype wastewater treatment plant went into operation in 

April 1975. In June the desalter unit was completed and put into opera

tion by the federal government. Although designed for a five-year pilot 

study, it operated for less than a year before the project was canceled 

(Los Angeles Tirnes 23 April 1976). Cline recalled that almost from the 

beginning, the directors knew the joint project was doomed for several 

reasons. The first was an increase in operation costs. The de salter was 

designed to clean 15 million gallons per day (mgd), but even though it 

was only producing 3 million gallons per day in the demonstration phase, 

it used the same amount of fuel as if the plant were in full production. 

Overall fuel costs had gone up dramatically as a result of the 1973 

Oil Embargo, making the demonstration concept less practical. The 

economy was faltering and federal programs were reduced or phased 

out, as funds became difficult to secure. Of the eight federal desaliniza

tion projects testing different methods of operation, five were canceled, 

including this one (OCWD's) (Huntington Beach Independent Review 
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25 October 1975). As of April 30, 1976, the Fountain Valley plant's opera

tion was halted, and the plant placed in standby condition. 

Withdrawal of support by the federal government left OCWD in a 

difficult position. The directors had committed funds not only for the 

desalting plant, but also for the wastewater treatment plant, which 

was now operating. Confident in the availability of demineralized 

seawater, OCWD had planned on having 30 mgd of reclaimed water, 

including the desalted seawater, for injection in the barrier. Now, 

OCWD had to find another way to get higher quality water to blend 

with the wastewater. Cline remembered the political battle he fought 

to get federal funding to continue the desalter. He recalled wryly that 

he was unsuccessful in getting the administration to continue the 

project even though millions had been spent on it. "It came down to an 

advisor to President Ford saying 'We regret the local inconvenience."' 

(Cline, 1997). Although he was able to get some Congressional support 

and a little more funding, the seawater plant was obviously dead. 

Pursuit of New Projects 
Resilient district engineers settled on a method of improving the 

quality of wastewater for injection. They turned to reverse osmosis 

(RO), a process not used before in wastewater treatment. In this 

process, water is passed over a series of membranes that filter out 

salts and other impurities, leaving water that meets drinking water 

standards. OCWD engineers believed that they could blend the treated 

water with water drawn from deep wells to produce a blend suit-

able for injection into the water table. The pilot operation, however, 

produced only 5mgd of the water required for injection, and an acti

vated carbon adsorption process was used to purify the remainder of 

the wastewater component. 



Reverse osmosis (RO) membranes. 

In an interview, Bill Dunivin, Water Factory 21 plant manager, 

remembered the years of research that perfected the operations. "This 

was an entirely new concept," he said. Visitors came from around the 

world to examine the new plant and learn about the technology OCWD 

was developing. At first the cost was high (over $1,000 per acre-foot), 

but by 1996, it had come down to within a few dollars of the cost of 

imported water. The initial cost of reclaimed water was a concern, but 

the planners expected it to be high in the begilrning and anticipated 

that it would decrease as new technology became available. 

Dunivin noted that the plant had provided the freedom to research a 

variety of technologies and Urnt the cooperation of the water industry 

manufacturers who supplied experimental materials for testing was 

outstanding. 

Water Factory 21 has become the success its proponents anticipated. 

After five years (1976-1981) of experimentation, a Stanford study stated 

that "no evidence was found that would indicate that this reclaimed 

municipal wastewater would pose a significant health risk if used as 

a source of municipal water supply" (OCWD Annual Report 1983, 33). 

In 1991 OCWD reached its ultimate goal when it received a permit to 

iI\ject undiluted product water from Water Factory 21 into the ground

water basin. These endorsements were important to the future of 

the project. Both Fountain Valley and Huntington Beach drew their 

domestic water from the basin in the vicinity of the injection wells. 

Reverse osmosis plant inside Water Factory 21, circa 1990. 
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The treated wastewater had lo meet municipal standards because it 

was likely to mingle with groundwater in the cities' wells. 

In 1978 when the California State Ballot Proposition 13 passed, 

restricting the rate of increase of property tax and rolling the level 

backwards, many public agencies we1·e devastated. OCWD funding, 

however, came from the replenishment assessment (RA), as well as 

the ad valorem tax, so OCWD had fill untouched sow-ce of money to 

continue operation. 

The District Act was 

amended to permit 

use of the RA for all 

purposes instead 

of just the purchase 

of imported water. 

Under the old method 

of assessing the ad 

valorem tax, OCWD 

had estimated its 

yearly needs and set 

a rate accordingly. 

After Prop 13 the rate 

was set as a portion 

of the one peTcent 

tax rate allowed on 

real property in the 

county, regardless of 

--
Serving punch with reclaimed water, circa 1980. 

what t he anticipated expenditure was. 

During this wet period, OCWD did not spend as much for imported 

wate1· as it had projected. The current projects had been built, and there 
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was a lull in new construction. As a result of these factors, OCWD 

accumulated reserve funds. In the mid-1980s, the county Grand Jmy 

noted that OCWD had a surplus of public money and faulted it for 

continuing to collect more (Osborne 1997). 'I'here was even a recom

mendation that OCWD return the money to its constituents if it was 

not used. Clearly, OCWD had to invest in new projects if it were to 

protect its resources. 

Looking back in 1997, Cline characterized his 12 years as secre

tary-manager (1973-1986) as a period of general operation following 

OCWD's expansion into wastewater recycling. Additional projects 

were proposed to use the reserve funds, but all efforts were concen

trated on the development and operation of Water Factory 21. Cline 

later accepted the position of general manager at Santa Ana Watershed 

Project Authority, and ultimately retired in 1998. 

Guests touring Water Factory 21. 
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Moderni zing Orange Cou n t y W ater District 

W
illiam Mills, a private consultant and former employee 

of the California Department of Water Resources, was 

the boa rd 's u ltimate choice Lo s ucceed Cline in 1987. 

Mills recognized that OCWD needed a long-term improvement plan 

to continue the programs that had been started under both Owen and 

Cline. He made a number of changes to modernize OCWD's opera

tions, including changing his title from secretary-manager to general 

manager, creating a finance department, and integrating a complex 

computer system for data management. Under his direction, OCWD 

developed an eight-point plan for groundwater management. The 

plan provided for: "water quality monitoring, contaminant cleanup, 

regulatory agency support, toxic residuals removal, hazardous waste 

management, technical information, public disclosure, and periodic 

evaluation of overall policy effectiveness" (OCWD 1994, 17). Slightly 

modified, these points have continued to guide dis trict planning. 

To carry out his goals, Mills developed a capital improvement plan 

that identified "a couple hundred million dollars" worth of facilities 

to be built within the next five or six years to increase the amount 

of groundwater that could be pumped. His financial plan increased 

the revenue base of OCWD by raising the RA. "With the sta bility of a 

higher revenue base, OCWD secured additional outside funding for 

the planned improvements" (Mills 1997). The ultimate benefit of this 

capital improvement plan was the capacity of OCWD to slow down 

increases in water costs for retail water agencies. 

Green Acres Project 
Having proved it was possible to treat wastewater for injection, 

OCWD staff began another program to develop tertiary treated 
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wastewater for urban irrigat ion use. Until this time, county golf 

courses, public parks and landscaping were watered with drinking 

water because the treated effluent-or outflow-from the sanitation 

district did not meet water quality standards for reuse. The Green 

Acres Project was designed in the mid-1980s to provide this reclaimed 

water for use within five miles of the plant. Operational in 1991, the 

plant initially provided water for nearby Mile Square Park. Secondary 

treated wastewater was piped from the Orange County Sanitation 

District (OCSD) to the adjacent OCWD reclamation plant in Fountain 

Valley, treated to a tertiary level and piped out for use. Since this time, 

additional reaches of pipe have been installed to serve Santa Ana and 

other cities beyond the five-mile ra nge (OCWD Annual Report 1991, 

A-6). Since 2002, the Green Acres Project has provided nearly 7,000 

acre-feet of water a year to customers in Fountain Valley, Huntington 

Beach, Costa Mesa, Newport Beach, and Santa Ana. 

Analytical Water Quality Laboratory 
The permits that allowed OCWD to build Water Factory 21 required 

an increase in the sophistication of staff to meet the challenges of 

developing a nd monitoring the new project. The proposal called for "a 

highly qualified operation and maintenance staff of about 14 persons 

including one superintendent, eight operators, one chemist and four 

maintenance men" (Wesner 1987, A-13) Laboratory services-initiated 

in response to the needs of Water Factory 21-continued to expand, 

monitoring water quality at wells throughout the district. 

Dr. Yvonne Shen, a research chemist trained at the University of 

Massachusetts, established the first of the two labs-the water quality 

lab-in 1973. This lab was planned to monitor the water quality 

of Santa Ana River water and the demonstration injection wells of 



Water Factory 21. When the EPA rules for water quality became more 

stringent, requiring extensive testing for more chemical contaminants, 

OCWD took over that responsibility from the Orange County Health 

Department and added it to the work of Shen's lab. The workload 

increased dramatically and other technicians were hired to assist. 

In 1991 the lab processed 176,900 analyses for a network of over 400 

monitoring and production wells. The water quality lab's responsibil

ities continued to increase, as did its size and level of sophistication 

of its testing equipment. It earned a high level of accreditation by the 

State of California for complete chemical, physical, and microbio

logical analysis of groundwater and wastewater. As a result of this 

approval and recognition, the lab's technicians conducted testing 

not only for OCWD and its producers, but also for OCSD facilities as 

well (Shen 1997). To meet this growing demand, OCWD expanded the 

laboratory by adding 1,000 square feet of space and acquiring new 

equipment, including four new high-performance water-testing instru

ments. OCWD chemists use these and other instruments to test for 

new contaminants to very low detection levels (e.g., parts per trillion). 

Advanced Water Quality Assurance 
Laboratory 

OCWD's Advanced Water Quality Assurance Laboratory opened in 

2009. Housing additional chemists, lab technicians, and water quality 

monitoring personnel, the laboratory handles over 400,000 analyses 

of approximately 20,000 water samples each year. The new laboratory 

also supports the water quality testing requirements for the innovative 

Groundwater Replenishment System (GWRS). 

Reflecting "green design," the new laboratory building was 

constructed with locally manufactured materials with recycled 

components and low emissions of volatile organic compounds. 

Further, recycled water is used for onsite landscape irrigation. Key 

design strategies from the federal government program, Laboratories 

for the 21st Century (Labs21) have been incorporated into the design. 

The work in the water quality laboratory involves meticulous record

keeping and careful, constant monitoring of water quality parameters, 

an understated contribution vital to the health of OCWD and the 

groundwater producers. 

Research and Development Laboratory 
OCWD's research laboratory is another dynamic contributor to the 

future of water technology. Like the water quality lab, it grew out of 

the need for research for Water Factory 21. David Argo, former district 

engineer, recruited Harry Ridgway, a post-doctoral research scientist 

at the University of California, Irvine, to study the problem of a fouling 

layer (slime) on RO membranes. Argo and Cline decided that district 

management needed to set up a research lab. At first OCWD directors 

were skeptical, but they agreed to establish an annuity to fund the lab, 

and Ridgway was hired to continue research on RO membranes (Cline 

1997). Since then the research laboratory has expanded to include 

other scientists and state-of-the-art equipment. Its projects have 

included continued RO membrane studies and other bacteria-related 

research such as percolation enhancement in the recharge basins and 

biological treatment of groundwater contaminants (OCWD Annual 

Report 1995-1996). Current research focuses on advanced oxidation 

processes (AOP) like the ultraviolet/hydrogen peroxide process used 

with GWRS, sediment removal by prefiltration before percolation 

of river water, fouling of both microfiltration and reverse osmosis 

membranes by nanoparticles, and factors affecting the mobilization 
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of metals in aquifer materials by low ionic strength waters such as RO 

product water. 

Improved Recharge Capabilities in the Basin 
When the Orange County Water District v. City of Chino, et al. 

decision was handed down in 1969, it was a mixed blessing. Orange 

County was assured of a water supply for recharging and production. 

OCWD facilities, however, had to be improved to take advantage of the 

additional base flow and storm flow that would come downriver from 

Prado Dam. 

A major project envisioned by OCWD engineers was to develop 

storage basins at Santiago Creek and construct a pump station and 

pipeline to connect them to Burris Pit so that additional water could 

be transferred there. Former forebay operations manager Alan Flowers 

recalled that the project cost about $25 million, but paid for itself in 

· water saved-water that OCWD did not have to purchase for recharge 

(Flowers 1997). When finished in 1991, the system added another 25,000 

acre-feet of capacity to the basin, bringing OCWD's total recharge capa

bility to between 300,000 and 400,000 acre-feet per year. 

The Santiago Creek project had an unexpected natural bonus for 

nearby residents, despite additional cost and frustration for OCWD 

management. Since the new basins would inundate small, isolated 

wetlands within the basin, engineers had to include a mitigation 

project. OCWD directors authorized nearly $200,000 to pay for planting, 

irrigation and other measures to create a wildlife habitat on a 16-acre 

island between the two basins (Fonley 1997). 

Over the years OCWD's research has included work with the recharge 

basins themselves. Initially, in each of the percolation basins, begin

ning with Anaheim Lake in 1962, water infiltrated quickly. Gradually, 
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however, the silt from the Santa Ana River flow collected in the basins, 

retarding infiltration. Cleaning became a yearly chore as the managers 

emptied the basins to scrape the accumulated solids that were preventing 

infiltration. Since the process was time consuming, it could not be done 

easily during the winter months when the operators expected a storm 

flow. As a result, water infiltration declined when it was needed most to 

capture the heavy flow. Precious water was also lost during the process 

because once a basin was emptied for cleaning, there was no way to hold 

the water or transfer it from one basin to another. 

A first step to correct the problem was to build a maze of pipes linking 

the different basins in the forebay area. As one basin required cleaning, 

its contents could be shifted to another. High- powered submersible 

pumps were also installed in each basin to empty it quickly. Soon 

operators could empty, clean, and refill the recharge basins during the 

winter as well as the summer to increase infiltration by as much as 40 

percent. The recharge capacity was further increased by the addition of 

two inflatable rubber dams across the river channel in the early 1990s. 

Previously, earthen levees were built to capture normal runoff and direct 

it into the recharge basins. When the storm flow was high, however, these 

levees washed out. They could not be replaced until the water level went 

down enough to get heavy equipment back into the riverbed. Valuable 

replenishment water, of course, was lost in the interim. The rubber dams, 

however, will deflate during storms and can be raised again in 30 minutes 

to capture runoff once the flow has decreased. 

Conservation Programs at Prado Basin 
Prado Dam was originally conceived as a flood control dam, with 

water conservation being an incidental secondary purpose. Although it 

is still a critical point in the defense from storms in the lower Santa Ana 



basin, its importance for conservation has increased. For many years 

the two private water companies, Anaheim Union Water Company and 

Santa Ana Valley Irrigation Company, owned land behind Prado Dam 

(in Riverside County) for conservation. Ditches dug in the overflow 

lands helped relieve waterlogged conditions by increasing the flow 

through the dam's ungated opening (Osborne 1998). During the 1960s, 

as the need for agricultural water 

declined, these companies shifted 

their focus from water sales to 

Orange County land development 

and sold their Riverside County 

property to OCWD (OCWD 

Minutes 14 June 1967). 

to study the feasibility of conservation consistent with flood control at 

Prado. 

The study, completed by the Army Corps of Engineers in 1988, 

indicated that seasonal storage would notjeopardize flood control 

at the dam (OCWD Annual Report 1991). Conservation could take 

place between March I and September 1, while flood control efforts 

would take precedence between 

November 1 and February 28 

(Van Haun 1997). Environmental 

studies followed to determine the 

impact on wildlife in the proposed 

storage area. Finally, in 1991, an 

agreement was reached by OCWD, 

the Army Corps of Engineers, 

the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 

(USFWS), and The Nature 

Conservancy to allow storage 

As a result or that purchase, 

OCWD owns about 2,150 acres of 

bottomland behind Prado Dam 

that can be flooded for conserva

tion purposes. Dming the 1970s 

and eai·ly 1980s, OCWD began 

working toward a proactive water 

conservation program. The basic 

concern was that flood control and 

water conservation require oppo
Endangered songbird, the least Bell's vireo. Photo by Ben1amin Smith. 

and to mitigate and alleviate 

anticipated damage to the wildlife 

habitat. Under the agreement, 

OCWD seL aside land for habitat 

for an endangered songbird, the 

site management techniques. Flood control managers want to keep 

Lhe flood land behind a dam as free of water as possible, to prepare 

for an unexpected heavy runoff. Water conservation managers, on the 

other hand, want to s tore as much water as possible behind the dam, 

releasing it slowly so that it can be infiltrated in spreading grounds and 

saved as groundwater. OCWD directors authorized $600,000 in 1986 

least Bell's vireo, and contr-ibuted 

$900,000 for habitat management and other land conservation proj

ects. In spring 1991 alone, some 40,000 acre-feet of high quality water 

were saved from runoff by storage behind the dam (OCWD Annual 

Report 1991). Had OCWD needed to purchase that amount of water to 

replenish the basin, the total cost would have been far greater than the 

cost of the conservation project. 
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Jim Van Haun, former associate general manager, remembered that 

OCWD had seriously considered giving up on the conservation project 

in 1986 when the least Bell's vireo was listed as a Federal and state 

endangered species. Prado Basin had the second largest population 

of these small songbirds and its population had dropped to 19 nesting 

pairs. Since their migration period from Mexico to Prado, where they 

nested, was mid-March, these few pairs would be directly affected 

by the proposed conservation plan. OCWD directors finally decided 

to try to "live with the Endangered Species Act" and continued the 

study. According to Van Haun, biologists discovered that the bird 

population decline was due more to an incursion of brown-headed 

cowbirds, not necessarily to loss of habitat alone. Cowbirds lay their 

eggs in the nests of other birds, like the least Bell's vireo, and leave. 

The diminutive vireo parents are left raising a large and aggressive 

. cowbird nestling that literally starves and crowds out the vireo nest

lings. Cowbird nest parasitism nearly decimated the least Bell's vireo 

population. 

The immediate solution was to build and install Australian cowbird 

traps. ''A crazy deal," Van Haun remarked. OCWD spent $35,000 to 

$40,000 each year for several years trapping cowbirds. Dick Zembal, 

OCWD natural resources director, who at the time served as USFWS 

Deputy Field Supervisor, and Martin Rigby, former assistant general 

manager of OCWD, collaborated to develop a recovery plan. By setting 

cowbird traps and changing mowing patterns of fields behind Prado 

Dam, the least Bell's vireo population rebounded. Since first being 

listed as an endangered species in 1977, the population of vireos at 

Prado Basin grew from 12 to 561 territories in 2013. As a result OCWD 

has been allowed to expand the area it seasonally floods for conser

vation. In the long run, the good results from trapping, while costly, 
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saved millions of dollars' worth of water and provided the basis for a 

permanent water conservation agreement (Van Haun 1997). 

Subsequent to the decision to trap cowbirds, researchers found that 

giant cane had overrun the birds' habitat. OCWD, USFWS, and the 

Army Corps of Engineers entered a cooperative agreement to remove 

this invasive plant from the upper watershed. OCWD's share of the cost 

was $1 million. In March 1995, just a few days after the environmental 

impact statements were completed and approved to allow additional 

storage behind the dam, a storm came up and the dam filled, saving 

$3.2 million worth of water for use in Orange County (Van Haun 1997). 

OCWD provided the leadership to form a team with seven other 

agencies to develop the Santa Ana River Conservation Trust Fund. Its 

unique concept of depositing funds into a trust that is dedicated to 

solving a regional problem provides the opportunity for broader solu

tions with more lasting results. By 2002 the Trust Fund had funded the 

removal of 600 acres of giant cane from the watershed. More than 10 

years later, over 5,000 acres have been removed. 

Water Quality behind Prado Dam 
Through its water quality research program, OCWD scientists and 

engineers had discovered other benefits of the Prado conservation 

program. The runoff water that reaches Prado Dam is degraded 

because of both dairy and urban usage. Under terms of the Chino 

decision, it had to meet certain water quality standards when it reached 

Prado Dam. Even before the conclusion of the lawsuit, the water 

agencies realized that the water quality of the river was continuing to 

deteriorate in the watershed. 

In 1967 representatives of the three major water agencies upstream 

met with Don Owen to develop a joint program for improvement of the 



water quality (OCWD Minutes 25 October 1967). Subsequently, the 

OCWD board authorized a joint powers agreement between OCWD, 

Chino Basin Municipal Water District, Western Municipal Water 

District (Riverside area), and San Bernardino Valley Municipal Water 

District to "create a self-help agency which will conduct a water quality 

management program study for the Santa Ana River watershed" (OCWD 

Minutes 13 December 1967). The Santa Ana Watershed Planning 

Authority obtained start-up grants and initial funding from the four 

districts in 1968 to plan a basin-wide program that addressed buildup 

of total dissolved solids. The study recommended treatment plants, 

desalters and a brine line to the ocean to carry off residual wastewater. 

Since no district was willing to embark on a project of this size alone, 

the authority was recast as the Santa Ana Watershed Project Authority 

(SAWPA. In 1972 it began building the pipeline that now stretches from 

San Bernardino to Fountain Valley (Cline 1997). Its projects continue 

today with desalting plants and other water quality facilities. 

As a result of the testing program scientists discovered still another 

means to improve the water quality at the darn site. Behind the darn 

was a 450-acre constructed wetlands consisting of 50 linked pools 

through which nearly half of the baseline flow of the river passed. This 

was originally operated by a concessionaire as a waterfowl hunting 

area. Water quality engineers discovered that the water passing 

through these ponds was of a higher quality than other water reaching 

Prado, indicating that the series of ponds naturally removed some of 

the nitrate and other compounds accumulating in the urban flow. As 

a result of these studies, OCWD modified the pond system to increase 

the flow in and out of each pond. It deepened individual ponds, 

widened and deepened the main diversion channel to the pond system, 

and improved the conveyance system between ponds. With these 

modifications, OCWD increased the rate of flow from 60 cubic feet per 

second (cfs) to 200 cfs, thus allowing more river water to flow through 

the ponds (OCWD Annual Report 1995). The wetlands have proven to 

be very effective at removing nitrate from the river water. In fact they 

remove up to 2,000 tons of nitrate per year. 

National Water Research Institute 
The need for collaborative research to address water supply and 

quantity issues was the driver behind OCWD partnering with other 

forward-thinking Southern California water agencies and the Joan 

Irvine Smith and Athalie R. Clarke Foundation to establish the 

National Water Research Institute (NWRI), a 501c3 nonprofit. Since 

1991, NWRI has served as an independent industry expert in water 

science, technology, and public policy. NWRI's many leading-edge 

projects and activities have advanced the worldwide understanding in 

areas such as treatment technologies, potable reuse, salinity manage

ment, and other factors that influence the quality and availability of 

water supplies and resources. This prestigious institute is housed on 

OCWD's campus. 

Among its services NWRI specializes in organizing and facilitating 

Independent Advisory Panels to help public agencies with devel

oping and implementing a challenging water project or program. 

These panels consist of water and wastewater professionals who 

are nationally renowned experts in their fields. Recent examples of 

NWRI panels include reviewing the City of Los Angeles' proposed 

projects to replenish groundwater using advanced treated recycled 

water, reviewing the City of San Diego's pioneering efforts to augment 

a drinking water reservoir with recycled water, evaluating the City 

of Tucson's plans to fully utilize all the treated wastewater within its 
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service area, and addressing questions about the impacts of the infil

tration of reclaimed water on groundwater and other water resources 

in the Olympia, Washington area. The overall goal of these panels is 

to provide the guidance and credibility needed to make appropriate 

project decisions and develop good public policy. 
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Groundwater Replenishment Program 

0 
CWD's tradition of innovation is nowhere more evident than 

in the cutting-edge Groundwater Replenishment System 

(GWRS) project. The GWRS is the world's largest advanced 

water purificaLion system for potable reuse. It takes treated wastewater 

that otherwise would be 

sent to the Pacific Ocean 

and purifies it using a 

three-step advanced treat

ment process. Consisting 

of microfiltration, reverse 

osmosis, and ultravi-

The OCSD Board unanimously approved its own Strategic Plan, which 

incorporated OCSD's participation in the GWRS project. In 2001 both 

Boards over whelmingly voted to move forward and begin detailed 

design of the first phase of GWRS with a t.arget goal of producing 

72,000 acre-feet per year of purified water. 

The project has received 

significant attention from 

outside agencies that 

recognize the applica

bility of this technology to 

many other communities. 

Funding was autho-

rized by the Bureau of 

Reclamation through its 

Title XVI program for $20 

million, the State Water 

Resources Control Board 

for $5 million, the U.S. 

Environmental Protection 

Agency for $500,000, 

and the California 

olet light with hydrogen 

peroxide, this innovati\.:e 

process produces high

quality water that exceeds 

all state and federal 

drinking water standards. 

This water is injected into 

a seawater barrier and 

pumped to recharge basins 

where it naturally perco

lates into the groundwater 

basin. 
OCWD Board of Directors at the GWRS Initial Expansion groundbreaking ceremony. 

Energy Commission for 

$700,000. GWRS was also 

awarded $67 million in 

grants through the 2000 The Groundwater 

Replenishment System was launched in 1999 when the Boards of 

Directors of both OCWD and OCSD unanimously certified the project's 

Environmental Impact Report. Following certification, a team of three 

engineering firms began the project development phase of the project. 
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California State Water Bond. In addition, the Metropolitan Water 

District of Southern California also awarded a $3.8 million annual 

operating subsidy for a 21 year period through its Local Resources 

Program (LRP). 



Groundwater Replenishment System building 

Construction of GWRS began in 2002. Operational since January 

2008, the GWRS has the capacity to produce 70 million gallons of 

high-purity water every day. By 2015 these figures are projected 

to increase to 100 million gallons when purification facilities are 

expanded and excess flow stored during the day is run through the 

GWRS at night. Ultimate capacity for the GWRS is projected at 130 

MGD after facilities are expanded further and more flows a re rerouted 

from ocean discharge for reuse. 

G\YRS has garnered over 42 awards, including the prestigious 2014 

U.S. Water Prize, 2014 Lee Kuan Yew Prize, American Society of Civil 

Engineers (ASCE) 2009 Outstanding Civil Engineering Achievement 

Award for the year's most outstanding national engineering project, 

and the Stockholm 2008 Industry Water Award for the year's most 

· outstanding international water project. 

Advanced Water Purification Facility 
Part of developing GWRS involved construction of the $300 million 

Advanced Water Purification Facility. It is here that 70 million gallons 

of secondary-treated wastewater are transformed each day to near 

distilled water quality. After undergoing m.icrofiltrntion, reverse 

osmosis, and ultraviolet light with hydrogen peroxide, the purified 

water is then put back into the groundwater basin. 

Treating wastewater with ultraviolet light with hydrogen peroxide and lime. 
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From Ocean to Foothills-the Seawater 
Intrusion Barrier and Inland Spreading Basins 

Seawater Inti·usion Barrier 

Ilegjnning in 1999 improvements were made to OCWD's Talbert 

Seawater Intrusion Barrier in the cities of Fountain Valley and 

Huntington Beach. OCWD constructed two new injection well sites in 

1999; one in 2000, tw-o in 2003, and eight more in 2004-05. This latter 

installation is part of GWRS. The addition of four new well sites a t 

the west end of the barrier and four to the southeast helps prevent 

seawater from going around the existing T~lbert Seawater Intrusion 

Barrier. Further, they have more than doubled the annual injection of 

100% purified recycled water. As a result, coastal water utilities are 

able to pump up to 75 percent of their water demand without damaging 

the groundwater basin. The Talbert Barrier provides enormous value 

to local water utilities-without it, seawater would intrude several 

more miles into the basin, contaminating production wells, reducing 

the freshwater capacity of the basin, and limiting the amount of water 

that could be produced from the basin each year. 

In addition nine iajection wells were constructed in 2000 to 

increase seawater protection at the center and eastern end of the 

Alamitos Seawater Intrusion Barrier located along the Orange/Los 

Angeles County line near the ocean. OCWD is currently planning to 

construct eight additional injection well sites during 2013-15 along the 

central portion of the barrier to prevent intermitt ent pulses of salinity 

from breaching through the barrier into Orange County. The Alamitos 

Barrier is cwTently supplied by approximately 50% imported water 

and 50% purified recycled water, and supplies are sufficient to support 

the planned improvements. 
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Inland spreading and percolation basins. 

lnJand Spreading Basins 

One of the principal methods for recharging groundwater involves 

supplying source water to the District's spreading basins, Kraemer, 

Miller, and Miraloma Basins in Anaheim. Water sources include 

GWRS recycled water, imported water from the State Water Project 

and Colorado River, and both base flow and captured storm water in 

the Santa Ana River. Kraemer Basin consists of 31 acres and has a 

maximum storage capacity of 1,170 AF (381 million) with a maximum 

recharge capacity of approximately 300 AF (97 million gallons) per 

day. Due to the need to reserve space for storm water capture, the 



average recharge capacity in this basin is 19,000 acre-feet per year 

(AFY), (6 billion gallons per year). The District's newest basin, 

Miraloma Basin, has a maximum storage capacity of 63 AF (20 million 

gallons) and a projected annual recharge capacity of 20,000 AFY (6.5 

billion gallons) per year. Percolation rates with cleaner sources of 

water, such as GWRS and imported water, are more than double the 

rates achieved with Santa Ana River water. This is because Santa Ana 

River water contains suspended solids, typically comprised of inor

ganic silts and clays that clog the basin surface. 

GWRS water is conveyed to these basins through a 13-mile (20 kilo

meters) long transmission pipeline that travels along the west levee 

of the Santa Ana River through the cities of Fountain Valley, Santa 

Ana, Orange, and Anaheim, and along the Carbon Canyon Diversion 

Channel. Five feet in diameter at its end point, this pipeline is capable 

of delivering over 80 million gallons of purified water to the basins 

each day. 

Continuing the Tradition of Innovation 
Driven by its tradition of innovation, OCWD continues to be a 

worldwide leader in the water industry. Thanks to visionary leaders, 

and dedicated and talented staff, OCWD has earned its outstanding 

reputation in groundwater management, water reuse, and water 

conservation. It also strives to exceed it. 

In 2002 William R. Mills retired after nearly 15 years of service 

to Orange County Water District (OCWD). Virginia Grebbien was 

appointed as the new general manager of OCWD. Grebbien's extensive 

involvement in the water community and previous work on landmark 

water supply development projects helped her advance OCWD's 

mission. 

In 2007 Michael R. Markus was named general manager-only the 

sixth in the District's lengthy history that began in 1933. He continues 

to hold this position today. In his previous position as construction 

manager, he was given the responsibility to manage implementation of 

GWRS, an undertaking that involved construction of seven individual 

projects, including the Advanced Water Purification Facility. Markus 

was named one of the Top 25 Newsmakers of 2007 by the Engineering 

News-Record and received the highly coveted international 2009 Said 

Khoury Award for Engineering Construction Excellence. 
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AFTERWORD 
By Michael R. Markus, P.E., D.WRE, General Manager, Orange County Water District 

T
his book has detailed the tremendous achievements that have 

been garnered by the District over the past 80 years, which 

has made it a worldwide leader in groundwater manage

ment and recycled water. These accomplishments would never have 

happened without the vision and leadership of the past and present 

Boards of Directors. These leaders have shaped the policies and made 

the decisions that have made the District what it is today. They under

stood the need for investment in water infrastructure and the impact 

that has had on the economic engine of Orange County. 

The District has faced challenges in the past and met them head-on 

with innovation and foresight. This same spirit will need to continue 

because future challenges loom on the immediate horizon. These 

challenges will include: decreased flow in the Santa Ana River due 
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to recycling and groundwater extractions in the Upper Santa Ana 

Watershed, decreased stormflow due to reoccurring drought, and 

potential shortages of imported water. All of these issues affect the 

supply of water into the groundwater basin and could eventually lead 

to a decrease in the amount of pumping out of the basin. 

Even though the challenges will be great, I am confident that the 

District staff will rise to the occasion and come up with creative solu

tions in finding additional ways in which to maximize the potential of 

the groundwater basin. The District has always been recognized for 

its "tradition of innovation" and its high caliber staff. With the combi

nation of the leadership of the Board of Directors and the ingenuity of 

the staff, the Orange County Water District will continue its preemi

nent reputation well into the future . 



CONCLUSION 

0 
range County's population has grown at a dizzying speed 

since the end of World War II. The county's population 

soared from 130,760 in 1940 to over three million in 2012. Its 

urban regions have become the dominant water users as houses and 

light industry replace agriculture in t he local economy. In contrast 

to earl ier urban areas which developed and expanded into suburbia 

from a central city, Orange County has no one central city. Rather, 

it has many. One city is the civic center, another the cultural center, 

another the technology/science center, and still another the sports 

and entertainment center. Since no single city really dominates, the 

cities cooperate to provide basic urban services. Although operated 

independently, the cities of Orange County are interdependent in many 

ways. Nowhere is this interdependency so obvious as in the manage

ment of the Santa Ana River and the County's groundwater basin. 

OCWD was created by independent members of the business and 

agricultural community. These individuals recognized that they had 

to work together to provide enough water for a growing economy. 

While users of Orange County water could have demanded to remain 

completely independent of one another and adjudicated the basin's 

water, they chose a pool arrangement in which rights are shared 

in common. By sharing such rights and choosing to operate from a 

philosophy of plenty, Orange County water users have empowered 

OCWD to establish a management policy that recharges the ground

water basin and protects it from careless overdraft. From pumping 

reclaimed water to a recharge basin to restoring riparian habitat in 

Riverside Coun ty, the basic goal of Orange County's water manage

ment plan has not changed. It remains the protection of the quantity 

and quality ofwater in the Orange County groundwater basin. 
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Historical Timeline-Orange County Water Progress 1769-1960 

1769 

1776 

1848-

1850 

Father Serra camps in Santa Ana Valley 

Mission San Juan Capistrano established 

Gold Rush, Alta California ceded to U.S., California Statehood 

1860s Irvine Ranch established 1862-Historic flood 

1870s Major cities established 

1889 

1916 

Orange County established 

Historic flood. Santa Ana River rerouted to present location 

1927 Historic flood 

1928 Historic flood. Metropolitan Water District of Southern 

California (MWD) established. Cities of Santa Ana and 

· Anaheim represent Orange County as founding member cities. 

1931 City of Fullerton joins MWD as the third member city from 

Orange County 

1932 

1933 

1938 

1941 

Construction of Colorado River Aqueduct begins 

Orange County Water District (OCWD) established to manage 

the groundwater basin 

Historic flood 

Construction of Prado Darn completed by U.S. Army Corps of 

Engineers 
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1941 

1941 

1949-

1950 

1951 

1952 

1954 

1954 

1960 

1960 

1961 

Colorado River Water Aqueduct completed 

Coastal Municipal Water District established, annexed to 

MWD as a member agency the following year 

OCWD's first purchases of imported water from MWD 

Orange County Municipal Water District (OCMWD) formed 

and annexed to Metropolitan as a member agency. OCMWD 

later changes name to Municipal Water District of Orange 

County (MWDOC) in 1969. 

Orange County Water Basin Committee established new 

water management policies 

Cities of Anaheim, Fullerton, and Santa Ana annexed into the 

Orange County Water District 

OCWD establishes replenishment assessment (RA) to bring 

in revenue to purchase imported water to fill the groundwater 

basin. 

Fairview Farms Water Company merges with Mesa 

Consolidated Water District 

San Juan Water Company becomes Capistrano Beach Water 

District 

Irvine Ranch Water District formed 



Historical Timeline-Orange County Water Progress 1965-Present 

1965 

1969 

1969 

1969 

1972 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1983 

1991 

1991 

1995 

1995 

1996 

Alamitos Barrier becomes operational 

Stipulated judgment resolves Santa Ana River water disputes. 

Historic flood 

Basin Equity Assessment (BEA) and Basin Production 

Percentage (BPP) are created to assist OCWD in managing the 

groundwater basin 

Santa Ana Watershed Project Authority (SAWPA) formed 

First Northern California water deliveries to Orange County 

Water Factory 21 becomes operational 

Water Factory 21 adds reverse osmosis 

Proposition 13 enacted restricting use of ad Valorem tax 

Water Advisory Committee of Orange County (WACO) 

established 

Green Acres Project becomes operational 

Arlington Desalter becomes operational 

OCWD reaches historic agreement with the U.S. Army Corps 

of Engineers to store Santa Ana River flows behind Prado Dam 

Expansion of Prado Wetlands completed 

Proposition 204 Water Bond passed 

2000 

2001 

2001 

2001 

2001 

2006 

2006 

2008 

2009 

2011 

2012 

2012 

2013 

Proposition 13 Water Bond passed 

Coastal Municipal Water District becomes part of MWDOC 

Chino Desalter becomes operational 

OCWD and Orange County Sanitation District approve design 

and construction of the Groundwater Replenishment System 

Coastal Municipal Water District merges with MWDOC. 

Water Factory 21 ceases operations 

New Interim Water Factory 21 becomes operational 

Groundwater Replenishment System becomes operational 

Advanced Water Quality Assurance Laboratory opens 

OCWD breaks ground on initial expansion of the 

Groundwater Replenishment System 

Miraloma Basin is completed, becoming OCWD's 21st ground

water recharge basin. 

Advanced Water Quality Assurance Laboratory earns full 

certification from the Environmental Protection Agency to 

monitor unregulated contaminants of concern 

OCWD celebrates 80th anniversary and 5th anniversary of 

the Groundwater Replenishment System 
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Locations of District Headquarters 
1933-1935, Garden Grove Chamber of Commerce office 

1935-1941, Medical Building, 622 N. Main St., Santa Ana 

1941-1947, Ramona Building, 118 W. 5th St., Santa Ana 

1947-1957, 1104 W. 8th St., Santa Ana 

1957-1960, 941 E. 1st. St., Santa Ana 

1960-1974, 1629 W. 17th St., Santa Ana 

1974-present, 10500 Ellis Ave., Fountain Valley 

(New Administration Building completed, 1991) 

1988-present, Field Headquarters, 4060 E. LaPalmaAve., Anaheim 

2007-present, Ward St., Fountain Valley 

Fountain Valley headquarters. Photo courtesy o(larny Mack, CDM. 
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Property Boundary/Annexation History 
(as of 29 September 2013) 1 

Action Date Description Acres Square Miles 

SB 1201 10 April 1933 Establishes OCWD Boundaries 162,676.700 254.182 

OCWD Bd. Minutes 25 March 1942 Adds 5 Parcels 576.000 0.900 

SB 509 8 July 1949 Eliminates 14 Parcels -9,920.000 -15.500 

OCWD Bd. Minutes 29 July 1949 Resultant Boundary Per SB 509 153,332.710 239.582 

OCWD Bd. Minutes 11 Jan 1950 Adds 1 Parcel 2.650 0.004 

SB 91 21 May 1953 Adds Cities of Anaheim, Fullerton, and Santa Ana 20,672.000 32.300 

SB 117 July 1957 Adds Nohl Ranch 6,299.470 9.843 

SB 1257 1959 Adds portions of Buena Park, Fullerton, Carlton & M. Yorba Allot. 9,184.510 14.351 

Reso. 545 12 Aug 1959 Includes area southerly of Chapman Ave., Easterly of Newport Ave. 183.650 0.287 

Reso. 599 12 Nov 1960 Includes area between Northerly Line Sec. 6-4-8 and Santa Ana 77.050 0.120 
Canyon Rd. 

SB 1026 Sept 1961 D-2 Includes areas of Costa Mesa, Northerly of 15th St. and portion 11,_244.890 17.570 
of Irvine Sub. Easterly and Northerly of Costa Mesa 

Reso. 9601 15 Sept 1965 East Yorba Linda (Fairmont Annex.) 426.400 0.666 

Annex 68-1 15 Jan 1969 East Yorba Linda (Horseshoe Bend) 350.000 0.547 

Annex 70-12 15 April 1970 East Yorba Linda 54.000 0.084 

Annex 70-2:i 17 June 1970 East Yorba Linda 151.700 0.237 

Annex 72-1 18 June 1975 East Orange 5.250 0.008 

Annex 75-2 23 July 1975 East Yorba Linda 41.000 0.064 

Annex 75-5 23 July 1975 East Yorba Linda 23.216 0.036 

Annex 74-1 23 July 1975 East Orange 81.170 0.127 

Annex75-4 23 July 1975 East Orange 74.200 0.116 

Annex 75-3 20 Aug 1975 East Yorba Linda 1.493 0.002 

Annex 75-7 15 Oct 1975 East Yorba Linda 36.600 0.057 

Annex 75-9 17 Mar 1976 D-3 East Yorba Linda 5.586 0.009 

Annex 75-1 21 April 1976 East Yorba Linda 64.000 0.100 
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Action Date Description Acres 

Annex 75-10 21 July 1976 East Orange 1.640 

Annex 75-8 18Aug 1976 East Orange 102.260 

Annex 76-1 18 Aug 1976 East Orange 10.740 

Annex 76-5 17 Nov 1976 East Orange 17.330 

Annex 76-2 19 Jan 1977 East Orange 1.040 

Annex 76-4 19 Jan 1977 East Orange 111.330 

Annex 76-8 16 Mar 1977 East Orange 13.150 

Annex 76-7 17 Aug 1977 East Orange 0.998 

Annex 76-6 21 Sept 1977 East Orange 425.030 

Annex 77-1 15 Feb 1978 East Orange 0.460 

Annex 76-3 30 Oct 1978 East Yorba Linda 1,700.000 

Annex 78-1 1 May 1980 East Orange (8 Islands) 109.700 

Annex 81-1 4 Aug 1981 Northerly portion of Fullerton 2,014.900 

Annex 86-14 1 Jan 1988 D-4 Remaining portion of City of Newport Beach 8,863.000 

Annex 87-15 1 Jan 1988 Anaheim/Wallace, Bauer, Oak Hills Ranch 1,250.000 

Reorg 105 16 Sept 1987 Cypress (Forest Lawn) 1.900 

Annex 88-1 2 Nov 1989 Santiago County Water District 9,434.000 

Annex88-2 6 Mar 1990 East Orange 384.710 

Annex 95-1 13 July 1995 Irvine Regional Park 477.100 
Reorg 94-9 

Annex 95-2(j 14 Aug 1996 Featherly Regional Park 64.52 

Annex 96-!7 3 Nov 1997 Eastern Transportation Corridor 356 

Annex 98-18 Oct 1998 Shell Yorba Linda Master Planned Community 855 

Total 228,506.353 

1 Fairmont Annex $25/ac. Fee (42G.4ac.@$25/ac.=$10,8G0) and agreement with water purveyor, Southern 
California Water Co., stipulating that not less than 50% of water served shall be imported from outside 
Santa Ana River Watershed. 

"Annex 87-1 Per annexation agreement utilizing new annexation charge formula 

"Annex 95-2 Area rounrled from 0.1008125 

2 Annex 70-1 $100/ac. Fee (54 ac.@$100/ac.=$5,400). 
7 Annex 96-1 Area rounded from 0.55625 

Square Miles 

0.003 

0.160 

0.017 

0.027 

0.002 

0.174 

0.021 

0.002 

0.664 

0.001 

2.656 

0.171 

3.148 

13.848 

1.953 

0.003 

14.741 

0.601 

0.745 

0.101 

0.556 

1.336 

357.041 

a Annex 70-2 $25/ac. Fee (151.7 ac., minus 15.4 ac. of Greenbelt aml Corners= 136.3 ac.@$25/ 
ac.=$3,407.50). 

8 LAFCO designation: "Shell Reorganization" -Annexation Lo Lhe Orange County Waler District (RO 
04-0lb), completed Oct: 20, 1098. Annex 98-1 Area rounded from 1.3359375 

'Annex 86-1 Per annexation agreement utilizing new annexation charge formula 
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Current Board of Directors 
Division 
Number 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Director Since 

Kathryn L. Barr 09/79 

Denis Bilodeau 12/00 

Roger Yoh 12/04 

Philip L. Anthony 02/81 

Stephen Sheldon 05/05 

Cathy Green 12/10 

Shawn Dewane 12/10 

Vincent Sarmiento 01/13 

Harry Sidhu 02/12 

Bruce Whitaker 08/12 

as of9/2013 

Terms expire on the first Friday in December 

December 5 

December 2 

2018 December 7 

Current 
Term 
Expires 

12/05/14 

12/02/16 

12/02/16 

12/02/16 

12/05/14 

12/02/16 

12/05/14 

12/02/16 

12/02/16 

12/02/16 

SECRETARY MANAGER/GENERAL MANAGER 

C.A. Palmer (Director) 

Wm. C. Mauerhan (Director) 

W. W. Hoy (Staff) 

Dion R. Gardner (Hired as Secretary-Engineer) 

W. D. Miller (Staff) 

Howard W. Crooke (Secretary Manager) 

Langdon W. Owen (Secretary Manager) 

Neil M. Cline (Secretary Manager) 

William R. Mills Jr. (Secretary Manager) 

William R. Mills Jr. (General Manager) 

Virginia Grebbien (General Manager) 

Michael P. Wehner (Acting General Manager) 

Michael R. Markus (General Manage1') 

DISTRICT SECRETARY 

Mary E. Johnson 

Barbara White 

Janice Durant 

ASSISTANT SECRETARY 

Thelma G. Willoughby 

Mary E. Johnson 

Barbara A. White 

Janice Durant 

Judy-Rae Karlsen 

1933-1939 

1939-1942 

1942-1945 

1945-1949 

1949-1953 

1953-1968 

1968-1973 

1973-1986 

1987-1988 

1988-2002 

2002-2007 

2007-2007 

2007-present 

1988-1995 

1995-1999 

1999-present 

1952-1972 

1972-1988 

1988-1995 

1995-1999 

2000-present 
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History of Board of Directors 
Division I 

William C. Mauerhan 

Will-iam C. Mauerhan rebigned 1118144 

John W. Crill 

President 

Vice President 

Walter R. Schmid 

H. Louis Lake 

1st Vice President 

2nd Vice President 

Thomas T. Lacy 

1951-1955 

1945-1951 

1973-1974 

1965-1973 

Thomas T Lacy resigned 6/20179 
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Term of Appoinbnent 

1933-1937 

1937-1941 

1941-1945 

1944-1945 

1945-1949 

1953-1957 

1949-1953 

1955-1957 

1957-1961 

1961-1965 

1965-1969 

1973-1977 

1969-1973 

1974-1977 

1977-1981 

Term of Appointment 

Kathryn L. Barr 

Appointed by OC Board of Supervisors 8/28179 

(sworn in on 9/26/ 79) and ran for election 11179 

President 1995, 2010 

1st Vice President 1988-1995, 2000-2002 

2nd Vice President 1985-1988, 2005-2007 

1979-1981 

1981-1985 

1994-1998 

2000-2002 

2005-2007 



Division 2 

C. A. Palmer 

Secretary 

Dion R. Gardner 

President 

1933-1939 

1939-1943 

Errol Trafford (E. T.) Watson 

E. T. Watson resigned 11/7/75 

President 1955-1961 

Vice President 

Jobn V. Fonley 

P1·esident 

1951-1955 

1985-1988 

1983-1985 

Term of Appointment 

1933-1935 

1935-1939 

1939-1943 

1943-1947 

1947-1951 

1955-1959 

1959-1963 

1963-1967 

1967-1971 

1971-1975 

1951-1955 

1st Vice President 

2nd Vice President 1981-1983, 1998-2000 

1975-1979 

1988-1992 

1992-1996 

1996-2000 

1983-1988 

1979-1983 

Denis R. Bilodeau 

President 

2nd Vice President 

2002-2003 

2008-2009 

2000-2004 

2004-2008 

2008-2012 

2012-2016 

Division 3 

William Wallop 

William Wallop resigned 12/7138 

Ralph J. McFadden 

Ralph J McFadden resigned 12148 

Lewis Lemke 

Merwin Wagner 

Merwin Wagner resigned 2/78 

President 1961-1967 

Vice President 1959-1961 

Lawrence P. Kraemer Jr. 

retired at end of term 

2nd Vice President 1983-1985 

1st Vice President 1985-1988 

President 1988-1990 

1st Vice President 1998-2000 

2nd Vice President 2000-2002 

Roger Yoh 

2nd Vice President 2013 

Term of Appointment 

1933-1935 

1935-1939 

1938-1939 

1939-1943 

1943-1947 

1947-1951 

1948-1951 

1951-1955 

1951-1955 

1955-1959 

1963-1967 

1967-1971 

1971-1975 

1975-1979 

1959-1963 

1978-1979 

1979-1983 

1983-1988 

1988-1992 

1992-1996 

1996-2000 

2000-2004 

2004-2008 

2008-2012 

2012-2016 
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Division 4 

William Schumacher 

Job J. Denni Sr. 

Job J. Denni Sr. resigned 9/62 

Jake Van Dyke 

Jake Van Dyke resigned 2/17/ 65 

Preston K. Allen 

Preston K. Allen resigned 12/17/80 

President 1975-1979 

1st Vice President 1974-1975 

2nd Vice President 1973-1974 
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Term of Appointment 

1933-1935 

1935-1939 

1939-1943 

1943-1947 

1947-1951 

1951-1955 

1955-1959 

1959-1963 

1963-1967 

1965-1967 

1967-1971 

1979-1983 

1975-1979 

1971-1975 

Philip L. Anthony 

President 

1st Vice President 

2nd Vice President 

Term of Appointment 

1981-1981 

1981-1983 

1983-1988 

1992-1995, 2005-2007 1992-1996 

2009, 2010-2012 

1990-1992, 2004 

1996-2000 

2000-2004 

1998-1992 



' 

Division 5 

C. Roy Browning 

C. Roy Browning resigned 3/8/39 

Charles E. Smith 

Charles E. Smith resigned 418142 

C. Roy Browning 

C. Roy Browning resigned 2116/55 

Wayne Eaton 

Term of Appointment 

1933-1937 

1937-1941 

1939-1941 

1941-1945 

1942-1945 

1945-1949 

1949-1953 

1953-1957 

1955-1957 

Disqualified by boundary reaf:ignment 917155 

W. F. Mitchell 

W F. Mitchell resigned 9/23164 

Minor Warne 

Minor Warne resigned 1121/ 70 

Paul H. Cleary 

Paul H. Cleary resigned 6174 

E. Ray Quigley Jr. 

E. Ray Quigley Jr. resigned 10115/80 

1955-1957 

1957-1961 

1961-1965 

1964-1965 

1965-1969 

1969-1973 

1970-1973 

1973-1977 

1974-1977 

1977-1981 

Langdon W. Owen 

Term of Appointment 

1980-1981 

Langdon W Owen did not run for re-election 

in November 1998 1981-1985 

1985-1990 

1994-1998 

1990-1994 

President 

2nd Vice President 

Jerry A. King 

President 

Paul Cook 

1990-1992 

1988-1990 

2000-2002 

Paul Cook resigned 417/05 

Stephen Sheldon 

President 2008-2009 

1998-2002 

2000-2002 

2002-2006 

2005-2006 

2006-2010 

2010-2014 
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Division 6 

Willis H. Warner 

Willis H. Warner resigned 12114/38 

President 1933-1938 

Vernon C. Heil 

Vernon C. Heil died 1951 

President 

Gerald E. Price 

appointed to fill term, 

1943-1951 

never qualified because of election 

Roy Seabridge 

Roy Sealnidge resigned 418170 

President 1959-1961 

Vice President 1955-1959 

Noble J. Waite 

Noble J. Waite resigned 11/13/91 

President 1981-1983 

1st Vice President 

2nd Vice President 

1979-1981 

1975-1979 
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Term of Appointment 

1933-1935 

1935-1939 

1938-1939 

1939-1943 

1943-1947 

1947-1951 

1951-1955 

1955-1959 

1963-1967 

1967-1971 

1959-1963 

1970-19'71 

1971-1975 

1983-1988 

1988-1992 

1979-1983 

1975-1979 

Wesley M. Bannister 

Wesley M. Bannister died 12/10/09 

President 1996-1997 

1st Vice President 1995-1996 

1st Vice President 2008-2009 

2nd Vice President 

Noble J. Waite 

Appointed to fill term 

Cathy Green 

1995-1995 

Elected to a short term through 2012 

1st Vice President 2013 

Term of Appointment 

2000-2004 

1996-2000 

2004-2008 

2008-2012 

1992-1996 

2010-2010 

2010-2012 

2012-2016 



Division 7 

Frank B. Champion 

Frank B. Champion resigned 3145 

Acting President 1942-1943 

Vice President 1935-1945 

Donald J. Dodge 

Donald J. Dodge clisqual'ijied by 

boundary survey 7149 

Stephen Griset 

Henry T. Segerstrom 

Henry T Segerstrom resigned 3/21184 

President 1967-1983 

1st Vice President 1962-1967 

Term of Appointment 

1933-1937 

1937-1941 

1945-1949 

1941-1945 

1945-1949 

1949-1953 

1953-1957 

1957-1961 

1961-1965 

1969-1973 

1973-1977 

1977-1981 

1981-1985 

1965-1969 

Donn Hall 

2nd Vice Pres ident 

Arnt G. "Bud" Quist 

1st Vice President 

2nd Vice President 

Kelly E. Rowe 

1993-1994 

1997-1998 

1996-1997 

Kelly E . Rowe resigned 12123/00 

Jan Dehay 

Term of Appointment 

1984-1985 

1985-1990 

1990-1994 

1994-1998 

1998-2002 

Filled remaining term, then re-elected in 2002 

2001-2002 

2002-2006 

2006-2010 1st Vice President 2005-2007 

2nd Vice President 2010 

Shawn Dewane 

President 2013 2010-2014 
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Division 8 - City of Santa Ana 

Courtney R. Chandler 

Co·urlney R. Chandler resigned in 1977 

John Garthe 

John Garthe resigned 711/92 

President 1983-1985 

1st. Vice President 1981-1983 

2nd Vice President 1979-1981 

Daniel E. Griset 

President 1997-1998 

1st Vice President 1996-1997 

2nd Vice President 1995-1996 

Miguel A . Pulido 

Miguel A. Pulido resigned 1014199 

Thomas A. Lutz 

Brett Franklin 

1st Vice President 

Jose Solorio 

2002-2003 

Jose Solorio resigned 12106 

Claudia Alvarez 

President 

Vincent Sarmiento 

2010-2012 
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Term of Appointment 

1953-1977 

1977-1992 

1992-1998 

1999-1999 

1999-2000 

2000-2004 

2004-2006 

2007-2012 

2013-Present 

Division 9 - City of Anaheim 

Cha.des H. Pearson 

Charles H. Pearson died 5172 

August F. Lenain 

August F Lena'in resigned 411/91 

William D. Ehrle 

William D. Ehrle resigned 11/ 92 

Irv Pickler 

Irv Pickler resigned 5/19/95 

Bob Zemel 

Irv Pickler 

President 

2nd Vice President 

Richard Chavez 

1998-2000 

1997-1998 

Appo-inlerl b7J Cit?/ of Anaheim to.fill 

nmiaining term 

Irv Pickler 

Harry S . Sidhu 

Term of Appointment 

1953-1972 

1972-1991 

1991-1992 

1992-1995 

1995-1996 

1996-2002 

2002-2007 

2004-2008 

2007-2012 

2012-Present 



Division 10 - City of Fullerton 

Cecil Crew 

Cecil Crew resigned 3/61 

Howard M. CornwalL 

Howard M Cornwall resigned 4168 

Robert L. Cla1·k 

Robert L. Clark resigned 6/88 

President 1979-1981 

1st Vice President 1975-1979 

2nd Vice President 1974-1975 

H. George Osborne 

H. George Osborne died 1112/99 

President 1995-1996 

1st Vice President 1995-1995 

2nd Vice President 1994-1995 

Term of Appointment 

1953-1961 

1961-1968 

1968-1988 

1988-1999 

Jan Flory 

Shawn Nelson 

Don Bankhead 

Don Bankhead resigned 7/21/12 

2nd Vice President 2011-2012 

Bruce Whitaker 

Jan M. Flory, Esq. 

Term of Appointment 

1999-2002 

2002-2008 

2008-2012 

2012-2014 

2014 
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Current OCWD employees 

Ray Abrahamson Jim Caver 

Alexander Adams Mike Centro 

Crystal Albert Alex Cervantes 

Chris Alvarez Flora Chang 

Jesse Aragon Frank Chavez 

Glen Arrieta Darla Cirillo 

Gina Ayala Steve Clark 

Talula Barbee Dan Cohen 

Pedro Barrera Julie Combs 

Ashley Barton Jason Dadakis 

Menu Bhatia-Leddy Scott Davidson 

David Bolin Jeremy Davis 

John Bonsangue Julio De La Cruz 

Dan Bott Rodger Denecochea 

Paula Bouyounes Pete Doplito 

Michelle Boyd Stephanie Dosier 

Bill Bradberry Bruce Dosier 

Scott Brandon Frank Duarte 

Don Brown Marta Dudek 

John Bruns Bill Dunivin 

Tam Bui Janice Durant 

Matt Buis Kim Dusky 

Ramon Camacho Melany Economakos 

Adrienne Campbell Randy English 

Tony Carreira Robert Ennis 

Andre Casasola Michael Ewing 

Manuel Castro Ruben Felix 
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Joaquin Ferreyra 

Randy Fick 

David Field 

Joe Flint 

Betty Freeman 

Chris Friberg 

Christina Fuller 

Jaime Garcia 

Eric Gautier 

Stephanie Giraud 

Joanne Goco 

Kevin Greene 

Mark Greening 

Don Haffke 

Jim Hammersmith 

Phil Harrington 

Jimmy Hawkins 

Wes Haydock 

David Henry 

Josue Hernandez 

Roy Herndon 

Andrew Higgins 

Melissa Hill 

RitaHintlian 

Scott Hollender 

Patrick Hollinden 

Don Houlihan 



Bonnie Howard Laura Liang Chris Olsen 

William Hunt Darlene Lipinski-Fagan Mike Olson 

Adam Hutchinson Ben Lockhart Ted O'Rourke 

Brent Ida Joshua Long Kevin O'Toole 

Ken Ishida Erin Lucero Chindamony Pak 

Lorenzo Jackson Steven Lusk Prem Parmar 

Don Jackson Cindy Luu Mehul Patel 

Jeremy Jenkins Bruce Macomber Craig Patterson 

Bonnie Johnson Mario Manriquez Renee Patterson 

Jay Kalinowski Derrick Mansell Riki Paulson 

Judy-Rae Karlsen David Mark Jimmy Pennella 

John Kennedy Michael Markus Audrey Perry 

Quan Kha Kyle McCarty Mark Petty 

Jeff Kind Chris Mcconaughy Christine Pham 

Jeff Kirkwood Lynn McConnell John Pham 

Tom Knoell Justin McKeever Bob Phillips 

Linda Koki David McMichael Don Phipps 

Janice Kovacevic Rebecca Mudd Donna Pike 

Rae Krause Kaukaba Naggar Robert Raley 

Jim Kutzle Tyson Neely Juan Ramirez 

Elizabeth Kwan Nicole Nguyen Octavio Reynoso 

Phuong Lam Tam Nguyen MickRiopka 

Troy Lane Thong Nguyen Grisel Rodriguez 

Julio Langarica Vickie Nguyen Ben Rodriquez 

Anny Lau Tom Nicholson Heinz Roehler 

Anh-Tu Le Ernest Nunez Enrique Romo 

Patrick Lewis Scott Nygren Mike Ross 

Li Li Michael Ochoa Jana Safarik 

Linda Liang Brian Okey Mike Samples 
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Lily Sanchez Karen Underhill Jeannie Young 

Curtis Sanders Esmer Uribe Richard Zembal 

Mike Saunders Noe Valdez 

Nate Scheevel Ritchie Valdez 

John Schifano Francisco Valencia 

Sandy Scott-Roberts Sterling Vamvas 

Vishav Sharma John Vandenbergh 

Gwen Sharp Patrick Versluis 

Matthew Sieg Monica Villalvazo 

Danny Simala Leticia Villarreal 

Frank Simone Chris Vu 

Cathy Skousen Alex Vue 

Ben Smith Jeff Waller 

Jim Smith Karen Warren 

John Souza Marc Wedge 

Tim Sovich Sumedha Weeratunga 

Chuck Spade Michael Wehner 

Tim Stevens Marsha Westropp 

Tom Stevens Greg Wietki 

Stephen Strand Rose Wilke 

Don Supernaw Chiris Wilson 

Rusty Sutton Patti Wimmerstedt 

Dianne Swanson Lisa Wirtz 

Art Tabata Greg Woodside 

Lo Tan Wei Xu 

Kevin Thai Nira Yamachika 

Eleanor Torres Mark Yamamoto 

Luis Torres Lee Yoo 

Vu Truong Gary Yoshiba 
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Glossary 

Accumulated overdraft. The amount of water necessary to be 

replaced into the groundwater basin to prevent the landward move

ment of ocean water into the fresh groundwater body. 

AF. Acre-foot. The amount of water needed to cover an acre (approx

imate a football field) one foot deep, or 325,900 gallons. One acre-foot 

can support the annual indoor and outdoor needs of between one and 

two households per year, and, on average, three acre-feet are needed 

to irrigate one acre of farmland. 

AFY. Acre-foot per year. 

Alamitos Barrier. Joint project between OCWD, Los Angeles County 

Dept. of Public Works, and the Water Replenishment District of 

Southern California (WRDSC) for injection of imported water into a 

geologic gap at the Orange County-Los Angeles County boundaries 

subject to seawater intrusion. 

Alluvium. A stratified bed of sand, gravel, silt, and day deposited by 

flowing water. 

AMP. Allen McColloch pipeline, operated by the Metropolitan Water 

District of Southern California to transport imported water within 

Orange County. 

Annexation. The inclusion of land within a government agency's 

jurisdiction. 

Annual ove1·draft. The quantity by which the production of water from 

the groundwater supplies during the water year exceeds the natural 

replenishment of such groundwater supplies dming the same water year. 

Aqueduct. A structure for transporting water form one place to 

another by means of a pipeline, canal, conduit, tunnel or a combination 

of these things. 

Aquifer. A geologic formation of sand, rock and gravel through which 

water can pass and which can store, transmit and yield significant quan

tities of water to wells and springs. 

Artesian. An aquifer in which the water is under sufficient pressure 

to cause it to rise above the bottom of the overlying confining bed, if 

opportunity to do so should be provided. 

Artificial recharge. The addition of surface water to a groundwater 

reservoir by human activity, such as putting surface water into recharge 

basins. (See also: groundwater recharge and 1·echarge basin.) 

Base flow. River surface flow, not counting stonn fl.ow and/or 

purchased imported water. 

Basin cleaning device (BCD). A continuous clean-out system for . 

removing the clogging layer that accumulates on the bottoms and sides 

of deep recharge basins and inhibits percolation; the BCV has been 

patented by OCWD. 
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Basin equity assessment (BEA). The additional fee charged by 

OCWD on water pumped that exceeds the BPP, which makes the cost 

of that water equal to the cost of imported water. 

Basin production percentage (BPP). The percentage of an OCWD 

member agency's total potable water demand that can be produced 

from the basin without subjecting that member agency to the BEA. 

Biofouling. The formation of bacterial film (biofilm) on fragile reverse 

osmosis membrane surfaces. 

BMP. Best Management Pi-actice. An urban water conservation 

measure that the California Urban Practice Water Conservation 

Coalition agrees to implement among member agencies. 

Brackish water. Water containing dissolved minerals in amounts that 

exceed normally acceptable standards for municipal, domestic, and 

irrigation uses. Considerably less saline than seawater. 

Brown Act. Ralph M. Brown Act enacted by the State legislature 

governing all meetings of legislative bodies. Also know as the Open 

Meeting requirements. 

CEQA. California Environmental Quality Act. 

cfs. Cubic feet per second. 

Chloramines. A mixture of ammonia and chlorine used to disinfect 

water. 
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Closed basin. A groundwater basin whose topography and geology 

prevent subsurface outflow of water. 

Colore d water. Groundwater that is unsuitable for domestic use 

without treatment due to high color and odor exceeding drinking 

water standards. 

ConfiJ1ed aquifer. A water-beating subsurface stratum that is 

bounded above and below by formations of impermeable, or relatively 

impermeable soil or rock 

Conjunctive use. The planned use of groundwater in conjunction 

with surface water in overall management to optimize total water 

resources. 

Deep percolation. The percolation of surface water through the 

ground beyond the lower limit of the root zone of plants into a ground

water aquifer. 

Degraded water. Water within the groundwater basin that, in one 

characteristic or another, does not meet primary drinking water 

standards. 

Denitl·ification. The physical process of removing nitrate from water 

through reverse osmosis or other means. 

Desalting (or desalination). Specific treatment processes, such 

as reverse osmosis or multi-stage .flash distillation, to demineralize 

seawater or brackish (s_aline) waters for reuse. Also sometimes used in 

wastewater treatment to remove salts other pollutants. 



Desilting. The physical process <?f removing suspended particles from 

water. 

Direct Potable Reuse. The injection of recycled water directly 

inio the putal.Jle water supply distribution system downstream of 

the water treatment plant, or into the raw water supply immediately 

upstream of the water treatment plant. Injection could either be into a 

service reservoir or directly into a water pipeline. The water used by 

consumers could be therefore either undiluted, or slightly diluted recy

cled water. In this definition, the key distinction with indirect potable 

reuse is that there is no temporal or spatial separation between the 

recycled water introduction and its distribution to consumers. 

Disinfection. Water treatment which destroys potentially harmful 

bacteria. 

Drainage basin. The area of land from which water drains into a 

river, for example, the Santa Ana River Basin, in which all land area 

drains into the Santa Ana River. Also called catchment area, water

shed, or river basin. 

East Side Reservoir Project. A Metropolitan Water District project 

in Riverside County for the storage of imported water. 

Effluent. Wastewater or other liquid, parfo1lly or completely treated 

or in its natural state, flowing from a treatment plant. 

Evapotransporation. The quantity of water transpired (given off), 

retained in plant tissues, and evaporated from plant tissues and 

surrounding soil surface. Quantitatively, it is expressed in terms of 

depth of water per unit area during a specified period of time. 

Flocculation. A chemical process involving addition of a coagulant to 

assist in the removal of turbidity in water. 

Fore bay. A portion of a groundwater basin where large quantities of 

surface water can recharge the basin through infiltration; also a reser

voir or pond situated at the intake of a pumping plant or power planfto 

stabilize water level. 

Gray water reuse. Reuse, generally without treatment, of domestic 

type wastewater for toilet flushing, garden irrigation and other nonpo

table uses. Excludes water from toilets, kitchen sinks, dishwashers, or 

water used for washing diapers. 

Green Acres Project (GAP). A 7.5 million gallons per day (Mgd) 

water reclamation project that serves tertiary treated recycled water 

to iITigation and industrial users in Costa Mesa, Fountain Valley, 

Huntington Beach, Newport Beach, and Santa Ana. 

Groundwater. Water that occurs beneath the land surface and fills 

partially or wholly pore spaces of the alluvium, soil or rock formation 

in which it is s ituated. Does not include water which is being produced 

with oil in the production of oil and gas or in a bona fide mining 

operation. 
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Groundwater basin. A groundwater reservoir defined by all the 

overlying land surface and the underlying aquifers that contain water 

stored in the reservoir. Boundaries of successively deeper aquifers 

may differ and make it difficult to define the Jim its of the basin. 

· Groundwater mining. The withdrawal of water from an aquifer 

in excess of recharge over a period of time. If continued, the under

ground supply would eventually be exhausted or the water table could 

drop below economically feasible pumping lifts. 

Groundwater overdraft. The condition of a groundwater basin 

in which the amount of water withdrawn by pumping exceeds the 

amount of water that recharges the basin over a period of years during 

which water supply conditions approximate average. 

Groundwater recharge. The action of increasing groundwater 

storage by natural conditions or by human activity. See also: Artificial 

recharge. 

Groundwater Replenishment System. An OCWD/OCSD joint 

project being developed to provide up to 100,000 acre-feet of reclaimed 

water annually for groundwater replenishment. Treated wastewater 

will undergo further treatment at OCWD-using the same technology as 

bottled water companies-before it is piped northward along the Santa 

Ana River to replenish the groundwater basin in the inland part of the 

county. Visit the GWR System website (http://www.gwrsystem.com). 

Groundwater table. The upper surface of the zone of saturation ( all 

pores of subsoil filled with water), except where the surface if formed 

by an impermeable body. 

gpm. Gallons per minute. 
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Hydrologic balance. An accounting of all water inflow to, water 

outflow from, and changes in water storage within a hydrologic unit 

over a specified period. 

Hydrologic cycle. The process by which water constantly circulates 

from the ocean, to the atmosphere, falling to the earth in some form of 

precipitation, and finally returning to the ocean. 

Imported water. Water that has originated from one hydrologic 

region and is transferred to another hydrologic region. Metropolitan 

Water District (MWD) of Southern California imports water from the 

Colorado River and Northern California. MWD's agency in Orange 

County is the Municipal Water District of Ornnge County (MWDOC). 

Indirect Potable Reuse (Planned). The reclamation and treatment 

of water from wastewater (usually sewage effluent) and the eventual 

returning of it into the current/natmal water cycle well upstream of 

the drinking water treatment plant. Planned reuse indicates that there 

is an intent to reuse the water for potable use. The point of return 

could either be into a major water supply reservoir, a stream feeding 

a reservoir, or into a water supply aquifer where natural processes of 

filtration, and dilution of the water with natural flows aim to reduce 

any real or perceived risks· associated with eventual potable reuse. 

Indirect Potable Reuse (Unplanned). Unplanned (or Incidental) 

indirect potable reuse is wastewater entering the natural water system 



(creeks, rivers, lakes, aquifers), which is eventually extracted from the 

natural system for drinking water 

Inflatable rubber dams. Designed to replace temporary sand levees 

that wash out during heavy storm flow, OCWD's rubber dams hold 

back ·high-volume river flows and divert the water into the off-river 

system for percolation. 

In-lieu progr-am. A program offered by OCWD in conjunction with the 

MWD seasonal storage program that financially encourages ground

water producers to tum off their pumping facilities and use MWD 

imported water to meet their demands, thereby indirectly replenishing 

the groundwater basin. 

Interruptible water. Water from MWD that is subject to being shut 

off at any time, thus avilable at a discounted rate. 

LIMS. Laboratory Information Management System allows water 

samples to be logged into the computer and the analytical results auto

matically posted to the WRMS database. 

Maf. Million acre feet. 

MCL. Maximum contaminant level. Set by EPA for a regulated 

substance in drinking water. 

Mgd. Million gallons per day. 

Microfiltration. A physical separation process where tiny, hollow 

straw-like membranes separate particles from water. It is used very 

effectively as a pre-treatment for reverse osmosis. 

mg/L. Milligrams per liter. 

NPDES. National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System. A federal 

permit authorized by the Clean Water Act, Title rv, which is required 

for d ischarge of pollutants to navigable waters of the United States, 

which includes any discharge to surface waters-lakes, streams, rivers, 

bays, the ocean, wetlands, storm sewer, or tributary to any surface 

water body. 

Natural flows . Flows, typically in the Santa Ana River, that are not 

placed into the system by man-made activities. 

Non-interruptible. Water from MWD that is not subject to any 

interruption. 

Non-point source. Wastewater discharge other than from point 

sources. See also: point source. 

OCCP. Orange County Coastal Project. The original name of the 

seawater barrier project at the Fountain Valley site, now known as 

Water Factory 21. 

Ope1·ator or owne r. Any public or private group or any individual 

to whom a water producing facility (well) is assessed by the county 
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assessor, or the person who owns the land upon which a water 

producing facility is located. 

OCWD Annual Engineer's Report. An annual report on the ground

water conditions, water supply, a nd basin utilization to be delivered 

in writing to the Secretary of OCWD on the second Wednesday in 

February of each year. 

Overdraft. See: groundwater overdraft. 

Perched groundwater. Groundwater supported by a zone of material 

of low permeability located above an underlying main body of ground

water with which it is not hydrostatically connected. 

Percolation. The downward movement of water through the soil or 

alluvium to the groundwater table. 

Permeability. The capability of soil or other geologic formations to 

transmit water. 

Point source. A specific site from which waste or polluted water is 

discharged into a water body, the source of which is identified. See 

also: non-point source. 

Potable water. Suitable and safe for drinking. 

pb. Parts per billion. Used interchangeably w ith ug/L (micrograms per 

liter.) 

ppm. Parts per million. Used interchangeably with mg/L (milligrams 

per liter.) 
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ppt. Parts per trillion.Used interchangeably with ng/1 (nanograms per 

liter.) 

Primary treated water. First major treatment in a wastewater treat

ment facility, usually sedimentation but not biological oxidation. 

Prior appropriation doctrine. Allocates water rights to the first 

party who diverts water from its natural source and applies the water 

to beneficial use. If at some point the first appropriator fails to use the 

water beneficially, another person may appropriate the water and gain 

rights to the water. The central principle is beneficial use, not land 

ownership. 

Production, producing. The act of extracting groundwater by 

pumping or otherwise. 

psi. Pounds per square inch. 

Purveyor. Another name for groundwater producer or pumper. 

RA. Replenishment assessment, a fee to pump groundwater. A charge 

on each acre-foot of groundwater extracted from the basin. Income 

from the RA finances the replenishment of the basin and projects for 

water recycling and water quality improvements. 

Recharge. 1'he physical process where water naturally percolates or 

sinks into a groundwater basin. 

Recharge basin. A surface facility, often a large pond, used to 

increase the infiltration of surface water into a groundwater basin. 



Reclaimed wastewater. Wastewater that becomes suitable for a 

specific beneficial use as a result of treatment. See also: wastewater 

reclamation. 

Reclamation project. A project where water obtained from a sani

tary district or system undergoes additional treatment for a variety of 

uses, including landscape irrigation, industrial uses, and groundwater 

recharge. 

Recycling. A type of reuse, usually involving running a supply of 

water through a closed system again and again. Legislation in 1991 

legally equates the term "recycled water" to reclaimed water. 

Riparian. Of or on the banks of a stream, river, or other body of water. 

RO. Reverse osmosis. A method of removing salts or other ions from 

water by forcing water through a semi-permeable membrane. 

Safe yield. The maximum quantity of water that can be withdrawn 

from a groundwater basin over a long period of time without devel

oping a condition of overdraft. Sometimes referred to as sustained 

yield. 

Salinity. Generally, the concentration of mineral salts dissolved in 

water. Salinity may be measured by ~eight (total dissolved solids -

TDS), electrical conductivity, or osmotic pressure. Where seawater is 

known to be the major source of salt, salinity is often used to refer to 

the concentration of chlorides in the water. 

SARI. Santa Ana Regional Interceptor. A used water discharge line 

that runs from the Inland Empire to the Orange County Sanitation 

District. 

SARWQH. Santa Ana River Water Quality and Health Study. An OCWD 

study to verify the safety of existing recharge operations using Santa 

Ana River water and Lo satisfy regulatory concerns with the devel

oping Groundwater Replenishment System. 

Seasonal storage. A three-part program offered by MWD. 

Seawater intrusion. The movement of salt waler into a body of fresh 

water. It can occur in either surface water or groundwater basins. 

Seawater barrier. A physical facility or method of operation designed 

to prevent the intrusion of salt water into a body of freshwater, such as 

OCWD's Talbert Barrier or Alamitos Barrier. 

SB 1201. Senate Bill 1201 passed in June, 1933. Authorized the forma

tion of the Orange County Water District as a political sub-division of 

the State of California. 

Secondary treatment. Generally, a level of treatment that produces 

85 percent removal efficiencies for biological oxygen demand and 

suspended solids. Usually carried out through the use of trickling 

filters or by the activated sludge process. 

Spreading basin; spreading grounds. See: recharge basin. 

Storm flow. Surface flow originating from precipitation and run-off 

which has not percolated to an underground basin. 

SWP. State Water Project. An aqueduct system that delivers water 

from northern California to central and south.em California 
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Subsidence. Sinking of the land surface due to a number of faclors, of 

which groundwater extraction is one. 

Supplemental sources. Sources of water outside the watershed of 

the Santa Ana River purchased for the replenishment of the ground

water basin or used by an OCWD member agency to meet water 

demands. 

Sustained yield. See safe yield. 

Talbert Barrier. A series of multipoint iajection wells through which 

OCWD injects water to maintain a seawater barrier. Water from this 

project is obtained from Water Factory 21 and deep-aquifer wells. 

TDS. Total dissolved solids. A quantitative measure of the residual 

minerals dissolved in water that remain after evaporation of a solu

tion. Usually expressed in milligrams per liter. 

Tertiary treatment. The treatment of wastewater beyond the 

secondary or biological stage. Normally implies the removal of nutri

ents, such as phosphorous and nitrogen, and a high percentage of 

suspended solids. 

THM. Trihalomethanes. Any of several synthetic organic compounds 

formed when chlorine or bromine combine with organic materials in 

water. 

Transpiration. The process in which plant tissues give off water 

vapor to the atmosphere as an essential physiological process. 

Turbidity. Thick or opaque with matter in suspension; muddy water. 
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Ultraviolet light disinfection. A disinfection method for water that 

has received either secondary or tert.iary treaLmenl, used as an alter

native to chlorination. 

VOC. Volatile organic compound. A chemical compound which evapo

rates readily at room temperature and contains carbon. 

Wastewater. Water that has been previously used by a municipality, 

industry or agriculture and has suffered a loss of quality as a result of 

use. 

Wastewater reclamation. Treatment and management of municipal, 

industrial or agricultural wastewater to produce water of suitable 

quality for additional beneficial uses. 

Water Factory 21 (WF-21) . Orange County Water District's 

advanced wastewater purification plant. 

Water rights. A legally protected right to take possession of water 

occurring in a natural waterway aml to divert that water for beneficial 

use. 

Wate1· year (OCWD). The period between July 1 of one calendai- year 

to June 30 of the following calendar year. 



Water year (USGS). The period between October 1 of one calendar 

year to September 30 of the following calendar year 

Watermaster. A court appointed person(s) that has specific respon

sibilities to carry out court decisions pertaining to a river system or 

watershed. 

Watershed. The total land area that from which water drains or flows 

to a river, stream, lake or other body of water. 

Weir box. A device to measure and/or control surface water flows in 

streams or between a series of ponds. 

Wellhead treatment. Water quality treatment of water being 

produced at the well site. 

WPF. Water producing facility. Any device or method, mechanical or 

otherwise, used for the production of water from the groundwater 

supplies within the District; a water well. 

WRMS. Water Resources Management System. Custom computer 

application, which began development in 1990 to assist District staff 

with the management and analysis of water resources data. This data 

includes well information, water quality, water levels, production, 

and recharge. The system is based on a set of integrated software 

programs consisting of a relational database (Oracle), computer-aided 

design (AutoCAD), geographic information system (GIS), and ground

water flow model (MODFLOW) 
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February 18, 2010 

Mr. Michael Markus~ P .E. 
General Manager 
Orange County Water District 
P.O. Box 8300 
Fountain Valley, CA 92728-8300 

Subject: Orange County Water District Groundwater Basin Equity Assessment (BEA) 
Exemption Program 

Dear Mr. Markus: 

Mesa Consolidated Water District (Mesa) and Irvine Ranch Water District (IR WD) 
appreciate the Orange County Water District (OCWD) effo1ts in reviewing the Basin 
Equity Assessment Exemption Program. We encourage OCWD to continue the program 
and make adjustments to it to make it fair, equitable and consistent between the program 
participants. 

The Basin Production Percentage (BPP) and BEA were established and incorporated into 
the OCWD District Act in 1969. The BPP and BEA allow OCWD and the producers to 
control basin pumping and help ensure that the producers have similar overall water 
supply costs. By maintaining water supply cost equity for all of the producers, no 
agency is disadvantaged. 

The BEA Exemption Program was adopted by the O CWD Board of Directors in 1989 to 
encourage the production and treatment of impaired quality groundwater. The long term 
vision of the Board was that removal of poor quality groundwater from the basin would 
eventually increase the usefulness and productivity of the po1tions of the groundwater 
bas1n suffering from impaired quality. The program utilizes the ability of OCWD to 
adjust the Basin Equity Assessment (BEA) for the exemption of poor quality 
groundwater in order to offset the additional treatment costs that are necessary to 
beneficially use the water. The Board recognized that the exemptions must be sufficient 
to offset the additional costs and provide a fi11c1ncial incentive to encourage individual 
producers to participate in the program. 

We encourage the Board to consider changes to the cmrent program to make it fair, 
equitable and consistent between participants of the program. We believe these changes 
would also better align the program with its original goals. We suggest the following 
adjustments to update and improve the program: (1) the BEA used for the program 
should be bast;d on the act_ual cost participating producers pay for imported water1 (2) the 

·-·:-c,·/,:;:::,:.,:;c80'";8,e;.c;:a.~•;;,;;.c:;".:c::-o;;:'0:-911centkre=:-,,fn1YOtrfff·:s1mttltl";,:be·;,adjUsfed"'fot"·fatlat·ron't"arid"'(3J''f-fasr·"a'CCOi.lfilTffj;t'°"Pf6cel1u1·es"··:,·. :•: ..:.:.·. ·.·· "c'' ~-=; ··c-

should be reviewed and reconciled. 
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General Manager 
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The BEA is cun·ently established based upon the MWD Tier 11 rate plus readiness to 
serve and capacity charges. For agencies that purchase imported water from Municipal 
Water District of Orange County (MWDOC), an additional component of the rate· is the 
MWDOC chat;ge, The MWDOC producers pay a melded rate that is significantly less 
than the MWD Tier Il rate for imported water. The three cities of Anaheim, Fuilerto11 
and Santa Ana typically pay the Tier I rate but potentially could pay the Tier II rate, 
Prior to 2003J the BEA was established based_ upon the actual cost producers paid for 
MWD water. Since 2003~ the BEA has been based on the higher MWD Tier 11 -rate~ 
This creates a financial penalty for producers who pump above the BPP that conflicts 
with the original intent of the BEA exemption program. The BEA exemption progi·am 
was designed to provide a financial incentive to construct and operate groundwater 
treatment plants. The formula for the BEA exelliption should be modified based on the 
producers actual cost ofMWD \Vater. 

The Basin Equity Assessment Exemption Program adopted in 1989 provided a $20/af 
incentive to produce and treat poor quality ground\.vater. This amount has not bce11 
adjusted as the cost of imported water has increased significantly over time. At the tin1e 
of the adoption of the program in 1989t the MWD non-interruptible rate was $230/af. 
The incentive ,:vas approximately ten percent of the MWD rate. We suggest that the 
incentive be adjusted from a flat $20iaf to a percentage of the MWD Tier I treated water 
rate to provide adequate incentive for producers to -undc1takc the "increased risk of 
constructing and operating groundwater treatment facilities. 

We support a prngram review commitlcc for the Basin Equity Assessment Exemption 
Program comprised of representatives from OCWD and the participating agencies. This 
commhtee can suggest changes to the current accounting procedures to reflect 
adjustments made to make the progrmn fair, equitable and consistent for all program 
parlicipants. Changes that should be incorporated inciude: (I) factoring in grants and 
subsidies ·when calculating the exemption amount. (2) limiting the program to 
approximately ten percent of total v,1ater demands within OCWD, and (3) allowing 
mociifkation or replacement costs to be included as additional capital c.osts provided the 
additiorn:11 costs are based on new conditions nnd/or rcg,ulatory requirements impacting 
the project and cost to replace necessary equipment that has reached the end of its useful 
life. 

OCWD034173 
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Thank you for your consideration on this matter. We look forward to future discussions 
with OCWD slaff and other producers to continue this valuable progrnm in a manner that 
is fair, equitable and consistent among the program participants. 

~~ ()() /);r---
Paul Shoenbcr~ 
General Manager, Mesa Consolidated Water District 

t:::fr-<7
L 

General Manager, Irvine Ranch Water District 
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STATE WATER RESOURCES CONTROL BOARD 
RESOLUTION NO. 2013-0003 

 
ADOPTION OF AN AMENDMENT TO THE POLICY FOR WATER QUALITY CONTROL FOR 

RECYCLED WATER CONCERNING MONITORING REQUIREMENTS FOR 
CONSTITUTENTS OF EMERGING CONCERN 

 
 
WHEREAS: 
 

1. Provisions of the Policy for Water Quality Control for Recycled Water (Recycled Water 
Policy), adopted under Resolution No. 2009-0011, directed the State Water Resources 
Control Board (State Water Board) to convene a “blue-ribbon” advisory panel (Panel) to 
provide guidance on future actions related to monitoring constituents of emerging 
concern (CECs) in recycled water. 

 
2. In June 2010, the Panel submitted a report titled “Monitoring Strategies for Chemicals of 

Emerging Concern (CECs) in Recycled Water – Recommendations of a Science 
Advisory Panel” (Report), which presented recommendations for monitoring CECs in 
municipal recycled water used for groundwater recharge. 

 
3. In December 2010, the State Water Board held a public hearing regarding the Panel’s 

Report and received public comments. 
 
4. In May 2012, staff circulated a draft amendment to the Recycled Water Policy that:  

(1) proposed, in accordance with the Panel’s recommendations, monitoring 
requirements for CECs and surrogates in recycled water used for groundwater recharge; 
and (2) proposed a reduction of priority pollutant monitoring of recycled water used for 
landscape irrigation.  

 
5. In July 2012, a scientific peer review of the draft amendment and the Panel’s Report was 

conducted. 
 

6. Staff reviewed comments received on the draft amendment from the public and peer 
reviewers and issued a revised draft amendment on September 14, 2012.  Written 
comments were received on this draft prior to an October 9, 2012, due date.   

 
7. The State Water Board held a public hearing on October 16, 2012, to consider adoption 

of the draft amendment.  At the hearing, the adoption was postponed to refine the 
responses to comments and allow additional time for public review.  

 
8. The Natural Resources Agency has approved the State Water Board’s and the Regional 

Water Quality Control Boards’ water quality control planning process as a “certified 
regulatory program” that adequately satisfies the California Environmental Quality Act 
requirements for preparing environmental documents.  The amendment concerns 
monitoring requirements for priority pollutants and constituents of emerging concern.  It 
is not a “project” as defined by title 14, California Code of Regulations chapter 3, 
Guidelines for Implementation of the California Environmental Quality Act.  Hence, 
approval of an environmental document is not required to adopt the amendment. 

 
 

http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/board_decisions/adopted_orders/resolutions/2009/rs2009_0011.pdf
http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/water_recycling_policy/docs/cec_monitoring_rpt.pdf
http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/water_recycling_policy/docs/cec_monitoring_rpt.pdf
http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/water_recycling_policy/docs/cec_monitoring_rpt.pdf
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THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT: 
 
The State Water Board 
 

1. Adopts the amendment to the Recycled Water Policy. 
 

2. Directs State Water Board Staff to submit the amended Recycled Water Policy to the 
Office of Administrative Law (OAL) for final approval. 
 

3. Directs the Executive Director or designee to make minor, non-substantive modifications 
to the language of the amendment, if OAL determines during its approval process that 
such changes are needed; and directs the Executive Director to inform the State Water 
Board of any such changes. 

 
 

CERTIFICATION 
 
The undersigned Clerk to the Board does hereby certify that the foregoing is a full, true, and 
correct copy of a resolution duly and regularly adopted at a meeting of the State Water 
Resources Control Board held on January 22, 2013. 
 
AYE:   Vice Chair Frances Spivy-Weber 
   Board Member Tam M. Doduc 
  Board Member Steven Moore 
NAY:  None 
ABSENT: Chairman Charles R. Hoppin 
  Board Member Felicia Marcus 
ABSTAIN: None 
 
              
  Jeanine Townsend 
  Clerk to the Board 

http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/board_decisions/adopted_orders/resolutions/2013/rs2013_0003_a.pdf
staff
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Recycled Water Policy 

1. Preamble 

 California is facing an unprecedented water crisis. 

The collapse of the Bay-Delta ecosystem, climate change, and continuing 
population growth have combined with a severe drought on the Colorado River 
and failing levees in the Delta to create a new reality that challenges California’s 
ability to provide the clean water needed for a healthy environment, a healthy 
population and a healthy economy, both now and in the future. 

 
These challenges also present an unparalleled opportunity for California to move 
aggressively towards a sustainable water future.  The State Water Resources 
Control Board (State Water Board) declares that we will achieve our mission to 
“preserve, enhance and restore the quality of California’s water resources to the 
benefit of present and future generations.”  To achieve that mission, we support 
and encourage every region in California to develop a salt/nutrient management 
plan by 2014 that is sustainable on a long-term basis and that provides California 
with clean, abundant water.  These plans shall be consistent with the Department 
of Water Resources’ Bulletin 160, as appropriate, and shall be locally developed, 
locally controlled and recognize the variability of California’s water supplies and 
the diversity of its waterways.  We strongly encourage local and regional water 
agencies to move toward clean, abundant, local water for California by 
emphasizing appropriate water recycling, water conservation, and maintenance 
of supply infrastructure and the use of stormwater (including dry-weather urban 
runoff) in these plans; these sources of supply are drought-proof, reliable, and 
minimize our carbon footprint and can be sustained over the long-term. 

 
We declare our independence from relying on the vagaries of annual 
precipitation and move towards sustainable management of surface waters and 
groundwater, together with enhanced water conservation, water reuse and the 
use of stormwater.  To this end, we adopt the following goals for California: 

 
 Increase the use of recycled water over 2002 levels by at least one million 

acre-feet per year (afy) by 2020 and by at least two million afy by 2030. 

 Increase the use of stormwater over use in 2007 by at least 500,000 afy 
by 2020 and by at least one million afy by 2030. 

 Increase the amount of water conserved in urban and industrial uses by 
comparison to 2007 by at least 20 percent by 2020. 

 Included in these goals is the substitution of as much recycled water for 
potable water as possible by 2030. 
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The purpose of this Policy is to increase the use of recycled water from municipal 
wastewater sources that meets the definition in Water Code section 13050(n), in 
a manner that implements state and federal water quality laws.  The State Water 
Board expects to develop additional policies to encourage the use of stormwater, 
encourage water conservation, encourage the conjunctive use of surface and 
groundwater, and improve the use of local water supplies. 

 
When used in compliance with this Policy, Title 22 and all applicable state and 
federal water quality laws, the State Water Board finds that recycled water is safe 
for approved uses, and strongly supports recycled water as a safe alternative to 
potable water for such approved uses.  

 
2. Purpose of the Policy 

a. The purpose of this Policy is to provide direction to the Regional Water 
Quality Control Boards (Regional Water Boards), proponents of recycled 
water projects, and the public regarding the appropriate criteria to be 
used by the State Water Board and the Regional Water Boards in issuing 
permits for recycled water projects. 

b. It is the intent of the State Water Board that all elements of this Policy are 
to be interpreted in a manner that fully implements state and federal 
water quality laws and regulations in order to enhance the environment 
and put the waters of the state to the fullest use of which they are 
capable. 

c. This Policy describes permitting criteria that are intended to streamline 
the permitting of the vast majority of recycled water projects.  The intent 
of this streamlined permit process is to expedite the implementation of 
recycled water projects in a manner that implements state and federal 
water quality laws while allowing the Regional Water Boards to focus 
their limited resources on projects that require substantial regulatory 
review due to unique site-specific conditions. 

d. By prescribing permitting criteria that apply to the vast majority of 
recycled water projects, it is the State Water Board’s intent to maximize 
consistency in the permitting of recycled water projects in California while 
also reserving to the Regional Water Boards sufficient authority and 
flexibility to address site-specific conditions. 

e. The State Water Board will establish additional policies that are intended 
to assist the State of California in meeting the goals established in the 
preamble to this Policy for water conservation and the use of stormwater. 
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f. For purposes of this Policy, the term “permit” means an order adopted by 
a Regional Water Board or the State Water Board prescribing 
requirements for a recycled water project, including but not limited to 
water recycling requirements, master reclamation permits, and waste 
discharge requirements. 

3. Benefits of Recycled Water 

The State Water Board finds that the use of recycled water in accordance with 
this Policy, that is, which supports the sustainable use of groundwater and/or 
surface water, which is sufficiently treated so as not to adversely impact public 
health or the environment and which ideally substitutes for use of potable water, 
is presumed to have a beneficial impact.  Other public agencies are encouraged 
to use this presumption in evaluating the impacts of recycled water projects on 
the environment as required by the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). 

4. Mandate for the Use of Recycled Water 

a. The State Water Board and Regional Water Boards will exercise the 
authority granted to them by the Legislature to the fullest extent possible 
to encourage the use of recycled water, consistent with state and federal 
water quality laws. 

(1) The State Water Board hereby establishes a mandate to increase 
the use of recycled water in California by 200,000 afy by 2020 and 
by an additional 300,000 afy by 2030.  These mandates shall be 
achieved through the cooperation and collaboration of the State 
Water Board, the Regional Water Boards, the environmental 
community, water purveyors and the operators of publicly owned 
treatment works.  The State Water Board will evaluate progress 
toward these mandates biennially and review and revise as 
necessary the implementation provisions of this Policy in 2012 and 
2016. 

(2) Agencies producing recycled water that is available for reuse and 
not being put to beneficial use shall make that recycled water 
available to water purveyors for reuse on reasonable terms and 
conditions.  Such terms and conditions may include payment by the 
water purveyor of a fair and reasonable share of the cost of the 
recycled water supply and facilities. 
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(3) The State Water Board hereby declares that, pursuant to Water 
Code sections 13550 et seq., it is a waste and unreasonable use of 
water for water agencies not to use recycled water when recycled 
water of adequate quality is available and is not being put to 
beneficial use, subject to the conditions established in sections 
13550 et seq.  The State Water Board shall exercise its authority 
pursuant to Water Code section 275 to the fullest extent possible to 
enforce the mandates of this subparagraph.   

b. These mandates are contingent on the availability of sufficient capital 
funding for the construction of recycled water projects from private, local, 
state, and federal sources and assume that the Regional Water Boards 
will effectively implement regulatory streamlining in accordance with this 
Policy. 

c. The water industry and the environmental community have agreed jointly 
to advocate for $1 billion in state and federal funds over the next five 
years to fund projects needed to meet the goals and mandates for the 
use of recycled water established in this Policy. 

d. The State Water Board requests the California Department of Public 
Health (CDPH), the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC), and 
the California Department of Water Resources (CDWR) to use their 
respective authorities to the fullest extent practicable to assist the State 
Water Board and the Regional Water Boards in increasing the use of 
recycled water in California. 

5. Roles of the State Water Board, Regional Water Boards, CDPH and CDWR 

The State Water Board recognizes that it shares jurisdiction over the use of 
recycled water with the Regional Water Boards and with CDPH.  In addition, the 
State Water Board recognizes that CDWR and the CPUC have important roles to 
play in encouraging the use of recycled water.  The State Water Board believes 
that it is important to clarify the respective roles of each of these agencies in 
connection with recycled water projects, as follows: 

a. The State Water Board establishes general policies governing the 
permitting of recycled water projects consistent with its role of protecting 
water quality and sustaining water supplies.  The State Water Board 
exercises general oversight over recycled water projects, including review 
of Regional Water Board permitting practices, and shall lead the effort to 
meet the recycled water use goals set forth in the Preamble to this Policy.  
The State Water Board is also charged by statute with developing a 
general permit for irrigation uses of recycled water. 
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b. The CDPH is charged with protection of public health and drinking water 
supplies and with the development of uniform water recycling criteria 
appropriate to particular uses of water.  Regional Water Boards shall 
appropriately rely on the expertise of CDPH for the establishment of 
permit conditions needed to protect human health. 

c. The Regional Water Boards are charged with protection of surface and 
groundwater resources and with the issuance of permits that implement 
CDPH recommendations, this Policy, and applicable law and will, 
pursuant to paragraph 4 of this Policy, use their authority to the fullest 
extent possible to encourage the use of recycled water. 

d. CDWR is charged with reviewing and, every five years, updating the 
California Water Plan, including evaluating the quantity of recycled water 
presently being used and planning for the potential for future uses of 
recycled water.  In undertaking these tasks, CDWR may appropriately 
rely on urban water management plans and may share the data from 
those plans with the State Water Board and the Regional Water Boards.  
CDWR also shares with the State Water Board the authority to allocate 
and distribute bond funding, which can provide incentives for the use of 
recycled water. 

e. The CPUC is charged with approving rates and terms of service for the 
use of recycled water by investor-owned utilities. 

6. Salt/Nutrient Management Plans 

a. Introduction. 

(1) Some groundwater basins in the state contain salts and nutrients 
that exceed or threaten to exceed water quality objectives 
established in the applicable Water Quality Control Plans (Basin 
Plans), and not all Basin Plans include adequate implementation 
procedures for achieving or ensuring compliance with the water 
quality objectives for salt or nutrients.  These conditions can be 
caused by natural soils/conditions, discharges of waste, irrigation 
using surface water, groundwater or recycled water and water 
supply augmentation using surface or recycled water.  Regulation 
of recycled water alone will not address these conditions. 

(2) It is the intent of this Policy that salts and nutrients from all sources 
be managed on a basin-wide or watershed-wide basis in a manner 
that ensures attainment of water quality objectives and protection of 
beneficial uses.  The State Water Board finds that the appropriate 
way to address salt and nutrient issues is through the development 
of regional or subregional salt and nutrient management plans 
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rather than through imposing requirements solely on individual 
recycled water projects. 

b. Adoption of Salt/ Nutrient Management Plans. 

(1) The State Water Board recognizes that, pursuant to the letter dated 
December 19, 2008 and attached to the Resolution adopting this 
Policy, the local water and wastewater entities, together with local 
salt/nutrient contributing stakeholders, will fund locally driven and 
controlled, collaborative processes open to all stakeholders that will 
prepare salt and nutrient management plans for each basin/sub-
basin in California, including compliance with CEQA and 
participation by Regional Water Board staff.   

(a) It is the intent of this Policy for every groundwater basin/sub-
basin in California to have a consistent salt/nutrient 
management plan.  The degree of specificity within these 
plans and the length of these plans will be dependent on a 
variety of site-specific factors, including but not limited to 
size and complexity of a basin, source water quality, 
stormwater recharge, hydrogeology, and aquifer water 
quality.  It is also the intent of the State Water Board that 
because stormwater is typically lower in nutrients and salts 
and can augment local water supplies, inclusion of a 
significant stormwater use and recharge component within 
the salt/nutrient management plans is critical to the long-
term sustainable use of water in California.  Inclusion of 
stormwater recharge is consistent with State Water Board 
Resolution No. 2005-0006, which establishes sustainability 
as a core value for State Water Board programs and also 
assists in implementing Resolution No. 2008-0030, which 
requires sustainable water resources management and is 
consistent with Objective 3.2 of the State Water Board 
Strategic Plan Update dated September 2, 2008.   

(b) Salt and nutrient plans shall be tailored to address the water 
quality concerns in each basin/sub-basin and may include 
constituents other than salt and nutrients that impact water 
quality in the basin/sub-basin.  Such plans shall address and 
implement provisions, as appropriate, for all sources of salt 
and/or nutrients to groundwater basins, including recycled 
water irrigation projects and groundwater recharge reuse 
projects. 
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(c) Such plans may be developed or funded pursuant to the 
provisions of Water Code sections 10750 et seq. or other 
appropriate authority. 

(d) Salt and nutrient plans shall be completed and proposed to 
the Regional Water Board within five years from the date of 
this Policy unless a Regional Water Board finds that the 
stakeholders are making substantial progress towards 
completion of a plan.  In no case shall the period for the 
completion of a plan exceed seven years. 

(e) The requirements of this paragraph shall not apply to areas 
that have already completed a Regional Water Board 
approved salt and nutrient plan for a basin, sub-basin, or 
other regional planning area that is functionally equivalent to 
paragraph 6(b)3. 

(f) The plans may, depending upon the local situation, address 
constituents other than salt and nutrients that adversely 
affect groundwater quality. 

(2) Within one year of the receipt of a proposed salt and nutrient 
management plan, the Regional Water Boards shall consider for 
adoption revised implementation plans, consistent with Water Code 
section 13242, for those groundwater basins within their regions 
where water quality objectives for salts or nutrients are being, or 
are threatening to be, exceeded.  The implementation plans shall 
be based on the salt and nutrient plans required by this Policy. 

(3) Each salt and nutrient management plan shall include the following 
components: 

(a) A basin/sub-basin wide monitoring plan that includes an 
appropriate network of monitoring locations.  The scale of 
the basin/sub-basin monitoring plan is dependent upon the 
site-specific conditions and shall be adequate to provide a 
reasonable, cost-effective means of determining whether the 
concentrations of salt, nutrients, and other constituents of 
concern as identified in the salt and nutrient plans are 
consistent with applicable water quality objectives.  Salts, 
nutrients, and the constituents identified in paragraph 
6(b)(1)(f) shall be monitored.  The frequency of monitoring 
shall be determined in the salt/nutrient management plan 
and approved by the Regional Water Board pursuant to 
paragraph 6(b)(2). 
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(i) The monitoring plan must be designed to determine 
water quality in the basin.  The plan must focus on 
basin water quality near water supply wells and areas 
proximate to large water recycling projects, 
particularly groundwater recharge projects.  Also, 
monitoring locations shall, where appropriate, target 
groundwater and surface waters where groundwater 
has connectivity with adjacent surface waters. 

(ii) The preferred approach to monitoring plan 
development is to collect samples from existing wells 
if feasible as long as the existing wells are located 
appropriately to determine water quality throughout 
the most critical areas of the basin. 

(iii) The monitoring plan shall identify those stakeholders 
responsible for conducting, compiling, and reporting 
the monitoring data.  The data shall be reported to the 
Regional Water Board at least every three years. 

(b) A provision for annual monitoring of Constituents of 
Emerging Concern (e.g., endocrine disrupters, personal care 
products or pharmaceuticals) (CECs) consistent with 
recommendations by CDPH and consistent with any actions 
by the State Water Board taken pursuant to paragraph 10(b) 
of this Policy. 

(c) Water recycling and stormwater recharge/use goals and 
objectives. 

(d) Salt and nutrient source identification, basin/sub-basin 
assimilative capacity and loading estimates, together with 
fate and transport of salts and nutrients. 

(e) Implementation measures to manage salt and nutrient 
loading in the basin on a sustainable basis. 

(f) An antidegradation analysis demonstrating that the projects 
included within the plan will, collectively, satisfy the 
requirements of Resolution No. 68-16. 

(4) Nothing in this Policy shall prevent stakeholders from developing a 
plan that is more protective of water quality than applicable 
standards in the Basin Plan.  No Regional Water Board, however, 
shall seek to modify Basin Plan objectives without full compliance 
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with the process for such modification as established by existing 
law. 

 

7. Landscape Irrigation Projects1  

a. Control of incidental runoff.  Incidental runoff is defined as unintended 
small amounts (volume) of runoff from recycled water use areas, such as 
unintended, minimal over-spray from sprinklers that escapes the recycled 
water use area.  Water leaving a recycled water use area is not 
considered incidental if it is part of the facility design, if it is due to 
excessive application, if it is due to intentional overflow or application, or 
if it is due to negligence.  Incidental runoff may be regulated by waste 
discharge requirements or, where necessary, waste discharge 
requirements that serve as a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination 
System (NPDES) permit, including municipal separate storm water 
system permits, but regardless of the regulatory instrument, the project 
shall include, but is not limited to, the following practices: 

(1) Implementation of an operations and management plan that may 
apply to multiple sites and provides for detection of leaks, (for 
example, from broken sprinkler heads), and correction either within 
72 hours of learning of the runoff, or prior to the release of 1,000 
gallons, whichever occurs first, 

(2) Proper design and aim of sprinkler heads, 

(3) Refraining from application during precipitation events, and 

(4) Management of any ponds containing recycled water such that no 
discharge occurs unless the discharge is a result of a 25-year,  
24-hour storm event or greater, and there is notification of the 
appropriate Regional Water Board Executive Officer of the 
discharge. 

                                                 
1 Specified uses of recycled water considered “landscape irrigation” projects include any of the following:  
i. Parks, greenbelts, and playgrounds;  
ii. School yards;  
iii. Athletic fields;  
iv. Golf courses;  
v. Cemeteries;  
vi. Residential landscaping, common areas;  
vii. Commercial landscaping, except eating areas;  
viii. Industrial landscaping, except eating areas; and  
ix. Freeway, highway, and street landscaping.  
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b. Streamlined Permitting. 

(1) The Regional Water Boards shall, absent unusual circumstances 
(i.e., unique, site-specific conditions such as where recycled water 
is proposed to be used for irrigation over high transmissivity soils 
over a shallow (5’ or less) high quality groundwater aquifer), permit 
recycled water projects that meet the criteria set forth in this Policy, 
consistent with the provisions of this paragraph.  

(2) If the Regional Water Board determines that unusual circumstances 
apply, the Regional Water Board shall make a finding of unusual 
circumstances based on substantial evidence in the record, after 
public notice and hearing.  

(3) Projects meeting the criteria set forth below and eligible for 
enrollment under requirements established in a general order shall 
be enrolled by the State or Regional Water Board within 60 days 
from the date on which an application is deemed complete by the 
State or Regional Water Board.  For projects that are not enrolled in 
a general order, the Regional Water Board shall consider permit 
adoption within 120 days from the date on which the application is 
deemed complete by the Regional Water Board. 

(4) Landscape irrigation projects that qualify for streamlined permitting 
shall not be required to include a project specific receiving water 
and groundwater monitoring component unless such project 
specific monitoring is required under the adopted salt/nutrient 
management plan.  During the interim while the salt management 
plan is under development, a landscape irrigation project proponent 
can either perform project specific monitoring, or actively participate 
in the development and implementation of a salt/nutrient 
management plan, including basin/sub-basin monitoring.  Permits 
or requirements for landscape irrigation projects shall include, in 
addition to any other appropriate recycled water monitoring 
requirements, monitoring for priority pollutants in the recycled water 
at the recycled water production facility once per year, except when 
the recycled water production facility has a design production flow 
for the entire water reuse system of one million gallons per day or 
less.  For these smaller facilities, the recycled water shall be 
monitored for priority pollutants once every five years. 

(5) It is the intent of the State Water Board that the general permit for 
landscape irrigation projects be consistent with the terms of this 
Policy.   
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c. Criteria for streamlined permitting.  Irrigation projects using recycled 
water that meet the following criteria are eligible for streamlined 
permitting, and, if otherwise in compliance with applicable laws, shall be 
approved absent unusual circumstances: 

(1) Compliance with the requirements for recycled water established in 
Title 22 of the California Code of Regulations, including the 
requirements for treatment and use area restrictions, together with 
any other recommendations by CDPH pursuant to Water Code 
section 13523. 

(2) Application in amounts and at rates as needed for the landscape 
(i.e., at agronomic rates and not when the soil is saturated).  Each 
irrigation project shall be subject to an operations and management 
plan, that may apply to multiple sites, provided to the Regional 
Water Board that specifies the agronomic rate(s) and describes a 
set of reasonably practicable measures to ensure compliance with 
this requirement, which may include the development of water 
budgets for use areas, site supervisor training, periodic inspections, 
tiered rate structures, the use of smart controllers, or other 
appropriate measures. 

(3) Compliance with any applicable salt and nutrient management plan. 

(4) Appropriate use of fertilizers that takes into account the nutrient 
levels in the recycled water.  Recycled water producers shall 
monitor and communicate to the users the nutrient levels in their 
recycled water.  

8. Recycled Water Groundwater Recharge Projects 

a. The State Water Board acknowledges that all recycled water 
groundwater recharge projects must be reviewed and permitted on a site-
specific basis, and so such projects will require project-by-project review. 

b. Approved groundwater recharge projects will meet the following criteria: 

(1) Compliance with regulations adopted by CDPH for groundwater 
recharge projects or, in the interim until such regulations are 
approved, CDPH’s recommendations pursuant to Water Code 
section 13523 for the project (e.g., level of treatment, retention 
time, setback distance, source control, monitoring program, etc.). 

(2) Implementation of a monitoring program for CECs that is consistent 
with Attachment A and any recommendations from CDPH.  
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Groundwater recharge projects shall include monitoring of recycled 
water for priority pollutants twice per year. 

c. Nothing in this paragraph shall be construed to limit the authority of a 
Regional Water Board to protect designated beneficial uses, provided 
that any proposed limitations for the protection of public health may only 
be imposed following regular consultation by the Regional Water Board 
with CDPH, consistent with State Water Board Orders WQ 2005-0007 
and 2006-0001.  

d. Nothing in this Policy shall be construed to prevent a Regional Water 
Board from imposing additional requirements for a proposed recharge 
project that has a substantial adverse effect on the fate and transport of a 
contaminant plume or changes the geochemistry of an aquifer thereby 
causing the dissolution of constituents, such as arsenic, from the geologic 
formation into groundwater. 

e. Projects that utilize surface spreading to recharge groundwater with 
recycled water treated by reverse osmosis shall be permitted by a 
Regional Water Board within one year of receipt of recommendations 
from CDPH.  Furthermore, the Regional Water Board shall give a high 
priority to review and approval of such projects. 

9. Antidegradation 

a. The State Water Board adopted Resolution No. 68-16 as a policy 
statement to implement the Legislature’s intent that waters of the state 
shall be regulated to achieve the highest water quality consistent with the 
maximum benefit to the people of the state. 

b. Activities involving the disposal of waste that could impact high quality 
waters are required to implement best practicable treatment or control of 
the discharge necessary to ensure that pollution or nuisance will not 
occur, and the highest water quality consistent with the maximum benefit 
to the people of the state will be maintained.  

c. Groundwater recharge with recycled water for later extraction and use in 
accordance with this Policy and state and federal water quality law is to 
the benefit of the people of the state of California.  Nonetheless, the State 
Water Board finds that groundwater recharge projects using recycled 
water have the potential to lower water quality within a basin.  The 
proponent of a groundwater recharge project must demonstrate 
compliance with Resolution No. 68-16.  Until such time as a salt/nutrient 
management plan is in effect, such compliance may be demonstrated as 
follows:  
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(1) A project that utilizes less than 10 percent of the available 
assimilative capacity in a basin/sub-basin (or multiple projects 
utilizing less than 20 percent of the available assimilative capacity 
in a basin/sub-basin) need only conduct an antidegradation 
analysis verifying the use of the assimilative capacity.  For those 
basins/sub-basins where the Regional Water Boards have not 
determined the baseline assimilative capacity, the baseline 
assimilative capacity shall be calculated by the initial project 
proponent, with review and approval by the Regional Water Board, 
until such time as the salt/nutrient plan is approved by the Regional 
Water Board and is in effect.  For compliance with this 
subparagraph, the available assimilative capacity shall be 
calculated by comparing the mineral water quality objective with the 
average concentration of the basin/sub-basin, either over the most 
recent five years of data available or using a data set approved by 
the Regional Water Board Executive Officer.  In determining 
whether the available assimilative capacity will be exceeded by the 
project or projects, the Regional Water Board shall calculate the 
impacts of the project or projects over at least a ten year time 
frame. 

(2) In the event a project or multiple projects utilize more than the 
fraction of the assimilative capacity designated in subparagraph (1), 
then a Regional Water Board-deemed acceptable antidegradation 
analysis shall be performed to comply with Resolution No. 68-16.  
The project proponent shall provide sufficient information for the 
Regional Water Board to make this determination.  An example of 
an approved method is the method used by the State Water Board 
in connection with Resolution No. 2004-0060 and the Regional 
Water Board in connection with Resolution No. R8-2004-0001.  An 
integrated approach (using surface water, groundwater, recycled 
water, stormwater, pollution prevention, water conservation, etc.) to 
the implementation of Resolution No. 68-16 is encouraged. 

d. Landscape irrigation with recycled water in accordance with this Policy is 
to the benefit of the people of the State of California.  Nonetheless, the 
State Water Board finds that the use of water for irrigation may, 
regardless of its source, collectively affect groundwater quality over time.  
The State Water Board intends to address these impacts in part through 
the development of salt/nutrient management plans described in 
paragraph 6. 

(1) A project that meets the criteria for a streamlined irrigation permit 
and is within a basin where a salt/nutrient management plan 
satisfying the provisions of paragraph 6(b) is in place may be 
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approved without further antidegradation analysis, provided that the 
project is consistent with that plan.  

(2) A project that meets the criteria for a streamlined irrigation permit 
and is within a basin where a salt/nutrient management plan 
satisfying the provisions of paragraph 6(b) is being prepared may 
be approved by the Regional Water Board by demonstrating 
through a salt/nutrient mass balance or similar analysis that the 
project uses less than 10 percent of the available assimilative 
capacity as estimated by the project proponent in a basin/sub-basin 
(or multiple projects using less than 20 percent of the available 
assimilative capacity as estimated by the project proponent in a 
basin/sub-basin). 

 

10. Constituents of Emerging Concern 

a. General Provisions 

(1) Regulatory requirements for recycled water shall be based on the 
best available peer-reviewed science.  In addition, all uses of 
recycled water must meet conditions set by CDPH.  

(2) Knowledge of risks will change over time and recycled water 
projects must meet legally applicable criteria.  However, when 
standards change, projects should be allowed time to comply 
through a compliance schedule. 

(3) The state of knowledge regarding CECs is incomplete.  There 
needs to be additional research and development of analytical 
methods and surrogates to determine potential environmental and 
public health impacts.  Agencies should minimize the likelihood of 
CECs impacting human health and the environment by means of 
source control and/or pollution prevention programs.  

(4) Regulating most CECs will require significant work to develop test 
methods and more specific determinations as to how and at what 
level CECs impact public health or our environment.  

b. Research Program 

(1) The State Water Board, in consultation with CDPH, convened a 
“blue-ribbon” advisory panel to guide future actions relating to 
CECs. 
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(a) The panel was actively managed by the State Water Board 
and was composed of the following:  one human health 
toxicologist, one environmental toxicologist, one 
epidemiologist, one biochemist, one civil engineer familiar 
with the design and construction of recycled water treatment 
facilities, and one chemist familiar with the design and 
operation of advanced laboratory methods for the detection 
of emerging constituents.  Each of these panelists had 
extensive experience as a principal investigator in their 
respective areas of expertise. 

(b) The panel reviewed the scientific literature and submitted a 
report to the State Water Board and CDPH that described 
the current state of scientific knowledge regarding the risks 
of CECs to public health and the environment.  In December 
2010, the State Water Board, in coordination with CDPH, 
held a public hearing to hear a presentation on the report 
and to receive comments from stakeholders.  

(c) The State Water Board considered the panel report and the 
comments received and adopted an amendment to the 
Policy establishing monitoring requirements for CECs in 
recycled water.  These monitoring requirements are 
prescribed in Attachment A.  

(2) The panel or a similarly constituted panel shall update the report 
every five years.  The next update is due in June 2015.  

(a) Each updated report shall recommend actions that the State 
of California should take to improve our understanding of 
CECs and, as may be appropriate, to protect public health 
and the environment. 

(b) The updated reports shall answer the following questions:  
What are the appropriate constituents to be monitored in 
recycled water, including analytical methods and method 
detection limits?  What is the known toxicological information 
for the above constituents?  Would the above lists change 
based on level of treatment and use?  If so, how?  What are 
possible indicators that represent a suite of CECs?  What 
levels of CEC’s should trigger enhanced monitoring of CEC’s 
in recycled water, groundwater and/or surface waters? 

(c) Within six months from receipt of an updated report, the 
State Water Board shall hold a hearing to consider 
recommendations from staff and shall endorse the 
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recommendations, as appropriate, after making any 
necessary modifications.   

c. Permit Provisions 

Permits for recycled water projects shall be consistent with any CDPH 
recommendations to protect public health and the monitoring requirements 
prescribed in Attachment A.  

11. Incentives for the Use of Recycled Water 

a. Funding 

The State Water Board will request CDWR to provide priority funding for 
projects that have major recycling components; particularly those that 
decrease demand on potable water supplies.  The State Water Board will 
also request priority funding for stormwater recharge projects that 
augment local water supplies.  The State Water Board shall promote the 
use of the State Revolving Fund (SRF) for water purveyor, stormwater 
agencies, and water recyclers to use for water reuse and stormwater use 
and recharge projects.  

b. Stormwater 

The State Water Board strongly encourages all water purveyors to provide 
financial incentives for water recycling and stormwater recharge and reuse 
projects.  The State Water Board also encourages the Regional Water 
Boards to require less stringent monitoring and regulatory requirements 
for stormwater treatment and use projects than for projects involving 
untreated stormwater discharges. 

c. TMDLs 

Water recycling reduces mass loadings from municipal wastewater 
sources to impaired waters.  As such, waste load allocations shall be 
assigned as appropriate by the Regional Water Boards in a manner that 
provides an incentive for greater water recycling. 
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ATTACHMENT A 

 
REQUIREMENTS FOR MONITORING 

CONSTITUENTS OF EMERGING CONCERN  
FOR RECYCLED WATER 

 
The purpose of this attachment to the Recycled Water Policy (Policy) is to provide 
direction to the Regional Water Quality Control Boards (Regional Water Boards) on 
monitoring requirements for constituents of emerging concern2 (CECs) in recycled 
municipal wastewater, herein referred to as “recycled water.”  The monitoring 
requirements and criteria for evaluating monitoring results in the Policy are based on 
recommendations from a Science Advisory Panel3.  The monitoring requirements 
pertain to the production and use of recycled water for groundwater recharge reuse4 by 
surface and subsurface application methods.  The monitoring requirements apply to 
recycled water producers, including entities that further treat or enhance the quality of 
recycled water supplied by municipal wastewater treatment facilities, and groundwater 
recharge reuse facilities. 
 
Groundwater recharge by surface application is the controlled application of water to a 
spreading area for infiltration resulting in the recharge of a groundwater basin.  
Subsurface application is the controlled application of water to a groundwater basin or 
aquifer by a means other than surface application, such as direct injection through a 
well. 
 
The California Department of Public Health (CDPH) shall be consulted for any additional 
monitoring requirements for recycled water use found necessary by CDPH to protect 
human health.  

                                                 
2 For this Policy, CECs are defined to be chemicals in personal care products, pharmaceuticals including 
antibiotics, antimicrobials; industrial, agricultural, and household chemicals; hormones; food additives;  
transformation products, inorganic constituents; and nanomaterials. 
3 The Science Advisory Panel was convened in accordance with provision 10.b. of the Policy.  The 
panel’s recommendations were presented in the report; Monitoring Strategies for Chemicals of Emerging 
Concern (CECs) in Recycled Water – Recommendations of a Science Advisory Panel, dated June 25, 
2010. 
4 As used in this attachment, use of recycled water for groundwater recharge reuse has the same 
meaning as indirect potable reuse for groundwater recharge as defined in Water Code section 13561(c), 
where it is defined as the planned use of recycled water for replenishment of a groundwater basin or an 
aquifer that has been designated as a source of water supply for a public water system. 

http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/water_recycling_policy/docs/cec_monitoring_rpt.pdf
http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/water_recycling_policy/docs/cec_monitoring_rpt.pdf
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1.  CECS AND SURROGATES 
 
Within this Policy, CECs of toxicological relevance to human health are referred to as 
“health-based CECs.”5  CECs determined not to have human health relevance, but 
useful for monitoring treatment process effectiveness, are referred to as “performance 
indicator CECs.”  A performance indicator CEC is an individual CEC used for evaluating 
a family of CECs with similar physicochemical or biodegradable characteristics.  The 
removal of a performance indicator CEC through a treatment process provides an 
indication of removal of CECs with similar properties.  A health-based CEC may also 
serve as a performance indicator CEC. 
 
A surrogate is a measurable physical or chemical property, such as chlorine residual or 
electrical conductivity, that can be used to measure the effectiveness of trace organic 
compound removal by treatment process and/or provide an indication of a treatment 
process failure.  A reverse osmosis (RO) treatment process, for example, is expected to 
substantially reduce the electrical conductivity of the recycled water being treated.  This 
reduction in the level of the surrogate also provides an indication that inorganic and 
organic compounds, including CECs, are being removed. 
 
Recycled water monitoring programs used for groundwater recharge reuse shall include 
monitoring for:  (1) human health-based CECs; (2) performance indicator CECs; and  
(3) surrogates.  The purpose of monitoring performance indicator CECs and surrogates 
is to assess the effectiveness of unit processes to remove CECs.  For this policy for 
groundwater recharge reuse, unit processes that remove CECs include RO, advanced 
oxidation processes (AOPs), and soil aquifer treatment.6 AOPs are treatment processes 
involving the use of oxidizing agents, such as hydrogen peroxide and ozone, combined 
with ultraviolet light irradiation.  Soil aquifer treatment is a natural treatment process that 
removes CECs as water passes through soil, the vadose zone, and within an aquifer. 
 
This Policy provides CEC monitoring requirements for recycled water which undergoes 
additional treatment by soil aquifer treatment or by RO followed by AOPs.  CEC 
monitoring requirements for groundwater recharge reuse projects implementing 
treatment processes that provide control of CECs by processes other than soil aquifer 
treatment or RO/AOPs shall be established on a case-by-case basis by the State Water 
Board in consultation with CDPH. 
 

                                                 
5 Heath-based CECs were determined through a screening process that was developed and conducted 
by the CEC Science Advisory Panel; Monitoring Strategies for Chemicals of Emerging Concern (CECs) in 
Recycled Water – Recommendations of a Science Advisory Panel, dated June 25, 2010. 
6 For evaluating removal of CECs, the treatment zone for soil aquifer treatment is from the surface of the 
application area through the unsaturated zone to groundwater, including groundwater within a 30-day 
travel time distance through the aquifer downgradient of the surface application area. 

http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/water_recycling_policy/docs/cec_monitoring_rpt.pdf
http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/water_recycling_policy/docs/cec_monitoring_rpt.pdf
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Monitoring of health-based CECs or performance indicator CECs is not required for 
recycled water used for landscape irrigation due to the low risk for ingestion of the 
water.7   
 

1.1. CECs for Monitoring Programs 
 
This Policy provides requirements for monitoring CECs in recycled water used for 
groundwater recharge reuse.  The Regional Water Boards shall not issue requirements 
for monitoring of additional CECs in recycled water beyond the requirements provided in 
this Policy except when recommended by CDPH or requested by the project proponent.  
 
Table 1 provides the health-based CECs and performance indicator CECs to be 
monitored along with their respective reporting limits.  All CECs listed for a recycled 
water application shall be monitored during an initial assessment monitoring phase, as 
described in Section 3.1.  Based on monitoring results and findings, the list of 
performance indicator CECs required for monitoring may be refined for subsequent 
monitoring phases.  The health-based CECs listed in Table 1 shall be monitored during 
the entirety of the initial assessment and baseline monitoring phases (Sections 3.1 and 
3.2).  Based on the results of the baseline monitoring phase and/or subsequent 
monitoring, the list of health-based CECs required for monitoring may be revised.  The 
method for evaluation of monitoring results for health-based CECs is provided in 
Section 4.2. 
 
Quality assurance and quality control measures shall be used for both collection of 
samples and laboratory analysis work.  The project proponent shall develop a quality 
assurance project plan that includes the appropriate number of field blanks, laboratory 
blanks, replicate samples, and matrix spikes.   

                                                 
7 “For monitoring programs to assess CEC threats for urban irrigation reuse, none of the chemicals for 
which measurement methods and exposure data are available exceeded the threshold for monitoring 
priority. This is largely attributable to higher Monitoring Trigger Levels (MTLs), because of reduced water 
ingestion in a landscape irrigation setting compared to drinking water.” MTLs are health-based screening 
level values for CECs for a particular water reuse scenario.  MTLs were established in, Monitoring 
Strategies for Chemicals of Emerging Concern (CECs) in Recycled Water – Recommendations of a 
Science Advisory Panel, dated June 25, 2010. 

http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/water_recycling_policy/docs/cec_monitoring_rpt.pdf
http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/water_recycling_policy/docs/cec_monitoring_rpt.pdf
http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/water_recycling_policy/docs/cec_monitoring_rpt.pdf
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Table 1 – CECs to be Monitored 
 

Constituent Constituent 
Group 

Relevance/Indicator 
Type 

Reporting 
Limit (µg/L) 

GROUNDWATER RECHARGE REUSE - SURFACE APPLICATION 
17β-estradiol Steroid 

hormones 
Health 0.001 

Caffeine Stimulant Health & Performance 0.05 
N-Nitrosodimethylamine 
(NDMA) 

Disinfection 
byproduct 

Health 0.002 

Triclosan Antimicrobial Health 0.05 
Gemfibrozil Pharmaceutical Performance 0.01 
Iopromide Pharmaceutical Performance 0.05 
N,N-Diethyl-meta-
toluamide (DEET) 

Personal care 
product 

Performance 0.05 

Sucralose Food additive Performance 0.1 
GROUNDWATER RECHARGE REUSE - SUBSURFACE APPLICATION 
17β-estradiol Steroid 

hormones 
Health 0.001 

Caffeine Stimulant Health & Performance 0.05 
NDMA Disinfection 

byproduct 
Health & Performance 0.002 

Triclosan Antimicrobial Health 0.05 
DEET Personal care 

product 
Performance 0.05 

Sucralose Food additive Performance 0.1 
µg/L – Micrograms per liter 
 
Analytical methods for laboratory analysis of CECs shall be selected to achieve the 
reporting limits presented in Table 1.  The analytical methods shall be based on 
methods published by the United States Environmental Protection Agency, methods 
certified by CDPH, or peer reviewed and published methods that have been reviewed 
by CDPH, including those published by voluntary consensus standards bodies such as 
the Standards Methods Committee and the American Society for Testing and Materials 
International.  Any modifications to the published or certified methods shall be reviewed 
by CDPH and subsequently submitted to the Regional Water Board in an updated 
quality assurance project plan. 
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1.2. Surrogates for Monitoring Programs 
 
Table 2 presents a list of surrogates that shall be considered for monitoring treatment of 
recycled water used for groundwater recharge reuse.  Other surrogates not listed in 
Table 2 may also be considered. 

 
Table 2:  Surrogates 

 
GROUNDWATER RECHARGE REUSE - SURFACE 
APPLICATION  
Ammonia 
Total Organic Carbon (TOC) 
Nitrate 
Ultraviolet (UV) Light  Absorption 
GROUNDWATER RECHARGE REUSE - SUBSURFACE 
APPLICATION  
Electrical Conductivity 
TOC 

 
The project proponent shall propose surrogates to monitor on a case-by-case basis 
appropriate for the treatment process or processes.  The Regional Water Board shall 
review and approve the selected surrogates in consultation with CDPH.    
 
Where applicable, surrogates may be measured using on-line or hand-held instruments 
provided that instrument calibration procedures are implemented in accordance with the 
manufacturer’s specifications and that calibration is documented. 
 

2.  MONITORING LOCATIONS 
 
Monitoring locations for CECs and surrogates are described in this section.  
 

2.1. Health-Based CEC Monitoring Locations 
 

2.1.1. Groundwater Recharge Reuse - Surface Application 
 
For groundwater recharge reuse projects implementing surface application of recycled 
water, health-based CECs shall be monitored at these locations: 
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(1) Following tertiary treatment8 prior to application to the surface spreading area; and 
 
(2) At monitoring well locations designated in consultation with CDPH within the 

distance groundwater travels downgradient from the application site in 30 days.  
Monitoring locations for health-based CECs for the phases of monitoring are presented 
in Tables 3 through 5. 
 

2.1.2. Groundwater Recharge Reuse - Subsurface Application 
 
For groundwater recharge reuse projects implementing subsurface application of 
recycled water, health-based CECs shall be monitored at a location following treatment 
prior to release into an aquifer. 
 

2.2. Performance Indicator CEC and Surrogate Monitoring Locations 
 
To allow evaluation of individual unit processes or a combination of unit processes that 
provide removal of CECs, performance indicator CECs and surrogates shall be 
monitored at the locations described below and presented in Tables 3 through 5. 

 

2.2.1. Groundwater Recharge Reuse - Surface Application 
 
For groundwater recharge reuse projects using surface application of recycled water, 
performance indicator CECs and surrogates shall be monitored  at these locations: 
 
(1) Following tertiary treatment prior to application to the surface spreading area; and 
 
(2) At monitoring well locations designated in consultation with CDPH within the 

distance groundwater travels downgradient from the application site in 30 days.  
 
Monitoring locations for performance indicator CECs and surrogates for the phases of 
monitoring are presented in Tables 3 through 5. 
 

2.2.2. Groundwater Recharge Reuse - Subsurface Application 
 
For groundwater recharge reuse projects using subsurface application of recycled 
water, performance indicator CECs shall be monitored in recycled water at these 
locations: 
 
(1) Prior to treatment by RO; and 
                                                 
8 Standards for disinfected tertiary recycled water presented in California Code of Regulations, Title 22, 
section 60301.230 and 60301.320. 
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(2) Following treatment prior to release to the aquifer. 

 
If the project proponent can demonstrate that the RO unit will not substantially remove a 
CEC, the Regional Water Board may allow monitoring for that CEC prior to the AOPs, 
instead of prior to the RO unit.  
 
For groundwater recharge reuse projects using subsurface application of recycled 
water, surrogates shall be monitored at locations proposed by the project proponent and 
approved by the Regional Water Board in consultation with CDPH. 
 

3.  PHASED MONITORING REQUIREMENTS 
 
The Regional Water Board shall phase the monitoring requirements for CECs and 
surrogates for groundwater recharge reuse projects.  The purpose of phased monitoring 
is to allow monitoring requirements for health-based CECs, performance indicator CECs 
and surrogates to be refined based on the monitoring results and findings of the 
previous phase.  An initial assessment monitoring phase, followed by a baseline 
monitoring phase, shall be conducted to determine the project-specific monitoring 
requirements for standard operations.  The initial assessment and baseline monitoring 
phases shall be conducted after CDPH approval for groundwater recharge reuse project 
operation. 
 

3.1. Initial Assessment Monitoring Phase 
 
The purposes of the initial assessment phase are to: (1) identify the occurrence of 
health-based CECs, performance indicator CECs, and surrogates in recycled water and 
groundwater;9 (2) determine treatment effectiveness; (3) define the project-specific 
performance indicator CECs and surrogates to monitor during the baseline phase; and 
(4) specify the expected removal percentages for performance indicator CECs and 
surrogates.  The monitoring requirements for the initial assessment monitoring phase 
shall apply to the start-up of new facilities, piloting of new unit processes at existing 
facilities, and existing facilities where CECs and surrogates have not been assessed 
equivalent to the requirements of this Policy.  Data from prior assessment need not 
replicate the exact frequency and duration of the initial assessment phase requirements 
specified in Table 3, if the overall robustness and size of the data are sufficient to 
adequately characterize the CECs, surrogates, and treatment performance.  The initial 
assessment monitoring phase shall be conducted for a period of one year. 
 
During the initial assessment monitoring phase for the applicable recycled water 
application method, each of the health-based CECs and performance indicator CECs 
                                                 
9 The identification of the occurrence of health-based CECs, performance indicator CECs, and surrogates 
in groundwater only applies to groundwater recharge reuse by surface application.  
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listed in Table 1 and appropriate surrogates (see Section 1.2) shall be monitored.  
Surrogates shall be selected to monitor individual unit processes or combinations of unit 
processes that remove CECs.  Performance indicator CEC and surrogate monitoring 
results that demonstrate measurable removal for a given unit process shall be 
candidates for use in the monitoring programs for the baseline and standard operation 
phases.  Monitoring requirements for the initial assessment phase are summarized in 
Table 3. 
 
For existing groundwater recharge reuse projects, historic monitoring data may be used 
to assess the occurrence and removal of CECs and surrogates.  Existing projects 
demonstrating prior assessment of CECs and surrogates equivalent to the initial 
assessment phase requirements of this Policy may skip the initial monitoring phase and 
initiate the baseline monitoring phase requirements in Section 3.2. 
Monitoring results shall be evaluated following each sampling event to allow timely 
implementation of any response actions.  If evaluation of monitoring results indicates a 
concern, such as finding a concentration of a health-based CEC above the thresholds 
described in Table 7, more frequent monitoring may be required to further evaluate the 
effectiveness of the treatment process.  Additional actions may also be warranted, 
which may include, but not be limited to, resampling to confirm a result, additional 
monitoring, implementation of a source identification program, toxicological studies, 
engineering removal studies, and/or modification of facility operations.  If additional 
monitoring is required, the Regional Water Board shall consult with CDPH and revise 
the Monitoring and Reporting Program as appropriate.  Evaluation of monitoring results 
and determination of appropriate response actions based on the monitoring results are 
presented in Section 4. 
 
Following completion of the initial assessment monitoring phase, monitoring 
requirements shall be re-evaluated and subsequent requirements for the baseline 
monitoring phase shall be determined on a project-specific basis. 
 

3.2. Baseline Monitoring Phase 
 
Based on the findings of the initial assessment monitoring phase, project-specific 
performance indicator CECs and surrogates shall be selected for monitoring during the 
baseline monitoring phase.  The purpose of the baseline monitoring phase is to assess 
and refine which health-based CECs, performance indicator CECs and surrogates are 
appropriate to monitor the removal of CECs and treatment system performance for the 
standard operation of a facility.  Performance indicator CECs and surrogates that 
exhibited reduction by unit processes and/or provided an indication of operational 
performance shall be selected for monitoring during the baseline monitoring phase.  
Surrogates not reduced through a unit process are not good indicators of the unit’s 
intended performance.  For example, soil aquifer treatment may not effectively lower 
electrical conductivity.  Therefore, electrical conductivity may not be a good surrogate 
for soil aquifer treatment. The baseline monitoring phase shall be conducted for a period 
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of three years following the initial assessment monitoring phase.  Monitoring 
requirements for the baseline phase are summarized in Table 4.  If a performance 
indicator CEC listed in Table 1 is found not to be a good indicator, the project proponent 
shall propose an alternative performance indicator CEC representative of the 
constituent group to monitor.  This performance indicator CEC shall be subject to 
approval by the Regional Water Board in consultation with CDPH. 
 
For existing groundwater recharge reuse projects, historic monitoring data may be used 
to assess removal of health-based CECs, performance indicator CECs and surrogates.  
Existing projects that can demonstrate prior assessment of CECs and surrogates 
equivalent to the initial assessment phase and baseline phase requirements of this 
Policy may be eligible for the standard operation monitoring requirements. 
 
Monitoring results shall be evaluated following each sampling event to allow timely 
implementation of any response actions.  If evaluation of monitoring results indicates a 
concern, such as finding a concentration of a health-based CEC above the thresholds 
described in Table 7, more frequent monitoring may be required to further evaluate the 
effectiveness of the treatment process.  Additional actions may also be warranted, 
which may include, but not be limited to, resampling to confirm a result, additional 
monitoring, implementation of a source identification program, toxicological studies, 
engineering removal studies, and/or modification of facility operation.  If additional 
monitoring is required, the Regional Water Board shall consult with CDPH and revise 
the Monitoring and Reporting Program as appropriate.  Evaluation of monitoring results 
and determination of appropriate response actions based on the monitoring results are 
presented in Section 4. 
 
Following the baseline operation monitoring phase, monitoring requirements shall be re-
evaluated and subsequent requirements for the standard operation of a project shall be 
determined on a project-specific basis. 
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Table 3:  Initial Assessment Phase Monitoring Requirements 
 

Recycled Water Use Constituent Frequency Monitoring Point 
Groundwater Recharge 
Reuse- Surface 
Application 

Health-Based CECs 
and Performance 
Indicator CECs: 
All listed in Table 1. 
 

Quarterly1 - Following tertiary 
treatment prior to 
application to surface 
spreading area. 
 

- At monitoring well 
locations designated in 
consultation with CDPH.2 

Surrogates: 
To be selected on a 
project-specific 
basis.5 

1st 3 months: 
To be determined 
on a project-
specific basis.3 

- Following tertiary 
treatment prior to 
application to the surface 
spreading area. 
 
-  At monitoring well 
locations designated in 
consultation with CDPH.2  

3-12 months:   
To be determined 
on a project- 
specific basis.3 

- Following tertiary 
treatment prior to 
application to the surface 
spreading area. 
 
- At monitoring well 
locations designated in 
consultation with CDPH.2  

Groundwater Recharge 
Reuse -Subsurface 
Application 

Health-Based CECs: 
All listed in Table 1. 

Quarterly1 Following treatment prior to 
release to the aquifer. 

Performance 
Indicator CECs: 
All listed in Table 1. 

Quarterly1 - Prior to RO treatment.4 

 
- Following treatment prior 
to release to the aquifer. 

Surrogates: 
To be selected on a 
project-specific 
basis.5 

 
To be determined 
on a project-
specific basis. 

 
- At locations approved by 
the Regional Water Board.6 

 
1 – This is the initial monitoring frequency for the monitoring and reporting program. The Regional Water 
Board may require additional monitoring to respond to a concern as stated in Section 3.1.  
2 – Groundwater within the distance groundwater travels downgradient from the application site in 30-
days.  
3 – The monitoring frequency shall be determined by the Regional Water Board in consultation with 
CDPH. The intent is to have an increased monitoring frequency during the first three months and a 
decreased monitoring frequency after three months. 
4 – If the project proponent can demonstrate that the RO unit will not substantially remove a CEC, the 
Regional Water Board may allow monitoring for that CEC prior to the AOP, instead of prior to the RO unit. 
5 – See Section 1.2 for guidance on selection of surrogates. 
6 – See Section 2.2.2 for information on surrogate monitoring locations for subsurface application.
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Table 4:  Baseline Phase Monitoring Requirements 
 

Recycled Water Use Constituent Frequency Monitoring Point 
Groundwater Recharge 
Reuse – Surface 
Application 

Health-Based CECs: 
All listed in Table 1. 
 
Performance 
Indicator CECs: 
Selected based on 
the findings of the 
initial assessment 
phase. 

Semi-Annually1  
 

- Following tertiary 
treatment prior to 
application to the surface 
spreading area. 
 
- At monitoring well 
locations designated in 
consultation with CDPH.2 

Surrogates: 
Selected based on 
the findings of the 
initial assessment 
phase. 

Based on findings 
of the initial 
assessment 
phase.  
  
. 

- Following tertiary 
treatment prior to 
application to the surface 
spreading area. 
 
- At monitoring well 
locations designated in 
consultation with CDPH.2 

Groundwater Recharge 
Reuse – Subsurface 
Application 

Health-Based CECs: 
All listed in Table 1. 

Semi-Annually1 Following treatment prior to 
release to the aquifer. 

Performance 
Indicator CECs: 
Selected based on 
the findings of the 
initial assessment 
phase. 

Semi-Annually1 - Prior to RO treatment.3 

 
- Following treatment prior 
to release to the aquifer. 

Surrogates: 
Selected based on 
the findings of the 
initial assessment 
phase. 

 
Based on findings 
of the initial 
assessment 
phase.  
 

 
- At locations approved by 
the Regional Water Board. 4 

1 – More frequent monitoring may be required to respond to a concern as stated in Section 3.2.  
2 – Groundwater within the distance groundwater travels downgradient from the application site in 30-
days.  
3 – If the project proponent can demonstrate that the RO unit will not substantially remove a CEC, the 
Regional Water Board may allow monitoring for that CEC prior to the AOP, instead of prior to the RO unit. 
4 – See Section 2.2.2 for information on surrogate monitoring locations for subsurface application.  
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3.3. Standard Operation Monitoring 
 
Based on the findings of the baseline monitoring phase, monitoring requirements for 
health-based CECs, performance indicator CECs and surrogates may be refined to 
establish project-specific requirements for monitoring the standard operating conditions 
of a groundwater recharge reuse project.  Monitoring requirements for the standard 
operation phase are summarized in Table 5.  The list of health-based CECs may be 
revised to remove a health-based CEC from the list if monitoring results meet the 
conditions of the minimum threshold level presented in Table 7.  Performance indicator 
CECs and surrogates that exhibited reduction by a unit process and/or provided an 
indication of operational performance shall be selected for monitoring of standard 
operations.  If a performance indicator CEC is found to be a poor indicator, the project 
proponent shall propose an alternative performance indicator CEC representative of the 
constituent group to monitor.  This performance indicator CEC shall be subject to 
approval by the Regional Water Board in consultation with CDPH. 
 
Monitoring locations for the standard operation phase shall be the same as the locations 
used for the baseline monitoring phase. 
 
Monitoring for health-based CECs and performance indicator CECs shall be conducted 
on a semi-annual basis, unless the project demonstrates consistency in treatment 
effectiveness in removal of CECs, treatment operational performance, and appropriate 
recycled water quality.  These projects may be monitored for CECs on an annual basis.  
Monitoring frequencies for CECs and surrogates for standard operation monitoring are 
presented in Table 5. 
 
Monitoring results shall be evaluated following each sampling event to allow timely 
implementation of any response actions.  If evaluation of monitoring results indicates a 
concern, such as finding a health-based CEC above the thresholds described in Table 7 
or a decline in removal of a performance indicator CEC from the performance levels 
established during the initial and baseline monitoring phases, more frequent monitoring 
may be required to further evaluate the effectiveness of the treatment process.  
Additional actions may also be warranted, which may include, but not be limited to, 
resampling to confirm a result, additional monitoring, implementation of a source 
identification program, toxicological studies, engineering removal studies, and/or 
modification of facility operation.  If additional monitoring is required, the Regional Water 
Board shall consult with CDPH and revise the Monitoring and Reporting Program as 
appropriate.  Evaluation of monitoring results and determination of appropriate response 
actions based on the monitoring results are presented in Section 4. 
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Table 5:  Standard Operation Monitoring Requirement 
 

Recycled Water Use Constituent Frequency Monitoring Point 
Groundwater 
Recharge Reuse -
Surface Application 

Health-Based CECs:  
Selected based on 
the findings of the 
baseline phase. 

Semi-Annually or 
Annually1 

- Following tertiary 
treatment prior to 
application to the surface 
spreading area. 
 
-  At monitoring well 
locations designated in 
consultation with CDPH.2 

Performance 
Indicator CECs: 
Selected based on 
the findings of the 
baseline phase. 
Surrogates: 
Selected based on 
the findings of the 
baseline phase. 

 
Based on findings 
of the baseline 
assessment 
phase. 

 
- Following tertiary 
treatment prior to 
application to the surface 
spreading area. 
 
- At monitoring well 
locations designated in 
consultation with CDPH.2  

Groundwater 
Recharge Reuse -
Subsurface Application 

Health-Based CECs: 
Selected based on 
the findings of the 
baseline phase 

Semi-Annually or 
Annually1 

-Following RO/AOPs 
treatment prior to release to 
the aquifer. 

Performance 
Indicator CECs: 
Selected based on 
the findings of the 
baseline phase. 

Semi-Annually or 
Annually1 

- Prior to RO treatment.3 

 
- Following treatment prior 
to release to the aquifer. 

Surrogates: 
Selected based on 
the findings of the 
baseline phase, 

 
Based on findings 
of the baseline 
assessment 
phase. 
 

 
At locations approved by 
the Regional Water Board.4  

1 – More frequent monitoring may be required to respond to a concern as stated in Section 3.3. 
2 – Groundwater within the distance groundwater travels downgradient from the application site in 30-
days.  
3 – If the project proponent can demonstrate that the RO unit will not substantially remove a CEC, the 
Regional Water Board may allow monitoring for that CEC prior to the AOP, instead of prior to the RO unit. 
4 – See Section 2.2.2 for information on surrogate monitoring locations for subsurface application. 
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4.  EVALUATION OF CEC AND SURROGATE MONITORING RESULTS 
 
This section presents the approaches for evaluating treatment process performance 
and health-based CEC monitoring results.  Monitoring results for performance indicator 
CECs and surrogates shall be used to evaluate the operational performance of a 
treatment process and the effectiveness of a treatment process in removing CECs.  For 
evaluation of health-based CEC monitoring results, a multi-tiered approach of 
thresholds and corresponding response actions is presented in Section 4.2.  The 
evaluation of monitoring results shall be included in monitoring reports submitted to the 
Regional Water Board and CDPH. 
 

4.1 Evaluation of Performance Indicator CEC and Surrogate Results 
 
The effectiveness of a treatment process to remove CECs shall be evaluated by 
determining the removal percentages for performance indicator CECs and surrogates.  
The removal percentage is the difference in the concentration of a compound in 
recycled water prior to and after a treatment process (e.g., soil aquifer treatment or RO 
followed by AOPs), divided by the concentration prior to the treatment process and 
multiplied by 100. 
 

Removal Percentage = ([Xin – Xout]/Xin) (100) 
 

Xin - Concentration in recycled water prior to a treatment process 
Xout - Concentration in recycled water after a treatment process 

 
During the initial assessment, the recycled water project proponent shall monitor 
performance to determine removal percentages for performance indicator CECs and 
surrogates.  The removal percentages shall be confirmed during the baseline monitoring 
phase.  One example of removal percentages from Drews et. al. (2008) for each 
application scenario and their associated processes (i.e. soil aquifer treatment or 
RO/AOPs) is presented in Table 6.  The established removal percentages for each 
project shall be used to evaluate treatment effectiveness and operational performance. 
 

4.1.1. Groundwater Recharge Reuse – Surface Application 
 
For groundwater recharge reuse by surface application, the removal percentage shall 
be determined by comparing the quality of the recycled water applied to a surface 
spreading area to the quality of groundwater at monitoring wells.  The distance between 
the application site and the monitoring wells shall be no more than the distance the 
groundwater travels in 30 days downgradient from the application site.  The location of 
the monitoring wells shall be designated in consultation with CDPH.  The removal 
percentage shall be adjusted to account for dilution from potable water applied to the 
application site, storm water applied to the application site, and native groundwater.  
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The removal percentage shall also be adjusted to account for CECs in these waters.  
The project proponent shall submit a proposal to the Regional Water Board and CDPH 
as part of its operation plan on how it will perform this accounting.  
 

4.1.2. Groundwater Recharge Reuse – Subsurface Application 
 
For groundwater recharge reuse using subsurface application, the removal percentage 
shall be determined by comparing recycled water quality before treatment by RO/AOPs 
and after treatment prior to release to the aquifer. 
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Table 6:  Monitoring Trigger Levels and Removal Percentages 
 
Constituent/ 
Parameter 

Relevance/Indicator 
Type/Surrogate 

Monitoring 
Trigger Level 

(micrograms/liter)1 

Removal 
Percentages (%)2 

GROUNDWATER RECHARGE REUSE - SURFACE APPLICATION3 

17β-estradiol Health 0.0009 --4 
Caffeine Health & 

Performance 
0.35 >90 

NDMA Health 0.01 -- 
Triclosan Health 0.35 -- 
Gemfibrozil Performance -- >90 
Iopromide Performance -- >90 
DEET Performance -- >90 
Sucralose Performance -- <255 
Ammonia Surrogate -- >90 
TOC Surrogate -- >30 
Nitrate Surrogate -- >30 
UV Absorption Surrogate -- >30 
GROUNDWATER RECHARGE REUSE - SUBSURFACE APPLICATION6

 
17β-estradiol Health 0.0009 -- 
Caffeine Health & 

Performance 
0.35 >90 

NDMA Health & 
Performance 

0.01 25-50, >807 

Triclosan Health 0.35 -- 
DEET Performance -- >90 
Sucralose Performance -- >90 
Electrical 
Conductivity 

Surrogate -- >90 

TOC Surrogate -- >90 
1 – Monitoring trigger levels for groundwater recharge reuse and landscape irrigation applications were 
established in Monitoring Strategies for Chemicals of Emerging Concern (CECs) in Recycled Water – 
Recommendations of a Science Advisory Panel, dated June 25, 2010. 
2 –The removal percentages presented in this table are from work by Drewes et.al. (2008) and provide an 
example of performance for that specific research.  Project specific removal percentages will be 
developed for each groundwater recharge reuse project during the initial and baseline monitoring phases.   
3 – Treatment process: Soil aquifer treatment. The stated removal percentages are examples and need 
to be finalized during the initial and baseline monitoring phases for a given site. 
4 – Not applicable  
5 – Sucralose degrades poorly during soil aquifer treatment. It is included here mainly as a tracer.  
6 – Treatment process: Reverse osmosis and advanced oxidation process. 
7 – For treatment using reverse osmosis, removal percentage is between 25 and 50 percent.  For 
treatment using reverse osmosis and advanced oxidation processes, removal percentage is greater than 
80 percent. 

http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/water_recycling_policy/docs/cec_monitoring_rpt.pdf
http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/water_recycling_policy/docs/cec_monitoring_rpt.pdf
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4.2. Evaluation of Health-Based CEC Results 
The project proponent shall evaluate health-based CEC monitoring results.  To 
determine the appropriate response actions, the project proponent shall compare 
measured environmental concentrations (MECs) to their respective monitoring trigger 
levels10 (MTLs) listed in Table 6 to determine MEC/MTL ratios.  The project proponent 
shall compare the calculated MEC/MTL ratios to the thresholds presented in Table 7 
and shall implement the response actions corresponding to the threshold. 
 
For surface application, the results shall be evaluated for groundwater collected from 
the monitoring wells.  For subsurface application projects, results shall be evaluated for 
the recycled water released to the aquifer. 
 

Table 7:  MEC/MTL Thresholds and Response Actions 
 

MC/MTL Threshold Response Action 
If greater than 75 percent of the MEC/MTL  ratio 
results for a CEC are less than or equal to 0.1 
during the baseline monitoring phase and/or 
subsequent monitoring -    

A) After completion of the baseline monitoring 
phase, consider requesting removal of the CEC 
from the monitoring program. 

If MEC/MTL ratio is greater than 0.1 and less 
than or equal to 1 - 

B) Continue to monitor. 

If MEC/MTL ratio is greater than 1 and less than 
or equal to 10 - 

C) Check the data. 
 
Continue to monitor.   

If MEC/MLT ratio is greater than 10 and less 
than or equal to 100 - 

D) Resample immediately and analyze to 
confirm CEC result. 
 
 Continue to monitor. 

If MEC/MLT ratio is greater than 100 - E) Resample immediately and analyze to confirm 
result. 
 
Continue to monitor. 
 
Contact the Regional Water Board and CDPH to 
discuss additional actions. 
 
(Additional actions may include, but are not 
limited to, additional monitoring, toxicological 
studies, engineering removal studies, 
modification of facility operation, implementation 
of a source identification program, and 
monitoring at additional locations.) 

 

                                                 
10 Monitoring Trigger Level (MTL):  Health-based screening level value for a CEC for a particular water 
reuse scenario.  MTLs were established in, Monitoring Strategies for Chemicals of Emerging Concern 
(CECs) in Recycled Water – Recommendations of a Science Advisory Panel, dated June 25, 2010.   

http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/water_recycling_policy/docs/cec_monitoring_rpt.pdf
http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/water_recycling_policy/docs/cec_monitoring_rpt.pdf


 

 



August 21, 2014 

Glenda Sanders 
Presiding Judge of the Superior Court 
700 Civic Center Drive West 
Santa Ana, CA 92701 

and 

Orange County Grand Jury 
700 Civic Center Drive West 
Santa Ana, CA 92701 

SUBJECT: MAY 28, 2014 GRAND JURY REPORT "SUSTAINABLE AND RELIABLE 
ORANGE COUNTY WATER SUPPLY: ANOTHER ENDANGERED SPECIES?" 

Dear Judge Sanders: 

As required by the May 28, 2014 Grand Jury letter the Orange County Water District 
(District or OCWD) has reviewed the report "Sustainable and Reliable Orange County Water 
Supply: Another Endangered Species?" 

OCWD applauds and supports the Grand Jury's efforts to investigate and report on water 
supply and reliability issues. Unfortunately too many of our residents and businesses do not 
appreciate or understand the complicated issues the water community must manage and 
address on a daily basis to ensure sufficient water supplies are always available. This 
report will help inform the community of those issues and some of the choices that lay 
before us. 

The Grand Jury has requested that the District respond to Findings F.2, F.3, F.5, F.7 and 
F.9, and Recommendations R.1 - R.5. The original Findings and Recommendations are 
provided below, along with the District's response in bold type. 

FINDINGS (2,3,5,7 and 9) 

As to each Grand Jury finding, the responding person or entity shall indicate one of the 

following: 

WITNESS fO 'Ao)Ll)'5 
EXHIBIT g ( 
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(1) The respondent agrees with the finding. 

(2) The respondent disagrees wholly or partially with the finding, in which 
case the response shall specify the portion of the finding that is disputed 

and shall include an explanation of the reasons therefore. 

F.2. The BDCP is an expensive, long-term, ($25 billion in capital and operations over 50 
years) plan yet to be approved or funded project to restore the Bay Delta and improve 
exported water source reliability. The future effects of climate change on water allocations 
and the vulnerability of the dual, under delta tunnels have not been well defined and 
should be developed further before MWDOC allocates significant resources to its 
implementation. 

OCWD disagrees partially with Finding F.2. OCWD agrees that the BDCP is 
an expensive project and that issues such as climate change and the 
vulnerability of the delta tunnels should be fully vetted before the project is 
considered for construction. However over 25% of the water supplies 
Southern California relies upon comes from Northern California. And these 
supplies have been reduced in recent years due to environmental issues 
and concerns regarding the general health of the Sacramento delta 
ecosystem. The general goal of the BDCP, which the District supports, is 
to restore and secure the water supplies Southern California has relied 
upon while improving the local delta environment. 

F.3. Most of the local and County water sources have been developed and optimized. 
Some additional capture of ground water and recycling of municipal waste water is in 
various stages of planning and execution, but these options are progressively more 
expensive to execute and, by themselves, are not game changers. 

OCWD disagrees with Finding F.3. The Groundwater Replenishment 
System (GWRS) is currently being expanded from 70 million gallons per 
day (mgd) to 100 mgd which will add another 31,000 acre-feet per year of 
local water supply. This additional amount of water would meet the entire 
needs of the City of Huntington Beach. OCWD has also started preparing 
documents to consider expanding the GWRS project from 100 mgd to 130 
mgd which would add another 31,000 acre-feet per year of local water 
supply. 

Additionally the Orange County Sanitation District recently established a 
policy to attempt to recycle all wastewater that it receives and treats. After 
accounting for the wastewater that would be used to expand the GWRS as 
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previously described, approximately another 30,000 acre-feet per year of 
wastewater would be available to recycle and put to beneficial use. 

OCWD also understands that South Orange County agencies that are 
outside of the District's service territory are considering recycling projects 
that could generate significant amounts of new water supplies. 

Recycled water facilities, especially indirect potable reuse projects, are 
less expensive than either imported water or seawater desalination. These 
projects are game changers because they result in giving the region a 
reliable source of water supply at the lowest cost. Maximizing the recycled 
water supply in any region should be the first priority for sustainable water 
resource management. 

F.5. The largest, yet to be developed source of local water is the Pacific ocean. Two OC 
desalination projects are being evaluated by regulatory agencies and OC water 
districts, II 111 .... i! ,50 Mgd Huntington Beach project and the MWDOC's Doheny Coastal 
Ocean Desalination Project rated at 15 Mgd potable/15 Mgd barrier injection at Doheny 
Beach. 

OCWD disagrees partially with Finding F .5. As mentioned in the District's 
response to Finding F.3., there still exists a large opportunity to implement 
additional recycled water projects in Orange County. OCWD currently is 
evaluating potentially purchasing the 56,000 acre-feet of water from the 
proposed Huntington Beach project. The District believes that the Doheny 
project's capacity may have been overstated. 

F.7. The local OC water supply is less vulnerable to major events because of a number of 
innovative retail water supplier and OCWD efforts. The primary focus has been on large 
waste or surface run-off water reclamation, increased winter and emergency storage, 
conservation and rate pricing strategies, preventative maintenance, back-up and redundant 
equipment, and a large number of interconnections between district distribution pipelines. 

OCWD agrees with Finding F.7. 

F.9. Permitting large water infrastructure construction projects consumes many years, 
and cuts across many agencies and jurisdictions. Permitting issues are frequently used 
by stakeholder special interests to manipulate outcomes that are not always consistent 
with the public's greater good. 

OCWD partially disagrees with Finding F.9. The District concurs that 
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navigating the California environmental laws and the various regulatory 
agencies' permitting processes can be time consuming and expensive. 
However OCWD does not completely agree that permitting issues are 
"frequently" used by special interest to manipulate outcomes. 

RECOMMENDATIONS (1-5) 

As to each Grand Jury recommendation, the responding person or entity shall report 
one of the following actions: 

(1) The recommendation has been implemented, with a summary regarding 

the implemented action. 

(2) The recommendation has not yet been implemented, but will be 

implemented in the future, with a time frame for implementation. 

(3) The recommendation requires further analysis, with an explanation and 
the scope and parameters of an analysis or study, and a time frame for the 
matter to be prepared for discussion by the officer or head of the agency or 
department being investigated or reviewed, including the governing body of 
the public agency when applicable. This time frame shall not exceed six 
months from the date of publication of the Grand Jury report. 

Based on its investigation of water reliability and sustainability in Orange County, the 2013-
2014 Orange County Grand Jury makes the following five recommendations: 

R.1. MWDOC and OCWD should assemble and finance a strong inter-agency (OCWD, 
MWDOC, and select retailers) advocacy group to drive the final permitting and 
construction of several large scale seawater desalination plants with the objective of 
significantly accelerating the process and shortening project schedules. (F. 1. through 
F.6.), (F.10.) 

Implementation of Recommendation R.1 requires further analysis. MWDOC 
and OCWD can continue efforts regarding clarification and streamlining of 
permitting issues related to seawater desalination, but advocacy groups 
such as CalDesal should be the primary sources to effect that change. 
Each water agency statewide needs to assess its own needs and make a 
determination if seawater desalination is appropriately a part of its water 
supply portfolio. 

OCWD and other local water agencies are routinely meeting to consider the 
proposed Huntington Beach project. Determining if and when the project 
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should be constructed is very complicated. Additionally MWDOC may take 
the lead in preparing an Orange County Water Reliability Study this fiscal 
year which would provide additional analysis on the project. 

OCWD has also hired a consultant to assist in evaluating funding options 
and financial issues with the project. This work is expected to be 
completed within three months. 

R.2. MWDQC and QCWD should work with legislators, contractors, other stakeholders, 
and the regulatory agencies to streamline and accelerate the large infrastructure 
permitting process. The goal should be the development of a one-stop agency capable of 
representing and adjudicating conflicting or overlapping agency permit requirements. (F.9.), 
(F.10.) 

Implementation of Recommendation R.2 requires further analysis. OCWD 
agrees with the spirit of the recommendation. However there are several 
state agencies that must approve a project such as an ocean desalination 
plant. The effort the Grand Jury is recommending would require the 
commitment of significant resources and a sustained effort over several 
years. Numerous groups, political leaders and agencies from around the 
state would need to be involved with a small likelihood of success in the 
District's opinion given current state-wide policies. 

R.3. MWDQC and QCWD should develop an interconnection process flow network 
diagram connecting all relevant QC agencies (City, County, and MET) and use it to 
investigate the impact of "what if scenarios (various emergency outages due to failed 
wells and pumping stations, damaged piping, etc.) which could impact local district 
water supplies. Close coordination of resources and plans is necessary to integrate the 
local QC water infrastructure. (F.7.) 

Implementation of Recommendation R.3 requires further analysis. 
OCWD agrees with this recommendation however it will require further 
analysis as the recommendation directly impacts and requires the 
participation of the local retail water agencies. To some extent this 
recommendation has already been implemented. Many retail water 
agencies in the county have already constructed interconnections with 
their neighboring agencies for emergency scenarios. Additionally 
agreements have been executed to allow groundwater to be transported 
to South Orange County agencies during emergency events~ This issue 
will also be included as part of the previously mentioned Orange County 
Water Reliability Study that will be completed this fiscal year. 
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R.4. MWDOC should continue to monitor and support the BDCP, but a favorable 
resolution of water supply allocations and tunnel vulnerability issues is required before 
significant resources should be expended. (F.2.), (F.8.) 

Recommendation R.4 is specific to MWDOC, and does not seek any action 
from OCWD. OCWD has no response. 

R.5. MWDOC and OCWD should consider merging into a single wholesale agency to 
better evaluate, coordinate, and integrate more complex strategies involving the allocation 
and distribution of ground and imported water under emergency and climate change 
impacts. This merger would facilitate the implementation of Recommendations 1-4. 
(F.1.), (F.4.), (F.6.) 

Recommendation R.5 has been implemented. OCWD and MWDOC are 
having on-going discussions to consider merging. OCWD agrees that a 
merger could improve the coordination and integration of groundwater and 
imported water supplies in the region. 

We trust and hope that the Grand Jury has found our responses informative and adequate. 
As the Grand Jury has learned with the preparation of this report, water supply and reliability 
issues are complicated. The District's board of directors, general manager and staff are 
always available to meet with the Grand Jury to discuss and analyze water issues. Please 
call our General Manager Mr. Mike Markus at (714) 378-3201 to arrange any further 
meetings. 

Shawn Dewane 
Orange County Water District 
Board President 

cc. OCWD Directors 
MWDOC General Manager 
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SEAWATER INTRUSION PREVENTION POLICY 

The Orange County groundwater basinis a valuable natural resourcethat must. be 
protected for future generations. SeawaterihtrUSioh represents a sighificahlwater 
quality threat to the groundwater basin .... The control arid prevention ofseawafer 
intrusionwill continue to be one of the Orange County Waler District's (OCWD) key 
basin management res po nsi bil ifies. The bl strict Wi 11 fake acfidns • necess~ryfo: ·. 

• Prevent degradation ofthe quality of the groundwater basin from seawater 
intrusion. 

• Effectively operate and evaluate the performance of OCWD's seawater 
barrier facilities. 

. -· . . •. 

• · Adeql,atelY identify ahd•·track lrehds .. ih seawaterTnfrOsibn·· in slisceptible 
coastal areas.and·evaluateah6act upon this informafion,•asneeded;•to 
protect the groundwater basin . 

... @< ·.·. Orange Co~nty·VVater· Dfstrf~tPoUcyPrioclpl~s·•••·.·.·.. ................................ • .............................. . 
. i'.,,,,, ,:,__;~ 
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SANTA ANA RIVER WATERSHED WATER RESOURCES POLICY PRINCIPLES 

The Orange County Water District (OCWD) and other agencies in the Santa Ana River .. 
(SAR} watershed have discussed developihg wafer resources polity. prinhiples that 
ericourage a Coordinatedr.esponse arid a Compreh8nsive SAR watershed approach to 
protect water resources in an environmeritallyresponsible mahnerand that support the 
development ofadditionalwatersuppliesirithewatershed. 

• ()C\ND ?LIP~O~s collaboration among .. a11.stakeholders<intheSantaAnaRiver 
(SAR) Watershed. 

·~·~cau~e. of the. large p~pU.lati6n T~·.·thewat~tSh~~I naturar·. resour~~.?~lues, 
and the inteNel~tednature.ofactiVitie5jn.watershed,JtisvitallYirnportantfhat 
stakeholders work together fdmaximiz8waterresources inan · · · 
environmehtaliy··responsiblemanner: 

()GWb .• s.upports pla.cing ahi~h .. pd~rfty on d~velopf7g ··a·~ditional •. •.Vvater 
supplies for the watershed and collaboratinti among agencies in the 
watershed to maximize efficient. use of water resources throughoutthe 
watershed. 

• For·ptbposedwater•resource·0rojedsthatmay·attedthe rate offlOw in the 
Santa.Ana River• orilstributari es,·.C>CWD·• supports evaluating. the net impact 
·.oftheproJectatithe scale ofthe·•entire SAR·.Wafershed; 

• .The go~I should be fo fond projects that increas~ the netwafer supplies ofthe . 
Watershed .. 

.• orange CotJnty V\fatef•.Dfs.td~t•.Policy Ptrridples: 
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POLICY FOR DIRECT USEOF GWRSWATERSUPPLIES BYGROUNDWATER 
PRODUCERS AND INDUSTRIAL USERS 

The Orange Gounty WaterDistrict{OCWD) begarroperating the Groundwater 

Repleni.shment System {G'NR8) inJanuary200H .. ·.ThepYoject includes.a 13,6mile 
pipeline traveling up the west levy of the Santa Ana Riverto OCWD'srecharge facilities 
in the City ofAhaheirn. Interested Groundwater Producers<can apply to OCWDfo 
di redly utilize GWRS watef supplies. OCWDwill evaluate each application individually 
however the general conditions below Will applyto all request 

• Applicaritisresp6nsibieJ6ralltosl arid maintenance of necessary pipelines; 
pumps, meters and.·connections:and·.the.·permitting··thereof; 

· • OCV\ID must approve a11• t'ohstruction docUniehts ot.·.necessarypipelines. and 
conmtctions; 

• ·rhe price ofthe ·water• rieedsto• be determi hed on· atase-by~case basis;•· 

• oCWD cari tempOratiry··discoritinue.·providihg•w~terto Applitantaf any time 
for.any reason:·· Applicant will.need lo provide•a · b8ck--upsource of•wafer; 

. • The•Pro}ect waterquaf ity shafl on1ycontormtOthe fegula(OryTeq~itements 
necessary to percolate.the water at bCWD1s Anaheim recharge. facilities; 

. . ·. .·.··· ,... ,• .·. _.. " . ·.·.·. 

· tt .Applicantwilf provide•theappropriate.·inde111r1ification·to OGWD;• 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

• ()CWDwillsell watertoidcalrefailwate(agencieS as a wholesaler sfrnilarfc} 
the existingGre8nACres • Project arrangements; 

• GWRS 0aterwflL be.treated aSneutralwat@rJegardingthe·.Producers·annual 
Basin Production Percentage calculationjustas is Green Acres Project water 

·slJpplies; 

• ocwo··Will prepareanagreemsntwith.appllcant 

·@ ·•···.·•••Orange. County Water DlsJn~t•.PolicyPtfridples:•-:••.···· 
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WATER RESOURCES POLICY 

The Orange County WaterDistrict (OCWD) was fbrmed to sustainably manage the 
Orahge<County groundwater. basih and prated the area's tights•to·.flows· ih the Santa 
AnaRiver.I)uefo reoccurrillgdroughts, uncertainties iri·lmported·water supplies and 
lbwefSanfa Ana River flows,. suppliesiritothe grouridwaterbasin·havediminished. 
\Nithout.·the.·developmerit of additioria1·.new local water supplies the local.multi-billion 
dollar economywill.be·Severelyimpaded. The OCWD Board of Directors iscommilted 

to· maxi.mizin9 the.·use .• ot.·.the· ground.water ~asin·· .. toth9ben~fit·of .. the .Groundwater 
Producers,•but.will also·lookto·helpdevelop.·projects thafbenefitttie entire.CounW 

...• ~.~·"'!o .... w.ill···ev~lu.~t~ •. ~.~ci··.~n~ertake ec~.~?rnical··~.nd .... ~.~stainable .. pr~Ject.~···a~.d 
· programs to worktow.ards the goal of ensuring ·adequatewater supplies are 
·always available to· its ·.setvi6eterritorYandexploreoppottunities ofenhancir,g 
Countywide waterreliability. 

• lh~·.types·.()f.proJeets.to•.evaJUat§cf§hall.indUde:• •• {1}Ma)(i(nizihg8an.ta.Ana 
~iverb~se.t1ov\1, .• c2J•1ncr~asin?·stofm t1owcaptur~,.C3J .. incr~~sin~'N~ter use 
.effidencyt (4).Additionalwater recycling;(5)Additi6n·a1 colored water. 
treafnienf,.(6)CohjUhdiV~USE3,(7)• Grouhdwater·banking·.and·.exchahge• 
pfograms, {8} Br~fokish·Water desalination,· and·(9)· Seawafetdesaliriafion. 
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BASIN PRODUCTION PERCENTAGE GOAL 

The Orange County Water District (OCWD) was formed.to sustainably manage the 

Orange Couhtygrouh~waterbasin .. ·an? protedlhe area'srights.·toflows ih the·s~nta 
Ana River. Maximizing the utility and arinualproductiori frcirnthe groundwater basin 

provides .. economicand·•w~ter·reliability.benefilsto·.the·region •. and· .. t.he.•G.rouhdvVater 
Producers. The B·asin Production Percentage (BPP) is established each April as 
required by Section315 of the Dislrid Ad. 

• · .The .. Distric.twiUeValu~te .. ahd.· .. ·undertake·.·~C()tlOmicaLpr6jects.and·.·prograhlSit6 
work toward the goal of achieving and maintaining a 75% BPP. 

• the biStfict will create,. acquire.3ndlof purchase econoll)ica I water. supf)lies. to 
annually rechargethe •groundwater basin·.to support<a75% BPP: 

• lfaddifio11aleconornicalprojectsand·prograrns tartbe implemented that 
supp0rtaBPP ·.above 75%, theDistrictwTII .UhdertaResuch projects• and 
programs. 

• fhe•bistdctreserves the option•to•.deViate•from•.this policy when· conditions 
wc1rrar¼tand wi11 ·reducethe BPPwhehnetessarY,fo protect ihetiroulldwaler .. 
baSin from ahexcessiVe accUmufafed·overdraft and against seawater 

· intrusiOn. 
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BASIN EQUITY ASSESSMENT EXEMPTION PROGRAM 

It is the objective of the Orange County Water District to. encourage the production 
and subsequent beneficial use of grdu11dWaterthaf dOes notmeetdrinking water 
standards, The extraction of suchwatersfrom·the gr6uridwater basin provides for 
an increase in the usable storage space in the basiri and prevents the further spread 
of poor qualitygroundwater and the subsequent degradation of nearby good quality 
groundwater. 

• · The District shall. utilize its abififYio adjustthe Basin E:qUity Assessmehffor 
the exemption ·otthe• poor qUalitygrolJhdwater producedby.·a water 
prod.u?tio~ facilit~, .• in. or.derl°.i:°.ffset .. t~e.additr.onalt~eat.nrent, i~cluding, .. 
·blending, and· distributioncOststhatare neCessatytobeneficially use the 
gtoL.mdwater. 

.. l hiS······Board···re.cogn·i·zes ...• th·at •. such···eXerllpfi·o·ns····n,ust .•. b.~· .. ·.s.u~ici.e.nt.·.·.to···offs~t •. the. 
additional treatment and distribution costs and to pmvide aJinancial incentive 
to encourage such production. 

• .·crtteriator··.Future·rrojects.•••·AppfiCaHohslorthe•sEA exemption.prograrn•·will 
needto dem.onstrateto·.tt1entstrict's·satisractionthatthe.·propo5.ed·.proJectts··. 

~f v.~.1ue ... to.the .. rriana9.9.ment •. ofthe,gr~undwat:r.·basin .. andt~.~t .. the ... tr:atrnent 
pr?cessselected.isappropri·.~te;effi.cient,·effective·.ana.· .. necessary •. to.·meef··· 
drinking'Nater stanctarcts: "l':potentia1 dean-upopti?ns shou1d.be.evaiuateff 
todetermine.th.:most CQSt eff.ective rn.eth~?.~ .. The ~roJe~t .. sho~ld. demonstrate 
regional. valueincludihg · the protection of other nearby·. groundwater 
productionWellsversus .• ~i•mply .•. P(Oviding.•tr~atmentfof•an .is?l~tect·we·1I.· .... OrilY 
groundwater that is .~nsu.i.t~ble for •. potableuse(not.meeting primary and 

. ·••secondaryidrinki.ng ~ater •. st~?dard~Jvvin.·. be·eUgiblefor.the •. BE~ exempti~n;· 
· ?~·"'!Owi ,, •• verify\vat8..r··~ ~a1 i~y t~sjndivi~ua1···w~11s by.rriini.m urn.•.:erri i~nnua1. 
sampltng and l~ba.ratory ch9.micaI a~alysis, .. ·9.n.1y direct rnarginal .·cost . 

. ··necess~ry.totreatthegroun~watershau1d •. b.e .. inc1ucted •.. intheprojectcost. 
· T~ef~.pic~l.•.costs .. aPro~ •. ~cer ..• would·f~cur •• t~iconstr~?ta• .. groundw~ter 
extraction well hot requiring treatmenta-re unalldwable. Addit,oMally 

·· .. ·.·transmission··pipefines•frcim·•the:treahtrentfadlity wouTd .• {ieneraHy·.be exduded 
tromthe.·. projefot cost.••. Amethod61dgy. and criteria fo.•annualiy assesithe .. ·. ·.· .. ·.·.·•· .. ·.·.·· .. ··· 

•···.projects effecfivenessafteFTfhas be~ri·ccirfotruct~d andis··oper.ating shoUld•····· .. 
alsob~··esfablished: Approv~iforaBEA.ex@rnptran•shou1db~obfain·edprior··.··· 
toithestartor design arawihgs.forthe•• pr6posed•fgd11tf·.··•·•·.1n.orae·rrara·•.•· ...•.•..••.•.•..•• ·.·.·.•.· •• · ••... ·· .................... . 
. proposed·prbjecf to.be ~ligible··fofa· BEA exernpfr6nJtfre· newly•constructed•·.·• · 
project prbduction·.wellsrrrusl··be.lobated withiri•ihe • proJecf appliCanes:•service· .. ·.·•· 

@· .·orange CountyV\Jater· Distritt•.P0Hcy.prfr1dpjes•.•··· 
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area, unless otherwise approved bythe producer serving the area where the 
project production wells are to be located. 

Financial. Incentives.· Previously a$20/affiriancialfncentive.·was provided.by 
the District in the annual C>&Mcosf calculations. This incentive will not be 
offered to future projects. 

• ·Grants and Subsidies; ·All outside.funding such,as capital grants or 
operational subsidies need to be factored info fhe prdgrafrfs accounting. 

Program .. ~evie~ G?rnmiUee .. · .• ,A.nTnternalOCVVn''Prograr11 Re;Vi~w •. · .. ·• .·.· 
Committee,, to. annually ·review the• accounting. and performance of all· acfive 
BE.If-exempt projects shall be estabiished. fhe Chief r:'inahdal Officetwill 
thair'.thiS committee. The committee will be.tasked with maintaitJing 
consistency with·· regard• to evaiuating pt6jecfcaPilal arid O&Mcost eligibility 
forthe<BEAcalclilations. Any disputed committee detisibns can be·appeaLed 
to the OCWD Board; The. attached document. ii Method fo?[Jelermi hirig 

• AmoUnl ·or Exernption<of BEA'' shall be used• to detennTne appropriate. project 
.cost. 

•• · .Annual Reporting: tach partidipatirlg Producer will be requfredfo submifan ·· ·· 
·ar111uallelterati·.the•treatrrienf6pe'fc:1ti6risWhichwbLJ1d·.·be·Tritludedvvifh ils .· 
annual BEA subrnittal .. The Tetter will certify that thefacilftyjs>operating as 
·iri.t~nded;•.thafthe .• we11s·areremovihgcontarninants as•origina11y· •. ·intended;.:and····· 
·thaf thetreatmentprocesS is still effective and neces·sary. ·water quallty dale 
wllrbe included showing before and after frealmellrcontaminant 

6:oncentratiohs./The·.···Producer>shallbEf••anhuallYJesp6h~iblet6···pr6veand····· 
verify tothe.·District that thetreatmentprocesscontinuesto benecess8ryJo 
.·pr6tecl down· gfadient Wells of other~1Tse·pr6vide sUffibient.benefiftO ·basin 
quality ...•... orstrict.·staHWill.evaluate .. the .. i~fonn.ation.to.det8rmfne·if•ElhY 

. productionwells;shouldbe eliminated from the program;·. 

• Program T ermLi mit. A time I imitof either .20years or when the project's 
. ?8pita1.·•c~Sl· ... is .... ·rep~id.ViElt~e·ac~umulc1tion· .• (){.·an~ua1· .. BEA ~xemptions,.•.w~ich··· 

.. evercomes firsti Will be established fdr the project Withthe tirneJimitthe .. 
Districtwill.havethe discretiontoceaseproviding the.BEA exemption if. it.is 

.. •·•.••aefEffffiined.the pfoject is ri61onger•·pr6vidi6g:fhe•basjh•··marfageHYent·.•hehefiti········ 
: .. odginallyjntended;\lftheprojectisv1.orking:as:pfann9ctand.stilr6perati.ng·····.·.·.·.·. ·.·.················· 
·effectively,the]3EA exemption could be extended atOCWDis sole;clis:cretion. 

•. ···.·E·~·tabl.ish·.•.P•roj.ect•·ca··ps.•········A····Spetiffd •• acre~fbot···per·.year•.•p.rdd.Ucti6·r1·.·,.in1if·.·for:the•·•.· .. •··••· 
projecfshallbe>eSfabJishetf .. 

..... ·. ® ·. · ....• Orange·.(; Ouhty water· Dfstritt• F16HtyPrfrjdpf!'JS• .. · .. 
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• Program Financial Risk. Although there is no obligation to participate in the 
BEA exemption program, there are inherent risks for cl Producer to construct 

and ·?perate facilities to·pumpand treat .POOr-qualitygr6undw~terrwhose 

extent an~ co~centration may2ot b~iwelld~fined ... · ltispossible that the. . ........ . 
groundwater could ,iclean up"or migrate away from thewell{s)such that itno 
lohgetqUalifiesfor a· BEA exerhption. Newcantamihahfs,chahgirig basin 
coriditioris, or regulations could arise that require siQriifrcarif upgrades or 
overhaul oftreatmentfaeilities. In addition; increases·ih the BPP Or problems 
with the .Producer's othet wells could. resulfin some or all of a·.Producer's .. 
producfi6nof·poor~qua1ity.grdUhdwafertbfall belowlhe8PPsuch that.there 
ishoBEAto exempt In this situation•thePrnducer fssiniplypumping arid 

. . ...... .... ..... .. . . t~~atin~·····.i.nipaired gr°:undw~ter.with n°:. finan~ial. °:ff set. frorr;··.~e~.~cedj.n,p°:rt~d· wat~r cost. •..•.• ~1Iot.the5.e.·risk~pose .·Si~nific~nt ?ostirnpli?ati~ns •. t~p~rtici~.~ting . 
·PrdducersJ. water supply.costs; These risks shall remainwlth the·Producec 

Basin EqL.JityAssessmenf=•trie BEA.·usedfbrthis·programwifl .be.based· 
upbnfhe.·actual.cbst•ofimpoded waterto thepaffidpatihgProducet 

. . . . ··. . . · .. 

• Accounting for Interest. .. Interest cost is an allowable prngram cost Staff 
recbrllmendsflexibjlity·.·in ..• tbe· .. rileth6dologyfbf. CalcUlatihg ... al16wabler.interest.• 
costasthis.cost•.canvaryJoreachProducerdependingupontheitborrowing. 

a~.d fin~ncing ni~t~.o~s .. 1nteE~st costs, 1~ss:a~y inte.restearnect .on temporary 
·····investmehts:duringconstruction;·shoul?.·.be .. capitalized: •.. lhterestcosts·• 
. incurred after<cOnstruction.is c.ompleted should. be expehsedarmUally. 

•• Facilities.Modit.icatioh··.or.F~~pl~ceme0t .••.... The follbWing ... ge~era1 .. guidennes"'1ill 
be •..• used.itoassistwhe.na.ProduGer claims··a~dit1on.·~1 •.• c~pital.·COSt .. bymodifyihg 
,fa.tre·atment•plantand/or'repracin9equipment beyond·.normal repairsand• 
refurbishments; 

• . Any•new.ajldWabl(fCos.t· sh~IJJdbebased. upon·n.ew·coridilidriS arid/Or 
· regulatory requirements impacting the project 

. . . ~xpens:sdue ld p~orana inkdequateyeatllleri! • p1anrrnaihtet1ant:e andfof .. 
design and cbnstrUdionwilLhotbe allowed; . ············ ..... 

. Costtoreplace;necessaryequipmentthat.hasreached.its.useful ... 1ife·will·be .. 
allowable.·•· 

.• ·. •· .•.. TniOc\11/b ·ab;ra•mlJst clp~f (l\z~· ;hy C:apit~f ceist dn~rigeS.· ·. 
. . ···. ... . . 

. . . . .. .·· . . 

.·.:.·MethodJor·oeterminihg .. •Amounf •·ot.··sEA··.·Exemption· 
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OCWD's policy has been touse a partial or totaLexemption oftheBEAas a means of 
compensating the qualified.participating agency for its costsJor treating the poor-quality 
groundwater.These.coststypicallyinclude capital, interest,.andoperation and 
maintenarice{O&M}Costs forthefreatmentfacilities.Treatmenfcostsand the BEA 
exernptic5h Will be calculated annually<asfollows: 

The :otaLP.roJect .• capitaL ~Ost shall befnitiany.det~rmined .. and. transmitted to the 
District via a formal letterand:acceptedby the District.. Any changesto the 
capital cost should be formally.requested bytheProducerand accepted by 
OCWD. Only direct marginal projectcost necessary. to treat the groundwater 
should· be.included•.rn·.the••·costs. The·· typica1 .. ·ca.sts.a•·.Prbducer·"!ou1d··•1ncur. to · 
construct. a groundwater extractionwellnotrequiring. treatment are· 
unallowable, General and administrative costs are not eligible. OCWD shall 
•solelydeterITline .·allowable costs.···. Exarnples•of allowable capifarcosts Which 
·shall.be•sUppbrfed·by.detailedaccountingdocuments•provided··bythe 
PYOducerihclUde: ~bhfractc>r expehsesl·.cohsUltants;. CEQA Cbrnpffance, 

· permitting1desjgni airectla?or an~ ·directbenefitson1y;and interest incurred 
netof interesrHarned.on· ... inve.strnentspriorto constructi.on .• comp1etion. . · 
·outside grantsJorcapital costsshall.besubtracted·.from·.thecapital cost Fee 
title land costshall be excluded. · 

. Capitaf ~morffzafi6h ~rid ~hhua1··paym~~fsthedulesWill •be deVelbp$dfotthe 
· project. 

. Applicant ~ill tracka~dreportt?.??VVD ~yseptember 3neachy~ar the< ..... ·····.·.··•·· .. · 
following: (1).·.actuafO&M lreatmentcosts for each wateryearwith supporting·· 

··accounting•·?~tan.~··;ahd.~taterr1ent~7(2)···a~f~ai•.···~ntf8ated.·grou•nawafet ·. 
production for each weli, and (3) the delivered producfwater: . 

O&M treatmentcostsrnayihcllldeitem·ssuchas•direct•.labor and direct benefits 
. only,sUpplies, energy·.(extlUding.·energyto•pump groundwater•uptothe 
treatment plant), Outside lab ahalyses, outside consultants, permitting 
Cb1J1pHante; .. r'h.eterrn~ihtenaoce,·cheri1icals,.b(ihedisposar, •. ·color.hlorritdring 
supplies{ ahdbLJilding maintenance,. . . . .·· .. ·. ·.·. . ··•······.• . . < 

· ocwo•statt wi11··ca1Cu1atetti~·annuarrteduriit d&M and capita1costs·as·fo11ows:• 

. Tr(O&M} .= uhftO&M treafrt1~AC6b·it($/af).·• 
Q&M .· .. : = annual O&Mtre~thtentcosts($} 
GW.... .= annu~l.untreated groundwaterpurnpedfrom ~11.\1/ell?.SUpplyin.g. 

· the pr6ject;prov1ded thatwate(quality.Jrom.each well:reniains .· 
· ... ·.··unsuffableforpotable .. use··bas~d nrflabarialyses(atJ•·······. 

· AB EA exemption; up to the full· BEA, will .be grantedto covertheunit• O&M 
· treatmenlcosts.:< > .·.· · · 
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where: 

Any remaining BEA after subtractihgthe annualized unitO&M treatment costs 
will ·be exempted .to·offset the capitaLcosts, including capitalized interest costs 
net of interest earned prior to completion>ofconstruction. The annual BEA 
exemptionJor capital costsf'Ex(Cap}'')will continue until sUchtirne as the 
cumulative arnounf oftheEx{Gap)is equa1·tothetotal ·capital ·costs of the 
project facilities, at until such :time as the BEA exemption terminates, 
whichever comesfirst, . .as follows: 

. i = yeari<J . ... . . . .. ·. 
L Ex(Cap)r = total capital cOstsless Subsidies 

••T=.year1 ···. 

Interest = annual interesfcosfs.incurrecfafterconstruction 
Subsidies ~= funding provided bythird.partiesfor operating or capital 

· project costs 

... ··@ ··· ·· Orahge County.\/Vatet Di$Jrf~tPolitY. P.tfodpl~s.· .. •··· ... · ..................... . 
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ANNEXATION POLICY 
FEBRUARY 19, 1986,<SEPTEMBER 1, 1999 arid0ctober2,2013 

-· .... ·--

It shall·.be thepolicy ofthe Otahge County WaterDisfricF(OCWb}fo accommodate the 
long~term Producers· withirl theDistridis grouhdwater·rnahagement· programs and 
provide· uniformity of cost of and access to grdundwaterthroughdutthe Distridby 
consentinglo requestsfo( annexatiorf of ate as Withihlherbran~e County portiOn·ot ·the 
Santa Ana Riverwatershed)proVided that the annexing tediforyis wfthin·the boundaries 
ofThe.Metropolitah•Water•bistrictofSouthernCalifomia; 

. . . -

• Pri Or to :anhexatibnj ·.ah agreement• sh§II bi eritetid irlfo ·.betweeh otWo• arid 
theapplicable·.water.·purveying•agencyprovidingforpaymenttoOCWD.ofan 
a 11 nUaLahllexafidh charge. . . .. . . . 

• An • annuar·tee as pfcvided · by··Resolution B6-2~1·s··•sha1l·be paici·· by the 
annexing ProdUceY. 

• • All future annexatrbrt requests rnustt6116vVthe eigm~step.procsss described 
below: 

Step 3. 
•step4. 
Step 5. 
Step EL 

Step 7: 
Step 8: 

.Appfic~nt~pplfris t6annexihtot)StVb ....... ···:·· .•.. ··•····.· .. 
OCWD • a hd Applicant.· approve C EQAMemora ndu m of 
Understanding ........ . 
oc.wo· prepares An nexafiOnAgreement · 
Appl icanCcOmplfeiwith CEOA. . 
·Applicant defends·.CEQA actions 
ocwo•andApplicant.·approVe·Ahnexation·Agreement; 

. . . 

OCWD·prepares resoiufiorT,ind·appllesto•LAFGc)· 
LAFCO considers. request and holds a public hearing 
· ocwo ad6pts final.resdluti611 approving.·ahriexation 

. . . . . . . . ........ - . . . : . . . . . . . . .. . . . 

• bCWbsha11 bethereadtEdAAgency.· 

·.·•·•Orange County Water Di$td~t•.Policy P.dodpl~.s :.·.·.·.·.·. ·.· ... ·.· ............. . 
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DISTRICTRESERVE POLICY 

A key element of prudent financial planning is to ensure that sufficient funding is 
available for current operating, capital, and debt service needs, Addifionallyi fiscal 
responsibility requires •anticipating·.thelikelihood of; and preparing Jot unforeseen 
events. The District will at all times strive to have sufficient funding available to meet its 
operating, capital, and debt service obiigations; To preserve its strmig creditrafings of 
AAA/AAA./AaT, in every fiscal yearthe Districtwill strive to maintain uhrestrided cash 

and investment balances.totalin~ a .. r11inimum. of 625.days of •. b~~getedoP.erating 
expenses comprised of annual budgeted General Fund appropriations and annual 
budgeted DebtService. 

• Operatin~····ReserveFund.·.·-····~··~tablished •. bythe °:Tstrict·.Act .• ·2.~ .. ~.·a1roc~t9.d •... fr?n1•··the 
general fund to be used.· toJn8.et the cash. flow needs of.the· Distrid beforethe 
proceeds of taxes .or replenishment assessment collections• are available to meet 

ernergehCY•·.ex~enditures .. for. operations,.maint9.nan?e2.ndt.he deb.t•·s.ervice.... . 
. payments of the District The level oft his general operating reserve as established 
in the[)istri?t Act shall notexceed 150/oof the total current annualgeneral and water 
reserve. fund operating budget 

. . . . . . . . . . .· . . . . 

• Toxic. CleanupResetve• Flinff ~Esfablished forf oxic spill emergencies .·a·nd 
deanup. Thet~rgetJ~vel is$4million andistobe.replenished annuallyafterthe 
adcptibh of the armual OCWD budget 

. . . . . . . . 

• ContfngerlcyReserveFunci··~·EstabTished byfheDisfrldAct·to···provid8for 
expehditures.that·have· not·beeh·•anficipated•OtprbvTdecl···tor.illthebisfrict'iahhua1·· 
budget ..... The·· mbneyfdr .. t~.isJGhd .. ·.is.to· ... beallbc~ted.from .. ·tbe.·opefatihg Fundahd1h·e··· 
Water Reserve Fund at the beginning of each fiscal year: The level of this fund as · 
established by the District Actis notJo exceed $3 million: 

. . . 

• Water Replenishment Fund (to be krie>'-Yn·. as the ''CJper~tfrig ·.·FJnc:f'') .~ 
Established for funds collected and received frnm the levy .of the district's 
· rep I enishment·.·assessniehf .•. ·.These frion les .shall· be .sUfficienfto enable the•· D isfrid · fo 
carry ..• ortarlyof•the···projects·o(•pUrpc)ses•ofthetJistri<5t·.asde~.med.bythe•86atd•6f· 
Directors .. • n• can .. at5:~ •... inclu.de. the.· .. expen.ditures .•. nece~sary• forthe.nJainte~.an(~e, 
Operation·andTepairsofworksandprojects ofthe:Districfas authodzed.b)t:the··· ......... . 
soardofbirecfors .• ThetUnds·can•.alsObeL.ts(§df6ttheJ5urthase•ofsupplemehfal ........................ . 
Water; and·theteplenishment of gfoOhdWale(sUppffes\KlithiritheDisfricL.The ..... · .. 

. ····~istrictish~'.' .... mai~tain·.·~·mi.ni·m~m···balan.ce;e~qual···f()fi~ypercentofthe.sulii.of ..•...•. ·.···.· .. ·.·.···:.·.·.·: .. ·.·:.·.·.··: .............. . 
. ·.the.(i)currenfa.nnual.buclgeted.General Furid··a.ppropriatiorts;plfrs (ii) current . · ..................... . 
annual budg·eteddeht service ttppropriatians~ · · · 

.·.·aasi n·· .. ·EguitVAssessmeni Fund >~st~61ishedfdr•funds received ··from·.·t h~ l~vy Of• .. ········ ............. ······· .. . 

the•Di sfritt's Basin EquityAssessrtieht•Tbesefu ~ds c:ffe.to be·.used Onlffbr the >·•·· · · 

··@· .·· Orange County Water. bfstdct•.PolicyPtiridpl~s· .. ·.···· 
·c: .. -1:>c.;c 
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purchase of water for the purpose of groundwater replenishment and/or to reimburse 
Producers assigned pumping limitations per the District Act. 

• Water Reserve. Fund.·- ·established by the DistrictActtb accumulate any excess 
general assessment, or.unexpended funds, other than funds allocatedtothe 
operating reserve or operating cbhtihgenciesby theBoard of Directors. These fUhds 
Cah·. be. Used fo(fhe.purthase nf SUpplemental Watef for groundwaferreplenishfllenl, 
acquiring, constructing ordeveloping any groundwater intrusion prevention projects; 

• 

pipelines, .. ~elrs .. or ot~er·.works·.·~eCe?sary for. the.· purpos~s·of .. the.?istr.ict······G~ing 
··· forward,·.underthenew ReservePolicy;this fund shall be designated.·only for 

purchas€3s··.bf supplemental ·.Watet•·.jh order •to .havefuhds··set.· .• as.ide a.ndaya.il~bfe; 

T~is willprovideaccountabil.ity.and.transparency·.to·thffB?ard an.d·Ground\Nat~r 
Producerson·.funds .collected and spent on water purchases. Themaximumupper 
limitis set afenciugh•tundsthporchase··so%ofwaterneededto have an 
accumulated ·basin· overdraft of 125,odo · aCre~f eet 

Repait•and· Replacement· Fund·.·.-. ... established ·forteplater11ent• .• or.refurbish·ment OJ 
Districtfacilities,tobeequalJothirtyyears of proJected.Replac~mentarid 
Refurbishment(R&R}costsasdefinedin.theDistrict's.R&Rmodel .. 

• Capital FU rrd ·---. esfablf shed Jar. Proceeds tram• b(}nffissuanceS[)f any 6ther.debt 
financing; and are usedfortheDistrict's capital projects.and capital improvements: 
Thesefunds•.are·restrictedlospecifiCcapital proJects.•Which.•areauthorized·and 
approvedbyfhe Board .ofbfredors: ··. 

debt·· Reserve• FU11t1···~· established for·vatious··bondissues.•····rhe~e·fohds are n6t · 
avail ab leJorthe·. gerieral heeds of the·. [)isthct and musf berniai ntaifred. at·spedfic 
levels,. and ·.are·restricted .·by certain•frondcoverrarits; . 

• Debt Service Fund (''Bond Fund" per DistrictAct)-established tomeetthe 

·~.·n.n ~·~·1· •. ·d~btp~yrnents ?f p'rinCjPa.l· and i nt~.r~•st for theCe1ifiCate5..•at•. Partrc,.pafro:n••• 
(COPs}.Thesefundsareallocatedfrom propertytaxrevenuesandthe:fiscal·•·.··•· •. ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.· .... 

repIenishm~nt .. assessrne~t. coIIections •... In.1992 .and 1993..the Boarddedi.c.ated.the. . . 

. District'sad•··v~Ioren,taxesto.the .. payn,ent of•the···bonddebt•····ThHDistdctfunds·.the•·····.·.·· 
annuardeblpayments•.fromthe.•ptoperty taxes received {first priority) ahdthehfn:frn··· ·· 

r8.plenishment .. assessrn8.nts.(second·.priority)'..· .•.. ·under1hi·~.policyr ... this.Jundshall·.··· 
....... ·ceaseto ex~stand Juods intruded frlth,sfund ·shall bejncOrporated iotofhe •·.·.·.·.· .. ··· ···················.·.· ................ . 

·· · ·· bperatihgFund ... ··• • · · · · · · 
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DISTRICT INVESTMENT POLICY 

The.p~rposeofthisJ~vest~ent.·Policyis.to .. fornialize.theinvestn,ent ~cti~itiesofthe 
Orange County Water District (District). This Investment Policy is intended tobe broad 
enough fo allow the investment officeffo function prOperly Within the parameter of 
responsibility andauthority;·yetspecifiCenough to adequately •safeguard the· investment 
assets. The lnvestrnent Policy broadly defines the scope, objectives, authority, 
standards.of.prudence, :aUthorizedinsfituffons,· inVestrnents type,• cbflaterali.zatioh, ·and 

· di \/ersffication customized to the·. speeific characteristics·.·of the Distrfcti 

. . . 

• This·fnvestmeniPoJfcy· appnes··to the investment of operating·tunas. investments 
(jf employees' retirement furlds and.proceeds frorrrcertain bdhd issues are 

.. cbvetedby a separate policy; 

• In accordancewith State law{Govemment Code Section 53600.3 .and 53600.5), 
thedbjecfiVes.oflhe •. bisftidTr~asuret·ih···makihg·•suth ih\lestmerits•·ihbrdefbf 
importance; shall be safety,Jiquidity; and yield: 

• .1~vestm80ts·rnaae •• by·.thepjstrictTreasurer.in·.th~· .. •nam8 .•. ~tthe.·nistrict·sh~.11 .. be 
madewithjudgment intelligence and care; acting as atrustee of the District 
futlds placedJor invesfmentfothe •benefit.of the District stakehalders. 

• . · The·Distrfcfsinvestrnent· .. ·policysha1lbe.reviewed•annuafly. 

• . Th•e •.ccrhfornia·. Gdverrirnent•tadeiSebtion 53661· and 53601.6. goverrls··.·th·~··. 
District's Investments 

• The treasure.r.•sha11.·.prepar.e an·.·in~est~entreportat •• lea~rquart~rly,.in~IUdihg .. a 
management summary. that·provides an analysis of the status of the current. 
iriVestmehtportf6libandfranSadi6ns·•rnadeovetfhe·lasfquartef 

·.: Orahge··.Countyrv\Jatet Di$Jritt:PoficyPtjrtdpf~s·.··.·.· ................ . 
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WATERBOND PRINCIPLES 

The state government periodically evaluates and has developed water bonds to be 
considered by the residents dfGaliforhia. The developrnentof wafer bonds is 
influenced by nunierouspolitical groups and special interest throughdutthe state. 
Orange County WaterDistrict has developedthese principles to guide staff and the 
board in.evaluating proposedwaterbohds. 

• Funding for any Deltarestoration shall support the co"'equal goals of water 
st.1pp1yreliabiHty and ecosystem restoration. 

• Support ·.c:Jdequate fUndir,g to expand. statewide·andtorregi6nal above· ground 
ahd/or.below·gtound watef storage:. Any·prdposed.·Walet. bond. shaH. ptoVide . 
fundingforaboveground .surface storage·and·belowground groundwater 
storage to capture excess<sform flows.· 

• Supportad~qu.~te·t~n~ing·.tbr ..•. ~ewly· •. created.water.·.SUpplres·throughwater 
recycling/reuse! brackish water desalinatio1\and5eawater desaiination. 

• Supportregionalprojects·through·the Integrated Regiona1 .. water 
· .. Management• Planning (TR.WMP)process. 

• SUppC>rt adequatefuhding forfemediaHon df groundwater.contamination. 

• Eland .proceeds should be distribut~d.to.ber18ticia1·pr~Jects thtoughoutthe 
Sfate ih an equitable,bal.~rice.a6d ·reasoh~blemahher: . 

• Anyproposedwaterbond.-orwater.infrastructurefinancing measure should 
·includeispecifiCctheriawhich• rnusf be.·.·met.··.bet6re a •project obtains funding. 
Thespedfr6criteriashbuldin61ude·cbst~effectiveness: a··projectpropo11erif's· 
abifitytb implerneritfheprojett,··Spedfictirrrelines.·for projett··implementation 
and a high level ofmeasureable benefit.•. . . 

. . . . . . 

•.. Bond· proceeds should.be Teveraged.toth~· ~ax,mum. extent possible utilizinQ 
lncal or fede[al matching fbnds.·· .. ·Projectsfuhded•with• a higher percentage of 

.·hoh-.statell..lrtdsShc:>Uld•be giveh prfotily. . 

• The allocation of bond funds.should be handled within existing:State 

. . . . . . . . . . . 

···• · :st~te•w~t~r::b6hds s116U1a:turid:proJibtski1d:·pfograrns·thaf··inCrease 
· ·w_afet·suppliesfot.CaHfotnla• . 

. • .. · . ·. State 'Af ate( bonds ~h~urff 1ncfude fBnds lfiat·.d1Jvt)lop Pr&9ramsfb ••••·• ·•···.· 
reducetheoperatirigcostt6.providewatersupplies.toGajifornia 

. residents; . 
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LEGISLATIVE GUIDING PRINCIPLES 

The0CWD Communications/Legislative Committee ofthe.OCWDBoard has adopted 
legislative·. guiding· pfihciples fo. streamline the. Board;s appfoach to legislative· decision 
making· and provide• staff withptdpetdirectio11·to aid in ·preparing· 1egisl8tive proposals 
for Board review. 

• Oppose Legislating Water Quality 

• . Protect SpecfaL Oistdct Fundfrig 
····· ... ·.·· 

• bppbse.Legislatin~···.tocaf•pfoblems· 

• supporttheAssociation of Califomia WaterAgencies.(AGWA) .. Blueprint . 

• Support Goad• Governahc~ Efforts . 
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GROUNDWATER MANAGEMENT LEGISLATION POLICY PRINCIPLES 

The Orange County Water District (District) has managed the groundwater basin in 
north and central Orange County since 1933. The California legislature provided 
sufficient authority to the Districtto allow it to sustainably manage the .groundwater 
resources of.the. basin: As the stale cifCaliforriiaconsiders new•1egislationJochange 
the·.way .. groundwater •isrn·anag·ed.Jn•·.thestate,.• it.Ts .important.·th.at·the Di:trict,.\Nhich 
serves as a model of sustainable groundwater management, be engaged fo ensurethat 

new1egis1ation·resu1tsin.r11eani.ngfut~hange and.•does. not·.intertere.with•t.he:.rnstrictxs 
a.bi1iw .• t°.··.c°.ntinue··.r11a.~·ag.ing.• .. the.basin: ••..... ·.1norder •.• to.•guide.the· .. ~istrict'~a?vocacy.•re1ated 
to groundwater management legislation, the following policy principles haver been ·. 

· adopted:bythe District .. 

· ·Groundwater.legislation adoptedbythetegislature should be gUidedbythe following 
principles: 

• Legislation·sh6uid.••nof iriterfere withthe.aufh6fity·or··.Qbvemanceof 
adjudicated and speciaf act basfhs: ..• 

~·.~i.st•ing· •. 1··~w:• .. •.8hd· .. •.co.Ur~a.·ger,·cy •. dec.isi6·r1s· •. ·.that•.•.effectiVely• .•• g··~·ver~ .. · .. gr~·U·hdwater 
production a~·~···.rechargeshouldnot:·be disturbed: Jhe.ri~hts·•?fpartiestotake 
water.pursuantto.priorc?urt.dedsionsr.decisionsot.the.state.w~ter 
Re5our.c~s ... cQ~trol ... Bnar~, or• inter-agency •. ag~e~rne~t$ rn.ust .. b~·• .. ~rotected, 
and.existing legal obligations imposed on parties should ·remain enforceable. 

• Existing groundwater basin management boundaries created throughstatute 
or courf.dedsibllsh6u1dnbf • b-e. modified; .and hew grblJridwater··managerrient 
areas should.not·becarvea ouFof existing:grouridwater·rrrariagement.•plab. 

areas .. ·\Vitho~t. the approval··· ol •• thea~ected. grou ndwate.r.rna nagerr1ent 
a~e~cy{j~:}· ... ?irnil8.rly,.•~here a.st~tute.·.or·a·.ca.LJrt .. d~cree·.has.a·~·thorizedan 
entity to manage>a groundwater basln, legislation should hot create or 
empower other local. entities vtith duplicative or overlapping autho(ity, 

total agenc;iesare•.itf fhe· .• besr•/)6si!i0h••.tb•i mf)1ernent slJstarnabie QfOUndWalet 
... managernent Groundwater: management Canbest be:accomplished at the · 

1~aca1.•·.·•1eve1 .• ·.~byagehciesth~t·ha?e;thete6:H.ntcaL~xp~rtiseahd:exisfir1g•·or·.·.····.·· ...•...... ·.·· 
•· newly.;granted :§uthbrityto ·ensute aquifer health• is .. :mai ntained .• and competing··. 
Uses·balahced. 

. . . . . . . . . . 
. . 

• Any d~finffion·of sustainable groUhdwater. mahagemerit•shbUld a now·· 
· gr~~lidwate(mariagers,.}ridLJdi11g· theD1strictj·sufflder,fflex1bHity.·t6··mal7a;Qe··. 
groundwater, recognizing the following: 
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a. Sustainability varies as a function of local hydrogeologic conditions, water 
supply availability, ahd historic groundwater utilization. 

b. Sustainable groundwi:ltermanagementcan includepetiodswhen· 

groundWat~r"?•ithdrav.;a1s.·exceed.recharge·.~s•long·.·.as it~aUs~s .. no long
term negative impacts and there is a commitment tobalance pumping 
over time withnatur.al·Orartitkfraireplenishrnent. 

• Managed aq~lfer•recharQeis a keytooi that allows.for sustainable 
groundwater management As such, groundwater recharge should be 
recoghized t:1Sa.·behefidaluse ofth~WafersUpplietS ofthe.stafe. 
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GROUNDWATER QUALITY PROTECTION POLICY 

Cons.istent with the Districfsrnissionandauthority granted under t0e OrangeGounty 
WaterDistrictAct and-other provisions oflaw,-it isthe.objectiveof this-policy (the 
"Policy")_.to .• provide·_guidancetothe •. District.intaking.actiohs toprbtettgrouh?Waterfrom 
discharges or releases of Hazardous~aterials or contamination that damage or 
threaten water quality in the aquifers arid Jacilitiesthatserve the District. 

It is the policy of the Districtto; 
........ ... . 

1 ·; Mafntain .a groundwatersUpplf bf suitabfe·.quality fbfaH existir,g··arid potential•·• 
beneficial uses. · 

Prevent degradation ofthe quality_ofthe groundwater.supply and protect 
.· groundwater from Hazardo1..1sMatetialsand contamination. 
. .·· .. · .·. ·. 

Prdvide·notice•_to, confer, and_-c6operatewith· applicable- regulatoryagerities<to·-
i~entifysourcesof contami.n~ffon andt~reatsto surfac~water-and gro~ndvVater 
caused· by releases of .Hazardous Materials, to characterize the extent.of_ such 
Contamination,. anddeVelop and implernenteffedive emergency, removal.; arid·· 
remedial measuresas shall be>appropriate, in accortfance with applicable 
standards-and requirements:,••. · 

.. ··--- .. · . . ···.· ..... · .... ··. . 

4: ·suppOrtregu1afory.·e11torcemer1tof investrgatior,and· c1ea11up.·rectuirements on 
respOnsible•parties·illaccb.rdancewith ·raw. 

s., Undertakeihvestigauan·and deahup proJects,ashetessarytOptotecfthe 
groundwater supplies·of the basin from contarnihation· and-Hazardous Matetials,· 

6. In matters. in which .• the .. Oistrid is.seel<ing __ recovery.c:i(ifa.investigatlon and response 
cOsts,.to be co11sisfehtwith requiremeritscjf the·Natiohal dir· and·. Hazardous 
SObstancesPollUtion·cohtingencyPlan (NatidhalCoriffngency.Plan), 40Code of. 

· Federal Regulations Parts 3ob_;399, and other applicable provisions oflaw, : · · 

In··· insfances.·· in vvhjch•.·releases_•.ot•Hazardous Materials·haye._-_been.·.aetectedl_ •• except· 
.. as other\1/ise may b~ necessary or appmpriate in th~. event pron, pt e·m~rgency . 
action is•needed to prevent, ab:ate, or contain any threatened or existing · 
•c?nt~rn.inati?.~ .• ote~ .. P?ll~ti?.~·-·to·su~~c~yv~te~---or.~r?~-.n:?w~t8.r,_.t~·e __ Di·stri?t\vill 
proposeto·.meetand·conferwithanyowneroroperatorresporisiblefotsuch ····· 

••Cdritartrination 6t·pb1Jutiohi• arid ·.any adrYlfriistering•_ageriSY Vvith:.oversfght· 
responsibilityt~ereof, and to c?operar~ ?n.. excha~gesor inforr11affon anddafa., 
•appropriateprotedive ·measnrE{s;• and •the· contai nmentand .·_remediation of such.··.····················· 
contaminationor·poll.utioh;·: 

P dOr f6•iniU1Jtihg legal. actftyn··f6rdeclnUpaf\di 3ba(einent bf ··CQot<'Jmif1aflbn· bf. 
poliutiQn.o(torecovertbebisld?t'scostsJor··irive~tigatibn,response, arid > 
r~_medianOn·.of•s~rtace_wate.r-.or.groundV1ater:contamrnati6.h,.·_the·.oistrict.wi1r·•••-•·.· 

·.· propose to any owner or·operaforresponsible for such contami6ationthattrie··· ·· · 
partiesenterinto.an agreementtnmediatein.good faith.to.attempttoresolvethe ... 

· •.--.@> ··•.Orange Co~nty\,Vatet DJsJrf~t•.Policy Ptfrtdples·. 
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matter without litigation, The proposed agreement would include the following 
elements: 

• Thatthe .. District and•the.·resPonsible .. party agree upon a suitable a~dqualjfied. 
third party mediatorsuch as JI\MS or otherappropriat9party experie~c~d .. in 
environmental contamination matters, with thecostof the mediation to be equally 
shared . 

• . ThattheDistrict andrespo~siblepartyexchahgeall. relevaht,iand· reasonably 
requested informationregarding the dispute; and the responsible party provide 
the Districtwith access to defendant's records relating tothe dispute for review 
and copying,providei11fbrmalion regardihg fhe.defendaht's··ihsurance, and .allow 
Jhe .. bistrictto conduct soil and groundwater test on the•ptopedy. 

• That all statements, offers, demands, negotiations,. and other communications 
·· m~de.o(~xchahged ..... in•theJn·~·~iationproc.~ssshalLbetreated.·ascofifr?ehffal.•.and 
shall not be admi~si?lejn any litigationjnvolving anyoftheparties, ,n.accordance 
with applicableCalifornia ahd Federal law; such confidentiality shall not be 
applicabletb facts obtained by the parties in discovety·orfrornthird• party sources 
o.utsidEr ofthemediatiort·. ' 

. . . . . . 

• thatthe parties toll all applicable statues of limitations for up to180 dayslci allow 
the.mediationprocessJo go.·forwatd,ThistTmeperiod·maybe extehded.•bY.· 
agreerneht ·if progress is.being shown ahd additidhal time·isr.easohablY. required 
to complete the mediation process. 

• Provided the responsible party enters into an agreementto·mediate onthe:terms ·· 
.•·.·••0Qtlj0ed •• ~.ereit,, •.• the.Boatd.of•Di.rect?rs S.~~1.1 ·appointa.•·.su~c~rn111Ttt~~.·.·.?(f!1~hiber• 

ofthe Board to participate ih>the mediatiOn and report totheJullBoard: Any .. · ·. 
settlement offers made by theresponsible party shall be presentedtnthefull 
Board inClosedsessioh; · 

·1lthe·r~sponsiblepartydedines··10.·enter.intd.ari :agre~rr,enflo•mediate orithe~ ... 
ter111s outlined h~rein; or eriters into such ~greement. but the.matter is not 
. resolved••durinQthemedration periodi•theDistrictmay .. initiate litigationagairisfihe 

. responsible party. ... . 
. . . . . . 

9. ·rheDtsfritf shal[ establish irnptbvement·.·fur,ds .. (UGroundwatet.Coritarrilnafibh. 
· Cleanup Fund") putsuant.lo Section 20 off he District Adlo.hold and• ihvest any 
· and.all .·pr.oce·edsthatthffDisfrictreceivesJrorrr thetrial t>rsetHement of lawsullsib 
recover the bTstdctis·cbststo abate;remediate, ahd clearlup:threatened· or aduaf ··. 
grcmndwater .contarnihation:.•.Aseparate:.resttictedGroun·dwater.Gontaminatibn· · 
C:leahlip•.Fund···sharrb~established .. f6reachgroundwatercontarhini3tioh•dasefof•·· ···················· ···· 
whichfhe·.Distdtf·receives':such·moneys .. ·The mohTesin the;GtoiJndwah~r.•··.·.·•••· ••.... · .. 
Contamihatior1· Clea.hup· .. Fonds··.shalf .beThVested:in accbrdahce·.wilh ·t~e. Galifbrnja· 

·Goverhnie:ntCode:arid,·.rret•oflh1gaffonexpensesjshall.beUsedonlyfbr:thecurrent••··· 
o{.fut~re .• ··~r?jects·.•·•8·n·d.··activities:•10.··ab~fe,·· .• rem·ed.iat.e,· ..•. or.••cle~n····~plhe:g·ro~ndw.at·er····· ..... ······ ··········· 

·· cdrifamination·torwhich·the•·GrounawaterGleanupFUnd was established. · . 

. ··orange·.co~ntyVVater•.Dl$Jd~t•.Policy.·Prfodples•······· ............. . 
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10. Maintain the District's suriacewater and groundwater quality monitoring program 
and monitoring well network, the purposes ofwhichare.to: 

• Assess.·.arnbient._Vi13.ter. qua_lfty: c?nditiOhs•_-a.hd determine trends ih_.watef •qua.lifY,. 
including surface water supplies used for.recharge into the groundwater basin. 

• Identify areas where groundwater used forpublic supply is vulnerable to or 
threatened. byContaminatiOn. 

. . . 

• Evaluate the• effectivenessbf progra.ms,projectsl and regulations intended fa 
protect groundwater quality,a.ndrecommend additionaLrneasures_-as 
appropriate. . 

• Provide Water quarffy infortr1iliBh fo Water purvey6rs_·ar1d applicable ·regl.Jlatory 
agencies. 

. . . . 

11. MaihtaihtheDistrict's Water.Resources- Management System, including·• 
databases,geographicinformation sy~terr,j. and>c°.n1p~ter1T10dels;t?SLJPPOrt 
efficient storage, accessibility;•analysis,presentation,·.and.reporting ofwater.quaiHy 
and waterresources information; · · · 

12: Maintai_n .. a~--.. ~_rrlergen?y~espon~e-__ ~und -{f°.rr11erlxknoVJn_-_as.the-_To~i?R~serve 
AcG6Uht)·_.in._o~aef to.-ensure._·~de~uat~.-·r.unds_ •• are:availa?l~·tb--~ontain_ .. and_ •. cl~.a~ up_ 
catastrophicreleasesbfchertiicalsorothersubstancesthat•maycohtarninatethe 
surface water or groundwater ofthe basin. . . 

. . -.. . ·.· ·-
- . . _·- ... -·-... ·: .· ... ·-

Coordinate Wilh·grbuhdwal~tproduter(s) impacted Orthre:ateh~d •bf any-
_·· groundwatetcontarnihationih- their service territory and work with affected 
producer{s)Tn·_·tnedeveloptnent.·ofan appropriate•tn6hitorfhg-·and·-rernediation.··p1an 

· ifnecessary; 
. . . . . . . . 

14. Encourage the beneficial use and apprnprrate treatment of poor-quality 
groundwater• Whern··-ihe USEf df s9ch gWUhdwater, ~ill _•_reduce thEtrisk·-.~f .• ; mp act to 
addition~l_ •. pr?duc.tio~--w~_11s;•_-·increase-•theoperationalyield_.Qfthebasi~·, •• andlbr __ · .. _· 
provide additional wafer quaHtyimprovementsto·the basin. Theoverall·merifof 
e_ach.potehtialprojecf\1/ill·.be• evaluated •. i ndiyidUally based·_ on estimatedbenefils .. 

-and. costs. · 
. . .·······.·.··.- ·.·.·· .· .·· .--· .· ... . - .-. .·· .. 

This F>01icysh~n. flat·. b~ inlerprElted· lo i~ pOSe. any new Or ~cJditiOna,··requfremenis · .. -.................. . 
on claTms·_·otlega1·.actio~s-pending-.. affhe·_trmeofadoption·.ofJhis poricy.·_····-· 
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AGENDA ITEM SUBMITTAL 

Meeting Date: November 2, 2017 

To: Communications/Leg. Liaison Cle. 
Board of Directors 

From: Mike Markus 

Staff Contact: E. Torres/A. Dunkin 

Budgeted: N/A 
Budgeted Amount: N/A 
Cost Estimate: N/A 
Funding Source: N/A 
Program/Line Item No.: N/A 
General Counsel Approval: N/A 
Engineers/Feasibility Report: N/A 
CEQA Compliance: N/A 

POLICY ISSUE: STATE LEGISLATIVE UPDATE 

SUMMARY 

The Orange County Water District (OCWD; the District) state legislative consultants will 
provide a report on the current legislative calendar, updates to legislation of interest to the 
District and funding opportunities. 

Attachment(s) 

• Joe A. Gonsalves & Son, Edelstein Gilbert Robson & Smith End of Session Report 
• SB 606 Hertzberg Fact Sheet 

RECOMMENDATION 

Agendize for November 8 Board meeting: Take action as appropriate 

BACKGROUND 

OCWD's state legislative consultants, Edelstein, Gilbert, Robson, and Smith and Joe A. 
Gonsalves and Son will provide a verbal update on the state legislative calendar, legislation 
of interest to the District, and their monthly activities on behalf of the District. 

Water Conservation Legislation 

Current law requires the state, through local water districts, to achieve a 20% reduction in 
urban per capita water use by December 31, 2020. Early in 2017, the Administration made 
it known that it sought legislation to mandate post-2020 conservation requirements on local 
water districts. This caused a flurry of activity in the Legislature and the Governor's Office 
including the introduction of several bills in the Assembly on various approaches to 
conservation, the formation of an Assembly Working Group on the issue, and the 
introduction of very problematic Trailer Bill Language (TBL) by the Administration leading to 
negotiations in the Governor's Office. 

OCWD joined the coalition opposing the TBL and several Assembly bills that would have 
given inordinate power to the State Water Resources Control Board. In addition, a priority 
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for OCWD was to advocate for full credit for recycled water. Consequently, on behalf of 
OCWD, staff and consultants advocated consistently all year for full credit for recycled 
water. This advocacy included several meetings in the Governor's Office and meetings 
with Assembly Member Eduardo Garcia, the Chair of the Assembly Water, Parks and 
Wildlife Committee, as well as a private meeting our consultants had with Senator 
Hertzberg on August 28, 2017. As Chair of the Senate Natural Resources and Water 
Committee, Senator Hertzberg is leading the Senate's water conservation negotiations. 
Our consultant's meeting was solely focused on credit for recycled water and during the 
meeting it became clear that Senator Hertzberg was attempting to balance his strong 
support for OCWD's position with his ability to secure the votes necessary for a water 
conservation agreement. At the time of the meeting the various conservation proposals 
contained a 1 O percent credit that was reduced by 1 percent each year and ultimately 0 
percent after 1 O years. The water conservation coalition was successful in pushing back 
on the 10 to zero percent proposal and believe the 10 percent floor in the final proposals 
was set in response to our meeting with Senator Hertzberg and out of recognition that 
OCWD and other stakeholders want a percentage much higher than 1 O percent. 

Recognizing the Legislature adjourned on September 15th and will not reconvene until 
January 3, 2018, there are two bills awaiting their return in January: SB 606 (Hertzberg) 
and AB 1668 (Freidman). During the closing week of session it is important to note, both 
WateReuse and the Municipal Water District of Orange County (MWDOC) agreed to accept 
10 percent credit for recycled water. In addition, several water districts backed out of the 
opposition coalition and supported the bills. Nonetheless," our consultants continued to 
oppose the bills and lobby for full credit on behalf of OCWD along with other agencies from 
around the state. 

On the last night of the session (September 15th) the authors of SB 606 and AB 1668 
determined thatthey did not have the supporVvotes necessary to pass the bills in both 
houses. Consequently, SB 606 and AB 1668 are now two-year bills and will be revisited in 
2018. 
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Governor John Doe 1 
Lieutenant Governor Mark Hutchison 2 
Director Rudy Gonzalez 3 
______________________________________________________________________________ 4 
 5 

Green: I bring to order the Wednesday, August 3rd, 5:30 OCWD board meeting. 6 

Unknown: Please place your hand on your heart and repeat with me. I pledge allegiance 7 
to the flag of the United States of America, and to the Republic for which it 8 
stands, one nation under God, indivisible, with liberty and justice for all. 9 

Green: Roll call, please. 10 

Unknown: Director Anthony? 11 

Anthony: Yes. 12 

Unknown: Director Bilodeau? 13 

Bilodeau: Present. 14 

Unknown: Director Brandon? 15 

Brandon: Here. 16 

Unknown: Director Dewane? 17 

Dewane: Here. 18 

Unknown: Director Ford? 19 

Ford: Here. 20 

Unknown: Director Green? 21 

Green: Yes. 22 

Unknown: Director Nguyen? 23 

Nguyen: Yes. 24 

Unknown: Director Reyna? 25 

Reyna: Here. 26 

Unknown: Director Sheldon? 27 
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Sheldon: Here. 1 

Unknown: Director Yoh? We have a quorum. 2 

Green: Okay. Next, do we have any items too late to be agendized? 3 

Unknown: There are none. 4 

Green: All right. Time for visitor participation. Our first speaker is Arthur Darras. 5 
And thank you for that. That was very nice of you. 6 

Darras: Madam Chair, members of the board, during the past two months you've had 7 
some people from LULAC representing their favored [inaudible] Poseidon. 8 
I just wanted to point out that LULAC is a well-known, probably the oldest 9 
Hispanic group in the United States, but it's a civil rights organization. It's 10 
not an environmental group.  11 

And when they say they're in favor for signing, it's because, as most people 12 
do, when you say to them that salt water is going to be turned into fresh 13 
water, they say, "Well, that's great. We need that," without knowing what it 14 
entails, the details of what's going to happen to the whole environment, the 15 
Pacific Ocean, Huntington Beach. Because I'm sure that they don't know 16 
about the fiasco that happened in Tampa Bay when the desalination plant 17 
[inaudible] there went millions of dollars in debt, and they filed for 18 
bankruptcy.  19 

They probably do not even know about the process that it takes to desalinate 20 
water. The fact that water is going to be sucked in from [inaudible] the 21 
decided [inaudible] sucked in and [inaudible] process killing all the small 22 
vertebrae, and fish, and fish larva. And that's not all. Because then they will 23 
dump the grime and the salt water extracted back into the ocean, killing 24 
more sea life. I'm sure they don't know all these facts. 25 

And one more thing. The LULAC does not speak for all Hispanic people. 26 
It's a very limited group. It's, like I said, civil rights. And that's what you 27 
should understand when you're listening to a group that apparently has been 28 
-- has received monies and contributions to be able to participate 29 
[inaudible]. Thank you very much. 30 

Green: Thank you. Next, Clem Dominguez. 31 

Dominguez: Good evening, everyone. My name is Clem Dominguez, from Huntington 32 
Beach. And I -- tonight I just want to get a clarification from the board. On 33 
the July 6th meeting the presentation showed what the additional -- once 34 
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they decided on Option 1 and whether it was bona fide, Option 1, I think it 1 
was going to be an additional $437 per acre foot, something like that. But 2 
one of the things that came up, I think John Kennedy mentioned that the 3 
average water bill was about $50 a month, and the additional cost was 4 
anywhere from $6 to $8 a month. 5 

 Now, I asked him recently, "What did you divide that number by?" And he 6 
said the number of 2.4 million residents. And to me, that is meaning that 7 
that's $6 to $8 per resident. So if you have four people, you would have $32 8 
a month. So I would think that the board, and everybody, would want to see 9 
the average water bill for a residency, and the average water bill for a 10 
business, and see what the average cost increase would be to the number of 11 
customers, not the number of residents. So I might have it wrong, but I just 12 
would like to see that clarification. 13 

 And the other thing, I wanted to announce that I am running for the board. It 14 
looks like so much fun up there. So I'm happy to meet you. And I just 15 
thought that it would be time that -- it would be a good idea for Huntington 16 
Beach to have a surfer on the board. So thank you very much. 17 

Green: Okay. Moving on to our public hearing to consider modifying the 2015, 18 
2016, 2017 Basin Equity Assessments for producers participating in the 19 
fiscal year 2016/2017 Coastal Pumping Transfer Program. 20 

Unknown: John Kennedy will give a short presentation on this item. 21 

Kennedy: Judy or Ray, can you hit the screen for me? Okay. Thank you. This is a 22 
public hearing to implement a Coastal Pumping Transfer Program for the 23 
current fiscal year. 24 

 We discussed this issue at the July Water Issues Committee meeting. We 25 
have implemented Coastal Pumping Transfer Programs in the past, 5 times 26 
over the last 16 years, most recently in fiscal years 2013/2014 and 27 
2014/2015. What we do with this program is we have inland producers 28 
pump above the basin production percentage. And then when you do that, 29 
you pay a basin equity assessment that we'll modify. And I'll describe that 30 
later. And then we have coastal agencies pump below the basin production 31 
percentage, and they receive a basin equity assessment from the water 32 
district. 33 

 So this figure just kind of shows how it works. We're recommending 34 
decrease in pumping along the coast. We will increase pumping inland. The 35 
inland producers who are pumping above the BPP pay an additional BEA, 36 
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basin equity assessment, to the district. We turn around and give that money 1 
to the coastal producers who are decreasing their production and buying 2 
more MET water. 3 

 The program goal is we're trying to reduce seawater intrusion, and I'll show 4 
you specifically where we're worried in levels, and the target for this 5 
program. The program is cost neutral to the producers who participate, and 6 
we try to make the program cost neutral and pumping neutral to the water 7 
district. 8 

 We are limited by how much we can do in this program. You need inland 9 
producers who have excess pumping capacity, who can pump above the 10 
basin production percentage to participate. In implementing the program, for 11 
the inland producers who are pumping above the BPP, we are 12 
recommending to give them a small $50 [inaudible] BEA reduction to 13 
compensate them for the expense and trouble that they're going through to 14 
pump additional water. And we work with the coastal producers to 15 
determine which wells to turn off. MODOC helps us a lot with the 16 
implementing and administrating the program. 17 

 This is the area we're targeting. We mentioned before we have an issue in 18 
the Sunset GAP. We potentially have seawater coming in from three 19 
different areas, potentially doing an end-around. This is the Alamitos 20 
Barrier, and we could have seawater coming in on the southerly side of that. 21 
We may have seawater coming in in this area, and then potentially have 22 
seawater coming in from this area. 23 

 I'm showing Huntington Beach well here. This well has been shut down 24 
because of seawater intrusion. And we have other Huntington Beach wells 25 
in the area, and Westminster has wells, Golden State has a well. So we 26 
would be working with Huntington Beach specifically to reduce pumping 27 
from these three wells to reduce the gradient for seawater to come in. 28 

 Ultimately we hope to have a permanent solution that we can recommend 29 
with the board. [Inaudible] group has built some monitoring wells in the 30 
area. He's hired a modeler to help model this area, and we're hoping in a 31 
year to 18 months we'll come back to the board with a permanent solution to 32 
stop the seawater intrusion. But in the meantime, we're recommending to 33 
implement this Coastal Pumping Transfer Program just to reduce pumping 34 
in the area. 35 
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 Getting into some of the details, this chart is a summary of the producers 1 
who would participate. For the over pumping producers, these are the 2 
producers inland, we're asking Orange, Buena Park, Fountain Valley, 3 
Garden Grove, Golden State and La Palma to all pump a little bit above the 4 
BPP. And we're working with these agencies right now to figure out exactly 5 
how much they can over pump. We're thinking it will be in the area of 5,000 6 
to 6,000 acre feet. Primarily we'll work with Huntington Beach, to get 7 
Huntington Beach to reduce their pumping in those wells I showed earlier. 8 

 This column here shows the original basin equity assessment that we set in 9 
April. These are the BEAs for all of the participating producers. And then 10 
we would modify the BEA. We're modifying the BEA in two ways. For the 11 
producers who are over pumping, I mentioned we would give them a $50 12 
discount on BEA, so we're reducing their BEA by $50. 13 

And then the other thing we're doing, and we're getting into the weeds here, 14 
but the BEA -- when we set the BEA, it's based on the cost of MET water. 15 
And the cost of MET water, we also include what's called the "readiness to 16 
serve charge" when we set the BEA. So this program will impact what these 17 
producers pay for the readiness to serve charge. 18 

So we've been working with MODOC, and MODOC is going to take this 19 
program and back out how it impacts the readiness to serve charge that these 20 
producers pay. So what that means is the readiness to serve charge adds 21 
about $65 an acre foot to the cost of MET water. We're going to also reduce 22 
the BEA by $65, in addition to the $50 I previously mentioned. So these 23 
BEAs are all being reduced by $115 an acre foot. 24 

I'm really getting into the weeds of the accounting here, but I just wanted to 25 
show you why we came up with these adjusted BEA numbers for the 26 
participating producers. 27 

So with that, we're recommending to modify BEAs, as the table has showed, 28 
and to begin doing the Coastal Pumping Transfer Program in this fiscal year. 29 
If I can answer any questions. 30 

Green: Director Yoh? 31 

Yoh: He had a request to speak. 32 

Green: Hmm? Oh, okay. Did anybody? 33 

Unknown: Yes, I [inaudible]. 34 
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Green: Okay. Director Anthony? 1 

Anthony: Yes. John, could you clarify how much total water would be pumped or not 2 
pumped per year? Is that the 5,000 acre feet? 3 

Kennedy: About 5,000 will be transferred inland, yes. 4 

Anthony: Per year? 5 

Kennedy: Per year. 6 

Anthony: And that's all that can be done, or is that enough to do the job you think? 7 

Kennedy: Well, you know, it will help Huntington. Huntington has those three wells, 8 
and that's a pretty big decrease for those three wells in pumping. So it's a 9 
good start. I'd always like to do more, but you have to get, you know, inland 10 
producers to over pump. And that's the hard part, getting people to agree to 11 
over pump. So we're kind of limited by who will over pump for us. 12 

Anthony: You mean some producers refuse to over pump, or they're just not able to? 13 

Kennedy: Both. Both. And some -- yeah. I had a producer say, "The $50 incentive is 14 
not enough. I would like more than a $50 incentive." 15 

Unknown: I think as John mentioned though, we feel that the wells that we're taking in 16 
the program, 5,000 acre foot is about the right target. Certainly if we see that 17 
there is an issue, and that's not enough, we can approach others to shut 18 
down. Some on the map that John had, I think he showed some [inaudible] 19 
and the Golden State well that are in that proximity. And this is really the 20 
only GAP where we're having issues, the Sunset GAP. [Inaudible] Talbert. 21 
Of course Talbert, well protected, not an issue also. So we're monitoring this 22 
very carefully, and we think it's the right number. 23 

Anthony: Okay. Thank you. 24 

Unknown: I'd like to ask a quick question. Why isn't Westminster wells in this mix of 25 
decreasing? 26 

Kennedy: You know, if we had a lot more people over pumping, we could include 27 
Westminster to under pump. Go back to your map. 28 

Unknown: That's it? 29 

Unknown: I think if you look at the chloride line, certainly the three wells that are 30 
clustered there, the Huntington Beach wells are the closest in proximity. The 31 
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next two probably would be just north of that, above where the one and the 1 
two, the 12. And I -- do you know whose those are, John? 2 

Kennedy: That's Westminster. Westminster, yes. 3 

Unknown: I think that's from Westminster. 4 

Kennedy: Yeah. 5 

Unknown: Those are the ones I was asking about. 6 

Unknown: Yeah, those would be the next ones we would target if we felt that we 7 
needed additional under pumping in this area. 8 

Green: Any other questions? I'd like to open the public hearing. Do we have any 9 
speakers? No? Close the public hearing. Okay. We have a recommended 10 
action. 11 

Unknown: With separate [inaudible]. 12 

Unknown: I'll second. 13 

Unknown: Okay. Please vote. The motion passes unanimously with directors Anthony, 14 
Bilodeau, Brandon, Dewane, Ford, Green, Nguyen, Director Reyna, 15 
Director Sheldon, and Director Yoh all voting yes. Okay. Moving to the 16 
Consent Calendar. 17 

Unknown: So moved. 18 

Unknown: Second. 19 

Brandon: [Inaudible]. 20 

Green: Yes? 21 

Brandon: Thank you. On the Consent Calendar I need to declare an abstention on Item 22 
75643 and 756760 from environmental advisors, and for Item 75829 for 23 
Council on Public Affairs for [inaudible] purposes as previously stated. 24 
Thank you. 25 

Green: Anybody else? Okay. Please vote. 26 

Unknown: Director Ford, Director Reyna, Sheldon. 27 

Unknown: The buttons are getting sticky. 28 
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Green: The vote passes unanimously with Director Anthony, Bilodeau, Director 1 
Brandon, Dewane, Ford, Green, Nguyen, Reyna, Sheldon and Yoh voting 2 
yes, with the stated abstention from Director Brandon. Okay. Moving on to 3 
our informational items. Our first one is classification of reclaimed water. 4 

Unknown: Yes. General counsel Joel Kuperberg will be presenting this item this 5 
evening. 6 

Kuperberg: Thank you, President Green, and to the board. I know it's a slow summer 7 
evening. We have here a presentation from general counsel. The board 8 
asked me to present an overview of the issues that are raised in the recent 9 
lawsuit filed by Irvine Ranch Managed Water District against Orange 10 
County Water District dealing with [inaudible] mixed with [inaudible]. And 11 
so I'm going to cover it at a fairly high level. Obviously I'm not going to talk 12 
to you about strategic issues or things like that that would involve litigation 13 
decisions, but more just to provide the public and the producers with a 14 
snapshot idea of what the case is about and what the issues were about. 15 

 So Irvine Ranch Managed Water District filed its complaint in late June. Its 16 
complaint is different than most of the types of lawsuits we see, in that one 17 
of the causes of action, one of the claims in the lawsuit, it's called "reverse 18 
validation action." And this is an action in which the summons isn't served 19 
to all of the parties, but rather, it's published. And anyone who thinks that 20 
they might be affected by the lawsuit can file an answer, and then participate 21 
in the lawsuit. So it's unusual in that respect. Any producer can join the 22 
lawsuit just by saying they want to participate. Normally you have to get 23 
court permission to join a lawsuit and to file. 24 

 OCW was served in late June, and our answer is due actually around the end 25 
of this week. We'll be filing one. The case has been assigned to Orange 26 
County Superior Court to Judge James Di Cesare, and he's a regular Orange 27 
County Superior Court judge who hears civil trials. 28 

 There are three main claims that are raised in the lawsuit. The first claim 29 
deals with the calculation with the basin production percentage under 30 
provision of the District Act, Section 31.5 of the District Act. The second 31 
issue is an issue relating to language in the act under which OCWD can sue 32 
to prevent what's called "unlawful exportations of water" from a district. 33 
And the third issue is a bit of a hybrid between the two, which is a claim that 34 
relates to how OCWD determines, based upon the basin production 35 
percentage, whether water has been unlawfully exported from a district. And 36 
I'll explain all of these in a little bit greater detail. 37 
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 But by way of background, just to that people understand what the basin 1 
production percentage is, it is a formula that is set forth in the District Act 2 
that is a ratio of groundwater to the aggregate quantity of groundwater and 3 
what's called "supplemental sources" of water, which for our purposes 4 
means imported water. And this formula yields a number, which is the 5 
maximum proportion of groundwater that any producer can produce without 6 
having to pay the basin equity assessment. So for example, if the BPP is 70 7 
percent, and a producer's total water needs are 100, the producer can pump 8 
up to 70 acre feet of water without paying basin equity assessment. If the 9 
producer pumps 75 acre feet of water, for this example, they would pay the 10 
basin equity assessment on 5 acre feet of water. 11 

 And it's a calculation that the district does annually. It's done at the same 12 
time the district does the replenishment assessments and the additional 13 
replenishment assessments. And it's based upon the condition of the basin, a 14 
projection of what the aggregate amount of producers' water needs are for 15 
the coming year, and what proportion the district thinks should be achieved 16 
from groundwater. So at times when the groundwater basin is relatively full, 17 
then the BPP may be higher. At times when the groundwater basin is very 18 
strained, BPP may be lower. Yes? 19 

Unknown: Joel, when did that definition of BPP first appear in the District Act? 20 

Kuperberg: I believe it first appeared in the late 1950s, early 1960s, and it's been 21 
modified a little bit since then. 22 

Unknown: So it first appeared about 1960 or so? 23 

Kuperberg: Correct. The basin production percentage was not part of the original 24 
District Act in 1933. 25 

Unknown: Thank you. 26 

Kuperberg: So this is a real good graphic that John Kennedy prepared. He was showing 27 
the water issues to me a while back, of the effect of the basin production 28 
percentage insofar as it relates to reclaimed water. Irvine Ranch Water 29 
District argues that reclaimed water ought to be included in the calculation 30 
for the basin production percentage. Orange County Water District's 31 
position is that the District Act doesn't allow that. 32 

 Irvine Ranch Water District would say that if OCWD allowed reclaimed 33 
water to be included in the calculation, then Irvine Ranch Water District 34 
would be allowed to pump additional water without paying the BPP, and 35 
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hence, they say, because they're not being allowed to do that, they are 1 
essentially being, and in terms of the complaint, they say they're being 2 
penalized. 3 

 And so what this shows is that if someone had 3,000 acre feet of 4 
groundwater, and this is the far right column, they might only be able to -- 5 
let's see. How does this work here? I'm sorry. That the effect of 3,000 acre 6 
feet of reclaimed water reduces the amount of groundwater that they might 7 
be able to pump, because of the way the formula works. John, maybe you 8 
can explain this a little better. I'm sorry. I've never been good with graphs. 9 

Kennedy: But, yeah, the reclaimed water is not considered supplemental water. So in 10 
the eyes of the water district, reclaimed water does not exist. In the eyes of 11 
the water district, this producer only has total water produced of 27,000 acre 12 
feet, and it reduces their allowable pumping. 13 

Kuperberg: So by not counting reclaimed water, they can only pump 18,900. If we 14 
counted the reclaimed water as part of the supplemental sources, and we'll 15 
hit that in a second, they could pump to 21,000, which would be the same as 16 
if they didn't use reclaimed water to begin with. 17 

 Now, all of this relates to the definition of supplemental sources, which is 18 
water from sources outside the watershed of the Santa Ana River. This is a 19 
map that shows the Santa Ana River Watershed, and the boundaries of 20 
Irvine Ranch Water District, and then OCWD and a little bit outside. And 21 
Irvine Ranch Water District is almost entirely within the watershed of the 22 
Santa Ana River. Irvine Ranch Water District's water reclamation plant, 23 
Michelson Plant, is within the watershed of the Santa Ana River. Based 24 
upon this, we look at this and say that the reclaimed water that IRWD 25 
produces is sourced within the watershed of the Santa Ana River. Hence, it 26 
can't be part of supplemental sources. 27 

 And here's the language from the act itself. So again, the definition for the 28 
basin production percentage is it is groundwater over groundwater plus 29 
supplemental sources. Supplemental sources means sources of water outside 30 
the watershed of the Santa Ana River. There's a carve-out for Santiago 31 
Creek water, and that was because those were water rights that were 32 
established before the district was created in 1933. And for all intents and 33 
purposes, we interpret this to mean imported water from Metropolitan Water 34 
District. But if, for example, a producer within OCWD found a way to 35 
purchase state contract water from one of the state contractors other than 36 
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OWD, that would also be a supplemental source of water, because it's a 1 
source of water from outside the watershed of the Santa Ana River. 2 

Ford: And Joel, how is GWRS water treated? That should be easy. 3 

Kuperberg: Well, it's complicated, because GWRS water doesn't really figure into it in 4 
most cases, even though it would seem like it, since we're talking about 5 
reclaimed water. And that's because this is a formula that applies to 6 
producers that are pumping water. Our GWRS water isn't generally 7 
delivered directly to producers. And the only exceptions we have really, I 8 
think, we have a contract with the City of Anaheim to provide a very small 9 
quantity of GWRS water, basically as a favor to Anaheim for purposes of 10 
being able to get certain approvals that Anaheim needed for an energy plant. 11 
And that water, I believe, is counted the same way as we count IRWD's 12 
reclaimed water. It's excluded from the definition of supplemental sources, 13 
and hence, doesn't fall within the formula for the basin production 14 
percentage. 15 

 Now, for Anaheim the quantity or the volume of that GWRS water is so 16 
small that it probably doesn't really matter. But a similar example would be 17 
Green Acres Project water, where the numbers are a little bit higher. Again, 18 
relatively small compared to what most of the production is. But Santa Ana, 19 
Mesa, Fountain Valley, and I'm not sure who else, retails Green Acres 20 
Project water. They sell that water that we produce as sub-potable reclaimed 21 
water. It goes to golf courses. It goes to other uses. That water also, because 22 
it's sourced within the Santa Ana River Watershed, does not count as part of 23 
supplemental sources of water, and hence, it's not a credit towards the BPP. 24 

 So for example, for Santa Ana, for Mesa, for Fountain Valley, when they 25 
sell 1,000 acre feet of Green Acres Project water, if they sell that much, they 26 
can't include that in part of their formula, and thereby produce a little bit 27 
more groundwater. That's just so we're being consistent in how we treat that. 28 

 But the reason I was a little bit hesitant, Director Ford, is that most of the 29 
GWRS water is used to go into the groundwater basin, and it becomes 30 
groundwater, and it's really no different. We treat it the same way that we 31 
treat MWD water that's been put into the ground, the same way that we treat 32 
Santa Ana River water that we put into the ground. 33 

 So in the case of IRWD, they have reclaimed water. If they sell the water 34 
directly to their customers for golf courses or whatever, it doesn't count as 35 
part of supplemental source water under this definition, and hence, doesn't 36 
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help them on the BPP. If IRWD sold their reclaimed water to Orange 1 
County Water District for the purposes of putting that reclaimed water in the 2 
ground, if we could legally do so, you know, if it met the water quality 3 
standards, they would be able to derive the financial benefit from it. And we 4 
would treat it the same way that we treat buying water from MET or the 5 
GWRS water, as part of our total groundwater supplies. 6 

But, again, what we're talking about is basin production percentage, is not 7 
the effect on OCWD, but the effect that each producer feels when it 8 
calculates how much groundwater each producer can pump without hitting 9 
the basin equity assessment. I hope that answered the question. 10 

Ford: Well, kind of. Going back to the slide that defines that BPP equals 11 
groundwater over groundwater plus supplemental sources, correct? 12 

Kuperberg: Correct. 13 

Ford: And so the simple explanation is if IRWD is allowed to include reclaimed 14 
water in this formula, then it increases the denominator. 15 

Kuperberg: Correct. 16 

Ford: Okay. So GWRS water, which is piped up to the aquifer and adds to the 17 
groundwater, correct? 18 

Kuperberg: Correct. But it doesn't fall within this formula. 19 

Ford: Okay. And that's what's confusing to me. 20 

Kuperberg: Okay. This is a formula that's based upon individual -- that affects 21 
individual producers use of water. 99 percent of the GWRS water that is 22 
produced is water that OCWD uses to convert to groundwater, so that's 23 
water that's available to all producers to pump out. Once we put it in a pump 24 
and we put it into a spreading basin, it's no different than the MWD water 25 
we buy or the Santa Ana River water that we capture naturally. And so it's 26 
not part… 27 

Ford: I think that's what's confusing is that this formula relates to production, and 28 
I'm thinking of it in terms of supply. 29 

Kuperberg: Correct. 30 

Ford: So it does get a little confusing. 31 
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Kuperberg: Yeah, the GWRS, if we were selling GWRS water directly to customers, as 1 
we do the small amount to Anaheim, then it applies. This formula would 2 
apply, because it's being used directly. The producer is getting it directly, 3 
and is then using it directly or selling it directly to a retailer. Most of the 4 
GWRS water is water that we use to help manage the basin, to help fill the 5 
basin, and so it doesn't fit within the formula. 6 

Ford: Got it. 7 

Kuperberg:  And nobody said this stuff was easy. I mean, that's not it. This language is 8 
kind of archaic. So, again, the position that Orange County Water District 9 
has taken over several days now has been it's not a matter of what OCWD 10 
wants to do or doesn't want to do. But we believe that the language of the 11 
OCWD Act compels us to interpret supplemental sources as excluding 12 
reclaimed water that is generated from within OCWD. 13 

 If a producer goes out and buys reclaimed water from San Diego, that would 14 
be reclaimed water from outside the watershed, and hence, it would count as 15 
supplemental sources. But, again, it's just this definition, this definition that 16 
the legislature enacted. And, again, the OCWD, again, this is just so you 17 
understand, the OCWD Act is state legislation. It's no different than a 18 
provision of the Government Code or the Business and Professions Code. 19 
It's a law that two houses and the governor approved, and it is our 20 
government statute. 21 

 Now, one of the things that we believe confirms -- well, before I say that, 22 
Irvine Ranch Water District has taken the position in their lawsuit that when 23 
you see this definition of supplemental sources, it really should be 24 
interpreted as water that doesn't naturally replenish the groundwater basin. 25 
And that what the legislature meant when it said "sources of water outside 26 
the watershed" was sources of water that do not naturally replenish the 27 
groundwater basin watershed of the Santa Ana River. 28 

 We look at that and say, "Well, that could be a plausible way the legislature 29 
could approach it, but we don't see that language in the act." We think that 30 
the act is clear as written, and we think that to read those words into the act 31 
isn't appropriate. If the legislature wants to say that that's what supplemental 32 
sources mean, the legislature would then change the definition by amending 33 
this piece of the District Act. 34 

 The  district also believes that its position is the appropriate interpretation, 35 
because the legislative history of this piece of the District Act shows that at 36 
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one time, back in 1991, the words reclaimed water were intentionally, 1 
expressly, put into this provision. In 1991 the district sponsored -- Orange 2 
County Water District sponsored a bill in Sacramento that we enacted to add 3 
the words reclaimed water to the definition of those supplemental sources 4 
[inaudible]. And it appears the reason for doing so had to do with the price 5 
in Green Acres Project water. It's kind of a complicated story, so unless you 6 
have questions, I don't even want to bore you with it. But once this change 7 
to the act occurred, the district started calculating supplemental sources by 8 
including reclaimed water the way Irvine Ranch Water District is now 9 
saying we should. And the reason that OCWD did so is because the 10 
language now said, "Supplemental sources means reclaimed water and water 11 
from outside the watershed." 12 

But then in 1995, just four years later, the legislature again amended this 13 
provision of the District Act, again at the request of Orange County Water 14 
District, to take those very words out. So the words were put in in 1991, and 15 
then taken out in 1995. And looking at it through normal rules of how you 16 
interpret statutes, we believe that expressly adding those words in, and then 17 
taking them out, confirms that when they're not there, we don't count them 18 
as part of the definition of supplemental sources. So that's the basic debate, 19 
if you will, or the issues in the litigation regarding basin production 20 
percentage as it relates to reclaimed water. 21 

The second issue that's raised by Irvine Ranch Water District is a provision 22 
that, to my knowledge, has actually never been exercised by the district, and 23 
it's a portion of Section 2, which is sort of the general summary of the 24 
district's powers. And in sub paragraph 9 of Section 2, it's a listing of the 25 
different types of things that OCWD can file a lawsuit about. And OCW can 26 
file a lawsuit about water quality and contamination, about somebody 27 
stealing water, and then there's a line, "OCWD can file a lawsuit to prevent 28 
the unlawful exportation of water from the district." 29 

Irvine Ranch Water District says OCWD has been preventing IRWD from 30 
moving water outside of the district. It doesn't have the authority to do so. 31 
And they claim that OCWD cannot define what unlawful exportation is. 32 
Well, OCWD, to my knowledge, has never, you know, taken a formal 33 
position, because it's never been asked to file a lawsuit. It's never considered 34 
filing a lawsuit, to my knowledge, on unlawful exportation. It's been the 35 
inclusive policy of the district that this language means that any exportation 36 
of water from within the district outside the district is unlawful, unless it's 37 
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either expressly allowed by legislation, or approved by the board of 1 
directors of the Orange County Water District. 2 

And that would be generally consistent with how water agencies in other 3 
parts of the state treat what's called "area of origin" issues, here in other 4 
parts of the state there are rules that say you cannot have water leave the 5 
area of origin, normally defined as a county, not a district boundary. But 6 
there's never been a lawsuit over this language specifically, so it does raise, 7 
you know, a question. We think that the district's interpretation is correct, 8 
but IRWD takes a different interpretation. 9 

Ford: What is the bad act that OCWD is being accused of? What is the act? 10 

Kuperberg: The act is, and it's not explained as clearly as perhaps it should be in the 11 
complaint, but that's not our problem. It seems to me that we are using this 12 
language to prevent IRWD from moving water to areas within IRWD that 13 
are outside of OCWD. And I don't know that IRWD has ever come and said, 14 
"Can we do this?" and you said, "No." I mean, I know that the district staff 15 
has worked with IRWD in calculating the amount of groundwater 16 
production and the amount of imported water used within IRWD, so that 17 
IRWD could move water through its pipelines, and feel assured that it was 18 
not violating the statute. 19 

But that's been a cooperative measure that the district staff has taken with 20 
IRWD to make sure it works based upon the calculation of basin production 21 
percentage on water used within the portion of IRWD that's also within 22 
OCWD. But to my knowledge IRWD has never said, "We just moved 500 23 
acre feet of groundwater from within OCW to outside OCW. What are you 24 
going to do about it?" I mean, it's not been a challenge like that. 25 

Ford: But this is a provision in the District Act which empowers the water district, 26 
OCWD, to take actions to prevent the unlawful exportation of water from 27 
the district. So is IRWD saying they're not taking action that we should be 28 
taking? 29 

Kuperberg: No, quite the contrary. What they're saying is, and again, I don't want to read 30 
too much into the complaint. It's not as fleshed out as it might be nice for us 31 
to better understand. But it seems that the argument is that OCWD has used 32 
this language to deter IRWD from water transfers that it might otherwise do, 33 
even though we've never formally taken an action. To my knowledge, the 34 
issue has never come in front of the OCW before. So it's almost as if district 35 
staff is somehow intimidating IRWD regarding the transfer of water. 36 
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Ford: But this provision I think is an enabling provision that allows the water 1 
district to act, commence, maintain, intervene, defend, et cetera. So how 2 
would that be some sort of a violation? 3 

Kuperberg: IRWD is saying that since the legislature hasn't said what an unlawful 4 
exportation is, any exportation is lawful, but OCWD won't allow an 5 
exportation. Maybe that's a better to say it. That'd be another way of 6 
understanding what their complaint is. But, again, this is a lawsuit that has 7 
to do with OCWD either filing or pending a lawsuit. You're correct on that. 8 
So it's an argument that doesn't seem to fit any current facts, I guess, is one 9 
way to say it. 10 

Markus: President Green? 11 

Green: Yes. 12 

Markus: This is Mike Markus. Does the Irvine Ranch Water District have production 13 
facilities within the Orange County Water District service area? 14 

Kuperberg: Production facilities? 15 

Dewane: Water extraction wells. 16 

Kuperberg: Oh, wells, yes. 17 

Markus: They have a lot of them, right? 18 

Kuperberg: Yes, and they're all in the City of Santa Ana. 19 

Dewane: And the service area of the Irvine Ranch Water District straddles between 20 
the Orange County Water District service area, and that is how the service 21 
area -- well, the Irvine Ranch Water District service area straddles our 22 
service area, the Orange County Water District service area, and a portion of 23 
their service area is outside of our service area. 24 

Kuperberg: Yes. 25 

Markus: So the fact that the last slide there, Joel, the exportation of water from the 26 
service area, is what's generally referred to there, wouldn't you agree? 27 

Kuperberg: Yes. I think what this mainly pertains to, and, you know, I don't want to get 28 
into the legal aspects, because I'm not a lawyer, but what we do is we read 29 
the water meters that are in IRWD's service area that are within the district. 30 
So we know what the total water readings are from IRWD within the 31 
district. So we take currently 70 percent, because that's what their BPP is 32 
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constrained to, of those demands within the district, and that's the amount of 1 
water that they're allowed to pump out of the ground. 2 

 Now, because as Director Dewane points out, their piping probably goes 3 
both inside and outside of the district, we can't trace exactly where those 4 
water molecules are going. But we would suspect that some of those water 5 
molecules are probably going outside of the district. 6 

How that plays into what their lawsuit is, I'm not sure. But I guess if you 7 
took the letter of the law, or the District Act, we could say that they would 8 
have to build their system to deliver water to those pumps within the district 9 
service area to be within the district service area. And then they'd have to 10 
have a separate system for anything outside the district. That's not the case. 11 
They have a system within their service area, which is partially in and 12 
partially out. 13 

Markus: And then finally -- thank you for that. That's very helpful. And then finally, 14 
the recycled water that they refer to in their system is different than the 15 
GWRS water, because the GWRS water is returned to the groundwater 16 
basin. Recycled water is not returned to the groundwater basin. It is used for 17 
irrigation, correct? 18 

Kuperberg: Yeah, correct. GWRS is considered indirect [inaudible], whereas theirs is 19 
not. 20 

Markus: And so for the purpose of the discussion, their groundwater is for the 21 
beneficial use of all of the producers in the Orange County Water District 22 
service area, where the recycled water that the Irvine Ranch Water District 23 
is claiming here is not for the beneficial use of all of the producers, because 24 
it's only spread as landscaping water, and does not replenish the 25 
groundwater basin. It's therefore not available for extraction by other 26 
producers. Am I correct? 27 

Kuperberg: Correct. Correct statement. 28 

Unknown: Director Anthony. 29 

Anthony: Mike, you've just more or less said that they're probably unlawfully 30 
exporting water. Did you take any action to stop them? 31 

Markus: Have I? 32 

Anthony: Yeah, you're the executive here. 33 
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Markus: Yes. 1 

Anthony: So you've taken no action? 2 

Markus: Well, I think… 3 

Anthony: They're afraid you might someday, is why this all started? 4 

Markus: I don't know what the… 5 

Anthony: Please don't answer that. 6 

Markus: …what their intent is. 7 

Anthony: Please don't answer that. 8 

Markus: But again, what… 9 

Anthony: Let's just move on, Joel, and get this thing over with. 10 

Kuperberg: Okay. But I counter all the claims that are raised. Procedurally OCW, as I 11 
said… 12 

Green: Director Sheldon had a question. 13 

Kuperberg: I'm sorry, Director Sheldon. 14 

Sheldon: Thank you, Madam President. Does the complaint ask for a definition of 15 
unlawful exportation? 16 

Kuperberg: No. The complaint states the contention of IRWD that the only entity that 17 
can determine whether it's unlawful is the legislature, and that the legislature 18 
has not stated that any exportation is unlawful. 19 

Sheldon: And it's our position that whether it's -- that there could be lawful 20 
exportation if we approved it, and if our board disallowed it, it would then 21 
be unlawful exportation. 22 

Kuperberg: The position that I understand, as has been the implicit policy of the board, 23 
because I don't think there's anything explicit on it, is that any exportation of 24 
groundwater, that is a net exportation of groundwater, that's why I focus on 25 
the general managers explaining, they're asking net exportation, would be 26 
unlawful if those were not directors authorized. 27 

And so one example of the board directors authorizing a net exportation of 28 
groundwater, several years ago the district entered into an understanding 29 
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with other agencies in the county, including South County agencies, 1 
regarding transfers of water in case of water emergencies, earthquakes and 2 
such. And OCWD agreed that if there were an emergency that deprived 3 
South County of water, because they are largely in the line of [inaudible] 4 
one or two pipelines, that OCWD would move groundwater through IRWD 5 
down to South County. And then South County could repay OCWD at some 6 
future time when the systems were restored. 7 

 So that's, to my mind, one example where OCWD said, "We will authorize 8 
an exportation of water from the district under those circumstances." 9 

Sheldon: That's the only example? 10 

Kuperberg: That's the one which I'm… 11 

Sheldon: [Inaudible]. 12 

Unknown: Yes. 13 

Unknown: Jim, is this portion of the act, is this original from 1933? 14 

Unknown: Oh, no, no. 15 

Kuperberg: You know, that I don't know. It's been hard to trace this one down. I know 16 
that portions of this have been changed, but I don't know if the unlawful 17 
exportation comes from 1933 or comes from one of the other major 18 
amendments between the early to mid 1950s or in the 1960s. But it's been 19 
there for several decades. 20 

Unknown: I think you made a statement, and maybe this is a [inaudible] question. But 21 
the GW available to all producers, is that from a hydrology point of view 22 
correct that that water would reach producers in Huntington Beach? 23 

Unknown: The actual molecule does not, but because of the GWRS water going into 24 
the groundwater basin, it raises the basin threshold. 25 

Unknown: But the molecules that we produce from GWR, are they not available to 26 
Huntington Beach? 27 

Unknown: It would take decades. 28 

Unknown: It's part of the barrier. 29 

Unknown: Yeah, it would take a long time. 30 

Unknown: It is a barrier [inaudible]. 31 
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Unknown: So there -- I don't want to… 1 

Unknown: The injection wells that we inject [inaudible] water intrusion, that water 2 
does reach Huntington Beach, as an example. 3 

Unknown: I mean, I understand the process, and how it helps the entire system, but 4 
technically speaking it's not available to all producers that are within that 5 
hydrologic area. 6 

Unknown: I think actually over time, and that could be centuries, but it would be spread 7 
out throughout the basin. 8 

Unknown: It's not available today. 9 

Unknown: Well, it is. [Inaudible] some of the water that we inject into the barrier 10 
actually does go into Fountain Valley and Huntington Beach. 11 

Unknown: Okay. That's… 12 

Unknown: A portion of that goes to the… 13 

Unknown: I was thinking Anaheim. 14 

Unknown: And then the Anaheim water goes into Fullerton, and down into Orange. 15 
You know, eventually it will get to a little bit more westerly in the county. 16 

Kuperberg: If I may too, the District Act talks in terms of benefit to the lands and 17 
district, not availability. So for example, you know, if the district buys 18 
MWD water that's released up near [inaudible], and is percolated in the 19 
replenishment basins in Anaheim, it's sort of the same thing. It adds to the 20 
general supply. It may not be immediately available to Westminster or 21 
Fountain Valley, but it's part of the overall supply that lasts all producers 22 
[inaudible]. 23 

Unknown: What do you do with… 24 

Unknown: [Inaudible] it's the pressure of our recharge of all different kinds, including 25 
GWRS, is what allows all of the groundwater production throughout the 26 
basin to occur. So COB, for example, is about as remote as you can get from 27 
the [inaudible]. It seems [inaudible] from the pressure of the recharge in the 28 
[inaudible]. 29 

Unknown: Actually, in Anaheim. 30 

Unknown: That's just one idea. 31 
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Unknown: And then back on the [inaudible] slide [inaudible], do we have the 1991 1 
legislation and 1995? Have we looked at any of the assembly or Senate 2 
Committee staff force members? They may have described the reason for 3 
the legislation. 4 

Kuperberg: Yes, we have. And again, the -- it's not really reflected so much in the staff 5 
analyses of the bills. It's more reflected in documents that OCWD prepared 6 
contemporaneously when requesting legislators to introduce and push the 7 
bills. [Inaudible] in 1991 the change had to do with increasing the value of 8 
reclaimed water, which then would affect the pricing of reclaimed water by 9 
OCWD to retailers, and retailers to the end users. It's not clear, based on the 10 
documentation that I've seen, why the language was taken out. Maybe that 11 
pricing mechanism didn't work. Whatever. 12 

There is a [inaudible] letter requesting a number of changes in 1995 that's 13 
characterized as housekeeping. And this is one of maybe four, five, or six 14 
changes to the District Act that are part of that, that are included in that 15 
letter requesting the legislative amendment. So the 1995 change, it's much -- 16 
we've not yet found any clear reason why that change occurred. But what is 17 
clear is that the change did occur. 18 

Unknown: So in my thinking of the -- my last question is when GWR recycles water 19 
that's sent to Anaheim, that's to the benefit of all the producers. When 20 
IRWD, when they recycle water and release it for irrigation, that's only for 21 
their benefit, and that's the difference? 22 

Kuperberg: That may be a policy reason. From my perspective this isn't a policy case. 23 
This is a case of what does the District Act allow OCWD to do? What does 24 
the District Act prohibit OCWD from doing? I look at the language on 25 
supplemental sources that says to be a supplemental source and be part of 26 
that denominator in the formula, it has to be water from outside the 27 
watershed. I look at, and I think district staff, and, again, there's history of 28 
documentation within the district, wastewater generated from houses within 29 
IRWD, within the watershed of the Santa Ana River, that are wastewater 30 
that is recycled in a plant that is within the watershed of the Santa Ana 31 
River, that can't be said to be water that originates from outside the 32 
watershed of the Santa Ana River. 33 

 The sewage was generated within the watershed. The sewage was reclaimed 34 
within the watershed. Nothing occurs outside the watershed. And so it's that, 35 
plus this language, that compels the conclusion that reclaimed water doesn't 36 
fit within supplemental sources. If the district or directors thought that it was 37 
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good public policy to include reclaimed water within supplemental sources, 1 
it would be my advice to the district that that policy determination need to 2 
be implemented by a change in legislation to return the language to this. 3 

Unknown: Well, the [inaudible] is within the watershed. 4 

Kuperberg: That's my understanding. 5 

Unknown: Yeah, but you can verify it's within the watershed? 6 

Kuperberg: Correct. But again, the GWR plan, when we sell GWR water directly to the 7 
City of Anaheim, we treat that the same as we treat IRWD water. But for the 8 
most part we don't sell GWR water to anyone. We just use it to augment the 9 
groundwater supplies. 10 

Unknown: Thank you. 11 

Kuperberg: So that's pretty much the… 12 

Green: Wait a minute. We've got two more questions. Director Ford? 13 

Ford: I did read the lawsuit, and I had a tough time wading through that, because I 14 
wasn't understanding what the bad act was, and what the district was being 15 
accused of. Going back to your slide that has the three principal challenges, 16 
when you look at the first claim that OCWD improperly excludes reclaimed 17 
water from supplemental sources, I think that IRWD's best argument would 18 
be that to the extent that they use reclaimed water to water their golf 19 
courses, et cetera, to the extent that they do that, then they're not pumping 20 
from the groundwater. And they're looking for credit for that. That's what 21 
my take is, because that's the only thing that makes any sense to me. 22 

 The second claim, having to do with OCWD cannot define unlawful 23 
exportation of groundwater, that's probably a true statement, because 24 
OCWD doesn't have the power to make that definition. If the District Act is 25 
a child of state legislative action, then it is the state legislature that can only 26 
define unlawful exportation, I think. Would you agree with that or no? 27 

Kuperberg: Well, you know, it's a statutory construction sheet. 28 

Anthony: You know, why are we talking about an existing lawsuit in this kind of 29 
detail in a public meeting? Because we're going to help somebody. Well, 30 
maybe we'll help the judge to decide, or he may not pursue it. 31 

Kuperberg: I… 32 
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Ford: Well, I think we're trying to do is understand. 1 

Anthony: I think it's improper. 2 

Ford: We actually had this discussion, and it was decided by the board that we 3 
wanted a public hearing. And all I'm trying to do is understand what the 4 
lawsuit means. Anyhow, going back to the third point, OCWD cannot 5 
exclude reclaimed water from calculation of unlawful exportation of 6 
groundwater. If we were to do that, then it seems to me that that would be 7 
the tool that we would use to go after IRWD for unlawful exportation. 8 

Unknown: Madam President, may I? 9 

Green: Yes. 10 

Unknown: I’m sorry I'm interrupting. I agree with Director Anthony. I think at the 11 
closed session we decided as a board that Joel would present the lawsuit, 12 
and what his take on the lawsuit is. It was never meant for us to state a 13 
position or strategies at this meeting. And I feel it's not to our interest to do 14 
that. 15 

Ford: My response to that. I do agree with you, but that's not what I'm trying to do 16 
here. We're not talking strategy. All I want to do is try to understand what 17 
this is, and unfortunately, we're calling on our counsel to try and interpret 18 
what the cause of action is, and we're really not in a position to do that. 19 

Green: I think we need to stop. 20 

Unknown: I agree. 21 

Green: We've heard from enough. Okay. Director Bilodeau? 22 

Bilodeau: I was just going to move that we receive and file this information. 23 

Green: Director Anthony? 24 

Anthony: Second. 25 

Green: All right. Okay. Moving on to [inaudible] Director Anthony? 26 

Anthony: Vote? 27 

Green: Hmm? 28 

Anthony: Are we going to vote? 29 
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Green: It's an informational item. 1 

Anthony: Okay. All right. 2 

Green: Well, you want to? 3 

Anthony: I don't want to, unless you… 4 

Green: Does anybody want to vote on that? 5 

Anthony: [Inaudible] had a meeting yesterday, and the most interesting thing was they 6 
agreed to have another conference, a watershed [inaudible] conference this 7 
year, which hasn't happened for several years. And they did agree to start 8 
pursuing that. We also have a nasty lawsuit, which we discussed in closed 9 
session. I can't talk about that. 10 

Green: Okay. All right. Moving on to committees. Joint Planning is in the packet. 11 
Let's see. Any reports? Okay. President's Report. Thursday and Friday I 12 
went up to Sacramento for an ACWA meeting, and I'll report that later. I 13 
guess  it's now your turn, General Manager. 14 

Unknown: Oh, I was in Sacramento on Monday. I was talking with the State Board 15 
with their water quality division on a potential prop on grant funding for 16 
research projects. So we're hoping to get about $3 million for the Water 17 
Environment and [inaudible] Foundation. And we would be able to submit 18 
grant applications to WERF, which [inaudible]. It was a good meeting. It 19 
looks like we'll get the prop won, so that's good. 20 

Green: Okay. Directors' reports? General Counsel? 21 

Kuperberg: Nothing to report, other than to inform the public that the OCW board will 22 
go into closed session pursuant to [inaudible] Section 5.956 [inaudible] to 23 
discuss OCW versus [inaudible], which we know as the MTVE case. It is 24 
also [inaudible] Section 5.957 General Management [inaudible]. 25 

Green: We are recessed. 26 

 27 

 28 

 29 

 30 

 31 
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O_RANG£ COUNTY 
WATER DJSTRJCT 

ln you1· letter of i\uqt1~; t, 17, FJB.2 1 vnu sr~t forth four 
separate questions regardinr::; ce:rta..i.n motters relating to the 

· basi.n equ.i.ty assessment p·rov5.:;:-;J.ons of lb-H O:r:an~rc County Water 
Distr.ict Act. The following are the que-stions and tbe answers 
thert:tto1 

(l) Question: Under the p1:ovis:itrnE. ot t.he District A-ct, 
can .roc~la.ime<l water be cons.i.dcrcd as a supplemental source? 

Supplemental source is pr~ciscly rjefined in SAction 31.5 of 
the Orange. County Water Distr,[r,t Act GS being sources of wat-e.r 
outside the watershed of the Santa Ana River. This definition 
does not include reclaimed wat·~~r. Therefore, the ans-wer to the 
questions is that reclaimed w::1t,·r m.~y not be considered as a 
supplemental source. 

(_2) Question: Can the courit-y of Orange consolidate all 
wells owned by E.MJ""\, Cemetery Lhst:tir_~t and Water Worxs _ #-8, for 
t~xample , with respe ~-t to f i 1.i ng the BE-A rcpor ts? 

It is to be noted th~t E~m is merely a department of the 
County and as s\lCh docs not .it.!-;c]J ow~ any wr~lls. Any we.lls 
which may be designated as owned by that -3\:F~n.cy a.re, 1n fa.ct, 

WITNESS fl\'A-r-'y_J S 
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ownec by the County of Or.;1ng,0. C'.t!,:icterj, Disu ict, Water Wor"k.s 
Di-f~trict #flt as well .:ts t.he Oran,·;c County H.:1rbo.r.s, Beach(:""$ an1~ 
Parks Distrlcl ~nd the Ordnqe County Plood Control District, 
,:n:e separate entiti0!'; d5 ;:;tirwt from t.ho Cciun1-y of O:ran9e- -even 
though the m,1na·=1ernent nf t.1101.,<' diF,tr. lct:~,; .:~re unde:'1:ta}~en by EM~\ 
of the: .. County. 'l'ht'': b~1t.dn f?(Jttity ~ss0.ssmc!nts :1s pr·ovided in 
Sect.ion 31 • .5 oi the Or-angc: Count·;;: Watf:>r. Di;:.-tr.ict Act relate t.:.o 
,indiv:idua.1 Jjersons nr oporzitor:c~ a~" d(,~:.5:ned i.n ;2er:tion 24 of t.he 
Distr.i.ct Act to include publi<..~ u,;i<n.-c iu:_:: t:o '.>.'hom a w;:::ater pr<xluc
ing facility is asses~ed, or i[ not scparaLely assessed, who 
owm~ the land upon wrdch the· \.\1atcr r)roauc.ing f~c:i lity is located~ 
The- Bf:i\, tb0n, app1J.es Lu thr~ lndi;ddua.l p1.Jhl-Ji:..: a9ency as dis
ting'J.ished from a co1lect i.ve qrcrnr, of :public a9cnc~ies insofar 
i:.l.S the t: i ling of the 8Ei\ :rt'port: dnd U-1c' paymE?nL of any d$se~)0rnent 
due thC'reunde:t :L :3- c.01,c-e-rncd. Tbe.:r'ef<)ru., tht.: County of 01:,rngc 1nay 
not consol.i.datE-: ull w~l1.s O¼'nf"d by H· ;~nd the othct Districts 
•,,.•i thin it::~ .supervis.ion with rP~,pr•ct to f.il 1.n9 the BE.A report~ 

(J) Qllf:,:stion: If w,::it-e1· i~. purcliz.~,secl b 1· t.he Count,y f.rorn 
a.n entLt.y ou::-1idc the wati':r!-:>ht~d dnd u;~(:~ll ·,».i th:in the:• District, 
can this water be cou.ntcd $.:·; s:.irT1erncntal:1 

Whc.thcr water. may· be de lc:r-m.in!'.:'.d to be frum S'J1Jple=r.1(;!ntal 
sou.rc:es ls dep12!ndl~nt U~Jon Lh0 ~.{)Llr<~~e cf the water as dist.in9ui.~he::d 
from the loc.;1tion of the entity :from whor11 tht"t water mHy be pur
chased. 1:"hCr'.'cfo:ro# if the t:0.1:.:rcc• a.f t:~e ,.,,.;0.·tc'.r of the, E.'ntity 
from whlcl: the County p-.. :ac:;;.::1:.;1.id tLc~ • .. ,•s.1L(--?'.r i.:-; outs.id,f_,~ the water
shed of the :;an ti:l An,:.1 Rj vc r I then t.hZ:i. t W£ttHr may be counted as 
supplementul. Lf, on tln~ Qt:b,··r tl,;:!nd, th(.• .so1.n~c.e of lh:.;1t wa.te:r 
is from withi.n ·the water~~hed, zi.lt.honqh the entity i.tsei.f may be 
loeatca outs.idc the wat~rsh~d. th0 wntcr may not be counted as 
supphtmental~ 

(4) Question: When in~ "c0nsuroer•1 cap0clty, can the 
County claim aB 8Upplemcntal water water purchased from an 
entJ. t:y within th8 Dis tri ,;:: l:. !Llnd U!n:d wi. th ln Lho D.i:s tr i.c t? 

When the County purchases it~ wnter from onother entity 
within the DiBtrict in a consumer capacity, it is not a per~on 
or operator. within the meanin9 ()f the defi..nitionr-; of tht::~ nistr:lcl 
l\.ct, Therefore 1 under such circunis.t.:rnce~; it may not claim the 
water so purchased as suppleuientul ~Jter. To allow it to do so 
woulci result in i:) double. credit: ::or s:..ipplcmcnt:al water--one to 
the entity from whom it p~H·i:'~r1<:}_ged i'.:1 

:.: -..-,1t.:-T and secondly, to· the 
county .i tse l:f ~ 
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If ·there are any further questio~s, please advise. 

Very truly yoursj 

MWD:ck 
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       SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

             FOR THE COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES

IRVINE RANCH WATER DISTRICT, a  )
California public agency,       )
                                )
     Plaintiff and Petitioner,  )
                                ) Case No. BS168278
v.                              )
                                )
ORANGE COUNTY WATER DISTRICT, a )
California public agency; ALL   )
PERSONS INTERESTED IN THE       )
MATTER OF ORANGE COUNTY WATER   )
DISTRICT RESOLUTION NO.         )
16-4-37; and DOES 1 to 20,      )
inclusive,                      )
                                )
  Defendants and Respondents.   )
_______________________________ )
                                )
GOLDEN STATE WATER COMPANY,     )
                                )
          Cross-Complainant,    )
                                )
v.                              )
                                )
IRVINE RANCH WATER DISTRICT, a  )
California public agency, and   )
ROES 1 to 10, inclusive,        )
                                )
          Cross-Defendant.      )
_______________________________ )
                                )
(Continued on following page)   )
 _______________________________)

          Deposition of JOHN KENNEDY, taken on behalf

 of Plaintiff, at 12th Floor, 2030 Main Street, Irvine,

 California, beginning at 1:05 p.m. and ending at

 4:53 p.m., on October 12, 2017, before Christianne Lee

 Fong, CSR No. 7559, CCRR.
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1 EAST ORANGE COUNTY WATER        )
DISTRICT, YORBA LINDA WATER     )

2 DISTRICT, and MESA WATER        )
DISTRICT,                       )

3                                 ) Case No. BS168278
          Cross-Complainants,   )

4                                 )
v.                              )

5                                 )
IRVINE RANCH WATER DISTRICT,    )

6 and ROES 1 to 10, inclusive,    )
                                )

7           Cross-Defendants.     )
_______________________________ )

8                                 )
CITY OF BUENA PARK,             )

9                                 )
          Cross-Complainant,    )

10                                 )
v.                              )

11                                 )
IRVINE RANCH WATER DISTRICT, a  )

12 California public agency, and   )
ROES 1 to 10, inclusive,        )

13                                 )
          Cross-Defendant.      )

14 _______________________________ )
                                )

15 CITY OF ANAHEIM, a California   )
municipal corporation and       )

16 charter city,                   )
                                )

17           Cross-Complainant,    )
                                )

18 v.                              )
                                )

19 IRVINE RANCH WATER DISTRICT, a  )
California public agency, and   )

20 ROES 101-201, inclusive,        )
                                )

21           Cross-Defendant.      )
_______________________________ )

22
23
24
25
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1  APPEARANCES:

2      FOR PLAINTIFF, PETITIONER AND CROSS-DEFENDANT
     IRVINE RANCH WATER DISTRICT:

3
          ALSTON & BIRD LLP

4           BY:  EDWARD J. CASEY, ESQ.
          BY:  CLYNTON NAMUO, ESQ.

5           333 South Hope Street
          Sixteenth Floor

6           Los Angeles, California 90071-1410
          213.576.1000

7           ed.casey@alston.com
          clynton.namuo@alston.com

8

9      FOR DEFENDANT AND RESPONDENT
     ORANGE COUNTY WATER DISTRICT:

10
          RUTAN & TUCKER

11           BY:  MARK AUSTIN, ESQ.
          BY:  MORGAN GALLAGHER, ESQ.

12           611 Anton Boulevard
          Suite 1400

13           Costa Mesa, California 92626-1931
          714.641.5100

14           maustin@rutan.com
          mgallagher@rutan.com

15

16      FOR DEFENDANT, RESPONDENT AND CROSS-COMPLAINANT
     GOLDEN STATE WATER COMPANY [PARTY INTERESTED IN
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18
          BROWNSTEIN HYATT FARBER SCHRECK, LLP

19           BY:  DIANE C. DE FELICE, ESQ.
          (Where Indicated)

20           2049 Century Park East
          Suite 3550

21           Los Angeles, California 90067
          310.500.4600

22           ddefelice@bhfs.com

23

24

25
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1  APPEARANCES:  (CONTINUED)

2      FOR DEFENDANT, RESPONDENT AND REAL PARTY IN
     INTEREST CITY OF ANAHEIM:

3
          ANAHEIM CITY ATTORNEY'S OFFICE

4           BY:  DANIEL J. PAYNE, DEPUTY CITY ATTORNEY
          200 South Anaheim Boulevard

5           Suite 356
          Anaheim, California 92805

6           714.765.5169
          dpayne@anaheim.net

7

8      FOR DEFENDANT, RESPONDENT, REAL PARTY IN INTEREST
     AND CROSS-COMPLAINANT CITY OF ANAHEIM:

9
          BEST BEST & KRIEGER LLP

10           BY:  JEFFREY W. DUNN, ESQ.
          (Where Indicated)

11           18101 Von Karman Avenue
          Suite 1000

12           Irvine, California 92612
          949.263.2600

13           jeffrey.dunn@bbklaw.com

14
     FOR REAL PARTIES IN INTEREST AND

15      CROSS-COMPLAINANTS EAST ORANGE COUNTY WATER
     DISTRICT, YORBA LINDA WATER DISTRICT AND

16      MESA WATER DISTRICT:

17           MEYERS, NAVE, RIBACK, SILVER & WILSON
          BY:  GREGORY J. NEWMARK, ESQ.

18           707 Wilshire Boulevard
          24th Floor

19           Los Angeles, California 90017
          213.626.2906

20           gnewmark@meyersnave.com

21

22

23

24

25
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1                        I N D E X
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5

6
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8                          (None)

9

10

11  QUESTIONS INSTRUCTED NOT TO ANSWER

12                      PAGE     LINE

13                       29       20

14

15
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17  PLAINTIFF'S           DESCRIPTION                 PAGE

18      4  2014-2015 Engineer's Report, OCWD003238     35
        through OCWD003283, 46 pgs

19
     5  11/12/14 Email from Mitch Robinson to       99

20         Wei Xu, with Attachments, OCWD050390
        through OCWD050396, 7 pgs

21
     6  12/2/14 Email from Randy Fick to Mike      102

22         Hoolihan, OCWD051355, 1 pg

23      7  1/14/15 Email from Mitchell Robinson to    102
        Wei Xu, with Attachments, OCWD005372

24         through OCWD005376, 5 pgs

25     13  OCWD Act, 87 pgs                           109
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2  PLAINTIFF'S           DESCRIPTION                 PAGE

3     16  Complaint                                  107
        46 pgs

4     17  A History of Orange County Water            65
        District, 95 pgs

5
    19  Agenda Item Submittal for Meeting Date      47

6         of April 20, 2016, with Attachment,
        OCWD033170 through OCWD033173, 4 pgs

7
    21  4/20/16 Letter from Paul A. Cook to         55

8         Mike Markus, OCWD033202 through
        OCWD033204, 3 pgs

9
    22  Legal Guidance/Actions Regarding the       118

10         BPP and the District Act, OCWD034266
        through OCWD034268, 3 pgs

11
    23  Email Chain and Background/Talking         118

12         Points, OCWD003114 through OCWD003117, 4 pgs

13     25  What Producer Arguments Against IRWD       124
        Position Are Likely To Be or Could Be,

14         OCWD034235 through OCWD034236, 2 pgs

15     26  8/18/82 Letter from Milford W. Dahl to     116
        Mary E. Johnson, 3 pgs

16
    27  Workshop:  Basin Production Percentage      71

17         Methodology, OCWD043686 through
        OCWD043695, 10 pgs

18
    33  4/19/17 Agenda Item Submittal               57

19         7 pgs
    34  4/11/17 Letter from Edward J. Casey to      60

20         Board of Directors for OCWD, 2 pgs

21     35  7/6/16 Email from John Kennedy to Mike      90
        Markus, with Attachment, OCWD003040

22         through OCWD003056, 17 pgs

23

24

25
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1  EXHIBITS-MARKED:

2  PLAINTIFF'S           DESCRIPTION                 PAGE

3     37  OCWD Website Bio of John Kennedy            15
        2 pgs                           

4     38  8/3/16 Email from Janice Durant to John     23
        Kennedy, with Attachment, OCWD002569 -

5         OCWD002570, 2 pgs

6     39  Resolution D, OCWD033184 - OCWD033186       49
        3 pgs

7     40  Minutes of Meeting, Board of Directors,     51
        Orange County Water District, April 20,

8         2016, OCWD033144 - OCWD033169, 26 pgs

9     41  OCWD Public Hearing, Board of Directors     56
        Meeting, April 20, 2016, OCWD033188 -

10         OCWD033201, 14 pgs

11     42  2015-2016 Engineer's Report on              56
        Groundwater Conditions, Water Supply

12         and Basin Utilization in the Orange
        County Water District, February 2017, 45 pgs

13
    43  Resolution D                                58

14         3 pgs
    44  OCWD Public Hearing, Board of Directors     61

15         Meeting, April 19, 2017, 30 pgs

16     45  Minutes of Meeting, Board of Directors,     64
        Orange County Water District, April 19,

17         2017, 29 pgs

18     46  Classification of Reclaimed Water,          73
        June 1, 2016, OCWD031197 - OCWD031202, 6 pgs

19
    47  Email Chain, with Attachment,               80

20         OCWD051756 - OCWD051758, 3 pgs

21     48  Email Chain, with Attachment,               83
        OCWD054147 - OCWD054149, 3 pgs

22
    49  Email Chain, with Attachment,               87

23         OCWD051791 - OCWD051792, 6 pgs

24     50  5/27/16 Email from John Kennedy to          94
        Cathy Green, with Attachments,

25         OCWD053105 - OCWD053164, 60 pgs
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1  EXHIBITS-MARKED: (CONTINUED)

2  PLAINTIFF'S           DESCRIPTION                 PAGE

3     51  Historical GAP Pricing/Supplemental         98
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4         Documents, OCWD004064, 1 pg

5     52  5/11/16 Email from Paul Shoenberger to     112
        John Kennedy, with Attachments,

6         OCWD003357 - OCWD003360, 4 pgs

7     53  Email Chain, OCWD001674 - OCWD001675       115
        2 pgs

8     54  Analysis of Hydraulic and Financial        133
        Operations of a Recycled Water System:

9         A Case Study of the Orange County Water
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10         OCWD022175 - OCWD022535, 363 pgs
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1      Irvine, California; Thursday, October 12, 2017

2

3                      JOHN KENNEDY,

4              having been duly affirmed, was

5            examined and testified as follows:

6

7                       EXAMINATION

8  BY MR. CASEY:

9      Q    Good afternoon, Mr. Kennedy.  My name is Ed

10  Casey.  I'm with the law firm Alston & Bird, and I

11  represent the plaintiff in this case, the Irvine Ranch

12  Water District.

13           Before we start our examination, I'll give

14  the other attorneys in the room the opportunity to

15  identify themselves for the record and who they

16  represent.

17           MR. NAMUO:  My name is Clynton Namuo with

18  Alston & Bird, and I represent Irvine Ranch Water

19  District.

20           MR. PAYNE:  My name is Daniel Payne.  I'm a

21  deputy city attorney for City of Anaheim.

22           MR. NEWMARK:  Gregory Newmark from Meyers

23  Nave on behalf of East Orange County Water District,

24  Yorba Linda Water District, and the Mesa Water

25  District.
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1           MS. GALLAGHER:  Morgan Gallagher with Rutan &

2  Tucker for OCWD.

3           MR. AUSTIN:  Mark Austin from Rutan & Tucker,

4  also on behalf of OCWD.

5  BY MR. CASEY:

6      Q    So, Mr. Kennedy, before we start with the

7  substantive examination, let me go through some ground

8  rules.

9           The first one is I'll be asking you some

10  questions.  If you do not understand any of the

11  questions, please ask me to rephrase them.  I'll try

12  to do so.  If you do not ask me to rephrase them, I

13  will assume that you understood the question.

14           Do you understand that?

15      A    Okay.

16      Q    When responding to my questions, please

17  answer audibly, like you just did.  Some witnesses

18  have a shake of the head, and the court reporter

19  cannot take that down.

20           Do you understand that?

21      A    Okay, yes.

22      Q    Please let me finish my questions, and I'll

23  extend the same courtesy to you and let you finish

24  your answers.  If we talk over one another, then the

25  reporter cannot take down the best testimony.
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1           Do you understand that?

2      A    Yes.

3      Q    Similarly, some of these attorneys may be

4  making evidentiary objections after my questions.

5  Please let them finish stating their objections before

6  you answer.  Again, the court reporter has to take

7  down the best transcript.

8           Do you understand that?

9      A    Yes.

10      Q    The oath you just took would be the same oath

11  you would take if you were sitting in a courtroom and

12  carries the same criminal penalty of perjury.  So it's

13  very important that you give us your best testimony

14  today.

15           Do you understand that?

16      A    Yes.

17      Q    Everything that's being said today is being

18  taken down by the court reporter sitting to your left.

19  You will have an opportunity to read the transcript.

20  Reads like a play:  Question, answer, question,

21  answer.  You have the opportunity to make some

22  changes.

23           However, if you make any substantive or

24  material changes, I'll have the right to comment on

25  that in any future proceedings in this matter.  It's
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1  important that you give us your best testimony today.

2           Do you understand that?

3      A    Yes.

4      Q    Is there any reason, medical or otherwise,

5  you can't give us your best testimony today?

6      A    No.

7      Q    Have you ever testified either at trial or in

8  a deposition as a designated expert witness?

9      A    Yes, I have.

10      Q    On how many occasions?

11      A    I can remember twice.

12      Q    Were both of those occasions while you were

13  employed by the Orange County Water District?

14      A    One was with Orange County Water District.

15  And another one was with previous employer, City of

16  Signal Hill.

17           MR. AUSTIN:  I just want to make sure the

18  witness understands.

19           Do you understand these questions are

20  specifically for when you were designated by the court

21  as an expert in the case?

22  BY MR. CASEY:

23      Q    Or designated by a party.

24           Were you a designated expert in a case?

25           MR. AUSTIN:  And not just any time you
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1  testified.

2           THE WITNESS:  Those -- I was just -- I was

3  not an expert.  They were just depositions.  Sorry.

4           MR. AUSTIN:  I'm sorry, I need to object to

5  that.  I don't think all witnesses understand --

6           MR. CASEY:  I appreciate that clarification.

7           MR. AUSTIN:  -- when you're designated as an

8  expert.

9           MR. CASEY:  Sure.  I appreciate the

10  clarification.

11      Q    Just briefly, what did the lawsuit in which

12  you testified at deposition when you were an employee

13  of Orange County Water District, what did that

14  involve?

15      A    It's a MTBE lawsuit against parties who have

16  contaminated the groundwater basin with MTBE.

17      Q    And same question for your deposition

18  testimony when you were employed by the City of Signal

19  Hill?

20      A    It was a -- it was a construction contract

21  dispute with a grading contractor.

22      Q    So let me go through some acronyms just for

23  the record.  I'll be referring to the Orange County

24  Water District as "OCWD."

25           Do you understand that?
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1      A    Yes.

2      Q    I'll be referring to the Irvine Ranch Water

3  District as "IRWD."

4           Do you understand that?

5      A    Yes.

6      Q    I may be referring to the basin equity

7  assessment as the "BEA."

8           Do you understand that?

9      A    Yes.

10      Q    And I may be referring to the basin

11  production percentage as "BPP."

12           Do you understand that?

13      A    Yes.

14      Q    Other than with your attorney, did you

15  discuss this deposition with anybody else?

16      A    No.

17      Q    Did you review any documents in preparation

18  for this deposition today?

19      A    Yes, I did.

20      Q    What documents were those?

21      A    I just went through my file of old documents

22  I've collected over the last year, the actual

23  complaint that was filed and the letter for the

24  deposition and documents I've had in this file.

25      Q    When you say "this file," what is this file?
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1      A    Well, this is a file I keep, like a working

2  file.

3      Q    What's it titled?

4      A    "Irvine" -- "IRWD Reclaimed Water."

5      Q    Besides the complaint and the letter,

6  anything else in that file?

7      A    No.

8      Q    Any other documents you reviewed to prepare

9  for today's deposition?

10      A    No.

11           MR. CASEY:  Let's have marked as Exhibit 37 a

12  two-page document which appears to be Mr. Kennedy's

13  bio from the OCWD website.

14           (Exhibit 37 marked.)

15           (Mr. Dunn joins the deposition.)

16  BY MR. CASEY:

17      Q    Let the record reflect that Mr. Dunn has

18  joined the deposition.

19           Mr. Dunn, would you like to announce your --

20           MR. DUNN:  Yes, thank you.

21           Jeffrey Dunn for the City of Anaheim.

22           We're missing Ms. De Felice.

23           MR. CASEY:  Off the record.

24           (A discussion was held off the record.)

25  ///
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1  BY MR. CASEY:

2      Q    Mr. Kennedy, is this your website bio?

3      A    It looks like it, yes.

4      Q    I was looking forward, actually, today to

5  seeing that nice tie on you.  It's nice.

6           We learned yesterday from the deposition of

7  Mr. Markus that the bios for the executives from OCWD

8  on their website may be a few years old.

9           Is that the case with this one for you?  It

10  says on the second page you have 30 years of

11  experience, have been there since '95.

12           Is anything out of date?

13      A    It looks pretty up to date.  The document

14  could be a couple years old, but I don't think there's

15  anything substantially that has changed.

16      Q    Are you still the executive director of

17  engineering and water resources for OCWD?

18      A    Yes.

19      Q    The second paragraph on the first page of

20  Exhibit 37 identifies your job duties.

21           Are those still your job duties?

22      A    Yes, they are.

23      Q    Have your duties increased beyond the ones

24  stated on the first page?

25           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Misstates the
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1  document.  I'll note that it uses the word "include."

2  Does not purport to be an exclusive list of his

3  duties.

4  BY MR. CASEY:

5      Q    Do you have other duties?

6      A    I'm managing the Poseidon ocean desal project

7  right now.  So I don't see that on there.  So there

8  could be some other things.

9      Q    Any other ones that come to mind besides the

10  Poseidon project?

11      A    Nothing major.

12      Q    I see in the list of the duties that you

13  oversee the development and production of OCWD board

14  and committee meeting agendas.

15           Is that still accurate?

16      A    Yes, it is.

17           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Vague as to

18  "oversee."

19  BY MR. CASEY:

20      Q    So let's go to the second page of your bio.

21  And it lists your bachelor's degree and your master's

22  degree.

23           Is that information accurate?

24      A    Yes.

25      Q    When did you receive your bachelor's degree?
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1  What year?

2      A    In 1980.

3      Q    Same question for the master's?

4      A    1982.

5      Q    Any other formal education?

6      A    The Pepperdine MBA in 1987.

7      Q    That was the master's of business

8  administration; right?

9      A    Correct.

10      Q    So let's focus on the period of time between

11  1987, when you got your MBA from Pepperdine, and 1995,

12  when you joined OCWD.

13           Can you tell us your employment history?

14      A    I worked for Moffat & Nichol engineers.

15  They're a private consulting firm.  Their main office

16  is in Long Beach.

17      Q    From what year to what year?

18      A    I believe 1986 to 1989.

19      Q    What was your job title?

20      A    I was a senior engineer and the controller

21  during those three years.

22      Q    Is that mostly a construction company?

23      A    Civil engineering consulting, yeah.

24      Q    To 1989?

25      A    From there I went to the City of Signal Hill
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1  and worked as the assistant city engineer.  I was

2  promoted to public works director.

3      Q    That was from '89 till when?

4      A    Until '95.

5      Q    Did you -- when you were with Signal Hill,

6  did you work on any water-supply-related matters?

7      A    I had the city Water Department underneath

8  me.

9      Q    All right.  So then you joined OCW in 1995;

10  right?

11      A    Yes.

12      Q    What was your job position?

13      A    I started as a senior planner.

14      Q    In which department?

15      A    Planning department.

16      Q    What does the planning department for OCWD do

17  besides plan?

18           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Vague.

19  BY MR. CASEY:

20      Q    So understand, Mr. Kennedy, that your counsel

21  may be making objections, but, unless he instructs you

22  not to answer, you can still proceed to answer.  Okay?

23      A    Okay.

24      Q    I see that you keep looking at him when he

25  gives an objection.  That's just a ground rule I
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1  forgot to give you.

2      A    Okay.

3           MR. AUSTIN:  I'm just stating it for the

4  record.

5  BY MR. CASEY:

6      Q    So go ahead.

7      A    We planned future capital projects.  Did

8  feasibility studies, and would look at different

9  projects, were they feasible?  Could they benefit the

10  district?  Yeah.

11      Q    What was your next job position?

12      A    I was promoted to -- okay, I was promoted to

13  planning director/associate general manager.

14      Q    What year was that?

15      A    That was the year after being there.  So that

16  would have been 1996.

17      Q    Still with the planning department; right?

18      A    Yes.

19      Q    You said also as associate general manager?

20      A    General manager.

21      Q    What duties did you have in that position?

22      A    I'll have to remember.  It was broad duties.

23  A gentleman named John Chaufty had passed away, and I

24  stepped into his role.  He did a lot of financial

25  planning, setting of the rates, setting of the basin
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1  production percentage, looking at the long-term CIP

2  forecasting rates.  Issuing debt.  General management

3  of the groundwater basin programs.

4      Q    So this change in position, was it fair to

5  say that your duties expanded?

6      A    Yes.

7      Q    So how long were you in that position?

8      A    I'll have to think back.  That was '96.  I

9  was promoted to assistant general manager.  I just

10  don't remember exactly when.  It could have been

11  around the year 2000.  Maybe 2001.

12      Q    Who is the assistant general manager now for

13  OCWD?

14      A    Right now it's Mike Wehner.

15      Q    Could you spell Wehner for the record?

16      A    W-e-h-n-e-r.

17      Q    Thank you.  How long were you the assistant

18  general manager?

19      A    Okay, I'll think out loud here.  Bill Mills

20  left in 2002.  I was still assistant.  Virginia

21  Grebbien came on.  I would say until around 2005.

22      Q    What position did you get in 2005?

23      A    My current position.

24      Q    Was there some reorganization that happened

25  at the district?
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1      A    Yeah.  There was a -- Virginia Grebbien left,

2  and then Mike Markus became general manager, and there

3  was a reshuffling, reorganization, yeah.

4      Q    So you now head up the -- which department?

5  I got my list from Mr. Markus.

6           Do you head up the engineering department?

7      A    Yes.  Engineering, HR, IT.

8      Q    These are departments you head up now?

9      A    Well, I oversee it.  Those department heads

10  report to me.

11      Q    Oh, I see.  Engineering, IT?

12      A    IT, HR, the board secretaries, and I guess

13  that's it.

14      Q    Is there a hydrogeology department?

15      A    Yes, there is.

16      Q    That's headed up by Mr. Herndon?

17      A    Yes.

18      Q    Does he report to you?

19      A    No.

20      Q    He reports to Mr. Markus?

21      A    To Mike Wehner.

22      Q    Mike Wehner.

23      A    Yeah.

24      Q    You can put aside your bio.  No one likes to

25  keep looking at their picture.  Trust me.
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1           Oh, you have to give that back -- to the

2  court reporter back.

3           (A discussion was held off the record.)

4  BY MR. CASEY:

5      Q    So let me have marked as Exhibit 38 a

6  two-page document.  First page is an email to

7  Mr. Kennedy, dated August 3, 2016, Bates stamp 2569.

8           (Exhibit 38 marked.)

9           THE WITNESS:  (Witness reviews exhibit.)

10  BY MR. CASEY:

11      Q    Mr. Kennedy, do you recognize this document?

12      A    Yes.

13      Q    What is it?

14      A    Looks like the minutes of a Water Issues

15  Committee, report that was given to that committee.

16      Q    The Water Issues Committee, just for the

17  record, is a committee of OCWD?

18      A    Yes.

19      Q    You can tell that because on the first page,

20  it refers to "WIC"?

21      A    Yes.

22      Q    That stands for Water Issues Committee?

23      A    Yes.

24      Q    Is Ms. Durant in the board secretary office?

25      A    Yes.
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1      Q    And she reports to you?

2      A    Yes.

3      Q    These minutes from the year 2013; is that

4  right?

5      A    It says 2016.

6      Q    In the subject line, it refers to -- oh,

7  7/13.

8           So is that from 2013 or 2016?

9      A    I'm guessing that's July 13 in 2016.

10      Q    I see.  So does Ms. Durant -- is her

11  procedure to send you a draft of committee minute

12  meetings for your review?

13      A    Yes.

14      Q    And she does that to ensure that they're

15  accurate?

16      A    Yes.

17           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Calls for

18  speculation, lack of foundation.

19  BY MR. CASEY:

20      Q    Did you give any changes to Ms. Durant with

21  respect to the WIC minutes that are attached to this

22  email?

23      A    I don't recall specifically.

24      Q    So let's talk about the second paragraph on

25  the second page.  That paragraph seems to make a
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1  reference to legislative amendments to the OCWD Act.

2           And another term, Mr. Kennedy, I'll be

3  referring to the Orange County Water District statute

4  as "the OCWD Act."

5           Okay?

6      A    Okay.

7      Q    So did you review the legislative history

8  concerning Section 31.5 of the OCWD Act?

9           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Vague as to time,

10  vague as to legislative history, calls for legal

11  conclusion.

12           THE WITNESS:  I reviewed historical documents

13  that I could find in our district office.

14  BY MR. CASEY:

15      Q    Do you remember what they were?

16      A    There was different documents.  These were

17  documents referring -- referencing the Green Acres

18  Project, which is a reclaimed water project.  And

19  there were different files for the Green Acres

20  Project, and I just went back, looking to see what the

21  history was on the project.

22      Q    What is the Green Acres Project?

23      A    It's a recycled water project.  Orange County

24  Water District takes wastewater from Orange County

25  Sanitation District, treats it to tertiary standards,
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1  and we have about 50 customers in a distribution

2  system.  We have a treatment plan on site, and we

3  serve that water to these 50 users, users like golf

4  courses or greenbelts.

5      Q    And the Green Acres Project is different than

6  the GRS project; right?

7      A    Yes.

8      Q    For the record, why don't you describe the

9  GRS project.

10      A    The GWRS project also takes wastewater from

11  Orange County Sanitation District but treats it to

12  drinking water standards, and then that water is

13  injected along the coastline in our seawater barrier.

14           About a third of it goes into the seawater

15  barrier, and then the remaining two-thirds of that

16  water is pumped up to Anaheim, where it's recharged

17  into the groundwater basin.

18      Q    So in the middle of the second paragraph, the

19  sentence reads (as read):

20               Mr. Kennedy stated this gave the

21           district the option to charge a higher

22           rate for Green Acres Project reclaimed

23           water but no action was taken.

24           What's that in reference to?

25      A    The district charge for Green Acres Project
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1  water.  There's four retail producers:  Mesa Water

2  District, City of Newport Beach, City of Santa Ana,

3  and City of Fountain Valley.  They all receive Green

4  Acres Project water, and we charge them a rate for

5  that water.

6           And what this is referring to is that, after

7  that reclaimed water was considered supplemental

8  water, it made the water more valuable and the

9  district could have charged a higher rate for it.

10      Q    But it didn't, did it?

11      A    Did not, yes.

12      Q    That's because they couldn't get those four

13  retail producers to agree to renegotiate the contract;

14  correct?

15           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Calls for

16  speculation, lack of foundation, assumes facts not in

17  evidence.

18           THE WITNESS:  Yes.  Now, I was not at the

19  district at this time, and I don't know for sure.  So

20  I'm guessing that what you said is generally correct.

21  But I don't know.

22           MR. AUSTIN:  I'm also going to object on the

23  basis of deliberative process privilege.  You're kind

24  of getting into that area.  So to the extent you go

25  any further into that, I may just direct the witness
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1  not to answer.

2  BY MR. CASEY:

3      Q    And the price that OCWD charges those four

4  retail producers for the Green Acres Project water is

5  about 80 percent of the producers' groundwater costs;

6  isn't that true?

7      A    Yes, yes.

8      Q    And that price is far less than the actual

9  cost to OCWD to produce the Green Acres Project water;

10  is that correct?

11           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Lacks foundation,

12  calls for speculation, vague as to "far less."

13           THE WITNESS:  It is less.

14  BY MR. CASEY:

15      Q    So let's keep on going with that same

16  paragraph.  The next sentence says (as read):

17               Further, he stated in 1995 the

18           district reversed the 1991 change in the

19           definition of supplemental sources and

20           amended the District Act to its original

21           and current definition of supplemental

22           water.

23           Do you see that sentence?

24      A    Yes.

25      Q    In that sentence, are you using the phrase
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1  "supplemental water" interchangeably with

2  "supplemental sources"?

3           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Misstates the

4  department, vague as to "you."  Calls for legal

5  conclusion.

6           THE WITNESS:  I could have been, yes.

7  BY MR. CASEY:

8      Q    And "supplemental sources" is defined in the

9  OCWD Act; correct?

10           MR. AUSTIN:  Calls for legal conclusion.

11           THE WITNESS:  I -- yes.

12  BY MR. CASEY:

13      Q    I have the OCWD Act if you want me to just

14  check, but you do know it's there; correct?

15      A    Yes.

16      Q    And it's in Section 31.5(c); correct?

17           MR. AUSTIN:  Same objection.

18           THE WITNESS:  I know it is Section 31.

19  BY MR. CASEY:

20      Q    Do you have any knowledge as to why the

21  legislature amended the District Act as described in

22  this paragraph?

23           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.

24           Don't answer that.

25           Calls for speculation, lack of foundation,
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1  legislative motive, is irrelevant.

2           MR. CASEY:  I'm asking if he knows why the

3  state legislature did.

4           MR. AUSTIN:  I understand that.  I don't know

5  why his opinion on that would be relevant at all.

6           MR. CASEY:  It's reasonably calculated to

7  lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.

8           MR. AUSTIN:  It's really not.

9           MR. CASEY:  So you're instructing not to

10  answer on what grounds?

11           MR. AUSTIN:  On the grounds of the

12  legislative motive privilege.

13           MR. CASEY:  Okay.

14           MR. AUSTIN:  And also relevance.

15  BY MR. CASEY:

16      Q    So the next sentence says (as read):

17               Mr. Kennedy reviewed the policy

18           issues associated with changing the

19           definition of supplemental water through

20           a legislative change in the District Act.

21           What were you referring to there?

22           MR. AUSTIN:  What sentence, Counsel?

23           MR. CASEY:  The last sentence of the second

24  paragraph.

25           MR. NEWMARK:  Objection.  Compound and vague.
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1           Counsel, you are talking about the

2  legislative change; right?

3           MR. CASEY:  I'm asking what he's referring to

4  in that sentence.  It's that simple of a question.

5           MR. AUSTIN:  Hold on, give me a chance to

6  review it.

7           THE WITNESS:  (Witness reviews exhibit.)

8           MR. AUSTIN:  I'm also going to object as

9  compound and vague and ambiguous.

10  BY MR. CASEY:

11      Q    Go ahead, Mr. Kennedy.

12      A    Yeah.  I believe I was just talking about

13  what it meant to the district by having reclaimed

14  water classified as supplemental sources or not

15  supplemental sources, how it impacted the water

16  district.

17      Q    How did it impact?

18           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Vague and ambiguous

19  as to "impact."  Incomplete hypothetical.

20           THE WITNESS:  If reclaimed water is not a

21  supplemental source, then the district kind of ignores

22  it in calculating the basin production percentage.

23  BY MR. CASEY:

24      Q    So it's your understanding as we sit here

25  today that OCWD does not include recycled or reclaimed
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1  water in the definition of a supplemental source; is

2  that correct?

3           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Incomplete

4  hypothetical, vague as to time and circumstances.

5  Calls for legal conclusion.

6           MR. NEWMARK:  Lack of foundation.

7  BY MR. CASEY:

8      Q    Mr. Kennedy.

9      A    I would say yes.

10      Q    So one last question.  Let's go back to the

11  first paragraph.  The middle of that paragraph -- I'm

12  going to read it.  (As read):

13               Mr. Kennedy stated that, because

14           reclaimed water is created within the

15           district's boundaries, has its source at

16           a reclamation plant within the watershed,

17           and is comprised of wastewater that was

18           generated from within the watershed,

19           reclaimed water is not a source of water

20           outside the watershed of the Santa Ana

21           River.

22           Do you see that?

23      A    Yes.

24      Q    Did you make that statement at this meeting

25  of the Water Issues Committee?
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1           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Vague as to "that

2  statement."  Can you point to me which paragraph this

3  is in?

4           MR. CASEY:  First paragraph.  The sentence

5  begins with "Mr. Kennedy stated."

6      Q    I'm just asking you, did you make that

7  statement?

8      A    I --

9      Q    Go ahead.

10      A    I may or may not have made that exact

11  statement.  Sometimes the board secretary could pull

12  sentences out of the staff report to put into the

13  minutes.

14      Q    I see.

15      A    So that sentence could have been in the staff

16  report.  I could have made that statement.

17      Q    Was it generally correct, since Ms. Durant

18  ran these minutes by you for factual accuracy?  Is

19  that correct?

20      A    Yes.

21      Q    Do you base that statement or position on

22  your own analysis of the act?

23           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Vague and ambiguous

24  as to "your own analysis" and to "base that

25  statement."
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1           Don't answer that to the extent you have to

2  rely upon advice of counsel or did rely upon the

3  advice of counsel as part of that analysis.  To the

4  extent you even did an analysis.

5           THE WITNESS:  Yeah.  I'm not sure I did any

6  analysis.

7           When I got to the district, that's how things

8  were being done.  I -- and I just, you know, continued

9  processing documents in that same manner.

10  BY MR. CASEY:

11      Q    When you got to the district, who told you

12  that was the way things were being done?

13           MR. AUSTIN:  Excluding any advice of counsel?

14           MR. CASEY:  Of course.

15           THE WITNESS:  I don't recall who exactly

16  would have told me.  There was just procedures in

17  place.  And these reports are filed every year, and it

18  was just continuing what had been done, primarily for

19  the GAP users.

20           The GAP system operates exactly like we're

21  discussing here.  Those same procedures got put in

22  place for IRWD's reclaimed water.

23  BY MR. CASEY:

24      Q    To a new document, Mr. Kennedy.  Put that on

25  the stack there.  We're going to dig out Exhibit 4.
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1           (Exhibit 4 previously marked.)

2           MR. CASEY:  Let the record reflect that I've

3  handed the document that was previously marked as

4  Plaintiff's Exhibit 4, which is entitled "2014-2015

5  Engineer's Report."

6      Q    Take a moment just to look through that,

7  Mr. Kennedy, to the point where you can tell me if you

8  recognize the document.

9      A    Yes, I do.

10      Q    What is the document?

11      A    It's the 2014-2015 engineer's report for the

12  groundwater basin conditions within Orange County

13  Water District.

14      Q    What is your role in the preparation of the

15  annual engineer's report for the OCWD?

16      A    This report comes out of the engineering

17  department, and I will review it before it's

18  finalized.

19      Q    You review the entirety of the report for

20  accuracy; is that correct?

21           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Vague as to

22  "entirety."

23           THE WITNESS:  I will review parts of it.

24  Maybe 80 percent of this is boilerplate, does not need

25  to be reviewed.
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1  BY MR. CASEY:

2      Q    We're going to go through certain things.

3  You let me know which is boilerplate and which is not.

4           Okay?

5      A    Okay.

6      Q    Let's turn to page No. 20, which is entitled

7  "Supplemental Water."

8           Is this one of those boilerplate provisions?

9           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Vague as to

10  "boilerplate."

11           THE WITNESS:  I don't -- I don't think this

12  section changes much each year, except for updating

13  some of the numbers.

14           MR. AUSTIN:  By "this section" are you

15  referring to the section entitled "Supplemental

16  Water," Counsel?

17           MR. CASEY:  Yes.

18      Q    Pointing to the first paragraph, second

19  sentence, it starts off with (as read):

20               Supplemental water as defined in

21           Section 31.5 of the District Act.

22           Do you see that?

23      A    Yes.

24      Q    Is that intended, as you understand this

25  report, to refer to supplemental sources as defined in
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1  Section 31.5 of the OCWD Act?

2           MR. AUSTIN:  Calls for legal conclusion.

3  Calls for speculation, lack of foundation.

4           Go ahead.

5           THE WITNESS:  I believe so.

6  BY MR. CASEY:

7      Q    So let's go to the last sentence of that

8  paragraph.  It says (as read):

9               In addition, supplemental water would

10           also include deliveries from within the

11           SAR watershed that involve water

12           exchanges, i.e., releasing a quantity of

13           water that originates from within the SAR

14           watershed while importing an equal

15           quantity of supplemental water to replace

16           it.

17           What does that refer to?

18           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Calls for

19  speculation, lack of foundation.  There's no evidence

20  that he wrote this.

21           THE WITNESS:  Yeah, give me a minute here.

22  BY MR. CASEY:

23      Q    Sure, take your time.

24      A    (Witness reviews exhibit.)

25           MR. AUSTIN:  I'm going to object as compound
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1  and assumes facts not in evidence.

2           Go ahead.

3           THE WITNESS:  I'm not exactly sure.  Before I

4  got to the water district, there was some exchange

5  contracts with people in the upper watershed that had

6  expired a long time ago.  This sentence could be

7  referring to one of those.  I don't -- I can't think

8  of any current programs or projects that this applies

9  to.

10  BY MR. CASEY:

11      Q    It makes a reference to the term "SAR

12  watershed."  What does that refer to?

13      A    Santa Ana watershed is all of that land area

14  that generally drains into the Santa Ana River.

15      Q    The drainage area?

16      A    Drainage area.

17           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Vague as to

18  "drainage area."  Also misstates prior testimony.

19  BY MR. CASEY:

20      Q    So the next paragraph, Mr. Kennedy, talks

21  about, quote, "non-local waters."

22           Do you see that?

23      A    Yes.

24      Q    What is your understanding of non-local

25  waters?
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1           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Calls for

2  speculation, lack of foundation, document speaks for

3  itself.

4           THE WITNESS:  This is referring to water from

5  the Arlington desalter in Riverside and high

6  groundwater that was pumped from San Bernardino Valley

7  groundwater basin.

8           These were waters that were put into the

9  Santa Ana River that came down to Orange County.

10  BY MR. CASEY:

11      Q    They were put into the Santa Ana River where?

12  The upper basin?

13           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Calls for

14  speculation, lack of foundation.  The document here is

15  defining what non-local waters are for purposes of

16  this document.  I'm not sure why you're asking this

17  witness to expand upon that.

18  BY MR. CASEY:

19      Q    Mr. Kennedy, you can answer.

20      A    They were put into the river in the upper

21  watershed above Prado Dam.

22      Q    Let's go to the last sentence.  It says (as

23  read):

24               For the purpose of being consistent

25           with previous engineer's reports and to
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1           present information in a concise manner,

2           non-local water deliveries that are

3           purchased and used by OCWD for

4           groundwater replenishment are included in

5           the supplemental water totals in this

6           report.

7           In your position as executive director of the

8  engineering department, tell me, why are non-local

9  water deliveries included in the supplemental water

10  totals for the annual engineer's report?

11           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  The document speaks

12  for itself.  Lack of foundation, calls for

13  speculation.

14           So you're asking him a question independent

15  of what this document says?  Because this document

16  supplies an answer and --

17           MR. CASEY:  You can make your objection,

18  Counselor.  My question stands.

19           MR. AUSTIN:  What's the purpose of

20  your preamble --

21           MR. CASEY:  I don't have to answer your

22  questions.  You make an objection.  You can instruct

23  him not to answer or not.

24           MR. AUSTIN:  The question is vague and

25  ambiguous by virtue of the preamble that you're
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1  providing before asking him the more direct question.

2  BY MR. CASEY:

3      Q    Go ahead, Mr. Kennedy.

4      A    This report calculates the annual overdraft

5  for the groundwater basin.  And when the annual

6  overdraft is calculated, you exclude what is being

7  referred to as supplemental water in making that

8  calculation.  So you need to take out different

9  sources of water in making the annual overdraft calc.

10      Q    Thank you.

11           Look at the next paragraph.

12           You see in that first sentence in the

13  parenthetical there's a reference to the phrase

14  "neutral water"?  Do you see that?

15      A    Yes.

16      Q    What's your understanding of "neutral water"?

17           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Calls for

18  speculation, lack of foundation, calls for legal

19  conclusion.

20           THE WITNESS:  It's been loosely -- that's a

21  term loosely used in the office by maybe some

22  employees that recycled water is not groundwater and

23  it's not supplemental water.  So sometimes they will

24  say it's neutral.  It's neither.

25  ///
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1  BY MR. CASEY:

2      Q    The next sentence says -- I'll read it (as

3  read):

4               Therefore, recycled water that

5           originates from with OCWD is reported

6           separately from supplemental water

7           totals.

8           Is that your understanding about how OCWD

9  reports recycled water that originates from within

10  OCWD?

11           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Assumes facts not in

12  evidence as to OCWD reporting.  Calls for legal

13  conclusion.  Lack of foundation.

14           THE WITNESS:  Yes.

15  BY MR. CASEY:

16      Q    And in that sentence again we use the

17  reference to supplemental water that's being used

18  interchangeably for supplemental sources; is that

19  right?

20           MR. NEWMARK:  Objection.  Vague.  Misstates

21  testimony.  Document speaks for itself.

22           MR. AUSTIN:  Same objections.

23           THE WITNESS:  I believe so.

24  BY MR. CASEY:

25      Q    Let's turn a couple pages to page No. 22.  On
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1  Table 4, if I can direct your attention to Table 4.

2  The second half of Table 4 is entitled "Irrigation and

3  Industrial."  And then it lists "IRWD," and below

4  that, "OCWD Green Acres Project."  And it has to the

5  right some water usage numbers.

6           Does Table 4 reflect the actual water -- I'm

7  sorry.

8           Does Table 4 reflect the actual recycled

9  water usage by IRWD and OCWD's Green Acre Projects for

10  the year 2014 and '15?

11           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Calls for

12  speculation, lack of foundation, vague as to "actual."

13  Document speaks for itself.

14           THE WITNESS:  Yes.

15  BY MR. CASEY:

16      Q    Let's go down to the bottom of the page,

17  "Water Demands."

18      A    Uh-huh.

19           (Ms. De Felice joins the deposition.)

20  BY MR. CASEY:

21      Q    Next sentence, if you flip, it talks about

22  water demand forecasts.

23           So for purposes of the preparation of the

24  annual engineer's report, how does OCWD forecast and

25  estimate future water demands?
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1      A    We've had two methodologies for doing that.

2  The first was to call up and poll the 19 retail

3  agencies within OCWD, ask them what they are

4  projecting for future water demands, and then simply

5  adding up those 19 numbers to get a projection.

6           And then we also participated in the report

7  with MWDOC where future water demands were projected.

8  And we've used that number also.

9      Q    Let's lift the page to page 24.  And direct

10  your attention to Table 5, entitled "Water Demands

11  Within OCWD."

12           Do you see that?

13      A    Yes, yes.

14      Q    What's your understanding what Table 5

15  reflects?

16           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Document speaks for

17  itself.

18           THE WITNESS:  Yeah.  The table shows the

19  total water demands for '14-'15, and breaks it out by

20  groundwater or imported water and Santiago Creek water

21  or recycled water.  And then it shows it for the

22  current year and the ensuing year, same information.

23  BY MR. CASEY:

24      Q    So for the ensuing year, that is an estimated

25  water demands broken down for groundwater, imported
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1  water, Santiago Creek native water, and recycled

2  water; is that right?

3      A    Yes.

4      Q    Do you see Footnote 3 for Table 5?

5      A    Okay.

6      Q    Again, a reference to supplemental water.

7           Is it your understanding that's being used

8  interchangeably for the term "supplemental sources"?

9      A    Yes.

10      Q    So I want to focus my next couple questions,

11  Mr. Kennedy, for the 2016-'17 year, as reflected in

12  Table 5.

13           If I wanted to get a total of the estimated

14  amount of groundwater and supplemental water, what

15  would I do -- which columns would I add up?

16           MR. AUSTIN:  Just with respect to the numbers

17  in the table?

18           MR. CASEY:  Yes.

19           THE WITNESS:  You would add up the numbers in

20  the first three columns.

21  BY MR. CASEY:

22      Q    I would not include the number under the

23  "Recycled Water" column; is that right?

24      A    I'm sorry, could you repeat the question?

25      Q    Sure.  If I wanted to get the total amount of
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1  groundwater and supplemental water or supplemental

2  sources, which columns would I add up?

3      A    Yeah, you would add up the first three

4  columns.

5      Q    And just for the record, those are the

6  columns entitled "Groundwater," "Imported Water," and

7  "Santiago Creek Native Water"; correct?

8      A    Yes.

9      Q    I would not include the fourth column, which

10  is the "Recycled Water" column; correct?

11      A    Correct.

12      Q    So, if I did my math -- and I'm a lawyer,

13  Mr. Kennedy, so it's dangerous for me to do math --

14  the number for the total of groundwater plus

15  supplemental sources for the 2016-'17 year should be

16  380,000 minus 22,000; correct?

17           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Document speaks for

18  itself.

19           THE WITNESS:  Yes.

20  BY MR. CASEY:

21      Q    So 358,000; is that correct?

22      A    Yes.

23      Q    So we'll pick out Exhibit 19.  You may want

24  to keep that Exhibit 4 by your side.  Exhibit 19.

25           Let the record reflect I'm handing
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1  Mr. Kennedy what was previously marked as plaintiff's

2  Exhibit 19.  First page is entitled "Agenda Item

3  Submittal for Meeting Date of April 20, 2016."

4           Do you recognize this document, Mr. Kennedy?

5      A    Yes.

6           (Exhibit 19 previously marked.)

7  BY MR. CASEY:

8      Q    I will tell you that at his deposition

9  yesterday, Mr. Markus said that you probably drafted

10  this.

11           Is that correct?

12      A    Correct.

13      Q    So everything in this document is accurate;

14  correct?

15           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Calls for

16  speculation, lack of foundation.  Vague as to

17  "everything."

18  BY MR. CASEY:

19      Q    Mr. Kennedy?

20      A    I hope it is.

21      Q    The document on the first page, Mr. Kennedy,

22  refers to four resolutions.

23           Do you see that?

24      A    Yes.

25      Q    Did you prepare those resolutions as well?
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1      A    With help, yes.

2      Q    Whose help?

3      A    There's accounting people will help.  Legal

4  counsel has helped.

5      Q    But before the resolutions leave you to go to

6  Mr. Markus, you believe that they are factually

7  accurate; correct?

8           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Assumes facts not in

9  evidence.

10           MS. DE FELICE:  Also, the resolutions in

11  question are not attached to the exhibit that's before

12  the witness.

13           MR. AUSTIN:  Also vague as to time.  It's

14  unclear as to whether you're referring to general

15  practice or to these resolutions.

16           MR. CASEY:  That's a good point.

17      Q    Is that your general practice, Mr. Kennedy,

18  to make sure that the resolutions that would be part

19  of the board package concerning the establishment of

20  the replenishment assessment, BEA, and BPP would be

21  accurate?

22      A    Yes.

23      Q    Let me have marked as Exhibit 39 a three-page

24  document entitled "Resolution D," as in dog.  It has a

25  much longer title reflected in the first page.  Bates
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1  stamp 33184.

2           (Exhibit 39 marked.)

3  BY MR. CASEY:

4      Q    Do you recognize this document, Mr. Kennedy?

5      A    Yes.

6      Q    What is it?

7      A    It's Resolution D of the April 20, 2016,

8  staff report.

9      Q    Is it the same Resolution D that's referred

10  to in the first page of the agenda item that we've

11  marked as Exhibit 19?

12      A    It appears so, yes.

13      Q    So, going back to Exhibit 39, which is

14  Resolution D, Mr. Kennedy, let me direct your

15  attention to Section 1 on page 1.  Under (b) it says,

16  quote (as read):

17               The estimated total amount to be

18           produced by such persons and operators

19           from groundwater and supplemental sources

20           is 380,000 acre-feet.

21           Do you see that?

22      A    Yes.

23      Q    Where does that number come from?

24           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Vague and ambiguous

25  as to "come from."  Calls for speculation, lack of
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1  foundation.

2           THE WITNESS:  That comes from the staff.

3  BY MR. CASEY:

4      Q    Does it come from the annual engineer's

5  report?

6      A    Yes.

7      Q    Does it come from Table 5?

8           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Vague as to "comes

9  from."

10           THE WITNESS:  It -- it could.  There's -- it

11  comes from documents used to prepare the engineer's

12  report.

13  BY MR. CASEY:

14      Q    Does it come from Table 5, Mr. Kennedy?

15           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Asked and answered.

16  He's already answered the question as to where it

17  comes from.

18           THE WITNESS:  Yeah.  It comes -- there's a

19  bunch of documents used in preparing the engineer's

20  report, and it could come from one of those different

21  documents.  Or it could come from Table 5.

22  BY MR. CASEY:

23      Q    So on Exhibit 39, on that Section 1(b), does

24  the "supplemental sources" referred in Finding 1(b)

25  exclude recycled water produced by IRWD?
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1           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Document speaks for

2  itself.  Calls for speculation, lack of foundation.

3           THE WITNESS:  No, it does not exclude it.

4  BY MR. CASEY:

5      Q    It includes it, doesn't it?

6      A    Yeah.

7      Q    Is there a reason why it includes it when it

8  should be excluded, according to your prior testimony?

9           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Calls for

10  speculation, lacks foundation.

11           THE WITNESS:  It's just an oversight among

12  staff.  The recycled water issue is a very minor issue

13  to staff, and it just got overlooked in preparing this

14  resolution.

15  BY MR. CASEY:

16      Q    Is it a one-time oversight?

17      A    I don't know.  It could be done every year.

18  It's just a minor thing that nobody would have picked

19  up.

20      Q    Let me have marked as Exhibit 40 a multipage

21  document entitled "Minutes of Meeting, Board of

22  Directors, Orange County Water District, April 20,

23  2016," Bates-stamped 33144.

24           (Exhibit 40 marked.)

25  ///
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1  BY MR. CASEY:

2      Q    Do you recognize this document, Mr. Kennedy?

3      A    Yeah.  It looks like the minutes of the

4  April 20, 2016, board meeting.

5      Q    Who prepares these minutes?

6      A    Janice Durant or her assistant.

7      Q    They report to you; correct?

8      A    Yes.

9      Q    Let me direct your attention -- when we refer

10  to Bates stamp numbers, Mr. Kennedy, that's that

11  number in the lower right corner.

12           Okay?

13      A    Okay.

14      Q    So let me direct your attention to Bates

15  Stamp No. 33153.  Otherwise, it's page No. 10 on the

16  document itself.

17      A    Okay.

18      Q    This page is entitled "Resolution

19  No. 16-4-37"; correct?

20      A    Yes.

21      Q    Is this the now-final resolution of that

22  Resolution D we looked at before?

23      A    It appears so, yes.

24      Q    If you look at Section 1(b) --

25      A    Okay.
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1      Q    -- that's the same finding we just talked

2  about on Resolution D; correct?

3      A    Yes.

4      Q    Let's go back to the second page of the

5  document itself.  Go back to the second page.

6      A    (Witness complies.)

7           Okay.

8      Q    Directing your attention to the last

9  paragraph.

10      A    Okay.

11      Q    In the middle, let me read a couple

12  sentences.  (As read):

13               Mr. Kennedy responded that the

14           District Act does not recognize recycled

15           water.  He stated that the recycled water

16           is actually subtracted from the

17           producer's total water demands, and that

18           number is multiplied by the BPP to get

19           the producer's allowable pumping number.

20           Is that an accurate statement you made?

21           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Vague as to -- well,

22  compound, calls for speculation, lack of foundation,

23  assumes facts not in evidence.

24           THE WITNESS:  Yes.

25  ///
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1  BY MR. CASEY:

2      Q    Goes on to say (as read):

3               Director Sheldon noted that it

4           appears OCWD is penalizing producers for

5           recycling water and suggested this policy

6           be reviewed by the board at a future

7           meeting.

8           Do you see that?

9      A    Yes.

10      Q    Did you state agreement with Mr. Sheldon at

11  this meeting?

12           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Agreement with that

13  particular statement?

14           MR. CASEY:  Did he express agreement with

15  that statement at that meeting.

16           MS. DE FELICE:  Which statement?

17           MR. AUSTIN:  Statement he just read.

18           MR. CASEY:  Statement I just read.

19           MS. DE FELICE:  I just meant it was a

20  compound statement.  So which part of it?

21  BY MR. CASEY:

22      Q    Go ahead.

23      A    I don't remember how I responded to that.

24      Q    As you sit here today, do you agree with it?

25           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Compound.
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1           THE WITNESS:  No.  It's a policy issue for

2  our board.

3  BY MR. CASEY:

4      Q    Okay.  You can put that away.

5           Trying to find Exhibit 21, Mr. Kennedy.

6  Let's see.

7           (Exhibit 21 previously marked.)

8  BY MR. CASEY:

9      Q    Let the record reflect I'm handing

10  Mr. Kennedy Exhibit 21 that was marked at Mr. Markus's

11  deposition yesterday.

12      A    (Witness reviews exhibit.)

13      Q    Do you recognize this document, Mr. Kennedy?

14      A    Yes.

15      Q    What do you recognize it as?

16      A    A letter that IRWD sent to Mike Markus

17  regarding the April 20 hearing to set the basin

18  production percentage and BEA.

19      Q    Other than conversations in which legal

20  counsel was present, did you have any conversations

21  with anybody else about this letter?

22      A    I don't remember.  I don't believe I did.

23  Yeah.  I -- well, I don't -- I don't -- I don't

24  remember.

25      Q    This will be a quick one, Mr. Kennedy.
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1           Mark Exhibit 41, multipage document, Bates-

2  stamped 33188.  Looks like a PowerPoint.

3           (Exhibit 41 marked.)

4  BY MR. CASEY:

5      Q    Do you recognize Exhibit 41?

6      A    Yeah.  Looks like the presentation from the

7  April 20, 2016, board meeting.

8      Q    Do you -- did you prepare this PowerPoint?

9      A    Yes, I did.

10      Q    I just want to know if you were the one that

11  prepared it.  That's all.  So you can put it aside.

12      A    Right.

13      Q    Mark as Exhibit 42 a multipage document

14  entitled "2015-2016 Engineer's Report on Groundwater

15  Conditions, Water Supply, and Basin Utilization in the

16  Orange County Water District," dated February 2017.

17           (Exhibit 42 marked.)

18           THE WITNESS:  (Witness reviews exhibit.)

19  BY MR. CASEY:

20      Q    Do you recognize this document, Mr. Kennedy?

21      A    Yes.

22      Q    Is it the annual engineer's report for

23  2015-2016?

24      A    Yes.

25      Q    What was your role in preparing it?
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1      A    I oversaw the preparation of it.

2      Q    So let's take a look at Table 5 again,

3  page 22.

4           So --

5      A    Okay.

6      Q    -- similar question as before, Mr. Kennedy:

7  With respect to the ensuing year, 2017-2018, how would

8  I determine the amount of groundwater and supplemental

9  sources?  Which columns would I add up?

10      A    The first three columns.

11      Q    So the total groundwater and supplemental

12  sources should be 395,000 minus 20,000?

13      A    Yes.

14           MR. CASEY:  Let the record reflect I'm

15  handing Mr. Kennedy what was marked as Exhibit 33 at

16  Mr. Markus's deposition yesterday.

17           (Exhibit 33 previously marked.)

18  BY MR. CASEY:

19      Q    Mr. Kennedy, do you recognize this document?

20      A    (Witness reviews exhibit.)

21           Yes.

22      Q    What is it?

23      A    It's the staff report on April 19, 2017, for

24  the public hearing to set the BEA and the BPP.

25      Q    Did you draft this document?
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1      A    Yes.

2           MR. CASEY:  Let me have marked as Exhibit 43

3  a three-page document entitled "Resolution D."

4           (Exhibit 43 marked.)

5  BY MR. CASEY:

6      Q    And ask you, Mr. Kennedy, do you recognize

7  this document?

8      A    (Witness reviews exhibit.)

9           Yes.  It's the resolution for that staff

10  report I referred to earlier.

11      Q    Exhibit 33?

12      A    Yes.

13      Q    And on the first page of Exhibit 43,

14  Section 1(b) says (as read):

15               The estimated total amount to be

16           produced by such persons and operators

17           from groundwater and supplemental sources

18           is 395,000 acre-feet.

19           Do you see that?

20      A    Yes.

21      Q    Does that include or exclude recycled water?

22           MR. AUSTIN:  Calls for speculation, lack of

23  foundation, calls for legal conclusion.

24           THE WITNESS:  It's -- it's including it in

25  that statement, yes.
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1  BY MR. CASEY:

2      Q    By the way, Mr. Kennedy, on that resolution,

3  is there a reference to "neutral water"?

4           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Vague as to

5  "reference to 'neutral water.'"  Vague as to "neutral

6  water."

7           THE WITNESS:  I mean, I can read it to find

8  out.  You want me to --

9  BY MR. CASEY:

10      Q    Sure, be my guest.

11      A    (Witness reviews exhibit.)

12           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Document speaks for

13  itself and calls for a legal conclusion.

14           THE WITNESS:  (Witness reviews exhibit.)

15           Yeah.  After quickly reading it, I don't see

16  the "neutral water" term.

17  BY MR. CASEY:

18      Q    In the annual engineer's report we've looked

19  at, it does use the phrase "neutral water"; correct?

20           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Misstates the

21  document.

22           MR. NEWMARK:  Compound.

23           THE WITNESS:  In that previous engineer's

24  report we looked at, it did have that phrase in there.

25  ///
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1  BY MR. CASEY:

2      Q    So, since you drafted Exhibit 43, the

3  Resolution D, how come you didn't state how much

4  neutral water was going to be produced in the upcoming

5  year?

6      A    Just lack of precision.

7           MR. CASEY:  Let me put in front of the

8  witness Exhibit 34 from Mr. Markus's deposition.

9           (Exhibit 34 previously marked.)

10  BY MR. CASEY:

11      Q    For the record, it's a two-page letter dated

12  April 11, 2017.

13      A    (Witness reviews exhibit.)

14      Q    Do you recognize this document?

15      A    Yeah.  I believe I saw it this spring.

16      Q    Other than when attorneys may have been

17  present, did you discuss the document with anybody

18  else?

19      A    No, I did not.

20      Q    Do you still have Exhibit 33 in front of you,

21  Mr. Kennedy?

22      A    Yes.

23      Q    So let's look at Exhibit 33, which is the

24  staff report for the April 19, 2017, OCW board

25  meeting, and Exhibit 34.
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1      A    Okay.

2      Q    If you turn to -- turn to the fifth page of

3  Exhibit 33.  It's -- the page at the very bottom has a

4  section entitled "IRWD Protest Letter."

5           Do you see that?

6      A    Okay.

7      Q    Take a moment to look at the bottom of that

8  page and onto the whole next page.

9      A    Okay.  Okay.

10           (Witness reviews exhibit.)

11      Q    Did you write this portion of Exhibit 33?

12      A    (Witness reviews exhibit.)

13           I had help with legal counsel.

14      Q    Okay.  Anybody else help other than legal

15  counsel?

16      A    I don't believe so.

17           MR. CASEY:  Let me have marked as Exhibit 44

18  a multipage document, appears to be a PowerPoint dated

19  April 19, 2017.

20           (Exhibit 44 marked.)

21           THE WITNESS:  (Witness reviews exhibit.)

22  BY MR. CASEY:

23      Q    Do you recognize this document, Mr. Kennedy?

24      A    Yes.  It looks like the presentation I gave

25  to the board of directors on April 19.
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1      Q    Did you prepare Exhibit 44?

2      A    Yes.

3      Q    My first question is going to be on page

4  numbered 10.  The photocopy has it a little bit hard

5  to see, but you'll see it's after page No. 9 and

6  before page numbered 11.

7           Do you see that?

8      A    Yes, the table?

9      Q    Yes.  The table, for the record, is entitled

10  "FY '17-'18 Groundwater Basin Water Balance."

11           Do you see that?

12      A    Yes.

13      Q    Okay.  There's a reference to the line

14  "Other."  Do you see that?  After "MWD Supplies"?

15      A    Oh, okay.

16      Q    What's that refer to?

17      A    That is a small amount of water that gets

18  injected into the groundwater basin for the Alamitos

19  barrier.

20      Q    Oh, okay.  Just for the record, on the first

21  line, it says "SAR Base Flow."

22           Does that mean Santa Ana River base flow?

23      A    Yes.

24      Q    That's the base flow from the Santa Ana River

25  that naturally replenishes that Orange County
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1  groundwater basin?

2           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Calls for

3  speculation, lack of foundation, compound.

4           MR. NEWMARK:  Calls for a legal conclusion.

5           MR. AUSTIN:  Vague and ambiguous.

6  BY MR. CASEY:

7      Q    Mr. Kennedy.

8      A    This is water coming down the Santa Ana River

9  that we capture to recharge the groundwater basin.

10      Q    And the same question with respect to "Santa

11  Ana River Storm Flows," the second line?

12           MR. AUSTIN:  Same objections as to the prior

13  question.

14           MR. NEWMARK:  Same.  Calls for legal

15  conclusion.

16           THE WITNESS:  This is water coming down the

17  Santa Ana River during the winter months that we

18  capture and recharge into the groundwater basin.

19  BY MR. CASEY:

20      Q    So if I go to page 18, Mr. Kennedy, it says

21  "End of Presentation."

22           Simple question:  Why are there slides after

23  the end of the presentation?

24      A    This is additional information that our board

25  might find helpful.
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1      Q    So this is your practice of preparing slides

2  that are in anticipation of questions that may be

3  asked by the OCW board; is that right?

4      A    Yeah.

5           MR. CASEY:  Okay.  I'm going to go off the

6  record.

7           (A discussion was held off the record.)

8           (Recess taken.)

9  BY MR. CASEY:

10      Q    Let me have marked as Exhibit 45 a multipage

11  document entitled "Minutes of Meeting, Board of

12  Directors, Orange County Water District, April 19,

13  2017."

14           (Exhibit 45 marked.)

15  BY MR. CASEY:

16      Q    Do you recognize this document, Mr. Kennedy?

17      A    It looks like the minutes of the board

18  meeting on April 19, 2017.

19      Q    And this was prepared by Ms. Durant or her

20  staff; is that right?

21      A    Yes.

22      Q    And she would have sent it to you to review;

23  is that right?

24      A    Yes.

25      Q    So if you go to page numbered 10, makes a
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1  reference to Resolution D.

2           Do you see that?

3      A    Yes.

4      Q    Is the resolution that follows the same

5  Resolution D we just discussed?

6           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Vague as to

7  "follows."

8           THE WITNESS:  It appears it is.

9  BY MR. CASEY:

10      Q    I'm going to move on to something else,

11  Mr. Kennedy.  Put the big stack here.

12      A    All this here?

13      Q    Might as well.  Clear the way there.

14           So let me show you what was previously marked

15  as Exhibit 17 at Mr. Markus's deposition.

16           (Exhibit 17 previously marked.)

17  BY MR. CASEY:

18      Q    It's a multipage document entitled "A History

19  of Orange County Water District."

20           And we established yesterday, Mr. Kennedy,

21  this is a document that's available on the OCWD

22  website.

23           Do you recognize this document?

24      A    I've seen it before.

25      Q    Do you know who prepared it?
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1      A    I believe our public education group.

2  Eleanor Torres is the department head there.

3      Q    Public affairs?

4      A    Public affairs, yeah.

5      Q    Were you asked to contribute to any portion

6  of this document?

7      A    I am typically asked to look at documents

8  like this, so I could have reviewed it.

9      Q    Why don't you turn to page 33.

10      A    (Witness reviews exhibit.)

11      Q    Which is entitled "Basin Equity Assessment."

12           Have you ever seen this portion or read this

13  portion of Exhibit 17 before?

14      A    I believe I have, yes.

15      Q    Do you believe it to be factually accurate?

16           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Compound, calls for

17  speculation, lack of foundation.

18           THE WITNESS:  I would believe it to be

19  accurate.

20  BY MR. CASEY:

21      Q    Makes a reference to a George Osborne.

22           Do you see that?

23      A    Yes.

24      Q    Do you know who he is?

25      A    Yes.
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1      Q    Who is he?

2      A    He was a former board member.

3      Q    It makes a reference to a Mr. Owen.

4           Do you know who that's in reference to?

5      A    He was a former board member.

6      Q    What's his first name?

7      A    Don.

8      Q    Was he a general manager of OCWD at some

9  point?

10      A    Yes, he was.

11      Q    And you understand that this section of

12  Exhibit 17 is referring to the amendment to the OCWD

13  Act of 1969 that established the basin equity

14  assessment; correct?

15           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Calls for

16  speculation, lack of foundation, calls for legal

17  conclusion.

18           THE WITNESS:  I believe so, yes.

19  BY MR. CASEY:

20      Q    So I want you to read to yourself,

21  Mr. Kennedy, the third paragraph, the paragraph that

22  begins "Historically, imported water costs."  Just

23  read that to yourself.

24      A    Okay.

25           (Witness reviews exhibit.)
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1           Okay.

2      Q    Does that paragraph accurately state what you

3  believe to be the purpose of the BEA?

4           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Lack of foundation,

5  calls for speculation, compound, vague as to purpose.

6  Calls for legal conclusion.  You mean the statutory

7  purpose, Counsel?

8           MR. CASEY:  You can state your objections,

9  Counsel.

10           MR. AUSTIN:  It's vague and ambiguous as to

11  purpose.

12           MR. CASEY:  Then you've stated your

13  objection.

14           MR. AUSTIN:  Okay.  All right.

15           THE WITNESS:  Could you repeat it?

16  BY MR. CASEY:

17      Q    Sure.  Does that paragraph accurately state

18  what you understand to be the purpose of the BEA?

19      A    Yes.

20      Q    Let's go now to the introduction of this

21  document, which they use these -- if you can take a

22  look -- small vi?  There you go.

23      A    Okay.

24      Q    Flip one more page to vii, and you go to the

25  last paragraph, the one that begins with "Although a
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1  skeptic," and just read that to yourself.

2      A    (Witness reviews exhibit.)

3           MR. DUNN:  I'm sorry, Mr. Casey.  Where are

4  we again?  What page?

5           MR. CASEY:  Small vii, last paragraph.

6           MR. DUNN:  Thank you very much.

7           THE WITNESS:  (Witness reviews exhibit.)

8           Okay.

9  BY MR. CASEY:

10      Q    Does that paragraph accurately state -- let

11  me take that back.

12           Does that paragraph accurately describe what

13  you understand to be the Santa Ana River watershed?

14           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Calls for legal

15  conclusion, relevance as to this witness's

16  understanding, compound --

17           MR. NEWMARK:  Vague and ambiguous.

18           MR. AUSTIN:  I'll join that one.

19           THE WITNESS:  Yes.  I'm not an expert on the

20  watershed, but I believe so.

21  BY MR. CASEY:

22      Q    Is there a person on OCWD staff who is more

23  an expert on the Santa Ana River watershed than you

24  are?

25           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Vague as to
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1  "expert."  Legal expert, Counsel?  Are you calling for

2  a legal conclusion here?

3           MR. CASEY:  Is that your objection, sir?

4           MR. AUSTIN:  You're not going to answer my

5  question?

6           MR. CASEY:  Absolutely not.

7           MR. AUSTIN:  Vague and ambiguous, calls for

8  legal conclusion.

9  BY MR. CASEY:

10      Q    Mr. Kennedy?

11      A    Yeah.  I don't know if we have an expert as

12  to watershed -- goes way beyond our boundaries -- but

13  there's probably half a dozen of us that have a good

14  understanding of the watershed and what it is.

15      Q    Who on OCWD staff would have a better

16  understanding of the Santa Ana River watershed than

17  you?

18           MR. AUSTIN:  Calls for speculation, lack of

19  foundation.

20           THE WITNESS:  There's employees who go up to

21  the upper watershed and deal with those agencies on a

22  routine basis.  So they probably have a better

23  understanding.

24  BY MR. CASEY:

25      Q    Would that include Mr. Herndon?
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1      A    It could be Roy Herndon.  There's an

2  individual named Greg Woodside who routinely goes into

3  the upper watershed.

4      Q    What's his name again?

5      A    Greg Woodside.

6      Q    Woodside?

7      A    Yeah.

8      Q    Greg is G-r-e-g or C-r-a-i-g?

9      A    Greg, G-r-e-g.

10      Q    G-r-e-g, okay.

11           Let the record reflect I'm handing

12  Mr. Kennedy what we previously marked as Exhibit 27.

13  It's a multipage document.  The first page is dated

14  November 14, 2007, entitled "Workshop:  Basin

15  Production Percentage Methodology."

16           (Exhibit 27 previously marked.)

17  BY MR. CASEY:

18      Q    Do you recognize this document, Mr. Kennedy?

19      A    Yes, I do.

20      Q    What is it?

21      A    It's a staff report that went to our Water

22  Issues Committee November 14, 2007.

23      Q    And let's go to page numbered 3.

24      A    Okay.

25      Q    And there's a diagram that picks Option 4.
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1           Do you see that?

2      A    Yes.

3      Q    We've talked about this with Mr. Markus

4  yesterday.

5           On the denominator, do you see that?

6      A    Yes.

7      Q    It says "Total water demands, minus expected

8  reclaimed and local supplies."

9           Mr. Markus didn't know what "local supplies"

10  meant and told us to ask you.

11           What do "local supplies" refer to?

12           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection --

13           MS. DE FELICE:  Objection.

14           MR. AUSTIN:  -- misstates testimony.  Calls

15  for speculation, lack of foundation.

16           THE WITNESS:  I believe at the time local

17  supplies were -- I need to think about that.

18  BY MR. CASEY:

19      Q    Go ahead, take your time.

20      A    Yeah.

21           I believe it's small amounts of water that

22  Serrano Water District would get -- small amounts of

23  water that Serrano Water District would receive coming

24  off the watershed.

25      Q    What kind of water?  Is that natural water?
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1      A    Yes.

2      Q    Why did OCWD consider that to be local

3  supply?

4           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Calls for

5  speculation, lack of foundation, vague as to "local

6  supply."

7           THE WITNESS:  You just -- you need to call it

8  something.  That's what the staff was calling it.

9  It's a very small amount of water.  I believe it was

10  2- to 3,000 acre-feet a year.

11           I don't believe a whole lot of thought went

12  into calling it "local supply" or even worrying about

13  it.

14  BY MR. CASEY:

15      Q    But this was water originating within the

16  Santa Ana River watershed?

17           MR. NEWMARK:  Objection.  Calls for legal

18  conclusion, vague and ambiguous, calls for

19  speculation.

20           MR. AUSTIN:  I'll join those objections.

21           THE WITNESS:  Yeah.  I'm having a hard time

22  recalling exactly.  I think it was coming from within

23  the watershed.

24           (Exhibit 46 marked.)

25  ///
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1  BY MR. CASEY:

2      Q    We'll have marked as Exhibit 46 a multipage

3  document entitled "Classification of Reclaimed Water,

4  June 1, 2016," Bates stamp 31197.

5           Do you recognize this document, Mr. Kennedy?

6      A    It looks like something I could have

7  prepared.

8      Q    It would have been prepared for presentation

9  at some committee meeting?

10           MR. AUSTIN:  I'm sorry, could you repeat the

11  question?

12           MR. CASEY:  I'll rephrase it.

13      Q    Did you prepare it for presentation to a

14  meeting of the committee of the OCWD?

15           MS. DE FELICE:  Objection --

16           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Assumes facts not in

17  evidence.  He didn't say he did prepare it.

18  BY MR. CASEY:

19      Q    Go ahead, Mr. Kennedy.

20      A    I could have prepared it for a meeting.  I

21  would need to check back and see what June 1, 2016,

22  was.

23      Q    I see.

24           Go to page numbered 3.

25      A    Okay.
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1      Q    Go to Slide 6.

2      A    Okay.

3      Q    The first bullet point says (as read):

4               IRWD's loss of approximately 11,000

5           AFY of groundwater pumping is the other

6           producers' gain.

7           What did you mean by that?

8           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Assumes facts not in

9  evidence.  He did not say that he prepared this.

10  That's been established multiple times.  Vague and

11  ambiguous, compound.

12           THE WITNESS:  I believe this is referring to

13  by how we do not recognize reclaimed water in the BPP

14  calculation; that it reduces how much groundwater IRWD

15  can pump at the RA rate that follows under the BPP.

16           So, because IRWD is pumping less, that means

17  the other producers are allowed to pump a little bit

18  more.

19  BY MR. CASEY:

20      Q    At the RA rate; correct?

21      A    At the RA rate.

22      Q    So let's flip the page to page numbered 4.

23  And under "Policy Issues" -- this is Slide 8 -- the

24  first bullet point says (as read):

25               OCWD policy sends negative pricing
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1           signal for development of reclaimed water

2           projects.

3           Below that it says "Buena Park."

4           What OCW policy are you referring to?

5           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Assumes facts not in

6  evidence.  Calls for speculation, lack of foundation.

7           THE WITNESS:  This is referring to how OCWD

8  does not recognize reclaimed water in setting the BPP.

9  BY MR. CASEY:

10      Q    What negative pricing signal are you

11  referring to?

12           MR. AUSTIN:  Same objections as the prior

13  question.

14           THE WITNESS:  It's because of how reclaimed

15  water is accounted for.  If you develop a reclaimed

16  water system, you are not reducing on a one-for-one

17  basis the amount of imported water you need to bring.

18  BY MR. CASEY:

19      Q    What's the reference to Buena Park?

20           MR. AUSTIN:  Calls for speculation, lack of

21  foundation.

22           THE WITNESS:  They were considering

23  development of a reclaimed water system.

24  BY MR. CASEY:

25      Q    Did they actually develop one?
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1      A    No.

2      Q    Do you know why they didn't develop one?

3      A    It's too costly.

4      Q    The third bullet point on Slide 8 says (as

5  read):

6               Don't want to encourage any new

7           recycling by a producer.

8           What does that refer to?

9           MR. AUSTIN:  Calls for speculation, lack of

10  foundation.

11           THE WITNESS:  That is referring to the sewage

12  being generated in our service area is coming to the

13  Orange County Sanitation District.  And it's being

14  recycled by our groundwater replenishment system.  So

15  the sewage is already being recycled.

16           So the district does not need to have a

17  policy that encourages the development of individual

18  recycling projects.

19  BY MR. CASEY:

20      Q    Does all the wastewater treated by Orange

21  County Sanitation District go to OCWD's GWRS project?

22      A    No.  Currently --

23           MR. NEWMARK:  Objection.  Lacks foundation,

24  vague as to time.

25  ///
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1  BY MR. CASEY:

2      Q    Now.

3      A    There's two separate sanitation treatment

4  plants, Plant 1 and Plant 2.  Currently, all of

5  Plant 1's sewage is coming to OCWD for recycling.  And

6  we are in the process right now, we are designing an

7  expansion of the groundwater replenishment system so

8  we can start recycling sewage going to Plant 2.

9      Q    Plant 2 is OCWD's Plant 2; right?

10      A    Right.

11      Q    Where does Orange County Sanitation District

12  discharge the treated wastewater from their plant to?

13           MR. NEWMARK:  Objection.  Foundation.  Vague

14  and ambiguous as to time.

15  BY MR. CASEY:

16      Q    Currently, sir.

17           MR. AUSTIN:  Join those objections.

18           THE WITNESS:  They discharge their treated

19  water to the Pacific Ocean from Plant 2.

20  BY MR. CASEY:

21      Q    Let's flip the page to page 5.  On the

22  Slide 10, the third bullet point says (as read):

23               If change reclaimed water

24           classification for IRWD, should the

25           change include GAP customers?
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1           What does that refer to?

2           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Calls for

3  speculation.  Lack of foundation.

4           THE WITNESS:  The way we classify reclaimed

5  water is -- isn't consistent for everybody in our

6  service area, for IRWD and for our GAP customers.  And

7  so, if you were going to consider a change for IRWD,

8  you need to account for the GAP customers and include

9  them in that change.

10           MR. AUSTIN:  Did you say "consistent"?

11           THE WITNESS:  Consistent, yeah.

12  BY MR. CASEY:

13      Q    In Slide 9 on page No. 5, the third bullet

14  point says (as read):

15               February 15, 1995, OCWD staff report

16           suggests can handle via a contract versus

17           changing the District Act.

18           What's that refer to?

19           MR. AUSTIN:  Calls for speculation, lack of

20  foundation.

21           THE WITNESS:  That's a staff report from

22  1995, and it had that sentence in there that perhaps

23  you could use a contract with different agencies on

24  how you classify reclaimed water.  And I didn't write

25  that staff report and completely understand it, but I
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1  mentioned it there, yeah.

2  BY MR. CASEY:

3      Q    So, going down to the third bullet point on

4  Slide 10, could you change the reclaimed water

5  classification for IRWD via contract?

6           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Calls for

7  speculation, lack of foundation, calls for legal

8  conclusion, relevance as to this witness's

9  understanding.

10           THE WITNESS:  Yeah.  I don't have a good

11  comment on that.  When we have changed the

12  classification of reclaimed water, it's been done by

13  changing the District Act.  So that sentence in the

14  February 15 staff report confused me.

15           MR. CASEY:  Let's have marked as Exhibit 47 a

16  multipage email from Mr. Herndon to Mr. Kennedy dated

17  December 14, 2009, Bates stamp 51756.

18           (Exhibit 47 marked.)

19  BY MR. CASEY:

20      Q    Do you recognize this document, Mr. Kennedy?

21      A    Looks like an email from Roy Herndon to me

22  and Craig Miller.

23      Q    Who is Mr. Miller?

24      A    Craig Miller was a senior manager at the

25  water district back at this time in 2009.
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1      Q    He's no longer at the district?

2      A    Correct.

3      Q    The third page of Exhibit 47, which includes

4  a bar chart, do you know who prepared this page?

5      A    This looks like something I prepared.

6      Q    And based upon the email exchange here,

7  looking at the bottom of the first page from Jill

8  Everhart to a whole bunch of people, was this bar

9  chart presented at a December 9 producers meeting?

10      A    (Witness reviews exhibit.)

11           It looks like it was discussed at December 9

12  producers meeting and then, a couple days later,

13  emailed out to all the producers.

14      Q    So let's go back to the first page,

15  Mr. Herndon's email.

16           After receiving this email, did you ever

17  discuss its content with Mr. Herndon?

18      A    I can't remember, but it's very possible.

19      Q    Let's direct your attention to the final

20  paragraph of Mr. Herndon's email to you.  It says (as

21  read):

22               I think we need to be careful about

23           opening up the discussion of counting

24           reclaimed water as anything but neutral,

25           as currently in the OCWD Act.  If the
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1           current structure disincentivizes

2           producers from buying GWRS water directly

3           or building their own reclaimed water

4           projects, so what?  It doesn't stop OCWD

5           from expanding GWRS for the benefit of

6           all.

7           Did you ever discuss anything in that

8  paragraph with Mr. Herndon?

9      A    I could have.

10      Q    Did you?

11      A    I -- I can't recall for this specific case,

12  but Mr. Herndon and I have talked about this issue in

13  the past.

14      Q    What have you talked about on that issue?

15      A    Just how we account for reclaimed water.  And

16  Mr. Herndon likes to use the term "neutral."  But just

17  how we account for it.

18      Q    How about what Mr. Herndon says in the final

19  paragraph, though, in terms of the incentive

20  structure?  Did you ever talk about that with

21  Mr. Herndon?

22      A    Probably.  And I previously mentioned the

23  same thing, how we account for it.  If you build a

24  reclaimed water project, because of how we account for

25  it, you do not get to reduce on a one-for-one basis
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1  how much imported water you need to take in.

2      Q    Do you, Mr. Kennedy, personally agree with

3  the statements being made by Mr. Herndon in that last

4  paragraph?

5           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Compound, calls for

6  speculation, lack of foundation, vague and ambiguous.

7           THE WITNESS:  Generally, yes, because we have

8  the groundwater replenishment system that's recycling

9  the wastewater in the area.

10           MR. CASEY:  Let me have marked as Exhibit 48

11  a three-page email from Mr. Kennedy, dated

12  February 10, 2015, Bates-stamped 54147.

13           (Exhibit 48 marked.)

14           THE WITNESS:  (Witness reviews exhibit.)

15  BY MR. CASEY:

16      Q    Do you recognize this document, Mr. Kennedy?

17      A    Yes.  It looks like an email from me back in

18  February 2015.

19      Q    Who's Cathy Green?

20      A    She's a board member.

21      Q    Who's Dennis Bilodeau?

22      A    A board member.

23      Q    Who's Stephen Sheldon?

24      A    A board member.

25      Q    Board members of OCWD; correct?
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1      A    Yes.

2      Q    We know Mr. Markus.

3           So in the second line of this email, it says

4  (as read):

5               Here is a graphic Director Bilodeau

6           asked me to prepare.

7           Do you see that?

8      A    Yes.

9      Q    Did Mr. Bilodeau explain why he wanted you to

10  prepare this graphic?

11      A    This can be a confusing issue for board

12  members to understand the implications, and so this

13  graphic was prepared to help them understand it.

14      Q    So when you say in the email at the end,

15  quote, "This is a unique and confusing issue --"

16      A    Yeah, that's what I mean.

17      Q    It's complex, in other words?

18      A    Complex, yeah.  Yeah.

19      Q    Just if you can -- couple questions about the

20  chart so I can understand.

21      A    Okay.

22      Q    There's a couple acronyms.  Let me ask you

23  that first.

24           "DATS."  What is that?

25      A    Deep aquifer treatment system.
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1      Q    What is that?

2      A    That is a treatment plant that Irvine Ranch

3  Water District constructed.  It's drawing colored

4  water from a deep aquifer and treating the colored

5  water and then serving it to IRWD customers.

6      Q    That's the type of project that receives a

7  BEA exemption; correct?

8           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Vague as to "type of

9  project."

10           THE WITNESS:  Yes.

11           MR. AUSTIN:  Incomplete hypothetical.

12  BY MR. CASEY:

13      Q    Now we've got another acronym, "DRWF."

14           What's that refer to?

15      A    Dyer Road well field.

16      Q    D-y-e-r.

17           What's that refer to?

18      A    Irvine Ranch Water District constructed a

19  very large well field along Dyer Road and the 55

20  Freeway, and there might be, I'm guessing, 15 to 18

21  extraction wells they constructed in that well field.

22  It's referring to that.

23      Q    I see.  And at the bottom of the graph, it's

24  got an asterisk, and it says (as read):

25               Project designed to operate above BPP
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1           and receive a BEA exemption.

2           What does that mean?

3      A    Those projects are expensive.  They're

4  designed to offset imported water deliveries that IRWD

5  needs to bring in.  And because they're expensive, the

6  water -- normally, when you pump above the BPP, you

7  have to pay the additional BEA.  But to offset the

8  expense of developing these treatment projects, OCWD

9  will exempt the BEA.

10      Q    Got it.

11           So after you sent this graphic to the three

12  OCWD directors, did you ever talk to any one of them

13  about it?

14      A    Oh, I don't remember or recall.

15      Q    Did you ever talk about it with Mr. Markus?

16      A    Yes.  Oh, this specific graphic?

17      Q    Yes.

18      A    I don't know about this specific email.  But

19  we've talked about the issue.

20      Q    On the first page, the last sentence of your

21  second paragraph says (as read):

22               Per my previous email, 7,700 AFY of

23           groundwater pumping is worth about

24           $4.6 million annually.

25           What's that refer to?
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1      A    Yes.  I guess I sent them a previous email

2  estimating what the issue was worth to IRWD.

3      Q    The issue being whether or not recycled water

4  would be included in supplemental sources?

5      A    Yes.

6      Q    And it's worth, based upon these numbers,

7  $4.6 million each year; correct?

8           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Vague and ambiguous

9  as to "worth."  Calls for speculation, lack of

10  foundation, misstates testimony.

11           THE WITNESS:  I believe so.

12           MR. CASEY:  We'll have marked as Exhibit 49

13  an email from Mr. Herndon to Mr. Kennedy, dated

14  May 24, 2016, Bates stamp 51791.

15           (Exhibit 49 marked.)

16           THE WITNESS:  (Witness reviews exhibit.)

17  BY MR. CASEY:

18      Q    Do you recognize this document, Mr. Kennedy?

19      A    It looks like an email from Roy Herndon to me

20  on May 2016.

21      Q    In the email, when Mr. Herndon says, quote,

22  "I've been grappling with this," do you know what he's

23  referring to?

24      A    No, I don't.

25      Q    Do you know -- did you ask Mr. Herndon to
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1  prepare this graphic?

2      A    No.  I don't recall what generated this.

3  Yeah, I could only speculate, yeah.

4      Q    We don't want you to do that.

5           The second paragraph has a sentence that says

6  (as read):

7               I haven't been in on the discussions

8           with you and Mike, so I'm not sure how

9           you're leaning on this.

10           Do you know who you're referring to?

11      A    Probably referring to Mike Markus.

12      Q    Do you know what he's referring to when he

13  says, "I'm not sure how you're leaning on this"?

14           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Calls for

15  speculation, lack of foundation.

16           THE WITNESS:  No, I don't.

17  BY MR. CASEY:

18      Q    If you got this email from Mr. Herndon, did

19  you ever talk to him about this email?

20      A    I -- probably.  I don't recall the exact

21  conversation, but --

22      Q    Have you had conversations with Mike Markus,

23  with just Mike Markus present, about the lawsuit filed

24  by IRWD that brings you here for your deposition?

25      A    Conversation with Mike Markus --
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1      Q    About this lawsuit?

2      A    About this lawsuit?  About our deposition?

3      Q    No.  Anything about the lawsuit.

4      A    Probably, yes.

5      Q    What did you guys talk about?

6      A    I can't recall.  It's a pretty broad issue

7  that's been talked about at the water district for

8  years.

9      Q    For years?

10      A    Yeah.  Well, IRWD, you know, at least for the

11  last few years, has been wanting us to change our

12  policy.  So it gets talked about periodically.

13      Q    Have you ever talked about changing the

14  policy with any director of the OCWD board?

15           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Vague as to

16  "changing the policy."

17           THE WITNESS:  I don't think any board member

18  has suggested changing the policy.  Well, Director

19  Steve Sheldon maybe.  But I can't recall any other

20  board members.  Yeah.

21  BY MR. CASEY:

22      Q    Last question on Mr. Herndon's email,

23  Exhibit 49.  The first paragraph, he says (as read):

24               The second graph seems to contradict

25           the argument of cost impacts to IRWD.
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1           Do you know who he's referring to?

2           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Calls for

3  speculation, lack of foundation.

4           THE WITNESS:  No, I really don't.  No, I

5  don't.

6           I could add to that last question.

7  BY MR. CASEY:

8      Q    Sure.  You remember that?

9      A    Speculating.

10      Q    Don't speculate.  If you recall.

11           MR. AUSTIN:  Don't speculate.

12  BY MR. CASEY:

13      Q    Do you recall versus speculate?

14      A    No.  I can recall that IRWD has projects that

15  get the basin equity assessment exemption.  And it was

16  hard to calculate how changing the definition of

17  reclaimed water was going to impact those projects

18  getting the BEA exemption.  It was a complicated

19  issue.

20      Q    Okay.  Let me show you what was previously

21  marked as Exhibit 35 at Mr. Markus's deposition.  Ask

22  you if you recall this document.

23           (Exhibit 35 previously marked.)

24           MR. AUSTIN:  Can I have a copy, Counsel?  Oh,

25  sorry, it's not a new exhibit?  Exhibit what?
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1           MR. CASEY:  35.

2           THE WITNESS:  35.

3           Yeah.  It looks like a presentation I sent to

4  Mike.

5  BY MR. CASEY:

6      Q    In the email, you say (as read):

7               Mike, take a look at this, especially

8           Slide 5.

9           Why did you want Mr. Markus to take a look at

10  Slide 5?

11      A    Just wanted him to agree with the wording I

12  was using here.

13      Q    Did he eventually tell you he agreed?

14      A    I don't recall.  Yeah.

15      Q    But you prepared the PowerPoint that's

16  attached to the email?

17      A    I'm pretty sure I did, yeah.

18      Q    So let's look at Slide 5.

19      A    I'll go to Slide 5.

20      Q    Slide 5.

21      A    Five?

22      Q    Five, yes, five.

23      A    Okay.

24      Q    Let's look at the final bullet point.  Says

25  (as read):
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1               IRWD is considering diverting

2           remaining wastewater that goes to OCSD to

3           their Michelson plant.

4           Does "OCSD" refer to the Orange County

5  Sanitation District?

6      A    Yes.

7      Q    And in preparing the PowerPoint, what were

8  you referring to in this bullet point?

9      A    IRWD recycles most of its wastewater, but a

10  small amount -- and this is estimating -- about 5 mgd

11  still goes to Orange County Sanitation District.  And

12  I had heard they were looking at what it would take to

13  divert that remaining 5 mgd to their Michelson plant

14  and not send it to Orange County Sanitation District.

15      Q    If it wasn't sent to Orange County Sanitation

16  District, would that mean Orange County Water District

17  would get less treated wastewater for its GWRS

18  project?

19           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Calls for

20  speculation, lack of foundation.

21           THE WITNESS:  Potentially, because there's a

22  general issue that wastewater flows coming into Orange

23  County Sanitation District have generally declined.

24  So there's higher awareness of how much wastewater is

25  coming into Orange County Sanitation District and from
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1  where.

2  BY MR. CASEY:

3      Q    It's declined in recent years?

4      A    Yes.

5      Q    Do you know why?

6      A    Why?  Conservation.  Low-flow toilets.  Just

7  recycling ethic.  People are just using less water,

8  and so Orange County Sanitation District is getting

9  less water to treat.

10      Q    Does that mean there's less water being sent

11  by Orange County Sanitation District to OCWD for use

12  at its GWRS project?

13      A    So far we've been okay.  We're still getting

14  enough to make 100 mgd, as designed.  But we're

15  getting down there, so we're watching it.

16      Q    Just for the record, "mgd" means?

17      A    Million gallons per day.

18      Q    What happens if the amount of treated

19  wastewater falls below the hundred mgd level?

20           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Vague as to "what

21  happens."

22           MR. NEWMARK:  Objection.  Calls for

23  speculation.

24           MR. AUSTIN:  I'll join that objection.

25           THE WITNESS:  If we don't get enough source
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1  water, then you can't make 100 million gallons per day

2  of water to recharge into the groundwater basin.

3  BY MR. CASEY:

4      Q    What happens if that happens?

5           MR. AUSTIN:  Same objections.  Vague and

6  ambiguous as to "what happens," and calls for

7  speculation.

8           THE WITNESS:  The plant was designed to make

9  a hundred million gallons a day.  So in some respects,

10  you'd have a partially stranded asset not fully

11  utilizing that plant.  Yeah.

12           MR. CASEY:  Let me have marked as Exhibit 50

13  a multipage document, an email from Mr. Kennedy, dated

14  May 27, 2016, Bates stamp 53105.

15           (Exhibit 50 marked.)

16  BY MR. CASEY:

17      Q    Mr. Kennedy, do you recognize this document?

18      A    Yeah.  It looks like an email I sent to Cathy

19  Green.

20      Q    Ms. Green is a director on the OCW board;

21  correct?

22      A    Yes.

23      Q    And did Mr. Markus ask you to gather these

24  historical documents?

25      A    I don't know if he specifically asked, but I
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1  did gather them at one time in the past, just to help

2  my understanding of the issue.

3      Q    So you had previously gathered the historical

4  documents attached to your email prior to sending this

5  email and attachments to Ms. Green; is that right?

6      A    Yes.

7      Q    And you gathered them just on your own to

8  educate yourself?

9      A    Yes.

10      Q    Did you ever talk to Cathy Green about the

11  documents after you sent them to her?

12      A    I could have.  I don't specifically remember.

13      Q    Do you generally remember any conversation

14  you had with her?

15      A    No.

16      Q    Is this the -- I'll strike that.

17           So did you ever talk to Bill Mills about any

18  of these historical documents?

19      A    Not -- no.  No.  I mean, not about any of

20  this, no.

21      Q    Mr. Mills retired in 2000- --

22      A    -2.

23      Q    -- -2?  Have you talked to him about this

24  issue since he's left the district?

25      A    I don't think so.  I've maybe seen him half a
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1  dozen times in different meetings, functions, and I

2  don't think we talked about this.  Yeah.

3      Q    These historical documents, you didn't

4  prepare any of these documents; correct?

5      A    No, I did not.

6      Q    Other than with legal counsel, have you

7  discussed any of these historical documents with

8  anybody at OCWD?

9      A    I could have.  Our CFO, Randy Fick, I

10  probably gave him a copy of these documents.  Maybe

11  Roy Herndon, I gave him a copy of these documents.  It

12  was just good information.

13           We have an engineer who operates the GAP

14  system; I probably gave them to him, Ben Smith.  It

15  was just good information, a good information search

16  on the history of GAP.

17      Q    How long ago did you gather these documents

18  for the first time?

19      A    Speculat- -- I'm guessing, three to four

20  years ago.

21      Q    Mr. Smith ended up doing a dissertation on

22  that topic, didn't he?

23      A    Yes.  He did his master's at Cal State Long

24  Beach on the GAP system.

25      Q    It's an impressive piece of work.  We have it
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1  with us.

2      A    Okay.

3      Q    In the historical documents, if you look

4  at -- again, I'm going by the Bates stamp numbers in

5  the lower right-hand corner -- there's a Bates stamp

6  No. 53136.

7      A    Okay.

8      Q    It's entitled "Draft Report on Expansion of

9  the Green Acres Project."

10           Do you see that?

11      A    Yes.

12      Q    And it's not a complete copy of that report;

13  correct?

14      A    Correct.

15      Q    Do you know where the complete version is?

16           MR. AUSTIN:  Counsel, vague and ambiguous as

17  to "complete."  Do you mean full or do you mean final,

18  when you say "complete"?

19           MR. CASEY:  Thank you.

20      Q    Full.

21      A    I don't recall.  I -- I dug this out, and I

22  don't remember if it was just these pages that were in

23  an old file, or the entire report was in the file and

24  I just copied the relevant pages.  I can't remember.

25  Yeah.
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1      Q    It also says on the first page "Draft."

2           Do you know whether or not this report was

3  ever run to final?

4      A    I don't know.

5           MR. CASEY:  Let me have marked as Exhibit 51

6  a one-page document entitled "Historical GAP

7  Pricing/Supplemental Water/Reclaimed Water

8  Classification Documents," Bates stamp 4064.

9           (Exhibit 51 marked.)

10  BY MR. CASEY:

11      Q    Did you prepare this document, Mr. Kennedy?

12      A    Yes, I did.

13      Q    Was this -- did you prepare it to provide a

14  written summary of the information you gleaned from

15  the historical documents that we've marked as

16  Exhibit 50?

17      A    Yes.

18      Q    Kind of tells it all, doesn't it?

19           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Vague and ambiguous.

20  Argumentative.

21           MR. CASEY:  I'll withdraw it.

22      Q    Did you ever send Exhibit 51 to any director

23  from OCWD?

24      A    I don't specifically recall, but I would

25  guess I did.
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1      Q    Change topics, Mr. Kennedy.  We're going to

2  put in front of you Exhibit 5 from Mr. Xu's

3  deposition.

4           MR. AUSTIN:  Which number?

5           MR. CASEY:  5.

6           (Exhibit 5 previously marked.)

7  BY MR. CASEY:

8      Q    Do you recognize this document, Mr. Kennedy?

9      A    Looks like an email from Mitch Robinson to

10  Wei Xu in our accounting staff.

11      Q    And attaches the BEA report, Exhibit A and

12  Exhibit B.  You see that?

13      A    Yes.

14      Q    Do you have an understanding as to why IRWD

15  submitted an Exhibit A version of the BEA report and

16  an Exhibit B version?

17      A    Yes, I do.

18      Q    What's that?

19      A    With Exhibit B, reclaimed water is excluded

20  as supplemental water.

21           With Exhibit A, they include reclaimed water

22  as supplemental water.

23      Q    Let's look at the Exhibit B, which is

24  Bates-stamped 50394.  Under line 2(a), it has a

25  negative number.
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1           Do you see that?

2      A    Yes.

3      Q    Does that mean there's a negative

4  supplemental water?

5      A    I've seen IRWD put negative numbers in here

6  before, and I never completely understood it.  So I --

7  I can't answer that.  Yeah.

8      Q    Let's go back to the Exhibit A version, which

9  is Bates stamp 50391.  Section 2 says "All Water from

10  Supplemental Sources."

11           Do you see that?

12      A    Yes.

13      Q    Do you understand "supplemental sources" to

14  be supplemental sources as defined in Section 31.5 of

15  the OCWD Act?  Correct?

16      A    Correct.

17      Q    Under 2(c), it says "Water Conservation

18  Credit."  What's that mean?

19      A    The water district put in a program around

20  1995 to where if you -- if they help pay for the

21  installation of low-flow shower heads and low-flow

22  toilets, that those devices would reduce demands in

23  their service territory and would have the impact of

24  also reducing how much groundwater pumping they could

25  do that pays the RA.
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1           And this program was put in place to give a

2  credit that had the effect of boosting up total water

3  demands so that the producer could still pump the same

4  amount of groundwater that pays the RA.

5      Q    And the conservation equipment that you just

6  referred to in your last answer, is that conservation

7  equipment that is installed by who?  By the

8  groundwater producers?

9      A    Yeah, the producers -- the producers pay for

10  it.  The homeowner -- I don't know.  I'm assuming the

11  homeowner pays -- I'm assuming the homeowners, but I

12  don't know.  I don't know.  I have not thought about

13  it.

14      Q    These are conservation equipment devices that

15  are installed within the OCWD boundaries; correct?

16      A    Correct.

17      Q    So eventually was there a meeting with

18  representatives of IRWD, you, Mr. Markus, in which you

19  discussed the negative supplemental number that's on

20  Exhibit B, Bates-stamped 50394?

21      A    I don't know if we had a specific meeting to

22  talk about the negative number.  I can kind of recall

23  a meeting where we were wondering how could it be

24  negative.

25      Q    Did you discuss that with representatives
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1  from IRWD?

2      A    Yes.  And I don't recall getting an answer

3  that I completely understood.  But -- yeah.

4      Q    So let me show you what's been previously

5  marked as Exhibit 6 from Mr. Xu's deposition, which is

6  an email from Mr. Fick to Mike Hoolihan, cc you,

7  talking about the negative supplemental water number.

8      A    Yeah.  Okay.

9           (Exhibit 6 previously marked.)

10           THE WITNESS:  Okay.

11  BY MR. CASEY:

12      Q    We'll put in front of you -- keep all

13  those -- Exhibit 7 --

14           (Exhibit 7 previously marked.)

15  BY MR. CASEY:

16      Q    -- an email from Mr. Robinson to a number of

17  people, including Mr. Kennedy, dated January 14, 2017,

18  which refers to a discussion between Paul Cook, Mike

19  Markus, John Kennedy, and Mike Hoolihan.

20           Does that refresh your recollection of what

21  was discussed on this topic?

22      A    (Witness reviews exhibit.)

23           It may.  I remember at one time, yeah, we

24  made an adjustment to the conservation credits to help

25  make the math work out.  This could be that situation.
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1      Q    Exhibit 7 refers to (as read):

2               An additional 300.2 acre-feet of

3           conservation credit have been borrowed

4           from Fiscal Year 2014-'15.

5           Do you see that?

6      A    Yes.

7      Q    Who came up with the idea of using the

8  upcoming year's conservation credit to make the math

9  work?

10           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Calls for

11  speculation, lack of foundation.

12           THE WITNESS:  I believe Mike Hoolihan did.

13  BY MR. CASEY:

14      Q    Was it necessary to make the math work to

15  avoid a situation where OCWD believed that IRWD had

16  exported groundwater produced within OCWD's boundaries

17  and used at a place outside of OCWD's boundaries?

18           MS. DE FELICE:  Objection.

19           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Compound.  Vague as

20  to "necessary."  Assumes facts not in evidence, calls

21  for speculation, lack of foundation.

22           MS. DE FELICE:  Join.

23           THE WITNESS:  I'm remembering it could have

24  been that issue, that -- in preparing these forms,

25  there's a lot of estimating that goes on.  And that
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1  estimating -- there's kind of an error factor with

2  these numbers.  And making this adjustment was kind of

3  within the error factor of this form.

4           And so I think everyone said, let's just make

5  this adjustment to avoid the situation you just

6  mentioned.

7  BY MR. CASEY:

8      Q    Is it your understanding that OCWD has a

9  policy that any groundwater produced by a person

10  within OCWD's boundaries and used at a place outside

11  of those boundaries is an unlawful export?

12           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Calls for legal

13  conclusion, vague and ambiguous as to "policy," vague

14  and ambiguous as to "unlawful," calls for speculation,

15  lack of foundation.

16           THE WITNESS:  Yeah, I believe the District

17  Act says there cannot be any exported water.  I'd

18  actually talk to legal counsel as to the exact way --

19  BY MR. CASEY:

20      Q    Don't refer to that counsel.  Don't refer to

21  that conversation.  We'll stop it there.

22      A    Okay.

23      Q    What methodology does OCWD use to determine

24  if a person has exported groundwater from within

25  OCWD's boundaries and used it at a place outside the
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1  boundaries?

2           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Assumes facts not in

3  evidence, vague and ambiguous as to "methodology,"

4  compound.

5           MR. NEWMARK:  Calls for legal conclusion,

6  vague and ambiguous as to "export" and "unlawful

7  export."

8           THE WITNESS:  We calculate a producer's water

9  demands that are within Orange County Water District,

10  and the amount of pumping is based on the water

11  demands within Orange County Water District.  So that

12  is their kind of groundwater allotment.

13           The district recognizes -- and we have this

14  situation with maybe three or four producers that have

15  boundaries outside of the water district.  We

16  recognize that there could be some groundwater

17  molecules actually getting outside our boundaries.

18           But we calculate how much pumping you're

19  allowed based on your water demands within Orange

20  County Water District.  And so that's your groundwater

21  allotment, and if some of those -- because of your

22  water system, if some of those groundwater molecules

23  get outside of our boundaries, that's just so be it.

24  BY MR. CASEY:

25      Q    When you say "so be it," what does that mean?
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1      A    That there's nothing you can do to prevent

2  that.

3      Q    When you say "total water demand," in

4  calculating the total water demand referred to in your

5  last answer, do you include recycled water?

6      A    No.

7      Q    You mentioned this is a situation for three

8  or four producers; is that right?

9      A    Yes.

10      Q    Who are they?

11      A    It used to be a situation with Yorba Linda

12  Water District, but then they annexed in that land

13  that was outside our boundaries, so it's no longer a

14  situation with Yorba Linda.

15           The City of Orange, I believe, has a small

16  area.

17           City of La Palma has a small area.

18           I think that's it.

19      Q    Does the City of Orange produce or use any

20  recycled water?

21      A    No.

22      Q    Does the City of La Palma use or produce any

23  recycled water?

24      A    No.

25      Q    Let me hand Mr. Kennedy what was previously
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1  marked as Exhibit 16.

2           (Exhibit 16 previously marked.)

3           THE WITNESS:  (Witness reviews exhibit.)

4  BY MR. CASEY:

5      Q    Have you ever seen Exhibit 16 before,

6  Mr. Kennedy?

7      A    Is this the Santa Ana River judgment?

8      Q    It's the complaint.

9      A    It's the complaint?  Oh, I'm not sure.

10      Q    So let me direct your attention to page

11  No. 16.  You'll see this is the type of document that

12  has line numbers.  I'll be referring to those line

13  numbers.

14           Okay?

15      A    Uh-huh.

16      Q    So lines 25 to 27 says (as read):

17               The watershed of the Santa Ana River

18           embraces approximately 2,000 square

19           miles, the boundaries of which are

20           delineated on Exhibit A.

21           Exhibit A immediately follows page numbered

22  27, if you want to check me.

23      A    (Witness reviews exhibit.)

24      Q    Based on your understanding of the Santa Ana

25  River watershed, Mr. Kennedy, does Exhibit A
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1  accurately describe and depict it?

2           MR. AUSTIN:  Calls for speculation, lack of

3  foundation, calls for legal conclusion.

4           MR. NEWMARK:  Vague and ambiguous as to

5  "depicted."

6           MS. DE FELICE:  Document speaks for itself.

7           THE WITNESS:  It could be, looking at it

8  these few minutes here.

9  BY MR. CASEY:

10      Q    Okay.  Going back to page numbered 16, on

11  lines 29 to 31, it says (as read):

12               From the standpoints of geography,

13           geology, and hydrology, the Santa Ana

14           River system is one watershed and one

15           basin.

16           Do you see that?

17      A    Yes.

18      Q    Do you agree with that statement?

19           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Vague and ambiguous,

20  compound, calls for speculation, calls for legal

21  conclusion.

22           MR. DUNN:  Lacks foundation.

23           THE WITNESS:  Yeah.  I'm not sure.  I'd have

24  to understand what they mean by "one basin."  I don't

25  know if they're referring to one groundwater basin
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1  or -- because there are multiple groundwater basins

2  within the watershed.

3  BY MR. CASEY:

4      Q    But you would agree with the statement that

5  the Santa Ana River system is one watershed; correct?

6           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Vague and ambiguous

7  as to "Santa Ana River system."  Calls for

8  speculation, lack of foundation, calls for legal

9  conclusion.

10           THE WITNESS:  I believe so, based on what I'm

11  seeing here.

12           MR. CASEY:  Why don't we take a short break.

13           (A recess was taken.)

14  BY MR. CASEY:

15      Q    Let me hand Mr. Kennedy what was previously

16  marked as Exhibit 13, which is a copy of the OCWD Act.

17           I'm just going to use this, Mr. Kennedy, to

18  ask a few technical questions.

19           Could you turn to page 14, please.

20           (Exhibit 13 previously marked.)

21           THE WITNESS:  Okay.

22  BY MR. CASEY:

23      Q    Under subparagraph K, if you want to read

24  this paragraph to yourself before I ask you a

25  question -- why don't you go ahead and do that.
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1      A    Okay.

2           MR. AUSTIN:  What's the exhibit number?

3           MS. GALLAGHER:  13.

4           THE WITNESS:  (Witness reviews exhibit.)

5           Okay.

6  BY MR. CASEY:

7      Q    Do you have an understanding of what the

8  phrase "alternative nontributary source" means?

9           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Calls for legal

10  conclusion, lack of foundation, calls for speculation.

11           THE WITNESS:  (Witness reviews exhibit.)

12           I'm not really sure.  "Alternative

13  nontributary source of groundwater."  I -- I really

14  don't.  Yeah.

15  BY MR. CASEY:

16      Q    Are there any -- based upon your work for

17  OCWD over the past -- how long has it been now,

18  Mr. Kennedy?

19      A    22 years.

20      Q    Over the last 22 years, do you know if there

21  are bodies of water that are tributary to the Santa

22  Ana River?

23           MR. AUSTIN:  Hold on.  Can you repeat that

24  question.

25           (The record was read by the reporter.)
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1           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Vague and ambiguous

2  as to "tributary" and "bodies of water."  Calls for

3  speculation, lack of foundation, calls for legal

4  conclusion.

5           MR. NEWMARK:  Vague and ambiguous as to

6  "Santa Ana River."

7           THE WITNESS:  If "bodies of water" is

8  referring to lakes, there's lakes that are tributary

9  to the Santa Ana River.

10  BY MR. CASEY:

11      Q    How about creeks?

12           MR. AUSTIN:  Same objections.

13           THE WITNESS:  There are creeks tributary to

14  the Santa Ana River.

15  BY MR. CASEY:

16      Q    How about other rivers?

17           MR. AUSTIN:  Same objections.

18           THE WITNESS:  Well, there's creeks to the

19  Santa Ana River.  I don't think there's any other

20  large rivers.

21  BY MR. CASEY:

22      Q    Does OCWD enter into in-lieu contracts with

23  groundwater producers?

24           MR. AUSTIN:  As referenced in this paragraph?

25           MR. CASEY:  Yes.
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1           MR. NEWMARK:  Objection.  Foundation.

2           THE WITNESS:  As referenced in this --

3           MR. AUSTIN:  To the extent you know.

4           THE WITNESS:  -- paragraph, I do not believe

5  so.  I'd have to think about that, but none off the

6  top of my head.

7  BY MR. CASEY:

8      Q    Let's turn to page 51 of Exhibit 13.

9           To your knowledge, Mr. Kennedy, is there a

10  producer who is producing groundwater from a zone that

11  is not replenished by the Santa Ana River or its

12  tributaries?

13           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Calls for

14  speculation, lack of foundation, compound, assumes

15  facts not in evidence.

16           THE WITNESS:  I don't think there are any.

17  That would be my initial -- yeah -- guess, yeah.

18           MR. CASEY:  Let me have marked as Exhibit 52

19  an email from Paul Shoenberger, S-h-o-e-n-b-e-r-g-e-r,

20  to Mr. Kennedy, dated May 11, 2016, Bates-stamped

21  3357.

22           (Exhibit 52 marked.)

23  BY MR. CASEY:

24      Q    Do you recognize this exhibit, Mr. Kennedy?

25      A    Yes.
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1      Q    What is it?

2      A    It's a table and analysis that was prepared

3  by Brady & Associates.  And it was estimating the

4  impact to the groundwater producers if we were to

5  begin including recycled water as supplemental water.

6      Q    Do you know Brady & Associates?

7      A    I know employees over there, yes.

8      Q    What does that company do?

9      A    I just -- I think they're a general civil

10  engineering consulting firm.

11      Q    So in the email, when Mr. Shoenberger says

12  (as read):

13               John, can you recommend some updated

14           parameters that we should use to bring

15           this analysis up to date,

16  do you know what he was asking you for?

17           MR. NEWMARK:  Objection.

18           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Calls for

19  speculation, lack of foundation, document speaks for

20  itself.

21           THE WITNESS:  There's assumptions that you

22  need to make the calculation:  What is the cost of

23  groundwater, the replenishment assessment?  What is

24  the cost of Met water?  What is the energy cost to

25  pump groundwater?  He was asking for me to help in
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1  updating those numbers.

2  BY MR. CASEY:

3      Q    Is it your understanding that Mr. Shoenberger

4  had hired Brady & Associates to prepare this analysis?

5           MR. AUSTIN:  Calls for speculation, lack of

6  foundation.

7           THE WITNESS:  Yes.

8  BY MR. CASEY:

9      Q    Did Mr. Shoenberger tell you why he hired

10  Brady & Associates to prepare this analysis?

11      A    Mr. Shoenberger was the chairman of the

12  producers group, and there was a general concern by

13  many producers as to how their water supply cost may

14  increase if the change IRWD wanted was actually made.

15  And he was trying to quantify the impacts -- water

16  supply impacts to the producers.

17      Q    So this is from that PowerPoint that you had

18  prepared we talked about before.

19           This analysis shows the gain to the

20  groundwater producers that would be taken away from

21  them if recycled water was counted as supplemental

22  sources; is that correct?

23           MS. DE FELICE:  Objection --

24           MR. DUNN:  Objection --

25           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Argumentative,
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1  compound, assumes facts not in evidence, vague and

2  ambiguous.

3           MR. NEWMARK:  Vague and ambiguous,

4  particularly as to this analysis and the PowerPoint

5  and how any of that relates to Exhibit 52.

6           MR. AUSTIN:  Calls for speculation, lack of

7  foundation.

8           THE WITNESS:  Yeah.  There's -- there was

9  just a general concern to try to quantify what the

10  change in policy might do to the water -- the other

11  producers' water supply.  And there was an attempt to

12  try to quantify that.

13  BY MR. CASEY:

14      Q    I'll have marked as Exhibit 53 a two-page

15  email from Mr. Kennedy to Mr. Fick, dated December 6,

16  2016, Bates stamped 1676 [verbatim].

17           (Exhibit 53 marked.)

18           THE WITNESS:  (Witness reviews exhibit.)

19  BY MR. CASEY:

20      Q    Mr. Kennedy, do you recognize this email?

21      A    Yes.

22      Q    So had Mr. Fick asked you for some old emails

23  involving IRWD's BEA reports?

24      A    (Witness reviews exhibit.)

25           Yeah.  It looks that way, yes.
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1      Q    Do you know why he asked you for those?

2      A    Specifically, no, I do not.  He -- these BEA

3  reports are prepared by Wei Xu, who was in the

4  accounting and finance department, and Randy Fick is

5  the CFO.  So -- but the specific reason why he was

6  asking for this at this time, I don't know.

7           MR. CASEY:  Let me go off the record for a

8  second.

9           (A discussion was held off the record.)

10  BY MR. CASEY:

11      Q    I'm going to hand Mr. Kennedy what was

12  previously marked as Exhibit 26.

13           (Exhibit 26 previously marked.)

14  BY MR. CASEY:

15      Q    As well as Exhibit 51.

16      A    (Witness reviews exhibit.)

17      Q    And my first question, Mr. Kennedy, is

18  Exhibit 26 the document that's referenced in your

19  Item 1 on Exhibit 51?

20      A    Yes, yes.

21      Q    Other than discussions with legal counsel,

22  have you discussed with anybody at any point in time

23  anything to do with Exhibit 26?

24      A    I distributed Exhibit 26 to different people

25  within the organization for general information.
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1      Q    Is that part of the package of historical

2  documents you distributed?

3      A    Yeah.  Yeah.

4      Q    Would you have distributed Exhibit 26 at any

5  other time other than as part of that historical

6  documents package?

7      A    I -- I don't recall.  I could have, but it's

8  doubtful.  Yeah.

9      Q    So other than distributing it as part of that

10  package, did you have any other conversations with

11  anybody about that particular document, Exhibit 26,

12  other than with legal counsel?

13      A    (Witness reviews exhibit.)

14           Nothing I can specifically recall.  It was --

15  I mean, this was an important document that went back

16  to the original, you know, question and why we never

17  called reclaimed water "supplemental water."  It

18  started with this document.  And so I could have

19  talked about it with other people.  Probably did.  I

20  just don't recall any specific conversations.

21           MR. AUSTIN:  Can we go off the record for a

22  second?

23           MR. CASEY:  Sure.

24           (A discussion was held off the record.)

25           MR. AUSTIN:  In speaking with the witness,
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1  I'm going to let you question him on Exhibits 22 and

2  23 and not make a work product or privilege objection

3  as to those.

4           MR. CASEY:  Which are those?

5           MR. AUSTIN:  It's the bullet points you were

6  referring to.

7           MR. CASEY:  Oh, okay, thank you.

8           (Exhibits 22 and 23 previously marked.)

9  BY MR. CASEY:

10      Q    So, Mr. Kennedy, we'll put in front of you

11  Exhibits 22 and 23 that your counsel just referenced.

12      A    Okay.

13      Q    Do you recognize these documents?

14      A    Yes.

15      Q    What are they?

16      A    Looks like a summary of the issue that I

17  prepared to help people understand the issue.

18      Q    Did anybody ask you to prepare Exhibits 22

19  and 23?

20      A    Probably got asked by my boss, Mike Markus.

21  But I've prepared documents on this issue that never

22  saw the light of day.  It's an issue that's been

23  talked about for many years.

24      Q    Did you ever provide a copy of either

25  Exhibit 22 or 23 to a director on the OCWD board?
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1      A    I could have.  I don't recall a specific time

2  that I did, but this looks like the type of document I

3  would have prepared to help board members understand

4  the issue.

5      Q    So let's focus on Exhibit 23.

6      A    Okay.

7      Q    Did you ask Mr. Herndon to provide you with

8  comments and edits on your draft?

9      A    I could have.  I probably did, yes.

10      Q    Did you and Mr. Herndon discuss the document?

11      A    I don't know if we had a verbal discussion on

12  this.  I typically or he will send me documents and

13  we'll edit each other's work.  We have a relationship

14  like that at the water district.

15      Q    So on top of the second page of Exhibit 23,

16  first bullet point, you make a reference to "purple

17  pipe system."

18           What does that mean?

19           MR. AUSTIN:  Counsel, that's --

20  BY MR. CASEY:

21      Q    I'm sorry, third page.  I'm sorry.

22      A    Third page?

23           (Witness reviews exhibit.)

24           Which bullet point?

25      Q    First bullet point.
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1      A    First?

2      Q    Yes.

3      A    In 1982?

4      Q    Yes.  Makes a reference to "purple pipe

5  system"?  What did you mean by that?

6      A    Title 22 reclamation.  The type of reclaimed

7  water system IRWD has and the type of reclaimed system

8  our GAP project is.  They use purple pipe in

9  installing those pipelines.

10      Q    I got it.

11      A    So if anyone digs them up, they know it's

12  reclaimed water.

13           MR. AUSTIN:  Where are you, Counsel?  I'm

14  lost.

15           MR. CASEY:  Exhibit 23, turning to the third

16  page.

17           MR. AUSTIN:  Which to me is a three-page

18  document.

19           MS. DE FELICE:  It has a Bates stamp.  Let's

20  use the Bates stamp.

21           MR. CASEY:  3116.

22           MR. AUSTIN:  We're missing 3116.

23           MS. DE FELICE:  We're missing -- yeah.

24           MR. NEWMARK:  We have from 3115 to 3117.

25           MR. CASEY:  All right.  My apologies.  We've
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1  got it.

2           THE WITNESS:  I've got it.

3           MR. NEWMARK:  Mr. Austin, can you take a look

4  at it for all of us?

5           MR. AUSTIN:  Sure.

6  BY MR. CASEY:

7      Q    So that purple pipe system carries the

8  treated recycled water; correct?

9      A    Yes.

10      Q    Is that purple pipe system part of the Santa

11  Ana River system?

12           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Calls for legal

13  conclusion, calls for speculation, lack of foundation,

14  vague and ambiguous.

15           THE WITNESS:  Is it part of the Santa Ana

16  River system?

17  BY MR. CASEY:

18      Q    Yes, the phrase we saw in the 1966 complaint.

19           MR. AUSTIN:  Calls for speculation, lack of

20  foundation, vague and ambiguous as to the meaning of

21  that term.

22           THE WITNESS:  When I think of the Santa Ana

23  River system, I think of all the water coming down

24  from Mother Nature, all the creeks and tributaries.

25  The purple pipe system is within the watershed, but
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1  it's not contributing to the Santa Ana River.

2  BY MR. CASEY:

3      Q    So let's keep going on that page, which

4  you'll have to look over Mr. Austin's shoulder.

5  Bottom of the page, the last bullet point.

6      A    Okay.

7      Q    (As read):

8               The theoretical maximum financial

9           loss to IRWD is approximately $6 million

10           per year.

11           Was that your calculation of the financial

12  loss to IRWD from the recycled water not being

13  included in supplemental sources by OCWD?

14           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Calls for

15  speculation, lack of foundation, document speaks for

16  itself.

17           THE WITNESS:  Yes --

18           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection -- vague and ambiguous

19  as to "financial loss."

20  BY MR. CASEY:

21      Q    Was that a "yes," Mr. Kennedy?

22      A    Yes.

23      Q    Let's turn the page.  Bates stamp 3117.  The

24  last bullet point on this document you prepared says

25  (as read):
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1               While IRWD has been reclaiming its

2           own wastewater since the 1970s for

3           nonpotable purposes, the success of the

4           GWRS would be severely undermined if

5           other water agencies were to individually

6           develop their own reclaimed water systems

7           that would divert wastewater away from

8           the GWRS.

9           Since you prepared this document,

10  Mr. Kennedy, what led you to believe that the GWRS

11  system would be severely undermined if other water

12  agencies were allowed to individually develop their

13  own reclaimed water systems?

14           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Vague and ambiguous,

15  compound, calls for speculation, lack of foundation.

16           THE WITNESS:  There's 19 groundwater

17  producers.

18           MR. AUSTIN:  Also assumes facts not in

19  evidence.  This is attached to an email from

20  Mr. Herndon in which he is suggesting some edits.  So

21  the assumption that he wrote it may not be true.

22  BY MR. CASEY:

23      Q    Go ahead, Mr. Kennedy.

24      A    If all of the 19 groundwater producers were

25  to develop their own reclaimed water systems and not
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1  send their wastewater to Orange County Sanitation

2  District, then the capital investment that was made

3  with the groundwater replenishment system would have

4  been a waste of money.

5      Q    You can put that aside.

6           MR. DUNN:  Mr. Casey, I need to add a late

7  objection.  The objection to the question as it was

8  read or stated to the deponent included words that

9  were not included in the bullet point, or at least one

10  word.  Thank you.

11  BY MR. CASEY:

12      Q    Since we're on the topic, Mr. Kennedy, let me

13  show you Exhibit 25, since Mr. Markus didn't recognize

14  it yesterday, and ask you if you recognize it.

15      A    (Witness reviews exhibit.)

16           (Exhibit 25 previously marked.)

17           THE WITNESS:  Looks like something I

18  prepared.

19  BY MR. CASEY:

20      Q    Did someone ask you to prepare it?

21      A    No.  I probably did this on my own,

22  anticipating the issue.

23      Q    When did you prepare this?

24      A    Oh, boy.  This issue has been going on for a

25  number of years, so last two or three years.  Maybe
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1  last year.  I -- you know.

2      Q    So let's focus on the fourth bullet point on

3  Exhibit 25 on page 1.  First sentence says (as read):

4               With their reclaimed water system and

5           their water quality projects that pump

6           above the BPP and receive a BEA

7           exemption, IRWD's overall water

8           reliability is much better than the

9           typical producer.

10           In parentheses (as read):

11               Only about 10 percent of their water

12           supply has to be imported.

13           Do you see that?

14      A    Yes.

15      Q    Since you wrote that, you agree with it;

16  right?

17           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Compound, calls for

18  legal conclusion, calls for speculation, lack of

19  foundation.

20           THE WITNESS:  Yes.

21  BY MR. CASEY:

22      Q    And those are projects referenced in that

23  sentence I just read that IRWD undertook; is that

24  right?

25           MR. AUSTIN:  Calls for speculation, lack of
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1  foundation, vague as to "undertook."

2           THE WITNESS:  Yes.

3  BY MR. CASEY:

4      Q    Next sentence reads (as read):

5               Given that OCWD generally wants all

6           producers to have the same water

7           reliability and water supply costs, this

8           is not good (fair) to other producers.

9           What did you mean by that?

10      A    It means IRWD is pumping more groundwater

11  overall -- they're pumping a higher percentage than

12  other producers, and so their water supply reliability

13  is a little bit better than a typical producer because

14  of those projects that get the BEA exemption.

15      Q    And other producers haven't undertaken those

16  projects like IRWD have; correct?

17      A    A few producers have, but, in general, most

18  of them have not.

19      Q    Let's go to the next bullet point (as read):

20               IRWD continues to expand their

21           reclaimed water system, taking sewage

22           away from the OCSD and GWRS.

23           What did you mean by that?

24      A    They're sending less and less sewage to the

25  Orange County Sanitation District where it could be
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1  recycled by the groundwater replenishment system.

2      Q    Next sentence says (as read):

3               IRWD has a right to their sewage.

4           What did you mean by that?

5           MR. NEWMARK:  Objection.  Legal conclusion.

6  Calls for legal conclusion.

7           THE WITNESS:  Yeah.  I'm probably getting

8  into a legal area where I'm not qualified.  But --

9  BY MR. CASEY:

10      Q    I'm just asking what you meant by the

11  sentence you wrote.

12      A    Yeah.  They have -- it's sewage being

13  generated in their service territory, and, if they

14  want to reclaim it, they probably can, yeah.

15      Q    Let's go to the last bullet point.  It says

16  (as read):

17               Any changes will directly impact the

18           GAP system.

19           "GAP system" meaning the Green Acres Project;

20  correct?

21      A    Correct.

22      Q    What did you mean by that sentence?

23           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Calls -- never mind.

24           THE WITNESS:  The four producers who are

25  taking Green Acres Project water have the same issue
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1  as IRWD, and so any change for IRWD would impact those

2  four producers taking GAP water.

3  BY MR. CASEY:

4      Q    And those four producers we talked about

5  before.

6           I think you mentioned that they have a

7  contract with OCWD at which they pay for that GAP

8  water a price equal to 80 percent of their groundwater

9  cost; correct?

10           MR. NEWMARK:  Objection.  Facts not in

11  evidence, misstates testimony.

12           MS. DE FELICE:  Join.

13           MR. AUSTIN:  Join.

14           THE WITNESS:  That used to be the case.  In

15  the last year, we've updated the agreement with those

16  four producers where they pay a different rate now.

17  BY MR. CASEY:

18      Q    What's the rate?

19      A    They pay the actual estimated cost to produce

20  GAP water.

21      Q    When did that change go into place?

22      A    Roughly a year ago.

23      Q    So different topic, Mr. Kennedy:  Are you

24  familiar with the -- where is that? -- are you

25  familiar with the Santiago Creek water?
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1      A    Yes.

2      Q    What does that refer to?

3      A    It's the stream below Irvine Lake, goes

4  through Villa Park down -- it's called Santiago Creek,

5  through the -- down into the Santa Ana River

6  eventually.

7      Q    So the Santiago Creek water goes to the Santa

8  Ana River; correct?

9      A    Yes.

10      Q    So the Santiago Creek is a tributary to Santa

11  Ana River; correct?

12      A    Yes.

13           MR. NEWMARK:  Objection.  Vague and

14  ambiguous.

15           MS. DE FELICE:  It calls for a legal

16  conclusion.

17  BY MR. CASEY:

18      Q    Mr. Kennedy, you understand that the Santiago

19  Creek water is considered a supplemental source under

20  Section 31.5 of the act?

21           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Calls for legal

22  conclusion, calls for speculation, lack of foundation.

23           THE WITNESS:  Yes.

24  BY MR. CASEY:

25      Q    Do you know why the Santiago Creek water is
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1  considered a supplemental source even though it's a

2  tributary to Santa Ana River?

3           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Calls for legal

4  conclusion.

5           MS. DE FELICE:  Assumes facts not in

6  evidence.

7           MR. AUSTIN:  Assumes facts not in evidence,

8  calls for speculation, lack of foundation.

9           THE WITNESS:  I do not.  I was not part of

10  that.  I believe that happened before I got to the

11  water district.

12  BY MR. CASEY:

13      Q    Do you know a guy named Joel Kuperberg?

14      A    Yeah.

15      Q    K-u-p-e-r-b-e-r-g.

16           Who is Mr. Kuperberg?

17      A    He's the legal counsel for Orange County

18  Water District.

19      Q    So if Mr. Kuperberg said at a public session

20  there is a carveout for Santiago Creek water, and that

21  was because those were water rights that were

22  established before the district was created in 1933,

23  you wouldn't have any reason to disagree with him,

24  would you?

25           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Calls for
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1  speculation, lacks foundation, calls for legal

2  conclusion.

3           Where are you reading from, Counsel?

4           MR. NEWMARK:  Facts not in evidence.

5           MR. AUSTIN:  Agree.  Assumes facts not in

6  evidence.  Compound.

7           THE WITNESS:  Yeah.  I -- I have no reason to

8  not believe Joel.

9  BY MR. CASEY:

10      Q    I'm going to give you back Exhibit 51,

11  Mr. Kennedy.

12           You see Item 9 on Exhibit 51?

13      A    Yes.

14      Q    For the record, it says (as read):

15               1995 Assembly Bill AB 1140 removed

16           reclaimed water from supplemental water

17           definition.

18           Do you see that?

19      A    Yes.

20      Q    This is a document you prepared; correct?

21      A    Correct.

22      Q    It's a document you prepared after looking at

23  those historical documents; correct?

24      A    Correct.

25      Q    So would you have any reason to disagree with
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1  Mr. Kuperberg if he said at an open session of the

2  board of directors that it's not clear, based on the

3  documentation that I've seen, why that language was

4  taken out?

5           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Calls for

6  speculation.

7           MR. NEWMARK:  Lack of foundation, compound,

8  calls for legal conclusion, relevance.  Facts not in

9  evidence.

10           THE WITNESS:  Can you repeat that what I --

11  BY MR. CASEY:

12      Q    Would you have any reason to disagree with

13  Mr. Kuperberg's statement --

14           MR. AUSTIN:  In the hypothetical situation

15  that Mr. Kuperberg said that the way the question was

16  phrased.

17           THE WITNESS:  Yeah.  I don't -- yeah.  No, I

18  don't.

19  BY MR. CASEY:

20      Q    You can give those back.

21           All right.  The final document today,

22  Mr. Kennedy, is a big one.  I'm sure no one on the

23  other end is going to want it.  Not because it's that

24  important, guys; it's just because it's really thick.

25  I have to have Mr. Kennedy verify it.
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1           It's a document starting with Bates stamp

2  22175.  It's dated December 2013, and it appears to be

3  Ben Smith's master's thesis.

4           I just need you to verify that it is, since

5  you're listed as one of the committee members,

6  Mr. Kennedy.

7           So we'll make this Exhibit 54.

8           (Exhibit 54 marked.)

9           MR. NEWMARK:  Counsel, you're not expecting

10  him to read that whole stack to verify it.

11           MR. CASEY:  No.  I just want him to verify

12  it.

13           I don't have one for the three of you; I

14  don't know if you really want it.

15           MR. AUSTIN:  Technically, Counsel, to

16  properly have this witness verify that this is an

17  authentic document would require him to look at the

18  whole thing, I think is what Greg is getting at.

19           MR. CASEY:  I see.  You can make that

20  objection.

21           MR. AUSTIN:  I will object that you're not

22  giving the witness sufficient time to analyze whether

23  or not this is an authentic document.  It therefore

24  lacks foundation, calls for speculation.

25           MR. DUNN:  Without getting into a speaking
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1  objection here, even if he does recognize it, we'll

2  need more foundation for him to authenticate it.

3  BY MR. CASEY:

4      Q    Let me ask you a preliminary question,

5  Mr. Kennedy.

6           Who is Benjamin Smith?

7      A    He's an engineer in our engineering group.

8      Q    Is he still employed as we sit here today by

9  OCWD?

10      A    Yes.

11      Q    And did you agree to be a committee member

12  for his preparation of thesis?

13      A    Yes, I did.

14      Q    What does that entail on your part?

15      A    Reviewing the report, driving up to Cal State

16  Long Beach and listening to his presentation.  That

17  was it.

18      Q    Did you make available to Mr. Smith for

19  purposes of his master's thesis any historical

20  documents from OCWD's files?

21      A    Yes, I'm sure I did.

22      Q    Do you have a file of the documents you gave

23  him?

24      A    No.

25      Q    Would Mr. Smith have that?
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1      A    A file of the documents that I would have

2  gave him?

3      Q    Yes.

4      A    I don't know.  He might, yeah.

5      Q    So did Mr. Smith ever give you drafts of the

6  written thesis?

7      A    I'm sure -- I'm sure he did.

8      Q    And if you turn just to the second page of

9  this exhibit, Bates-stamped 22176, is that your

10  signature in the middle of that document?

11      A    Yes.

12      Q    Under "John Kennedy"?

13      A    Yes.

14      Q    And before signing it, did you read the

15  document?

16      A    Yes.

17           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Same foundational

18  and calls-for-speculation objections to the extent

19  you're referring to this document.

20  BY MR. CASEY:

21      Q    Before signing, Mr. Kennedy, did you have any

22  discussions with Mr. Smith, saying, "I disagree with

23  your conclusions or analysis in your thesis"?

24      A    I don't believe I did.

25      Q    Okay.  Just turning to that second page again
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1  where you signed at the top, it says (as read):

2               We, the undersigned members of the

3           committee, have approved this thesis.

4           Did you read that before you signed it?

5      A    Yes.

6      Q    So you're a member of the committee; right?

7      A    Yes.

8      Q    So did you approve the thesis?

9      A    Yes.

10           MR. CASEY:  I'll take a short break and take

11  a look at my notes.  We could be done.

12           MR. NEWMARK:  Counsel, I've been refraining

13  from joining everybody's objection.  Do you want us

14  to -- I'd like to memorialize at the end that parties

15  do not need to join so that we don't continue that in

16  later depositions in this case.

17           MR. AUSTIN:  I'm good with that.

18           MS. DE FELICE:  Good idea, Greg.

19           MR. CASEY:  That's fine.

20           (A recess was taken.)

21           (A discussion was held off the record.)

22  BY MR. CASEY:

23      Q    Mr. Kennedy, have you had any discussions

24  with anybody from IRWD about annexation agreements

25  whereby IRWD annexed land into OCWD's boundaries?
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1           MR. NEWMARK:  Objection.  Overly broad, vague

2  and ambiguous.

3           THE WITNESS:  Yeah, it's a very broad

4  question.  Yes.  Annexation -- the issue of annexation

5  has gone on for many, many years.

6  BY MR. CASEY:

7      Q    Which department of OCWD would typically

8  handle a request by a producer for annexation?

9           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Vague as to

10  "handle," assumes facts not in evidence.

11           MR. NEWMARK:  Vague as to time.

12           THE WITNESS:  I personally have worked on the

13  annexation issue for IRWD.

14  BY MR. CASEY:

15      Q    In connection with an annexation with IRWD,

16  have you ever talked to anybody at IRWD about what the

17  phrase "unlawful export" means in the OCWD Act?

18           MR. AUSTIN:  Objection.  Calls for legal

19  opinions, lack of foundation, calls for speculation,

20  vague as to "in connection with."

21           THE WITNESS:  Have I talked to anyone at IRWD

22  about what the phrase "unlawful exportation"?

23           We probably have talked about it in meetings

24  we've had.  I'm not recalling a specific conversation.

25  ///
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1  BY MR. CASEY:

2      Q    What about a general conversation?

3      A    We probably have had a general conversation,

4  yeah.

5      Q    What did you guys talk about?

6      A    I can't remember the exact conversation,

7  yeah.

8           MR. CASEY:  Okay.  That's all I have for the

9  witness.

10           MR. AUSTIN:  Same stipulation as previous?

11           MR. CASEY:  Yes, we'll have the same

12  stipulation concerning the handling of the transcript.

13           And I assume you guys will put on your same

14  objections?

15           MR. NEWMARK:  I wanted to propose a

16  stipulation regarding -- strike that.

17           I'd like to propose that all counsel

18  stipulate that during the depositions in this case, to

19  avoid unnecessary joinders in objections asserted by

20  other parties, that all parties other than the party

21  questioning the witness are deemed to have joined any

22  objections asserted.

23           MR. CASEY:  Say that last part again?  All --

24           MR. NEWMARK:  All parties other than the

25  party questioning the witness are deemed to have
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1  joined objections asserted by another party.

2           MR. CASEY:  Sure.

3           MR. AUSTIN:  Stipulated.

4           MS. DE FELICE:  Stipulated.

5           MR. CASEY:  That will be the stipulation for

6  everybody's depositions?

7           MS. DE FELICE:  Right.

8           MR. DUNN:  So stipulated.

9           MR. AUSTIN:  So stipulated.

10           MR. CASEY:  Do you guys want to put on the

11  record the standing objection?

12           MS. DE FELICE:  Correct, the same standing

13  objection -- I don't know if you need me to restate

14  it -- that was made yesterday and the day before with

15  respect to real parties.

16           We'll assert an objection with respect to the

17  deposition testimony being applicable to the first and

18  second causes of action in petitioner's second amended

19  petition or any cause of action that is based upon an

20  administrative record.

21           MR. CASEY:  Thank you, Mr. Kennedy.  Nice

22  meeting you.

23           (It was stipulated on October 10, 2017,

24           at the deposition of Wei Xu:

25               MS. DE FELICE:  Real-party-in-
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1           interest Golden State Water Company

2           basically objects to the testimony here

3           being used today with respect to

4           petitioner's first and second causes of

5           action, which are reverse validation on a

6           writ based upon their being

7           quasi-legislative acts, and they should

8           be considered within an administrative

9           record.  And, therefore, the deposition

10           testimony should not be able to be

11           introduced as evidence for those first

12           two causes of action or any other cause

13           of action that is based upon an

14           administrative record.

15               Also, too, with respect to the

16           depositions, the real parties and

17           Respondent Orange County, as well as

18           petitioner, I believe, have entered into

19           a stipulation to have this witness, as

20           well as some other Orange County Water

21           District employee witnesses, recalled in

22           the event necessary, and that is the

23           reason why Golden State Water Company, as

24           well as some of the other real parties in

25           interest, are not questioning Mr. Xu
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1           today.

2               MR. CASEY:  Do you guys want to join?

3               MR. DUNN:  City of Anaheim joins the

4           objection.

5               MR. NEWMARK:  East Orange County,

6           Yorba Linda Water District, and Mesa

7           Water join the objection as well and the

8           notation of the stipulation and

9           reservation of rights to question the

10           witness subject to a later notice.

11               MR. CASEY:  Okay.  So with respect to

12           the handling of the deposition

13           transcript, I would propose the following

14           stipulation:  That the court reporter can

15           send the original of the transcript to

16           Mr. Austin in his role as attorney for

17           the witness; that Mr. Austin will provide

18           written notice of any changes to the

19           transcript to all parties within three

20           weeks of his receipt of the transcript.

21               MR. AUSTIN:  Let's go ahead and make

22           it 30 days.  We'll have the same number

23           for all depositions.

24               MR. CASEY:  30 days upon his receipt

25           of the transcript.  And that Mr. Austin
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1           will produce the original of the

2           transcript upon written request from any

3           other party for purposes of its being

4           used in any proceeding in this matter.

5               If the original is not produced, a

6           certified copy can be used in lieu of the

7           original for any purpose that the

8           original could have been used.

9               And that, based on the stipulation,

10           the court reporter is relieved of her

11           responsibilities with respect to the

12           original of the transcript under the

13           code.

14               MR. DUNN:  I would just qualify with

15           respect to her responsibilities under the

16           code regarding custody.  She still has to

17           produce the transcript.

18               MR. NEWMARK:  So stipulated.

19               MS. DE FELICE:  So stipulated.

20               MR. AUSTIN:  So stipulated.

21               MR. DUNN:  So stipulated.

22               MR. CASEY:  So stipulated.)

23           (Proceedings adjourned at 4:53 p.m.)

24

25
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1  STATE OF CALIFORNIA    )

2                         ) Ss.

3  COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES  )

4

5

6           I, JOHN KENNEDY, hereby certify under penalty

7  of perjury under the laws of the State of California

8  that the foregoing is true and correct.

9           Executed this_____ day of __________,

10  20___, at _______________________, California.

11

12

13                              _________________________

14                              JOHN KENNEDY

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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24 

25 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA ) 
) ss. 

COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES ) 

I, Christianne Lee Fong, CSR 7559, CCRR, a 

Certified Shorthand Reporter in and for the County of 

Los Angeles, the State of California, do hereby 

certify: 

That, prior to being examined, the witness 

named in the foregoing deposition was by me duly sworn 

to testify the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but 

the truth; 

That said deposition was taken down by me in 

shorthand at the time and place therein named, and 

thereafter reduced to typewriting by computer-aided 

transcription under my direction. 

I further certify that I am not interested in 

the event of the action. 

In witness whereof, I have hereunto 

subscribed my name . 

Dated: October 18, 2017 

Christianne Lee F CCRR 
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Section 5 
Management and Operation of Recharge Facilities 

5.2.1 Santa Ana River 

The Santa Ana River begins in the San Bernardino Mountains and flows through the Prado Dam 
to Orange County, as shown in Figure 5-4. The dam was built by the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers (the Corps) in 1941 "for flood control and other purposes." 

Water from the Santa Ana River is the primary source of water used to recharge the 
groundwater basin. Downstream of the dam, OCWD diverts river water into recharge facilities 
where the water percolates into the groundwater basin. A 1969 legal settlement between 
OCWD and all upper watershed parties requires that a minimum of 42,000 afy of Santa Ana 
River base flows reach the Prado Dam. Since the 1973, base flow has exceeded the legal 
minimum, reaching a maximum of over 158,000 acre-feet in 1999. In July 2009, the State 
Water Resources Control Board approved Water Rights Permit No. 21243, which provides 
OCWD the right to divert and recharge up to 362,000 afy of Santa Ana River flows. 

District recharge facilities are capable of recharging nearly all of the base flow. OCWD also has 
rights to all storm flows that reach Prado Dam. When storm flows exceed the capacity of the 
diversion facilities, river water reaches the ocean and this portion is lost as a water supply. 
Storing water behind Prado Dam significantly increases the amount of stormwater that OCWD is 
able to recharge into the groundwater basin. 
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Section 5 
Management and Operation of Recharge Facilities 

In the 1960s, the Corps began working with OCWD to temporarily store storm water behind the 
dam. When rates of release through the dam are closely matched to the downstream diversion 
capacity, OCWD is able to maximize capture of this water supply and minimize the flow of water 
to the ocean. However, storing water behind the dam must be managed so as not to jeopardize 
the primary purpose of the dam for flood control. This is accomplished by limiting the volume of 
water stored behind the dam to a lower level during the storm season to maintain storage for 
future storm events. Outside of the storm season, the Corps allows a larger storage volume to 
be held behind the dam. 

Agreements between OCWD and the Corps signed in 1994 and 2006 set dam operating 
procedures to allow temporary storage behind Prado Dam up to an elevation of 498 feet mean 
sea level (msl) during the flood season (October 1 - February 28), which equates to just under 
10,000 acre-feet of storage. During the non-storm season, which extends from March 1 to 
September 30, the allowable elevation increases to an elevation of 505 feet msl, which equates 
to just less than 20,000 acre-feet of storage. The areas inundated behind Prado Dam and the 
storage for the non-storm season and storm season pools are depicted in Figure 5-5. 

Prado Dam 
water conservation 

D Total flood 
aontrol oapaalt)' 
Elevation: 588 feet 
Storage volume: 
174,000 acre•feet----0 

Temporary storage 

D Non-storm ••••on 
Elevation: 505 feet 
Storage volume: 

:zo,ooo 11cre-t••t ~ 
Storm ••••on 

• Elevation: 498 feet 
Storage volume: 
10,000 ICrl-fHI 

CORONA 

Figure 5-5: Area of Inundation and Storage Volume for Water Conservation Pools 
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Section 5 
Management and Operation of Recharge Facilities 

Both the base flow and the storm flow in the Santa Ana River vary from year to year as shown in 
Figure 5-6. Recent trends show a decline in base flow, w~ich may be a result of increased 
recycling, drought conditions, declining per capita water use, and changing economic conditions 
in the upper watershed. The volume of storm water that can be recharged into the basin is 
highly dependent on amount and timing of precipitation in the upper watershed, which is highly 

variable, as shown in Figure 5-7. 

Figure 5-8 shows the amount of stormwater captured since 1936. Although storm flow 
averages approximately 3.3 percent of the total Santa Ana River flows, only approximately h~lf 
of that amount is recharged by OCWD. This is primarily because most of the flows that are lost 
to the ocean occur during relatively brief periods of high releases from Prado Dam that exceed 
the District's diversion capacity. During dry years, very little water is lost to the ocean; however, 
in wet years, losses can be great. In water year 1997-98, for example, the District was able to 
capture and recharge over 74,000 acre-feet of storm flow, but was unable to capture 

approximately 270,000 acre-feet of storm flow. 

Acre-feet (x1000) 

600 • Base Flow 

• Storm Flow 
500 

400 

300 

200 

100 -

0 I Ill Ill 
7 

1965-66 1971-72 1977-78 1983-84 1989-90 1995-96 2001-02 2007-08 2013-14 

Water Year 1965-66 to 2013-14 (Oct.-Sept.) 

Figure 5-6: Annual Base and Storm Flow in the Santa Ana River at Prado Dam 
Source: Santa Ana River Watermaster, 2014 
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Management and Operation of Recharge Facilities 
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Figure 5-7: Precipitation at San Bernardino, Water Year (Oct.-Sept.) 1934-35 to 2013-14 
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Figure 5-8: Historical Recharge in Surface Water Rech~rge System 
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PILLSBURY, MADISON & SUTRO 
JAMES MICHAEL 
WILLIAM C, MILLER 
Standard Oil Building 
San Francisco 4, California 
Telephone: GArfield 1-6133 

RUTAN, LINDSAY, DAHL, SMEDEGAARD~ 
HOWELL & TUCKER 

MILFORD W. DAHL 
JAMES E. ERICKSON 
401 West Eighth Street 
Santa Ana, California 
Telephone: Klmberly 3-9411 

Attorneys for Plaintiff 

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

FOR THlZ COUNTY OF .. ORANGE 

ORANGE COUNTY WAT8R DISTRICT~ 
a public corporation, 

Plaintiff, 

-vs-
/ 

· (A) CITY OF CHINO, CITY OF COLTON, 
CITY OF LA VERNE, CITY OF ONTARIO, CITY 
OF POMONA, CITY OF REDLANDS, CITY OF 
RIALTO, CITY OF RIVERSIDE, CITY OF SAN 
BERNARDINO, CITY OF UPLAND, 

(B) ARROW BEAR PARK COUNTY WATER 
DISTRICT, BLOOMINGTON COUNTY WATER 
DISTRICT,CREST FOREST COUNTY WATER 
DISTRICT, CRESTLINE VILLAGE COUNTY 
WATER DISTRICT, CUCAMONGA COUNTY WATER 
DISTRICT> EAST SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY 
WATER DISTRICT, MENTONE COUNTY WATER 
DISTRICT, MONTE VISTA COUNTY WATER 
DISTRICT, RUNNING SPRINGS COUNTY WATER 
DISTRICT, SEMI-TROPIC COUNTY WATER 
DISTRICT, SOUTH SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY 
WATER DISTRICT, WEST SAN BERNARDINO 
COUNTY WATER DISTRICT, 

(C) CALIFORNIA STATE COLLEGE AT SAN 
BERNARDINO, CALIFORNIA INSTITUTION FOR MEN, 
CALIFORNIA INSTITUTION FOR WOMEN, CALIFORNIA 
STATE POLYTECHNIC COLLEGE, COUNTY OF RIVER
SIDE, COUNTY OF SAN BERNARDINO, DEPARTMENT 
OF FISH AND GAME> PATTON STATE HOSP1TAL, 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, 
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(D) CHINO BASIN MUNICIPAL WATER DISTRICT, ) 
SAN BERNARDINO VALLEY MUNICIPAL WATER DISTRICT,··" '). 
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COMPLAINT FOR 
GENERAL 
ADJUDICATION 
OF WATER 
RIGHTS AND 
INJUNCTIVE 
RELIEF 

WESTERN MUNICIPAL WATER DISTRICT OF RIVERSIDE ) .-111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i1111111111• 

COUNTY, ) 

(E) C~INO BA~IN WATER CONSERVATION 

-1-
, ~. 

) 
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~ 
WITNESS f1l
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EXHIBIT __ lQ=---
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elitigation Services Inc. 
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DISTRICT, SAN BERNARDINO VALLEY WATER 
CONSERVATION DISTRICT, 

(F) RIVERSIDE COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL 
AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT, SAN 
BERNARDINO COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL DISTRICT, 

(G) BEAUMONT IRRIGATION DISTRICT, 

(H)(l) AGUA MANSA WATER COMPANY, 
ALTA LOMA DOMESTIC WATER.COMPANY, ALTA LOMA 
MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, ALTA LOMA MUTUAL AND 
MICHAEL WATER COMPANY, ALTA MESA MUTUAL WATER 
COMPANY, ANDERSON MUTUAL WELLS COMPANY, 
ARENA MUTUAL WATER ASSOCIATION, INC,, 
ARLINGTON MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, ARROW-BEAR 
MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, ARROYO VERDE MUTUAL 
WATER COMPANY, AVENUE LINE MUTUAL WATER 
COMPANY, BANYAN HEIGHTS WATER COMPANY, 
BASELINE GARDENS MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, BEAR 
VALLEY EXTENSION & PIPELINE COMPANY, BEAR 
VALLEY MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, BEDFORD HEIGHTS 
MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, BIG BEAR CITY MUTUAL 
SERVICE COMPANY, BIG PINE TRACT IMPROVEMENT 
& WATER ASSN., BONITA VISTA MUTUAL WATER 
COMPANY, BONNIE BRAE WATER CO., BON VIEW 
MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, BOX SPRINGS MUTUAL 
WATER COMPANY 1 BROOKINGS PIPE LINE MUTUAL 
WATER COMPANY, BRYN MAWR MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, 
CAJALCO l1UTUAL WATER COMPANY, CAMERON RANCHO 
MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, CAMP WATERMAN MUTUAL 
WA:fER COMPANY, CARDIFF FARMS MUTUAL WATER 
COMPANY, CEDARPINES PARK MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, 
CHERRY VALLEY MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, THE CHINO 
WATER COMPANY, CHRISTINA WATER COMPANY, CHURCH 
STREET MUTUAL WELL COMPANY, CITIZENS LAND & 
WATER COMPANY, CITIZENS WATER COMPANY OF 
BLOOMINGTON, CITY CREEK WATER COMPANY, 
CLAREMONT HEIGHTS IRRIGATION CO., CLEARVIEW 
MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, THE CLEAR WATER COMPANY, 
COLIMA PA..llK WATER SYSTEM, CONEJO RANCHO MUTUAL 
WATER COMPANY, CORONA HEIGHTS WATER COMPANY, 
CORWIN WELL COMPANY, COURT STREET. WATER COMPANY, 
CRAFTON MESA WATER COMPANY> CRAFTON WATER 
COMPANY, CRAWFORD CANYON MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, 
CRESCENT HEIGHTS PIPELINE COMPANY, CRESTMORE 
HEIGHTS MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, DEL ROSA 
HEIGHTS WATER COMPANY, DEL ROSA MUTUAL WATER 
COMPANY, DEVORE MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, DILLSON 
MUTUAL WATI~R COMPANY, DUFFERIN HEIGHTS PUMPING 
COMPANY, EAGLE VALLEY MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, EAST 
BARTON WA'l'lm COMPANY, EAST COLTON AVENUE WATER 
COMPANY, EAST COLTON HEIGHTS MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, 
EAST LUGONIA MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, EAST PIONE:ER 
MUTUAL WELL COMPANY, EAST REDLANDS WATER COMPANY, 
EAST RIVERSIDE WATER COMPANY, EDGEMONT GARDENS 
MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, ETIWANDA WATER COMPANY, 
EUCALYPTUS STREET WATER COMPANY, FAIRVIEW MUTUAL 
WATER CO., FAIRVIEW WATER COMPANY> INC., FALLSVALE 
SERVICE COMPANY 1 FAWNSKIN MUTUAL WA'I'ER COMPANY, 
FELSPAR GARDENS MUTUAL WAT.ER COMPANY, FONTANA UNION 
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WATER COMPANY 1 FOREST PARK MUTUAL WATER 
COMPANY, FORT FREMONT MUTUAL WATER 
COMPANY, FRUIT STREET WATER COMPANY, THE GAGE 
CANAL COMPANY, THE GAYLORD MUTUAT~ WATER 
COMPANY, GIFFORD PARK MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, 
GLADY STA WELL & WATER CO. 1 GLEN EYRIE HEIGHTS 
MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, GRANT WELL COMPANY, 
GREAT VIEW MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, GREEN SPOT 
MUTUAL WATER CO., GREENSPOT M1ITUAL WELL 
COMPANY, GREEN VALLEY MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, 
GREEN VALLEY PARK MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, 
HAPPE MUTUAL WELL CO. , HERMOSA WATER COMPANY, 
HIGHLAND AVENUE WATER COMPANY, HIGHGROVE 
WATER COMPANY, HIGHLAND WELL COMPANY, HILL
SIDE WELLS CORPORATION, HOLDEN MUTUAL WATER 
COMPANY, HOME GARDENS WATER COMPANY, HOME 
MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, HOPE SPRINGS ETERNAL 
WELL, INC., 0. E, HUBBARD & ARLIN, IRRIGATION 
COMPANY OF POMONA, IOMOSA WATER COMPANY, 
JEWEL WATER COMPANY, JOYA MUTUAL WATER 
COMPANY, JUDSON MUTUAL WELL COMPANY, JUDSON 
MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, JUMAL WATER COMPANY, 
KANSAS STREET MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, KING 
STREET MUTUAL WELL COMPANY, LA BONITA MUTUAL 
WATER COMPANY, INC., LA CADENA MUTUAL WATER 
COMPA.i'lY, LAKESIDE AVENUE MUTUAL WELL COMPANY, 
LANKERSHIM STREET MUTUAL WELL COMPANY, LA 
SIERRA WATER COMPANY, LA VERNE WATER ASSOCIA
TION, LOMA LINDA MUTUAL SERVICE COMPANY, 
LONG ACRES MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, . LOWER 
YUCAIPA WATER COMPANY, LUGO WATER COMPANY, 
LUGONIA PARK WATER COMPANY, LUGONIA WATER 
COMl)ANY, LYTLE CREEK WATER & IMPROVEMENT CO., 
MARIGOLD MlITUAL WATER COMPANY, GLEN MARTIN 
MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, MARYGOLD MUTUAL WATER 
COMPANY, MASCART WATER COMPANY, MC CROSKEY 
WATER COMPANY, MEEKS & DALEY WATER CO,, 
MENTONE ACRES MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, MENTONE 
ACRES MUTUAL WELL COMPANY, MENTONE GROVES 
WATER COMPANY, MENTONE WATER COMPANY, MERRY
FIELD WATER COMPANY, MESA LINDA WATER COMPANY, 
MILL CREEK MUTUAL SERVICE COMPANY, MISSION 
MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, MONTECITO MUTUAL WATER 
COMPANY, MONTE RUE ACRES MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, 
MONTE VISTA IRRIGATION COMPANY, MOONRIDGE 
MUTUAL WA1'ER COMPANY, MT. BALDY IMPROVEMENT 
& WATER ASSN., MT. HARRISON MUTUAL WATER 
COMPA~Y> MT. ,VERNON WATER COMPANY, MOUNTAIN 
PIONEER MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, MOUNTAIN VIEW 
MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, MOUNTAIN VIEW PARK 
MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, MOUNTAIN VIEW WATER 
COMPANY, MUSCOY MlffUAL WATER COMPANY, MUSCOY 
MUTUAL WATER COMPANY NO. 1, MUTUAL LAND & . 
WATER COMPANY OF RIALTO, MUTUAL WATER COMPANY 
OF GLEN AVON HEIGHTS, MUTUAL WELL COMPANY, 
NEALEY MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, NEALY WATER 
COMPANY, D, L. NELSON WATER COMPANY, NEW 
ENGLAND WATER COMPANY, NORTH BRAE WATER 
COMPANY, NORTH FORK WATER COMPANY, NORTHSIDE 
WATER COMPANY, NORTH SHORE MUTUAL WATER 
COMPANY, NOYES WATER COMPANY, OAK GLEN WATER 
DOMESTIC COMPANY, ONTARIO WATER CO., ORANGE 
ACRES MUTUAL WATER CO,, PALOMARES IRRIGATION 
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CO. OF POMONA, PEARSON'S MlJfUAL WATER COMPANY, ) 
PENN WELL COMPANY, PIONEER MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, )) 
PLANTATION MUTUAL PUMPING CO., POINT D WATER CO., 
POMONA HOME ACRES MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, PT AND D ) 
WATER COMPANY, RANCHERIA WATER COMPANY, RAUGHT MUTUAL ) 
WELL COMPANY 1 REDLANDS HEIGHTS WATER COMPANY, REDLANDS ) 
WATER COMPANY, REX MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, RIALTO MUTUAL ) 
LAND WATER COMPANY, RICHARDS IRRIGATION CO.> RIO RANCHO ) 
MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, RIVERSIDE HIGHLANDS WATER COMPANY, )) 
RIVERSIDE WATER COMPANY, RIVINO WATER COMPANY, ROBINSON ) 
WATER COMPANY, ROCHESTER WATER COMPANY, ROCKY COMFORT 
MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, ROSEDALE WATER COMPANY, SALAZAR )) 
WATER COMPANY, SAN ANTONIO CANYON MUTUAL SERVICE ) 
COMl'ANY, SAN ANTONIO WATER COMPANY 1 SAN BERNARDINO 
AVENUE WATER COMPANY, SANTA ANA RIVER DEVELOPI:-filNT l 
COMPANY, SANTA ANA RIVER WATER COMPANY, SAPPHIRE 
MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, SMITH TRACT MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, 
SCHOWALTER MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, SEALEY WELL COMPANY, )) 
SECTION 30 MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, SELEY WELL COMPANY, ) 
SKY FOREST MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, SLOVER MUTUAL WATER 
COMPANY, SOUTH ELSINORE MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, SOUTH ) 
MESA WATER COMPANY, SOUTH MOUNTAIN WATER COMPANY, ) 
SOUTHSIDE MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, STOWE WATER COMPANY, l 
INC., STRAWBERRY LODGE MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, SULLIVAN 
WATER SYSTEM, SUNNYMEAD MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, SYCAMORE 
HEIGHTS WATER CO. , INC. , TEMESCAL WATER COMPANY, 
TENNESSEE MUTUAL WELL COMPANY, TENNESSEE MUTUAL WELL, ) 
TERRACE WATER COMPANY, TIOGA MUTUAL WATER CO., TREASURE )) 
ISLAND MUTUAL WATER COMPANY> TRI-CITY MUTUAL WATER 
COMPANY, TRUJlLLO WATER COMJ?ANY, TWIN BUTUS .WATER ) 
COMPANY, VALENCIA DRIVE MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, VALENCIA )) 
MUTUAL WA1'ER COMPANY, VALLEY OF ENCHANTMENT MUTUAL WATER 
COMPANY, VALLEY FARMS MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, VALLEY VIEW ) 
PARK MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, VAN LOON MU'I'UAL WA'rER COMPANY, )) 
VICTORIA FARMS MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, VISTA GRANDE WATER 
COMPANY, WARM CREEK MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, WEBSTER MUTUAL ~) 
WELL COMPANY> WEST END CONSOLIDATED WATER COMPANY, WEST 
END IRRIGATION COMPANY, WESTERN HEIGHTS WATER COMPANY, ) 
WEST HIGHLAND WATER COMPANY, WEST HIGHLAi.~ WELL COMPANY, 
WEST LAKEVIEW IMPROVEMENT ASSOCIATION, WEST REDLANDS ) 
WATER COMPANY, WEST RIVERSIDE 350 INCH WATER COMPANY, ) 
WEST TWIN CREEK WATER COMPANY, WILLIAMS WELL CORPORATION, ) 
WINELAND VINEYARDS MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, WOEHR MUTUAL ) 
WATER COMPANY, WRACH WATER COMPANY, YUCAIPA TRIPLE FALLS )) 
MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, YUCAIPA VALLEY MUTUAL WATER ) 
COMPANY, YUCCA ME SA MUTUAL WATER COMPANY,/ • ) 

(H)(2) ALGER CREEK MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, ARROW ) 
CREST WATER ASSOCIATION, ARROWVIEW WATER ASSOCIATION, ) 
BLAND WATER SYS1'EM, BOVEY WATER SYSTEM, BURNT MILL ) 
MUTUAL WATER COMPANY i COLTAMA WELL, COLTON AVENUE WELL )) 
CO. , gASTWOOD ACRES WA'rER COMMUNITY USERS, FERN AVENUE ) 
WATER COMPANY) GUN IVY HOTEL, B. H, HIMES, LOT 6 - SMITH) 
TRACT PUMP COMPANY, MILLER MUTUAL WELL COMPANY, NEIGHBORS 
WATER COMPANY, NICKERSON WATER CO. NO. 1, NICKERSON WATER) 
CO. , NORTH YUCAIPA SYNDICATE, CAROLINE OTTO, PHAROAH ) 
POWELL WATER COMPANY, ROBERTS WEL1 COMPANY, SMILEY PARK ) 
COUNTRY CLUB WATER SYSTEM, STRAWBERRY FLA'rs WATER COMPANY,) 
TENNESSEE WATER COMPANY, YUCAIPA GATEWAY SYNDICATE, ) 

) 
(H)(3) ARROWHEAD HIGHLANDS MUTUAL WATER f 

COMPANY, BEAR VALLEY HIGH LINE, HOPE WATER CO., 
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INTER-CITY MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, LANDERIA 
MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, RANCHERS MUTUAL WATER 
COMPANY, SUNNYSIDE MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, WEST 
ONTARIO MUTUAL WATER COMPANY, YUCCA MUTUAL Wfl'ER 
COMPANY, · · 

(I) ARROWHEAD MANOR WATER COMPANY, ARROW
HEAD P'fILITY COMPANY, BANNING WATER COMPANY, 
CORONA CITY WATER COMPANY, CRESTMORE VILLAGE 
WATER COMPANY, DELMANN WATER COMPANY, EAST 
HIGHLANDS DOMESTIC WATER COMPANY, FONTANA 
RANCHOS WATER COMPANY, ·GAULD' S IMPROVED WATER 
SYSTEM, INTER COUNTY WATER COMPANY, JURUPA 
HEIGHTS WATER COMPANY, JURUPA HILLS WATER 
COMPANY, LAKE GREGORY WATER COMPANY, LA VERNE 
HEIGHTS DOMESTIC WATER COMPANY, LUCERNE WATER 
COMPANY, LYTLE SPRINGS WATER COMPANY, MEADOWBROOK 
WATER CO. , MENTONE DOMESTIC WA'flm CO. , INC. , 
NORTH CUCAMONGA WATER COMPANY, PACIFIC WATER 
COMPANY, PARK WATER COMPANY) PETERSON WATER 
COMPANY, POMONA VALLEY WATER COMPANY, RUBIDOUX 
VISTA WATER SYSTEM, SAN BERNARDINO WATER UTILITIES 
CORPORATION, SAN GABRIEL VALLEY WATER COMPANY, 
SLACK, H. V. DOMESTIC WATER SUPPLY, SMITHSON 
SPRINGS WATER COMPANY, SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA WATER I 
COMPANY, SOUTHWEST WATER COMPANY, WEST RIVERSIDE 
CANAL COMPANY, 

(J) ALTA VINEYARDS CO., ANDREWS BROS. OF 
CALIFORNIA, ANZA REALTY, ARMSTRONG NURSERIES, 
INC. > ARROWCREST ASSOCIATION, I!-'1C. , ARROWHEAD 
COUNTRY CLUB, ARROWHEAD HIGHLANDS MUTUAL sgRVICE 
COMPANY, ARROWHEAD AND PURITAS WATER, INC.• 
ARROWHEAD VILLAS MUTUAL SERVlCE COMPANY 1 THE 
ATCHISON, TOPEKA AND SANTA FE RAILWAY COMl'ANY, 
ATLAS MATERIALS COMPANY, B, B, COMPANY~ BIG BEAR 
LAND AND WATJ!!R COMPANY, BIG BEAR PINES WATER 
COMPANY 1 B . M. I. FUNDS, BODGER SEEDS, LTD. , BOYS' 
REPUBLIC, BROOKSIDE DAIRY, INCORPORATED, CALIF
ORNIA ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY, CALIFORNIA PORTLAND 
CEMENT COMPANY, CAL\'!YON RIDGE WATER CORPORATION, 
CAPISTRANO WINERY & VINEYARD COMPANY, CHINO WATER 
COMPANY, CONSOLIDATED ROCK PRODUCTS, CO., CORONA 
FOOTHILL LEMON COMPANY, CRESTLAWN MEMORIAL PARK 
ASSOCIATION, CRYSTAL SPRINGS WATER CO., CUCAMONGA 
DEVELOPMENT COMPANY, CUCAMONGA WINERY DIVERSA-
CAL PROPERTIES, INC., EAST HIGHLANDS ORANGE 
COMPANY~ EL RANCllO-CHINO CORPORATION, FOOTHILL 
IRRIGATION COMPANY, FOOTHILL VISTA DEVELOPMENT 
COMPANY, INC. > FOREST HOMES, INC. , GABRIEL ROCK, 
GADCO PRODUCTS, INC., GALLEANO WINERY, INC. , 
GARRETT & COMPANY, INCORPORATED, GENERAL AMERICAN 
1'RAN8POR'l1ATION CORPORATION, THE GRAN1' WATER COMPANY, 
GREEN ACRES THOROUGHBRED FARM, GROW FARMS, INC., 
HEDGES WELL INCORPORATED~ HELLMAN WATER COMPANY, 
HEMET PACKING COMPANY, HIGGINS BRICK & TILE 
COMPANY I HOLLIDAY ROCK CO. , J. K, HOUSSELS TRORO
BRED 'FARMS, INC., JOSEPH HUNTER FOUNDATION, 
INDUSTRIAL PARK CORPORATION, INSTITUTE OF 
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MENTALPHYSICS) ,JAMESON COMPANY, JAMESON RANCH 
COMPANY7 J,M.S. RANCH, me., C.H. JONES & SONSj 
INC. ) JURUPA HILLS WATER co. ) me I ' JURUPA WATER 
COMPANY, KAISJ.rn STEEL CORPORATION, KINGSLEY TRACT 
WATER COMPANY, LIMITED, LA MIRADA WATER CO. , LAS 
CASITAS WATER COMPANY! LINDA VISTA WATER COMPANY, 
LOMA LINDA UNIVERSITY, LOS RIOS, LUCERNE VISTA 
WATER CO., MARIGOLD FARMS COMPANY, MARSHBURN,· INC,, 
MC CLEAN RANCH COMPANY, MENTONE GROVES COMPANY, 
MESA LAND & WATER COMPANY, ?:11NNESOTA MINING AND 
MANUFACTURING COMPANY, MISSION WATER COMPANY, 
MONARCH INVESTMENT COMPANY, MOUNTAIN VIEW CEMETERY 
OF SAN BERNARDINOJ NATIONAL ORANGE SHOW, OLD 
SETTLERS 1 WATER COMPANY, ORANGE PARK WATER COMPANY, 
OWENS-ILLINOIS GLASS COMPANY~ PEYTON CORPORATION, 
PIONEER GARDENS WATER COMPANY, ~ONA AVENUE 
IRRIGATION COMPANY, REATEN, INC., REES - REES 
RANCHES, RICHARDSON POULTRY BREEDING FARM AND 
HATCHERY COMPANY, RIVERSIDE CEMENT COMPANY, 
ROLLING-RIDGE FARMS, INC., HARRY V, ROQUET, 
ASSOCIATES, ROYAL CORONA RANCH CO., ROYAL CORONA 
RANCHES, RUNNING SPRINGS FOREST WATER CO., SANTA 
FE LAND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY, SCOTT BROS. DAIRY, 
INC., SERVICE ROCK CO., SHADY GROVE DAIRY, INC., 
SHAW SALES AND SERVICE CO,, BEN F. SMITH, INC., 
SMITH TRACT WELL, SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON 
COMPANY, SOUTHERN SERVICE COMPANY, LTD., SUNNY 
SLOPE HEIGHTS WATER COMPANY, SUNSET WATER COMPANY 
OF CUCAMONGA, TRIANGLE ROCK PRODUCTS, INC., TRI
CITY ROCK COMPANY, TWIN BUTTES MUTUAL WATER 
COMPANY, mg UNION ICE COMPANY, UPLAND FOOTHILL 
WATER COMPANY, VISTA, INC. , THE WARM CREEK WATER 
COMPANY, WEST END CONSOLIDATED WATER COMPANY, 
YEAGER CONSTRUCTION COMPANY, INCORPORATED, YUCAIPA 
WATER COMPANY NO. 1, 

(K) ARTH, BEELER> MARCUM WELL, AVENUE LINE 
WATER ASSOCIATION, BEAUMONT-YUCAIPA WATER 
CONSERVATION ASSOCIATION, BOLEY LEEDOM RANCH, 
CANYON KNOLLS RANCH, CHERRYCROFT RANCH, CRAM
PATTERSON WELL, FRINK RANCH, HASKELL RANCH, 
HIGHLAND COMMUNITY WATER ASSOCIATION, HOBS WELL 
PARTNERSHIP, INDUSTRIAL PARK INVESTMENT CO., 
LANGFORD RANCHES, MEADOWBROOK DAIRY~ OLD TOWN 
WELL CO., P.R.H. RANCH> RAMJ.REZ BROTHERS, RANNEY 
RANCH, R. M. P. B. RANCH CO. , 7TH AVENUE WELL 1 
SOLANO WELL, SOLANO WELL NO. 2, TRI-CITY ROCK 
FONTANAi VALLE VISTA RANCH CO., VICTORIA GUERNSEY, 
YUCAIPA VALLEY ACRES, 

(L)(l) CHAFFEY UNION JUNIOR COLLEGE SCHOOL 
DISTRICT, MOUNT SAN ANTONIO JUNIOR COLLEGE DISTRICT, 
MOUNT SAN .JACINTO JUNIOR COLLEGE DISTRICT, RIVER
SIDE CITY JUNIOR COLLEGE DISTRICT, SAN BERNARDINO 
VALLEY JOINT UNION JUNIOR COLLEGE DISTRICT, 

(1)(2) CHAFFEY UNION HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT, 
COLTON JOINT UNION HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT, ELSINORE 
UNION HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT, LA PUENTE UNION HIGH 
SCHOOL DISTRICT, PERRIS UNION HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT, 
REDLANDS UNION HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT, SAN BERNARDINO 
CITY HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT,_ 
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(L) (3) ALVORD UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT, 
BANNING UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT 1 BE:AR VALLEY 
UNIJ!'IED SCHOOL DISTRICT, BEAUMONT UNIE'IED SCHOOL 
DISTRICT> CHINO DNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT, CLAREMONT 
UNIJi'rnD SCHOOL DISTRICT, CORONA UNIFIED SCHOOL 
DISTRICT, FONTANA UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT, JlJRUPA ' 
UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT, MORENO VALLEY UNIFIED 
SCHOOL DISTRICT, POMONA UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT, 
REDLA.N'DS UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT; RIM OF TH1L 
WORLD UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT, RIVERSIDE UNIFIED 
SCHOOL DISTRICT, SAN JACINTO UNIFIED SCHOOL 
DISTRICT, YUCAIPA JOINT UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT, 

(L) (L1) ALBERHILL SCHOOL DISTRICT, ALTA 
LOMA SCHOOL DISTRICT, BANNING SCHOOL DISTRICT, 
BLOOMINGTON SCHOOL DISTRICT, CENTRAL SCHOOL 
DISTRICT, COLTON JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT, 
CUCAMONGA SCHOOL DISTRICT, ELSINORE UNION. SCHOOL 
DISTRICT, ETIWANDA SCHOOL DISTRICT 1 FALLSVALE SCHOOL 
DISTRICT, GUASTI SCHOOL DISTRICT, HIGHLAND SCHOOL 
DISTRICT, MILL SCHOOL DISTRIC'l', MISSION SCHOOL 
DISTRICT, MT. BALDY SCHOOL DISTRICT, MOUNTAIN 
VIEW SCHOOL DISTRICT, ONTARIO SCHOOL DISTRICT, 
PERRIS SCHOOL DISTRICT, RIALTO SCHOOL DISTRICT, 
RIVERSIDE CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT, SAN BERNARDINO 
CITY SCHOOL DIS'I'RICT, SAN SALVADOR SCHOOL 
DISTRICT, TERRACE UNION SCHOOL DISTRICT, UPLAND 
SCHOOL DISTRICT, VAL VERDE SCHOOL DISTRICT, WALNUT 
SCHOOL DISTRICT, WRIGHTlvOOD SCHOOL DISTRICT~ 

(M) HANK OF AMERICA NATIONAL TRUST & SAVINGS 
ASSOCIATION AND HENRY G. BODKIN, CO-EXECUTORS OF 
THE ESTATE OF GIOVANNI \!AI, DECEASED, HOWARD M. 
HANZLIK, AGENT FOR H. W. CHING> HORACE P. HINCKLEY, 
TRUSTEE, C. T. JOHNSON) RECEIVER FOR.SAN BERNARDINO 
ROCK & GRAVEL) GEORGE F. JOHNSTON CO.) ROBERT T. 
PAINE,TRUSTEE OF THE ESTATE OF CHARLES T, PAINE, 
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(N) SAM K. AIHARA, DAVE AKKERMAN, J. N. ALBERS, l 
ISAAC E. ALEXANDER, BEN F, ALUN, CLARE ALLISON, )~ 

S. D. TABER, EXECUTOR OF THE ESTATE OF EARL TABER, 
DECEASED, MARYS. WOODILL,EXECUTRIX OF THE ESTATE 
OF A. CHESNAYE WOODILL, DECEASED, 

ALBERT ALLUlS:, JR., MANUEL LOUIS ALVAREZ, PEDRO 
ALVEREZ, AUGUST AMAR, CARLS. ANDERSON, DEAN ANDERSON, 
LAWRENCE W. ANDERSON, A. G. ANDREWS, ~TOE JACINTO l 
ANDREWS, C .. EUSTACE ARCHER, GEORGE W. ARCHER AND LORA 
K, ARCHER, DOUGLAS ARMSTRONG, PrnRRE ARRA.TEIG, PETER 
ARTH, CLARENCE F. ARVIDSON, LOUISE ASHE, MASSIMO ) 
AUDENINO, Al.FRED C. AUSTIN AND RUBY AUSTIN, ELIZABETH ) 
P. BAHR,~. D. BALCOM, R. W. BALDWIN, NICK BAN, JACK ) 
M. BARBOUR, NELSON W. BARCUS, WILLIAM BARE, WILLIAM ) 
L. HARKER, FRED F. BARNES, PAUL BARNHILL, KARL F. ) 
BAUMANN, NEWELL BAUMUNK, LLOYD BEARD, EARL J. BEATTY, )) 
RAMON M. BECERRA, FOREST BEEBOWER, RAYMOND A. BEELER, ) 
H. EUGENE BELL, JOE E. BERNARD, PAUL BERNARD, BERNARD 
TH.DART, .JOHN BINNELL~ THEODORE BLOEMHOF, ALBER'!' BOCK, ) 
ROBERT M. BODDY, GERRIT BOER, GERRIT P, BOERTJE, TENA ) 
ANNA BOERTJE, HOMER A. BOGUE, JR., CAJ.U, M, BONNER, JIM ) 
BOOTSMA, L. A. BORBA, . Al.LECK BORDISSO, FRED BOTILLER, ) 
MAB EL E. HOWER, MARY C. BRANDL IN, PAUL A. BRADNEY, EUGENE ) 
,J. BRAGA> S. WESLEY BREAK, JAMl~S W. BREAM, W. A( ~ 
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BREWER, JOHN BRIGHT; RAL.PH BROADY, .TOM BROMLEY, 
DEAN J. BRUINGTON, RAY BRUMBAUGH, JOE ~RUNO 
AND JOSEPHINE L.'BRUNO, DOMINIC BRUSSO, JOHN 
BUMA, MRS, ALBERT L, BURFORD, JR., THEO. J. 
BURGER, F, L. BURNS AND LAURA BURNS, ROSE BURSON, 
ERNEST CARLEY, CHARLES CAMBIO, MAX L. CARDEY, 
TOM CARNES!, ABRAM B. CARTER, MANUEL R. 
CARVIERO, BENJAMIN R. CASEY, GALEN CHAMBERLAIN, 
C. STANLEY CHAPMAN, ALSO KNOWN AS C, S. CHAPMAN, 
J. J. CHARLES, CHARLES E. CHASE, JOE CHEZ, W. 
DREW CHIPMAN, HERMAN P. CHRISTENSEN, RONALD S. 
CHRISTY, MIGUEL J. CIRIZA) ALSO KNOWN AS MIKE 
J. CIRIZA, .ALSO KNOWN AS M. H. C!RIZA, ARTHUR 
C. CLARK, CLIFFORD A; CLARK, CHAI. L. CLAUSON, 
THOMAS L. CLAY, CHARLES H. CLOCK~ JOHN CLOCKE, 
ROBERT COCKE AND ELSIE V. COCKE, CHARLES F. 
COFFEE AND CATHERINE COFFEE, IRVEY L. COTE, FRED 
H. COURTNEY, DOROTHY E. COTE, GORDON CRAM, 
HENRY CRAM, JAMES E. CRAM, HARLEY A. CRANE AND 
BERTHA M. CRANE, MANUEL R. CRAVIERO, HUGH P. 
CRAWFORDi RAYMOND CRAWFORD, PAUL J. CREVOLIN, 
ARTHUR P. CRIM, JR., CLIFFORD J. CRIM, EMM 
S. CRIM, ROBERT L. CRIM, W. ROSCOE CRIM, H. E. 
CROUSE, WILLIAM J. CROUSE, FOREST N. DAGETT, 
JOHN B. DAVIS, M. M. DAVIS, L. H. DE BOER, 
ANDY DE BOS, DICK DE GROOT, JOHN DE GROOT, 
LEO A. DE ZOETE, VICTOR DI CARLO AND TONY DI 
CARLO, FRANK DITOMMASO, ELBERT E. DIXON, 
MATTIE M. DIXON, JAMES S. DODS, EARLE. DORATHY, 
P. E. DOTY, FRANCIS M. DOWLING, JR,, ROBERT H. 
DOWNING, WALTER DUDA AND BETTY DUDA, GLENN C. 
DUDLEY, E. R. DUNLOP, W. F. DURRINGTON, FRANK 
DUTRA, EDWIN EARL, H. A. EASTMAN, HENRY W. 
EILERS, FRANCIS K. ELLSWOR'l1l, MARY ELLSWORTH, 
WALT EMBERTSON, GLEN A. EMENHISER, JOSEPH F. 
ENGELN, JOHN ETCHARD, CELESTIN ETEROVICH, 
BERNARD G, EVANS, MORGAN EVANS, RICHARD V. 
EVANS, AMERICO FERRARO, ANTHONY J. FIGUEREDO, 
GRACE FIGUEREDO, ARNOLD FILIPPI, JOSEPH 
FILIPPI AND MARYE. FILIPPI, R. B, FINCH, EDWARD 
M. FISHER, CHARLES E. FLANIGAN, GLADYS FLATTE, 
E. FORD, THAD E. FORNEY, STEPHEN. J, FRANK, 
FRED FREEMAN, MYRON FREIBURG, FRANK T. FREITAS, 
MARIE J. FRICKE, ERNEST C. FRIEDEMANN, BERT 
FRINGS, MILTON FRINK AND MRS. MILTON J, FRINK, 
ROBERT V. FULLERTON, CARLO GAGGINO, ED GAGNER, 
PAUL A. GARRISON, AUSTIN B. GATES, PHILIP L. 
GAY, J. DALE GENTRY, H. GERWIN, DAVID B. GILLETTE, 
HILL GOEDHART, ALBERT GOUBERT, MALCOM C. GOULD, 
MARSHALL T. GOULET, EVA MARIE GOULET, FRED W. 
GOWLAND, FLORENCE E • GRANT, JOHN W. GRANT, . 
O. C. GREENE, PAUL GREENING, H. H. GREER, 
DALE P. GROSS, SANTE GROSSI, SECONDO GROSSI, 
FRANCIS A. GRUNENFELDER, HELENE. GRUNENFELDER, 
WILLIAM H. GUERTH, SANFORD C. GUNTER, JOHN 
GURNJ~Y, HARRIET E. GUTTING, Cl-tESTER R. HARGROVE, 
NEWTON R. HARGROVEt JOSEPH HARICH, ELLISON E. 
HARRIS, FRED HARRIS, CALEB B. HARVEY, HENRY L. 
HARVILL,~CATHERINE E. HASTINGS, RAY R. HASTINGSt 
CHARLES E. HAWES> CHLES B. HAWKS> D.D.S,, GEORGE. 
G. HAYES, JOE T. HEAD} A. C. HEDRICK, HARM HEIDA, 
SAM HEIDA, H, E. HERMAN, M.D., DAVID F. A. HILL, 
ELVA M. HILL, HORACE P. HINCKLEY, JULIA HINCKLEY, 
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R. W. HITCHCOCK, EBER R. HIVELY, JESSIE MAY ) 
HIVELY, GEORGE HOEKSTRA, PHILIP F. HOFER, ) 
CORNELIUS HOFFMAN, MARVIN S. HOHBERG, RICHARD ) 
HUBER, FRANK B. HUNGERFORD, JAMES T. HUGHES, ) 
JOHN W. HUNTER, HAROLD A. HUTSON, CASE !EST, ) 
RUDOLPH C, IEST, OSCAR K. IMBACH, JOHN JACQUES, )' 
MRS. C. G. JENNINGS, N. C. JENSEN, ALBERT L. ) 
JOHNSON; DORRIS JOHNSON, ELWOOD B. JOHNSON, ) 
F. H. JOHNSON, RAYMOND L. JOHNSON, TRUMAN ) 
JOHNSON, ROBERT P. JONES, HAROLD JONGSMA, LEE ) 
P. JORDON, JR., HELEN R. KAHN, H. KAMPLING, ) 
ERNEST L. KEECHLER, LESTER J. KEECHLER, EDWARD ) 
J. KEHL, BURT KENYON, CHARLES KIRKPATRICK, ) 
WILLIAM M. KIRKPATRICK) EJNAR KNUDSEN, GEORGE ) 
J. KOCH, JAMES C. KOCH, RUTH KOCH, JOHN D. KORTZ, ) 
REINOLD E, KRAEMER, ROY P. LADEGAARD, ROSS I. ) 
LANDON, GORDON B, LANE, EDWARD LANGER, BROER)) 
LANTING, C. W. LANTZ, CHARLES R. LA ROSSEE 1 L. 
D. LARSEN, CHARLES R, LATIMER, W. H. LATIMER, ) 
BERTRAND LAUDA, C. T. LEAVITT, ALFRED H, LEDIG, ) 
JOHN LE NERT , J . RI CHARD LEONARD, MARGARET ) 
M. LEONARD, C. J. LENDESMITH, THOMAS A. LINN, )) 
GLEN E. LIVINGSTON, GUY LONG, PETE LOOGMAN, 
ANTONIA LO PORTO, ARTHUR K. LOSSNITZER, ) 
HELEN M. LOVELY, JOHN W. LOVELY> MINNIE I. ) 
LUGINBILL, FLOY E. MADDEN, C. L. MAIN, MAY )) 
J. MALONE, CHARLES E. MARCY, C. N. MARIETTA, 
JOHN MARQUEZ, CLIFFORD F. MARTIN, CLIFFORD ) 
P, MARTIN, FRED G. MARTIN, NANCY MARTIN, ROGER ) 
W. MARTIN, HAROLD R. MARTINI, A. J. MARTINS, ) 
N. 0. MAYBELL, MARGARIETE T. MC CARTY, JAMES ) 
B. MC GILL, ROBERT K. MC GILL, LLOYD MC ) 
LAUGHLIN I JOSEPH Y. MC NAUGHT AND RUTH MC NAUGHT, ) 
B. D. MELLEMA, T. B. MELTON, J, LOWELL MERRIL, ) 
RICHARDS. METZGER, CHARLES R. MEYER, NADINE )) 
MEYER, LLOYD W, MICHAEL, OWEN H. MICKEL, C. W. 
MIDDLETON, M. MIKETERIAN, RICHARD A. MILLER, ) 
BERNARD MIRANDETTE, WAYNE W. MISHAK, MICHAEL ) 
C. MIZE, GLENNA L. MIZE, FUMIO MOGI, BART ) 
MONSELLO, DR. SAMUEL A. MONTGOMERY) OLIVER ) 
B. MOORE I RAY MORI SETTE' JENS A. MORLEY' ) 
SCOTT H. MORRIS, ALBERT MULLER, GEORGE T. MUSSON, ~) 
STEVE MUZIO, E. D. NICKERSON, EARL NICKS, KENNETH 
T. NORRIS, WILLIAM H. NYE, EARLE. OHMER, EGBERT )) 
OLDENGARM, ANTON OMLIN, JOSE A. ORTEGA, LOWELL 
PALMER, RICHARD K.· PARRY, SHIRLEY R. PARRY, W. T. ) 
PASCOE, HOMER PATE, M. R. PATON, E. D. PATTERSON, ) 
JOHN A. PATTERSON, MARGO M. PAYNE, PHIL PECHARICH ) 
AND GLADYS PECHARICH, MANUEL JOE PEDRO, FORESTS. ) 
PERDEW, M. E. PERIAN, JACK PERISITS, H. W. PETERS, ) 
RAY PETERSON, MRS. A. AL. PEYTON, F, L. PHILLIPS, ) 
L. D. ,PHILLIPS, A. L. PICKERING, JR., ALBERT J, ) 
PICO, HELEN A. PINE, FRANK PINKERTON, JOHN f. ) 
PIPER, C. B. PITZER, DAVID POLLOCK, HERLINDA ) 
POLLOCK, STEVE POLOPOLUS, VERA MC CARTY PORTSMOUTH, ) 
B . PRECIADO, FRED C , PRENGER, WILLIAM J. QUAST, ). 
JOE n. RAMOS, G. RANNEY, MIKE RAYMOND, J. T, ) 
REEDY, G . R. REES, THEODORE REHM, ANNA REINHOLDSEN, ) 
HARRY C. REYNOLDS, MARSHALL RICHARDSON AND LORNA ) 
RICHARDSON, KATHERINE E. RICHEY, FRED M. RIEDMAN, ) 
ROBERT RIETMANN, RAMON RIVAS, AMERICO RIZZARDINI, ) 
RITA M. RIZZARDINI, WALTER C. ROBERTS, FRANKL. )) 
ROBERTSON, L. GRANT ROBINSON, MILDRED I. ROGERS, 
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LOUIS ROHRER, ELIZABETH.-ROHRS} JOE ROMOLO AND LOUIS· 
ROMOLO, CHARLES_E. ROOS~ GAYNE ROOT, STEPHEN H. 
ROOT, LEO RORIPAUGH, JOEL. ROSE, SAM ROSS, 
ROBERT P. ROTH, JOE RUSSO, ELWOOD RUTHERJ?ORD > 

LYLE RUTHERFORD, JOHN B. SATRAGNI, JR,, JESSE 
SAXBURY 1 GEORGE P. SCARAMELLA, GIOVANI THERESA· 
SCARRON1~) FRANK SCHAFFim, MADELEINE SCHMIDT, ALBERl' 
T. SCHROEDER, FRED SCHtn;HOF, MARTHA SCHULHOF, JOHN 
N, SCIIURMAN > RALPH F'. SECHREST, EARL J. SECORD 1 
J.B. SE LEGUE 1 RUTH A. SE LEGUE, HOWARD R. SELF> 
W. E. SHEARER, GEORGE J. SHERMAN, ROBERT J. SHOLANDER, 
R. D. SHOWLER, CONSTANCE SILVERWOOD, W, E. SILVER
WOOD, JACK SILVIERA, JIM SINNOTT, HERMAN E. SMITH, 
J. HENRY SMITR, A. J. SOARES, HARRY H. SONKE, C. E. 
SOUTHWORTH, JOHN.F. SPERRY, HOWARD B. SQUIER AND 
MARIE SQUIER, V. O. STAHL AND ZIPPORA P. STAHL, 
ERNEST J. STANDING, RICHARD G. STASAND, JAMES STEIN 
AND WILLIAM STEIN, DELBERT STEPHENSON, MILES STEVENS, 
R.H. STRASBAUGH, D. D. SULLIVAN AND R. J. SULLIVAN, 
DONALD SWIERSTRA, KAZUKO TAKENAGA, JOHNS. TAYLOR, 
W. B. TENCH, F. A, TETLEY, JR., FRED J, TEUNISSEN, 
GEORGE TE VELDE, CHARLES A. THOMAS, FRITZ THOMMEN, 
MRS. R. W. THOMPSON, WILLIS A. THOMPSON, ARTHUR E. 
TISSOT, HAROLD TOLLERUP, A, A. TOLSTOY AND VERA 
TOLSTOY, · EDWIN R. TYSON, V. E. UNGER, AGNE:S V. 
UNGER, BEN VALDEPENA, GILBERT C. VAN CAMP, MAURICE 
VAN CANNEYT 1 MARINOS VAN DEN BERG, JACK VAN DEN 
BERGE, PETER VANDENHOEK, JACK VANDERHORST, MARTIN 
VANDERLAAN, JOHN VAN DER LINDEN, STANLEY VAN DER 
LINDEN, WILLIAM VANDERPOL, JOHN VAN DER SCHAFF, 
JOE VAN DER VEEN, E. B. VAN PELT, JOHN VEENSTRA, 
JOHN MARTIN VERHOEVEN, ARIE T. VERKAIK, DICK 
VERMEER, PAT F. VERNOLA, LOUIS VISSER, ,GEORGE VON 
EUW, ALFRED VON KANEL, DON WALKER, JR., H. B, WARD, 
F. G, WAYMAN, W. G. WEATHERWAX, 0. L. WEEKS, 
MARGARET WHEELER, ALFRED WHITE, E. R. WHITE, EDNA 
'MAY WHITE, HARRY W. WHITE, PAUL N. WHITTIER, C.H. 
WIGHT AND MARY LOUISE WIGHT, JAMES E. WILKINS, 
EDWARD E. WILSON, RUSSELL WILSON, VERNE WINCHELL, 
GEORGE C. WITTER, FRANK WOO, ~OHN C. WOOD, FRANK 
YBARROLA, FLORIS YKEMA, VERA ZINKE, HERMAN 
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(0) UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ~ 
) 

ZWEIACHER, 

(P) ALTA DENA DAIRY, ANDLER CORPORATION, ARROW l 
ROUTE WATER COMPANY, BARNES RANCH 1 C. C. BARNES RANCH, 
W. E. BENNETT, BOB-WILL CO., BROOKINGS MUTUAL PIPE-
LINE COMPANY, PETE BORBA & SONS, CLARENCE BROWN, ) 
CHEZ BROS., CHERBAK BROTHERS, CHEZ, CHEZ AND GEMMILL, )) 
THOMAS A CHAPIN~ CLOCK, WAESTMAN AND CLOCK, JOHN 
C. COLDWELL, COLLEGE OF MEDICAL EVANGELISTS WATER ) 
SYSTEM, CUCAi.~ONGA TOP WINERY, WALTER M. DAVIDSON, DE ) 
BERARD BROS., DEER LODGE PARK WATER COMPANY, ERNEST ) 
DE GROOT, DOTTA BROS,, DREW PIPE LINE, EDYTHE ELLIS, )) 
ERIC T. EMrMAN, ERSUL WATER COMPANY, ETIWANDA GRAPE 
PRODUCTS, ETIWANDA STEEL PRODUCTS, HENRY & ALBERT FIKSE, )) 
FILLIP! AND GALLEANO RANCH, FULLER RANCH TRUST, THE, 
GOODWIN WELL, GREEN ACRES MEMORIAL PARK ASSOCIATION, GREEN ) 
ACRES STUD FARM, GREENWAY FARM> GRIMSLI~Y WATER SERVICE, ) 
V. w. GRUBBS I HAt'iADA BROS.' l-lARADA BROS. ' ROBERT HI HERV~G, )) 
HIGHLANDERS WATER COMPANY, HILL, CUNNINGHAM & SOOY 1 ~ ) 
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BERlUCE HOUSTON! DONALD B, HOUSTON:1 HELEN ) 
HOUSTON> LEE HOUS'l'ONl ROBERT HOUSTON, ROSE ) 
HOUSTON,' INDIAN KNOLL FARM AND DAIRY, DOROTI-rY > ) 
LARHY, TONI JOHNSON, KIMTIALL BROS. , LAWRENCE E. ) 
KRAGE, LA CASA CONTENTA MOTEL, LA GRANADA WATER ) 
COMPANY, LAMBEll'I1 RANCH WELLS, LAS PALMAS WATER ) 
COMPANY, LAS VEGAS LAND & WATER COMPANY, LAYAYE ~) 
BROS. 

1 
LEMON H1UGHTS WA'l'ER COMPANY, LEMON 

PRODUCTS DIVISION, SUNKIST GROWERS, LINDE CO. , 
HARRY MAAS, MACHADO DAIRY FRANCO) MAGNET WATER )) 
COMPANY, MAHJ' INVESTMENT CORPORATION, MANDALA 
BROTHERS, MARQUINE & MINNABERRY, MARSHBURN ) 
HROS., LOUIS B. MAYER, BERNARD MC COY, MEADOW ) 
BROOK WOODS WATER CO., MOGLE WATER COMPANY, JAMES ) 
E. MOUNT, J. M. MOUNT, MUCHENTHALER RIVER ROAD )) 
RANCH, MUTI WATgR COMPANY, NORCO COMMUNI'rY 
SERVICE DISTRICT, ORANGE PRODUCTS DIVISION, ) 
SUNKIST GROWEH.S; JOSEPH PAGLIUSO> INC.) HAROLD ) 
PAYTON AND AVON PAYTON, PEACH PARK WATER COMPANY, ) 
RAl'JCHO DE SANTA FE> RIM OF THE WORLD WATER ) 
COMPANY, RIVERSlDg FOUNDRY & MACHINE WORKS, ) 
RIVERSIDE INDUSTRIAL PARl<, ROLLING RIDGE RANCH, l 
RUBIDOUX COMMUNITY SERVICE DISTRICT, SCARRONE 
BROS,, FRANK SILVA SONS, SOGIOI<A BROS., SOUTH 
EUCLID WATER COMPANY, STEPHENS WELL BY BADDERS, ) 
JESSIE TABER, TEPPER & SWAIN, THREE MILE ) 
CORPORATION WATER CO. , K. D. TILLEMA SONS, ) 
TIPPECANOE WATER COM-PANY, TISSOT & LONGANECKER, ) 
UPLAND WATER COMPANY, VERHOEVEN & RAVENSWAAY, ) 
ANTONIETTA VERNOLA, PA'l; F'. VERNOLA, J. C. ) 
VIDEEN AND MATSON I., VIDEEN, ROY VISBEEK AND ~) 
HENRIETTA VISBEEK, WALNUT STREET PUMPING PLANT, 
WARD STREET WATER USERS, ALLEN H. WATERMANN, 
THEODORE WATJE, BOB WEATHERMAN, WEISEL RANCHES, l 
VlRGIL R. WHITMAN, WILLIAMS BROS., ETHEL E. . 
WILSON, FRANR WOO AND SEM GEE WQO, EVA ygR_IAN/ ~: 
YUCAIPA DOMESTIC WATER COMPANY, 

(Q) DOES ONE TO TWENTY THOUSAND. 

DEFENDANTS. ) ________________________ ) 
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Plaintiff, ORANGE COUNTY WATER DISTRICT (hereinafter 

sometimes referred to as the "District") complains of defen

dants and for cause of action alleges: 

THE PARTIES 

I 

The plaintiff is a public corporation, organized and 

existing under an act of the Legislature of the State of 

California approved June 14, 1933, being chapter 92A of the 

Statutes of the State of California of 1933, and subsequent 

acts amendatory th~reof, said Act being designated therein 

and hereinafter referred to as the "Orange County Water 

Dis tr ic t Act , 11 

Said Act) among other things, empowers the plaintiff 

District to prevent interference with or diminution of 

the natural £lo~ of any stream of water or subterranean 

supply of water used or useful for any purpose of said Dis

trict, or of common benefit to any land within said Dis

trict> or of its inhabitants) and in connection therewith 

to commence, maintain, intervene in and compromise in the 

name of the District, or otherwise, any action or litigation 

affecting or concerning the foregoing powers. 

II 

The subject matter and questions involved in this 

action are of common and general interest to the many owners 

of land within the plaintiff District and bordering upon and 

riparian to the Santa Ana River and to the many owners of 

land overlying, and users of water in, the hereinafter-men

tioned District Basin, and to the inhabitants of the District. 

By reason thereof and by reason of the aforesaid powers 

granted to and vested in the plaintiff District, this action 

is brought, maintained and prosecuted for the benefit of the 
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District and also of all riparian, overlying and other land

owners, water users and inhabitants within the plaintiff 

District. 

nr 

The exterior boundaries of the lands within the plain

tiff District are established and defined by the Orange County 

Water District Act and are shown on Exhibit A attached hereto, 

which said exhibit is incorporated herein by reference. There 

are embraced within the exterior boundaries of the plaintiff 

District approximately 201,000 acres of land, all of which are 

situated entirely within the boundaries of Orange County, 

California. 

IV 

Each of the defendants named in paragraph (A) of the 

caption is a municipal corporation organized pursuant to and 

existing under the laws of the State of California, The rights 

17 of plaintiff against the defendants City of Colton, City of 

18 Redlands, City of Riverside and City of San Bernardino have 
I 

19 1 previously been adjudicated in that certain action entitled 

20 Orang(:~ County Water District, _s!: public cor:poration, plaintiff 

21 v. City of Riverside,~ munici.pal corpot'ati.on, ~ al., 

22 defendants, being docket No. 84671 in the Superior Court of 

23 the State of California in and for the County of San Bernardino, 

24 Said four defendants are included in this action in order that 

25 they will be parties to and be bound by any general adjudica-

26 tion, physical solution, or other judgment which may be 

27 entered in this action. 

28 Each of the defendants named in paragraph (B) of the 

29 caption is a county water district organized pursuant to and 

30 existingunder the laws of the State of California. 

31 The defendants named i.n paragraph (C) of the caption 

~2 are the State of California and certain political subdivisions, 

-13-
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agencies and institutions thereof. 

Each of the defendants named in paragraph (D) of the 

caption is a municipal water district organized pursuant to 

·and existing under the laws of the State of California. 

Each of the defendants named in paragraph (E) of the 

caption is a water conservation district organized pursuant 

to and existing under the laws of the State of California. 

Each of the defendants named in paragraph (F) of the 

caption is a flood c.ontrol district organized pursuant to and 

existing under the laws of the State of California. 

The Beaumont Irrigation District named in paragraph 

(G) of the caption is an irrigation district organized 

pursuant to and e,cis ting under the laws of the State of 

California. 

Upon information and belief, each of the defendants 

named in paragraph (H) of the caption is a mutual water 

company. Each of the defendants named in subparagraph (1) 

of paragraph (H) is a corporation. Each of the defendants 

named in subparagraph (2) of paragraph (H) is an unincorpor

ated association. The status, whether incorporated or unin~ 

corporated, of the mutual water companies named in sub

paragraph (3) of paragraph (H) of the caption is unknown to 

the plaintiff. 

Upon information and belief, each of the defendants 

named in paragraph (I) of the caption is a public utility 

water company organized pursuant to and existing under the 

laws of the State of California. 

Upon information and belief, each of the defendants 

named in paragraph (J) of the caption is a corporation. 

Upon information and belief, each of the defendants 

named in paragraph (K) of the caption is an unincorporated 

association. 
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the caption is a school district organized pursuant to and 

existing under the laws of the State of California. Each 

4 of the defendants named in subparagraph (1) of paragraph 
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District. Each of the defendants named in subparagraph (3) 

of paragraph (L) is a Unified School District. Each of the 

defendants named in subparagraph (4) of paragraph (L) is an 

Elementary School District. 

Each. of the defendants named in paragraph (M) of 

the caption is sued in the representative capacity by which 

said defendant is described in the caption and upon inform

ation and belief each said defendant is duly qualified and 

acting in such capacity. 

Each of the defendants named in paragraph (N) of 

the caption is an ind:tvidual. The following named indiv

idual defendants are residents of the County of Orange: 

C. Stanley Chapman, also known as C. S. Chapman, Rose 

Houston, Sam K. A:l.frara, Robert Rettman, Elizabeth Rohrs, 

Albert T. Schroeder and John Van der Schaff. 

The United States of America, named in paragraph 

(0) of the caption, is made a defendant in this action pur

suant to the provisions of section 666, Title 43, of the 

United States Code. 

The capacity of each of the defendants named in 

paragraph (P) of the caption is unknown to plaintiff. Each 

said defendant is sued herein under the name by which claim 

has been made by said defendant to water rights, 

The true names and capacities, whether individual, 

corporate, associate or otherwise, of defendants named in 

paragraph (Q) of the caption as Does 1 to 20,000, inclusive, 
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are unknown to plaintiff, who therefore sues said defendants 

by such fictitious names, and plaintiff prays leave of court 

to substitute the true names and capacities of said defend

ants, or any of them, when the same are ascertained, together 

with appropriate charging allegations. 

GEOGRAPHY, GEOLOGY AND HYDROLOGY 

V 

At all times herein mentioned the Santa Ana River 

has been and now is a natural nonnavigable stream which rises 

in the San Bernardino Mountains in San Bernardino County, 

California, northeasterly from the City of San Bernardino 

and flows down from said mountains through the San Bernardino 

valley or plain in said county in a southwesterly direction 

to and into Riverside County, California, and thence through 

the northwestern portion of said Riverside County to and 

into the County of Orange, California, through the Santa Ana 

Mountains and thence to the coastal plain situated within 

said Orange County and the plaintiff District; where the 

waters of said Santa Ana River then sink underground except 

for portions thereof which during certain periods of large 

stonns pass on down the channel of t:he river and into the 

Pacific Ocean. 

VI 

The watershed of the Santa Ana River embraces approx

imately 2,.000 square miles, the boundaries of which are 

delineated on Exhibit A hereto . 

VII 

From the standpoints of geography, geology and 

hydrology, the Santa Ana River System is one watershed and 

one basin. It has been and can be divided into three general 

subdivisions which are known as the Upper Basin, the Middle 
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Basin, and the Lower Basin, each of which is delineated on 

plaintiff's Exhibit A hereto. The boundaries of said sub

divisions are generally protrusions of the bedrock, faults, 

relatively impervious zones or in some cases arbitrary lines 

drawn in order to completely bound the area so designated. 

Irrespective of the method of division used, any such sub

divisions or further divisions are parts of the entire Santa 

Ana River System, and all the waters thereof, ~nderground 

and surface alike, are part of one interconnected corrrrnon 

supply. In all cases, except those of continuous protrusions 

of the bedrock, some restricted underflow across the boundaries 

of such subdivisions is possible,and water passes underground, 

as well as on the surface, from one subdivision to the next 

lower subdivision. 

VIII 

Numerous streams within the watershed are tributary 

to the Santa Ana River. The waters of the natural, usual 

and ordinary flow of the Santa Ana River and its said tribu

taries, when permitted without interruption or interference 

and when not artificially diverted or extracted, naturally 

and normally flow down in their respective channels through, 

over and across the Upper and Middle Basins and into the Lower 

Basin, Portions of the surface lands in said basins are 

underlaid to various depths with alluvial deposits composed 

of boulders, gravel, clay, sand, silt and other fluvial and 

detri tal ma te1:ials of varying textures, all of which mater

ials have been laid down by said Santa Ana River and its 

tributaries. In a state of nature said materials are 

saturated with waters supplied by said Santa Ana River and 

its tributaries which waters percolate and flow as a contin

uous body of underground waters and which in turn supply, 

support and contribute to the surface flow of the Santa Ana 
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River. 

IX 

The Upper Basin is bounded on its southwesterly side 

by an underground barrier or dike, which is generally known 

as "Bunker Hill Dike" and which is sufficiently impervious 

throughout most of its length to retard the flow of under

ground waters. In the area where the channels of the Santa 

Ana River and Warm Creek traverse the Bunker Hill Dike, there 

is a break, or what is referred to as a "gap," in said dike. 

In a state of nature all the waters, both surface and under

ground, originating in the Upper Basin, with the exception of 

those portions of such waters which cross over or through the 

Bunker Hill Dike at places other than the gap, flow toward 

the area of the gap. Such waters then pass from the Upper 

Basin into the Middle Basin either as surface flow in the 

channels of the Santa .Ana River and Warm Creek or as under

flow below the surface of the ground, 

X 

Of the said waters reaching the Middle Basin from 

the Upper Basin, a portion thereof follows the channel of the 

Santa Ana River downstream and past Riverside Narrows and 

the remainder moves underground through the Middle Basin and 

joins the surface flow of the Santa Ana River downstream 

from Riverside Narrows. In a state ·of nature, rainfall and 

runoff originatin& in the Middle Basin contribute to the flow 

of the Santa Ana River. 

XI 

All the waters, surface and underground, in the Upper 

and Middle Basins, except such amounts as are lost by 

evaporation, transpiration or other natural causes, if not 

artificially diverted or. extracted, would naturally and nor

mally reach the channel of the Santa Ana Riyer and ultimately 
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arrive at Prado Dam. Said Prado Dam is operated by the Corps 

of Engineers of the United States· Army for flood control pur

poses only and does not alter or change the natural flow of 

the river except in ca.ses of large floods, at which times :i.t 

is operated to reduce the rate of flood flows and prolong the 

passage of flood waters. 

XII 

The natural and nonnal flow of the Santa Ana River, 

if not artifically reduced either by surface diversions or 

ext~actions from the underground waters in the Upper and Middle 

Basins, after passing Prado Dam thence proceeds downst-ream 

through the lower Santa Ana Canyon and into the Lower Basin. 

Substantially all of the lands which overlie the underground 

waters in the Lower Basin are situated within the boundaries 

of the plaintiff District and said portion of the Lower Basin 

is referred to herein as the 11D is trict Bas in. 11 Said District 

Bas"ln embraces an area of approximately 152,900 acres. The 

waters of the Santa Ana River sink into the fluvial and detri

tal materials underlying said District Basin at the head or 

upper reaches thereof and thence seep and percolate in and 

spread and flow both laterally and forward throughout the 

underground strata underlying said basin and constitute the 

main natural so"urce of water replenishment :l.n and to the 

underground strata underlying the lands within said basin 

and thereby provide the principal natural water supply to 

said plaintiff District and moot of its landowners~ water 

users and inhabitants. 

XIII 

The higher the water tables are in the Upper Basin, 

the greater is the flow of water, both surface and under

ground, from the Upper Basin to the Middle Basin'and the 

greater is the flow at Prado Dam. The higher the water 
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XIV 

All of the lands within the plaintiff District are 

valuable for the raising of fruits, vegetables and other farm 

products, the raising of livestock, and for residential, com-
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fore have been and now are used for such purposes and are 

dependent upon the wa.ters of the Santa Ana Ri.ver System to 

maintain andcontinue said uses. Without such waters said lands 

would be of little value for the purposes aforesaid. 

CONDITION OF OVERDRAFT 

xv 
For more than five consecutive years immediately 

prior to the commencement of this action, tbere has been and 

now is, and during the foreseeable future will be, a con

dition of overdraft in each and all of the basins of said 

watershed (the Upper Basin, Middle Basin, and Lower Basin) 

and a condition of overdraft· in the Santa Ana River System 

as a whole. The total annual demands upon the watershed 

have greatly exceeded and do now exceed the average annual 

supply of water to the watershed from natural sources. On 

information and belief, the annual overdraft in the watershed 

is not less than 180,000 acre-feet. There has been a progres

sive general lowering of ground water levels throughout the 

basins of the watershed; the available natural supply in 

said basins has been and is being gradually and increasingly 

depleted; and if the demands upon said supply are not limited, 

the said basins eventually will be exhausted. 

XVI 

The total quantity of water used in the Upper, Middle 
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and Lower. Basins now exceeds, and for more than 15 years 

last past has exceeded, the safe yield of the watershed. By 

''safe yield" is meant the maximum quantity of water which 

may be used annually from the watershed without causing 

permanent damage or eventual depletion of the ground water 

basins within the watershed, said maximum quantity being 

determined without reference to imported waters from nontrib

utary sources. 

RIGHTS OF THE PARTIES 

XVII 

The greater portion of the land within the plaintiff 

District overlies the water-bearing strata and continuous 

body of underground waters in the District Basin and is 

supplied with water frcro wells drilled to depths sufficient 

to penet:-rate and contact said water-bearing strata, which 

is supplied and replenished with waters of the natural flow 

of the Santa Ana River and its tributaries. The remaining 

lands within the plaintiff District receive their supply of 

water either from wells drilled into the water-bearing strata 

and continuous body of underground waters within said Dis

trict Basin or by way of surface diversions from the flow of 

the Santa Ana River. The two principal water companies 

making such surface diversions from the flow of the Santa Ana 

River are the Santa Ana Valley Irrigation Company and the 

Anaheim Union Water Company, both of which have been diverting 

water from the river for approximately three quarters of a 

century. 

XIX 

The total use of water within the plaintiff District 

and the total amount of water needed for beneficial uses 

exceeds 300,000 acre-feet per year. 0£ this amount, 130,000 
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acre-feet was and is reasonably needed by lando\vners and 

water users who own and exercise overlying rights in such 

amount for beneficial uses upon lands overlying the District 

Basin. The remaining amount was and is reasonably needed 

for beneficial uses by landowners and water users within 

the District who own and exercise riparian, appropriative 

and prescriptive rights in such amount. 

xx 

The quantities of water reaching Prado Dam from 

the Upper and Middle Basins are the principal source of 

natural supply to the District Bas~n and said quantities 

under the long-time mean or average conditions of rainfall 

and runoff are less than the amounts necessary to meet the 

needs for beneficial uses within the plaintiff District. 

XXI 

The defendants, other than those named in Exhibit B 

hereto, have and each of them has for many years past taken, 

pumped, appropriated and diverted water from the natural 

supply of the Santa Ana watershed in either or both the 

Upper and the Middle Basins. Plaintiff is infonned and 

believes and therefore alleges that the combined production 

of water by said defendants constitutes substantially all of 

the annual production of water from the Upper and Middle 

Basins and that each of said defendants claims a right to 

take said water and threatens to increase its taking of water 

without regard to the rights of the District and the land

owners and inhabitants thereof in and to the waters of the 

Santa Ana watershed. 

XXII 

Defendants named in paragraph (1) of Exhibit B to 

this Complaint, which said exhibit is incorporated herein as 

~hough set out at length, are owners of lands overlying 
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portions of either or both the Upper Basin and the Middle Basin. 

Water has never been produced from said lands owned by said 

defendants for use thereon. The defendants named in paragraph 

(2) of Exhibit B have not produced water from said watershed 

continuously for a period of five years, although said de

fendants have produced water from either or both of the Upper 

Basin and the Middle Basin of said watershed for periods less 

than five consecutive years. The defendants named in para

graph (3) of said Exhibit B have previously extracted water 

from either or both the Upper and Middle Basins of said water

shed under claim of right, but have not produced water from 

said basins for a period greater than five years immediately 

prior to the commencement of this action. By reason of the 

facts aforesaid, none of the defendants listed in Exhibit B 

has any present right to produce water from the said watershed. 

XXIII 

The District claims that no defendant has the right to 

take or increase its taking of said water, and that any right 

of any defendant so to do is subordinate to the rights of the 

District and the landowners, water users and inhabitants 

thereof, and producers of water serving and distributing water 

within the plaintiff District. There is an actual controversy 

existing between the plaintiff and each of the defendants re

garding the amount of water rights, if any, which each said 

defendant possesses and the priority of such ri.ghts. 

IRREPARABLE INJURY 

XXIV 

The overdraft in the Santa Ana River System and the 

use of water in excess of the safe yield of said watershed, 

as hereinabove alleged, has been and is being caused or con

tributed to by the production of each of the defendants who 
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is extracting or has extracted water from the Upper and Middle 

Ba.sins. The drafts on the Upper and Middle Basins of the river 

system by said defendants and each of them adversely affect the 

sufficiency of the water supply all the way down the river, 

The use of water by the def~ndants tends substantially to re

duce the water tables in the Upper Basin, the Middle Basin and 

in all the lower reaches of the Santa Ana River, and thereby 

contributes to the deficiency of the supply in the river system 

as a whole. The effect of the deficiency is a shortage of water 

in the plaintiff District, Any increased use of water by the 

defendants will further reduce the quantity and quality of the 

supply reaching the plaintiff District. 

Each of the defendants claims the right to take the 

water it is presently taking from the Sa.nta Ana River System, 

and each threatens to increase such taking without regard to 

the rights of the District, the landowners, water users and 

inhabitants thereof, and producers of water serving and dis

tributing water within the plaintiff District, and unless 

restrained by order of court, each defendant will continue to 

take larger and increasing amounts of water to the great and 
~ 

irreparable damage and injury to such District, landowners, 

water users~ inhabitants and producers, which cannot be com

pensated for in money damages, 

XXVI 

By reason of the condition of overdraft in the Santa 

.Ana River system and the large and increasing amounts of water 

being produced by the defendants, as alleged herein, the 

amount of water reaching the Lower Basin has been reduced in 

quantity and impaired in quality, The ground water levels in 

the Lower Basin have been lowered to the point where salt 

water from the ocean has intruded the basin,. thereby impairing 
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l its utility as a ground water reservoir. Unless defendants and 

2 each of them are enjoined and restrained as prayed, the afore-

3 said conditions will continue and will become more severe; 

4 there will occur further depletion of the ground water basins 

5 which will further permanently damage and ultimately will 

6 destroy the utility of said basins as natural underground 

? reservoirs; there will be increased intrusion of sea water 

8 into the Lower Basin; and the quality of water in the entire 

9 
1 

river system will be substantially impaired. 

10 XXVII 

11 In order to prevent the irreparable injury hereinbefore 

12 alleged, it is necessary that the annual production and uses 

13 of water by the defendants and each of them be reduced and 

14 controlled under the continuing jurisdiction of this court, 

15 

16 

17 

WHEREFORE, plaintiff prays judgment as follows: 

1. That each defendant be required to set forth the 

18 1 nature and extent of its claim in and to the common water 

19 supply of the Santa Ana River System, and if any defendant 

20 fails to appear, that it be determined that such defendant has 

21 no right to take any water from said common supply; 

22 

23 

24 

2. That the right, if any, of each defendant in and 

to said water be fixed and determined; 

3. That the defendants and each of them be perpetually 

25 restrained and enjoined from taking any water from the natural 

26' supply of the Santa Ana River System in excess of their res-

27 pective rights, as determined, or in excess of such other 

28 amounts as the court may determine is necessary to assure that 

29 the safe yield of the system is not exceeded; 

30 

31 

32 

4. That it be adjudged and decreed that an overdraft 

exists on the common water supply of the Santa Ana River Sys tern 

and each and every subdivision thereof; that there is no 
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surplus water available for appropriation; and that the safe 

yield of the Santa Ana River System be determined; 

5. That the defendants and each of them be enjoined 

pending the determination of this lawsuit from increasing 

their annual production of water from the natural supply of 

the Santa Ana River System; 

6. That this court· reserve continuing jurisdiction to 

make such adjustments in its decree and judgment from time to 

time as may be necessary for the protection of the common 

water supply of the Santa Ana River System against diminution 

of the quantity or impairment of the quality thereof; 

7. That each of the defendants be requi~ed to pay 

13 their proportionate and equitable part as determined by the 

141 court of any costs or expenses which may be incurred in this 

15 action; 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

8. For such other and further relief as the court 

may deem proper, 

Dated: October 18, 1963 

PILLSBURY, MADISON & SUTRO 
JAMES MICHAEL 
WILLIAM C. MILLER 
RUTAN, LINDSAY, DAHL, SMEDEGAARD, 

HOWELL & TUCKER 
MILFORD W. DAHL 
JAMES E. ERICKSON 
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17 

18 
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27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA ) 

COUNTY OF ORANGE 
ss 

· I am the Secretary-Manager of ORANGE COUNTY WATER DISTRICT, 

plaintiff in the above entitled action; I have read the fore

going Complaint for General Adjudication of Water Rights and 

Injunctive Relief and know the contents thereof; and I certify 

that the same is true of my own knowledge, except as to those 

matters which are therein stated upon my information or belief, 

and as to those matters, I believe it to be true. 

I certify, under penalty of perjury, that the foregoing is 

true and correct. 

Executed on October 18, 1963 , at Santa Arla) California. 
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May 20. 1964 

EXHIBIT 11.A II 

Orange County Water District vs. City of Chino et a.l 
Caae No. 11 762.8 

BOUND.ARY OF SANT.A ANA RIVER SYSTEM 

The Santa. Ana River Syatem generally compdaes that area shown 

on Attachment A, hereto, within Orange CoUtity. a.iverside Countyt San 

Bernardino County, and Los Angeles County which includes all areae that 
. , 
derive their common water supply, either surface or subsurface or bothi 

in whole or in part, from :rainfall or runoff within said areas and which 

are a.lao tributary or distributary to the Santa Ana River. 

A detailed description of the basin boundal"ies is presented following: 

l. Beginning at the mean high tide of the Pacific Ocean on the 

common boundary between Los Angeles County and Orange County; 

z. Thence northerly a.long said common boundary between Los 

Angeles and Orange Counties to the southwest corner of Section 18, T3S, 

RlOW, SEB&M; 

3. Thence in a general easterly direction a.long the water ahed 

divide o! Coyote Hills• through the south l / 2 0£ Sections 18 and l 7 in ea.id 

la.st-mentioned township and range, to a point on Las Palrnas Drive about 

500 feet westerly of State Highway 101; 

4~ Thence southerly a.long the crest of the ridge which drains 

easterly into Brea Dam and continuing southerly along said creet to a 

point on State Highway 101 at the East-West quarter section line of 

Section 2.8. TlN, .RlOW, SBB&.M; 
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5. Thence in a northeasterly direction along the drainage divide 

upon which Skyline Drive is located, to the top, and continuing across, 

Fullerton Dam; 

6,. Thence northeasterly along the drainage divide which drains 

into Fullerton Reservoir, through Sections 24 and 13, T 3S. Rl OW, SBB&M, 

and Sections 18 and 7, T3S, R9W, SBB&M, to a high point near the north• 

east eorner of said la.et ... mentioned section; 

7. Thence northerly along the drainage divide which drains west

erly into Tonner Canyon to the moat northerly divide of Tonner Canyon 

located on a.n unnamed peak (elevation l, 469 feet) in the northwest l /4 of 

Section 12, T2S, R9\iV:. SBB&:M; 

8. Thence northerly and easterly along the ridge line which sep-

arate a the watersheds of San Jose Creek and Chino Creek, to the edge of 

the alluvium on Phillips .Boulevard a.bout 500 feet northweat 0£ its inter

section with Buena Vista Avenue in the City of Pomona as said intersection 

ia shown on .Attachment B hereto; 

9. Thence in a. northeasterly direction along a ground water 

divide located aa shown on said Atta.chement B hereto, to the intersection 

with the San Jose Fault, which is located east of Orange Grove Avenue 

and north of Lincoln Avenue; 

1 O. Thence southwe·eterly along the San Jose Fault as shown on 

said Attachment B hereto, to a point near the intersection of Orange i · 

Grove .Avenue and White Avenue, which is the intersection of the ridge 



() 

· which goes through Ganesha Park extended southerly to the San 1oae 

Fault; 

11. Thence northerly and westerly along the ridge 0£ the San Jose 

Hills which extends through Ganesha Park, and continuing along the ridge 

which forms the southerly and westerly boundary of. the watershed which 

drains into Puddingstone Reservoir, to Puddjngstone 0-eservoir Dam; 

1 Z. Thence northerly c,ver the top of the Puddingetone Reaervoh

Dam and continuing easterly along the ridge, which forma a drainage 

divide into Puddingatone Reaervoir, to a high point a.bout 3, D00 feet east 

of San Di.ma.a Avenue and 1, 500 feet south o! the Pacific Electric Rail--

road Tracks: 

13. Thence northerly down the ridge to a point on De Anza Hts. 

Drive about 1, 200 f'eet east of Walnut Drive as shown on Attachment C 

hereto; 

14. Thence a.long a. ground water divide in a northeasterly direc

tion as shown on said .Attachment C he:reto, to a point on the San Bernar ... 

dino Base Line about l, 400 £eet west of the southeast corner of Section 31, 

TlN1 RSW, SBB&M; 

15. Thence nol."therly along the drainage divide which drains 

ea.stel"ly into Live Oak Canyon to an unnamed peak ( elevation 3, 685 feet) 

located in the south 1/2 of Section,! 7, TlN, RSW, SBB&M said unnamed 

peak (elevation 3, 685 feet) being on the boundary of the San Dimas 

Expe rirnental Fore st: 
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16, Thence northeasterly along the above mentioned San Dimas 

Experimental Forest boundary to an unnamed peak (elevation 4. 743 feet) 

located in the north 1/Z of Section ls. TlN, R.8W, SBB ~M; 

l 7. Thence northerly along the westerly drainage divide of San 

Antonio Ca.nyon. over Sunset Peak (elevation 5, 796 feet) through Cow 

Canyon Saddle (elevation 4,523 feet) over West Baldy (elevation 9,988 £eat) 
" 

to Mount San Antonio ( e'l.eva.ticw· l 0, 064 feet) in Section 6, T2N. R 7W, 

SBB&:M: 

18, Thence northerly ahmg the westerly drainage divide of the 
l. 

North Fork Lytle Creek over Dawson Peak (elevation 9, 575 feet), Pine 

Mount.a.hi {elevation 9, 648 feet). to Wright Mountain (elevation 8,505 feet)', 

in Section ZO, T3N,1 R 7W, SBB&:Mi 

19. Thence no:rtheasterly along the northweste~ly drainage divide 

of Lone Pine Canyon to Circle Mountain (elevation 6. 875 feet) in Section 14. 

T3N, R7W, SBB&M; 

2.0. Thence northerly and easterly along the watershed divide 

which drains into the Cajon Canyon, eroasing highway 138 about 1,200 

feet southerly 0£ the j'U;nction with highway Z, to the Cajon Summit (eleva ... 

tion 4, 259 £eet} at State Highway 395; 

21. Thence easterly and southerly along the watershed di,vide 

which drains into the aaid Cajon Canyon1 through Cajon Pass. through 

Claghorn Pass to Sugarpine Mtn., (("tlqvation 5,478 feet) in Section 14. 

TZN, R5W, SBBS.:M; 
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22. Thence easterly along the watershed divide between the Mojave 

Desert and the Santa Ana River over Jobs Peak (elevation 5, 388 feet) through 

Camp Paivika and Valley View Park, over Strawberry Peak (elevation 

6, 153 feet) through Sky Fore et, through .Running Springs, over Mill Peak 

(elevation 6 1 670 feet), over Keller Peak (elevation 7, 8SZ feet), over Slide 

Peak (elevation 7i 841 feet), through Lake View Point {,elevation 7,180 feet). 

over Cra:f'ts Peak (elevation 8, 364 feet), over Butler Peak {elevation 8, 537 

feet), to an unnamed peak {elevation 8, 3 85 feet) in the Eaat 1 / Z of the 

East 1/2 of Section 17. T2N, RlW, SBB&M; 

2.3. Thence easterly along the northern drainage divide of Big Bear 

Lake, ,,~:· .. n· Little Bear Peak (elevation 7. 610 feet). ovei.a Delamar Mtn. 

{elevation 8,357 feet), over Bertha Peak (elevation 81 198 feet), to an un ... 

named peak (elevation 7,701 feet) in Section 10. TZN, RlE, SBB&M; 

24. Thence down the ridge in a southeaterly direction to the com ... 

munity of Big Bear City in Section 11 • TZN, Rl E, SBB &M as shown on 

Attachment D hereto; 

25. Thence sou.thel"ly along the drainage divide between Baldwin 

Lake and Big Bear Lake, as shown on said Attachment D hereto, to Sugar 

Loaf Mountain (elevation 9, 9S2 feet) located in Section 6, TlN, RZE. 

SBB&M; 

26. Tb ence easterly along Sugar Loaf Mountain a distance of about 

three rnilea to the principal drainag~ cHvide betwee~ the Desert and the 

Santa Ana River located in the northeast 1 /4 of Section 4. TlN, RZE, SBB&:M; 
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~ 27. Thence in an easterly then southwesterly direction along the 
nj ' 

1~ watershed divide between the Santa Ana River and the Desert over San 

Gorgonio Mountain ( elevation 11,502 feet), over Galena Peak (elevation 

9, 330 feet), over Little San Gorgonio Peak (elevation 9, 140 f'eet), and con

tinuing along the said drainage divide to the moat northerly point of the 

waterahed of Smith Creek located in the no:rtbeaet 1 / 4-of Section 7, TZSJ 

RlE, SBB&M; 

Z8. Thence southwesterly along the westerly drainage divide of 

said Smith Creek to the East West quarter section line of Section 36, T2.S, 
t 

RlW, 3BB&:M; 

2'1. Thence across the San Gorgonio Pass along a. ground water 

divide as shown on Attachment E hereto to the intersection of San Timoteo 

Creek easteTly drainage divide and the Southern Pacific Railway Track in 

Section 10. T3S, RlW, SBB&M; 

30.. Thence southerly and westerly along the boundary of the 

southerly divide which drain.a into San Timoteo Creek, to the drainage divide 

between the Sm Jacinto Eaain and the Santa .Ana Baain located in Section il, 

T2S, R3W, SBB&M: 

31. Thence westerly and southerly along the drainage divide be-

tween San Jacinto Basin and Santa .Ana Basin, a portion of which is shown 

on Attachment F hereto, through Pigeon Pass, along the ridge of Box 

Sp:dngs Mountains, easterly of Ed[!£''.(.£1L -:1t_ westerly of Arnold Heights, 

through Steele Valley to the vicinity of the north watershed line of Elsinore 



C 

Lake located on an unnamed peak with an approximate elevation of 1,962 

£e et located in the southeast l / 4 0£ the northea at I/ 4 Section 4, T 6S, R4 W, 

SBB&M; 

32. Thence northwesterly along the drainage divide of Elsinore Lake 

and 'temescal Creek as a portion of which is shown on Attachment G, con

tinuing along the :ridge of the Santa .Ana Mountains following the ridge 

b'etw~en Rice Canyon and McVicker Ca.nyon. over Trabuco Peak (eleva-

tion 4, 604 feet), over Santiago PPak ( elevation 5, 687 feet), on the southerly 

watershed divide of Santiago Creek to the watershed divide of Serrano Creek; 

33.. Thence southwesterly along the easterly divide of the watershed 

draining :lnto Serrano Creek and continuing along the drainage divide between 

San Diego Creek and Aliso Creek through the community of El Toro located 

in the projected Sections 26 and Z7, T6S. RBW, SBB&M to an unnamed peak 

( elevation 777 feet), 300 feet south 0£ the southerly line 0£ Section 32, T6S, 

R8W, SBB&M; 

34. Thence northerly and southerly along the drainage boundary of 

Laguna. Canyon and continuing along the crest oi the San Joaquin Hills 

along the southerly drainage divide of Boomer Canyon, Coyote Canyon, 

and Buck Gully, past Pelican Hill ( elevation 704 feet) and continuing along 

the ddge line to the mean high tide line of the Pacific Ocean at a location 

ne;'l.r Pelican Point and about 1 .. 1 /4 miles southeast oi Corona Del Mar. 

35. Thence northwesterly done:.\ the mean high tide line of the 

Pacific Ocean to the point of beginnh,.g. 



0 0 

The pea.ks, elevations, drainage divides, watershed boundaries, 

political boundaries, stream names; communities, highways. and other 

features described above are those shovvn on tlie latest avaiiable quadrangle 

~ape prepared by the United States Geological Survey as of ja,nua.ry l 964~ 

... a-



Attachment 

A 

... B 

C 

D 

E 

F 

G 

ATTACHlvfENTS TO EXHIBIT A 

Santa Ana River System 

Ground Water Divide in City of Pomona 

Ground Water Divide in Vicinity of .La Verne 

Drainage Divide between Big Bear Lake and Baldwin 
Lake 

Ground Water Dlvide in San Gorgonio Pass 

Portion of Drainage Divide between Santa Ana Basin 
and San Jacinto Basin 

Portion of Drainage Divide between Lake Elsinore 
and Temescal Creek 
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UNITED ST.AT:SS GBOLOCICAL SURVEY 
CUADRANGLE MAPS USED IN PREPARATION 

OF DESCRIPTION OF THE BOUNDARY OF 
THE SANTA .ANA RIVER SYSTEM 

Orange County Water District vs. City 0£ Chino et al 
Case No. 11762·8 

Name of Quadrangle. Date Serries 

Seal Beach 1949 7. 5 minute 
Los Alamitos 1949 7. 5 minute 
Whittier 19,n 7. 5 minute 

La Habra 1950 7. 5 minute 
Yorba Lind.a. 1949 7. 5 minute 
San Dimas 1954 7. 5 minute 
Gle:1.dora 1953 7. 5 minute 
Mt. Baldy 1954 7. 5 minute 
Mount San .Antonio 1955 7. 5 minute 
Telegraph Peak 1956 7. 5 minute 
Phelan 1956 7.5 minute 
Cajon 1956 7. 5 minute 
Devore 1954 7. 5 minute 
Cedar Springs 1956 7. 5 minute 
San Bernardino North 1954 7. 5 minute 
Harrison Mtn. 1953 7. 5 minute 
Keller Peak 1953 7. 5 minute 
Lake Arrowhead 1956 15 minute 
Lucerne Valley 1947 15 minute 
San Gorgonio Mountain 1954 15 minute 
Morongo Valley 1955 15 minute 
Beaumont 1953 7. 5 minute 
El Casco 1953 7. 5 minute 
Sunnyrn ea.d 1953 7. 5 minute 
Riverside East 1953 7. 5 minute 
Steele Peak 1953 7. 5 minute 
.8..edlands 1Q.S4 7. 5 minute 
Elsinore 1953 7. 5 minute 
Alberhill 19!34 7. 5 minute 
Sa ritiago Peak 19~ ! 7. 5 minute 
.8'.I. Toro 194'-) 7. 5 minute 
San Juan Capistrano 194·8 7. 5 :minute 
Tustin 1948 7. 5 minute 
Laguna Beach 1948 7, 5 minute 
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12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

l8 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

:n 

32 

(1) 

( 2) 

Karl F. Baumann 

Gerrit P, Boertje 

Tena Anna Boertje 

Francis K. Ellsworth 

Mary Ellsworth 

Francis A. Grunenfelder 

Helen E. Grunenfelder 

Harriet E. Gutting 

Horace P. Hinckley 

,.r' 

Horace P. Hinckley, Trustee 

Julia Hinckley 

Eber R. Hively 

Jessie May Hively 

J. Richard Leonard 

Margaret M. Leonard 

Michael C. Mize 

Glenna L. Mize 

Richard I. Pollard 

Katherine E. Richey 

. 

San Bernardino Valley Water Conservation District 

San Bernardino County Flood Control District 

West San Bernardino County Water District 

Lawrence W. Anderson 

Anza Realty 

Jack M. Barbour 

C. Stanley Chapman, also known as C, S. Chapman 

Miguel J. Ciriza, also known as Mike J. Ciriza, 

also kno"vm as M. J. Ciriza 

Irvey L. Cote 

Dorothy E. Cote 

Elbert E. Dixon 
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18 

19 

.eo 
21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

(3) 

Mattie M. Dixon 

Marshall T. Goulet 

Eva Marie Goulet 

L. D. Larsen 

Richard K. Parry 

Shirley R. Parry 

David Pollock 

Herlinda Pollock 

Riverside Cement Co., a corporation 

America Rizzardini 

Rita M. Rizzardini 

Cucamonga Top Winery 

De Berard Brothers 

Jurupa Hills Water Co, 

Linde Co. 

Lugonia Water Company 

Owen H. Mickel 
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Michael Markus, P.E. 

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

FOR THE COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES 

IRVINE RANCH WATER DISTRICT, a 
California public agency, 

Plaintiff and Petitioner, 

V. 

ORANGE COUNTY WATER DISTRICT, a 
California public agency; ALL 
PERSONS INTERESTED IN THE MATTER 
OF ORANGE COUNTY WATER DISTRICT 
RESOLUTION No.· 16-4-37; and 
DOES 10 to 20, inclusive, 

Defendants and Respondents. 

Case No. 8S168?78 

(Caption Continued on Following Pages) 

DEPOSITION OF MICHAEL L. MARKUS, P.E. 

Reported by: 

IRVINE, CALIFORNIA 

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 11, 2017 

1:03 P.M. 

NANCY A. HENDERSON, CSR, RMR 
CSR No. 4112 

eLitigation Services, Inc. - els@els-team.com 
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24 

25 
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Michael Markus, P.E. 

page being entitled Orange County Water District 

Groundwater Management Plan and the 2015 update? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Does that refresh your recollection that OCWD 

prepares groundwater management plans and updates 

thereto? 

A. Yes. 

Page 27 

Q. And do you believe is it your understanding 

that the most recent update to the groundwater 

management plan that OCWD prepared was June 2015i 

A. Yes. That's what it says. 

MR. AUSTIN: Objection. Lack of foundation. 

Calls for speculation. 

BY MR. CASEY: 

Q. Referring to the third page of the exhibit, 

Mr. Markus. If you could read the second sentence of 

the second paragraph. 

record. Okay? 

A. Down --

I am going to read it into the 

MR. CASEY: This is the second entitled 5.2.1 

Santa Ana River. The second paragraph begins with the 

following sentence: 

"Water from the Santa Ana River is the primary 

source of water used to recharge the groundwater basin." 

Do you see that? 

. . 

eLitigation Services., Inc. - els@els-team.com 
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Michael Markus, P.E. 

Page 28 

1 

2 

3 

A. 

Q. 

Yes. 

Is that a true statement? 

MR. AUSTIN: Objection. Calls for speculation. 

4 Lack of foundation. 

5 

6 

MR. NEWMARK: Objection. Vague as to time. 

MR. AUSTIN: Is there a particular time to 

7 which you are referring to, Counsel? 

8 

9 Counsel. 

10 

11 

12 

MR. CASEY: You can state your objection, 

MR. AUSTIN: I will join in Greg's objection. 

MR. CASEY: You can answer. 

THE WITNESS: Could you restate the question. 

13 BY MR. CASEY: 

14 

15 

16 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

Is that statement true? 

Historically it has been, yes. 

Now in that same paragraph the third sentence 

17 reads ~s follows: 

18 "A 1969 legal settlement between OCWD and all 

1.9 upper watershed parties requires that a minimum of 

20 42,000 Afy of Santa Ana River base flows reach the Prado 

21 Dam." 

22 Do you see that? 

A. Yes. 23 

. 24 Q. Do you know what 1969 leg.al settlement is being 

25 referred to? 

. · .• .. 
. . .. . . . 

. 

eLitigation Services, Inc. - els@els-team.com 
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2 

3 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Michael Markus, P.E. 

Yes. 

What is it? 

It gave the district an adjudicated right to 

4 Santa Ana River flows. 

5 Q. If you would just turn to the first page, 

6 Mr. Markus, of Exhibit 15. This is a -- I am going to 

7 · say a picture or a diagram. Do you see that? 

A. 

Q. 

Yes. 

What is that? Let me rephrase that. 

What is that intended to depict? 

Page 29 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

MR. AUSTIN: Objection. Calls for speculation. 

Lack of foundation. Vague as to "intended." 

THE WITNESS: The shaded area represents the 

14 groundwater basin. 

15 BY MR. CASEY: 

16 

17 

1.8 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

Q. 

through? 

A. 

Q. 

I don't want to cut your answer before you're 

Yes. 

Okay. There is a reference toward the bottom 

of the picture to OCSD. Do you see that? 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

. 

Yes. 

What does that stand for? 

Orange County Sanitation District., 

Do you knbw what OCSD does .in life? 

MR. AUSTIN: Objection. Vague and ambiguous. 

.· '_. .. . .· 
. 

eLitigatibn Services, Inc. - els@els-tcam.com 
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Michael Markus, P.E. 

1 THE WITNESS: Yes. 

2 BY MR. CASEY: 

3 

4 

Q. 

A. 

What do they do? 

They treat industrial and domestic wastewater 

5 in north and central Orange County. 

6 Q. To your knowledge did they ever discharge that 

7 treated wastewater to the Santa Ana River except during 

8 emergency situations? 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

MS. DE FELICE: Objection. Assumes facts not 

in evidence. 

MR. NEWMARK: Vague and ambiguous as to time. 

MR. AUSTIN: I will join in those objections. 

Also calls for speculation. Lack of foundation. 

BY MR. CASEY: 

Q. 

A. 

You can answer. 

Could you restate the question, please. 

MR. CASEY: Could you reread it, please, 

18 Madam Court Reporter. 

19 (Record read.) 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

THE WITNESS: No. 

BY MR. CASEY: 

Q. They discharged that treated wastewater to the 

ocean; correct? 

MR. AUSTIN: Same objections. 

THE WITNESS: Yes. 

eLitigation Services, Inc. - els@els-team.com 
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Michael Markus, P.E. 

1 STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

2 COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE 

3 

4 

ss. 

5 I, NANCY A. HENDERSON, Certified Shorthand 

6 Reporter No. 1112, hereby certify that the foregoing 

7 deposition of MICHAEL L. MARKUS, P.E., was taken by me 

8 at the time and place herein set forth, at which time 

9 the witness was put under oath by me; 

Page 129 

10 That the said deposition was taken down by me in 

11 shorthand and thereafter transcribed under my direction 

12 and supervision, and I hereby certify the foregoing 

13 deposition is a full, true, and correct transcript of my 

14 shorthand notes so taken; 

15 That dismantling this transcript will void the 

16 certification by the Certified Shorthand Reporter. 

17 I further certify that I am neither counsel for 

18 nor am I in any way related to any party to said action, 

19 nor am I in any way interested in the outcome thereof. 

20 

21 IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have subscribed my name 

22 this 23rd day of October 2017. 

23 

24 

25 

. _--n ~~~O A flLi~G?u~~,-----NttYt1~~m'f ENDERSON, CSR No. 4112 

eLitigation Services, Inc. - els@els-team.com 

'". ~ _·_,_,_ ,'", ---·- '-~--- _- ', ,•,'.' '"='·-•, .. _,_. ·'"· .-. ,' . 



Classification of -Reclaimed 
Water 

June 1, 2016 

Groundwate.r P-roducers 
Annual BP'P Calculation 

District Act Section 31.5. (c) (1) & (2) 

Groundwater 

BPP = 
Groundwater + Supplemental Sources 

+ Reclaimed? 

"Supplemental sources means sources of water outside the 
watershed of the Santa Ana River ... such as but not limited to 
water produced from MWD" 

2 

Exhibit No. 46 
Witness: John Kennedy 
Date: 10/12/17 

1 

Christianne Lee Fong, CSR 7559 
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;, 

Theoretical Producer Groundwate.r Pumping. 
With and Without Reclaimed Water 

(Assumes 10,000 afy total water demands and 75% BPP) 

;.j.· .. :· 

Typical IRW·D Water Supplies 
within OCWD 

AFY 

561000 af 
70%BPP 
50,400 et 

70% BPP 
39,200 el 

72,000 af 

ra 

3 

2 
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• IRWD has invested $100 o·f millions in their 
reclaimed water system 

• Extensive system 
t Serving - i 6,000 afy of reclaimed water 

within OCWD 
• Have reduced how much groundwater they 

can pump paying the RA by about 11,000 afy 
(16,000 X 70%) 

Impact to Prod-ucers 

+ IRWD's loss of approximately 11,000 afy of 
groundwater pumping is the other Producers 
gain 

+ Allows the BPP to be about 2-3% higher for 
the remaining Producers 

+ 11,000 afy x the BEA of $527/af = $5.8 million 
loss to IRWD and collective gain for the 
remaining 18 Producers 

5 

6 

3 
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Hi.story 

• 1982 - Attorney memorandum that r.eclaimed 
water is not considered supplemental water 

• 1991 District Act (via legislation in Sacramento) 
was changed .. classified reclaimed water as 
supplemental water 

- OCWD considered charging higher rate for 
GAP reclaimed water 

41 1995 District Act changed - reclaimed water is 
not considered supplemental water (reversing 
1991 Act change) 

Polle ls-sues 

• OCWD policy sends negative pricing signal for 
development of reclaimed water projects 
- Buena Park 

• With GWRS recycling all wastewater that is not 
an issue 

+ Don't want to encourage any new recycling by 
a Producer 

+ 1-RWD system and plans were established 
before GWRS 

7 

8 

4 
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Polle Issues 

• Does OCWD need to change the District Act to 
change how reclaimed water is classified? 

• Changed District Act in 1991 and 1995 

+ February 15, 1995 OCWD staff report suggests 
can handle via a contract vs changing the 
District Act 

• How OCWD classifies reclaimed water has 
worked for the Green Acres Project 

Green Acres Project 

+ Producers using GAP water are ·1ocated along 
the coast 

• Reducing coastal GW pumping is a good basin 
management strategy 

• If change reclaimed water classification for 
IRWD should the change include GAP 
customers? 

9 

10 

5 
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Directly· SeHin_g,_.GW-R:~ Water 
from the SAR- Pipeline 

• Policy discourages use of GWRS water directly from the 
GWRS pipeline 

+ Selling additional GWR-S water off of the pipeline 11frees 
upll recharge basin capacity for SAR flows 

• OCWD charges more for GWRS water directly 
purchased vs receiving RA 

f Anaheim recently agreed to directly purchase GWRS 
water despite policy 

End 

11 

!?, 

6 
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Fr.om: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Cathy, Denis and Steve 

Kennedy, John 
Tuesday1 February 10, 2015 12:46 PM 
Greeh, Cathy; .. Bilbdeau;· Denis;.Sheldoh, Stephen 
Markus,Mike 
RE: FebrUaryUth IRWDMeetihg 
IRWD Reclaimed WaterClassification.ppt 

Here is a graphic Director Bilodeau asked me to prepare. 

It shows IRWD's system and supplies without and with the change they would like. If we count reclaimed water as 
supplemental water as I R'vVD Will request, I RWD' stotal water demands Tricrec1se to72,000 afy as shown .. Multiplying an 
assumed 70%BPP.tiniesthe higher demands means IRWDfarr pump 50;400 afy(70%x 72;000)of groundwater that 
pays the RA. Under the dCWD Act, reclaimed water is nOtcciunted as supplemehtalwater/so OCWD basically ignores 
reclaimed water and rRWD'stotal demands are 61;000 afy for purposes ofthis calculation. IRWD's then pumping 
reduces to 42,700 afy(70%x6l,O00)which isa reduction of 7,700 afy. Per m'{previous email, 7,700afy of groundwater 
pumpingjs worth about $4.6 million annually. 

This is a unique and confusing issue. Call or email if you have any questions. We can also gettogether 20 minutes ahead 
of the I RWD meeting tomorrow if anyone has questions. 

John Kennedy 
Executive Director Engineering and Local Resources 
Orange County Water District 
18700 Ward Street, Fouhtain Valley, CA92708 
tel: (714) 378-3304 
emaif:·jkennedy@ocwd.com 

WWW. OCWd.COlll www.gwtsystem,com 

From:. Kennedy, John 
Sent: Friday, February 06, 2015 1 :33 PM 
To: Green1 Cathyi Bilodeau; Denis}Sheldon, Stephen 
Cc: Markus, Mike 
Subject: February 11th IRWD Meeting 

Cathy1 Den his ahd Steve 

Exhibit No. 48 
Witness: John Kennedy 
Date: 10/12/17 
Christianne Lee Fong, CSR 7559 

OCWD054147 



Attachedjs information for the February 11th meeting with IRWD regarding how OCWD hc1hdles reclaimedwaterwith 
the annual BPP calculation. 

John ·Kennedy 
Executive Diredor Engineering and Local Resources 
Orange CoontyWater District 
18700 Ward Street, Fountain Valley, CA 92708 
tel: (714) 378-33.04 
email: ikenhedV@bcWd.com 

www, ocwd,com www.gwrsystem.com 

Confidi::nfad Cornm.unication 

Follow 
OCWDon 

Twitter 

2 
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Typical .1 RVVD Water Supplies within 
OCVVD 

80,000 

70,000 

60000 , 

20,000 

10.,000 

AFY .....er-------------' 

Total Water 
Demands 
WithinOGWD 

72,000 af •Reclaimed 

II Supplemental 

111 Irvine Desa lter. (*) 

~Wells 21 & 22 (*) 

•DATS 

•Nori DRVVF 
Groundwater 

•Clear Groundwater- DRWF 
Reclaimed Water .Not Reclaimed Water counted as 

counted •as Supplemental supplemental Water 

(*)Project designed to operate above BPP and receive a BEA Exemption 

OCWD054149 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Mike, 

Kennedy, John 
Wednesday, July 06, 2016 12:01 PM 
Markus, Mike 
IRWD Reclaimed Water Issue - WIC Presentation 
OCWD Classification of Reclaimed Water.pptx 

Take a look at this. Especially slide #5. I would only put out the first 10 slides. 

John Kennedy 
Executive Director of Engineering and "' ater Resources 
Orange County \Valer District 
18700 Ward Street, Fountain Valley, CA 92708 
tel: (714) 378-3304 
email: jkenm.:dy@:ocml.eom 

WITNEss\1\~t \) s 
EXHIBIT 3~ 
DArlPl11 l~PTR~ 

eliligation Services Inc. 

OCWD003040 



~<I;\ p~,1,','1,,\.:f',,",'~l.il·I \'t,_ ,!'.'. ·~~-:1•,i·L Yt\''I.'/ 

Water Issues Committee 
. Classification of Reclaimed Water 

July 13, 2016 

OCWD003041 



BPP 

ater Producers Annual 
Calculation 

District Act Section 31.5. (c) (l) & (2) 

Groundwater 

Groundwater + Supplemental ~ources 
+ Reclaimed? 

Supplemental sources means sources of water outside the 
. -waters.bed ofthe Santa Ana River ... such as but not litnited to 
wat~r.pr0duced·•fro1n MWD'' 

2 
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1982-Attorney memorandum that reclaimed water 
is not cor,sidered supplemental water 

• 1991 District Act (via legislation in Sacramento) 
was changed - classifiecl reclaimed water as 
supplemental water 
- OGWD considered charging higher rate for GAP 

reclaimed water 
• . 19G}S District Act changed (reversing 1991 Act 

c·h··· ...... a . .r,.•.ge ..... ) .... •···.··- r.eclaimed water is not considered 
suppfernental water 

3 
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,-----,-------- $,Q0O·.afyof··t3eclai med .·Water. Use 

21,000 

Prod.ucer without 
Reclaimed water 

18,900 

Current 
Classification 

21,000 

Reclaimed Water 
Classified as 
Supplemental 

Reclaimed Water 

11 Supplemental 
(Imported MWD) 
Water 

Groundwater 

4 
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POlicv Issues 

QGV\{D~lassification sends negative pricing signal 
fofdeVelopment of reclaimed water projects 
~ IRVVD, Buena Park, Anaheim 

• V\litft.GV\lRS recycling all wastewater, that is not an 
..... 
issue 

• Don't want to encourage any new recycling by a 
Producer that reduces source water for GWRS 

• JR\!VD is considering diverting remaining wastewater 
that goes to OCSD to their Michelson Plant ( "'5 mgd) 

5 
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Policv Issues 

• IR\IVD has always been aware of OCWD 
classification 

• IRWQsystem and recycling plans were 
eStabfiShed before GWRS 

• OCWD would need to change the District Act 
. lo Change how reclaimed water is classified 

6 
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neral Im t to I 
• Serving -- 17,000 afy of reclaimed water within 

OCWD 
• Reduces how much groundwater they can pump 

up t() the BPP that only pays the RA by about 
11,aOQ afy (17,000 X 70%) 

• · Approximate maximum annual cost impact $6 
million 

··• Actya1 Jrnpact varies annually due to BEA exempt 
water .qt..Jality projects 

7 
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• ·· How OCWD classifies reclaimed water has 
work~d for the Green Acres Project 

• Producers using GAP water are located along the 
coast 

• Reg~~tQg coastal.GW pumping is a good basin 
mgnag~rnent strategy 

• . lf.changereclaimed water classification for IRWD 
sbgµIO the change include GAP customers? 

8 
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• GlaSsification discourages use of GWRS water 
directly.from the GWRS pipeline 

· • Selling additional GWRS water off of the pipeline 
"fc~.e? upll recharge basin capacity in Anaheim for 
SAR & MWD water 

• Anah.eirr1 recently agreed to directly purchase a 
srnpll amount of GWRS water despite classification 

9 
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eneral Examol - 70°/o 

--· tf,O0Q•,afyqfReclai111ed Water··Use 

lRWD without 
Reclaimed water 

56,000 . ·--~1,@:,11f!t7ii'i~iCf !O\iljIBI'il-~ 

39,200 

Current 
Classification 

51,100 

Reclaimed Water 
Classified as 
Supplemental 

Reclaimed Water 

Supplemental 
(Imported MWD) 
Water 

Groundwater 

11 
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• 11,9QO afy pumping decline x $515/af BEA= $6.1 million 
maximum annual general cost impact 

• Actual cost to IRWD varies annually 
•·· Complicated due to two BEA exempt Water Quality 

Pr()jects 
-- Proj~cfs designed to operate above the BPP 
--- OCWD waives the BEA 

• ··.1rvipe Desaiter 
• Wells.21 & 22 

···• .:·}pfOJ~cts·are·pumpirtg andtreating contaminated groundwater 
.:- JRWD constructed and operates projects 

12 
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Impact t 

• With requested change, large percentage of 
Irvine Desalter and Wells 21 & 22 pumping would 
fall :below the BPP 

• Most of Irvine Desalter BEA exemption is gone in 
apprqximately 3 years 
-- Proj~ctwould have to pay BEA if IRWD continues 

operation 
~ With requested change, Irvine Desalter pumping would 

.. faJlRelQ\/V the BPp.and IRWD would avoid paying 
approximately $3.7 million annually in BEA payments to 
'f)CVV.D 

13 
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80,000 

70,000 

60,000 

50,000 

40,000 

30,00Q 

r uppli 

70% BPP 

Reclaimed water counted as 
Supplemental Water 

ithin 

Reclaimed 

Supplemental (MWD 
Import) 

•Wells 21 & 22 

Irvine Desalter Wells 

Typical Groundwater 
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ot.lgh Estimate for FY15-1 
I mp act to I RWD 

• Total vv.c1ter demands have significantly decreased 
due to State's water conservation requirement 

• IRWD allowable groundwater pumping at the BPP 
will decline in the area of approximately 4,000 af 

• Approximately $2.4 million cost to IRWD - would 
not occur if reclaimed water was counted as 
supplemental water 

15 
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roau 

.Zero sum game - I RWD's loss is the 
Producers gain 

• IR\ND total pumping should stay about the 
same. 

lflRW[Javoids paying BEA on some GW 
purl]Ping that is less revenue to OCWD 

• RAwiH be slightly higher to all 
16 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 

subject: 
Attachments:· . 

John and Craig -

Herndoh, Roy 
Monday, December 14, 2009 12:43 PM 
Keri nedy, John;. Millerr Craig 
FW:.R.edainted Water 
Reclaimed.·Water.doc; CjWRSWatetNeUtral 6tNot.xls 

It's good to remind the Producers how direct purchase of reclaimed water affects the BPP calculation. Following are my 
comments: 

Regarding the last· paragraph, "developing reclaimed supplies" can· be taken different· ways; · Counting reclaimed water as 
"neutral" for BPPpurposes has .certainly not impacted OCWD from developing the GWRS. The "neutral" issue does, 
however, disincentivize producers from takirig GWRSwater directly,· as explained below. 

. . 

I prepared the. attached spreadsheet with. 3 scenarios {base case, 2 alternatives) fo figure outthe irnpactto a hypothetical 
participating (GWRS water-purchasing) producer and a hypothetical non-participating producer, both with the same 
demands; I used a large enough GWRS. direct purchase amount(10,000 afy)so thatthe resulting numbers could be 
illustrated - otherwise, everything gets lost in the minutiae. The spreadsheet indicates thatthe mostequitable way of 
distributing the benefitof GWRS water is t<> recharge all of it in the basin to maximize the BPP (the base case). 

Alternative 1 (direct GWRSwater counted as "neutral") shows how the participating producer is negatively impacted by 
purchasing more expensive water than under the base case: This assumes GWRS water is priced atleast at what it 
costs to make - which is a lot more than· current GW costs. This. also. shows how non-participating producers are 
negatively impacted because the BPP is reduced because supplies to the basin are reduced and not completely offset by 
thereduced "BPP demand" of the participating producer. The lowering of the BPP alscr negatively affects the participating 
producer. 

Alternative 2 (direct GWRS watercourited as "imported") shows how the participating producer is negatively impacted (but 
to a much. lesser extent than Alternative 1), essentially to the same degree as all other producers, because the BPP is 
lowered for everyone (including the partitipant)and forces everyone toproporti?riatelyb~y more imported waterto ·onset 
the lost supply to the basin .. · The non-participating producers are impac!ed rnorethanunde.~ Altemativ~ 1, b~causethe 
BPP.islowerinthisGase .. What is not shown is the potential.financial benefitthe participating.producerwcmld. · 
have if the <:;\/VRS \IVa!er was sold below alternative imported water rates. Jf that happens, then the participating 
producer could receive a financial windfalL 

This analysis ohlYappliesto·GWRs water. GAP orMichelsonWater (which•fa notabletbberechargedtothe basin) is a 
different Situatioh,and I haVenol analyzedthattype ?fWater. ?incethe ~~se case does hdtexist forGAP OtMiChelson 
water, I suspect the"neutral" Alternative [assuming GAP and.Miclielsonwaterarepriced •at what they REALLY cost to 
produce] will also appear'ohernustomeparticipaUng producers .. HoweVet,counting C3AP or Michelson water as 
"imported"wouid likely provide a financial benefit to the participants atthe expense of non.;.participants by impacting the 
BPP. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

1·think we need lobe careful about opening·up thediscussion.·ofcountihgteclaimed wateras anything· bUt ''neutral,"as 
currently i~ the ()<:WDAct ... lfthe current structure disincehtivizes producefSfrOm buying GWRS wat~rdirettlY: or bUildihg 
their Ownreclaimed water projects, so what? ltdoesn'tstop OCWD fromexpanding GWRS for the benefit of alL 

Roy 

From: Everhart, Jill 
Sent: MondaV,December 14, 2009 8:02 AM 
To:·A;T.kilanl(KILANI@irwd.com); AlanBramlett(SB}t AmyRego,MWo:Ann·Mithel, Serrano1 Anthony Manzano 
(YLWD); Art Valenzuela, Tustin; Barbara - GM's Office@IRWD; Betsy Eglash (betsy.eglash@surfcity;:.hb.org); Bob 
McVicker,MCWD; Brian Jones (BP); Burnett, Alice; Carl Ballard ·(IRWD); CarolynJorHeiertz,.IRWD; Cel·Pasillas·(GG); 
Chuck Fowler,BP; Craig Justice (NB); David Eikamp, GSWC; David Entsminger(GardenGrove); David Noyes, Serrar10; 

1 

Exhibit No. 47 
Witness: John Kennedy 
Date: 10/12/17 
Christianne Lee Fong, CSR 7559 OCWD051756 



David Schickling, Fullerton; Denise GarC:ia (MCWD);. besh111ukh, Shivaji;DiaM>for bofrCalkins, Anaheim;. Diana teach 
(GSWC); Dick Wilson, Anaheim; dnguyen@ylwd.com; Don Calkins, Anaheim; Everhart, Jill; Fick, Randy; Fred Adjarian, 
Tus.tin; f redHotk111Uler{MCWD); Fuller, Christina~ GaryTege1.· .. (gt~gel@dty.newport-beach.ca.us);·.GeorgeMurdoch, NB; 
Greg Heiertz, IRWD; Harvey De La Torre (MWDOC); Howard Johnson, HB; James Tsumura (jamest@cityoflapalma.org); 
JayKleinheinz, HB;Jeff Moneda (City of La Palma); Jeff Watson1SB; Jenniferfor JoeD. (Orange); Jerry Mendzer, 
EOC~D; .. Jerry Vilander(Mesa);Jini .. Atkinson.(MESA); JimBiery,~u~na .. Park; Joan.fo.r. [)avidson@NB;.~oeDeFrancesco, 
Orange; John DeCriscio, YLWD; John Hills, IRWD; KarLSeckel, MWDOC; Kate Brophy (GSWC).;.Lyon,Keith;Ken Dills1 HB; 
Ken Vecchiarelli.YLWD; Kennedy, John; Kevin Hunt, MWDOC; Kovacevic,. Janice; Lars Oldewage, IRWD; Lee Cory, YLWD; 
LeslieforPa.ul Jones @irwd;.LisaDhlund. (lohlund@eocwd;COm); Lorrie Lausten; LylerJoan; MarkLeVi/is{FV); Markus, 
Mike; .. MikeGree~{mike.green@fo~ntainvaUey.org); ~.ik~ Hooliha~,IRWD;Mik~ !?U~~ri; Anahei111;f"liller,craig;.Mille~, 
Scott; Nabil Heneiri1BP; Nabil Saba (SA); Nancy Savedra IRWD GM'sOffice; Parks, Casey; PatrickScanlon1GSWCtPaul 
Cook/IRWD; Paul ·Jones,·GM IRWD; Paul•Shoenberger(Mesa};PeggiOviedo; pmeszaros@mwdoccom;. Raquel Manson 
(rmanson@ci;garde11_;grove.ca.us);RayBurk(SA);Richard.BellfMWDOC;.·RickHurtado1Qrange;··RickShintaku;A~aheimi 
Rob Hanford (RobertHanford@gswater.com); Robert Baehner, Orange; Robert Bermudez, GG; RobertJordan (GSWC); 
Scott Moulton, YLWD; Shawn Dewarie (MESA); sray@ariaheim.net; Stan Kennedy (Mesa); Stan Yarbrough, GSWC; Steve 
Conklin (YLWD); Steve Garten;Tim DeTurk, Serrano; Toby Moore, GSWC; Umeda, Cheryl; Vi Atiya, Anaheim; Vikki 
Beatley, Mesa; Vince Mastrosirnone (Seal Beach); Warren, Karen; WilDavee (wdavee@Westmi11ster-ca,goV); Zack Barrett 
(GG) 
Cc:·DePinto, Gina;.Dosier;·Bruce; Greene,.Kevin;· Herndon,Roy;Hutchinson, Adam;.·Kuperberg,·Joel;·Sharma,Vishav; 
Sharp, faven;Sovich,Tim;Sv-tanson; Dfanne;Tan1Lo;.rate,Alexis;Torresj•Eleanor;Wehner, Mike;Woodsidei Greg; 
Ya machika, Nira, You~gblood, David 
Subject: Reclaimed Water 

Attachedistnformation requested at the December 9th Pr?ducers Meeting regarding how taking 
reclaimed water impacts a Producers' annual BPP calculation. 

JiH Everhart for Johh Kehhedy 
(714} 378~3301 

2 
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Reclaimed Water Purchase·1mpactto Annual ProducerBPP Calculation 
Any.GWR System water directly received.by the. Producers_ 'NOUldbe considered ''neutr~F' water 
per •. !h~· .. ·Distri?t. A?t· .•.. The.water.is .not consi~er~~.· gr?undw~ter.or imp?~.~·~·.suppleme~tal .. ·.~~ter 
for purposes of calculating the Producers annual Basin P·roductiorf Percentage (BPP) .. ·The het 
effect is that the Pmducerwould pump less groundwater (which is rhuch less expensive)whem 
using more expehsive GWRSystentwater suppliestomeettheirwater demands. 

This policy for reclaimed water was developed Whenthe priCeof Green Acres Project waterwas 
established. The current cost to purchase GAP water is $326/af which is relatively low. 
However this loWprice is offset by the fact thatfaking.GAPMJate(alsoredu~eshowmUchloW 
cost gmundwater.the Producer can re~eive ... This·pricing .. P?licy al~o·.recognizesthat·GAP 
customers are along the coast and reducing pumping along the coast is good basin 
· managenieht. 

The·JoHo¼ling .. figure· .. demonstrates_ the··impacfs.··or.using····GWRSysten1()ttecfairned··water 
( 1,oooafy) fora hypotheticaI producer vyhohas 1 ~,ooo atyoftota1 water demands. The figure 
assumes the BPP is 65 percent. As shown, ifno reclaimed water is taken, allowable pumping 
is 6,500 afy (65% BPPx10,000 afy of totafwater demands). However, if 1 ,ooo afy of reclaimed 
water is used, allowable pumping isS,850 (10,000 afy ;_1;000afyx 75%). 

10,000 

8,000 

.6,000 
>-
LL 
<( 

4,000 

2;000 

No Reclaimed 
Water 

1,000 afyof 
reclaimed water 

It has been argued that this policy can discourage·the developmentofreclaimed.water 
supplies. That itwould be better to have new local reclaimed water supplies cornpletely offset 
the need for more expensive imported water supplies. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subjec:t: 
Attach men ts: · 

Hi Wei; 

Mitchell· Robinson <Robinsoh@irwd;com> 
Wednesday, Noverriber12,:2d1411:22AM 
Xu,Wei 
Eric Akiyoshi;. Mike• Hoolihan 
IRWb·l3EA26i3'"2014B~c::kup·.bata·· 
Sept·.3mh FinaLsignedBEA Report.Exhi.bit.A.Red~irned .rnclu.pdf; sept30th.Final 
signed BEA. Report·.Exhihit. 13 RedaimedExclu.pdf;·.BEAIDP• OATS Finance .FY2014.xlsx;· 
DRWF.2014.xlsx;5Gu •. FY2014.xlsx~.Wells.•.2l .• &.22•.Prcjedt081&~rocess·•5rn7 
FY2014.xlsx; Debt & Investments Historical Data:pdf; BEAform20B-14-' ExhibitA 
R.eclaimedlnduded· For OCWD.xlsxi BEAforrn ·20l3~14 -Exhibit 13 Redairried Excluded 
For OCWD.Xlsx 

Thankyou foryourpatiencewhiie ourbac:kupdafawas.being gathered~The attachments iridudethe electrohic signed 
amended •. BEA forms.forbothExhibitA andB.· I have also ·attached.theO&MdetaUsand t~e BEA spreadsheet as 
requested.The summary for each capital projectdrawdown is withintheBEAspreadsheet as separate worksheets. It 
should·be noted that in the 'BEA Form' worksheet,lineitem9.b haschahged from $199.59 to $210.4K· 

Ifyou· have.any qUestions regardihgchahgesplease call or erhailmeaf an/time. 

Thank you; 

MitchRobins6n,EI.T. 
Assistant Engineer, Planning 
Irvine Ranch Water Distticl 
1560() sand tanybr, AvenUei Irvine, taHfornia92.618 . 
Mailing: PO .Box 57000,Jrvine,Califorriia .92619.:;7000 
(949) 453"-5694 office · (559) 681-6307 c:ell 

Email: robinson@iJWd.com 

Exhibit No. 5 
Witness: Wei Xu 
Date: 10/10/17 
Christianne Lee Fong, CSR 7559 

OCWD050390 



Orange countyWaterDisfrict 
MaiUng Addres.s:.P.0. Box83O0 
Founta.inValley; CA. 92728-8300 
(714) .378.;3200 

BASIN.• EQUITYASSESSMENt•·•flePORt··. 
Water Year.tro111J9ly 1, 2C>"f3•J~roy~fi..J~·nfj ~o, 201·4 

BASIN EQUITY ASSESSMENT REPORT 
For the year commencing JuL01, 20l3 and~nding Jut.··ot;.·2014 

ExhibitA 
Ammended t0/9/13 

· ..... ·· ... ·· ... ·.·.· .. ··· ... ·.· .. ·.·· .·· ... · .. ·· .. ··.··.·.· ...... · .. · .... ·.·.·.· .... ·.· .•. · .. ·.·.··.· .. ·.·.·.· ........ ··.···.· 
To ~ecompleted/andfiled no tater tha11 .septernber3o;•· 201 ~ibyaU()pera!ors of Water Prod~dng facllitlas in()CWD who during th~ · 
Water Year2013 produced more>than 25 acre~feet of water for both irrigation and otherthan. irrigation purposes. 

Una 

Name/Agency 
Contacf Person 
Mailing Address 
City; State & ZipCode 

lrvrne·.·Ranc.hWater .. Distric:t 
l\/litthel[fl<>biflscm 

t rotal Groundwafar .ProdubHon (See a.tta.ched schedule) 
a) ·. Non~agricuifural for period Jul at, 2013 fo 

b) Ncn-agricLiltural forperiod 

o) Agricultural for period 

Jan Ot, 20t4 to 
.. 

Jul Of. 2013 

becst201a 
Jun30i2014· 

bec31,201a 
c:J) ;,\griCulti.iralf& perfod Jah.01, 2014 Jun 30/2014 

e) ·ln~LieuWateYProductioh Ju101, 2013to Oec 31, 2013 

f) Tn-LieuVVater Production.. .·· . . . .. · ..... ·· JanOl, 2014 to ··.· . JUri 30, 2014 
.g) Total Actual Groundwater and In-Lieu \11/ater Production 

2. AU\Natf3r fron1 s uppjerrieritalS?urc13s .(Ag AN(fN6n~~g(used solely 
·within.OCWDboundaries.·.excfudi ng.MWD · in~lieu. Water,·inacre"feet tcfriearesff/10th: 

a).· .. Fofperiod 
bf For pefiod 
c)·· \NatercohservatiC)nGreditfor 

d) .··T otalW a:ter from Supplemental S6.Lirces 
.. 

. . _.. . . . . 

Jufot 2013 to 
Jafr os, 2014 to 

J Lil 01, 20f3 fo 

.......... ·. 

Dec31;201a 

JUn 36, 2014 
Jtin3o;w14 

3·Tofal GroundwaterProductfonarid•Water from supplemental sources(1g + 2d) 

4•sasihPrddudiofi.Peicentage··(%) 

5 IVlultipJyJine 3 by··line4.ir1 acre-feeffohearest l/10th 

e ,runes.islessthah une tg, enter.the dittere~ce iriLinee 
If Line 5js greater than.Line.1 Q; enter zero at Line.6 and Linea· 

7 ·a BASlKrEC)UITYASSESSMENTPERACHE-'Fb()i" f6r.Ndn-.A.~\AJ~f43r 

2i738.:f 
7;1s4;2 

soa:~·.·.··· 

b .BA§!~ EOUITYASSES.SM'=NTPl::RAGRE-FOQTf?fAg \/Ja.ter ••... > .. · ... ··.·. ··.··.·.· ... · 
C. PROPORTIONAL BASIN·.EQUlTY ASSESSMENTBa,sed onAg.andNonAgProdudtiorla.rndlints 

8 ·.aJ.\StN·.EalJITY ·•AS$ESSMENr:·.··(MhltipJyLinEf6·hy Urte·tc) 

ir Ube a = zero then ignore Hhes ·. 9.;11 ·and• enter zero oh lirie 12 

3 

4 

5 

7c 

8 

OCWD050391 



Q~a9ge Gou~t~Vvater Distdct 
MaiUng.Adttrf3ss: P,O.~ox ~30Q 
Founfaih VaJlsy,CA 927.2a-aaoo 
(714} 378~3200 

12 tOTAL BASIN EQUITY ASSESSMENT CREDIT FROM PROJECTS (9c+9e+foc+10e) 

13 REMAININGBASINEQUITYASSESSMENTTOBE PAID{lines·-llna11) 

Enclosed is check or rnOney order No. ~--"-....--on ,.;.....,,;.~'--'-'------'--

Exhibit A 
Amrnended 10/9/13 

$5,524,577 12 

1.3 

OCWD050392 
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C>RANGE qr>lJNJY \VATE.R Dl§TRICT 

MailingAddress: p_·o. BoxB300 

Fountain Vf>Jley, CA~27:2B--8$00 

{714)378:.3200 

BASIN EQUITY ASSESSMENT REPORT 
For the yearcQmmencin9 July t; 20t3 a11d ending June 3Q; 20.14 

Tobe ¢c,mpleted and filed no later thanSepteniber3'.o,. 2014by Irvine Ranch Water Oistrictfor Dyer Road Wei~ield prbduction, per Thi.rd Amenclmenf to.the Agreerrient, 
dated Noverrt~r3, 199.9~ 

3 

Irvine Ranc:h Water District 
P. O;. Box 57000 . . . . . 

Irvine, c,, s2s19;.7000 

GROUNDWATER ANO 11\J~LIElJ'N.A.TERPROOUPllON FROM DY'ER ROAD WELL Fll:L[) (DRWF) 

a) CLEAR)Vate(Production for Perie>d)uly 1, 2Cl13 to Sept. 30, 2013 
. . . . . 

~}·. CLE1RV{ater· Production for. P:riO<f •. ~a~.1•,••ii14fo .. June •• 30,.2014·• 

. C) CLEA.ff Water Production~~ ''Suminer'' li~i~tiE>A rnpnth~ (Line ta + Line 1 b). 
. . . . : . . . . ·. . . . : . _.-.. -·· · .... ···_<_. .. :· ·. ::· ~ :-:·. .. ... . . 

d) .·. Total CLEAFl Water Procfuctionf9r Period Julyt, 2013 to Jul'le 30~ 2ol4 
¢). AmountotCLEAR·waterProductio,,fQr PerioctJuly 1, 20t3fo.June 30,2014that exceeds above 20,000AF and upto 28,000 AF 

f) Totaf CPLORED···V/at~ Production·••up•· .. to.B>ooo.AFfor· Period:July.1.~ 20ta•.to·. June 30,.•.2014 
g) Amount pt ~LE".R'N~ter ProduftiQn over al,pve.~(),QOQAF and up tQ 2~,000 AF thaf~lC~eds CQLOR.E?Wat~r · 

. Produc~io11 Match for Period J.u1r1, 2013 tQ June. 3(), 2014 (H Lin~ 1f is less tllan 8,001) Afand Un~ 1 e is Qreater than 
LirtE! 1J. $ubtract qne;U,re>m Line tei othe.rwise zero). · · 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . 

h) Total I~ l.l~UWater R~iye~for P~rio.d Jplylf201ato.Jun~Jq,2ot4 < .· .· .. · ... · ... ·.· .· .. ·· · .. • .· . > .... · ... · > 
IJ · ,-Qta;I <;Ll:~RV(ater Produc;ti()ry:andlNLIEUW~te.- 8ecelyetffc:,rPeriod .Julyh2013 te>Jun~$0;.2014.(Lil'leld. plus.Line 1~ . . . . 

1) .A.rl'lounf c>fCLEAR ¥later ProcJuctie>n a~d .r~ .• 1.IEU Water ReceivedJor Period July 1,2013 to June 30;. 2014 th~texceeds 
2s,goq AF iim.ita,;iQn (Subtract28,0QD I\F fr-ol'Tl Li~e :-ti). · 
.. ··.·.·.' ':.··:·: ..... : . _.· ·. . : :·:' ··: 

BA~IN EOOtTYASS~SMENT PERACRE~r=ooT· . ._ .. ., 

'.: : . . : : .... : : ·.·.-_._-.· . 

. aA$1[i !a<lU!JYAss:s~ENl": M~ l~ply lh~ 101a(ot Ll~~1·· )~, and 1/ byq•<! 2 •.·· ....... . 

Note: Return original statement and pay assess~ent pn or ~fore September30; 2014 to avoidp~halties arid interest 

Actual 
A.E 

Date 9/tft/N Signature...,.,.,..--'--:'---'---'--'-=-------,.,.,....,..;,;-----.,..,....,.-=.,..,....,.-=-=- Phone: .. .,,....,....;.;.;...!....:,.....,.-=,..;;_...,.,,;;.~~=.,..,....,.~ 

EI\ICLOSEDJSiCHECK ()R l'JIQNEY OROER NO. ___________ __,, 

DRWF 



Orange countyWa.ter District 
Mailing Address: P.O; · Box 8300 
Fountain Valley, CA 92718-8300 
(714). 378-3200 

BASIN. EQUITYASSESSMENTREPORT 
WatetYear from July l, 2012 Through June 30, 2013 

BASIN EQUITY ASSESSMENT REPORT 
Forth& year commencing Joi 01 r 2013 ahd ending 

Ammended 10/9/13 

Tobe corhpiefodandfiiedrid latedhan Septernber 30,2()13 by all Opefat6rsbf lNate(ProdtJci~g F~dliUes Tri OCWD who during the 
Water Year 2013 produced more than 25 acre'-feet of water for both irrigation and other than Irrigation purposes; 

Line 

Name/Agency 
Coritacf Person 
Mailing Address 
City, State &Zip Code 

Irvine Ranc:h Water District 
Mitchell Robinson 
P;Q, BOX57000 
Irvine; CA92619 

tTotal Groundwa.terProduction (See atta:chedschedt:ile) 

a) NorHigricultural forj:ierfod Jul 01, 2013 to 

b) Non~agricultural forperiod Jan 01; 2014 to 

c). Agricultural ·tor period Jul 01, 2013 

Jun 30, 2014 

Dec31;20l3 

d) Agricultural f6r period Jan 01, 2014 Jtin 30,. 2014 

e) lri~LieuWater Production JLilOl; 2013 to bee 31, 2013 

f) ln"LleuWater Production . . Jafr01, 2014 to Jun 3d, 2014 
g}Total Actual Groundwater and hi-Lieb Water Production 

2 Afl Watertrom Supplemehtal sources (Ag AND NorHi.g) used solely 
Within ocwo boundaries excluding MWD in-lieu water; in acrEHeet to hearesn11 oth; 

a) Forpericid 

b) For period 

c) Wat~rconservation Creditfor 

Jul 01; 2013 to 

Jan 01, 2014 to 

Jul01 I 2di3 to 
d) · Total Waterfrom Supplemental Sources 

Dec31,2013 

JunM;2d14 

.·.· Jun3b,2014 

.· 

· 3 Total. G rouridWa:ter Production and W atet from SlJpplemental · sources ( 1 g + 2d) 

4 Baiin ProdLiCtioh Percentage (%) 

s.Multiplflihe 3by line4 in acre~toetto ne,afest 1/tbth 

6 If Line Sis.less than line 1 g, enterthediffarence iri Line 6 

If Line s ls greater than Line 1g, enter zero atline 6 and UnA s 

7 · a BASIN EQUITY ASSESSMENT PER A.Cm~;;moi for 1\/on-Ag Water · 

h> BASlt-J EQUIT'fASSESSMENl" PER ACRE~FOOTforAgWater ...... · ...•.... ···· .. ·····.· .. ·•···•.··.· .. ··•······.·.·.· 
C PROPORTIONAL BASIN EQUITY ASSESSMENT Based on Ag and. Noh Ag Production amounts 

8 BASIN EQUITY ASSESSMENT: (Multiply Line 6 by Lihe7C) 

If Linea =zero therrJgnorelines 9-11 and enter zero on·t1ne·i2 

.796;4._ 

o.o 

54,410.4 

16;809;3 

(1g) 

6 

7a 
7b 
7c 

OCWD050394 



Orange CountyWaterDistrict 
Mailing Address: P.O; Box 8300 
Fountain Valley, GA 92728;;8300 
(714) 378-3200 

BASIN EQUITY ASSESSMENT REPORT 
For the yeafcommehcing Jul 01, 201a and ending .. Jurot,2014 

9 ~re>or1ctw;1~(~;~~uiijc1 ,;Gm 8()1J .. ~~\'l11~/..-r¢~1~.;.,; ~~dilitJ 
o ..•.•.. ~T~ W~''iN:~s.)y~(a·········n·········.••.a.·.···········c·· ...••..... • ... •.9....... ······· >•.. ><> ··<•·····•·.······<<>>< .... •.•..•. fstPE>riq<lr >i'X<i· .·· Jp1.gji, *-01 s.th···· o~d•st·261fr·· 

·. bA"f'~i\l\!~ll~os;CSahd:cg/ ••·.··.··.· ... ··.••·•<<<•··•· •·•• .• >>·· ••>·····. 

f~rp~rip~ Jan.·•·o.1,d&i416.• .. .Jufb1.\2bi4. 
. : iJ~~~hl~~~~~4~~(/o(~j1d,~a ~;~ t:~"±f~~i,,~~i~~iliitc*l~f ; 

· ··········.)Y;trc·s···· 
. .. < ~}~t44)j>t·· 

C E3~,A. pr~?i.f .·.~ .. ·.DfTS···P'# ~ ... (if Un€} 6:,..lin9: 91 th~~· .line.9Ax. lino •• 9B;·. if nofline..6 xlirie 913}·.·.·· 
d Rrrn~ipi?Q .. •.§sf qapital\()r~<:l,l({'ip~19-.1in.~ ..•. ~~}•·••>·.•••••...... x· ...... · .. •><• .. •• ............ (·• <• \. ?···.· ..... •i· .... • •.• · •.. r· .... . 
. e ·/\rnpLJnf ot 13EEA G?tPital.• Gr~dif applie¢1.•••~gair'.l.~t •• proj~ct G.c1pitclt·.$p~t <117•.1ilie.€>.~1iAJ~k< 

··.· .. : .· ..... · ... · .• . . .. . .. ' ·: .. . . ' .. . . .. - · .... · ..... _···-:·· .··:· ·-·· .. ·.:··, · ... ·.· ·: ... ...... · ·.·. ·.· ·.·: .. ·:: .-..... ··.-_·.·:·. 

1••o····~t()~h~~~~~tet@u$~~f r9nri1r~irjcf r:>e~~,t~t~t§.ie~(Jr!i~fu~riffa~i,ity···· ............................ / .. \ .............. rx···· .. 

12~1i~Rb°aj'\0~?~~c0?'CJS;:9~¼[9~;0~~j~JttW1f ,!~ !~Rf~!;~ 121/~i!! ·.cl,b~~tl}· .. .. ....... · ,oe 't{~.,.fr,psrETJ·•.and .. EJ2;JRWPe7?Y77<?~YJ9.Z, 1Jq.~.NJ~Y¥?e§P w.~11$ . . . .·.·.·.·.·.·· .. · .................................... ·.· .. .. 
F:orp~rie>d · Jan·O}, 20l4tp 4µ1.ot; gq14·, ... · · 4{ijft3~1lt 

a Jptari.>i // >>• .. ·<•· < .. <•}• .. •·•······•····•··.·.•··· \ii .. ·•··••it·• .. •< r••i r•.<•\Ci• .. ?·••?•··•·> Ii·•. <(<.·/ 
b DPS'G'n~Q~~dCJ~.t\ltpqst·• torilrvi~tC?E3:~·~ltflF}.r .. e3~frll~7.t{13.~flity(•m1flt 
c·. BEA Creditt I DP D&M (if·.line 6 f line 9a> lineJ Oa then line tOax.linetOb;;itnot, 

th~r1Jli1~ ~-1,re.9ar.~Jiqe1o~x ....... < .......................... \. ·.· ... (.·......... >/·\•.••·>/. 
d .B.~.rneigipp .. ·.~§18~Pita1)9r~dit(1.ige7fo iine1p~> <•··<\ .. •. < > <.•.iY .. • L./•··.·.·•·c ><> Xi• /i <••·.\<•·••• < 
e Arpp~ntgf ~~1 ... ·f~pit~I .. Pr~~i! .. ii8P'i~9eQ~in.~tJ=>r?j29t9~piJ~l (?g~t(lfJine ~/Jipf9~}:> 

nnejQaJhen UnertOaKllneJ Od; lfrio(th'en(linefi•·• .. ifr,e~a)xline)Od). . . . . 
..... ·.· .... ····· .... ···· ... · . ·· ... ····· .·· .· .· ·.· · ... ·--:·· --. _.·._·. ·,.· -_·· ...... __ ._·.·.·_._.·· .··.:·. 

1)/Gtb:µritiw~tef J?r&dijc~Jrom w~11{21 ana22.Watef"J"feitm~llf,::aidffity 
·w.-. -·.- ··-.;· ... ,.,· .. :-N· :· ........ ::· -:·: ..... _..2 ..... :1 ... ::.· ....... ·: .. _. .. d .... :.;.2··· ··2· .... . .-:,.: .. :. ; . .- ........ :··:.: ·. ·._._.: ...... :·......... ..::·:: ... :.·.:·:-:·.:-:.>:·::.:_.-.::::·>.:·::·.:·.·'.··-:·-·:::·::-:.-.>: ·; ........... -:. ._ .... : .. _.._..: .. · .. :,_.._. ......... .--:.:..-.·.-..-: .. :_.._., ...... ::-··.:·:···-~·· .. .. ·i .... /~ ......... <q~:'..\ 8P• ... / ..... ·.·•<i .. ····.·.·· .. ·. ·.·.·.·.· ?.??>\/ \{ .( ············.·····.···•·.·····• ... •.·.··· .. ·•.·.·••<\••·····................. ·.···.·.·.·•·•···•··.· ............ · ................... · .. ·· .• i.···.•·•.··<•··<• ... ·.·. ·.··. 

ExhibifB 

. <!,i~i·,g . 
· .. · ...... ~1·9?~~~i~f 

$).•r!~?.~5f 
\ .• )J4JJ.~§•/#f .··$3581963·.· . 
... '·· ... .--:' ... , ........ ·· .. ·· 

9a 
9b 

9c 
9d 
9e 

•• ~ 197'2.§ .. > 1.oa 
fJJ~.-~7'/~f lOb 

$Ql4,477 · · foe 

j4§§.)q/M 
)$4}0~g;f3E3p.·. 

tOd 
JOe 

··•••·.f()reer.iqct( <· ... icr···. u0r·o112013ta ... ·.· ··n~b~1j{~~t§i .. · ... ·...•. i~ft$S.a·x·•······· 
W~.lif>Jp~•<?.tana•22 .·.·· ... ·.·.··.i)./ .. \\.•.··.+··•/ ·· .. · ..... ,> ... •••\. / >•.······.•·.•) ·.··)>•••>><<•ri.·•· .. /\/>>••·····. 

5erp~tjOcJ .···· ..... ·. ······.·.· .. ·· ... ··.·. ...... ... . J~n9i,?911tp :.1Wr13'.0J~dff4< a,200:s>> · 

12 

13 

a 1"pta.l it.<i .. • ......... \> ......................................... i .... ·········•·i················i \ ........... /··· i)··.··. /·{····· r•. < a 
b pC>cp,n~ptea.2~ .. rv,· .. •99~tJqr .•. vve.11si21·/22.•••faqllity·~···$/af. •. 
c BEACredlt~ Wells 21/22 O&M . 

{IFlirle ••. 6.1iff~9:~··-ir~ej.6~~····1ine .. •H1it11~nJi11~)1Erx.1i~e.•~.1.b:itif$t,Jren••(liri~~l1ini%i ...... (jfffiioi)*Mit1·b}····· 

.. ~,ggffff . tia . 
$214:;~r/M · f1b 

$0 nc 

d B~rn~.iµip~ ..... B§.~P~pita.19.~~.c:Jit (U.Q~zc:--•••. lirt~ .. J 1 .. ~>>•····Ji\ < < ? /i/\•(·•.· . .. . 
e Am<>u11t qt BEA Qapit~I Qrecfitappliec:JiagainstProjectOapital <So:st 

····'~~9(5/~~.1~1····.·· f1d 

<$<De . fie 
·.···cr1t1;r{~e?1ih~· .• •ot1/l;t1~ .... 10J>{•1111i•\1H~•·t8~rffiihk·· .. 11•~\llr\i•1WdLii't18t>th~rt d1n~<I•-•·1,r,·~•"~';pfr,,e1qEi)k•1iHiH•·+ar/ ..... · . .-.,-.· .. ·.··.···.-·.· ._.· ... ·· ... ·.·.·:·· .... · ........... · ........ -- ···-:····:.·· . . · · ..... ·.·:,"····.,:·····.·'·. · .. ··.·:······:.··.····.,.-: 

tOtAL BASIN .EQUITYASSESSMENT•·cREDIT FROM P~OJEClS .. (9c+9e+10c+10e) 

REMAINING BASIN EQUITYASSESSMENtto BE PAID (11nes ~llneJ1)··. 

$10,269,957 

$0 

12 

13 

Note: Returrrorigina.l statenients and payassessmenfon · or before S~pten,ber30, 2013 to av6id pertalt:les artd lrttereat 

I DECLAREtfhderthe penalties of•perjurythatthis BasirrAssessrr1e11tHeport; including·the 

Date SigriatLire ~4~ ~'~~ 
(Bank No;) 

OCWD050395 
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ORANGE COUNTY WATER DISTRICT 

Mailir1g Addr.es~: P. Q. Box 8300 

Fountain Valley, CA 92728-8300 

(714)378,-3200 .• 

BASIN EQUITY ASSESSMENT REPORT 
For the year commencing Julyt, 2013 and ending June 30, 2014 

. . . . . . . . . 

( 

Jo be co,mpleted .and fil~d no later thar, Septiamber 30, 2014 by lrvinli! Ranch Water District for Dyli!r Road Wellfield p;e>duction, per Third Amendment to the Agreement, 
dated N.ovembe.r 3; 1~9; · 

Irvine Ranch Water District 
P. 0~ Box 57000 
Irvine, CA 92619~ 7000 

Line 

1 GROUNDWATER AND IN-LIEU WATER PRODUCTION FROM DYER RoAD WELL FIELD (DRWF} Actual 
.··A.F. 

2 

a} CLEAR Water ProductionJor Period July 1, 2013 to Sept. 30, 2013 

b) CLEAR Water Production for Period May1,2014foJune30,2014 
. . 

c} CLEABWater Production.tf:naJl!>tGer!~&~G,~Q~AF ~Summer111imitatfoR months (Line 1a+ Line 1b). 

d) To.tat CLEAR Water Productionfcn: Period july 1, 2013 to.June ao; 2014 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

e) Amount of CLEAR Water Production fcir Period July 1, 2013 to June 30, 201Athat exceeds above 20,000AF and lip to 28,000 AF 

f) Total COLORED Water Productidn up to 8,000 AF forPeriod July 1, .2outo June 30, 2014 . •. . . ... · •.. • .• .•. • · .. •. . . • 
g) Arno~nt ?f CLEAR Water Production over above 20,000 AF an.d ~p to 28,000 AF that ex~ds COLORED Water 

Production Match for Period July 1) 2013 tp June 30, 2014 (If Line 1f is less than 8,000 A.F a.nd Line 1e i~ great~r than 
Une 1f; $.ub~ract Line 1 f from Lin~ 1 e, otherwise zero). . 

. . . . : . ' - . . . . ' 

h) Tqtal IN LIEIJ Wat¢t:Received for Period July t,2013 to June 30;2014 

tJ . Tota[ .cLEAR Water Production and IN LIEU Water Received for Period July 1, 20l3 tb June 30, 2014 (Line 1 d plus Line 

. 1h) ·. . . . • .· . •.. ·.· .. · .. · ·. . . . .·· .. · .· .. 
jJ Art,9unt Qf CLEAR Water Pro~uctiQn and IN. LIEV Water Receiv~d for Period July 1, 2013 to Jun~ 3(), 2014 that exc.eeds 

28,000AF limitcrtion (Subtract28,000AFfrom Line 1i). · 

BASIN EQUITY ASSESSMENT PER ACRE-FOOT 

BASIN EQUITYASSESSMENT: Muitlply the.total of Lines le; 1g,ancf 1j by Line 2 
. . . 

Note: Hetu rn original staternerit and pay assessment oh or before Sep~ernber 30; 2014 tci avoid penalti~s ar,d ihtere!:it 
. . ' . . .' . ·.·.·. . . . .. ' 

8,502~1 la 

4,~61.8Jb 

~ 

-r6I6]1h 

27,77$.9 1i 

I DECLARE under the periaHies of p~rjurythafthis Basin EquityAssesslTlellt Report, hich.1ding the statements made and the fig1Jr~s 

shown, has been examined by me. and to the best of my knowledge and belief is a true, correct and comp[ete statement. 

~~ 0 [j 4 Date e.li1,fdt4 Signature ~ A~ Phone: _ _ 

ENCLOSED IS Cl-lECK OR MONEY ORDER NO . ........_ ____ ON . FOR $.·_ -.....-'-"'-~_,_..._,_..,....,.,..,,....,,_..,. ____________ _ 
(Bank No.) 

DRWF 

Exceedance 
A.F; 

ii2~f~-:/~/~tool·~i 
$ 0.00 3 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Hi Wei, 

Mitchell Robinson < Robinson@irwd.com > 

Wednesday, January 14, 2015 8:57 AM 

Xu, Wei 

Kevin Bution; Mike Hoolihan; Kennedy, John; Fick, Randy 

Revised Conservation Credit for BEA Report FY 2013-14 

Jan. 13 2015 Resigned BEA Report (Conservation Credit Rev) Exhibit A Rec. 

Included.pdf; Jan. 13 2015 Resigned BEA Report (Conse1·vation Credit Rev) Exhibit 8 

Rec. Excluded.pdf 

Attached is a revised copy of the signed 2013-14 BEA Form. Included are revisions to the conservation credit on line 2c 

of the first page. Recently updates were made and increased the original 508.6 acre-feet value to 680 acre-feet. Per 
discussion between Paul Cook, Mike Marcus, John Kennedy and Mike Hoolihan, an additional 380.2 acre-feet of 

conservation credit have been borrowed from fiscal year 2014-15. If you have any questions, please contact Mike 
Hoolihan at (949) 453-5553. 

Best Regards, 

Mitch Robinson, E.I.T. 
Assistant Englneer1 Plannin9 
Irvine nanth Water msu·tct 
15600 Sand Canyon Avenue, Irvine, California 92618 
Mailing: PO Box 57000, Irvine, California 92619-7000 
(949) 453-5694 office (559) 681.-6307 cell 

Etna ii: robinson@irwcl .corn 

Exhibit No. 7 
Witness: Wei Xu 
Date: 10/10/17 
Christianne Lee Fong, CSR 7559 

OCWD005372 



··BASIN·EQUITYASSESSMENTREPORT 
.. ·watet'{~affrom Jiiry h.2013 Through June 30, 2014 

.· BASIN EQUITY ASSESSMENT REPORT 
For the year commenclng J.ul 0.1; 2013 and ~ndfrrg 

. . . . . .. . . 

To be completed and liied no l~ter:th~n s~ptemb~f30, 2bi 4 by°all dpetatbrs of Water Produdng i=acilities in ocwo Whbdufihg the 
Water Year 2013 produced more thah 25 acre.;;feet cifWaterfor both irrigation and other than irrigation purposes. . . . 

contact Person 
Mailing Address 
city, state &2lp code 

.. P;O. BOX 57000 

··. . . . . ·.· ._...... .·. .. ..·· 

i · totai GrbuncJwa.t~rF>todudtfoi1 (Se~ iittad,eci schedui~) · 

a)···~on-agriqultUral f~rperiod·.· 
b) Non~a:gricultural forpertod 

Agdcultor~I f()f period··· · 

AgiidLiltUral for period 

· Ju1 01, 2013 t8 
· .·.··.·Ji:inb1;2C>14 to 

• • · · • • Ju1 at, 20fa 
. Jan cn;2014•. 

Oet31,20f:3•. 

Jun 30; 2014 
·· o~csf,2013·· 
.·.·.· Ji.iil$Q,· 2014 

e) ln~Ueu Water Production Jul 0t, 2013 to D!:!C<31, 2013 

f) in~UeuWater Production Jan dfj 20i4 to Jun so; 2014 
g)lotal Actuar Groundwater andln-UeuWaterProduction 

2 All Waterfrom supplemental Sources (Ag AND Non~ag) used solely ..... 
Within ocwo· boundaries excluding MWD.in~lieu wa:ter, in acre~feet-to nearest 1110th: 

Foi-period 

·i=or ped6d 
c) water conservati:ah Credhf6~t · 

d} Tdtar Watedr6m supplerrfenta:1 s6uic~s 

3 Total Gro0ndwater Producffoh andWateffrom supplemental sources (1g + 2d) 
. . . . ..... 

4 Basin Production Percentage {%). · ~ (lnqJuded additional 380.2 af credilfrom 201 ,f.f5) 
. . .···.· .···. ... .. ·. . ..... . 

~gfo~d;k·•···· 
23.Iijsf.~2 

··. <91~~~(> 
. . < ......• • Jl$l4~' . 

5 Multiply lhie 3 by fine 4 in acre-f~et to nearest 1110th . (BPP Production) 
. . . . . . -

. . .. ... · ._· ........... . 

e If Unesis less than line 19; ~nierthe differefice ihLrni6 ·.·.· Ptimfllng 6v~i BPP 
1f Une:sis<greatef t11a.11 UnEr fg,.enfor zero. aflinee and Line a··• 

7a· BASIN l::dUIWASSESSMENTPE:RAGRE-FOOTfo(Nbh·AgWater 
b BASIN EQUITYASSESSMENTPERACRE.;FOOT fbrAgWater .. ·.· .. 
C PROPORTIONAL .BASIN EO.UITYASSESSMENT Based on Ag arid Nert Ag Proddctlbh amounts· 

8 BASIN EQUITY ASSESSMENT: (Murtipry Line 6 byline. 7C) 

11 une s = zero then ignore 11nes g:~11 ind ehterzero on line 12 

····· ,· .... · .. 

. . 45,854.3 

$609.00/at 
· $st2.oo/af · 
· · $ih0,9i/af · · 

5 

OCWD005373 



Orange County Water District 
Mailing Address: P.O. Box8300 
Fountain Valley, CA92728·8300 · 
(714) 378-'3200 

BASIN eomrVASSl:SSMENTAEPOAT 

·· .. ·· · ... .... · .. · ... 

..•. 
'. :: •.•; ···: 

·.-::; ::: .. , .. , :.··.:· 

•:) .... :: 

··.:: 

1,1 .:.;,.: 

·:: ., 

·:••: ....... ·:> .. -.<>.:_ 

··. .~t ::::.: :::.:·.;;:: :,>. \\/: ··:< 
, .. ,:.::::, .. 

,., ,: ... >:·> ,. ::.':. ·.::;:c.::. ·:·''.::,:. 
... · ,:·. <:·::<, 

< < ·····:·'' '": ......... ··.·· 

. ... ··· .... 

:.i:/ ···. ··. ... , ····· 
·.·.· 

,,,. >),:· ... ,:::.::: , ... ,. 
... , ....... · ... ,. 

. ... 
,.,. '.·i.'. : < './ < ·.·:. .. 

., .. 
'. .·. 

·•. 
,;. :.,, :>< "': 

'.'. 7 ::.,,.·:c:., I '.! :.:• 

· ... ::: ii ·c: .. >·: \ ::'.' .• .. ': 

;'.·· ·.·: ·:,.:·:,,...; '.'·::, :: i: 

.. '::· .,: .. 

. : < 
... . ·:. :,:.::-:~-. 

:.=::;. .. , ..... ·'.'.· ~ 

hi 

} ',., 2 ,,,, .. 
:::: :. ;p @}" : 

... ::.'\:,.:.>·. ·: ·:. ::. :; \.:;:·· ·: :.< 
....... :·. :. ·. · ..... 

•. 

:\.·•.·.· .·,:· / ,., T ... , 

·.·.· .. ··.: <<' /·/. < ... :: ·/; :.:·), :/,i 
·:.···· >.:· .. , 

· ....... ·. .. .. -·.. . .......... - . 

1 DECLARE···underthepenalties of perjurythatthi~ BasirlAssessrnent Hepdrt, it16ludingfh~···· 

;,/ <~ t. ~ 
EnclosedJs check or money order No; .............. ·. on ,.,,..----,,---

1; 1nc1udedadditiona13ao.:2araeditfr6in2014~1s 

OCWD005374 



Orange GotintY Water District 
Mailing Address:P.O. Box 8300 
Fountain Valley,<CA 92728-83db 
(714) 378-3200' 

BASIN EClUITYASSESSMENTREPQR.T 
WatefVeafHom Jt:flYh 2013 Through· June .30, 20f4 

. BASIN EQUITY ASSESSMENT REPORT 
F6fthe year commencing· Jut Ol, .2013 and ending 

To be ·co~plefod .and· file?n?·· ia.terH,,u,. Septernber~b; 2014 by all dpetatots?f Vvafor PrC>dUdhg FatiUties in OCWD WhO durjrjg the 
Water Year 2013 produced m·ore than 25 'acre-feet of water tor both irrigation and other than irrigation purposes; · · 

Name/Agency 
Corifact Persbn · 
Maiiing Addr.ess 
City; ·state &Zip code·· 

· · MifohEi1n=1o6iristin · ··· 
.··>P.b: BOX 57000 

lrvlne;cA92619 

Line ··••···•••···.·.·.··••····· > ·· .. · .•. ·.· .. · ·.··•· ... ·.·. ··. < > 1 . Total Groun·dwaterProductiori (See attached schedule) 

a.) Non°agticulhfral fcir period Ji.JI 01; 20J3 to 

b) 

c) Agticuitoral for period 

d) Agricultural for' period 

Ja.no1 ;.2ot4to 
Ji.il.Ol,2013 

Jan ot;20J4 

e) In-Lieu Water Production' Jul 0t, 2013 to 

•JunM,2014 

DeC31 i 2013• 

Jun 30; 2014 · 

f} rn~LieuWater Production·· Jan0l,2014t6 JI.in 30;2614 

g) Total Actual· GtOu ndwatetand. ln-Ueu Water Pfodi.Jctioh 

2 All Water· from supplemental Sources (Ag 1°'ND Non.:ag) Used solely 
within OCWD boundaries exclUdihg MWDir,..:ueuwaler; ih acre;feetfo>nearest 1110th: · 

a) For period 

b) ForperiOd 

c) 

Jul 01, 2013 to 
Jan 01; 2014 to 

J ulCJ1 , 2tn 3 to 

d) · total Water trom Supplemental sources 

Dec3f;2013 

JUH30,·2014 

J.un.30;2bJ4 

3 Total Groundwater Production ahdWatertrom SUppiemental sources (lg + 2d) 
. .. .. . 

Ba.sill Production Percentage(%) "' (ln¢ruded additionaJ 3E30/2af credit from 20f4~t5J 

s•Muttiptv ·1i11~i3 6v• rine4··1o a6re-1ee1 t~ ne~,~~1 1,1 oth · c·~.·~~Pr<>duct i~n). 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

··a It Una s is ie§sJhirt lir1i19; enteif tlii iciiff~l~iice fA U~~ e 
If Urie 5 is greater trianlfrie fg, enter zero: at Ui-ie·6 ai1dlfr1i.a 

7 a BASIN EQUITY ASSESSMENT PEfi ACRE:~FOdT fo(Nbh·Ag Watef 
b . BASIN EQUilYASSESSMENT PER ACRE~FOOT fb(Ag.Water 

. 23,£587.5 · 
· 912.9 

iil~M· 
;.cfo 

C . PROPORHONAL BASIN EQUITY ASSESSMENT Based on Ag and Non Ag F>rodudibh amouhfs 

8. BASIN. EQUITYASSESSMENT: {Multiply Line 6 by Line JC) 

ff Urie a= zero then ignore lines 9~11 and enteffzero ohlihe 12 

....... ·· · ... ::·. 

· .. io~o¾ ·· · 
.· .· .. · .. . -:... .-.:.>· 

.. 38,087.3 
··. ... . . ... -- . 

···• 1sj23:r · 

$609;(iO /af · 
$672.0o/af 
$610,97/a:t 

5 
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Orange.county Water Distrlct 
Mailing Address: P.O. Box8300 · 
FounlairtVaflay,·.cA 92728-8300.•· 
(714) 37'8-3200 . 

. : ..... · .. ·. ..... · ..... · .... · ······' ... " .... .. · . .' ... 
;.··• 

'·' .i:: :,.,:: 
'.'.: y:,: .·. " .. , 

,·,:· .:.:: 

·? ::::-:. 

,-,:. .:'·'.· .. , .... 
"· ·:.:,::. ?/rn··•• ·.:,:, ,: 

:'··· .,. 
'· 

.... ··.· ,.· 7-":., · . .,,. ..: ·-·· ·, ... :• 

·:··. > 

:'.:' ,. : •: 

::: ,,.,,, -· 
,:.· > ·.:::, .·,. 

/, /\ )')" ... ? 
. ·· 1:11"'. 111 ·.r 

>>: -: 

•:: '>i):. ,'. 
:-: 

·;:'.··.·:. 
,.... 

·. ..... ,' ·:: 

•:: .; •:::. 

- .. : 
·,: 

:,:;: 

.,.;. ,:·: : :,:;.::::: 

. ·. 
,,. '::.' .'; 

." ·.·.·: ,.~ ,: '· 

· . /) //. ... ·.· ·, ···.~··· 

y··' /f < 
.;·.:· ... /.:.'. :::: ,: 

··.·.·•· ::·:;:: : } > , •. 1::(.1 .... , 
\ i> ./ :/ :•· . ... 

··: :: :,. 

.. 

. . - . . . . . . . . . 

.. .... , ;.<·.::.:.: 
::. 
.,.,.:,: \:,':: 

·, "': ., 

REMAINING. BASIN Eab;;YASSESSM~~rTo si PAiti·(iihe 8 :~ Urie i1)·. 

,::,::::. 

. .. 

. ·, / 
.<Y '.i 

,,: • .:,: 
>.• ." 

..:i:'',.(: 

•:. ":'·'.·:·.;. ·,. ·::. ... . .. ::;::_ :·,::: .... ,, ·:-
,;·., /.-·; ... : -.::;_._ .. ·.:·::.:·.: ./,.::: ·•; 
,:- :,:;:.· ··::::. .,·, .:: '·>:.·/.'.·: :'.; ::•i:-

" ". ;:, .;.· .. ·;.: •.: .':' ·-:. 
::._, ·.,;,: 

''·. :'\ ··:-.•:.:,:· 
·.·. < 

:;: .... :. 

····> . 
.··• 

:.:. :·::".,::, 
/: ,,,: ':·,': >: · .. :·. ,., .. ·,r. ,,.,,. 

··:.,::.·:;;. l 
"'' ,,: \ f :.·. .·;: .. ;::.,:, 

.>:•.'·: 
..-::., 

.. .. · . : 

·· .. ·· · .. 

. . $0 .. ·. i3 

Note: Rijtuffl otiginal ~t~teme~t§ ~rid payas~~~~m~nf~n-orbefore S~p~e~b~r 30, 2(h3 t6avoicl jjfJ~alti~sartdir,fetest.•.····· .·· 

1 ·o.ECLAfiE • IJiid~r the ·penalties of PsrJGry that thfsB ~rh Assessmemfiepd~, 1hdudin9Jhs ·. 

Enclose.ct is check or money order No •. ··. . . .. . on ·;----............ --

1. ·1ncluded additioriaf 380.2 af rir~_diffr6rn ~ol4~15 

OCWD005376 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Hi Mitchell, 

Xu, Wei 

Thu,-sday, May 12, 2016 11:35 AM 

Mitchell Robinson 

Eric Akiyoshi 

BEA FY 2014/2015 

IRWD BEA FY13-14.pdf; BEA form 2014-15-ExbtA.Recy.Inc.rev4 for OCWD.xlsx 

Our CFO Randy Fick pointed out one more thing on your last year's BEA report that needs to be amended. That is the 

water conservation credit. On your final BEA report for FY 2014/15, the conservation credit is 648.2 acre feet (1,028.4 

acre feet- 380.2 == 648.2 acre feet) where 1,028.4 is the total available conservation credits and 380.2 is the credits 

IRWD borrowed in your FY 2013/14 BEA report in order to make the negative supplemental water volume become 

zero. However, instead of 380.2 acre feet, IRWD actually borrowed 418.4 acre feet (663 acre feet+ 418.4 == 1,081.4 acre 

feet), where 663 is the total available conservation credits for FY 2013/14, and 1,081.4 is the total negative 

supplemental water volume that needs to be offset with water conservation credits (-2,609.5 + 1,528.1 == 1,081.4), 

where -2,609.5 is the first half year supplemental water and 1,528.1 is the second half year supplemental water. I am 

attaching your FY 2013/14 BEA report for your reference. 

Therefore, the correct conservation credits for FY 2014/15 BEA report should be 1,028.4 - 418.4 == 610 acre feet. 

Attached here please find your FY 2014/15 BEA report revised with the corrected water conservation credits. Due to 

this slight decrease in conservation credits, your total BEA amount for the FY 2014/15 increased a little. However, this 

increase only impacts Wells 21/22 Facility O&M BEA credits. Nothing else changes. 

Please review the revised BEA report attached here and let me know should you have any questions. Thanks. 

Regards, 

Wei Xu 
Principal Projl'd Accountant 
Orange County Waler District 
18700 Ward Slreel, Fountain Valley, CA 92708 
tel: (714)378-3291 
email: "ivxu@ocwd.com 

www.ocwd.com 

R S 
Follow 

OCWDon 
Twitter 

Exhibit No. 8 
Witness: Wei Xu 
Date: 10/10/17 
Christianne Lee Fong, CSR 7559 

OCWD002542 
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Orange County Water District 
Mailing Address: P .0. Box 8300 
Fountain Valley, CA 92728-8300 
(714) 378-3200 

( 
:J. 

( 
/ 

~ .. ~~tfli.·f:).;<,i-. 
.., 

. 

BASIN EQUITY ASSESSMENT REPORT 
Water Year from July 1, 2013 Through June 30, 2014 

BASIN EQUITY ASSESSMENT REPORT 
For the year commencing Jul 01, 2013 and ending Jul01,2014 

Exhibit B 
Am mended 10/9/13 

To be completed and filed no later than September 30, 2014 by all Operators of Water Producing Facilities in OCWD who during the 
Water Year 2013 produced more than 25 acre-feet of water for both irrigation and other than irrigation purposes. 

Line 

Name/Agency 

Contact Person 

Mailing Address 

Irvine Ranch Water District 

Mitchell Robinson 

P.O. BOX 57000 

City, State & Zip Code Irvine, CA 92619 

1 Total Groundwater Production (See attached schedule) 

a) Non-agricultural for period Jul 01, 2013 to 

b) Non-agricultural for period Jan Oi, 2014 to 

c) Agricultural for period Jul 01, 2013 

d) Agricultural for period Jan 01, 2014 

Dec 31, 2013 

Jun 30, 2014 

Dec31,2013 

Jun 30, 2014 

e) In-Lieu Water Production Jul 01, 2013 to Dec 31, 2013 

f) In-Lieu Water Production Jan 01, 2014 to Jun 30, 2014 

g) Total Actual Groundwater and In-Lieu Water Production 

2 All Water from Supplemental Sources (Ag AND Non-ag) used solely 
within OCWD boundaries excluding MWD in-lieu water, in acre-feet to nearest 1/10th: 

a) For period Jul01,2013to Dec31,2013 

b) For period Jan 01, 2014 to Jun 30, 2014 

c) Water conservation Credit for1 Jul 01, 2013 to Jun 30, 2014 

d) Total Water from Supplemental Sources 

3 Total Groundwater Production and Water from Supplemental Sources (1 g + 2d) 

4 Basin Production Percentage(%) • (Included additional 380.2 at credit from 2014-15) 

5 Multiply line 3 by line 4 In acre-feet to nearest 1110th (BPP Production) 

29,023.6 

23,687.5 

912.9 

18Et4 

0.0 

o.o 
54,410.4 ./ (1g) 

Reclaimed water excluded 

·2,609.5 

1,528.1,_ 
. ",.,.,.,,,,, ~-1,081.4 

. . .......... ~· ... . _____ o._o ./ (2d) 

54,410.4 3 

70.0% 4 

38,087.3 ._, 5 

6 If Line 5 Is less than line 1 g, enter the difference in Line 6 Pumping Over BPP 16,323.1 / 6 

If Line 5 Is greater than Line 1 g, enter zero at Line 6 and Line 8 

7 a BASIN EQUITY ASSESSMENT PER ACRE-FOOT for Non-Ag Water 
b BASIN EQUITY ASSESSMENT PER ACRE-FOOT for Ag Water 
c PROPORTIONAL BASIN EQUITY ASSESSMENT Based on Ag and Non Ag Production amounts 

8 BASIN EQUITY ASSESSMENT: (Multiply Line 6 by Line 7C) 

If Line 8 = zero then ignore lines 9-11 and enter zero on line 12 

1. Included additional 380.2 at credit from 2014-15 

$609.00 lat ?a 
$672.00 lat 7b 
$610.97 laf / 7c 

$9,972,878 / 8 

1 of 2 

OCWD002544 



Orange County Water District 
Mailing Address: P.O. Box 8300 
Fountain Valley, CA 92728-8300 
(714) 378-3200 

BASIN EQUITY ASSESSMENT REPORT 
For the year commencing J ~I 01, 2013 and ending 

9 Groundwater Produced from Colored Water Treatment Facility 
OATS Well Nos. CB and C9 

For period Jul 01, 2013 to Dec 31, 2013 
OATS Well Nos. CB and C9 

Jul 01, 2014 · 

4,284.4 .--

For period Jan 01, 2014 to Jul 01, 2014 4,422.8 / 
a Total 
b Documented O&M cost for Colored Water Treatment Facility - $/at 
C BEA Credit - OATS O&M (If line 6:> line 9A then line 9A x line 98; ii not line 6 x line 98) 

d Remaining BEA Capital Credit (line 7C - line 98) 

e Amount of BEA Capital Credit applied against Project Capital Cost (IF line 6 > line 9A 

then line 9A X line 9D, if not then line 6 x line 90) 

1 o Groundwater Produced from Irvine Desalter Project Treatment Facllity 
IDP Well Nos. ET1 and ET2; IRWD 76, 77, 78, 107, 110 & Navy SGU Wells 

For period Jul 01, 2013 to Dec 31, 2013 
IDP Well Nos. ET1 and ET2; IRWD 76, 77, 78, 107, 110 & Navy SGU Wells 

For period Jan 01, 2014 to Jul 01, 2014 
a Total 
b Documented O&M cost for Irvine Desalter Treatment Facility - $/af 
C BEA Credit - IDP O&M (if line 6 • line 9a> line 10a then line 10a x line 10b; If not, 

then (line 6 • line 9a) x line 10b) 

d Remaining BEA Capital Credit (line 7c - line1 Ob) 

5,093.9 ,/ 

4,878.7 _,.·· 

e Amount of BEA Capital Credit applied against Project Capital Cost (IF nne 6 - line 9a) > 

line 1 Oa then line 1 Oa x line 1 Od, if not then (line 6 • line 9a) x line 1 Od) 

11 Groundwater Produced from Wells 21 and 22 Water Treatment Facility 
Well Nos. 21 and 22 

Forperiod Jul01,2013to Dec31,2013 
Well Nos. 21 and 22 

For period Jan 01, 2014 to Jun 30, 2014 
a Total 
b Documented O&M cost for Wells 21/22 Facility - $/af 
c BEA Credit -Wells 21/22 O&M 

3,733.6 .· 

3,200.8--' 

(IF fine 6 - line 9a - line 10a> line 11 a then llne 11a x line 11b; if not. then (line 6 - line 9a • line 10a) x line 11b) 

d Remaining BEA Capital Credit (line 7c - line11 b) 
e Amount of BEA Capital Credit applied against Project Capital Cost 

Exhibit B 
Ammended 10/9/13 

8,707.2 ,/ 9a 

$210.48 /at 9b 

$1,832,671 9c 

$400.49 lat 9d 
$3,487,146 90 

9,972.6 _,. 1oa 
$112,87 /af 10b 

$859,596 10c 

$498.10 lat 10d 

$3,793,466 10e 

6,934.4-/' 11a 

$339.46 /af 11b 
$0 11c 

$271.50 lat 11d 
$0 11e 

(IF line 6 - line 9a • line 10a) > line 11 a then line 11 ax line i 1 d, if not then (line 6 - line 9a - line 10a) x line 11 d) 

12 TOTAL BASIN EQUITY ASSESSMENT CREDIT FROM PROJECTS (9c+9e+1oc+10e) 

13 REMAINING BASIN EQUITY ASSESSMENT TO BE PAID (lines - fine 11) 

$9,972,878 

$0 

Note: Return original statements and pay assessment on or before September 30, 2013 to avoid penaltles and Interest. 

I DECLARE under the penalties of perjury that this B sin Assessment Report, including the 

Date ___ r /_,_:)_/_, _5 _____ Signature 
?' ! 

Enclosed is check or money order No. ____ on _____ for$ _______ _ 

1. Included additional 380.2 af credit from 2014-15 (Bank No.) 

12 

13 

2 of 2 
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BPPCalcs 

Water Use 
Total Potable Water Use 
Total Untreated Cakualed Water Use (ExdJde RW Supplement) 
Total Recyded Water Use (- waler served to GAP) 
Total Water Use 

Recycled Water Production Only 

Water use inside OCWO (excluding RW) 
% Potable Waler Used inside OCWO 
% Untreated Water Used inside OCWO 
% Recyded Water Used inside OCWO 

Total Potable Water Use inside OCWO 
Total Untreated Water Use inside OCWO 
MWO Supplement to Recyded Water System 
GW SUpplement to Recyded Water System 
RW used Inside OCWD 
Total Water used inside OCWD 

Non-exempt Groundwater Production 
DRWF 
Wel115 
OPAWell 
ln-ial ProdlJction 
Wei 106 & 72 (non-potable) 
OATS (Moved from exempt to non-exempt vi 2014115 

To!al Non-exempt GW 

Exempt Groundwater Production 
OATS 
IDP - Potable 
IOP - Non-potable 
IOP -SGU 
Weis 21/22 

Total Exempt GW 

Total GW Production (Ulside OCWO) 

BPP= 
Secondary BPP= 

Total Supplemental Water Inside OCWD before Water Conservation 

(Ordudc~tiTGQfwa&-

JUL-DEC 
32,157 
1,334 

18,516 
52,008 

11,982 

75.0% 
14.6% 
75.7% 

24,131 
195 

3,793 
2,741 

0 
30,860 

70% 
70% 

15,832 
505 

0 
0 

578 
4,310 
21,225 

0 
2,420 
1,860 
304 

2,160 
6,743 

27,968 

2,892 

JAN-JUN 
27,402 
1,700 

14,109 
43,212 

10,884 

75.0% 
14.6% 
75.7% 

20,563 
248 

1,904 
1,321 

0 
24,036 

12,472 
644 
200 
0 
0 

4,290 
17,605 

0 
2,210 
1,024 
297 

1,392 
4,923 

22.528 

1,507 

Total 
59,560 
3,035 

32,625 
95,220 

22,866 

75.0% 
14.6% 
75.7% 

44,694 
442 

5,697 
4,063 (includes SGU Water) 

0 
54,895 

38,427 
38,427 (only use dunng MWO Alodioos) 

28,305 
1,148 
200 
O l.Jne le and If of BEA form 

578 
8,600 
38,830 I -403 

0 
4,630 
2,884 
601 

3,552 
11,666 

50,496 

4,400 l.Jne 2a and 2b of BEA Form 

Polable Ag Glllt.Wldwater (Type 66 Water Users inside OCWO) 73 20 93 From Acre20FY .leis (2008 waler certified as MWO Ag, so used O) 
Non-potable Ag GroundWater {Twe 68 Water Users inside OCWO) 600 441 1,040 From Ag RA Cremts, Email Denise To-Nguyen for report 
Total Ag Groundwater 673 460 1,133 Line 1c and 1d ot BEA Form 

Total M&I Groundwa.ter 27,295 22,068 49,363 Line 1a and 1b of BEA Form 

Total Potable Waler Use 
Total Untreated CalaJlated Waler Use 
Total R~ Water Use 
Total Water Use 

% Pobblc Water Used inside OCWO 
% Untreated Water Used inside OCWD 
% Recyded Water Used inside 0CW0 

T olal Polable Water Use inside OCWO 
Total Untreated Water Use inside OCWO 
MWO SLWlefnent to Recyded Water System 
Groundwater to Recyded Water System 
RW used Inside OCWD 
Total Water used inside OCWO 

Non-exempt Groundwater Production 
DRWF 
Well11S 
OPAWeN 
ln-lietJ Production 
Wei 106 & 72 (non-potable) 
OATS (Moved from exempt to non-exemp4 in 2014/15 
Total Non-exempt GW 

Exempt Groundwater Production 
OATS (Moved from exempt 10 non--exempl ,n 2014115 
IDP - Potable 
IOP - Non-potable 
IDP-SGU 
Weis 21/22 
Total Non-exempt GW 

Total Non-exempt GW 

Total GW Production (inside OCWD) 

Total Supplemental Water Inside OCWD including RW 

Water Conservation Credits 
Total Supplemental Water inside OCWD 

610 From Wei Xu BEA Spreadsheet, Line 2c of BPP Form Tus number IS venfied by IRWO Conservat1011 Group (F1011a Sanchez) 
5,010 

~:"' 
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Orange County Water District 
Mailing Address: P.O. Box 8300 
Fountain Valley, CA 92728-8300 
(714) 378-3200 

BASIN EQUITY ASSESSMENT REPORT 
Water Year from July 1, 2014 Through June 30, 2015 

BASIN EQUITY ASSESSMENT REPORT 
For the year commencing Jul 01, 2014 and ending Jun 30, 2015 

Exhibit B 
Am mended 10/9/13 

To be completed and filed no later than September 30, 2015 by all Operators of Water Producing Facilities in OCWD who during the 
Water Year 2014 produced more than 25 acre-feet of water for both Irrigation and other than Irrigation purposes. 

Line 

Name/Agency 

Contact Person 

Mailing Address 
City, State & Zip Code 

Irvine Ranch Water District 
Mitchel! Robinson 

P.O. BOX 57000 

Irvine, CA 92619 

1 Total Groundwater Production (See attached schedule) 

a) Non-agricultural for period Jul 01 , 2014 to Dec 31 , 2014 

b) Non-agricultural for period Jan 01, 2015 to Jun 30, 2015 

c) Agricultural for period Jul 01, 2014 Dec 31 , 2014 

d) Agricultural for period Jan 01 , 2015 Jun 30, 2015 

e) In-Lieu Water Production Jul 01 , 2014 to Dec 31 , 2014 

f) In-Lieu Water Production Jan 01, 2015 to Jun 30, 2015 

g) Total Actual Groundwater and In-Lieu Water Production 

2 All Water from Supplemental Sources (Ag AND Non-ag) used solely 
within OCWD boundaries excluding MWD in-lieu water, In acre-feet to nearest 1110th: 

a) For period 

b) For period 

Jul 01 , 2014 to 

Jan 01 , 2015 to 

c) Water conservation Credit for1 Jul 01 , 2014 to 

d) Total Water from Supplemental Sources 

Dec 31, 2014 

Jun 30, 2015 

Jun 30, 2015 

3 Total Groundwater Production and Water from Supplemental Sources (1g + 2d) 

4 Basin Production Percentage (%) 

5 Multiply llne 3 by llne 4 In acre-feet to nearest 1110th (BPP Production) 

27,294.7 

22,068.1 

672.8 

460.2 

o.o 
0.0 

50,495.8 

Recycled water excluded 

2,892.1 

1,507.4 

610.0 

5,009.5 

55,505.3 

70.0% 

38,863.7 

(1g) 

(2d) 

3 

4 

5 

6 If Line 5 is less than line 1g, enter the difference in Line 6 Pumping Over BPP 11,642,1 6 

If Line 5 Is greater than Line 1 g, enter zero at Line 6 and Line 8 

7 a BASIN EQUITY ASSESSMENT PER ACRE-FOOT for Non-Ag Water 
b BASIN EQUITY ASSESSMENT PER ACRE-FOOT for Ag Water 

$598.00 /af 7a 
$704.00 /af 7b 

c PROPORTIONAL BASIN EQUITY ASSESSMENT Based on Ag and Non Ag Production amounts $600.38 /af 7c 

8 BASIN EQUITY ASSESSMENT: (Multiply Line 6 by Line 7C) 

If Line 8 = zero then ignore lines 9-11 and enter zero on line 12 

1. Excludes additional 380.2 af credit used in 2013-14 

$6,989,654 8 

2 of 19 
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Orange County Water District 
Mailing Address: P.O. Box 8300 
Fountain Valley, CA 92728-8300 
(714) 378-3200 

For the year commencing 
BASIN EQUITY ASSESSMENT REPORT 

Jul 01, 2014 and ending Jun 30, 2015 

9 Groundwater Produced from Colored Water Treatment Faclllty (No longer Exempt • 
OATS Well Nos. ca and C9 

For period Jul 01 , 2014 to Dec 31, 2014 0.0 
OATS Well Nos. ca and C9 

For period Jan 01 , 2015 to Jul 01 , 2015 o.o 
a Total 
b Documented O&M cost for Colored Water Treatment Facility- $/af 
C BEA Credit - DATS O&M (if line 6> line 9A then line 9A x line 9B; If not line 6 x line 9B) 
d Remaining BEA Capital Credit (line 7C • line 9B) 
e Amount of BEA Capital Credit applied against Project Capital Cost (IF line a> line 9A 

then line 9A X line 90, if not then line 6 x line 90) 

10 Groundwater Produced from lrvlne Desalter Project Treatment Facility 
IDP Well Nos. ET1 and ET2; IRWD 76, 77, 78, 107, 110 & Navy SGU Wells 

For period Jul 01, 2014 to Dec 31, 2014 
IDP Well Nos. ET1 and ET2; IRWD 76, 77, 78, 107, 110 & Navy SGU Wells 

For period Jan 01, 2015 to Jul 01 , 2015 
a Total 
b Documented O&M cost for Irvine Desalter Treatment Facility - $/af 
c BEA Credit - IDP O&M (if line e - line 9a> line 10a then line 10a x line 10b; if not, 

then (line 6 • line 9a) x line 1 Ob) 
d Remaining BEA Capital Credit (line 7c - lina10b) 

4,582.8 

3,531.4 

e Amount of BEA Capital Credit applied against Project Capital Cost (IF line a - line 9a) > 
line 10a then line 10a x line 10d, if not then (line 6 - line 9a) x line 10d) 

11 Groundwater Produced from Wells 21 and 22 Water Treatment Faclllty 
Well Nos. 21 and 22 

For period Jul 01, 2014 to Dec 31, 2014 
Well Nos. 21 and 22 

For period Jan 01, 2015 to Jun 30, 2015 
a Total 
b Documented O&M cost for Wells 21/22 Facility - $/af 
c BEA Credit - Wells 21/22 O&M 

2,160.0 

1,391 .5 

(IF line 8 - line 9a • line 1 Oa> line 11 a then line 11 a x line 11 b; If not. than (line 8 - line 9a - line 10a) x line 11 b) 
d Remaining BEA Capital Credit (line 7c - line11b) 
e Amount of BEA Capital Credit applied against Project Capital Cost 

Exhibit B 
Ammended 10/9/13 

0.0 9a 
$20.00 lat 9b 

$0 9c 
$580.38 laf 9d 

$0 9e 

8,114.2 10a 
$43.96 /af 10b 

$356,705 10c 

$556.42 /af 10d 
$4,514,885 10e 

3,551.5 11a 
$600.38 /af 11 b 

$2,118,063 11c 

$0.00 laf 11d 
$0 11e 

(IF line 6 - line 9a - line 1 0a) > line 11 a then line 11 a x line 11 d, If not then (line 6 - line 9a - line 1 Oa) x line 11 d) 

12 TOTAL BASIN EQUITY ASSESSMENT CREDIT FROM PROJECTS (10c+1oe+11c+11e)* 

13 REMAINING BASIN EQUITY ASSESSMENT TO BE PAID (line a - line 11) 

$6,989,654 

$0 

Note: Return original statements and pay assessment on or before September 30, 2015 to avoid penalties and Interest. 

I DECLARE under the penalties of perjury that this Basin Assessment Report, including the 

• 1n Line 12 eliminated OATS (Line 9) and added Wells 21 and 22 (Line 11) 

Date Signature 

Enclosed is check or money order No. ____ on _____ for$. ________ _ 
(Bank No.) 

12 

13 

1. Excludes additional 380.2 af credit used in 2013-14 
3 of 19 
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ORANGE COUNTY WATER DISTRICT 

Mailing Address: P. 0. Box 8300 

Fountain Valley, CA 92728-8300 

(714)378-3200 

BASIN EQUITY ASSESSMENT REPORT 
For the year commencing July 1, 2014 and ending June 30, 2015 

To be completed and filed no later than September 30, 2015 by Irvine Ranch Water District for Dyer Road Wellfield production, per Third Amendment to the Agreement, 
dated November 3, 1999. 

Line 

1 

a} 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

f) 

g) 

h) 

I) 

j) 

2 

3 

Irvine Ranch Water District 
P. o. Box 57000 
Irvine, CA 92619-7000 

GROUNDWATER AND IN-LIEU WATER PRODUCTION FROM DYER ROAD WELL FIELD (DRWF) 

CLEAR Water Production for Period July 1, 2014 to Sept 30, 2015 

CLEAR Water Production for Period May 1, 2015 to June 30, 2015 

CLEAR Water Production that €!*6eeds 20,000 AF "Summer'' lim ii.alien months (Line 1a + Line 1 b). 

Total CLEAR Water Production for Period July 1, 2014 to June 30, 2015 

Amount of CLEAR Water Production for Period July 1, 2014 to June 30, 2015 that exceeds above 20,000 AF and up to 28,000 AF 

Total COLORED Water Production up to 8,000 AF for Period July 1, 2014 to June 30, 2015 
Amount of CLEAR Water Production over above 20,000 AF and up to 28,000 AF that exceeds COLORED Water 
Production Match for Period July 1, 2014 to June 30, 2015 (If Line 1 f is less than 8,000 AF and Line 1e is greater than 
Line 1f, Subtract Line 1f from Line 1e, otherwise zero). 

Total IN LIEU Water Received for Period July 1, 2014 to June 30, 2015 

Total CLEAR Water Production and IN LIEU Water Received for Period July 1, 2014 to June 30, 2015 {Line 1d plus Line 
1h) 

Amount of CLEAR Water Production and IN LIEU Water Received for Period July 1, 2014 to June 30, 2015 that exceeds 
28,000 AF limitation (Subtract 28,000 AF from Line 1i). 

BASIN EQUITY ASSESSMENT PER ACRE-FOOT 

BASIN EQUITY ASSESSMENT: Multiply the total of Lines 1c, 1g, and 1j by Line 2 

Note: Return original statement and pay assessment on or before September 30, 2015 to avoid penalties and interest 

Actual 
A.F. 

9,036.6 1a 

5,520.1 1b 

14,556.7 

28,304.7 1d 

8,000.0 1e 

8,000.0 1f 

0.0 1h 

28,304.7 1i 

I DECLARE under the penalties of perjury that this Basin Equity Assessment Report, including the statements made and the figures 

shown, has been examined by me, and to the best of my knowledge and belief is a true, correct and complete statement 

Date ________ Signature _ __________________ Phone: ___________ _ 

ENCLOSED IS CHECK OR MONEY ORDER NO. _ _ _ _ _ ON _ _ ____ FOR $ _________ _ 
(Bank No.) 

DRWF 

$ 

$ 

Exceedance 
A.F. 

NIA 1c 

0.0 1g 

304.7 1j 

598.00 2 

182,210.60 3 



DATS 2014-15 O&M Expenses 
Raw OATS water pumped: 

G/L 443 Exp_enses Total O&M $/AF of Raw OATS Water 
43 Expense Codes 110, 120, & 130: Treatment Plant Staff costs: $0~00 

OATS Plant Energy: $0.00 
G/L 443 Expense Code 240: Telephone service: $0.00 
G/L 443 Expense Code 310: Chemical treatment: $0.00 
G/L 443 Expense Code 320: Operating Supplies: $0.00 
G/L 443 Expense Code 460: Membrane Replacements: $0.00 
G/L 443 Expense Code 490: Cost of disposing of concentrate to OCSD: $0.00 
G/L 443 Expense Code 500: Repairs: $0.00 
G/L 443 ExQ_ense Code 600: Equipment Usage: $0:00 

SL!btotal O&M $/AF: $0.00 
Land Lease OATS Land Lease Payment: $0.00 

OATS Capital Credit on 7-01-14 (without the debt interest on original construction costs):
From Tanya Fournier or Jennifer Davis: Average IRWD interest rate for servicing debt for fiscal year 2014-15: 

Cost of financing the OATS Capital for fiscal year 2014-15: $0 
Cost of debt service on OATS capital per AF: $0.00 

$20/AF Incentive from OCWO: $20.00 
Total O&M $/AF for treating OATS Water: $20.00 

IRWD does not include Expense Code 210 in the above because it pays the non-exempt OCWD Replenishment Assessment. 

OATS Energy $/AF 
G/L 443 Expense Code 220: 
OATS Plant plus Wells $/AF: $0.00 

Cost to lift well water to ground surface: $0.00 
OATS Plant Energy: $0.00 

Change Cell link to current year's capital exemption credit 

$55,260.52 
0 



IDP Potable, Nonpotable, and SGU O&M Expenses 
FY 2014-15 

IDP Potable Treatment Plant O&M Expenses 

GIL 468 Expense Codes 110, 120, & 130: 

GIL 468 Ex.!!!_nses 

$344,382.02 
374,612 

$0 
$207,044 

Treatment Plant Staff costs 
IDP Plant Electrical Energy 
Telephone 

4 ,629.5 IDP potable well water pumpage (without Well 115) in AF. (Ofelia's Water Flow Consolidated spreadst 

$727,781 .17 Process 5180 (historical G/L468) Expense Code 220 (Electricity) for both Wells 76,77,110and LAWRF 
$353,169 Cost to lift well water to ground surface for wells 76, 77, 107, & 110. (See Tom Bonkowski to prepare t 
$374,612 

G1L 468 Expense Code 240: 
G1L 468 Expense Code 310: 
GIL 468 Expense Code 320: 
GIL 468 Expense Code 340: 
GIL 468 Expense Code 420: 
GIL 468 Expense Code 460: 
GIL 468 Expense Code 490: 
G/l 468 Expense Code 500: 
G/l 468 Expense Code 530: 
G/l 468 ~e Code 600: 

Subtotal: 

$48,612 
$0 
so 
$0 
so 
$0 

$866 
$26,682 

$1,002,198.37 

IDP Nonpotable Wells and Plant (PAP) O&M Expenses 

G1L 567 Expense Codes 110, 120, & 130: 
(Do NOT type the Expense rode 220} 

GIL 567 Expense Code 310: 
GIL 567 Expense Code 320: 
GIL 567 Expense Code 340: 
GIL 567 Expense Code 500: 
GIL 567 Expense Code 530: 
GIL 567 ~ Code 600: 

Subtotal: 

IDP SGU Expenses 

GIL 568 Expense Codes 110, 120, & 130: 
Gil 568 Expense Code 220: 
GIL 568 Expense Code 310: 
Gil 568 Expense Code 320: 
Gil 568 Expense Code 340: 
G1L 568 Expense Code 420: 
GIL 568 Expense Code 490: 
GIL 568 Expense Code 500: 
GIL 568 Expense Code 530: 
GIL 568 Expense Code 550: 
GIL 568 ~ Code 600: 

Subtotal: 

other Expenses a.nd Credits 
O&M $ for the 3 types of water above: 

Annual Navy reimbursement (IDP "Off-Station"): 
Annual Navy reimbursement (SGU): 

Annual MWD LRP (GRP): 
Net IRWD O&M Exempted Cosls: 

GIL567~ 
79,827 
69,820 
34,697 

8,927 

2,186 
3,677 

199,134 

G/L568~ses 
99,839 
85,499 
68,774 

(74,955} 

3,325 

42,376 
2 ,873 

5,102 
$232,834 

$1,434,167 
(460,057) 

($91 ,687.00) 
(1, 115,500) 
($233,077) 

Chemical treabnent 
Operali"lJ Supplies 
Postage 
Equipment Rental 
Membrane Replacements 
Repairs - Other Agencies 
Repairs 
Water Qua~ty Sampling & Lab Fees 
Eg~t>_mElfl! Usage 

IDP Potable O&M $/AF: 

ET-1 Pumpage only (in AF}: 

$216.48 

ET-1. ET-2. and w78 pumpage: 2,883.6 From Ofeia's WaaFlowConsolidated spreadsheeL 
Principal Aquifer Plant Staff costs 
Electricity for PAP Trealrnent Costs (Well ET-1 pump motor electricity is not included.) 
Chemical trealrnent 
Operating Suppijes 
Postage 
Repairs 
Water Quality Sampling & Lab Fees 
Equipment Usage 

IDP Nonpotable O&M $/AF: $69.06 

Raw SGU water pumped in AF: 

Treatment Plant Staff costs 
Electridty 
Chemical treatment 
Operating Supplies 
Postage 
Equipment Rental 
Repairs - Other Agencies 
Repairs 
Water Quality Sampling & Lab Fees 
Data Processing 
Equipment Usage 

IDP SGU O&M S/AF: 

601.1 From Ofeia's Water FlowConsoidaled spreadsheel 

$387.35 

Pumpage for 3 types of IDP water. 8,114.2 
O&M per AF before credits: $176.75 

See 'Shed of Navy TCE ra'. Change to new FY. 
to obtain number, see IRWD Accounting (Sophia Phuong} for annual O&M expenses accrued to G/l 371 
see Denise To-Nguyen for the annual MWD LRP (Local Resource Project} 

O&M per AF after credits: ($28.72) 

IDP Capital Costs as of 7-01-14 
Average IRWD interest rate for se!Vicing debt for fiscal year 2014-15 

Interest on the IDP Capital for fiscal year 2014-15 
Cost of debt service on IDP capital per AF: 

$20/AF Incentive from OCWD: 

$20,955,800 Remember to draw tile Capital Costs down by the Capital Credit 
2.04% 

$427,498 
$52.69 
S20.00 

Total O&M $/AF for treating IDP Potable, Nonpotable, a.nd SGU Water: $43.96 

Portion< 

t 

$:;b_.: 
.ti-. 

. 
1 
~ 

---

--($ 

LRP 
--$ 



Wells 21/22 2014-15 O&M Expenses 

Process 5187 Ex~nses 
43 Expense Codes 110, 120, & 130: 253,695 

GIL 443 Expense Code 240: 
GIL 443 Expense Code 310: 
GIL 443 Expense Code 320: 
GIL 443 Expense Code 460: 
GIL 443 Expense Code 490: 
GIL 443 Expense Code 500: 
GIL 443 Expense Code 600: 

340,528 

79,333 
8,790 

990,043 
56,251 
23,381 

1,752,021 

Raw Wells 21/22 water pumped: 3,552 

Total O&M $/AF of Raw Wells 21/22 Water 
Treatment Plant Staff costs: $71.43 

Wells 21/22 Plant Energy: $95.88 
Telephone service: $0.00 

Chemical treatment $22.34 
Operating Supplies: S2.48 

Membrane Replacements: S0.00 
Cost of disposing of concentrate to OCSD: $278.77 

Repairs: S15.84 
Equipment Usage: $6.58 

Subtotal O&M $/AF: $493.32 

Wells 21/22 Capital Credit on 7--01-14 (without the debt interest on original construction costs): $27,946,799 
2.04% 

$570,1 15 
$160.53 

From Tanya Fournier or Jennifer Davis: Average IRWD interest rate for servicing debt for fiscal year 2014-15: 
Cost of financing the Wells 21/22 Capital for fiscal year 2014-15: 

Cost of debt service on Wells 21/22 capital per AF: 

$20/AF Incentive from OCWD: $20.00 
Total O&M $/AF for treating Wells 21/22 Water: $673.85 

IRWD does not indude Expense Code 210 in the above because it pays the non-exempt OCWD Replenishment Assessment. 

C"har.~ lin!t to <:•Jrrent ye;;;r'5 C<lPrtcJI ei:cc;mplion cre-·J 
___ __ FIJf 3 monlhs cifoperal1on 1n FVZ012-1 ,_ U$~ (,.s.,•1o mstox 



Facility Capltal and Oper1don and Malntonanoe II needed to verify, see IRWO Acoounting (Bonnie MacDonald) for ar 
Reimbursement, Schtdul1 

1nv111mtnt Rat, 5.475% 
Avarog1 Inflation rate 3.000'A 

O&M Slartup date 06116/06 

Year Truat e•xmen11 Accumulated Trust 
O&M Prol!e1 Doeg;all Facll!!)'. O&M P,~m,nt1 eeience 1n11,eat 

.fJwlJLr 
6/20/2003 recetved 0,0 14,911,000 500,000 15,200,082 14,411,000 

7/26/2004 rec:,tved 1.0 1,207,200 15.268,405 13.703,800 

7/24/2006 rooetvod 2.0 4,389.600 12,104,005 10,521,400 

2/12/2007 nvolced 7'7200 9 410 100 7 339 000 .,. 41 339 000 

.ll,lM 
2/16/2007 0,5 2,5 182,819 7,754,819 9,480,102 252,821 9,227,481 

8/16/2007 1.0 3.0 185,358 7,939,977 9,548,207 253,483 9,294,744 
2/1812008 u 3.5 188,139 8,128,118 9,617,347 257,279 9,380,088 
8/18/2008 2.0 4.0 19(),'lljl 8,319,077 9,884,453 258.087 9,428,386 report to ocwo for 08-09 

2/18/2009 2.5 4.S 193,125 9,512,902 9,780,453 259,825 9,490,928 report to OCWO for 08-09 

8/16/2009 3.0 8.0 198,732 8,709,634 9,815.273 261,552 9.$53,721 rtport 10 OCWD ror 09°10 

2/18/2010 3.5 5.5 199,884 8,909,318 9.$78.838 283,247 9,815,569 report to ocwo ror 09-1 o 
6118/2010 4.0 8.0 202,679 9,111,997 9,941,082 264,905 9,678,157 repon 10 OCWO ror 10-11 

2/16/2011 4,5 8.5 205.719 9,317,716 10,001,068 288,525 9,735,343 report lo OCWO ror 10·11 
8/18/2011 5.0 7.0 208,804 9,526,520 10,081,189 268,105 9,793,064 repM 10 ocwo ror 11<12 

2/16/2012 5.5 7.5 211,937 0.738,457 10,11e,875 269,843 9,849,232 reporttoOCWO for 11-12 

8118/2012 8.0 8,0 215,118 9,953,573 10,174,895 271,138 0.003.759 roport to OCWD for 12•13 

2/16/2013 8.5 8.5 218,343 10,171.916 10.229.133 272.881 9,958,552 repon lo ocwo ror 12-13 

8/18/2013 7.0 0.0 221,617 10,393,533 10,281,492 273,976 10,007,518 report 10 OCWD ror 13-14 

2/16/2014 7.5 9.5 224,942 10,610,475 10,331,889 275,310 10,05M50 roPon 10 OCWD for 13-14 

8/10/2014 a.o 10.0 228,318 10,848,791 10,380,158 278,805 10,103,553 rOPort 10 OCWD for 14, 15 

2/16/2015 8.5 10.S 231.741 11,078.532 10,420,251 277,834 10,14M17 report 10 OCWO lor 14·15 410,017 
8/18/2015 9.0 11.0 235.217 11,313,749 10,470,035 279,001 10,101,034 

2/18/2018 u 11.5 238,748 11,552,485 10,511,392 280.103 10,231,289 

8/18/2018 10.0 12.0 242,328 11,784,821 10,550,202 281,136 10,289,086 

2/18/2017 10.5 12.5 245,901 12,040,782 10,588,341 282,100 10,304,241 

8/1812017 11,0 13.0 249,851 12,290,433 10,819,878 282,900 10,338,890 

2/18/2018 11.5 13.5 253,396 12,543,829 10,850,081 203,799 10,386,282 

8/16/2018 12.0 14,0 257,198 12,801,025 10,877,411 284,528 10,392,885 
2/18/2019 12.5 14.5 281,054 13,062,079 10,701,528 m.m 10,418,357 

0/1812019 13.0 15,0 284,970 13,327,049 10,722,278 285,722 10,438,556 

2/16/2020 13.5 1U 288,945 13,595,994 10,739,515 288,182 10,453,333 

8/1812020 14.0 16.0 272.979 13,888,973 10,753,079 288,543 10,488,538 

2/16/2021 14,5 16.S 277,074 14,148,047 10,782,808 288,803 10,478,005 

8/16/2021 15.0 17.0 281.230 14,427.277 10,788,533 286,955 10,481,578 

2/18/2022 15,5 17.5 285,448 14,712,725 10,770,080 28U95 10.483.085 

8/1812022 18.0 18.0 289,729 15,002,454 10,787,272 286,921 10,480,351 

2/16/2023 18.5 18.S 294,078 15,290.,30 10,759,921 286,725 10,473.108 

8/1812023 17,0 19.0 298,487 15,595,017 10,747,838 288,404 10,481,434 

2/1812024 17.5 19.5 302,984 15,897,981 10,730,823 285,949 10,444,874 

8/18/2024 18.0 20,0 307.509 18,205,490 10,708,874 285,380 10,423,314 

2/18/2025 18.5 20,5 312,122 18,517,612 10,881,180 284.928 10,399.552 

8/1812025 19.0 21 .0 318,803 16,834,415 10,848,123 283,748 10,384,377 

2/18/2028 19.5 21 .5 321,555 17,155,970 10,809,278 282,711 10,326,588 

8/16/2028 20.0 22.0 326,379 17,482,349 10,584,418 281,518 10,282,900 

2/18/2027 20.5 22.5 331,274 17,813,623 10,513,295 280,153 10,233,142 

8/16/2027 21.0 23.0 338,243 18,149.888 10,455,889 278,817 10,177,052 

2/16/2028 21.5 23,5 341,287 18,491,153 10,391,284 278,002 10,114,382 

8/18/2028 22.0 24.0 348,408 18,837,559 10,319,077 274,899 10,044,878 

2/16/2028 22,5 24.8 351,803 19,189,182 10,241,177 272,903 9,088,274 
8/1812020 23.0 25.0 358,878 19,548,038 10,154,903 270,802 9,884,301 

2/18/2030 23.5 2U 382,230 19,908,288 10,080,788 288,095 9,792,873 

8/18/2030 24.0 28,0 387,8G3 20,275,931 9,958,474 285,389 9,893,105 

2/1812031 24.5 28.5 373,178 20,849,109 9,847,713 282,417 9,585,288 

8/18/2031 25.0 27.0 378,775 21,027.884 9,728.189 259,231 9,468,938 

2/18/2032 25.5 27.5 384,458 21,412,342 9,599,515 255,804 0,343,711 

8/1812032 26.0 26.0 390,224 21,802,586 9,481.415 272,124 9,209,291 

2/18/2033 28.5 28.5 388,077 22,198,843 9,313,619 228,181 9,085,338 

8/18/2033 27.0 29.0 402,010 22.800,662 9,155,471 243,971 8,911,500 

2/18/2034 27,5 29,5 408,049 23,008,711 8,986,901 219,479 8,747,422 

8/18/2034 28,0 30.0 414,169 23,422,880 8.807,426 254,898 8,552,732 

2/16/2035 28.5 30,6 420,383 23,843,283 8,616,858 229,813 8,387,045 

8/16/2035 20.0 31.0 428,888 24,289,851 8,414,187 224.197 8,189,970 

2/18/2038 29.5 31.5 433,088 24,703,038 8,199,696 218,519 7,981,079 

8/16/2036 30.0 32.0 430,684 25,142,823 7,872,480 212,488 7,780,014 

2/1612037 30.5 32.5 448,179 25,588,802 7,732,329 208,028 7,528,301 

8/18/2037 31.0 33.0 452,871 28,041,673 7,478,748 189,290 7,279,458 

2/18/2038 31.5 33,5 459,884 28,501,337 7,211,245 192,181 7,019,084 

8/18/2038 32.0 34,0 468,559 28.087,89$ 8,929,337 184,851 6,744,688 

2/16/2039 32.5 34.8 473,557 27,441,453 8,632,519 176,730 8.495.780 
8/1812039 33.0 35.0 480,881 27,822,114 o.320,278 168,420 6,151,858 

2/18/2040 33.5 35.5 487,871 28,409,986 5,992,082 159,875 5,832,407 

8/16/2040 34,0 38,0 495,189 28,805,174 5,847,382 150,489 5,488,893 
2/18/2041 34.5 38.5 502,816 29,407,790 5,286.814 140,848 5,144,786 

8/18/2041 35.0 37.0 510.158 29.917,948 4,908,196 130,738 4,775,458 
2/18/2042 35.5 37,5 817,808 30,435,754 4,508,520 120.141 4,388,388 

8/1812042 38.0 38.0 525,576 30,081,330 4,091,995 109,042 3,982,953 

2/16/2043 36.5 38.5 533,459 31,494,789 3,855,958 97,422 3,558.538 
8/16/2043 37.0 39.0 541,480 32,036,249 3,100,783 85,285 3,114,498 

2118/2044 37.5 39.5 549,583 32,585,832 2,722.735 72,555 2,850,180 

8/18/2044 38.0 40.0 m,m 33,143,659 2,224,177 59,289 2,104 ,908 

2/18/2045 38.5 40,5 580,194 33,709,853 1,703,374 45,391 1.857,983 

8/1812045 30.0 41 .0 574,886 34,284,530 1,169,687 30,899 1,128,888 

2/18/2048 39.5 41,5 583,307 34,887,848 592,057 15,777 578,280 
8/16/2046 40.0 42.0 592,057 35,459,903 

i'o1a1 ~4191~1000 ,,,1~
1
aaa ~,,m,§ijJ ~n1!i1.naJ 

lilr.m!rul.tl'. 
lnltlal Oepo1lt to Trust 14,911,000 
lnttrttl 20,548,903 
P'aollity Paymanla (7,572,000) 
D&MP1vmen11 
Bal,nco 

~I,887,8031 



Drawdown of the IDP BEA Capital Credit 

Balance on the IDP 
BEA CaQ.ital Credit 

Total of IDP Capital Credits on 11-30-09: $36,821 ,998 
Just for this year only: Offset from MWD LRP for IDP for FY 07-08: $784,800 

IDP Capital Exemption Credit spent to pay the Preliminary Basin Equity Assessment in 2007-08: $0 
Best estimate of balance of IDP Capital Credits on 7-1-08: $36,037,198 

IDP Capital Exemption Credit spent to pay the Preliminary Basin Equity Assessment in 2008-09: $2,733,141 
Remaining balance of IDP Capital Credits on 7-1-09: $33,304,056 

IDP Capital Exemption Credit spent to pay the Preliminary Basin Equity Assessment in 2009-10: $2,979,857 
Remaining balance of I DP Capital Credits on 7-01-10: $30,324,199 

IDP Capital Exemption Credit spent to pay the Preliminary Basin Equity Assessment in 2010-11 : $1 ,267,984 
Remaining balance of IDP Capital Credits on 7-01-11 : $29,056,215 

IDP Capital Exemption Credit spent to pay the Preliminary Basin Equity Assessment in 2011-12: $2,130,270 
Remaining balance of IDP Capital Credits on 7-01-12: $26,925,945 

IDP Capital Exemption Credit spent to pay the Preliminary Basin Equity Assessment in 2012-13 $2,176,679 
Remaining balance of IDP Capital Credits on 7-01-13: $24,749,266 

IDP Capital Exemption Credit spent to pay the Preliminary Basin Equity Assessment in 2013-14 
Remaining balance of IDP Capital Credits on 7-01-14: $20,955,800 

IDP Capital Exemption Credit spent to pay the Preliminary Basin Equity Assessment in 2014-15 $4,514,885 
Remaining balance of IDP Capital Credits on 7-01-15: $16,440,915 

Xu,Wei: 
This is the credit applied from 
2013/14 BEA report filed by II 



Drawdown of the DATS BEA Capital Credit 

Drawing down the 
OATS BEA Capital 

Credit from the 
Drawing down the interest on the 

original OATS capital spent in 4 
BEA Capital years of original! 

Credit construction Totals 
Total of OATS Capital Credits on 7-01-02: $15,991,665 $558,447 $16,550,112 

OATS Capital Exemption Credit spent to pay the Preliminary Basin Equity Assessment in 2002-03: $175,305 $6,122 $181,427 
Remaining balance of OATS Capital Credits on 7-01-03: $15,816,360 $552,326 $16,368,685 

OATS Capital Exemption Credit spent to pay the Preliminary Basin Equity Assessment in 2003-04: $980,901 $34,254 $1,015,155 
Remaining balance of OATS Capital Credits on 7-01-04: $14,801,205 $518,071 $15,353,530 

OATS Capital Exemption Credit spent to pay the Preliminary Basin Equity Assessment in 2004-05: $576,410 $20, 12!9 $596,538 
Remaining balance of OATS Capital Credits on 7-01-05: $14,224,795 $497,943 $14,756,992 

OATS Capital Exemption Credit spent to pay the Preliminary Basin Equity Assessment in 2005-06: $767,411 $26,799 $794,210 
Remaining balance of OATS Capital Credits on 7-01-06: $13,457,384 $471,144 $13,962,782 

OATS Capital Exemption Credit spent to pay the Preliminary Basin Equity Assessment in 2006-07: $338,780 $11,831 $350,611 
Remaining balance of OATS Capital Credits on 7-01-07: $13,118,604 $459,31:3 $13,612,171 

OATS Capital Exemption Credit spent to pay the Preliminary Basin Equity Assessment in 2007-08: $33,996 $1,187 $35,183 
Remaining balance of OATS Capital Credits on 7-01-08: $13,084,608 $458,126 $13,576,988 

OATS Capital Exemption Credit spent to pay the Preliminary Basin Equity Assessment in 2008-09: $1,828,543 $63,855 $1,892,398 
Remaining balance of OATS Capital Credits on 7-01-09: $11,256,065 $394,271 $11,684,590 

OATS Capital Exemption Credit spent to pay the Preliminary Basin Equity Assessment in 2009-10: $2,165,865 $75,635 $2,241,500 
Remaining balance of OATS Capital Credits on 7-01-10: $9,090,199 $318,636 $9,443,090 

OATS Capital Exemption Credit spent to pay the Preliminary Basin Equity Assessment in 2010-11: $1,193,059 $41,663 $1,234,722 
Remaining balance of OATS Capital Credits on 7-01-11: $7,897,140 $276,973 $8,208,368 

OATS Capital Exemption Credit spent to pay the Preliminary Basin Equity Assessment in 2011-12: $2,151,417 $75,130 $2,226,547 
Remaining balance of OATS Capital Credits on 7-01-12: $5,745,723 $201,844 $5,981,821 

OATS Capital Exemption Credit spent to pay the Preliminary Basin Equity Assessment in 2012-13: $1,464,167 $51,130 $1,515,298 
Remaining balance of OATS Capital Credits on 7-01-13: $4,281,556 $150,713 $4,466,523 

OATS Capital Exemption Credit spent to pay the Preliminary Basin Equity Assessment in 2013-14: $3,367,750 $117,606 $3,485,355 



This cell is presently linked to "BEA Form 162." After each FYE, do a Paste Special - Value command on this eel... Check last yean 



Drawdown of the Wells 21/22 BEA Capital Credit 

Total of Wells 21/22 Capital Credits on 04-01-13: 
Just for this year only: Offset from Grant Funding 

Balance on the IDP 
BEA Capital Credit 

$40,536,207 
($12,589.408} 
$27,946,799 

Wells 21/22 Capital Exemption Credit spent to pay the Preliminary Basin Equity Assessment in 2012-13: $0 
Remaining balance of Wells 21/22 Capital Credits on 7-1-13: $27,946,799 

Wells 21/22 Capital Exemption Credit spent to pay the Preliminary Basin Equity Assessment in 2013-14: $0 
Remaining balance of Wells 21/22 Capital Credits on 7-1-14: $27,946,799 

Wells 21/22 Capital Exemption Credit spent to pay the Preliminary Basin Equity Assessment in 2014-15: $0 
Remaining balance of Wells 21122 Capital Credits on 7-1-15: $27,946,799 

This cell is p 
and then mo· 



resently linked to "BEA Form 188." After each FYE, do a Paste Special - Value command on this eel... 
ve the link down to the next FY ... 



DATS Capital Costs 
Largest OATS Purchase Orders (Project 15050) 

P&L constructs OATS treatment plant & two well head facilities (includes 14 Change Orders): $10,801,125 
Beylik Drilling costs to construct well casings C-8 and C-9: $2,258,789 

Boyle Engineering Corp -- design: $329,009 
City of Santa Ana -- cost of land for treatment plant: $175,000 

Separate Pascal & Ludwig costs for OATS permits and landscaping the treatment plant: $167,995 
COM hydrogeological services during well construction: $143,431 

Malcolm Pirnie -- desi~n: _ $70,895 
Subtotal of major expenditures; percentage of the total: $13,946,244 96% 

All Purchase Orders on Accounts Payable: $14,591,513 
IRWD Payroll: $496,043 

IRWD Payroll Benefits: $7,542 
IRWD G&A: $861,376 

Subtotal: $15,956,474 
Rental of IRWD equipment, purchase of inventory e>ut ~f the wcireh_ous~. etc.: _ $35,191 

Total of all OATS expenditures: $15,991,665 

Financing the DA TS Capital Costs 
Principle spent in 0.33% 13.49% 

Total "Acquisition Amount" for Project 15050, Construction of OATS: $15,991,665 each fiscal year: $52,772 $2,157,276 
Deduct any state or federal grants or gifts to construct OATS: $0 (IRWD did not receive any state or federal grants o 

Debt servicing for planning, designing, and constructing OATS 
year 1998-99: 
year 1999-00: 
year 2000-01: 

year 2001-02 (OATS pumped into the system for the 1st time in the spring of 2002): 
Total debt servicing for original OATS costs: 

Total original OATS Capital Cost plus the cost of debt servicing: 

$15,991,665 

Annual interest rate 
for financing IRWD's debt 

$1,710 3.24% 
$76,026 3.44% 

$181,668 3.36% 
$299,044 1.87% 
$558,447 

$16,550,112 

$1,710 
$1,815 
$1,773 

$987 
$6,285 

$0 
$74,210 
$72,484 
$40,341 

$187,036 



19.99% 66.19% 100.00% 
$3,196,734 $10,584,883 

,r any other gift money to construct OATS.) 

$0 
$0 

$107,410 
$59,779 

$167,189 

$0 
$0 
$0 

$197,937 
$197,937 



ORANGE COUNTY WATER DISTRICT 
Mailing Address: P.O. Box 8300 
Fountain Valley, CA 92728-8300 
(714) 378-3291 

QUANTIFIABLE WATER CONSERVATION PROGRAM 
CREDIT CERTIFICATION FORM 

Water Year from July 01, 2013 through June 30, 2014 

To be completed and filed no later than September 30, 2014 by all Operators of Water Producing Facilities in the 
Orange County Water District for Water Year 2014. 

IRVINE RANCH WATER DISTRICT 
ATTN: FIONA SANCHEZ 
P.O. BOX 57000 
IRVINE, CA 92619 

CONSERVATION CREDITS FOR AGENCY (IN ACRE FEET): 

1. AMOUNT OF HIGH EFFICIENCY TOILETS (HET) RETROFIT(S): 

a) Current Period (7/1/12 to 6/30/13) 
810 HET retrofits x 38 gal. per day x 365 days/ 325,900 gal. per a.f. 

b) Previous accumulated total credit (Limited to 10 years) 

c) Less fully utilized credit 

c1) Conservation Credits from 2014-15 

d) Total HET Conservation Credit 

2. AMOUNT OF ULTRA-LOW-FLOW SHOWER HEADS (ULSH) RETROFIT(S): 

a) Current Period (7/1/12 to 6/30/13) -- Program Ended 

34.5 1a 

663.0 1b 

0.0 1c 

418.4 

244 ULSH retrofits x 5.5 gal. per day x 365 days x 2.5 people per dwelling I 325,900 gal. per a.f. 3.8 2a 

b) Previous accumulated total credit (Limited to 2 years) 0.0 2b 

1115.9 1d 

c) Total ULSH Conservation Credit 3.8 2c 

3. GRAND TOTAL QUANTIFIABLE WATER CONSERVATION CREDITS l[]TI!!JI 3 

(For OCWD Accounting Use Only) DO NOT WRITE IN THIS SPACE 

Figures Verified By: 

CERTIFICATION 

I declare under the penalties of perjury that this credit certification form, including the statements made and the figures shown, 
has been examined by me and to the best of my knowledge and belief is a true, correct and complete statement. 

Date Signature Phone No. 



ORANGE COUNTY WATER DISTRICT 
Mailing Address: P.O. Box 8300 
Fountain Valley, CA 92728-8300 
(714) 378-3291 

QUANTIFIABLE WATER CONSERVATION PROGRAM 
CREDIT CERTIFICATION FORM 

Water Year from July 01, 2014 through June 30, 2015 

To be completed and filed no later than September 30, 2015 by all Operators of Water Producing Facilities in the 
Orange County Water District for Water Year 2015. 

IRVINE RANCH WATER DISTRICT 
ATTN: FIONA SANCHEZ 
P .0. BOX 57000 
IRVINE, CA 92619 

CONSERVATION CREDITS FOR AGENCY (IN ACRE FEET): 

1. AMOUNT OF HIGH EFFICIENCY TOILETS (HET) RETROFIT(S): 

a) Current Period (7/1/14 to 6/30/15) 
8.585 HET retrofits x 38 gal. per day x 365 days / 325,900 gal. per a.f. 

b) Previous accumulated total credit (Limited to 10 years) 

c) Less fully utilized credit (credits used in 2013-14 BEA Report) 

d) Total HET Conservation Credit 

2. AMOUNT OF ULTRA-LOW-FLOW SHOWER HEADS (ULSH) RETROFIT(S): 

a) Current Period (7/1 /14 to 6/30/15) -- Program Ended 

365.4 1a 

663.0 1b 

418.4 1c 

Q ULSH retrofits x 5.5 gal. per day x 365 days x 2.5 people per dwelling/ 325,900 gal. per a.f. _.QR_ 2a 

b) Previous accumulated total credit (Limited to 2 years) 0.0 2b 

c) Total ULSH Conservation Credit 

610.0 1d 

0.0 2c 

3. GRAND TOTAL QUANTIFIABLE WATER CONSERVATION CREDITS 11 610.0jl 3 

(For OCWD Accounting Use Only) DO NOT WRITE IN THIS SPACE 

Figures Verified By: 

CERTIFICATION 

I declare under the penalties of perjury that this credit certification form, including the statements made and the figures shown, 
has been examined by me and to the best of my knowledge and belief is a true, correct and complete statement. 

Date Signature Phone No. 



7/1/96- 7/1/97- 7/1/98- 7/1/99- 7/1/00- 7/1/07- 7/1/08-
Program Period: 6/30/97 6/30/98 6/30/99 6/30/00 6/30/07 6/30/08 6/30/09 

Quantity 1187 1356 750 544 9334 250 5161 
ConsvCrA.F. 31 .5 36.0 19.9 14.4 247.8 6.6 219.6 

Toilet A.F. Credit Per Year (10 years ) 
Wtr Yr Ending 

6/30/96 
6/30/97 31.5 
6/30/98 31 .5 36.0 
6/30/99 31.5 36.0 19.9 
6130100 31 .5 36.0 19.9 14.4 
6/30/01 31 .5 36.0 19.9 14.4 
6/30/02 31 .5 36.0 19.9 14.4 
6/30/03 31.5 36.0 19.9 14.4 
6/30/04 31 .5 36.0 19.9 14.4 
6/30/05 31 .5 36.0 19.9 14.4 
6/30/06 31.5 36.0 19.9 14.4 
6/30/07 36.0 19.9 14.4 247.8 
6/30/08 19.9 14.4 247.8 6.6 
6/30/09 14.4 247.8 6.6 219.6 
6/30/10 247.8 6.6 219.6 
6/30/11 247.8 6.6 219.6 
6/30/12 247.8 6.6 219.6 
6/30/13 247.8 6.6 219.6 
6/30/14 247.8 6.6 219.6 
6/30/15 J 247.8 6.6 219.6 
6/30/16 247.8 6.6 219.6 
6/30/17 6.6 219.6 
6/30/18 219.6 

7/1/09- 7/1/10-
6/30/10 6/30/11 

TOILETS 
2120 325 
90.2 13.8 

90.2 
90.2 13.8 
90.2 13.8 
90.2 13.8 
90.2 13.8 
90.2 13.8 
90.2 13.8 
90.2 13.8 
90.2 13.8 
90.2 13.8 

13.8 

ORANGE COUNTY WATER DIST~ 
Conservation Credit Program 

Irvine Ranch Water District 

7/1/11- 7/1/12- 7/1/13- 7/1/14-
6/30/12 6/30/13 6/30/14 6/30/15 

588 600 810 8585 
25.0 25.5 34.5 365.4 

Ttl Toilet Cr 

9.0 
40.5 
76.5 
96.4 

110.8 
110.8 
110.8 
110.8 
110.8 
110.8 
101.8 
318.1 
288.7 
488.4 
564.2 
578.0 

25.0 603.0 
25.0 25.5 628.5 
25.0 25.5 34.5 663.0 
25.0 25.5 34.5 365.4 1,028.4 
25.0 25.5 34.5 365.4 1,028.4 
25.0 25.5 34.5 365.4 780.6 
25.0 25.5 34.5 365.4 774.0 
25.0 25.5 34.5 365.4 554.4 
25.0 25.5 34.5 365.4 464.2 
'>C n '>C C ~ A C "".>C.C A AC'n A 



7/1/02-
6/30/03 

0 
0.0 

Ttl SH Cr -

3.8 
12.6 
15.1 

7.0 
0.7 

Total Accumulated 
Credit for Credit 

Water Program To 
Year Date 

12.8 12.8 
53.1 65.90 
91 .6 157.50 

103.4 260.90 
111 .5 372.40 
110.8 483.20 
110.8 594.00 
110.8 704.80 
110.8 815.60 
110.8 926.40 
101 .8 1,028.20 
318.1 1,346.30 
288.7 1,635.00 
488.4 2123.4 
564.2 2687.6 
578.0 3265.6 
603.0 3868.6 
628.5 4497.1 
663.0 5160.1 -1,028.4 6188.5 -

1,028.4 7216.9 
780.6 7997.5 
774.0 8771.5 
554.4 9325.9 
464.2 9790.1 
AC:r\ A -tt"'l"'IAn C 



RUTAN & TUCKER, LLP 
Joel D. Kuperberg (State Bar No. 90248) 

2 jkuperberg@rutan.com 
Mark J. Austin (State Bar No. 208880) 

3 maustin@rutan.com 
Jeremy N. Jungreis (State Bar No. 256417) 

4 jjungreis@rutan.com 
Morgan L. Gallagher (State Bar No. 297487) 

5 rngallagher@rutan.com 
611 Anton Boulevard, Suite 1400 

6 Costa Mesa, California 92626-193 I 
Telephone: 714-641-5100 

7 Facsimile: 714-546-9035 

8 Attorneys for Defendant and Respondent 
ORANGE COUNTY WATER DISTRICT 

9 

10 

11 

SUPERIOR COURT OF TI-IE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

FOR THE COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES, STANLEY MOSK COURTHOUSE 

12 IRVINE RANCH WATER DISTRICT, a 
California public agency, 

I 3 

14 

15 

Plainti!T and Petitioner, 

V. 

ORANGE COUNTY WATER DISTRICT, a 
16 California public agency; ALL PERSONS 

INTERESTED IN THE MATTER OF 
17 ORANGE COUNTY WATER DISTRICT 

RESOLUTION NO. 16-4-37; and DOES I to 
18 20, inclusive, 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

Defendants and Respondents. 
-------------------, 

GOLDEN STATE WATER COMPANY, 

Cross-Complainant; 

V. 

IRVINE RANCH WATER DISTRICT, a 
24 California public agency; and ROES 1-10, 

inclusive, 
25 

26 

27 

28 

Cross-Defendants. 

Case No. BS168278 
Assigned For All Purposes To: 
Hon. Amy Hogue, Dept. 86 

RESPONDENT ORANGE COUNTY 
WATER DISTRICT'S SUPPLEMENTAL 
RESPONSES TO FIRST SET OF SPECIAL 
INTERROGATORIES PROPOUNDED BY 
PETITIONER IRVINE RANCH WATER 
DISTRICT 

Date Action Filed: June 28, 2016 
Trial Date: None Set 

Rutan & Tucker, LLP 

attorneys at /alv 
I J l /022499-0081 
I 1278323.4 a08/18/17 

RESPONDENT OCWIYS SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSES TO PETITIONER 
IRWD'S FIRST SET OF SPECIAL INTERROGATORIES 



EAST ORANGE COUNTY WATER 
DISTRICT; YORBA LINDA WATER 

2 DISTRICT; and MESA WATER DISTRICT, 

3 

4 
V. 

Cross-Complainants, 

IRVINE RANCH WATER DISTRICT; and 
5 ROES 1-10, inclusive, 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Cross-Defendants. 

CITY OF BUENA PARK, 

Cross-Complainant, 

V. 

IRVINE RANCH WATER DISTRICT, a 
11 California public agency; and ROES 1-10, 

inclusive, 
12 

Cross-Defendants. 
13 

14 CITY OF ANAHEIM, a California municipal 
corporation and charter city, 

15 

16 

17 

Cross-Complainant, 

v. 

IRVINE RANCH WATER DISTRICT, a 
18 California public agency; and ROES 101-201, 

inclusive, 
19 

Cross-Defendants. 
20 

21 PROPOUNDING PARTY: Plaintiff and Petitioner IRVINE RANCH WATER DISTRICT 

22 RESPONDING PARTY: Defendant and Respondent ORANGE COUNTY WATER 

23 DISTRICT 

24 SET NO.: One (Supplemental) 

25 Pursuant to Sections 2030.010 et seq. of the California Code of Civil Procedure, and the 

26 meet-and-confer efforts between counsel for Petitioner and Respondent, Defendant and 

27 Respondent Orange County Water District ("Respondent" or "OCWD") hereby presents these 

28 

Rutan & Tucker, LLP 

attorneys at law 
131/022499-008! 
11278323.4 a08/l 8/l 7 

-] 
------------

RESPONDENT OCWD'S SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSES TO PETITIONER 
IR WD'S FIRST SET OF SPECIAL INTERROGATORIES 



supplemental responses lo the First Set of Special Interrogatories propounded by Plaintiff and 

2 Petitioner Irvine Ranch Water District ("Petitioner," "propounding party," or "IRWD"). Unless a 

3 response is entitled "Supplemental Response," all responses are the same as provided in OCWD's 

4 original responses to these interrogatories, served on June 9,2017. 

5 

6 

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

Each of the following responses and/or objections is based on information presently known 

7 by and/or reasonably available to Respondent at the time of the preparation of these responses 

8 and/or objections. Respondent has nol yet completed its discovery or investigation, or the 

9 preparation of this case for trial. It is anticipated lhal fhrther discovery, investigation, legal 

10 research, and/or analysis may supply additional facts and/or add new meaning to the known facts, 

11 as well as establish new factual conclusions and legal contentions, all ofwhieh may lead to the 

12 discovery of additional documents, further information, and/or additional witnesses. Accordingly, 

13 the responses set forth herein arc provided without prejudice to Respondent's rights to produce 

14 evidence of any subsequently discovered facts or inlerprelalions thereof, and/or to add to, modify, 

15 or otherwise change or amend the responses herein. 

16 The information set forth herein is true and correct to the best knowledge of Respondent at 

17 this particular time, but is subject to correction for inadvertent errors or omissions, if any errors or 

18 omissions shall be found to exist. In addition, these responses are given for the purpose of this 

19 litigation only. 

20 Jfany documents or information within the scope of the attorney-client privilege or the 

21 attorney work-product doctrine are inadvertently disclosed, Respondent has nol done so 

22 intentionally, and reserves the right to assert those privileges al any time in these proceedings. 

23 Respondent further reserves the right to request return of all privileged information and/or 

24 documents, including any copies or abstracts of that information. In addition, all evidcntiary 

25 objections are reserved, and no waiver of any objections is to be implied from these responses. To 

26 the extent that these responses might arguably waive an otherwise assertable objection or claim of 

27 privilege, such waiver shall be limited to these responses only and shall not extend lo any further 

28 discovery requests. 

Rutan & Tucker, LLP 

attorneys at law 
131/022499-0081 
l 127832.l.4 a08!)8/17 

-2-
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GENERAL OBJECTIONS 

2 I. Respondent objects lo all interrogatories insofar as they call for information 

3 protected by the attorney-client privilege, the attorney work-product protection afforded by Code 

4 of Civil Procedure section 2018.010 et seq., the right of privacy provided by the California 

5 Constitution, Article I, section I, or any other applicable privilege. Respondent further objects lo 

6 all requests insofar as they seek privileged information protected from disclosure by the privacy 

7 interests of the individuals involved, as well as by applicable evidentiary rules and/or California 

8 Code provisions. Such information is specifically excluded from Respondent's responses to these 

9 requests. Respondent does not intend to waive such privileges, and responses to these 

IO interrogatories arc not intended, and should not be construed, as such a waiver. 

11 2. Respondent objects lo these interrogatories insofar as they seek to impose greater 

12 obligations on Respondent than those permitted under sections 2031.2 IO et seq. of the California 

13 Code of Civil Procedure and/or are burdensome, oppressive, harassing, and/or annoying, such that 

14 requiring answers results in an injustice to Respondent. Among other examples, the interrogatories 

15 are unreasonably and unduly burdensome to the extent the documents that are responsive thereto 

16 arc public records, are communications between Petitioner and Respondent, and/or are equally 

17 available to the propounding party, for responding to such interrogatories would place a burden 

18 and expense on Respondent that should equally be borne by the propounding party. 

19 3. Respondent objects to these interrogatories insofar as they seek the disclosure of 

20 information relating to, prepared by, or concerning expert witnesses, or that is otherwise 

21 exclusively controlled by the provisions of Code of Civil Procedure sections 2034.010 et seq. 

22 4. Respondent objects to these interrogatories insofar as they are vague and 

23 ambiguous, misconstrue facts, and/or assume facts not yet in evidence. Nothing in these responses 

24 is to be construed as an admission as to the existence or non-existence of any piece of information. 

25 Further, nothing herein should be construed as an admission by Respondent respecting the 

26 admissibility or relevance of any fact or document, or of the truth or accuracy of any 

27 characterization or statement of any kind contained in the requests. 

28 / / / 
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5. Respondent objects to these interrogatories to the extent this action challenges 

2 Respondent's quasi-legislative actions and/or other matters subject to limited judicial review under 

3 a closed record, and the interrogatories seek information that is outside the scope of that record 

4 and is thus irrelevant as a matter of law. 

5 Each of the foregoing general objections and qualifications is incorporated in full in each 

6 of the responses set forth below, as if fully set forth therein, and each of the responses below is 

7 provided subject to, and without waiving, the general objections and qualifications asserted herein. 

8 Subject to and without waiving the foregoing reservations and objections, Respondent 

9 responds as follows: 

IO SPECIAL INTERROGATORIES AND RESPONSES THERETO 

11 SPECIAL INTERROGATORY NO. 1: 

12 Identify the legal or statutory authority YOU consider to determine whether an exportation 

13 of groundwater from the BASIN to a location outside of OCWD's boundaries is "unlawful" within 

14 the meaning of Section 2.9 of the OCWD ACT. 

15 SUPPLEMENT AL RESPONSE TO SPECIAL INTERROGATORY NO. l: 

16 

17 

Respondent objects to this interrogatory on the following grounds: 

1. The interrogatory seeks information that is protected from disclosure by the 

18 attorney-client privilege and/or the attorney work-product doctrine. 

19 2. The interrogatory seeks information this is protected from disclosure by the 

20 deliberative-process privilege. 

21 3. The interrogatory is vague and ambiguous in its use of the terms "legal or statutory 

22 authority," "consider," "determine," "BASIN," and "Section 2.9 of the OCWD Act." For purposes 

23 of these responses, Respondent interprets the term "Section 2.9 of the OCWD Act" to refer to 

24 Section 2, subdivision (9), of the OCWD Act. 

25 4. The interrogatory is vague and ambiguous, in that it provides an incomplete 

26 hypothetical that fails to provide context for the referenced "determination." 

27 5. 

28 party. 

Rut.u; & Tucker, LLP 

attorneys at law 
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6. The interrogatory seeks information that is irrelevant and not calculated to lead to 

2 the discovery of admissible evidence, and assumes facts not in evidence, in that Petitioner has not 

3 identified or alleged any instance in which Respondent has ever sought to enforce against 

4 Petitioner the "unlawful exportation" provision (Section 2, subdivision (9)) of the OCWD Act. 

5 7. The interrogatory seeks information that is irrelevant and not calculated to lead to 

6 the discovery of admissible evidence, in that it refers to the "exportation of groundwater from the 

7 BASIN," whereas Section 2, subdivision (9), of the OCWD Act refers to the "exportation of water 

8 from the district." 

9 

10 

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, Respondent responds as follows: 

Section 2(9) is the only provision of the OCWD Act that expressly references the 

11 "unlawful exportation" of groundwater. OCWD has not promulgated any regulations or written-

12 guidance document concerning its interpretation of the phrase "unlawful exportation" in Section 

13 2(9) of the OCWD Act. 

14 SPECIAL INTERROGATORY NO. 2: 

15 State the methodology YOU use to determine whether an exportation of groundwater from 

16 the BASIN to a location outside ofOCWD's boundaries is "unlawful" within the meaning of 

17 Section 2.9 of the OCWD ACT. 

18 SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO SPECIAL INTERROGATORY NO. 2: 

19 

20 

Respondent objects to this interrogatory on the following grounds: 

1. The interrogatory seeks information that is protected from disclosure by the 

21 attorney-client privilege and/or the attorney work-product doctrine. 

22 2. The interrogatory seeks information this is protected from disclosure by the 

23 deliberative-process privilege. 

24 3. The interrogatory is vague and ambiguous in its use of the terms "consider," 

25 "determine," "BASlN," and "Section 2.9 of the OCWD Act." For purposes of these responses, 

26 Respondent interprets the term "Section 2.9 of the OCWD Act" to refer to Section 2, subdivision 

27 (9), of the OCWD Act. 

28 

Rutan & Tucker, LLP 

attorneys at law 

4. 
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provides an incomplete hypothetical that fails to provide context for the referenced 

2 "determination." 

3 5. The interrogatory seeks information that is equally available lo the propounding 

4 party. 

5 6. The interrogatory seeks information that is irrelevant and not calculated to lead to 

6 the discovery of admissible evidence, and assumes facts not in evidence, in that Petitioner has not 

7 identified or alleged any instance in which Respondent has ever sought to enforce against 

8 Petitioner the "unlawful exportation" provision of the OCWD Act. 

9 7. The interrogatory seeks information that is irrelevant and not calculated to lead to 

IO the discovery of admissible evidence, in that it refers to the "exportation of groundwater from the 

11 BASIN," whereas Section 2, subdivision (9), of the OCWD Act refers to the "exportation of water 

12 from the district." 

13 

14 

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, Respondent responds as follows: 

The "methodology" applied by OCWD on the issue of unlawful exportation is that, when 

15 OCWD is faced with the issue of whether a threatened act may be considered an unlawful 

16 exportation of groundwater within the meaning of Section 2(9) of the OCWD Act, OCWD staff 

17 interprets and applies the OCWD Act (with the assistance of counsel, if necessary) to determine 

18 whether the threatened act would be considered an unlawful exportation of groundwater under the 

19 provisions of the OCWD Act. Otherwise, OCWD has not promulgated or adopted any 

20 "methodology" regarding the interpretation or application oflhe "unlawful exportation" provision 

21 of the OCWD Act. 

22 Notably, OCWD staff have had a practice of working with groundwater producers whose 

23 service areas encompass territory that is both within and outside of OCWD, to account for 

24 produced groundwater in a manner that both meets the requirements of the OCWD Act and avoids 

25 any potential "unlawful exportation" of groundwater within the meaning of Section 2(9) of the 

26 OCWD Act. 

27 SPECIAL INTERROGATORY NO. 3: 

28 

Rutan & Tucker, LLP 

attorneys at law 

Identify any and all policies, ordinances, resolutions, rules and/or regulations YOU have 
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adopted that RELATE TO the "unlawful" exportation of groundwater from the BASIN to a 

2 location outside of OCWD's boundaries within the meaning of Section 2.9 of the OCWD ACT. 

3 RESPONSE TO SPECIAL INTERROGATORY NO. 3: 

4 

5 

Respondent objects to this interrogatory on the following grounds: 

I. The interrogatory is vague and ambiguous in its use of the terms "policies," 

6 "ordinances," "resolutions," "rules," "regulations," "adopted," "RELATE TO," "BASIN," and 

7 "Section 2.9 of the OCWD Act." For purposes of these responses, Respondent interprets the term 

8 "Section 2. 9 of the OCWD Act" to refer to Section 2, subdivision (9), of the OCWD Act. 

9 2. The interrogatory seeks information that is equally available to the propounding 

IO party. 

11 3. The interrogatory seeks information that is irrelevant and not calculated to lead to 

12 the discovery of admissible evidence, and assumes facts not in evidence, in that Petitioner has not 

13 identified or alleged any instance in which Respondent has ever sought to enforce against 

14 Petitioner lhe "unlawful exportation" provision (Section 2, subdivision (9)) of the OCWD Act. 

15 4. The interrogatory seeks information that is irrelevant and not calculated to lead to 

16 the discovery of admissible evidence, in that it refers to the "exportation of groundwater from the 

17 BASIN," whereas Section 2, subdivision (9), of the OCWD Acl refers lo the "exportation of waler 

18 from the district." 

19 5. The interrogatory seeks information that is protected from disclosure by the 

20 attorney-client privilege and/or the attorney work-product doctrine. 

21 6. The interrogatory seeks information this is protected from disclosure by the 

22 deliberative-process privilege. 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

Rutan & Tucker, LLP 

attorneys at law 

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, Respondent responds as follows: 

• OCWD Resolution No. 68-9-69, "Adopting Statement of Policy regarding Requesting 

Local Agency Formation Commission to Place Condition Upon Annexation of Areas 

Outside the Boundary of the Orange County Water District," September 18, 1968; 

• OCWD Resolution No. 82-10-86, "Resolution of the Board of Directors of the Orange 

County Water District Adopting Policy re Annexation as to the District," October 13, 

-7-
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2 

J 

4 

5 

6 

7 

1982; 

• OCWD Resolution No. 86-2-15, "Resolution of the Board of Directors of the Orange 

County Water District Adopting Policy Regarding Annexations to the District," 1986; 

• Motion No. 99-107, "Reaffirming the Existing District Annexation Policy with 

Existing Boundaries," June 20, 1999; and 

• Resolution No. 99-9-108, "Establishing a Policy for Processing Annexation Requests, 

September I, 1999. 

8 SPECIAL INTERROGATORY NO. 4: 

9 Identify any and all policies, ordinances, resolutions, rules and/or regulations YOU have 

10 adopted that RELATE TO preventing the exportation of groundwater from the BASIN to a 

11 location outside ofOCWD's boundaries. 

12 RESPONSE TO SPECIAL INTERROGATORY NO. 4: 

13 

14 

Respondent objects to this interrogatory on the following grounds: 

I. The interrogatory is vague and ambiguous in its use of the terms "policies," 

15 "ordinances," "resolutions," "rules,'' "regulations," ''adopted," "RELATE TO," "preventing," 

16 "BASIN." 

17 2. The interrogatory seeks information that is equally available to the propounding 

18 party. 

19 3. The interrogatory seeks information that is irrelevant and not calculated to lead to 

20 the discovery of admissible evidence, and assumes facts not in evidence, in that Petitioner has not 

21 identified or alleged any instance in which Respondent has ever sought to enforce against 

22 Petitioner the "unlawful exportation" provision (Section 2, subdivision (9)) of the OCWD Act. 

23 4. The interrogatory seeks information that is irrelevant and not calculated to lead to 

24 the discovery of admissible evidence, in that it refers to the "exportation of groundwater from the 

25 BASIN," whereas Section 2, subdivision (9), of the OCWD Act refers to the "exportation of water 

26 from the district." 

27 5. The interrogatory seeks information that is protected from disclosure by the 

28 attorney-client privilege and/or the attorney work-product doctrine. 

Rut.in & Tucker, LLP 

attorneys at Jaw 
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6. The interrogatory seeks information this is protected from disclosure by the 

2 deliberative-process privilege. 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

1 1 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

Rut.in & Tucker, LLP 

attorneys at law 

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, Respondent responds as follows: 

• OCWD Resolution No. 72-6-81, re Annexation 71-2, re lands within Yorba Linda; 

• OCWD Resolution No. 72-7-95, re Annexation 72-1, re Annexation of lands within 

Yorba Linda; 

• OCWD Resolution No. 72-3-34, re Annexation 71-3, re Annexation of Yorba Linda 

lands; 

• OCWD Resolution No. 75-4-39, re Annexation 75-2, re Annexation of Yorba Linda 

lands; 

• OCWD Resolution No. 75-4-40, re Annexation 75-3, April 17, 1975, re Annexation of 

Yorba Linda lands; 

• OCWD Resolution re Annexation 75-5, June 18, 1975, re Yorba Linda lands; 

• OCWD Resolution re Annexation 75-7, August 20, 1975, re Yorba Linda lands; 

• OCWD Resolution re Annexation 75-8, re Annexation of County of Orange lands, 

July 21, 1976; 

• OCWD Resolution No. 75-4-39, April 17, 1975, re Yorba Linda lands; 

• OCWD Resolution No. 83-3-22, March 16, 1983, re Annexation of!RWD lands; 

• January 14, 1987 OCWD-City of Anaheim Agreement re Annexation of Anaheim 

lands; 

• January 20, 1988 OCWD-City of Orange Agreement re Annexation of County of 

Orange lands; 

• May 18, 1988 OCWD-Santiago Water District Agreement re Annexation of Santiago 

Water District lands; 

• OCWD Resolution No. 97-9-124, September 17, 1997, re Annexation 96-1, re 

Annexation ofIRWD lands; 

• OCWD Resolution No. 13-10-125, October 2, 2013, Approving IRWD Annexation 

Agreen1ent; 

13 l /022499-0081 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

• October 2,2013 OCWD-IRWD Agreement re Annexation of!RWD lands; 

• Agreement between OCWD, IRWD, and other entities entitled "Phase 1 of the 

Emergency Service Program Connecting IR WD's System to the South Orange County 

Import System To Improve Emergency Water Service," 2006; and 

• November 14, 2008 Phase 1 Emergency Service Program Participation and Operations 

Agreement: South Orange County. 

7 SPECIAL INTERROGATORY NO. 5: 

8 Do YOU contend that any PERSON(S) who exports groundwater from the BASIN to a 

9 location outside of OCWD's boundaries docs so "unlawfully" within the meaning of Section 2.9 

10 of the OCWD ACT? 

11 SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO SPECIAL INTERROGATORY NO. 5: 

12 Respondent objects to this interrogatory on the following grounds: 

13 I. The interrogatory seeks information that is protected from disclosure by the 

14 attorney-client privilege and/or the attorney work-product doctrine. 

15 2. The interrogatory seeks information this is protected from disclosure by the 

16 deliberative-process privilege. 

17 3. The interrogatory is vague and ambiguous in its use of the terms "contend," 

18 "BASIN," and "Section 2.9 of the OCWD Act." For purposes of these responses, Respondent 

19 interprets the term "Section 2.9 of the OCWD Act" to refer to Section 2, subdivision (9), of the 

20 OCWD Act. 

21 4. The interrogatory seeks information that is irrelevant and not calculated to lead to 

22 the discovery of admissible evidence, and assumes facts not in evidence, in that Petitioner has not 

23 identified or alleged any instance in which Respondent has ever sought to enforce against 

24 Petitioner the "unlawful exportation" provision (Section 2, subdivision (9)) of the OCWD Act. 

25 5. The interrogatory seeks information that is irrelevant and not calculated to lead to 

26 the discovery of admissible evidence, in that it refers to the exportation of"groundwater from the 

27 BASIN," whereas Section 2, subdivision (9), of the OCWD Act refers to the "exportation of water 

28 from the district." 

Rutan & Tucker, LLP 

attorneys at law 
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6. The interrogatory seeks information that is irrelevant and not calculated to lead to 

2 the discovery of admissible evidence. 

3 

4 

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, Respondent responds as follows: 

Within the meaning of Section 2(9) of the OCWD Act, "unlawful export" would include 

5 any exportation, to a location outside ofOCWD's boundaries, of groundwater that is pumped from 

6 within OCWD's boundaries. 

7 However, OCWD staff have had a practice of working with groundwater producers whose 

8 service areas encompass territory that is both within and outside of OCWD, to account for 

9 produced groundwater in a manner that both meets the requirements of the OCWD Act and avoids 

10 any potential "unlawful exportation" of groundwater within the meaning of Section 2(9) of the 

11 OCWD Act. 

12 SPECIAL INTERROGATORY NO. 6: 

13 If YOUR response to Special Interrogatory No. 5 is "yes," stale the basis for YOUR 

14 contention. 

15 RESPONSE TO SPECIAL INTERROGATORY NO. 6: 

16 

17 

18 

Respondent objects to this interrogatory on the following grounds: 

I. 

2. 

Respondent incorporates by reference its objections to Special Interrogatory No. 5. 

The interrogatory seeks information that is protected from disclosure by the 

19 attorney-client privilege and/or the allorney work-product doctrine. 

20 3. The interrogatory seeks information this is protected from disclosure by the 

21 deliberative-process privilege. 

22 4. The interrogatory is vague and ambiguous in its use of the terms "basis" and 

23 '"contention." 

24 5. The interrogatory seeks information that is irrelevant and not calculated to lead to 

25 the discovery of admissible evidence, and assumes facts not in evidence, in that Petitioner has not 

26 identified or alleged any instance in which Respondent has ever sought to enforce against 

27 Petitioner the "unlawful exportation" provision (Section 2, subdivision (9)) of the OCWD Act. 

28 I I I 
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SPECIAL INTERROGATORY NO. 7: 

2 Identify any and all policies, ordinances, resolutions, rules and/or regulations YOU have 

3 adopted that RELATE TO the classification of CONSERVED WATER as a "Supplemental 

4 Source" within the meaning of Section 31.5(c)(l) of the OCWD ACT. 

5 RESPONSE TO SPECIAL INTERROGATORY NO. 7: 

6 

7 

Respondent objects to this interrogatory on the following grounds: 

l. The interrogatory is vague and ambiguous in its use of the terms "policies," 

8 "ordinances," "resolutions," ''rules," "regulations," '"adopted," "RELATE T'O," "classification," 

9 and "CONSERVED WATER." 

10 2. The interrogatory seeks information that is equally available to the propounding 

11 party. 

12 3. The interrogatory seeks information that is irrelevant and not calculated to lead to 

13 the discovery of admissible evidence. 

14 4. The interrogatory seeks information that is protected from disclosure by the 

15 attorney-client privilege and/or the attorney work-product doctrine. 

16 5. The interrogatory seeks information this is protected from disclosure by the 

17 deliberative-process privilege. 

18 

19 

20 

6. The interrogatory assumes facts not in evidence. 

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, Respondent responds as follows: 

OCWD Motion No. 95-201, "Authorizing Implementation of Program to Credit 

21 Groundwater Producing Agencies for Quantifiable Water Conservation Programs," September 20, 

22 1995, along with the associated Water Issues Committee agenda reporl of September 13, 1995, 

23 and the minutes from that meeting. 

24 SPECIAL INTERROGATORY NO. 8: 

25 Identify any and all statutory or other legal authority YOU contend allows YOU to classify 

26 recycled water as NEUTRAL WATER. 

27 SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO SPECIAL INTERROGATORY NO. 8: 

28 

Rutan & Tucker, LLP 

attorneys at law 

Respondent objects to this interrogatory on the following grounds: 
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1. The interrogatory seeks information that is protected from disclosure by the 

2 a!torney-client privilege and/or the attorney work-product doctrine. 

3 2. The interrogatory seeks information this is protected from disclosure by the 

4 deliberative-process privilege. 

5 3. The interrogatory is vague and ambiguous in its use of the terms "legal or statutory 

6 authority," "contend," "allows," "classify," "recycled water," and "NEUTRAL WATER." 

7 4. The interrogatory seeks information that is equally available to the propounding 

8 party. 

9 5. The interrogatory seeks information that is irrelevant and not calculated to lead to 

10 the discovery of admissible evidence. 

11 

12 

13 

6. The interrogatory assumes facts not in evidence. 

Subject lo and without waiving the foregoing objections, Respondent responds as follows: 

For purposes of answering this interrogatory, OCWD interprets the term "recycled water" 

14 to mean wastewater that is generated within the watershed of the Santa Ana River, treated and 

15 recycled at a facility within the watershed of the Santa Ana River, and delivered for use within the 

16 watershed of the Santa Ana River. Furthermore, for purposes of answering this interrogatory, 

17 OCWD interprets the term "NEUTRAL WATER" to mean "water produced by persons and 

18 operators from all other sources" within the meaning of Section 31.5, subdivision (d)(3), of the 

19 OCWD Act. Subject to those understood definitions, OCWD considers "recycled water" to be 

20 "NEUTRAL WATER" pursuant to Section 31.5, subdivision (d)(3), of the OCWD Act. 

21 SPECIAL INTERROGATORY NO. 9: 

22 Identify any and all policies, ordinances, resolutions, rules and/or regulations YOU have 

23 adopted that RELATE TO the classification of recycled water as NEUTRAL WATER. 

24 RESPONSE TO SPECIAL INTERROGATORY NO. 9: 

25 

26 

Respondent objects to this interrogatory on the following grounds: 

I. The interrogatory is vague and ambiguous in its use of the terms "policies," 

27 "ordinances," "resolutions," ''rules," "regulations," "adopted," "RELATE TO," "classification," 

28 "recycled water," and "NEUTRAL WATER." 

Rut.in & Tucker, LLP 

attorneys at law 
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2. The interrogatory seeks information that is equally available to the propounding 

2 party. 

3 3. The interrogatory seeks information that is irrelevant and not calculated to lead to 

4 the discovery of admissible evidence. 

5 4. The interrogatory seeks information that is protected from disclosure by the 

6 attorney-client privilege and/or the attorney work-product doctrine. 

7 5. The interrogatory seeks information this is protected from disclosure by the 

8 deliberative-process privilege. 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

6. The interrogatory assumes facts not in evidence. 

Subject lo and without waiving the foregoing objections, Respondent responds as follows: 

• November 14, 2007 Basin Production Percentage Methodology; and 

• December 5, 2007 "Board Probability Analysis Formula to Assist in Setting the Annual 

BPP." 

14 SPECIAL INTERROGATORY NO. 10: 

15 Identify any and all policies, ordinances, resolutions, rules and/or regulations YOU have 

16 adopted that RELATE TO the classification of water produced by DES ALTERS as "Supplemental 

17 Sources" under Section 3 l .5(c)(l) of the OCWD ACT. 

18 RESPONSE TO SPECIAL INTERROGATORY NO. 10: 

19 

20 

Respondent objects to this interrogatory on the following grounds: 

I. The interrogatory is vague and ambiguous in its use of the terms "policies," 

21 "ordinances," ""resolutions," "rules," "regulations," "adopted," "RELATE T'O," "classification," 

22 "water produced by," and "DESALTERS." 

23 2. The interrogatory seeks information that is equally available to the propounding 

24 party. 

25 3. The interrogatory seeks information that is irrelevant and not calculated to lead to 

26 the discovery of admissible evidence. 

27 4. The interrogatory seeks information that is protected from disclosure by the 

28 attorney-client privilege and/or the attorney work-product doctrine. 

Rut~n & Tucker, LLP 
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1 5. The inten-ogatory seeks information this is protected from di sclosure by the 

2 deliberative-process privilege. 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

Rutan & Tucker, LLP 

attorneys at law 

6. The interrogatory assumes facts not in evidence. 

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, Respondent responds as follows: 

None. 

Dated: August 14, 20 17 RUTAN & TUCKER, LLP 
JOEL D. KUPERBERG 
MARK J. AUSTIN 
JEREMY N. JUNGREIS 
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I VERIFICATION 

2 STATE OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES 

3 I have read the foregoing RESPONDENT ORANGE COUNTY WATER DISTRICT'S 

4 SUPPLEMENT AL RESPONSES TO FIRST SET OF SPECIAL INTERROGATORIES 

5 PROPOUNDED BY PETITIONER IRVINE RANCH WATER DISTRICT, and I know its 

6 contents. 

7 I am the Executive Director of Engineering and Water Resources for the Orange County 

8 Water District ("OCWD"), which is a party to this action. I am authorized to make this verification 

9 for and on OCWD's behalf, and I make this verification for that reason. To the best ofmy 

10 knowledge and/or information, the matters stated in the foregoing document are true. 

1 I 

12 

Executed on August\\?, 2017, at Fountain Valley, California. 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the 

13 foregoing is true and correct. 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Total water demands within Orange County Water District (OCWD) were 425,349 acre
feet (AF) for the 2014-15 water year (beginning on July 1, 2014 and ending on June 30, 
2015). Groundwater production for the water year totaled 305,259 AF including any 
available In-Lieu Program water and excluding MWD Groundwater Storage Program 
extractions. A total of 60,870 AF of supplemental water was used for the purpose of 
groundwater replenishment and barrier maintenance. 

For the water year which ended on June 30, 2015, the" annual overdraft" (annual basin 
storage decrease without supplemental replenishment water) was 153,000 AF and the 
annual basin storage including the use of supplemental replenishment water decreased by 
39,000 AF. The accumulated overdraft on June 30, 2015 was 381,000 AF. Precipitation 
within the basin was 61 percent of normal rainfall during the water year, totaling 8.20 
inches. 

Based on the groundwater basin conditions for the water year ending on June 30, 2015, 
OCWD may purchase up to 170,000 AF of water for groundwater replenishment during 
the ensuing water year, beginning on July 1, 2016, pursuant to the District Act. 
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GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS 

Acre-feet 

Advanced Water Purification Facility 

Basin Equity Assessment 

Basin Production Percentage 

Coastal Pumping Transfer Program 

Conjunctive Use Program 

Dyer Road Well Field 

Green Acres Project 

Groundwater Replenishment System 

Huntington Beach 

Irvine Desai ter Project 

Irvine Ranch Water District 

Micro filtration 

Milligrams per Liter 

Mid-Basin Injection 

Million Gallons per Day 

Mean Sea Level 

Metropolitan Water District of Southern California 

Municipal Water District of Orange County 

Mesa Water Reliability Facility 

Nitrate 

Operation and Maintenance 

Orange County Sanitation District 

Orange County Water District 

Replenishment Assessment 
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Readiness-to-Serve 

Santa Ana River 

State Water Project 

Total Dissolved Solids 

Ultraviolet 

Water Replenishment District of Southern California 

Basin Water Supply Management Program 
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PART I: GROUNDWATER CONDITIONS 

Section 25 of the OCWD Act requires that OCWD order an annual investigation to report on 
the groundwater conditions within the District's boundaries. A summary of the 
groundwater conditions for the water year covering July 1, 2014 to June 30, 2015 is as 
follows. 

GROUNDWATER CONDITIONS 
2014-15 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

1. Groundwater production (including the In-Lieu Program) totaled 305,259 acre-feet 
(AF) for the 2014-15 water year excluding extractions from the Metropolitan Water 
District of Southern California (MWD) Groundwater Storage Program. 

2. Groundwater stored in the basin decreased by 39,000 AF for the 2014-15 water year. 

3. Accumulated Overdraft1 on June 30, 2015 was 381,000 AF.2 

4. Annual Overdraft was 153,000 AF for the 2014-15 water year. 

5. Average Annual Overdraft3 for the immediate past five water years (2010-11 
through 2014-15) was 132,000 AF. 

6. Projected Annual Overdraft3 for the current 2015-16 water year is 137,750 AF. 

7. Projected Annual Overdraft3 for the ensuing 2016-17 water year is 138,000 AF. 

8. Projected Accumulated Overdraft2 on June 30, 2016 is 374,000 AF assuming average 
hydrological conditions. 

9. Under the provisions of Section 27 of the District Act, a portion of the 2016-17 
Replenishment Assessment (RA) could be equal to an amount necessary to 
purchase up to 170,000 AF of replenishment water.4 

1 Accumulated overdraft was calculated using the OCWD' s three-layer storage change methodology adopted on March 
21r 2007 and the associated new benchmark for fall-basin condition. Water year 2005-06 was the first year this 
methodology was used. Refer to other portions within this section for additional explanation. 

2 Water from the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California Long-Term Groundwater Storage Program was 
included as part of the total stored water in determining the basin's accumulated overdraft. 

3 Annual overdraft is defined in the District Act as "annual basin storage decrease without supplemental replenishment 
water." 

4 Determined by adding the five-year annual overdraft (132,000 AF) to one-tenth of the accumulated overdraft 
(381r000 AF) which results in the following: 
132,000 AF+ [(381,000 AF) x 0.10] = 170,100 AF (or 170,000 AF when rounded). 
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BASIN HYDROLOGY 

Groundwater conditions in the Orange County groundwater basin are influenced by the 
natural hydro logic conditions of rainfall, capture and recharge of Santa Ana River (SAR) 
and Santiago Creek stream flows, natural infiltration of surface water, and the 
transmissive capacity of the basin. The basin is also influenced by groundwater extraction 
and injection through wells, use of imported water for groundwater replenishment, 
wastewater reclamation and water conservation efforts and activities throughout OCWD' s 
service area. 

The water year beginning on July 1, 2014, yielded an average of 8.20 inches of rainfall 
within OCWD' s boundaries, which is approximately 61 percent of the long-term annual 
average of 13.40 inches. Rainfall data within OCWD's boundaries was provided by the 
Orange County Public Works for precipitation stations number 5, 61, 96, 121, 163, 165, 173, 
219,222 and 229. The previous year (2013-14) had rainfall equaling 4.52 inches which was 
also less than the long-term average rainfall. The average seasonal rainfall in the OCWD 
service area for the five-year period (from July 1, 2010 through June 30, 2015) was 9.47 
inches, and below average rainfall in the watershed tends to lead to lower flows in the 
SAR reaching Orange County. Stream flow in the SAR measured downstream of Prado 
Dam for water year 2014-15 totaled 102,090 AF which was approximately 45 percent of the 
30-year flow average of 225,582 AF. 

GROUNDWATER PRODUCTION 

Groundwater production from wells within OCWD for the 2014-15 water year totaled 
305,259 AF (excluding In-Lieu Program water, MWD Groundwater Storage Program 
extractions, and any groundwater used for the Talbert Barrier): 302,634 AF for non
irrigation and 2,625 AF for irrigation uses. The term "irrigation" used in the District Act 
and herein refers to irrigation for agricultural, horticultural or floricultural crops and for 
pasture grown for commercial purposes. 

OCWD's In-Lieu Program replaces groundwater supplies with imported water to reduce 
groundwater pumping. During the 2014-15 water year, In-Lieu Program water was not 
available for purchase from MWD. Annual groundwater production and In-Lieu 
quantities within OCWD for the period 1965-66 through 2014-15 are presented in Figure 1 
and Table 1. 

Groundwater production for 2014-15 for the major groundwater producers is summarized 
in Appendix 1. Groundwater production for all producers exceeding 25 AF per year for 
non-irrigation and irrigation purposes is presented in Appendices 2 and 3, respectively. 
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FIGURE 1. Groundwater Production 
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TABLE t. Historical Groundwater Production 
Withirt·OCWD 

W t Y 
Groundwater In-Lieu W t y Groundwater In-Lieu a er ear . a er ear . 

J 11 -J 30 Production Program J 11 _J 30 Production Program 
u un (AF) (AF) u un (AF) (AF) 

1965-66 
1966.;.67 
1967'"68 
1968-"69 
1959.:.70 
1970-'71 
1971~72 
1972-"73 
1973-74 
1974"-75 
1975-76 
1976-77 
1977-'78 
1978.:.79 
1979-80 
1980-81 
1981'"82 
1982.:.83 
1983"-84 
1984..c85 
1985'"86 
1986"-87 

182,172 
169,375 
193,656 
178;798 
194,379 
203,923 
229,048 
214,983 
218,863 
225,597 
245,456 
243,511 
188,407 
213,290 
221,453 
228,943 
244,184 
249,548 
223;207 
252,070 
270,932 
276;354 
265,226 
275,077 
261,190 
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BASIN PRODUCTION PERCENTAGE 

The Basin Prod uctiort Percentage (BPP)is definedirt the District Act as " ... the ratio that all 

water. to beproducedfro1n groun.dUJater .supplies· .. within .the ·di5trict. bears ··to.all. water .. to be 
produced by persons and operators within the districtfrom supplementalsources as well as from 
gtoundwatet.··withln.· the·.dish;ict'' •The BP~· applies .. onlyto waterproducers.thatutilizeJ11ore 
t~an .25 AF. of ground water per wateryear ..•• w aterproducersthat use25AF.or·1ess from 
the groundwater basin areexcluded from the production percentage limitation. 

The BPP for the 2014-15 • watery ear .was established at 72.0 percent by the OCWDBoard of 
Directors. The overallBPP achievedwithinOCWI) for non~:i.rrigationuse inthe 2014;..15 
water year was 74.6 percent. The achieved pumping is greater than 72.0 percent primarily 
dueto.·severalwater quality projects that are given a Basin EquityAssessmenl(BEA) 

exemption .. ·to. pulll?· .. grnundwater .. abo~e·.the .. ·.~.~~· ... ··!h~ produ~tion·.percentage.achieved· by 
each major producer for. non-irrigation use is presented irt Appendix L Historical 
assigned and achieved BPPs · are illustrated below inFigure 2. 

FIGURE 2. GroundwaterBPP 
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GROUNDWATER LEVELS 

Groundwater· levels· intheOrangeCourify groundwater basin ate shown on Plate· 1. 
Groundwater level data used to prepare this plate were collected during late June and 
ea.tlyJuly 2015 frbn1 over 500 ptodtictfort and moriffoting wells screened Within the 
principal aquifer system (approximately 300 to.1,20ff feet deep),front which over 90%. of 
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basin pumping occurs. The groundwater elevation contours range from 30 to 90 feet 
below mean sea level in the coastal area of the basin due to pumping. A general indicator 
of changing basin levels is the location of the zero (0) mean sea level (MSL) elevation 
contour line each year (MSL elevations are referenced to Vertical Datum NGVD 29). The 
zero contour line moved seaward (ranging from 0.05 to 2.66 miles) when compared to its 
alignment the prior year, indicating an increase in groundwater levels in the principal 
aquifer system. 

Plate 2 shows the change in groundwater levels from June 2014 to June 2015 for the 
principal aquifer system. Throughout most of the basin, groundwater levels in June 2015 
were higher than those in June 2014. 

Below is a general overview of the change in groundwater levels from June 2014 to June 
2015 for the three primary aquifer systems of the basin. 

Shallow Aquifer System : 

In the shallow aquifer, groundwater levels declined throughout most of the basin from 
June 2014 to June 2015. The groundwater level decline was approximately 5 to 10 feet in 
the Forebay area of the basin (north of the 5 Freeway) due to reduced SAR flows and 
reduced natural recharge for the fourth consecutive year. The Forebay areas exhibiting 
this shallow aquifer groundwater level decline included the areas of Anaheim, Fullerton, 
Orange, Tustin, and Irvine. In addition to reduced natural recharge along the 
mountainfront areas of the basin, managed or artificial recharge for the OCWD spreading 
grounds in the Anaheim and Orange Forebay areas was somewhat reduced also at 190,205 
AF for water year 2014-15. Although this total managed recharge for water year 2014-15 
represented a 10.3% increase from the even drier water year 2013-14, it still was 
approximately 13% less than the average over the last 20 years. 

The groundwater level decline was smaller at approximately 1 to 5 feet in the central 
portion of the basin and only one foot or less in the west Orange County area and near the 
boundary with Los Angeles County. Since groundwater levels declined in the Forebay 
areas but remained stable or had a subtle rise near the county line, this indicates that the 
gradient was slightly flatter in the shallow aquifer in June 2015 compared to June 2014. 
Therefore, groundwater outflow to the Central Basin may have been less than the prior 
water year. 

In the greater coastal area away from the Talbert Barrier, shallow aquifer groundwater 
levels declined 1 to 5 feet similar to the central portion of the basin. However, near the 
Talbert Barrier, shallow aquifer groundwater levels rose by approximately 5 to 25 feet 
because the June 2014 comparison period represented an anomalously low temporary 
condition in this vicinity due to the barrier being offline during June 2014 (GWRS 
shutdown due to Initial Expansion construction activities). Once the barrier went back 
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online in July 2014, shallow aquifer groundwater levels recovered quickly and thus 
protective groundwater elevations were maintained sufficiently above mean sea level for 
the majority of water year 2014-15 in the Talbert Barrier area to prevent seawater 
intrusion. 

Two other small areas experienced a rise in shallow aquifer groundwater levels from June 
2014 to June 2015 and included: 1) a rise of 2 to 5 feet in the immediate vicinity of Anaheim 
Lake and Kraemer, Miller, and Miraloma basins due to June 2014 groundwater levels 
being anomalously low (aforementioned GWRS June 2014 shutdown), and 2) a rise of 20 
feet along Santiago Creek due to negligible Santiago Creek recharge during May-June 
2014 and approximately 400 AF of Santiago Creek recharge during May-June 2015. Both of 
these shallow aquifer groundwater level rises were localized and not widespread. 

Principal Aquifer Sys tern : 

In the principal aquifer, groundwater levels rose throughout the majority of the basin 
from June 2014 to June 2015, except in the fringes of the basin in close proximity to the 
mountain front areas where levels dropped one to 10 feet due to the lack of rainfall and 
natural recharge. 

For the rest of the basin, the rise in principal aquifer groundwater levels was likely due to 
the reduction in groundwater production during water year 2014-15, especially during the 
last two months of the water year. As mentioned above, groundwater production was 
23 % less in May-June 2015 than the same two-month period in 2014. 

In the Anaheim/Fullerton Forebay area, the rise in principal aquifer groundwater levels 
was approximately 5 to 10 feet. In the Orange Forebay area, the rise was larger at 
approximately 10 to 30 feet, indicating a more pronounced effect of the aforementioned 
pumping reduction because there is a higher density of production wells in this area as 
compared to the Anaheim/Fullerton area. 

Principal aquifer groundwater levels rose approximately 10 to 15 feet within the central 
portion of the basin and 15 to 20 feet in the west Orange County area. Across the county 
line in Long Beach and Lakewood, Principal aquifer groundwater levels rose as much as 
20 and 40 feet, respectively. The greater rise in principal aquifer groundwater levels in 
Los Angeles County relative to Orange County indicates that the gradient towards Los 
Angeles County was flatter and thus the groundwater outflow was likely less than the 
prior water year. 

In the immediate vicinity of the Talbert Barrier, principal aquifer groundwater levels rose 
15 to 40 feet, but this rise was localized and due to the barrier being offline the prior June 
which caused principal aquifer groundwater levels to be temporarily and anomalously 
low during June 2014. For the larger coastal area away from the Talbert Barrier, principal 
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aquifer groundwater levels rose approximately 10 to 15 feet similar to the central portion 
of the basin, except in the Mesa Water District and Irvine Ranch Water District (IRWD) 
Dyer Road Well Field (DRWF) areas where the rise was approximately 10 to 30 feet. 

In the vicinity area of the Irvine Desalter Project (IDP) wells, the rise in principal aquifer 
- groundwater levels was approximately 1 to 5 feet. The rise was smaller in this area likely 

because the reduced pumping was partially offset by the lack of natural recharge along the 
Santa Ana Mountains (fourth consecutive dry year). In the north Irvine area near the 
Santa Ana mountainfront, principal aquifer groundwater levels declined approximately 8 
feet. 

Deep Aquifer System : 

In the deep aquifer, groundwater levels rose across the majority of the basin similar to but 
somewhat less than in the principal aquifer. Similar to the principal aquifer, deep aquifer 
groundwater levels experienced a subtle decline closer to the mountainfront fringe areas 
of the basin. Deep aquifer groundwater levels declined 1 to 5 feet in the Forebay areas of 
Anaheim, Orange, Tustin, and Irvine. 

Deep aquifer groundwater levels rose approximately 1 to 8 feet in the central portion of 
the basin and approximately 10 to 13 feet in the west Orange County area. Across the 
county line in Long Beach and Lakewood, deep aquifer groundwater levels rose 
approximately 12 to 16 feet. The slightly larger rise in the Long Beach and Lakewood 
areas indicates that the gradient and groundwater outflow across the county line in the 
deep aquifer was likely somewhat less than the prior water year. 

COASTAL GROUNDWATER CONDITIONS 

The coastal portion of the groundwater basin, essentially that area within five miles of the 
coast, is sensitive to seawater intrusion potential and seasonal effects on production well 
capacity due to lower groundwater levels. Coastal groundwater levels are affected by 
groundwater production, overall groundwater storage in the basin, and, to a somewhat 
lesser extent, injection at the Talbert and Afamitos barriers. 

Coastal groundwater production for water year 2014-15 totaled 102,023 AF which includes 
Fountain Valley, Huntington Beach (HB), IRWD DRWF and Deep Aquifer Treatment 
System wells, Mesa Water District, Newport Beach, OCWD deep wells in Fountain Valley, 
Seal Beach, and Westminster. The coastal groundwater production for water year 2014-15 
was approximately the same (400 AF less) as the prior water year. The 2% increase in the 
BPP for water year 2014-15 was thus offset by reduced demand. Also, the Coastal 
Pumping Transfer Program (CPTP) implemented during water year 2013-14 was repeated 
in water year 2014-15, although the participating producers and total amount of shifted 
pumping differed somewhat. 
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During water year 2014-15, CPTP under-pumping totaled 5,453 AF from only two coastal 
producers (HB and Mesa Water District), with HB accounting for the majority at 3,455 AF 
of under-pumping. The CPTP over-pumping during water year 2014-15 was only 3,569 
AF and fell short of the goal to balance with the under-pumping primarily because a 
couple of the large inland over-pumpers ( e.g., Anaheim and Buena Park) could not 
participate due to their MWD CUP pumping during water year 2014-15. 

The primary goal of the CPTP over the last two years was to raise coastal water levels and 
thereby reduce the potential for seawater intrusion, especially in the Sunset Gap area 
where there currently is no injection barrier. Hence, HB had the largest under-pumping 
amount during both water year 2013-14 and water year 2014-15. A secondary goal of the 
CPTP was to reduce underflow to the Central Basin of Los Angeles County. 

Talbert Barrier injection totaled 36,489 AF for water year 2014-15, representing an increase 
of 14% from the prior water year's total of 31,906 AF. The injection increase during water 
year 2014-15 was necessary to restore protective elevations seaward of the barrier 
immediately following the planned 26-day shutdown of GWRS Advanced Water 
Purification Facility (AWPF) at the end of the prior water year (June 2014), especially 
during low-basin conditions. 

At a key OCWD monitoring well M26 located near Adams Avenue seaward of the barrier, 
shallow aquifer groundwater levels had declined to 12 feet below mean sea level by the 
start of water year 2014-15 due to the aforementioned shutdown, but then rose sharply 
during July 2015 when injection commenced. A nine-day shutdown of A WPF in October 
temporarily caused shallow aquifer groundwater levels at M26 to decline before steadily 
rising above mean sea level and reaching protective elevations in December 2014 and then 
remained at those protective elevations for the second half of the water year. The 
increased injection helped to reach and maintain these protective levels even though the 
accumulated overdraft increased during water year 2014-15 primarily due to a lack of 
natural and managed recharge in the Forebay. 

Talbert Barrier injection consisted of nearly 100% (99.95%) GWRS recycled water and 
0.05% (18 AF) of imported potable water from the MWD OC-44 connection. During 
normal operating conditions throughout the water year, barrier injection was 100 percent 
GWRS water. The MWD potable water was only used to keep the barrier pipeline full or 
to maintain a small amount of injection during brief intermittent plant shutdowns. 

At the Alamitos Barrier, the OCWD portion of injection totaled 2,236 AF for water year 
2014-15, which was very similar to the prior water year but somewhat higher than past 
years. The higher injection total over the last two years has been an operational attempt to 
achieve protective elevations near the barrier under relatively low basin conditions. The 
injection total included all sources of water (93% imported and 7% recycled for water year 
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2014-15) but only represents OCWD's share, which is less than half of the total injection 
based on the location of the barrier wells that lie within both Los Angeles and Orange 
counties. Typically, Alamitos Barrier injection is an approximately 50 / 50 blend of 
imported and recycled water. The recycled portion was much lower the last two years 
due to two extended shutdowns of the Leo J. Van der Lans treatment plant in water year 
2013-14 and frequent shutdowns during water year 2014-15 related to problems 
encountered during startup testing and commissioning of the plant expansion. 

During water year 2014-15, monthly groundwater production in the coastal area generally 
followed the demand curve even though coastal pumping was reduced due to 
participation in the CPTP. Coastal production was relatively high at greater than 10,000 
AF per month during the summer months July through September of 2014, declined to 
less than 7,000 AF per month during the winter months, then rose back up during the 
spring to above 9,000 AF in June 2015. However, pumping from IRWD's Deep Aquifer 
Treatment System wells did not follow the demand curve and was nearly constant year
round in order to baseload their colored water treatment plant. Also, groundwater 
pumping from Seal Beach wells was relatively constant year-rounq during water year 
2014-15 and was even slightly reduced during the summer months of July and August of 
2014 likely due to under-pumping for the CPTP. 

Coastal groundwater levels expressed a typical seasonal pattern during water year 2014-
15 that was consistent with the typical seasonal variation in coastal pumping. The 
seasonal pattern in coastal groundwater levels for water year 2014-15 was as follows: 1) 
declined during the summer to their lowest point of the year in September 2014, 2) rose 
during the fall and winter months, reaching a peak in March 2015, and 3) declined during 
the spring and early summer from April through June 2015. 

Coastal groundwater levels in the shallow aquifer followed the general seasonal trend 
described above, but with a seasonal fluctuation of only 5 feet from winter to summer. 
This dampened response is typical because of the lack of pumping from the shallow 
aquifer. The discussion that follows pertains exclusively to the principal aquifer where the 
majority of coastal pumping occurs. 

Coastal groundwater levels in the principal aquifer at the beginning of the water year in 
July 2014 were relatively low compared to the last few years due to the drought and 
relatively low basin storage conditions, but the groundwater level decline during the 
summer months from July to September 2014 was relatively mild. Principal aquifer 
groundwater levels declined only 5 to 10 feet in the Seal Beach, HB, and Fountain Valley 
areas and 10 to 20 feet in the Mesa Water District and IRWD DRWF areas. These summer 
declines were relatively mild due to the aforementioned CPTP in which select coastal 
producers under-pumped, especially since the majority of the under-pumping was during 
the summer months. Coastal groundwater levels in the principal aquifer reached their 
lowest point of the water year in September 2014, ranging from approximately 75 feet 
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below MSL in the Seal Beach and HB areas to as low as 120 feet below MSL in the Mesa 
Water District and IRWD DRWF areas where coastal pumping was more concentrated. 
These lows were approximately 10 to 20 feet lower than the lows from the prior water 
year. 

From October 2014 to March 2015, groundwater levels in the principal aquifer rose 
sharply by 35 to 40 feet throughout the majority of the coastal area and 45 feet in the 
IRWD DRWF area. The increase in groundwater levels was primarily due to less 
groundwater pumping during these winter/ fall months when water demand was lower 
and also because of the CPTP which reduced coastal pumping by over 5,000 AF 
throughout the course of water year 2014-15 as was described above. The March 2015 
coastal groundwater levels in the principal aquifer represented the annual high for water 
year 2014-15, and ranged from 40 feet below MSL in the Seal Beach and HB areas to 
approximately 80 feet below MSL in the Mesa Water District and IRWD DRWD areas. 
These highs were approximately 5 to 15 feet lower than the analogous highs of the prior 
water year. 

From April through June 2015, coastal groundwater levels in the principal aquifer 
declined only mildly due to significantly reduced pumping during the last two months of 
the water year. Pumping throughout the basin during May and June of 2015 was 23% 
lower than those same two months of the prior water year because of late season rain in 
May 2015 and the state-mandated 25% water cutbacks which were announced in May and 
officially began in June 2015. The mild decline in coastal groundwater levels in the 
principal aquifer was only 10 feet throughout most of the coastal area and 15 feet in the 
IRWD DRWF area. 

Because the decline was so mild from April through June 2015, groundwater levels in the 
principal aquifer ended the year in June 215 approximately 15 to 20 feet higher than at the 
end of the prior water year throughout the majority of the coastal area. However, near the 
west end of the Talbert Barrier in Huntington Beach, principal aquifer groundwater levels 
at the end of June 2015 were as much as 30 to 40 feet higher than in June 2014 due to the 
aforementioned Talbert Barrier shutdown during June 2014 which caused groundwater 
levels to be anomalously low that month in that immediate vicinity. 

Based on the principal aquifer water level patterns described above for water year 2014-15, 
the moderate amount of seasonal variation from high to low has become more typical 
since 2008. Principal aquifer levels varied seasonally by approximately 35 feet in the Seal 
Beach and HB areas, and 40 to 45 feet in the Mesa Water District and IRWD DRWF areas, 
respectively. The seasonal fluctuation was slightly greater in the Mesa Water District and 
IRWD DRWF areas due to the larger number and denser distribution of production wells 
as compared to the HB and Seal Beach areas. In the Mesa Water District and IRWD DRWF 
areas, the 40 to 45-foot seasonal fluctuation was similar to last year as well as most years 
since 2008. Prior to 2008, principal aquifer levels in the Mesa Water District and IRWD 
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DRWF areas fluctuated seasonally by as much as 80 to 100 feet when IRWD and other 
producers were participating in the MWD Seasonal Shift Program. 

ANNUAL OVERDRAFT 

Annual groundwater basin overdraft, as defined in the District Act, 11 
••• is the quantihJ,by 

which production of groundwater supplies exceeds natural replenishment of groundwater supplies 
during a water year." This difference between extraction and replenishment can be 
estimated by determining the change in volume of groundwater in storage that would 
have occurred had supplemental water not been used for any groundwater recharge 
purpose, including seawater intrusion protection, advanced water reclamation and the In
Lieu Program. 

For the 2014-15 water year, it is estimated that the vol~me of groundwater in storage 
decreased by 39,000 AF. Approximately 114,061 AF of water was supplied to the basin as 
follows: 1) directly from the percolation or injection of purchased imported water from 
the Colorado River and State Water Project (SWP), 2) use of recycled water to supplement 
purchased imported water in the Alamitos seawater intrusion barrier, and 3) use of GWRS 
recycled water. Therefore, the annual overdraft was 153,000 AF for the 2014-15 water 
year. For the five-year period from July 1, 2010 to June 30, 2015, an annual average of 
approximately 120,000 AF of supplemental water and recycled water was percolated or 
injected into the underground basin for replenishment or used directly in place of 
pumping groundwater (i.e., In-Lieu Program). The average annual overdraft during the 
same five-year period was approximately 132,000 AF. 

GROUNDWATER BASIN ACCUMULATED OVERDRAFT 

The accumulated overdraft, as defined in the District Act, is the quantity of water needed 
to be replaced at OCWD' s intake area to prevent landward movement of ocean water into 
the fresh groundwater body. Landward movement of ocean water can be prevented if 
groundwater levels near the coast are several feet above sea level. Groundwater levels 
along the coast are related to the volume of water stored in the intake area, water pumped 
from the entire basin and the pattern or location of pumping. However, the Talbert and 
Alamitos seawater intrusion control projects have been implemented to prevent landward 
movement of ocean water into the fresh groundwater body. Due to the operation of 
seawater intrusion barrier facilities, there is no longer a direct correlation between 
accumulated overdraft and controlling seawater intrusion. These facilities allow greater 
utilization of the storage capacity of the groundwater basin. OCWD is also dedicated to 
maximizing its replenishment capabilities by actively negotiating with the U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers to increase its water conservation program behind Prado Dam and 
implementing a Long-Term Facilities Plan to evaluate cost-effective improvements to its 
groundwater recharge capabilities. 
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In February2007, OCWD staff completed a report entitled ''Evaluation ofOrange County 
Groundwater Basin Storage and OperationalStrategy." Thisreportpresentedanew 
methodology that had been·developed, tested, and documented for calculating 
accumulated overdraft and storagechangeba5ed a.rl~threeaquiferfayer•approach. 
Furthermore, the reportprovidedthe basis for caku1atingaccumulated overdraft using a 
new full-basin benchmark that was developed for each of the three aquifer layers, which 
in effect replaces the traditional single-layer full benchmark of 1969. 

The annual analysis of basin storage change and accumulated overdraft for water year 
2014.;.15.has beencotnpleted. Based onthethtee-Iayetmethodology,an accumulated 
Overdraft of38l,OOO AF was calculated for the water year ~nding Jtme 30, 2015. The 
accumulatedoverdraft for.theprior·.'Wateryearendin~June·3?,.·2014~as342,9oo·AF(also 
calculated using the three-layer storage method). Therefore, a11 annual decrease of 39,000 
AF (reported earlier herein this report) irt stotedgroundwatet was calculated as the 
difference between the.June 2.014andJune20i5 accurnulatedoverdratts. 

Figure 3 shows the accumulated basin overdra.ff quantities· for the period 1976 through 
2015. 

FIGURE 3. Accurru.11ated Basin>Overdraff 
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The accumulated overdraft for the curtenf water year ending 011Jurie30, 2016 is Projected 
to.be 374,000 .. AF. asstilllingslightly~below avetage •. hydrology ..... The .. anrtti~loverdraft is 
estimated to be.137;750 AE T~is qualltityjs based onassumed annual groundwater 
productionof approximately 281; 75Q AF for the current water year· (including 
groundwater.pumpingwithin the BPP, In-LieuProgran1water;.groundwater pumped 
abovetheBPP fromwaterqualityimpr?"~men.tproj~cts.andMWDGrot1lld'\Vater Storage 
Program extractions) and that naturalreplenishment (including captured SAR flows and 
incidentalrechatge) isestimatedto be a.ppfoximate1y·144,000AFfot the basin under 
~light1y~below average rainfall conditions.In addition, GWRS ptocfuctionis assumed to be 
103;000 AF d tie to the Initial Expansion. 
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Projected annual overdraft for the ensuing water year (2016-17) is estimated to be 138,000 
AF. This estimate is based on the assumption that total annual groundwater production 
for the ensuing water year will be 294,000 AF, a figure that is based upon an assumed BPP 
of 75 percent and includes 22,000 AF of production above the BPP from water quality 
improvement projects (discussed further in the subsequent section entitled Recommended 
Basin Production Percentage). The natural replenishment is estimated to be 156,000 AF 
(average of last five years) under below-average rainfall conditions, and the GWRS 
production is assumed to be 103,000 AF due to the Initial Expansion. 

OCWD, MWD, the Municipal Water District of Orange County (MWDOC) and 
participating producers approved the funding agreement for the MWD Long-Term 
Groundwater Storage Program on June 25, 2003. This conjunctive use program (also 

. informally referred to as MWD CUP) provides for MWD to store up to 66,000 AF in the 
OCWD groundwater basin to be pumped (less basin losses) by participating producers in 
place of receiving imported supplies during water shortage events. A compensation 
package from MWD was included in the agreement to build eight new groundwater 
production wells, improvements to the seawater intrusion barrier, construction of the 
Diemer Bypass Pipeline and an annual administrative fee. The preferred means to store 
water in the MWD storage account has been through the In-Lieu deliveries to 
participating groundwater producers. Water into the MWD storage account has also been 
conducted through direct replenishment utilizing OCWD Forebay recharge basins. During 
water year 2014-15, MWD did not store any water into the MWD CUP storage account. 
However, OCWD purchased 10,000 AF of stored water from the MWD CUP account. In 
any event, the water stored or extracted by MWD is considered to be MWD supply and 
not groundwater production. During water year 2014-15, 12,917 AF were pumped from 
pumped from the MWD CUP account by the participating groundwater producers. The 
annual quantities and cumulative totals of MWD water stored since the inception of the 
program are shown in Appendix 4. It is important to note that the reported quantities do 
not include pumping extractions from the account or basin losses. 

REPLENISHMENT RECOMMENDATION 

Section 27(b) of the District Act states the following: 

"The total of the replenishment assessment levied in any year shall not exceed an amount of money 
found to be necessary to purchase sufficient water to replenish the average annual overdraft for the 
immediate past five water years plus an additional amount of water sufficient to eliminate over a 
period of not less than 10 years nor more than 20 years, the accumulated overdraft, plus an amount 
of money to pay the costs of initiating, carrying on, and completing any of the powers, projects and 
purposes for which this district is organized." 
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Based upon Section 27(b), that portion of the RA that is used for water purchases for the 
ensuing water year 2016-17 is limited to the amount needed to purchase 170,000 AF as 
calculated below: 

Five-year (7/1/2010 through 6/30/2015) Average Ammal Overdraft* = 132,000 AF 
Accumulated Overdraft (End of Water Year 2014-15) · = 381,000 AF 
Assumed Time Period to Eliminate Accumulated Overdraft = 10 years 
Potential Water Purchase Amom1t: 133,000 AF+ (381,000 AF /10 years) = 170,100 AF (use 170,000 AF) 

*Referred to as the Average Annual Overdraft in Section 27(b) of the District Act. 

Table 2 presents the proposed 2016-17 budget for water purchases, which shows the 
proposed quantity of purchased water (67,000 AF) being significantly less than the 
prescribed limit of 170,000 AF as allowed for under the provisions of Section 27(b) of the 
District Act. 

TABLE 2. 2016-17 Budget for Water Purchases 

Water Source AF Rate ($/AF)* Total Cost($) 
Alamitos Barrier 
MWD Untreated Non-interruptible Water 
Water Purchases Sub-total 

Applicable Charges 
MWDOC Surcharge (8-year average) 
MWD/MWDOC Capacity Charge 
MWD/MWDOC RTS Charge 
Additional Charges Sub-total 

TOTAL WATER PURCHASES COST 

2,000 
65,000 
67,000 

-
-
-
-

67,000 

$1,048.00 
$605.00 

-
-
-
-

-

$ 2,096,000 
$39,325,000 
$41,421,000 

Total Cost $ 
$ 0 
$ 1,000,000 
$ 700,000 
$ 1,700,000 

$43,121,000 

* Rates include required MWDOC Capacity and Readiness to Serve (RTS) charges where appropriate. 

RECOMMENDED BASIN PRODUCTION PERCENTAGE 

In December 2002, OCWD approved a basin management approach for determining the 
BPP for future water years. The management approach is based upon the development of 
a base amount of groundwater production the basin can annually sustain utilizing 
dependable water supplies OCWD expects to receive. It is a policy for OCWD to provide 
an estimate of the BPP each January for the following fiscal year to assist the groundwater 
producers in the preparation of their annual budgets. 

A BPP ranging from 72 percent to 80 percent is currently being proposed for the ensuing 
water year 2016-17. Analysis of the groundwater basin's projected accumulated overdraft, 
the available supplies to the basin (assuming below-average hydrology) and the projected 
pumping demands indicate that this level of pumping could potentially be sustained for 
2016-17 without detriment to the basin. 
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A BPP of 75 percent corresponds to approximately 294,000 AF of groundwater production 
which includes 22,000 AF of groundwater production above the BPP to account for several 
groundwater quality enhancement projects (see description below). 

In order to achieve water quality objectives in the groundwater basin, it is estimated for 
the ensuing water year 2016-17 that additional production of approximately 22,000 AF 
(above the BPP) will be undertaken by the City of Tustin, City of Garden Grove, Mesa 
Water District and IRWD. These agencies need the additional pumping allowance in 
order to accommodate groundwater quality improvement projects. As in prior years, 
production above the BPP from these projects would be partially or fully exempt from the 
BEA as a result of the benefit provided to the basin by removing poor-quality 
groundwater and treating it for beneficial use. 

In March 2016, staff will review with the OCWD Board of Directors the basis and the 
assumptions made for the proposed BPP and receive any direction on the matter. In April 
2016, staff will again apprise the OCWD Board of Directors on the status of the 
aforementioned conditions. If the estimates of basin supplies in the current or ensuing 
year are substantially different than those contained in the respective conditions, a revised 
BPP may then be recommended. 
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PART II: WATER SUPPLY AND BASIN UTILIZATION 

Section 31.5 of the District Act requires an investigation and annual report setting forth the 
following information related to water supply and basin utilization within the OCWD 
service area, together with other information as OCWD may desire: 

WATER SUPPLY AND BASIN UTILIZATION 
2014-15 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

1. Water usage from all supplemental sources totaled 159,373 AF for the 2014-15 water 
year including any available In-Lieu Program water (none for 2014-15). 

2. Water usage from recycled water produced from within OCWD including the 
GWRS totaled 98,057 AF for the 2014-15 water year. 

3. Water demands within OCWD totaled 425,349 AF for the 2014-15 water year. 

4. Estimated demands for groundwater for the ensuing 2016-17 water year are 294,000 
AF. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL WATER 

Supplemental water is used by water agencies within OCWD's boundary to augment 
groundwater supplies in satisfying their user demands and by OCWD to recharge the 
groundwater basin. Supplemental water, as defined in Section 31.5 of the District Act, is 
any water that originates from outside the SAR watershed (comprised of an area of 2,081 
square miles) with the exception of water that originates within the portion of the Santiago 
Creek watershed that lies upstream of Villa Park Dam which is counted as supplemental 
water. It is important to note that the Santiago Creek watershed lies entirely within the SAR 
watershed. Sources of supplemental water typically include imported deliveries from 
MWD and diversions from Irvine Lake/Santiago Reservoir (i.e., Santiago Creek) that are 
conveyed to users within OCWD boundaries. MWD deliveries originate from either the 
Colorado River or the SWP. In addition, supplemental water would also include deliveries 
from within the SAR watershed that involve water exchanges (i.e., releasing a quantity of 
water that originates from within the SAR watershed while importing an equal quantity of 
supplemental water to replace it). 

Non-local waters are defined, for the purposes of this report, as waters purchased from 
agencies outside of OCWD' s boundary for use within OCWD. Non-local waters include 
supplemental water and water deliveries purchased by OCWD where the water source is 
located within the SAR watershed. Water deliveries to OCWD from the Arlington Desalter 
in Riverside and the San Bernardino Valley Municipal Water District's High Groundwater 
Mitigation Project are considered non-local waters. Both projects involve pumping (and 
treatment in Arlington's case) and release of groundwater from the SAR upstream 
groundwater basins to OCWD via the SAR for groundwater replenishment at OCWD 
Forebay recharge facilities. For the purpose of being consistent with previous Engineer's 
Reports and to present information in a concise manner, non-local water deliveries that are 
purchased and used by OCWD for groundwater replenishment are included in the 
supplemental water totals in this report. 

Recycled wastewater produced and used within OCWD is considered, for the purposes of 
this report, as neither non-local water nor supplemental water (sometimes referred to as 
neutral water). Therefore, recycled water that originates from within OCWD is reported 
separately from supplemental water totals. However, recycled water used in the Alamitos 
Barrier is supplied by Water Replenishment District of Southern California (WRD) and 
originated from outside the SAR watershed, and, as such, is categorized as supplemental 
water. 

Water agencies utilizing supplemental water are listed in Appendix 1. As summarized in 
Table 3, the use of supplemental water in OCWD' s service area during 2014-15 water year 
totaled 159,373 AF of which 98,502 AF resulted from the direct use by water agencies and 
60,871 AF (including any available In-Lieu Program water) were used for groundwater 
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replenishment purposes. The supplemental water used by water agencies included 98,502 
AF for municipal and industrial use ancl zero AF for agricultural purposes. Historical 
supplemental water usage for the 2014.:.15 water yea.t and earlieris illusttatedin Figure 4. 
The GWRS delivered recycled· water to OCWD Fotebay recharge basins and the Talbert 
seawater intrusion barrier throughout the 2014~ 15 wateryeaf A breakdown of non-focal 
water purchases by OCWD for 1995-96 through 2014-15 is presented in Appendix 4. 

TABLE 3. 2014-15 supplemental Waterusage 
Direct Agency Use I AF 
Imported.Water 
Santiago Creek Native Water 

Subtotal 

95;973. 
2,529 

98,502 
Groundwater Replenishment (Purchased) I AF 
In-Lieu Program 
For~bayRechar~e

3 

Alamitos Barrier 
Talbert Barrier 
Stored WaterfrornMWD CUP StorageAcc01.mt3 

Includes extractions from MWD Groundwater Storage Program. 

0 
48,617 

2;236 
18 

10,000 

60,871 

2 Any amount reported herein includes waterieceivedbyOCWD 1s groundwaterproducers as In-Lieu 
water. 

3 Full service rate untreated water; 
4Total combines imported and recycted water deliveries. 

FIGURE·4. Historical Supplemental water.usage 

ma Purchased for Recharge m In-Lieu Program • ProducerDirectUse 
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Recycled water use within OCWD is presented in Table 4 (excluding WRD-supplied 
recycled water to the Alamitos Barrier because this water is categorized as supplemental 
water and already included in the total amount reported in Table 3). T4e major uses of 
recycled water are groundwater replenishment (including Kraemer, Miller and Miraloma 
recharge basins and Talbert Barrier injection wells) and supply water for irrigation and 
industrial users. 

TABLE 4. 2014-15 Recycled Water Usage 

Groundwater Replenishment I Water Usage (AF) 
GWRS AWPF (for Talbert Barrier) 
GWRS AWPF (for Recharge Basins) 1 

GWRS AWPF (for Mid-Basin Injection) 
Subtotal 

Subtotal 

36,471 
39,688 
76,159 

310 
76,469 

Irrigation and Industrial Water Usage (AF) 
IRWD 
OCWD (Green Acres Project)3 

Subtotal 

TOTAL 

16,957 
4,631 

21,588 

98,057 

1 Excludes 64 AF delivered to City of Anaheim Canyon Power Plant and Anaheim Regional 
Transportation lntermodal Center (ARTIC). 
2Recycled water used within the portion of OCWD that lies within IRWD's boundaries (excludes 
OCWDIIRWD intertie water deliveries to the Green Acres Project). 
3Excludes deliveries to the Orange County Sanitation District (OCSD) and includes IRWD/OCWD 
lntertie deliveries to the Green Acres Project. 

AVAILABILITY OF SUPPLEMENTAL REPLENISHMENT WATER 

MWD provided untreated full service water supplies to its groundwater-basin agencies 
during the water year· 2014-15 in spite of a record-low allocation of State Project Water. 
The availability of supplemental water from MWD to recharge the groundwater basin in 
the coming water year will be reduced due to the drought conditions. 

WATER DEMANDS 

During the 2014-15 water year, the total water demands within OCWD' s service area were 
425,349 AF. Total demands include the use of groundwater, MWD In-Lieu Program 
water, imported water, Santiago Creek native water and recycled water. Total demands 
exclude any groundwater, supplemental water and recycled water used by OCWD for 
groundwater recharge (such as the GWRS recycled water), and water conservation credits 
given to groundwater producers for their conservation efforts. 
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Water demands for 2014-15 and projected water demands for 2015-16 and 2016-17 are 
summarized in Table 5. The water demands for the current year 2015-16 were determined 
by assessing the data that is presently available and projecting that data to develop the 
total annual demands for the current year. The water demands for the ensuing year 2016-
17 are based on the projections provided by the retail water agencies within OCWD' s 
service area. Long-term projections are presented in Figure 5. 

WATER DEMANDS FORECAST 

OCWD participates with MWDOC and retail groundwater producers to predict future 
demands in OCWD' s service area. Each groundwater producer projected its total water 
demands to the year 2035. These projections include the effect of local water conservation 
efforts. Figure 5 illustrates the historical and the projected water demands for OCWD's 
service area to the year 2035. 

Population within OCWD's service area is expected to increase from the current 2.28 
million people (based on Census 2010 demographic data) to approximately 2.7 million 
people by the year 2035. This population growth is expected to increase water demands 
from the current 425,349 AF per year to 525,000 AF per year in 2035 (a water demand 
projection that takes into consideration future water conservation savings). In an effort to 
support increasing water demands, OCWD will look to increase basin production by 
operating the existing GWRS, maximizing the current AWPF production capacity, 
capturing more SAR storm flows, expanding the production of GWRS to its ultimate 
capacity (with the assumption that additional wastewater flows are available), purchasing 
imported supplies for groundwater recharge whenever supplies are available, developing 
other local recycled water supplies for replenishment purposes and expanding recharge 
facilities. 
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TABLE 5. Water Demands Within OCWD 

Santiago 
Ground- Imported C k N t· Recycled ree a 1ve 
water1 Water2

•
3 Water3 Water4 Total 

2014-15 
Non.;I rrigation 302,634 
Irrigation 2,625 
Total 3057259 

2015-16 {Current Year)5 

Non-Irrigation 279;250 
Irrigation 2,500 
Total 281,750 

2016-17 (Ensuing Year)5 

Non-Irrigation 291,500 
Irrigation 2,500 
Total 294,000 

1 lnc/udes In-Lieu Program water, if available. 

95;973 2,529 

95,973 2;529 

44,750 2;500 

44,750 2,500 

61,500 2,500 

61,500 2,500· 

21,588 
21,588 

21,000 
21,000 

401,136 
24,213 

425,349 

326,500 
23,500 

350,000 

355,500 
24,500 

380,000 

2f xcludes w~ter consetvatioh .credits anditrrported ~ater .u~edforgroundwaforief)le.nishme~t. 
3 1mportedWater"and "Santiago Creek Native ·Water'' are both counted as supplemental water. 
4 Excludes recycled water inJectedinto the groundwaterbasin fot seawater ihtrusioh protection. Includes 
recycled waterfrorr,l~WDgnd C>CvVD's.Green~c:res Project(exC/u~i~gOCSD's usage). 

5 Water demands are estimated by O CWD assuming average hydrology. · 

FIGURE 5. Water DemandsProJections 
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ADVANCED WASTEWATER RECLAMATION 

Groundwater, supplemental water and local surface water have historically been the 
primary water sources within OCWD. In recent decades, wastewater reclamation has 
increasingly become a significant source of additional water. Purified recycled wastewater 
has been produced by OCWD for use as injection water in the Talbert Barrier and as 
percolation water in Kraemer, Miller and Miraloma recharge basins. OCWD and IRWD 
recycle wastewater at their respective treatment plants for irrigation and industrial uses. 

The GWRS is an advanced wastewater reclamation project jointly-funded by OCWD and 
the Orange County Sanitation District (OCSD). The project was operational in January 
2008. The advanced treatment processes utilized in the GWRS consist of microfiltration 
(MF) followed by reverse osmosis (RO) membranes and ultraviolet (UV) light disinfection 
in combination with hydrogen peroxide. For water year 2014-15, the GWRS treated 
wastewater from the OCSD to drinking water standards and delivered 76,469 AF of 
purified water for direct injection into the Talbert seawater intrusion barrier and 
percolation into the OCWD groundwater basin via recharge basins and Mid-Basin 
Injection (MBI) well. 

For water year 2014-15, OCWD and IRWD recycled water deliveries for landscape 
irrigation and industrial uses in Fountain Valley, Costa Mesa, HB, Newport Beach, Santa 
Ana and IRWD's service area totaled 21,588 AF. 

WRD placed the 3-MGD Alamitos Barrier Recycled Water Project, known as the Leo J. 
Vander Lans Water Treatment Facility, into service in October 2005. This project supplies 
highly treated recycled water to the Alamitos Barrier. The Leo J. Vander Lans advanced 
wastewater treatment facility located in Long Beach utilizes the treatment processes of 
MF, RO and UV light disinfection. This project is intended to replace up to 50 percent of 
the imported water used to supply the Alamitos Barrier with recycled water. The project 
operated for eight of twelve months during the water year 2014-15. For 2014-15, the 
project supplied 151 AF of recycled water to the Alamitos Barrier, which represented 7 
percent of the barrier's supply that OCWD is responsible for payment. Recycled water 
deliveries from the Leo J. Vander Lans plant to the Orange County portion of the Alamitos 
Barrier are classified as supplemental water because this recycled water originates from 
outside the SAR watershed. It is noteworthy to mention that the Leo J. Vander Lans Water 
Treatment Facility is presently under expansion in an effort to increase its treatment 
capacity. 

WATER QUALITY 

OCWD maintains a comprehensive groundwater protection policy that includes water 
quality monitoring, removal of contaminants, regulatory agency support, toxic residuals 
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removal and hazardous waste management. In addition, OCWD provides water quality 
information to regulatory agencies, other water agencies and the general public. In order 
to meet the current and future water quality testing requirements, OCWD operates the 
Advanced Water Quality Assurance Laboratory at the Fountain Valley campus. The 
laboratory houses approximately 30 chemists and laboratory technicians, 12 water quality 
monitoring personnel and all the analytical instruments that are needed to perform more 
than 400,000 analyses of approximately 20,000 water samples taken each water year. The 
laboratory supports the extensive water quality testing requirements for the GWRS. 

When blended together by the major agencies within OCWD' s service area, the blended 
groundwater (without treatment) and treated supplemental water for 2014-15 is 
determined to have a flow-weighted average of 496 milligrams per liter (mg/L) of total 
dissolved solids (TDS) which is greater than the average TDS concentration of 482 mg/L 
reported for the prior year (2013-14). The average groundwater TDS concentration for the 
basin for 2014-15 is 452 mg/L (compared to 456 mg/L reported for 2013-14), ranging from 
a low of 220 mg/Lin Seal Beach to a high of approximately 660 mg/Lin certain inland 
areas. 

Average· concentrations of TDS, nitrate (N03) and hardness for groundwater and 
groundwater combined with supplemental water supplied by agencies within OCWD' s 
service area during the 2014-15 water year are summarized in Table 6. These 
concentrations were determined from groundwater and supplemental water analyses and 
from production reports submitted to and filed with OCWD by each water agency. The 
City of Tustin and IRWD have active groundwater treatment projects that help to reduce 
certain constituents reported in Table 6 in their groundwater supply prior to service to 
their customers (see note 6 for detailed explanation). 

WATER RESOURCES DATA 

A summary of water resources data within OCWD for the 2014-15 water year and the 
previous year (2013-14) is included in Appendix 5. 
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TABLE 6. 2014-15 Water Quality Summary 

Anaheim 584 2.9 322 597 2.2 315 
Buena Park 410 1.4 248 466 1.0 260 
East Orange County Water District 606 4.0 342 606 4.0 342 
Fountain Valley 410 1.2 240 410 1.2 240 
Fullerton 520 2.8 268 554 2.0 276 
Garden Grove 564 4.0 340 582 3.0 328 
Golden State Water Company 408 1.6 230 466 1.2 246 
Huntington Beach 362 0.4 170 472 0.3 221 
Irvine Ranch Water District6 364* 1.0* 138* 387* 1.0* 151* 
La Palma 292 ND8 146 292 ND8 146 
Mesa Water District 342 0.4 106 375 0.4 128 
Newport Beach 300 1.4 151 393 1.1 191 
Orange 489 2.3 286 532 1.6 289 
Santa Ana 405 2.0 232 460 1.6 248 
Seal Beach 220 ND8 74 309 ND

8 122 
Serrano Water District 642 2.8 346 648 2.0 341 
Tustin6 518* 4.1* 266* 548* 3.1* 274* 
Westminster 358 1.3 226 429 1.0 244 
Yorba Linda Water District 652 2.1 338 645 1.4 323 
Weighted Average7 452 2.0 236 496 1.5 251 

1 All groundwater results (alone or blend) are for untreated groundwater (see note 6 below). Units are reported in mg/L. · 
2 Delivered blend includes untreated groundwater and treated imporled MWD water (i.e., blend of Colorado River water and 
State Project water as measured at the MWO Diemer Plant), except Serrano Water District, which blends with treated 
Santiago Reservoir water. Units are reporled in mg/L. Annual average water qualities for MWD and Santiago Reservoir 
(Irvine Lake) for 2014-15 are as follows: 

MWD Water Qualitv 
TOS = 632mg/L 

N03-N = 0. 2 mg/L 
Hardness (as CaCO3) = 295 mg/L 

3 Secondary Drinking Water Standards for TDS are as follows: 
500 mg/L = recommended limit 

Santiago Reservoir Water Qualitv 
TOS = 662 mg/L 

N03-N = 0. 0 mg/L 
Hardness (as CaCO3) = 328 mg/L 

1,000 mg/L = upper limit 
4 Primary Drinking Water Standard for nitrate NO3-N (i.e., nitrate expressed as nitrogen) is 1 O mg/L. 
5 Hardness is reporled as mg/L of CaCO3. General classifications of hard and soft water are within the following 
concentration ranges: 

0-75 mg/L = soft 150-300 mg/L = hard 
75-150 mg/L = moderately hard 300 and up mg/L = very hard 

6 Agencies with active groundwater quality improvement projects that treat for one or more of the constituents listed in the 
table. The results shown herein for "groundwater" and "delivered blend" reflect results from untreated groundwater. 
Water quality constituents that are marked with an asterisk (*) are reduced prior to delivery to customers. 

7 All water quality results are flow-weighted averages based on groundwater and imporled water delivered to each agency. 
8 NO = not detected. Nitrate (expressed as NO3-N) analytical detection limit for OCWO Advanced Water Quality Assurance 
Laboratory is 0. 1 mg/L. · 
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PART Ill: WATER PRODUCTION COSTS 
FOR ENSUING YEAR (2016-17) 

Section 31.5 of the District Act requires that costs of producing groundwater and obtaining 
supplemental water be evaluated annually. These costs vary for each groundwater 
producer and depend on many factors. Although these variations in cost are recognized, 
it is necessary for the purpose of this report to arrive at figures representing the average 
cost of producing groundwater and purchasing supplemental water. 

ENSUING YEAR (2016-17) WATER PRODUCTION COSTS 
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

1. Cost for producing water from the groundwater basin within OCWD including a 
replenishment assessment for 2016-17 is estimated to be $598.00 per acre-foot. 

2. Cost of treated, non-interruptible supplemental water for 2016-17 is estimated to be 
$1,037.00 per acre-foot. 
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GROUNDWATER PRODUCTION COSTS FOR NON-IRRIGATION USE 

Cost for producing an acre-foot of groundwater in the ensuing 2016-17 water year has 
been estimated for a potable water well for a large groundwater producer (i.e., a city water 
department, water district) in OCWD' s service area. Operations and maintenance (O&M) 
and energy costs were determined using the cost information provided by nineteen large 
groundwater producers from a survey conducted by OCWD in fall 2015. The capital cost 
component was derived using the available actual project cost data for eight production 
wells constructed in 2008 under the MWD Long-Term Groundwater Storage Program and 
adjusted to present values using Engineering News-Record Construction Cost Index. 
Appendix 6 contains several of the key design characteristics for eight wells that were 
constructed under the MWD' s program. The OCWD RA used in the determination of 
groundwater production cost is the average estimate of the proposed RA for 2016-17. 

The estimated cost for groundwater production for a large groundwater producing entity 
such as a city water department or a water district is presented in Table 7. The total cost to 
produce an acre-foot of groundwater within OCWD in the ensuing 2016-17 water year is 
estimated to be $598 per acre-foot. Based on the responses to the aforementioned survey, 
the flow-weighted average (based upon the quantity of groundwater pumped) for energy 
cost equaled $71 per AF. Operation and Maintenance (O&M) costs ranged from $7 to $176 
per acre-foot with a median cost of approximately $64 per acre-foot. Elements that 
influence these costs include load factors and variations in groundwater levels. Recently 
drilled wells are generally deeper than those drilled decades ago. From the 
aforementioned survey, the average load factor which indicates the percent-of-use of an 
extraction facility equaled 56 percent. 

TABLE 7. Estimated 2016-17 Groundwater Production Costs 

Cost Item 
Non-Irrigation Use 

Annual Cost ($) Cost per AF ($/AF) 
nergy I 

RA 1,045,2001 4023 . 

E 184 600 71 2 

Total Production Costs 1,229,800 473 
Capital 159,7004 61 4 

O&M 166,4001 642 

Total Other Costs 326,100 125 
Total Cost to Producers 1,555,900 598 

1 Based upon an annual average production of 2,600 AF per production well. 
2 Based on survey of major agencies within OCWD's service area, non-irrigation groundwater users. 
3 Average estimate of the proposed RA for 2016-17. 
4 Based on 2008 average cost for design and construction of a production well (excluding land cost) 
under the MWD Long-Term Groundwater Storage Program (cost amortized over 30 years at 5 percent 
interest) and adjusted to 2015 dollars using Engineering News-Record Construction Cost Index for Los 
Angeles area. Typical design parameters are listed in Appendix 6. 
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COST OF SUPPLEMENTAL WATER 

Supplemental water is supplied to OCWD's service area by MWD. MWD delivers both 
treated and untreated water as either a non-interruptible supply or an interruptible 
supply. As a result, there are several categories of water available from MWD. The 
categories most applicable for purposes of this report are 1) uninterruptible (i.e., firm) 
treated water, which is referred to as "full service water," and 2) uninterruptible untreated 
water. Treated water is used directly by various groundwater producers for municipal 
and industrial purposes, while untreated water is used by OCWD to support higher 
groundwater production. Table 8 shows the estimated cost for the MWD uninterruptible 
treated water (full service water) cost for the ensuing 2016-17 water year. Figure 6 

I 

illustrates the historical supplemental water costs along with the historical groundwater 
production costs. A comparison of estimated costs for groundwater versus supplemental 
water (non-irrigation use) during the ensuing water year 2016-17 is summarized in Table 9 
and also in Figure 6. Values used in Figure 6 are presented in tabular form in Appendix 7. 

TABLE 8. Estimated 2016-17 Supplemental Water Cost1 

Rate and Charge Components / Treated Water Rate ($/AF) 

Firm Deliveries 

MWD Supply Rate (MWDOC Melded Rate) 
MWD System Access Rate 
MWD System Power Rate 
MWD Water Stewardship Rate 
MWD Treatment Surcharge 
MWD RTS and Capacity Charges2 

Total 

Full Service Water 

156.00 
263.00 
144.00 
41.00 

353.00 
80.00 

1,037.00 

1 Rates are an average of calendar year 2016 and proposed calendar year 2017. Supplemental 
water costs for MWD's member agencies (i.e., Anaheim, Fullerton and Santa Ana) are not 
reported herein due to the variability among these agencies on water supply a/locations between 
MWD's Tier 1 and Tier 2. 

2 Readiness-to-SeNe (RTS) and Capacity Charges have been converted to an approximate cost 
per acre-foot, but are not normally reported in terms of unit cost. 

Cost components for supplemental treated and untreated water are listed in Table 8. 
Beyond the normally expected water supply, treatment and power charges, there are 
several other charges. The System Access charge is for costs associated with the 
conveyance and distribution system, including capital and O&M costs. The Water 
Stewardship charge is used to support MWD' s financial commitment to conservation, 
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TABLE 9. Estimated 2016-17\IVaterPf'oductiotrCdsfdomparison 

N I . t· U Groundwater I Supplemental Water 
on- mga ion se Cost ($/AF) Cost ($/AF) 

Fixed Cost 

Variable Cost 

Total 

1capftal cbs( .. 
2 Cost for energy, · O&M andproposed RA. 
3 Dellheatioh affixed and variable costs Is not available. 

1,037.003 

Wa tet recydillg, groundwater recovery and othet water .. mariag~trierit programs· apptoved 
by Mv\TD. 1\11Wp llSesthe Capac~ty Charge to recover its C?~tfor useofpeaking capacity 
withi~its·.·distribution systelll ... The. Readllless-to-Serv~···(~TS)···c~arge. is .. ~?.·. reco'-'~r ... MWD's 
cost associated with providing standby and peak conveyance. capacity and system 
elllergency storage capacity. 
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APPENDIX 1. Water Production Data 2014-15 

Non-lrri ation 1 

889.5 

9-. 
9.417.5 

18,939.4 10.8 
171421.4 
18,027.5 
16,603.9 

49,455.5 1,040. 
1,939.6 

3.1 

1 '1 

26.34 
3 

Tustin1 City of 4 8,202.5 
Westminster, City of 7 8,370.5 
Yorba Linda Water District7 12,297.3 20.4 

,, 72.3 11 
6,601.2 1,553.1 
1.261.0 

1 Water classed as being used for purposes other than commercial agriculture. 
2 Imported IVl'vVD water purchased for domestic use to offset groundwater pumping. 
3 Accounts for only those credits allov.ed for under the program initiated on September 20, 1995. 
4 Agencies that participate in a groundwater water quality improvement project. 

889.5 
99.6 

9417.5 
18 950.2 
17,421.4 
18,027.5 

16 603.9 
50,495.8 

939. 

15653.1 
11,208.1 

,372.9 
239. 

26,343.0 
2,736.8 
2,056.3 
8,202.5 
8 370.5 

12 317.7 

3.8 

1)-~1"-"liatlT·•• 

Non-lrri ation 1 

3,620 
7.3 3.4 

110.8 
2.1 26.8 

8 297.8 34.9 
6,640.2 51.3 
6 659.8 113.3 

11147.1 108.6 
4,399.5 738.6 

6-. 
4,336.4 22. 
8 

7 .2 
771.1 .5 

2,913.5 49.4 
3 250.9 44.8 
7,662.8 39.5 

98,501. 11 
0. 
0.0 0 . 

,501.9 . 8 

.9 13,454.7 
10.7 900.2 

110.8 210.4 
28.9 9 446.4 

8 332.7 27 282.9 
6,691.5 24 112.9 
6 773.1 24 800.6 

11 255.7 27 859. 
5,138.1 55 633. 

8.6 1 948.2 
.2 17,715.3 
.0 15 567.1 

864.7 29 237.1 
0.0 239.6 

10,379.2 36,722.2 
.3 3 494.1 

l.6 2 830. 
2,962.9 11,165.4 
3 295.7 11,666.2 
7 702.3 20 020.0 

100,233.7 396,07 

.0 8 154.3 

.0 1 261.0 

,233.7 405,492. 

5 Agencies that can receive Santiago Creek native water above Villa Park Dam that are conveyed to users within OCWD. Such water, if delivered, is included within the classification of "Supplemental Water" 
as defined in the District Act. 

6 Groundwater quantity reported herein is that quantity used by OCWD for purposes other than seawater intrusion barrier maintenance. 
7 These agencies participated in the MND Long-Term Groundwater Storage Program for which groundwater was extracted and accounted for as supplemental water. 
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APPENDIX 2. 2014-151 Groundwater Production -
Non-Irrigation Use Production Over 25 Acre-feet 

PRODUCER AF I PRODUCER AF 
Alta Vista Country Club 411.5 Mesa Verde Country Club 350.2 
Anaheim Cemetery 47.7 Mesa Water District 15,653.1 
Anaheim, City of 44,689.5 Midway City Mutual Water Company 151.7 
Buena Park, City of 9,808.8 Mile Square Golf Course 101.6 
Canyon RV Park 122.3 Navy Golf Course 490.1 
County of Orange 99.6 Newport Beach, City of 11,208.1 
Cypress GC LLC/Cypress Golf Club 67.9 Newport Beach Golf Course 119.3 
Danone Waters of North America 338.9 Orange, City of 20,372.9 
Donovan Golf Course Management 214.9 Orange County Water District 239.6 
Eastlake Village HOA 54.7 Page Avenue Mutual Water Company 57.9 
East Orange County Water District 889.5 River View Golf 252.9 
Eastside Water Association 210.1 Santa Ana, City of 26,343.0 
Fairhaven Memorial Park 181.2 Santa Ana Country Club 326.6 
Forest Lawn Memorial Park 207.8 Seal Beach, City of 2,736.8 
Fountain Valley, City of 9,417.5 Sequoia Management Services, LL 620.5 
Fullerton, City of 18,939.4 Serrano Water District 2,056.3 
Garden Grove, City of 17,421.4 South Coast Shores HOA 55.9 
Golden State Water Company 18,027.5 South Midway City Water Company 76.9 
Hargis and Associates, Inc. 36.6 The Boeing Company 199.3 
Huntington Beach, City of 16,603.9 The Good Shepherd Cemetery 66.8 
Hynes Estates, Inc. 59.8 The Lakes Master Association 54.8 
Irvine Ranch Water District 49,455.5 Tustin, City of 8,202.5 
Knott's Berry Farm 250.6 Westminster, City of 8,370.5 
La Palma, City of 1,939.6 Westminster Memorial Park 278.9 
Lockheed Martin Corporation 41.3 Yorba Linda Country Club 435.7 
Los Alamitos Race Course 235.5 Yorba Linda Water District 12,297.3 
Melrose Abbey Funeral Center 30.5 Total 301,136.9 

1 Water year begins on July 1. 
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APPENDIX 3. 2014-151 Groundwater Production -
Irrigation Use Production Over 25 Acre-feet 

PRODUCER AF 
Berumen Farms, Inc. 
F.S. Nursery c/o Southern CA Edison 
Irvine Ranch Water District 
Orange County Produce 
Roy Pursche 
Village Nurseries 
Total 

1 Water year begins on July 1. 
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1,040.3 
899.4 
403.8 
137.3 
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Western Alamitos 

Mun. WD Barrier 

Water Purch. Purch. 

Year AF AF 

1995-96 888.2 1 691.6 

1996-97 2958.0 1 885.5 

1997-98 701.8 1 613.8 

1998-99 996.1 1,493.6 

1999-00 - 1 873.6 

2000-01 - 1,672.5 

2001-02 2 990.3 2 282.2 

2002-03 3 471.4 1 448.7 

2003-04 3 605.0 1 938.3 

2004-05 - 1 914.9 

2005-06 - 833.04 

2006-07 1,745.0 534.1 4 

2007-08 2 882.4 1 505.74 

2008-09 3 663.5 2 094.24 

2009-10 - 1,321.94 

2010-11 - 1,689.1 4 

2011-12 - 1,198.74 

2012-13 - 1,721.84 

2013-14 - 2,370.24 

2014-15 - 2,236.34 

Total 23 901.7 33 319.7 

APPENDIX 4. Non - Local Water Purchased by OCWD for 
Water Years 1995-96 through 2014-15 

FV1 MCWD Forebay cup2 CUP2 Supply Mgmt. Arlington 

OC32A OC44B Rechari!]e Recharrne In-Lieu In-Lieu Prol!]ram3 Desalter 

Purch. Purch. Purch. Delive~ Deliveli'1 Purch. Purch. Purch. 

AF AF AF AF AF AF AF AF 

- - 15 278.7 - - 5 542.4 - 2 770.6 

- - 33 742.7 - - 7,883.0 - 6 176.2 

- - 19,029.4 - - - 27,674.9 2,516.9 

- - 10,371.5 - - - 13,351.9 2,351.3 

- - 28 478.1 - - 24 726.0 13,280.8 4 994.6 

941.7 - 59,138.4 - - 11,191.0 7,449.0 5,177.9 

2 673.0 - 30 092.6 - - 19 472.4 - 5 819.8 

1 540.1 - 35 755.1 - - 25 631.0 35 832.0 4 924.7 

1 703.3 3 380.6 14,832.0 2,462.7 2 479.6 49 688.8 - 4 087.3 

2 451.8 8 368.6 3810.8 - - 15,021.1 54 596.1 - 567.5 

1 079.9 5 431.1 7 256.7 - 15 452.9 73,763.1 5 - -
143.9 7,394.7 42 173.0 - 14 427.3 36 313.0 - 227.6 

- 4 581.4 - - - - - 1 266.6 

- 4 140.3 18 100.0 - - - - 428.2 

- 176.9 20,535.7 - - - - 106.2 

- 100.5 11,038.6 16,500.0 - 10,435.4 - -

- 1.9 41,230.8 7 709.6 9 719.9 30 843.6 - -

- 3.7 24,356.1 15 570.8 - - - -

- 6.2 50,700.5 - - - - -

- 17.7 48,616.8 - - - -

10 533.7 33 603.6 514 537.5 42 243.1 57 100.8 350 085.8 97 588.6 41 415.4 
1 Includes only imported water and excludes groundwater deliveries from Fountain Valley to OCWD, 

San Bernard. 

Valle Mun.WO 

Purch. Purch. Purch. 

AF AF 

- 26171.5 

- 52 645.4 

- 51,536.8 

- 28,564.4 

- 73 353.1 

2,787.6 88,358.1 

4 296.4 67 626.7 

- 108 603.0 

- 84 177.6 

- 86 730.8 

- 103 816.7 

- 102 958.6 

- 10 236.1 

- 28 426.2 

- 22 140.7 

- 39 763.6 

- 90 704.5 

- 41 652.4 

- 53 076.9 

- 60 870.86 

7 084.0 1 221 413.96 

2 "CUP" is the multi-agency conjunctive use program (known as the MWD Long-Term Groundwater Storage Program or MWD CUP). Basin losses are not taken into account. 
::i Known as Basin Water Supply Management Program (WSM) water. WSM program was terminated on December 31, 2003. 
4 Includes both MWD imported deliveries and supplemental recycled water deliveries. 
0 Includes 16,000 AF of 2005-06 MWD Supplemental Storage Program (i.e., "Super In-Lieu") water that was received as In-Lieu by the groundwater producers. 
0 Includes purchase of 10,000 AF of stored water from MWD CUP storage account at full-service untreated water rate. 
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APPENDIX 5. 2014-15 Water Resources Summary 

I 
2014-2015 12013-20141 Change from 
Water Year Water Year last year to this 

(AF) (AF) year 

SUMMARY OF BASIN CONDITIONS 

BASIN SUPPLIES 
Water Purchases from MWD (excludes In-Lieu) 48,727 50,701 (1,974) 

Water into MWD Storage Account (excludes In-Lieu) 0 0 0 

SAR & Santiago Creek Flows 107,506 92, 16:4 15,342 

GWRS AWPF Water to Forebay Recharge Basins 39,688 34,263 5,425 

GWRS AWPF Water to Mid-Basin Injection 310 0 310 

GWRS AWPF Water to Talbert Barrier 36,471 31,906* 4,565 

Imported Water to Talbert Barrier (OC-44 & Fountain Valley) 18 6 12 

Alamitos Barrier 2,236 2,370 (134) 

Incidental Recharge 49,936 31,867* 18,069 

Evaporation from Recharge Facilities (2,904) (2,407) (497) 

SAR Flow Lost to Pacific Ocean (3,230) (500) (2,730) 

Water Storage Change in Recharge Facilities 1 (418) 11829 (2247) 

Total Groundwater Recharge 279,176 238,510 40,666 

WATER PRODUCTION 
Groundwater Production 305,259 330,782 (25,523) 

MWD Storage Program Extractions 12,917 7,730 5,187 

Total Groundwater Production 318,176 338,512 (20,336) 

BASIN STATUS 
Change in Groundwater Storage (39,000) (100,000)* 61,000 

Change in Groundwater Storage excluding MWD Stored Water (26,083) (92,062)* 65,979 

Accumulated Overdraft (AOD) (381,000) (342,000)* (39,000) 

AOD without MWD Storage Program Water (397,440) (381,958)* (15,482) 

IN-LIEU WATER 
OCWD In-Lieu Purchases 0 0 0 

MWD In-Lieu Storage Q Q Q 

Total In-Lieu 0 0 0 

OTHER KEY INFORMATION 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 

Imported Deliveries to Producers (less MWD withdrawal)2 81,212 96,054 (14,842) 

Total Dissolved Solids of SAR below Prado Dam (mg/L) 640 668 (28) 

Total Nitrogen of SAR below Prado Dam (mg/L) 3.8 4.3 (0.5) 

Total GWRS AWPF Production3 76,534 66,163 10,371 

Green Acres Project 4,631 5,071 (440) 

Base Flow of Santa Ana River 63,756 64,530* (774) 

Year-end Storage behind Prado Dam 1 0 1 

Year-end Storage in Recharge Facilities 9,733 10,151 (418) 

Total Artificial Recharge (percolation plus barriers) 229,240 206,670* 22,570 

Rainfall Measured at OCWD Field Headquarters (inches) 9.27 5.14 4.13 

Annual Mean Temoerature at Santa Ana Fire Station (°F) 69.3 67.5 1.8 

1 A negative value for "Change in Recharge Facilities Storage" translates into a positive value (i.e., increase in basin 
supply) when performing a summation of "Total Basin Supply" (with the reverse a/so holding true). 

2 Santiago Creek Native and In-Lieu water are included (excludes imported water used for groundwater replenishment). 
3 Total includes deliveries to recharge basins, Talbert Barrier, MB!, Anaheim Canyon Power Plant and ARTIC. 
*These values have been revised and were provided to OCWD after the publication of the 2013-2014 Engineer's Report. 
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APPENDIX 6. Typical Groundwater Extraction 
Facility Characteristics 

PARAMETER I CHARACTERISTICS 
Water System Pressure 
Load (Use) Factor 
Design Flow Rate 
Annual Production 
Bowl Efficiency (minimum) 
Motor Horsepower 
Type Motor 
Well Casing Diameters 
Type of Pump 
Depth of Well 
Depth of Bowls 
Total Dynamic Head 
Estimated Life 
Annual Cost of Facilities 1 

62 psi 
63% 
2,563 gpm 
2,600 AF 
84% 
325 hp 
Electric 
16 - 20 inches 
Vertical Turbine 
1,052 feet 
278 feet 
325 feet 
30 years 
$159,700 

1 2015 cost was based on a 2008 cost with an interest rate of 5 percent amortized over a 30-
year period and excluding the cost for land. The 2008 cost was adjusted to 2015 dollars using 
Engineering News-Record Construction Cost Index for Los Angeles area. 
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WaterYear I 
1985-86 
1986-87 
1987-88 
1988-89 
1989-90 
1990-91 
1991-92 
1992-93 
1993-94 
1994-95 
1995-96 
1996-97 
1997-98 
1998-99 
1999-00 
2000-01 
2001-02 
2002-03 
2003-04 
2004-05 
2005-06 
2006-07 
2007-08 
2008-09 
2009-10 
2010-11 
2011-12 
2012-13 
2013-14 
2014-15 
2015-16 
2016-17 

APPENDIX 7. Values Used in Figure 6 
For Water Rates for Non-Irrigation Use 

I I I MWD Treated Estimated MWD Treated Non-Interruptible 
RA Groundwater Interruptible Rate Rate 

($/AF) Production Cost1
·
2 (In-Lieu Program)2

'
3 (Full Service)2

·
3 

($/AF) ($/AF) ($/AF) 
32 85 181 225 
32 91 187 231 
32 91 187 231 
42 105 187 231 
45 119 136 231 
48 91 137 232 
51 100 156 263 
60 116 206 325 
67.5 124 257 389 
88 145 279 416 
85 140 294 440 
88 140 303 448 
91 141 303 455 
94 143 303 458 

100 150 303 459 
107 150 303 459 
117 162 303 459 
127 176 299 455 
149 203 301 460 
172 229 318 479 
205 258 337 494 
223 278 354 510 
237 296 382 538 
249 307 420 586 
249 308 436 & 558 701 
249 310 601 744 
254 315 601 794 
266 330 0 794 -
276 334 

0 890 -
294 349 

0 923 -
322 386 

0 942 -
4023 473 

0 1,0374 -

1 Includes RA plus energy cost to produce groundwater. 
2 Rate is rounded. 
3 Rate is proposed. 
4 Rate is estimated. 
5 This rate is no longer available because MWD terminated the Replenishment Program. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Total water demands within Orange County Water District (OCWD) were 367,402 acre
feet (AF) for the 2015-16 water year (beginning on July 1, 2015 and ending on June 30, 
2016). This is the lowest figure for total water demands since 1982 which was caused by 
the State's emergency drought regulations. Groundwater production for the water year 
totaled 277,090 AF including any available In-Lieu Program water and excluding MWD 
Groundwater Storage Program extractions. A total of 47,524 AF of supplemental water 
was used for the purpose of groundwater replenishment and barrier maintenance. 

For the water year which ended on June 30, 2016, the" annual overdraft" (annual basin 
storage decrease without supplemental replenishment water) was 141,000 AF. The 
accumulated overdraft decreased from 381,000 AF on June 30, 2015 to 379,000 AF on June 
30, 2016. Precipitation within the basin was 62 percent of the long-term average during 
the water year, totaling 8.40 inches. 

Based on the groundwater basin conditions for the water year ending on June 30, 2016, 
OCWD may purchase up to 198,000 AF of water for groundwater replenishment during 
the ensuing water year, beginning on July 1, 2017, pursuant to the District Act. 
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PART I: GROUNDWATER CONDITIONS 

Section 25 of the OCWD Act requires that OCWD order an annual investigation to report on 
the groundwater conditions within the Dish·ict's boundaries. A summary of the 
groundwater conditions for the water year covering July 1, 2015 to June 30, 20~6 is as 
follows. 

GROUNDWATER CONDITIONS 
2015-16 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

1. Groundwater production (including the In-Lieu Program) totaled 277,090 acre-feet 
(AF) for the 2015-16 water year excluding extractions from the Metropolitan Water 
District of Southern California (MWD) Groundwater Storage Program. 

2. Groundwater stored in the basin increased by 2,000 AF for the 2015-16 water year. 

3. Accumulated Overdraft! on June 30, 2016 was 379,000 AF.2 

4. Annual Overdraft was 141,000 AF for the 2015-16 water year. 

5. Average Annual Overdraft3 for the immediate past five water years (2011-12 
through 2015-16) was 160,000 AF. 

6. Projected Annual Overdraft3 for the current 2016-17 water year is 85,000 AF. 

7. Projected Annual Overdraft3 for the ensuing 2017-18 water year is 148,000 AF. 

8. Projected Accumulated Overdraft2 on June 30, 2017 is 320,000 AF. 

9. Under the provisions of Section 27 of the District Act, a portion of the 2017-18 
Replenishment Assessment (RA) could be equal to an amount necessary to 
purchase up to 198,000 AF of replenishment water.4 

1 Accumulated overdraft was calculated using OCWD's three-layer storage change methodology adopted on March 21, 
2007 and tlze associated new benchmark for full-basin conditions. Water year 2005-06 was tlze first year this 
methodology was used. Additional explanation can be found in tlze report on "Evaluation of Orange County 
Groundwater Basin Storage and Operational Strategy" by OCWD in 2007. 

2 Water from the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California Long-Term Groundwater Storage Program was 
included as part of the total stored water in determining tlze basin's accumulated overdraft. 

3 Annual overdraft is defined in the District Act as "annual basin storage decrease without supplemental replenishment 
water." 

4 Determined by adding tlze five-year annual overdraft (160,000 AF) to one-tenth of tlze accumulated overdraft 
(379,000 AF) which results in tlze following: 
160,000 AF+ [(379,000 AF) x 0.10] = 197,900 AF (or 198,000 AF wizen rounded). 
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BASIN HYDROLOGY 

Groundwater conditions in the Orange County groundwater basin are influenced by the 
natural hydrologic conditions of rainfall, capture and recharge of Santa Ana River (SAR) 
and Santiago Creek stream flows, natural infiltration of surface water, and the 
transmissive capacity of the basin. The basin is also influenced by groundwater extraction 
and injection through wells, use of imported water for groundwater replenishment, 
wastewater reclamation and water conservation efforts and activities throughout OCWD' s 
service area. 

The water year beginning on July 1, 2015, yielded an average of 8.40 inches of rainfall 
within OCWD' s boundaries, which is approximately 62 percent of the long-term annual 
average of 13.40 inches. Rainfall data within OCWD' s boundaries was provided by the 
Orange County Public Works for precipitation stations number 5, 61, 88, 96, 121, 163, 165, 
169,173,219 and 229. The previous water year (2014-15) had rainfall equaling 8.20 inches 
which was also less than the long-term average rainfall. The average seasonal rainfall in 
the OCWD service area for the five-year period (from July 1, 2011 through June 30, 2016) 
was 9.07 inches, and below average rainfall in the watershed tends to lead to lower flows 
in the SAR reaching Orange County. Stream flow in the SAR measured downstream of 
Prado Dam for water year 2015-16 totaled 113,780 AF which was approximately 51 percent 
of the 30-year flow average of 223,362 AF. 

GROUNDWATER PRODUCTION 

Groundwater production from wells within OCWD for the 2015-16 water year totaled 
277,090 AF ( excluding In-Lieu Program water, MWD Groundwater Storage Program 
extractions, and any groundwater used for the Talbert Barrier): 275,042 AF for non
irrigation and 2,048 AF for irrigation uses. The term "irrigation" used in the District Act 
and herein refers to irrigation for agricultural, horticultural or floricultural crops and for 
pasture grown for commercial purposes. 

OCWD' s In-Lieu Program replaces groundwater supplies with imported water to reduce 
groundwater pumping. During the 2015-16 water year, In-Lieu Program water was not 
available for purchase from MWD. Annual groundwater production and In-Lieu 
quantities within OCWD for the period 1966-67 through 2015-16 are presented in Figure 1 
and Table 1. 

Groundwater production for 2015-16 for the major groundwater producers is summarized 
in Appendix 1. Groundwater production for all producers exceeding 25 AF per year for 
non-irrigation and irrigation purposes is presented in Appendices 2 and 3, respectively. 
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TABLE 1. Historical Groundwater Production 
Within OCWD 

. . Groundwater 
•• . . . Production 

(AF) 
169,375 - 1991-92 271,224 
193,656 - 1992-93 273,587 
178,798 - 1993-94 264,159 
194,379 - 1994-95 298,217 
203,923 - 1995-96 324,111 
229,048 - 1996-97 331,406 
214,983 - 1997-98 313,805 
218,863 - 1998-99 342,823 
225,597 - 1999-00 345,362 
245,456 - 2000-01 350,385 
243,511 - 2001-02 352,113 
188,407 48,290 2002-03 297,191 
213,290 23,792 2003-04 284,621 
221,453 24,861 2004-05 244,370 
228,943 36,373 2005-06 228,159 
244,184 - 2006-07 299,118 
249,548 - 2007-08 366,185 
223,207 52,822 2008-09 324,147 
252,070 25,198 2009-10 285,575 
270,932 - 2010-11 259,861 
276,354 - 2011-12 241,082 
265,226 18,856 2012-13 309,295 
275,077 15,022 2013-14 330,782 
261,190 38,961 2014-15 305,259 
266,745 44,588 2015-16 277,090 
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Program 

(AF) 
39,789 
38,900 
48,134 
15,622 
5,542 
7,883 

15,096 
13,352 
38,007 
18,640 
19,473 
61,463 
52,168 
69,617 
89,216 
50,740 

-
-
-

10,435 
40,564 

-
-
-
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BASIN PRODUCTION PERCENT AGE 

The Basin Production Percentage (BPP) is defined in the District Act as " ... the ratio that all 
water to be produced from groundwater supplies within the district bears to all water to be 
produced by persons and operators within the district from supplemental sources as well as from 
groundwater within the district." The BPP applies only to water producers that utilize more 
than 25 AF of groundwater per water year. Water producers that use 25 AF or less from 
the groundwater basin are excluded from the production percentage limitation. 

The BPP for the 2015-16 water year was established at 75.0 percent by the OCWD Board of 
Directors. The overall BPP achieved within OCWD for non-irrigation use in the 2015-16 
water year was 78.7 percent. The achieved pumping is greater than 75.0 percent primarily 
due to additional extraction from several water quality projects that are given a Basin 
Equity Assessment (BEA) exemption to pump groundwater above the BPP. The 
production percentage achieved by each major producer for non-irrigation use is 
presented in Appendix 1. Historical assigned and achieved BPPs are illustrated below in 
Figure 2. 

FIGURE 2. Groundwater BPP 
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GROUNDWATER LEVELS 

Groundwater levels in the Orange County groundwater basin are shown on Plate 1. 
Groundwater level data used to prepare this plate were collected during late June and 
early July 2016 from over 500 production and monitoring wells screened within the 
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principal aquifer system (approximately 300 to 1,200 feet deep), from which over 90% of 
basin pumping occurs. The groundwater elevation contours range from 30 to 90 feet 
below mean sea level in the coastal area of the basin due to pumping. A general indicator 
of changing basin levels is the location of the zero (0) mean sea level (MSL) elevation 
contour line each year (MSL elevations are referenced to Vertical Datum NGVD 29). The 
zero contour line moved slightly landward (ranging from 0.01 to 0.30 miles) when 
compared to its alignment the prior year, indicating a small decrease in groundwater 
levels in the principal aquifer system. 

Plate 2 shows the change in groundwater levels from June 2015 to June 2016 for the 
principal aquifer system. In the principal aquifer, groundwater levels rose in most of the 
Fore bay area but dropped slightly throughout the larger Pressure area of the basin. 

Below is a general overview of the change in groundwater levels from June 2015 to June 
2016 for the three primary aquifer systems of the basin. 

Shallow Aquifer System : 

In the shallow aquifer, groundwater levels dropped slightly throughout most of the basin 
from June 2015 to June 2016 except in the Forebay areas of Anaheim and Fullerton where 
groundwater levels experienced a moderate rise despite the fifth consecutive year of 
drought conditions. The maximum groundwater level rise was approximately 15 feet 
surrounding Kraemer-Miller-Miraloma Basins due to increased Groundwater 
Replenishment System (GWRS) recharge in those basins resulting from the GWRS Initial 
Expansion which went online one month prior to the start of water year 2015-16. In fact, 
Gv\:RS recharge in these three basins during water year 2015-16 was 65,229 AF, 
significantly more than the 39,688 AF recharged during the prior water year. 

Shallow aquifer groundwater levels rose approximately 10 feet along the Santa Ana River 
(SAR) in the Anaheim Forebay and approximately 5 feet in the Fullerton area slightly 
further away from the OCWD recharge facilities. 

In the Orange Forebay area, shallow aquifer groundwater levels dropped 5 to 10 feet, 
likely due to the lack of incidental recharge from the adjacent mountain-front areas since 
Santiago Basin and Santiago Creek had similar recharge totals as the prior water year. 

Overall, OCWD managed recharged in the Forebay area totaled 219,690 AF from all 
sources (GWRS, imported water and SAR) during water year 2015-16. Although it was a 
dry year and rainfall was slightly less than the prior year, this represented a 15.5% 
recharge increase from the prior water year and was approximately equal to the 20-year 
average. 

In the Irvine area, shallow aquifer groundwater levels declined slightly from 1 to 3 feet. 
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This gradual decline has been continuing for the last five years of drought as incidental 
recharge from the Santa Ana Mountains is insufficient to offset pumping from the Irvine 
Sub-basin. 

The groundwater level decline was only 1 to 2 feet throughout most of the Pressure area, 
i.e.; in the central portion of the basin, the coastal area, and in the west Orange County 
area near the boundary with Los Angeles County. 

The Talbert Barrier area was the one exception in the coastal area where shallow aquifer 
groundwater levels rose slightly (1 to 5 feet) from June 2015 to June 2016. This rise was 
likely the result of increased barrier injection into the shallower aquifers susceptible to 
seawater intrusion during the ongoing low-basin conditions. Despite the relatively high 
accumulated overdraft in the basin, barrier injection operations were able to maintain 
protective groundwater elevations sufficiently above MSL seaward of the barrier for the 
majority of water year 2015-16 to prevent seawater intrusion. 

Principal Aquifer System: 

In the principal aquifer, groundwater levels rose in most of the Forebay area but dropped 
slightly throughout the larger Pressure area of the basin, somewhat similar to but slightly 
more pronounced than in the shallow aquifer described above. 

Principal aquifer groundwater levels rose in the Anaheim, Fullerton, and Orange Forebay 
areas, with a maximum rise of approximately 10 to 15 feet in the immediate vicinity of the 
OCWD recharge facilities in both Anaheim and Orange. In the greater Forebay area 
farther away from the OCWD recharge facilities, the groundwater level rise was less at 
approximately 5 to 10 feet. 

For the rest of the basin, the mild to moderate decline in principal aquifer groundwater 
levels was likely due to a basin pumping increase of 9% during the last two months of the 
water year in May and June of 2016 coinciding with the period when groundwater levels 
were measured for preparing the annual groundwater contour maps and storage 
calculation. Annual basin pumping was 7.9% less during water year 2015-16 as compared 
to the previous water year due to the state-mandated 25% water use reduction. However, 
the water use restrictions were relaxed during May and June of 2016, during which time 
pumping increased somewhat. 

Principal aquifer groundwater levels dropped approximately 5 to 10 feet throughout the 
western half of the Pressure area (e.g., Buena Park, Garden Grove, Westminster, 
Huntington Beach, and Los Alamitos), but the decline was somewhat larger at 
approximately 15 feet in Seal Beach and across the county line in Long Beach. The greater 
decline in Principal aquifer groundwater levels in Long Beach relative to west-central 
Orange County indicated that the gradient towards Los Angeles County was slightly 
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steeper in June 2016 than in June 2015 and thus the groundwater outflow during water 
year 2015-16 may have been more than the prior water year. 

In the immediate vicinity of the Talbert Barrier, principal aquifer groundwater levels 
dropped approximately 10 to 20 feet, which was nearly double the decline throughout the 
greater coastal area. This larger decline was relatively localized and likely due to 
deliberately reducing Talbert Barrier injection into the deeper main aquifer zone for 
replenishing the basin so as to maximize barrier injection into the shallower aquifer zones 
susceptible to seawater intrusion during the ongoing low-basin conditions. Northeast of 
the Talbert Barrier, principal aquifer groundwater levels in the IRWD Dyer Road Well 
Field (DRWF) area only declined 1 to 2 feet from June 2015 to June 2016. 

In the Irvine area in the vicinity of the Irvine Desalter Project (IDP) wells, the decline in 
principal aquifer groundwater levels was approximately 5 to 19 feet. As was discussed for 
the shallow aquifer, the gradual decline in principal aquifer groundwater levels in the 
Irvine area has been occurring for the past five years as the lack of incidental or natural 
recharge from the Santa Ana Mountains has been insufficient to keep pace with pumping 
from the principal aquifer within the Irvine Sub-basin (IDP wells and IRWD wells 21 and 
22). Despite the progressively lower groundwater levels in the Irvine Sub-basin, the 
groundwater gradient and flow direction is still westerly from the Irvine Sub-basin out 
into the main portion of the basin. However, if the declining trend continues for several 
more years, the gradient could eventually reverse such that groundwater flow would be 
from the main basin into the Irvine Sub-basin as historically occurred during the high 
agricultural pumping years of The Irvine Company. 

Deep Aquifer System : 

In the deep aquifer, groundwater level changes from June 2015 to June 2016 were very 
similar to those in the principal aquifer but more subtle in some areas. Deep aquifer 
groundwater levels rose 10 to 15 feet in the Forebay area near the OCWD recharge 
facilities and had a lesser rise of 5 to 10 feet in the rest of the Fore bay area farther away 
from the recharge facilities. 

In the Irvine area, deep aquifer groundwater levels had a mild decline of 2 to 3 feet in the 
vicinity of the IDP wells that pump from the principal aquifer. Farther west, deep aquifer 
groundwater levels rose 3 to 5 feet towards the 55 Freeway as well as farther west in Santa 
Ana in the vicinity of the IRWD Deep Aquifer Treatment System (DATS) wells. 

Deep aquifer groundwater levels declined approximately 5 to 10 feet in the western half of 
the Pressure area (west of SAR in the west-central portion of the basin) and approximately 
15 feet in Seal Beach and across the county line in Long Beach. The slightly larger decline 
in the Long Beach area as compared to the west-central portion of Orange County 
indicated a slightly steeper gradient and thus groundwater outflow across the county line 
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in the deep aquifer during water year 2015-16 may have been more than the prior water 
year. 

COASTAL GROUNDWATER CONDITIONS 

The coastal portion of the groundwater basin, essentially that area within five miles of the 
coast, is sensitive to seawater intrusion potential and seasonal effects on production well 
capacity due to lower groundwater levels. Coastal groundwater levels are affected by 
groundwater production, overall groundwater storage in the basin, and, to a somewhat 
lesser extent, injection at the Talbert and Alamitos barriers. 

Coastal groundwater production for water year 2015-16 totaled 95,879 AF (includes 
Fountain Valley, Huntington Beach, IRWD DRWF and DATS wells, Mesa Water, Newport 
Beach, OCWD deep wells in Fountain Valley, Seal Beach, and Westminster). The coastal 
groundwater production for water year 2015-16 was 6 % less than the prior water year 
despite a 3% increase in the BPP to 75%. The Coastal Pumping Transfer Program (CPTP) 
implemented during water years 2013-14 and 2014-15 was not continued during water 
year 2015-16. Therefore, the coastal pumping reduction during water year 2015-16 was 
solely due to reduced demand stemming from the state-mandated water use restrictions. 

Talbert Barrier injection totaled 35,233 AF for water year 2015-16, representing a decrease 
of 3.4 % from the prior water year. Although basin accumulated overdraft was still 
relatively high during water year 2015-16, the reduction in coastal pumping discussed 
above led to a slight reduction in the required amount of injection necessary to maintain 
protective elevations seaward of the barrier. Also, additional injection was required 
during the prior water year to recover from a one-month GWRS shutdown during June 
2014. 

A key OCWD monitoring well M26 is located near Adams A venue seaward of the barrier. 
Shallow aquifer groundwater levels of monitoring well M26 had declined to 12 feet below 
mean sea level at the start of previous water year (2014-15) due to the aforementioned 
GWRS shutdown, but then steadily rose thereafter, eventually rising back above MSL and 
reaching protective elevations of approximately 3 feet above MSL during the second half 
of water year 2014-15 due to increased injection during those months. During water year 
2015-16, groundwater levels in the shallow aquifer at M26 were stably maintained at or 
slightly above protective elevations throughout the year. 

Talbert Barrier injection consisted of nearly 100% (99.98%) GWRS recycled water and 
0.02% (7 AF) of imported potable water from the MWD OC-44 connection during water 
year 2015-16. During normal operating conditions throughout the water year, barrier 
injection was 100% GWRS water. The MWD potable water was only used to keep the 
barrier pipeline full and pressurized during brief intermittent plant shutdowns. 
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At the Alamitos Barrier, the OCWD portion of injection totaled 2,399 AF for water year 
2015-16, which was slightly higher than past years. The higher injection total was an 
operational attempt to achieve protective elevations near the barrier under relatively low 
basin conditions. The injection total included all sources of water (81 % . imported and 19 % 
recycled for water year 2015-16) but only represents OCWD's share, which is less than half 
of the total injection based on the location of the barrier wells that lie within both Los 
Angeles and Orange counties. A supply goal of Alamitos Barrier injection has been an 
approximately 50/50 blend of imported and recycled water. However, the recycled 
portion was lower the last three years because of Leo J. Van der Lans treatment plant 
shutdowns related to the plant expansion construction activities. 

During water year 2015-16, monthly groundwater production in the coastal area had less 
overall seasonal fluctuation from the winter to summer months than in recent years likely 
due to the state-mandated water use restrictions that were proportionally more impactful 
during the warm summer months limiting outdoor water usage ( e.g., landscape 
irrigation). Coastal production was approximately 9,000 AF per month during the 
summer months and approximately 7,000 AF per month during the winter months. 

Pumping from the IRWD DRWF did follow more of a typical demand curve during water 
year 2015-16, but pumping from IRWD DATS wells was nearly constant year-round. In 
contrast, pumping from Mesa Water wells 6 and 11 into Mesa's colored water treatment 
plant (also known as Mesa Water Reliability Facility) was seasonally variable with very 
low monthly pumping from December 2015 through March 2016 and greater pumping the 
rest of the water year during the warmer months. However, pumping from the Mesa 
Water clear wells was nearly constant year-round during water year 2015-16. Huntington 
Beach pumping also had very little seasonal fluctuation, while Seal Beach pumping had a 
reversed seasonal trend in which pumping was less during the summer months than in 
the winter months. 

ANNUAL OVERDRAFT 

Annual groundwater basin overdraft, as defined in the District Act, is the quantity by 
which production of groundwater supplies exceeds natural replenishment of groundwater 
supplies during a water year. This difference between extraction and replenishment can 
be estimated by determining the change in volume of groundwater in storage that would 
have occurred had supplemental and recycled water not been used for "ny groundwater 
recharge purpose, including seawater inh·usion protection, advanced water reclamation 
and the In-Lieu Program. 

For the 2015-16 water year, it is estimated that the volume of groundwater in storage 
increased by 2,000 AF. Approximately 143,000 AF of water was supplied to the basin as 
follows: 1) directly from the percolation or injection of purchased imported water from 
the Colorado River and State Water Project (SWP), 2) use of recycled water to supplement 
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purchased imported water in the Alamitos seawater intrusion barrier, and 3) use of GWRS 
recycled water. Therefore, the annual overdraft was 141,000 AF for the 2015-16 water 
year. For the five-year period from July 1, 2010 to June 30, 2015, an annual average of 
approximately 128,000 AF of supplemental water and recycled water was percolated or 
injected into the underground basin for replenishment or used directly in place of 
pumping groundwater (i.e., In-Lieu Program). The average annual overdraft during the 
same five-year period was approximately 160,000 AF. 

GROUNDWATER BASIN ACCUMULATED OVERDRAFT 

The accumulated overdraft, as defined in the District Act, is the quantity of water needed 
to be replaced at OCWD' s intake area to prevent landward movement of ocean water into 
the fresh groundwater body. Landward movement of ocean water can be prevented if 
groundwater levels near the coast are several feet above sea level. Groundwater levels 
along the coast are related to the volume of water stored in the intake area, water pumped 
from the entire basin and the pattern or location of pumping. However, the Talbert and 
Alamitos seawater intrusion control projects have been implemented to prevent landward 
movement of ocean water into the fresh groundwater body. Due to the operation of 
seawater intrusion barrier facilities, there is no longer a direct correlation between 
accumulated overdraft and controlling seawater intrusion. These facilities allow greater 
utilization of the storage capacity of the groundwater basin. OCWD is also dedicated to 
maximizing its replenishment capabilities by actively negotiating with the U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers to increase its water conservation program behind Prado Dam and 
implementing a Long-Term Facilities Plan to evaluate cost-effective improvements to its 
groundwater recharge capabilities. 

In February 2007, OCWD staff completed a report entitled "Evaluation of Orange County 
Groundwater Basin Storage and Operational Strategy." This report presented a new 
methodology that had been developed, tested, and documented for calculating 
accumulated overdraft and storage change based on a three aquifer layer approach. 
Furthermore, the report provided the basis for calculating accumulated overdraft using a 
new full-basin benchmark that was developed for each of the three aquifer layers, which 
in effect replaces the traditional single-layer full benchmark of 1969. 

The annual analysis of basin storage change and accumulated overdraft for water year 
2015-16 has been completed. Based on the three-layer methodology, an accumulated 
overdraft of 379,000 AF was calculated for the water year ending June 30, 2016. The 
accumulated overdraft for the prior water year ending June 30, 2015 was 381,000 AF (also 
calculated using the three-layer storage method). Therefore, an annual increase of 2,000 
AF (reported earlier herein this report) in stored groundwater was calculated as the 
difference between the June 2015 and June 2016 accumulated overdrafts. 
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Figure 3 shows the accumulated basin overdraft quantities for the period 1977 through 
2016. 

FIGURE 3. Accumulated Basin Overdraft 
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The accumulated overdraft for the current water year ending on June 30, 2017 is projected 
to be 320,000 AF. The annual overdraft is estimated to be 85,000 AF. This quantity is 
based on assumed annual groundwater production of approximately 298,000 AF for the 
current water year (including groundwater pumping within the BPP, In-Lieu Program 
water, groundwater pumped above the BPP from water quality improvement projects and 
MWD Groundwater Storage Program extractions) and that natural replenishment 
(including captured SAR flows and incidental recharge) is estimated to be approximately 
213,000 AF for the basin under slightly-below average rainfall conditions. In addition, 
GWRS production is assumed to reach 95,000 AF. 

Projected annual overdraft for the ensuing water year (2017-18) is estimated to be 148,000 
AF. This estimate is based on the assumption that total annual groundwater production 
for the ensuing water year will be 303,000 AF, a figure that is based upon an assumed BPP 
of 75 percent and includes 22,000 AF of production above the BPP from water quality 
improvement projects (discussed further in the subsequent section entitled Recommended 
Basin Production Percentage). The natural replenishment is estimated to be 155,000 AF 
(average of last five years) under below-average rainfall conditions, and the GWRS 
production is assumed to reach 103,000 AF. 

OCWD, MWD, the Municipal Water District of Orange County (MWDOC) and 
participating producers approved the funding agreement for the MWD Long-Term 
Groundwater Storage Program on June 25, 2003. This conjunctive use program (also 
informally referred to as MWD CUP) provides for MWD to store up to 66,000 AF in the 
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OCWD groundwater basin to be pumped (less basin losses) by participating producers in 
place of receiving imported supplies during water shortage events. A compensation 
package from MWD was included in the agreement to build eight new groundwater 
production wells, improvements to the seawater intrusion barrier, construction of the 
Diemer Bypass Pipeline and an annual administrative fee. The preferred means to store 
water in the MWD storage account has been through the In-Lieu deliveries to participating 
groundwater producers. Water into the MWD storage account has also been conducted 
through direct replenishment utilizing OCWD Forebay recharge basins. During water year 
2015-16, MWD did not store any water into the MWD CUP storage account. In any event, 
the water stored or extracted by MWD is considered to be MWD supply and not 
groundwater production. During water year 2015-16, 16,212 AF were extracted from the 
MWD CUP account by the participating groundwater producers. The annual quantities 
and cumulative totals of MWD water stored since the inception of the program are shown 
in Appendix 4. It is important to note that the reported quantities do not include pumping 
extractions from the account or basin losses. 

REPLENISHMENT RECOMMENDATION 

Section 27(b) of the District Act states the following: 

"The total of the replenishment assessment levied in any year shall not exceed an amount of money 
found to be necessary to purchase sufficient 'Water to replenish the average annual overdraft for the 
immediate past five water years plus an additional amount of 'Water sufficient to eliminate over a 
period of not less than 10 years nor more than 20 years, the accumulated overdraft, plus an amount 
of money to pay the costs of initiating, carrying on, and completing any of the powers, projects and 
purposes for which this district is organized." 

Based upon Section 27(b), that portion of the RA that is used for water purchases for the 
ensuing water year 2017-18 is limited to the amount needed to purchase 198,000 AF as 
calculated below: 

Five-year (7/1/2011 through 6/30/2016) Average Annual Overdraft* = 160,000 AF 
Accumulated Overdraft (End of Water Year 2015-16) = 379,000 AF 
Assumed Time Period to Eliminate Accumulated Overdraft = 10 years 
Potential Water Purchase Amount: 160,000 AF+ (379,000 AF /10 years) = 197,900 AF (use 198,000 AF) 

*Referred to as the Average Annual Overdraft in Section 27(b) of the District Act. 

Table 2 presents the proposed 2017-18 budget for water purchases, which shows the 
proposed quantity of purchased water (67,000 AF) being significantly less than the 
prescribed limit of 198,000 AF as allowed for under the provisions of Section 27(b) of the 
District Act. 
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TABLE 2. 2017-18 Budget for Water Purchases 

Water Source AF Rate ($/AF)* Total Cost($) 
Alamitos Barrier 
MWD Untreated Non-interruptible Water 

Water Purchases Sub-total 

Applicable Charges 
MWDOC Surcharge 
MWD/MWDOC Capacity Charge 
MWD/MWDOC RTS Charge 

Additional Charges Sub-total 

TOTAL WATER PURCHASES COST 

2,000 
65,000 

67,000 

-
-
-
-

67,000 

$1,112.00 
$680.50 

-
-
-
-
-

$ 2,224,000 
$44,232,500 

$46,456,500 

Total Cost ($) 
$ 400,000 
$ 900,000 
$ 1,920,000 

$ 3,220,000 

$49,676,500 

* Rates include required MWDOC Capacity and Readiness to Serve (RTS) charges where appropriate. 

RECOMMENDED BASIN PRODUCTION PERCENTAGE 

In December 2002, OCWD approved a basin management approach for determining the 
BPP for future water years. The management approach is based upon the development of 
a base amount of groundwater production the basin can annually sustain utilizing 
dependable water supplies OCWD expects to receive. It is a policy for OCWD to provide 
an estimate of the BPP each January for the following fiscal year to assist the groundwater 
producers in the preparation of their annual budgets. 

A BPP of 75 percent is currently being proposed for the ensuing water year 2017-18. 
Analysis of the groundwater basin's projected accumulated overdraft, the available 
supplies to the basin (assuming below-average hydrology) and the projected pumping 
demands indicate that this level of pumping could potentially be sustained for 2017-18 
without detriment to the basin. 

A BPP of 75 percent corresponds to approximately 303,000 AF of groundwater production 
which includes 22,000 AF of groundwater production above the BPP to account for several 
groundwater quality enhancement projects (see description below). 

In order to achieve water quality objectives in the groundwater basin, it is estimated for 
the ensuing water year 2017-18 that additional production of approximately 22,000 AF 
( above the BPP) will be undertaken by the City of Tustin, City of Garden Grove, Mesa 
Water District and IRWD. These agencies need the additional pumping allowance in 
order to accommodate groundwater quality improvement projects. As in prior years, 
production above the BPP from these projects would be partially or fully exempt from the 
BEA as a result of the benefit provided to the basin by removing poor-quality 
groundwater and treating it for beneficial use. 
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In March 2017, staff will review with the OCWD Board of Directors the basis and the 
assumptions made for the proposed BPP and receive any direction on the matter. In April 
2017, staff will again apprise the OCWD Board of Directors on the status of the 
aforementioned conditions. If the estimates of basin supplies in the current or ensuing 
year are substantially different than those·contained in the respective conditions, a revised 
BPP may then be recommended. 
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PART II: WATER SUPPLY AND BASIN UTILIZATION 

Section 31.5 of the District Act requires an investigation and annual report setting forth the 
following information related to water supply and basin utilization within the OCWD 
service area, together with other information as OCWD may desire: 

WATER SUPPLY AND BASIN UTILIZATION 
2015-16 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

1. Water usage from all supplemental sources totaled 118,149 AF for the 2015-16 water 
year including any available In-Lieu Program water (none for 2015-16). 

2. Water usage from recycled water produced from within OCWD including the 
GWRS totaled 121,788 AF for the 2015-16 water year. 

3. Water demands within OCWD totaled 367,402 AF for the 2015-16 water year. 

4. Estimated demands for groundwater for the ensuing 2017-18 water year are 303,000 
AF. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL WATER 

Supplemental water is used by water agencies within OCWD' s boundary to augment 
groundwater supplies in satisfying their user demands and by OCWD to recharge the 
groundwater basin. Supplemental water, as defined in Section 31.5 of the District Act, is 
any water that originates from outside the SAR watershed ( comprised of an area of 2,081 
square miles) with the exception of water that originates within the portion of the Santiago 
Creek watershed that lies upstream of Villa Park Dam which is counted as supplemental 
water. It is important to note that the Santiago Creek watershed lies entirely within the SAR 
watershed. Sources of supplemental water typically include imported deliveries from 
MWD and diversions from Irvine Lake/Santiago Reservoir (i.e., Santiago Creek) that are 
conveyed to users within OCWD boundaries. MWD deliveries originate from either the 
Colorado River or the SWP. In addition, supplemental water would also include deliveries 
from within the SAR watershed that involve water exchanges (i.e., releasing a quantity of 
water that originates from within the SAR watershed while importing an equal quantity of 
supplemental water to replace it). 

Non-local waters are defined, for the purposes of this report, as waters purchased from 
agencies outside of OCWD's boundary for use within OCWD. Non-local waters include 
supplemental water and water deliveries purchased by OCWD where the water source is 
located within the SAR watershed. Water deliveries to OCWD from the Arlington Desalter 
in Riverside and the San Bernardino Valley Municipal Water District's High Groul).dwater 
Mitigation Project are considered non-local waters. Both projects involve pumping (and 
treatment in Arlington's case) and release of groundwater from the SAR upstream 
groundwater basins to OCWD via the SAR for groundwater replenishment at OCWD 
Fore bay recharge facilities. For the purpose of being consistent with previous Engineer's 
Reports and to present information in a concise manner, non-local water deliveries that are 
purchased and used by OCWD for groundwater replenishment are included in the 
supplemental water totals in this report. 

Recycled wastewater produced and used within OCWD is considered, for the purposes of 
this report, as neither non-local water nor supplemental water (sometimes referred to as 
neutral w-ater). Th¢tefore/ recycled water that originates from within OCWP is reported 
separately from supplementaLwater totals. However, recycled water used in the Alamitos 
Barrieris supplied by Water Replenishment District of Southern California (WRD)arid 
originate cl from.outside the SAR watershed,· and, as such, is categorized as supplemental 
water. 

Water agencies utilizing supplemental water are listed in Appendix 1. As summarized in 
Table 3, the use of supplemental water in OCWD' s service area during 2015-16 water year 
totaled 118,149 AF of which 70,625 AF resulted from the direct use by water agencies and 
47,524 AF (including any available In-Lieu Program water) were used for groundwater 
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replenishment purposes. The supplemental water used by water agencies included 70,625 
AF for municipal and industrial use and zero AF for agricultural purposes. Historical 
supplemental water usage is illustrated in Figure 4. The GWRS delivered recycled water to 
OCWD Forebay recharge basins and the Talbert seawater intrusion barrier throughout the 
2015-16 water year. A breakdown of non-local water purchases by OCWD for 1996-97 
through 2015-16 is presented in Appendix 4. 

TABLE 3. 2015-16 Supplemental Water Usage 

Imported Water 
Santiago Creek Native Water 

Subtotal 
Groundwater Replenishment (Purchased) AF 
In-Lieu Program2 

Forebay Recharge3 

Alamitos Barrier4 

Talbert Barrier 

Subtotal 

TOTAL 
Includes extractions from MWD Groundwater Storage Program. 

0 
45,118 

2,399 
7 

47,524 

118,149 

2Any amount reported herein includes water received by OCWD's groundwater producers as In-Lieu 
water. 

3Full service rate untreated water. 
4Total combines imported and recycled water deliveries. 

FIGURE 4. Historical Supplemental Water Usage 
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Recycled water use within OCWD is presented in Table 4 ( excluding WRD-supplied 
recycled water to the Alamitos Barrier because this water is categorized as supplemental 
water and already included in the total amount reported in Table 3). The major uses of 
recycled water are groundwater replenishment (including Kraemer, Miller and Miraloma 
recharge basins and Talbert Barrier injection wells) and supply water for irrigation and 
ind us trial users. 

TABLE 4. 2015-16 Recyclecl WaterUsage 

Groundwater Replenishment I Water Usage (AF) 
GWRS AWPF (for Talbert Barrier) 
GWRS AWPF (for Recharge Basins) 1 

GWRS AWPF (for Mid-Basin Injection) 
Subtotal 

35,226 
65,296 

1,579 
102,101 

Irrigation Water Usage (AF) 
IRWD2 

OCWD (Green Acres Project)3 

Subtotal 

TOTAL 

15,606 
4,081 

19,687 

121,788 

1 Includes 67 AF of GWRS recycled water delivered to City of Anaheim Canyon Power Plant and 
Anaheim Regional Transportation lntermodal Center (ART/CJ. 
2Recycled water used within the portion of OCWD that lies within IRWD's boundaries (excludes 
OCWDIIRWD intertie water deliveries to the Green Acres Project). 
3Excludes deliveries to the Orange County Sanitation District and includes IRWDIOCWD lntertie 
deliveries to the Green Acres Project. 

AVAILABILITY OF SUPPLEMENTAL REPLENISHMENT WATER 

MWD provided untreated full service water supplies to its groundwater-basin agencies 
during the water year 2015-16 in spite of a low allocation of State Project Water. The 
availability of supplemental water from MWD to recharge the groundwater basin in the 
ensuing water year is likely as MWD is anticipating a normal allocation of State Project 
Water. 

WATER DEMANDS 

During the 2015-16 water year, the total water demands within OCWD's service area were 
367,402 AF. This is the lowest figure for total water demands since 1982 which was caused 
by the State's emergency drought regulations. Total demands include the use of 
groundwater, MWD In-Lieu Program water, imported water, Santiago Creek native water 
and recycled water. Total demands exclude any groundwater, supplemental water and 
recycled water (such as the GWRS recycled water) used by OCWD for groundwater 
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recharge and water conservation credits given to groundwater producers for their 
conservation efforts. 

Water demands for 2015-16 and projected water demands for 2016-17 and 2017-18 are 
summarized in Table 5. The water demands for the current year 2016-17 were determined 
by assessing the data that is presently available for the first half of the water year and 
projecting that data to develop the total annual demands. The water demands for the 
ensuing year 2017-18 are based on the projections provided by the retail water agencies 
within OCWff s service area. Long-term projections are presented in Figure 5. 

TABLE 5. Water Demands Within OCWD 

Ground- Imported C Sa~t~gt Recycled 
water1 Water2

•
3 re~ate:3 ive Water4 Total 

2015-16 
Non-Irrigation 275,042 
Irrigation 2,048 
Total 277,090 

2016-17 (Current Year)5 

Non-Irrigation 288,000 
Irrigation 2,000 
Total 290,000 

2017-18 (Ensuing Year)5 

Non-Irrigation 301,000 
Irrigation 2,000 
Total 303,000 

1 Includes In-Lieu Program water, if available. 

67,735 2,890 

67,735 2,890 

67,200 2,800 

67,200 2,800 

69,200 2,800 

69,200 2,800 

19,687 
19,687 

20,000 
20,000 

20,000 
20,000 

345,667 
21,735 

367,402 

358,000 
22,000 

380,000 

373,000 
22,000 

395,000 

2 Excludes water conservation credits and imported water used for groundwater replenishment. 
3 "1mportedWater" and "Santiago CreekNatiVeWater''are bothcOunfed as suppleinentalwatef. 
4 Excludes GWRS recycled water recharged into the groundwater basin. Includes recycled water from 
IRWD and OCWD's Green AcresProject (excluding OCSD's usage). 

5 Water demands are estimated by OCWD assuming average hydrology. 
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FIGURE 5. Water Demand Projections 
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WATER DEMAND FORECAST 

c=:::::::J Historical Demand 

- Projected Demand 

OCWD participates with MWDOC and retail groundwater producers to predict future 
demands in OCWD' s service area. Each groundwater producer projected its total water 
demands to the year 2035. These projections include the effect of local water conservation 
efforts. Figure 5 illustrates the historical and the projected water demands for OCWD' s 
service area to the year 2035. 

Population within OCWD's service area is expected to increase from the current 2.28 
million people (based on Census 2010 demographic data) to approximately 2.6 million 
people by the year 2035. This population growth is expected to increase water demands 
from the current 367,402 AF per year to 447,000 AF per year in 2035 (a water demand 
projection that takes into consideration future water conservation savings). In an effort to 
support increasing water demands, OCWD will look to increase basin production by 
operating the existing GWRS, maximizing the current A WPF production capacity, 
capturing more SAR storm flows, expanding the production of GWRS to its ultimate 
capacity (with the assumption that additional wastewater flows are available), purchasing 
imported supplies for groundwater recharge whenever supplies are available, developing 
other local recycled water supplies for replenishment purposes and· expanding recharge 
facilities. 

ADVANCED WASTEWATER RECLAMATION 

Groundwater, supplemental water and local surface water have historically been the 
primary water sources within OCWD. In recent decades, wastewater reclamation has 
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increasingly become a significant source of additional water. Purified recycled water has 
been produced by OCWD for use as injection water in the Talbert Barrier and as 
percolation water in Kraemer, Miller and Miraloma recharge basins. OCWD and IRWD 
also recycle wastewater at their respective treatment plants for irrigation and industrial 
uses. 

The GWRS is an advanced wastewater reclamation project jointly-funded by OCWD and 
the Orange County Sanitation District (OCSD). The project was operational in January 
2008. The advanced treatment processes utilized in the GWRS consist of microfiltration 
(MF) followed by reverse osmosis (RO) membranes and ultraviolet (UV) light disinfection 
in combination with hydrogen peroxide. For water year 2015-16, the GWRS treated 
wastewater from the OCSD to drinking water standards and delivered 102,034 AF of 
purified water for direct injection into the Talbert seawater intrusion barrier and 
percolation into the OCWD groundwater basin via recharge basins and mid-basin 
injection (MBI) well. 

For water year 2015-16, OCWD and IRWD recycled water deliveries for landscape 
irrigation and industrial uses in Fountain Valley, Costa Mesa, Huntington Beach, Newport 
Beach, Santa Ana and IRWD's service area within OCWD totaled 19,687 AF. 

WRD operates a 3-MGD Alamitos Barrier Recycled Water Project, known as the Leo J. 
Vander Lans Water Treatment Facility. This project supplies highly treated recycled water 
to the Alamitos Barrier. The Leo J. Vander Lans advanced wastewater treatment facility 
located in Long Beach utilizes the h·eatment processes of MF, RO and UV light 
disinfection. Currently undergoing an expansion to 8 MGD, this project is ultimately 
intended to replace most of the imported water used to supply the Alamitos Barrier with 
purified recycled water. The project operated for eleven months during the water year 
2015-16 and supplied 452 AF of purified recycled water to the Alamitos Barrier, which 
represented 19 percent of the barrier's supply that OCWD is responsible for payment. 
Recycled water deliveries from the Leo J. Vander Lans plant to the Orange County portion 
of the Alamitos Barrier are classified as supplemental water because this recycled water 
originates from outside the SAR watershed. It is noteworthy to mention that the Leo J. 
Vander Lans Water Treatment Facility is presently under expansion in an effort to increase 
its treatment capacity. 

WATER QUALITY 

OCWD maintains a comprehensive groundwater protection policy that includes water 
quality monitoring, removal of contaminants, regulatory agency support, toxic residuals 
removal and hazardous waste management. In addition, OCWD provides water quality 
information to regulatory agencies, other water agencies and the general public. In order 
to meet the current and future water quality testing requirements, OCWD operates the 
Advanced Water Quality Assurance Laboratory at the Fountain Valley campus. The 
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laboratory houses approximately 30 chemists and laboratory technicians, 12 water quality 
monitoring personnel and all the analytical instruments that are needed to perform more 
than 400,000 analyses of approximately 20,000 water samples taken each water year. The 
laboratory supports the extensive water quality testing requirements for the GWRS. 

When blended together by the major agencies within OCWD' s service area, the blended 
groundwater (without treatment) and treated supplemental water for 2015-16 was 
determined to have a flow-weighted average of 489 milligrams per liter (mg/L) of total 
dissolved solids (TDS) which is less than the average TDS concentration of 496 mg/L 
reported for the prior year (2014-15). The average groundwater TDS concentration for the 
basin for 2015-16 was 449 mg/L (compared to 452 mg/L reported for2014-15), ranging 
from a low of 222 mg/Lin Seal Beach to a high of approximately 711 mg/Lin certain 
inland areas. 

Average concentrations of TDS, nitrate (N03) and hardness for groundwater and 
groundwater combined with supplemep.tal water supplied by agencies within OCWD's 
service area during the 2015-16 water year are summarized in Table 6. These 
concentrations were determined from groundwater and supplemental water analyses and 
from production reports submitted to and filed with OCWD by each water agency. The 
City of Tustin and IRWD have active groundwater treatment projects that help to reduce 
certain constituents reported in Table 6 in their groundwater supply prior to service to 
their customers (see note 6 for detailed explanation). 

WATER RESOURCES DATA 

A summary of water resources data within OCWD for the 2015-16 water year and the 
previous water year (2014-15) is included in Appendix 5. 
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TABLE 6. 2015-16 Water Quality Summary 

Groundwater1
·
7 Delivered Blend1

·
2

.1 

City/ Agency TDS3 N03-N4 Hard- TDS3 NQ3-N4 Hard-
ness5 ness5 

Anaheim 584 2.9 323 599 2.2 317 
Buena Park 422 1.4 262 470 1.2 269 
East Orange County Water District 606 4.3 342 617 3.2 329 
Fountain Valley 431 1.4 249 486 1.1 260 
Fullerton 482 2.4 252 523 1.9 263 
Garden Grove 528 3.6 320 556 2.9 315 
Golden State Water Company 419 1.8 236 471 1.4 250 
Huntington Beach 337 0.2 172 414 0.3 203 
Irvine Ranch Water District6 352* 0.8* 129* 356* 0.8* 131 * 
La Palma 295 ND8 148 397 ND8 190 
Mesa Water District 333 0.4 113 338 0.4 116 
Newport Beach 268 1.4 134 362 1.1 174 
Orange 464 2.0 269 51°3 1.6 276 
Santa Ana 401 2.1 239 455 1.7 252 
Seal Beach 222 ND8 81 356 ND8 148 
Serrano Water District 711 3.2 374 710 1.9 361 
Tustin6 698* 7.0* 384* 690* 5.8* 369* 
Westminster 362 1.3 233 421 1.1 246 
Yorba Linda Water District 686 1.7 . 344 675 1.3 330 
Weighted Average7 449 1.9 237 489 1.6 249 

1 All groundwater results (alone or blend) are for untreated groundwater (see note 6 below). Units are reported in mg/L. 
2 Delivered blend includes untreated groundwater and treated imported MWO water (i.e., blend of Colorado River water and 
State Project water as measured at the MWO Diemer Plant}, except Serrano Water District, which blends with treated 
Santiago Reservoir water. Units are reported in mg/L. Annual average water qualities for MWO and Santiago Reservoir 
(Irvine Lake) for 2015-16 are as follows: 

MWO Water Quality 
TOS = 648mg/L 

N03-N = 0.2 mg/L 
Hardness (as CaCO3) = 295 mg/L 

3 Secondary Drinking Water Standards for TOS are as follows: 
500 mg/L = recommended limit 

Santiago Reservoir Water Quality 
TOS = 709 mg/L 

N03-N = NO mg/L 
Hardness (as CaCO3) = 343 mg/L 

1, 000 mg/L = upper limit 
4 Primary Drinking Water Standard for nitrate NO3-N (i.e., nitrate expressed as nitrogen) is 10 mg/L. 
5 Hardness is reported as mg/L of CaCO3. General classifications of hard and soft water are within the following 
concentration ranges: 

0-7 5 mg/L = soft 150-300 mg/L = ha rd 
75-150 mg/L = moderately hard 300 and up mg/L = very hard 

6 Agencies with active groundwater quality improvement projects that treat for one or more of the constituents listed in the 
table. The results shown herein for "groundwater" and "delivered blend" reflect results from untreated groundwater. Water 
quality constituents that are marked with an asterisk (*) are reduced prior to delivery to customers. 

7 All water quality results are flow-weighted averages based on groundwater and imported water delivered to each agency. 
8 NO= not detected. Nitrate (expressed as NO3-N) analytical detection limit for OCWO Advanced Water Quality Assurance 
Laboratory is 0. 1 mg/L. 
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PART Ill: WATER PRODUCTION COSTS 
FOR ENSUING WATER YEAR (2017-18) 

Section 31.5 of the District Act requires that costs of producing groundwater and obtaining 
supplemental water be evaluated annually. These costs vary for each groundwater 
producer and depend on many factors. Although these variations in cost are recognized, 
it is necessary for the purpose of this report to arrive at figures representing the average 
cost of producing groundwater and purchasing supplemental water. 

ENSUING WATER YEAR (2017-18) WATER PRODUCTION COSTS 
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

1. Cost for producing water from the groundwater basin within OCWD including a 
replenishment assessment for 2017-18 is estimated to be $647.00 per acre-foot. 

2. Cost of treated, non-interruptible supplemental water for 2017-18 is estimated to be 
$1,077.00 per acre-foot. 
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GROUNDWATER PRODUCTION COSTS FOR NON-IRRIGATION USE 

Cost for producing an acre-foot of groundwater in the ensuing 2017-18 water year has 
been estimated for a potable water well for a large groundwater producer (i.e., a city water 
department, water district) in OCWD's service area. Operations and maintenance (O&M) 
and energy costs were determined using the cost information provided by nineteen large 
groundwater producers from a survey conducted by OCWD in fall 2016. The capital cost 
component was derived using the available actual project cost data for eight production 
wells constructed in 2008 under the MWD Long-Term Groundwater Storage Program and 
adjusted to present values using Engineering News-Record Construction Cost Index. 
Appendix 6 contains several of the key design characteristics for eight wells that were 
constructed under the MWD' s program. The OCWD RA used in the determination of 
groundwater production cost is the proposed RA for 2017-18. 

The estimated cost for groundwater production for a large groundwater producing entity 
such as a city water department or a water district is presented in Table 7. The total cost to 
produce an acre-foot of groundwater within OCWD in the ensuing 2017-18 water year is 
estimated to be $647 per acre-foot. Based on the responses to the aforementioned survey, 
the flow-weighted average (based upon the quantity of groundwater pumped) for energy 
cost equaled $68 per AF. Operation and Maintenance (O&M) costs ranged from $32 to 
$279 per acre-foot with a median cost of approximately $72 per acre-foot. Elements that 
influence these costs include load factors and variations in groundwater levels. Recently 
drilled wells are generally deeper than those drilled decades ago. From the 
aforementioned survey, the average load factor which indicates the percent-of-use of an 
extraction facility equaled 50 percent. 

TABLE 7. Estimated 2017-18 Groundwater Production Costs 

Cost Item 
Non-Irrigation Use 

Annual Cost($) Cost per AF ($/AF) 
Energy 176,8001 682 

RA 1, 157,0001 4453 

Total Production Costs 1,333,800 513 
Capital 161,2004 624 

O&M 187,2001 722 

Total Other Costs 348,400 134 
Total Cost to Producers 1,682,200 647 

1 Based upon an annual average production of 2,600 AF per production well. 
2 Based on survey of major agencies within OCWD's service area, non-irrigation groundwater users. 
3 Proposed RA for 2017-18. 
4 Based on 2008 average cost for design and construction of a production well (excluding land cost) 
under the MWD Long-Term Groundwater Storage Program (cost amortized over 30 years at 5 percent 
interest) and adjusted to 2016 dollars using Engineering News-Record Construction Cost Index for Los 
Angeles area. Typical design parameters are listed in Appendix 6. 
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COST OF SUPPLEMENTAL WATER 

Supplemental water is supplied to OCWD' s service area by MWD. MWD delivers both 
treated and untreated water as either a non-interruptible supply or an interruptible 
supply. As a result, there are several categories of water available from MWD. The 
categories most applicable for purposes of this report are 1) uninterruptible (i.e., firm) 
treated water, which is referred to as "full service water," and 2) uninterruptible untreated 
water. Treated water is purchased and used directly by various groundwater producers 
for municipal and industrial purposes, while untreated water is purchased and recharged 
into the basin by OCWD to support higher groundwater production. Table 8 shows the 
estimated cost for the MWD uninterruptible treated water (full service water) cost for the 
ensuing 2017-18 water year. Figure 6 illustrates the historical supplemental water costs 
along with the historical groundwater production costs. A comparison of estimated costs 
for groundwater versus supplemental water (non-irrigation use) during the ensuing water 
year 2017-18 is summarized in Table 9 and also in Figure 6. Values used in Figure 6 are 
presented in tabular form in Appendix 7. 

TABLE 8. Estimated 2017-18 Supplemental Water Cost1 

Rate and Charge Components I Treated Water Rate ($/AF) 

Firm Deliveries 

MWD Supply Rate (MWDOC Melded Rate) 
MWD System Access Rate 
MWD ·System Power Rate 
MWD Water Stewardship Rate 
MWD Treatment Surcharge 
MWD RTS and Capacity Charges2 

Total 

Full Service Water 

205.00 
294.00 
128.00 
53.50 

316.50 
80.00 

1,077.00 

1 Rates are an average of calendar year 2017 and proposed calendar year 2018. Supplemental 
water costs for MWD's member agencies (i.e., Anaheim, Fullerton and Santa Ana) are not 
reported herein due to the variability among these agencies on water supply a/locations between 
MWD's Tier 1 and Tier 2. 

2 Readiness-to-Serve (RTS) and Capacity Charges have been converted to an approximate cost 
per acre-foot, but are not normally reported in terms of unit cost. 

Cost components for supplemental h·eated and untreated water are listed in Table 8. 
Beyond the normally expected water supply, treatment and power charges, there are 
several other charges. The System Access charge is for costs associated with the 
conveyance and distribution system, including capital and O&M costs. The Water 
Stewardship charge is used to support MWD' s financial commitment to conservation, 
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TABLE 9. Estimated 2017-18 Water Production Cost Comparison 

· . I Groundwater I Supplemental Water 
Non-lmgatlon Use Cost ($/AF) Cost ($/AF) 

Fixed Cost 

Variable Cost 

Total 

1 Capital cost. 
2 Cost for energy, O&M and proposed RA. 
3 Delineation of fixed and variable costs is not available. 

62.001 

585.002 

647.00 

1,077.003 

3 

1,077.00 

water recycling, groundwater recovery and other water management programs approved 
by MWD. MWD uses the Capacity Charge to recover its cost for use of peaking capacity 
within its distribution system. The Readiness-to-Serve (RTS) charge is to recover MWD' s 
cost associated with providing standby and peak conveyance capacity and system 
emergency storage capacity. 
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APPENDIX 1. Water Production Data 2015-16 

Non-lrri ation 1 

Fountain Valley, City of 5,961.8 - - 5,961.8 
Fullerton, City of 17,537.8 - 8.0 17,545.8 
Garden Grove, City of 4•

7 18 216.6 2,040.8 - 16,175.8 
Golden State Water Company 7 17,630.8 1,770.0 - 15,860.8 

18,667.6 - - 18,667.6 
45,463.1 - 933.0 46,396.1 

1,223.7 - - 1,223.7 
14,786.1 - 68.4 14,854.5 

9,589.0 - - 9,589.0 
17,375.9 - - 17,375.9 

96.9 - - 96.9 
29,269.2 4,523.9 - 24,745.3 

2,187.8 - - 2,187.8 
1,210.6 - - 1,210.6 
7,702.3 - - 7,702.3 
9,785.4 2,059.3 - 7,726.1 

12,360.1 1,571.5 7.4 10,796.0 

Total Major Groundwater Producers 283,791.0 16,212.0 1,016.8 268,595.8 
Other Producers 6,623.0 - 1,031.0 7,654.0 
Exempt Well Production 840.2 - - 840.2 
Total Amount 291,254.2 16,212.0 2,047.8 277,090.0 

Basin Production Percenta~e (includes non-irri~ation deliveries, but excludes water conservation credits) 

1 Water classed as being used for purposes other than commercial agriculture. 
2 Additional groundwater extraction in response to MVVD's CUP pumping. 
3 Accounts for only those credits allowed for under the program initiated on September 20, 1995. 
4 Agencies that participate in a groundwater water quality improvement project. 

Non-lrri ation 1 

29.2 
3.9 

54.5 -
1,984.7 33.3 
5,848.9 45.1 
5,341.9 63.9 
5,197.2 132.0 
6,059.8 127.1 

510.4 857.0 
490.5 9.9 
206.0 67.4 

3,036.2 30.9 
6,158.5 92.2 

- -
8,182.9 83.3 
1,032.7 7.8 

853.7 5.4 
1,553.7 55.6 
2,518.1 57.3 
5,081.2 52.0 

70,624.9 2,007.1 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 

70,624.9 2,007.1 

- 2,962.1 11,849.2 

- 176.0 644.7 
- 54.5 189.6 
- 2,018.0 7,979.8 
- 5,894.0 23,439.8 
- 5,405.8 21,581.6 
- 5,329.2 21,190.0 
- 6,186.9 24,854.5 
- 1,367.4 47,763.5 
- 500.4 1,724.1 
- 273.4 15,127.9 
- 3,067.1 12,656.1 
- 6,250.7 23,626.6 
- 0.0 96.9 
- 8,266.2 33,011.5 

- 1,040.5 3,228.3 
- 859.1 2,069.7 
- 1,609.3 9,311.6 
- 2,575.4 10,301.5 
- 5,133.2 15,929.2 

0.0 72,632.0 341,227.8 
0.0 0.0 7,654.0 
0.0 0.0 840.2 
0.0 72,632.0 349,722.0 

I 

5 Agencies that can receive Santiago Creek native water above Villa Park Dam that are conveyed to users '.1ithin OC VVD. Such water, if delivered, is included 'Mthin the classification of "Supp/em en ta/ Water" 
as defined in the District Act. 

6 Groundwater quantity reported herein is that quantity used by OC V1ID for purposes other than seawater intrusion b anier maintenance. 
7 These agencies participated in the MVVD Long-Term Groundwater Storage Program for which groundwater was extracted and accounted for as supplemental water. 
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APPENDIX 2. 2015-16 Groundwater Production -
Non-Irrigation Use Production Over 25 Acre-feet 

PRODUCER AF I PRODUCER AF 
Alta Vista Country Club 385.4 Mesa Verde Country Club 347.9 
Anaheim Cemetery 43.8 Mesa Water District 14,786.1 
Anaheim, City of* 43,018.2 Midway City Mutual Water Company 145.2 
Angelica T_extile Services - Plant 1 O 30.0 Mile Square Golf Course 92.3 
Buena Park, City of* 11,104.3 Navy Golf Course 516.0 
Canyon RV Park 110.2 Newport Beach Golf Course 82.3 
Coca Cola North America 212.2 Newport Beach, City of 9,589.0 
County of Orange 135.1 Orange County Cemetery District 68.2 
Cypress GC LLC/Cypress Golf Club 55.8 Orange County Water District 63.1 
Donovan Golf Course Management 257.4 Orange, City of 17,375.9 
DS Services of America, Inc. 352.1 Page Avenue Mutual Water Company 39.3 
East Orange County Water District 468.7 R.J. Noble Company 29.3 
Eastlake Village HOA 83.0 Riverview Golf 195.7 
Eastside Water Association 193.9 Santa Ana Country Club 225.2 
Fairhaven Memorial Park 160.3 Santa Ana, City of* 29,269.2 
Forest Lawn Memorial Park 242.4 Seal Beach, City of 2,187.8 
Fountain Valley, City of 5,961.8 Sequoia Management Services, LL 533.2 
Fullerton, City of 17,537.8 Serrano Water District 1,210.6 
Garden Grove, City of* 18,216.6 South Coast Chores HOC c/o Optima 66.4 
Golden State Water Company* 17,630.8 South Midway City Water Company 79.6 
Hargis and Associates, Inc. 69.5 The Boeing Company 270.4 
Huntington Beach, City of 18,667.6 The Good Shepherd Cemetery 69.4 
Hynes Estates, Inc. 53.0 The Lakes Master Association 105.2 
Irvine Ranch Water District 45,463.1 Tustin, City of 7,702.3 
Knott's Berry Farm 300.5 Westminster, City of* 9,785.4 
La Palma, City of 1,223.7 Westminster Memorial Park 324.8 
Lockheed Martin Corporation 32.5 Yorba Linda Country Club 324.1 
Los Alamitos Race Course 291.1 Yorba Linda Water District* 12,360.1 
Melrose Abbey Funeral Center 40.8 Total 290,185.7 

* These agencies extracted additional groundwater in response to MWD's CUP pumping. 
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APPENDIX 3. 2015-161 Groundwater Production -
Irrigation Use Production Over 25 Acre-feet 

PRODUCER AF 
Berumen Farms, Inc. 
F.S. Nursery c/o Southern CA Edison 
Irvine Ranch Water District 
Mesa Water District 
Orange County Produce 
Roy Pursche 
Village Nurseries 
Total 

1 Water year begins on July 1. 
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36.2 
44.4 

933.0 
68.4 

623.6 
147.8 
130.5 

1,983.9 



Western Alamitos 

Mun.WO Barrier 

Water Purch. Purch. 

Year AF AF 

1996-97 2958.0 1,885.5 

1997-98 701.8 1,613.8 

1998-99 996.1 1,493.6 

1999-00 - 1,873.6 

2000-01 - 1,672.5 

2001-02 2,990.3 2,282.2 

2002-03 3,471.4 1,448.7 

2003-04 3,605.0 1,938.3 

2004-05 - 1,914.9 

2005-06 - 833.04 

2006-07 1,745.0 534.1 4 

2007-08 2,882.4 1,505.74 

2008-09 3,663.5 2,094.24 

2009-10 - 1,321.94 

2010-11 - 1,689.1 4 

2011-12 - 1,198.74 

2012-13 - 1,721.84 

2013-14 - 2,370.24 

2014-15 - 2,236.34 

2015-16 - 2,398.94 

Total 23,013.5 34,027.0 

APPENDIX 4. Non - Local Water Purchased by OCWD for 
Water Years 1996-97 through 2015-16 

FV1 MCWO Forebay CUP2 

OC32A OC44B Rechari'!]e Rechari'!]e 

Purch. Purch. Purch. Oeliveli'J 

AF AF AF AF 

- - 33,742.7 -
- - 19,029.4 -
- - 10,371.5 -

- - 28,478.1 -

941.7 - 59,138.4 -
2,673.0 - 30,092.6 -
1,540.1 - 35,755.1 -
1,703.3 3,380.6 14,832.0 2,462.7 

2,451.8 8,368.6 3,810.8 -

1,079.9 5,431.1 7,256.7 -

143.9 7,394.7 42,173.0 -
- 4,581.4 - -
- 4,140.3 18,100.0 -

- 176.9 20,535.7 -
- 100.5 11,038.6 16,500.0 

- 1.9 41,230.8 7,709.6 

- 3.7 24,356.1 15,570.8 

- 6.2 50,700.5 -
- 17.7 48,616.8 -

- 7.0 45,118.0 -
10,533.7 33,610.6 544,376.8 42,243.1 

cup2 

In-Lieu In-Lieu 

Oeliveli'J Purch. 

AF AF 

- 7,883.0 

- -
- -
- 24,726.0 

- 11,191.0 

- 19,472.4 

- 25,631.0 

2,479.6 49,688.8 

15,021.1 54,596.1 

15,452.9 73,763.1 5 

14,427.3 36,313.0 

- -
- -
- -
- 10,435.4 

9,719.9 30,843.6 

- -
- -
- -
- -

57,100.8 344,543.4 

Supply Mgmt. 

Promram3 

I 

Purch. Purch. 

AF 

-

27,674.9 

13,351.9 

13,280.8 

7,449.0 

-
35,832.0 

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
97,588.6 

Arlington 

Oesalter 

Purch. 

AF 

6,176.2 

2,516.9 

2,351.3 

4,994.6 

5,177.9 

5,819.8 

4,924.7 

4,087.3 

567.5 

-
227.6 

1,266.6 

428.2 

106.2 

-
-
-
-
-
-
38,644.8 

1 Includes only imported water and excludes groundwater deliveries from Fountain Valley to OCWD. 

San Bernard. 

Valle Mun.WO 

Purch. Purch. 

AF AF 

- 52,645.4 

- 51,536.8 

- 28,564.4 

- 73,353.1 

2,787.6 88,358.1 

4,296.4 67,626.7 

- 108,603.0 

- 84,177.6 

- 86,730.8 

- 103,816.7 

- 102,958.6 

- 10,236.1 

- 28,426.2 

- 22,140.7 

- 39,763.6 

- 90,704.5 

- 41,652.4 

- 53,076.9 

- 60,870."86 

- 47,523.9 

7,084.0 1, 195,242.46 

2 "CUP" is the multi-agency conjunctive use program (known as the MWD Long-Term Groundwater Storage Program or MWD CUP). Basin losses are not taken into account. 
3 Known as Basin Water Supply Management Program (WSM) water. WSM program was terminated on December 31, 2003. 
4 Includes both MWD imported deliveries and supplemental recycled water deliveries. 
0 Includes 16,000 AF of 2005-06 MWD Supplemental Storage Program (i.e., "Super In-Lieu") water that was received as In-Lieu by the groundwater producers. 
0 Includes purchase of 10,000 AF of stored water from MWD CUP storage account at full-service untreated water rate in water year 2014-15. 
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APPENDIX 5. 2015-16 Water Resources Summary 

I 
2015-2016 I 2014-2015 I Change from 
Water Year Water Year last year to this 

(AF) (AF) year 
SUMMARY OF BASIN CONDITIONS 

BASIN SUPPLIES 
Water Purchases from MWD (excludes In-Lieu) 45,118 48,727 (3,609) 
Water into MWD Storage Account (excludes In-Lieu) 0 0 0 
SAR and Santiago Creek Flows 1 113,203 107,924 5,279 
GWRS AWPF Water to Forebay Recharge Basins 65,229 39,688 25,541 
GWRS AWPF Water to Mid-Basin Injection 1,579 310 1,269 
GWRS AWPF Water to Talbert Barrier 35,226 36,471 (1,245) 
Imported Water to Talbert Barrier (OC-44 & Fountain Valley) 7 18 (11) 
Alamitos Barrier 2,399 2,236 163 
Incidental Recharge 36,401 49,936 (13,535) 
Evaporation from Recharge Facilities (3,250) (2,904) (346) 
SAR Flow Lost to Pacific Ocean (610) (3,230) 2,620 

Total Groundwater Recharge 295,302 279,176 16,126 

WATER PRODUCTION 
Groundwater Production 277,090 305,259 (28,169) 
MWD Storage Program Extractions 16,212 12,917 3,295 

Total Groundwater Production 29~,302 318,176 (25,030) 

BASIN STATUS 
Change in Groundwater Storage 2,000 (39,000) 41,000 
Change in Groundwater Storage excluding MWD Stored Water 18,212 (26,083) 44,295 
Accumulated Overdraft (AOD) (379,000) (381,000) 2,000 
AOD without MWD Storage Program Water (379,177) (397,440) 18,263 

IN-LIEU WATER 
OCWD In-Lieu Purchases 0 0 0 
MWD In-Lieu Storage Q Q Q 

Total In-Lieu 0 0 0 

OTHER KEY INFORMATION 
1. Imported Deliveries to Producers (less MWD withdrawal)2 54,413 81,212 (26,799) 
2. Total Dissolved Solids of SAR below Prado Dam (mg/L) 578 640 (62) 
3. Total Nitrogen of SAR below Prado Dam (mg/L) 3.8 3.8 0 
4. Total GWRS AWPF Production3 102,101 76,534 25,567 
5. Green Acres Project 4,081 4,319* (238) 
6. Base Flow of Santa Ana River 69,101 63,756 5,345 
7. Year-end Storage behind Prado Dam 5 1 4 
8. Year-end Storage in Recharge Facilities 10,841 9,733 1,108 
9. Total Artificial Recharge (percolation plus barriers) 258,902 229,240 29,662 
10. Rainfall Measured at OCWD Field Headquarters (inches) 8.47 9.27 (0.8) 
11. Annual Mean Temperature at Santa Ana Fire Station (°F) 68.3 69.3 (1) 

1 Accounts for storage to/from recharge facilities. 
2 Santiago Creek Native and In-Lieu water are included (excludes imported water used for groundwater replenishment). 
3 Total includes deliveries to recharge basins, Talbert Barrier, MB/, Anaheim Canyon Power Plant and ARTIC. 
*These values have been revised and were provided to OCWD after the publication of the 2014-2015 Engineer's Report. 
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APPENDIX 6. Typical Groundwater Extraction 
Facility Characteristics 

PARAMETER CHARACTERISTICS 
Water System Pressure 

Load (Use) Factor 

Design Flow Rate 

Annual Production 

Bowl Efficiency (minimum) 

Motor Horsepower 

Type Motor 

Well Casing Diameters 

Type of Pump 

Depth of Well 

Depth of Bowls 

Total Dynamic Head 

Estimated Life 

Annual Cost of Facilities 1 

62 psi 

63% 
2,563 gpm 

2,600 AF 

84% 

325 hp 

Electric 

16 - 20 inches 

Vertical Turbine 

1,052 feet 

278 feet 

325 feet 

30 years 

$161,200 

1 2016 cost was based on a 2008 cost with an interest rate of 5 percent amortized over a 30-
year period and excluding the cost for land. The 2008 cost was adjusted to 2016 dollars using 
Engineering News-Record Construction Cost Index for Los Angeles area. 
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APPENDIX 7. Values Used in Figure 6 
For Water Rates for Non-Irrigation Use 

I I I I 

MWD Treated 
Estimated MWD Treated Non-Interruptible 

Water Year RA Groundwater Interruptible Rate Rate 
($/AF) Production Cost1

•
2 (In-Lieu Program)2

'
3 (Full Service)2

'
3 

($/ AF) ($/ AF) ($/ AF) 
1985-86 32 85 181 225 

1986-87 32 91 187 231 

1987-88 32 91 187 231 

1988-89 42 105 187 231 

1989-90 45 119 136 231 

1990-91 48 91 137 232 

1991-92 51 100 156 263 

1992-93 60 116 206 325 

1993-94 67.5 124 257 389 

1994-95 88 145 279 416 

1995-96 85 140 294 440 
1996-97 88 140 303 448 
1997-98 91 141 303 455 

1998-99 94 143 303 458 
1999-00 100 150 303 459 

2000-01 107 150 303 459 

2001-02 117 162 303 459 
2002-03 127 176 299 455 

2003-04 149 203 301 460 

2004-05 172 229 318 479 

2005-06 205 258 337 494 
2006-07 223 278 354 510 

2007-08 237 296 382 538 

2008-09 249 307 420 586 

2009-10 249 308 501 4 701 

2010-11 249 310 6024 744 
2011-12 254 315 6334 794 

2012-13 266 330 
5 794 

2013-14 276 334 5 890 

2014-15 294 349 
5 923 

2015-16 322 386 
5 942 

2016-17 402 473 
5 979 

2017-18 445 513 
5 1,0774 

1 Includes RA plus energy cost to produce groundwater. 
2 Rate is rounded. 
3 Rate is proposed. 
4 Rate is estimated. 
5 This rate is no longer available because MWD terminated the Replenishment Program. 
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AGENDA ff EM SUIJMITTAL 

MEETING oAtE~ January 2t, 1998 

TO; .. Boar:d of Qire9tQrs 

FROM:· VVIHlam fl. MiHsJr. 

Staff ,Conta~t: J. Van Hauf) / M~ Leves 

fJQdgetad:11/a . 
·Program/UneJtQm No. nla 
Coit ti~timate: o/a · 

.. General·• Counsel Approval~·· nf a 
Ehg,neers/Feasibllitv Report Apr,roved~ ·. n/a 
CEQACompOane~: n/f.i .· ·.... . .· . 

AMEN'DMENTOF ORAI\J~E COVN1'Y WATEfl .DISTRICT ACT 

·•··As p.art Qftht3 rec~ntSe~sqoal·$hlft. wofkshop,.the OCWD· Bqard·•topk. actiqn·to create a 
. new :eJas.s of water referred to as '"NevtraJ VVater". This. will require an amendment to 
the Orange County WaterOJstrict Act which must be approved by the California State 
·Legi$1attfre. V\fithJhis new ;,"Neiitrt1I Wf:lter« categor'{inplace, the OOWD.13oa:rd will · 
hava more tjisetetion over cfassification Of Water SU pp lies in. caiculating the B0sih 
Produyti()~ R~rc~n1age. · · 

. Re¢OM MENDED ACTJON 

Approve amendment ·or. the ora11ge County W ~ter District Act to give the ocwo Board 
more di$cxetion overc1asslficat1on of water supplies in calculating the Basin Pfoduction 
P~rcem~gel:and.authotiie OCWD staff to recruit an·authof to carry the proposed . 

· fegl$latlon. · · 

·.·DtSCUSSION/ANALVSIS 

The Board ofDirectors has expressed strong Interest In asserting more Influence over 
the Seasonal Shtft pmgraro offered by Metropolitan Water District tMWD} to individu~I 

. Qtoundwater producer$. The issue has been discussed by the groundwater producers at 
sev~fai TTle$tihQs.8rid by.th~ dCV\fD 13.o;;in:LofDirectors at two workshops. A. Dlstrict
Wldeprogr~mf~t)eing devek>pEn:lwitli 1:heJnput 9lall atf.eetedprodocers·.and Mwo. 

.. . . 

ltrnay tm necessary, d~pendingon the outcome of tht:·discusslons on SeasetnaJShift, 
to am~rid the Or~nge CounwWater District Act {Act) to .give the .ocwo Board of 
Directors-more author.tty and discretion.over seasonal variation1. in grouridwater 
prodi.1ction. The attached amendment is intended to authorize the: OCWo Board to 
qla$sify ceitaln water supplies for the purpose of calculating the Ba$1n Pmductloti 
Perta.ntage {~PP).·The arnendmentwowld er'3ate the·catagorv of "Neutral Water1

', whlol'l 
c:ijµtd b~ excluded. from th~ t;lPP calculations tor e13cl1 8Q{3l1CY, and, $(.lbSB,QUE)ntly,. the . 

·• > 8~sin EqutiyAssassmerrffSEA). The exact language is on the first page {last paragraph, 
underlihed)pf the artaohment.i<> this submittal. · · · · · 

OCWD015123 



·. ·. . 

· .;i;~i~iii~1;:si::~1t;:t~:i~~1:~:;:.~:!ti]?;;;:i~lit!~~ 
daadUne of February 20, l99ij, OCWD staff wilt secure an. author an9 preipareany 
adl'.Jttional amandrn~11ts required by the final Sat1sriiial Shift progtam qev¢1tjped and .. 
approved bv ·the OCWrf Board ofiDirectors. . . . 

PRiOR·R&LEVANTACTIONJSl. 
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9•~1-~?~!if i~it AQI 

.An Actt9 amen<fSection 1LS of the Orange County Water bistrictAct 
(Chapt~9~4 ofthe Statutes.6fJ933),.relatitig,to wati:,r. 

··A_ffe:tsul>sedf,m•(cJ(:i),.AlJDsu/Jsecfion(cJ(JlwS~tw1~Jl~$-¢!ewtbt~·~urkd/WYP: 
. .· . . . . 

·. .· ·. . 

Secti&n31.5; Basin (J(JUity ~ffiients; produttlonrequiremenfaand limltaupns · 

.(a) B~n. equity ~$Stjlerit$; as well as ,production. reqrnremems ·. and Umitat:ic>na · otl. p¢t$0ns and 

. (l)) The basiJ1 equtty asse$$ment1> levied pursuantto this ~ against all persons and operators within 

. the dlstii~ maybe unitonn otnonuhlformin amountj as determined by the board. of directors or 
the district, in ord~ to effectuate the goals and purposes ofthe district. 1'he proteeds of the 
basln equity ~ts levied and collected shall be used to e-quat~ the co$t of water to all ·. ::tft~~:t·wtthint~ distri¢tand··tq ac;quire water.to repletilsll ·ili¢··gt0\lndwater 

. Co): · As used m this ac1: 

(1) l!Suppl~tal soure¢~n means reclaimed .water and sources of water outside the 
watershed oftbe Santa Ana River; excepiing tbat portion of that watets.hed on and along 
$tu)tmgp Cr~ upstream of the downstream too ofthe slope qf tltc Villa Park Flood 

·· C~l ])a.tl1 suc4~ but·notlliruted·lo, .water ptoduted··from theMetropolitan·Water 
District ofSoothem tJailfomia. 

(Z). ~~ production percentas:e" means .me· ratio that llll water to be produced from 
. grourittwater $QppU$ wit.hfu.th~ distri(}t bears 10 all water to be produced by persollS and 
operato:rs within the district trom • supplemental sources as wen as. from . groundwater 
. withmthe district during the ensuing water year . 

(3). . i!J,(eutral>Waw11 meanswmerwhic:h is produced fto~~SU.Jmtememal·nor. 
. groomiwaier $QYiceiandis.toereforonot 0. in ~!UPiitingthebMi~ . 
. ·,-ass00$tient·IftheBoardofDlrectots1lndsthatifis.neceaooJorth~~.Qf 

.• •udwater syppli~ for users within the district~ it 11Jll}; dechu:esertaiQ . . 
.·.·. $WPfememal s~Jjfwa.ter M eifh~r groundwater Qr neutral·water for-purpoSQ 
2f C()Ull!llting i\j biijifi ~ity_ it§£§$~. . 
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·····(a)·. !;:!~~==;\~~~:1nvtrti~,i~f:a~~Jt~se1by~T::; 
.. ~llo~·informatl~ togetller with such other infommtloi1 as the district may desire, relating to 

the preceding wa~t~: ·. 

(l) . Afoqun~ of water produceq bY persons mw ()~at(ji'S from gtoundwater \Vithln the 
4~~ . . 

. ·. . . ~ .· . . .· . . . 

(Z) •Amo\lflt:orwa±er pfqduced by perscms ~d operators.fhrtn suppleJnerihu ·sources; 
. ·: . · .. ·. ·. .· .·_ . 

9 J A.mQµnt ofwawr prpduced by ptrsons an(1 operators from all otoo ~-
. . . . . . : 

(4) Conditkm orgmuridwater supplies within the district; 

. ($) blfonnatkm:as Jo<the probable iwa.ilability of water from. supplemental so:utces during the 
next succeeding nsoalyear, · 

(6) .. :i~:t°J!:r::di1!f J:t. gtourdwater ·. within the distrlct, .including any 
(tr The cost of water: produced \'iithio the dtstrictfrotn $0pp1cme:ntal sources, 

(~) {l) (}n tile ~nd Wednesdayjn Februacy of~ach year, the engineering investigation and 
report shall be delivered to the secreiazy of the district 

(~ ... £rQl:i~!tt;Jfi1~li!1= 
. regarding water supplies withinihe district shaU be hcld. . 

(3) The noti¢t\ among other ihfonnatiort which th() district may provide, shall include ~ 
invitation. t.o all persons or operators within the district to call at the offices of tbe district 
Jo e;a,.mm.e the ~.tlgit1eeting invesdgation and r~port. 

(4)· =~Jt~iet£i:;;;:~E;@l:;:s:l1 
(f) (1) 

·• Uteittotal supply.pf water as weu.as·the, esti~ted difference in the<».st of water produced 
· frQID groundwater within thti: distiict or supplemental·. sources, may in person, 0( by 
iep~tative, ai,pear and be heard. 

On the date.of a Irleeting ofthe boarcl of directors irt April of each Y®r, the board of 
dir~ors. shall hold a <public hearing for the purpose of determining the need and 

· 4~ <,fleyying tiasirr~uit,y ~ents· and.•tbc Arooµnts-tiler~t. ~ well ~' the 
rieoo fqf establishing pi9ductfori . requifeihetlts and lit'Oitatforis and the extent of those 
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rAAtlircmentr:1 and ·wnitations a~ to eac;h person or operator within the district -for ihe 
~mg wat~ryear, ' '' ' ', ' 

·.·<
2

)··· .~!:1£:lcrt;11ihni:1.:f~1~:~.•·:t:t::~·1p::i•····: 
'shall be:cletenlllned by½he board of directors of the district, for defirutuencies. ' 

($) . :;:i~=~~f d~~~~~~l~t<li:r:,1:r'~.Sootion 6061 

(4) th!!:rt0tice sha!lsetforthall of the following; 

(g) (i)' 

(A)'.·· TMt a·fePOrt::r~ar4i® \vate(suppli~ t½thiit the .district·Jias been prepared .. · 

'(BJ ~ dat~ rime. anc1 pl~ ofJhe prope>sed hearing, 

(¢) The boantshall cortslder, at the fularing the need and desinibiUty oflevyirtg basin 
· equity ~snients and the amounts of those asw~et'lts, as weU as establishing 

pio~ucoorf requiteinenrs arid limitations. on ·person$ and operators wiUun 111e ~ct ~:it:4ins water year ·and surcharge$ in amrtecticnf those tcquirertterits and 

' ' 

·. ([))·An invitation to all persons ancl operators to appear at the public hearing and be heard 
· · · in regani fo any of the.foregoing nuttt~rs, ·· ·. · 

At theih~g, the b<»lrd shall J1earf take,. and, receive all competent· evidence presented 

=:cr:;o::;:i~t~~fiJ:~h,=~~?~:i,=:!: 
· a.~ to each person <>t:op~orwtthinthedl~trlct 1he amount of the t»uM equity assessment 

••=t~{~tedo:=~:::•·~::;:nnritm!0h!t~~!;•-::W:~:-.P~:n_l= 
operatofforfrrigatiM pUfPQSt$ at unifoh)l or nonunifomtrates .fQr the ensuing water·year 
and the amrmntof' sutchargesfor prtlduction in excesiQf the basin prodijctiori llinitations. 

(2) •· -8µ~~¢ritJo· the he:<lring; th,e hoatd may, ~y i\dopting a resolution upon the vote ofeigbt 
m~,of the board~ find_ ariddetermitnffodhe ensu~giwater Y:eat ~followa~ ·.· . 

(A} The QStima.t¢d total amount of watet to QC produded by all persons and operators 
· -_ withln ,the distrlctifomthe groundwnterwithln · the district and the estimated amount 
to be produced by persons and op~rators from supp1emermil sources; 

·-•(B}·rhe:basitf production percentage . 

. ·. (t;) }that -a ~ eqttity as~essmerit Jmd -production -requirement· and · 1lrititatlon -iroru 
· · · ·-- Jf01.1ndvl~fer: within t~e ilistrlct are necessary for the protection of the water supply of 

thij disuict · · · 
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(D} 'f!w aurchot'g~. in Uri amount to 'be determm~ in . the discretion of the board. for 
. .. prc)dµGtibn mexcess ofthe.productlonlihutatio~. . ·.· . .. 

·©.r;1J&§~~~Ir5i~f~~~~B~ 
@l;~UiiiiFf1i:l=~a:z 

operator wlthlnthe district) andlhat the amounfis reasonable. · 

(G)·.PtJ'.lduptiofrrequlr~s· or· Uinitatipns ·and thl}surcharge for .product{on in· f!X~··of. 
. the basin produQUonJimitations on p~sons and o~ators within the ~~rfot shall be 

~11Sl~lil~~l=S~f;~::; 
(H). That d~ring the eriSlling wmer year, up9n the district giving pu~lished nQlloo pursuant 
. to Section 606L or the· Oov¢rnment ,.Code in· a. newspa~ olg~ ¢irculation 

printed and pµblished within the district at least 1 O days prior to such a. hearing, a 
· .. ~~u~t pµb.lfo,h~ may beheld>to modify the busin prod!J(rtionpercentage, 

· a::lECir~~il~i::~£=1:it 
·. bQW and·thedistnct, ·tlte di$trlctsha11 gtve:noticeotthe modwcittion.1octay$·prior 
t9 the.effective date of the modification pursuant to subdivision (e). 

(ti) (1) The bpatd ma,y exclude aU persot1$ and operators who produced 25 acre .. feetor le~ of 
wat.er fi;onrgtoundWatef within '.the district during the ensuing water year from· the levy of 
· ~J'.iastn/equify ~esiinent, M4 the produc,fon ryqµfreinents and limitations. . . 

(i) (0 T~ dfatrl¢t shaU the:l'®ft~, ·•a,n4 in any• evw1t priot to July· 1 in each year. give notice to 
e®h person or opentfor\mthin the district. The notice shall include all ofthe following 
information: 

(:4:). ·Th¢:ttin9\lntof)lle: b~ equity assessm¢nt levieci against that persoll Qr op(l~tor per 
·. · acre;.footofwater produced for purposes other than irrigation and 1he amoµnt ofthe 

bij$m:eq4ity>assessrne11t levied against ·tl1at persOll Of Qperritor per acr~-foot ofwater 
produced fof'.imgafion purposes, 

JB) Theba.sioproduction perc:etttage; 
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... 

.. (C) • 'I1te .()rtldt19!icn\ req1,1i1;~11t 9climitation UJX'lll the persot1cir o~atbr '. 

(I)) The aJnount of sur:charge imposed for· pr:oductkm in. excess oi the basin production· 
lunltatibrt$. . . . . . . . .. 

($) l'he twtlce required by this subdhision and the notioo of any Stibsoquent mo4ification$ 
~ybesentby.pp$t card:grbyother first"dass·nuuJ .• withpos:tage:prepaid .. bythedistritt. •. 
: . ·. . .. · . . ·. . ... ·. ·. 

m iir ~~t~~:~~!t1anT~Ztt:~~~~;;iu: 

(2) 

(J) 

or before the 30th d~y ofSeptem~er qC ~ach year, a basitt equity assessment report in the 
fo11t1J>r~ribed b}'the <.liij,tlot setting fotth the tqmt~~unts of-w,ater pr9duce4 ftom 
SfOlindwater within the district aildfron1supplemental ~Ul'.~ during the pre¢eding water 
year by the person or operator, The· statement shall. be verified by a written deciamtion 
ut1d~~tyofperjury: · · · ·. ·· 

5~~~~;a~z;isr~i1m 
~te¢t <>fwater whiclf the petiiqn or 9petatot has produced from groundwatt;r within· 
the district in excess of the acre;.foot equivalent of the basin production percentage 
rnu!tiplied by . tile basin equity assessment r~te applicable to that person or operator~ plus 
the amount of surcharge due forproductionin excess orthe productionlimitation~. 

It a .perscm or op~a.tor} pur:suant to the requir~iµent ~he afi;,triet, hai; prodµced fu'>m 
groundwater.·· within .•the district J®s . that! of. the equivalent of the basin ptoductfon 
pert;entaget the per~n.oroperator~ on or before th.e JOth day of Noven,ber, shall be paid 
bytnedlstrfotJi'omthebasinequicy•assessment.fund·an.amount•determined.by.thenumber 
of aero-feet by wlilcl1. th~ productioil ctf the. person or operator froni .groundw~er .as 
t~ by tJl,e ~ct is lesJ th{U1 the a~foot equivalent of th~ basin production 
per&mtag.e trrultipUed by the basin e,quJty assessment rate applfoabl~ to th~:f ~n or 

·· <lperntot, or if the prciluction. of the person or operator ftom groundwaier is more than 
th~ production required by tlw district and less than the ¢4\livalent of the basin equity 
production peroentage,.then the:perso1ror 6per~tor. shan··be pttltl by the di~trlct ~•amount 
deterinine(l hyfhe tluniber ot·acre,,feetby wltlch···the •a£tual.productk)n of the. person or 

·. O~totiOOO,gf9Urtdwater is lessJhan tijc JCte.,footequivalent of'the. basin produ~iOil 
p~tage niuidpUed by lh.e basin equity assessment applicable fo that person or operator, 

(k} ~ i!,~:Jj!t:.10.:Ji:1:e!~!~1,,!=Q~~1~~: 
interest on the d.eiinquent amount at the t1lte of l percent . each month or. fraction thereof for 
whichJhe mrio1.m.t retiutins deliriqu¢nt. Should any person or operatQfwithin the district fail t9 
filtra<basih equity assessment report on or before the 30th day of September of any year, the 
gistrict si~ in addition to charging inter¢st, . a$sess .·"· penalty charge· against that person or 
QP~tor ln ~ amount of ro pero¢n(of tho mttount fbund by the district to be due, 
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w w · ~=:~.t;!=~,:xi:~~:::=~ .. · 
·. (

2
) ·. ~ra~:o:i~ie;:~";!a7l~1'::~rthsun~t:!:e,~~ 

was filed withthe district. · 
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·. . ·. ·. .· 

· · ...• ·MEltt1N<3 Q4TE:· March l~; · 1.998 

TO!· Board of Directors 

·. FROM: William ft . Mills Jr, 

Staffffof'ltact: ·J. Vori H~1un /M. t.eyes 

Budget~dt n/a. 
Prt>gr~m/Line hem No. n/a 
Cost E$tirnat~: n/a 

General ·counsel Approval:. n/a.· 
· Engf11e~r(;/feijsn,mtv·· RepotrApproveg~ n/a 
. Ql;O,A oornpllance; nl1J . . . 

. . . 

AMENQMEl\11' QF QRJ\NGE COVNTV WATER DlSTFUCT A.Cf 

SOMMAflY. 

On Febrva.r:v 4 the Board eipprqved ti se,tof amendment& to the OC\IVD At:t. After 
· dlscussi6i1•with.• tbe.·Grounctwater·•t>rciclocers; .. rt· is:·re~ommendea•··that···provtsions· creating 
a class of9 Neutrjl Water,ia11d ailovvinga morithly. 8$sir1 Production Percentage .·be· 
cfroppe~ fforfr AB 1fJt2 (Ac:kerman)i and to add a clarification that reolaimedwate(Js 
not.supplemental water. . . 

RECOMMENQSDACTION 

Dfrecfst$rf t<l r~questthe author tifAEl 1812 lAckermantto .delete the proposed 
·. amendments to.•the·•Di~frict·.•Acfthat ·would creete.a ,new·claSs. of "Neutral .Water" end 
th~ ahUJtv to set a njontb1y Basin ProdUf!tion Percentage {BP Ph · · 

J)ISCIJSSIQNIANALYSIS 

On February 4 the Board· approved a set of amendments to the DOWD Act to be 
sµbrtjitfap t1)jhe Cc,lifornia Legislaturf:lJo delete several c>bsolete provisions, to allow the 
·Basin ProduttiortPetce!itage (BPP) to be s.et 011 a monthlv or so~sonal ba$i8-, and tQ 

···ih:;:.:::::::s0:,;~~:~:~:;Je~;a~{1t:••:i~rcf:o~! •~:~:~{~~~;hth:~::ait!Ef.; 
impacts arlthe :11.asin orthe MWOSC Seasonal Shift program. ·A bli! was Introduced by 
As:iernblyn,an:DickJXckermanJR-Fulle~onl at <>ur request. 'thebm ls AB 1812. ·· 

After a serfesolmeetings with the Grourtdwater Producers todisct1s$ the Seasonal 
Shift prQgrarn,··the prpducer$ have agr~ed to a program to rnltlg(}te focSeasonaj Shift 

·· ·.:r:i~gy·~~~!:t:t~qt:~.•fh't,1t~1·~f~1~;e~~1t:::.~~nt~worn~~~;~i~ri· .;~;~:~"9
Qed· 

. fufom.• ltisthe consensus ofthe producers thattne ·uNautrat·Wat:er" movision is likely 
tP ca1,.1se signlflc;tint coOceni ~nd oppositiqn to AB 1,s 12. By changing tbe oth~r 
effiendrr,eht :giving th~ Board al.lthoritv fo 'adopt a monthly or seasonal 8PP to seasonal 
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(not mqnthly), the. bill $hould ba mOrQ acceptable to the prpducers and should neutralize 
a6y Obj~ctlOh&, . . . . . . . 

. ~::1:~.·~e7m0tt1
:~:~~

8!li~: iit:~::w:~1t:i:lllri:::iiti:1f!ea bY 
adding ' (;larlfioatlOrl thatreclaimed water is nQ1, supplemental Water . 

It is, recommended that As3etriblv.man A9kerman be reqvest,t1d to dtdote the proposed 
"NtaUtriJI Wgtern amendment and.the abHityJo set a monthly BPP, bottoproceed with 
the <ottier amendto$nts as adopted by th~ ocwb Board on February 4 (Sae attached), 

. . ' 

·· PRIOR Rl5t.J!\!:4NT,ACTION(~l .. 

2/419.8 M~8-47 -· Authorize staff to pro¢~edwith0fatritt Act am~ndrni3:nts· 
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MINUTES OF REGULAR MEETING AND PUBLIC HEARINGS 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS, ORANGE COUNTY WATER DISTRICT 

March 18, 1998, 7:00 p.m. 

Vice President Quist called.to order the regular meeting of the Orange County Water District 
Board of Directors on March 18, 1998 at 7 :00 p. m. in the Boardroom at the District office, 
and Director Kraemer led the Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag. Directors and staff in 
attendance were: 

Directors 

Philip L. Anthony 
Kathryn L. Barr 

William R. Mills Jr., General Manager 
Clark Ide, District General Counsel 
Janice Durant, Assistant District Secretary 

Steven Conklin, Andrew Czarny, 
Bruce Dosier, Barbara Heatherly, 

John V. Fonley 
Lawrence P. Kraemer Jr. 
George Osborne 
Langdon W. Owen 
Irv Pickler 

Roy Herndon, John Kennedy, Mark Leyes, 
Craig Miller, Martin Rigby, 

Bud Quist 

Qirectors absent 

Wes Bannister 
Daniel E. Griset 

Joan Irvine Smith 
Alden G. Pearce - Loeb & Loeb 

Timothy Talbert, Yvonne Shen, 
Stephanie Strohman, James Van Haun, 
Michael Wehner, Ron Wildermuth, 
Nira Yamachika 

Fred Bockmiller, Diana Leach - Mes.a Consolidated Water District 
Richard Bell, Greg Heiertz - Irvine Ranch Water District 
Carl Scanlin - Yorba Linda Water District 
Keith Lyon, Matt Stone - Municipal Water District of Orange County 
Eddie Rigdon - Metropolitan Water District 
Eric Leung, City of Anaheim 
Gary Veeh - City of Tustin 
Thom Coughran - City of Santa Ana 
Wayne Osborne - City of Fountain Valley 
Jeff Renna - City of Huntington Beach 
Gary Heffelfinger - City of Westminster 
Stephen Hart - River View Golf Course 
Patrick Scanlon - Southern California Water Co. 
Bill Everest - Boyle Engineering 
Ralph Phraner - Hydro Science & Technology, Inc. 
Zeki Kayiran - AKM 
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VISITOR PARTICIPATION 

Vice President Quist moved Visitor Participation to the top of tonight's Agenda and Mrs. Joan 
Irvine Smith discussed matters pertaining to the Dyer Road Well Field. Mrs. Smith also 
invited the Board to attend the opening of an art exhibition entitled "'A Silent Testament"' to be 
held at The Bowers Museum from March 25 at 6:30 p.m, 

PUBLIC HEARINGS 

1. Continued Public Hearing Re OCWD 1998-99 Budgsa 

Vice President Quist called to order the continued Public Hearing on the OCWD budget for 
fiscal year 1998-99. General Manager William R. Mills Jr. reviewed the proposed 1998-99 
budget composed of operating expenses of $49. 7 million and estimated 1998-99 operating 
revenue of $49.2 million. He stated that the Administration and Finance Issues Committee, at 
its March 12 meeting, reviewed funding alternatives for this year's Capital Improvement 
Program (CIP) totaling $17. 3 million and recommended that the District issue commercial 
paper to finance eight months of the CIP ~ during which time a capital projects funding 
program will be developed as part of the OCWD Master Plan Study. Mr. Mills recommended 
a $10 million commercial paper issuance which he stated would likely fond about nine months 
of this year's CIP. District Treasurer Andrew Czarny noted that a revised resolution 
approving the 1998-99 budget had been distributed which he stated more clearly delineates the 
amounts allocated to the five District funds established under the District Act. Vice President 
Quist then opened the Public Hearing for comments, and, there being no persons present 
wishing to express comments, the Hearing was closed and following actions were taken. 

MOTION NO. 98-70 
AUTHORIZING ISSUANCE OF COMMERCIAL PAPER IN THE AMOUNT OF $10 

MILLION TO FINANCE A PORTION OF THE FISCAL YEAR 1998-99 
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM 

U pan motion by Director Anthony, duly seconded and carried, issuance of commercial paper 
in the amount of $10 million is hereby authorized for the purpose of funding a portion of the 
1998-99 Capital Improvement Program in the total amount of $17,300,000. 

RESOLUTION NO, 98-3-39 
APPROVING AND ADOPTING FISCAL YEAR 1998-99 BUDGET 

WHEREAS 1 pursuant to Resolution No. 98-2-24 adopted February 18, 1998, this Board 
adopted an interim Budget for the Orange County Water District for fiscal year 1998-99; and 

WHEREAS, the OCWD General Manager has presented and the OCWD Board has reviewed 
the proposed OCWD Budget for fiscal year 1998-99; 

NOW, THEREFORE, the Board of Directors of the Orange County ¥later District does 
hereby resolve as follows: 
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Section 1: That the 1998-99 beginning balance cash carryover for the OCWD General Fund, 
estimated at $5,400,000; and the total OCWD General Fund Revenue Budget for fiscal year 
1998-99, estimated at $22,776,000; and the total OCWD General Fund Expenditure Budget 
for fiscal year 1998-99, estimated at $18,150,000, is hereby approved and adopted. That of 
said General Fund Budget, the 1998-99 ye.ar-end balance is estimated to be $10,025,000. The 
recommended level of the General Fund Operating Reserve is $9,075,000 which represents six 
months of the General Fund expense budget. The estimated level of funding for the General 
Fund Operating Reserve is $7,026,000. Additionally, pursuant to section 17.1 of the District 
Act, Appropriation for Contingencies in the amount of $3,000,000 is allocated to cover 
expenditures that have not been provided for or that have be.en insufficiently provided for or 
for unappropriated requirements. 

Section 2: That the 1998-99 beginning balance cash carryover for the OCWD Capital Projects 
Fund, estimated at $17,300,000; and the total OCWD Capital Projects Fund Revenue and 
Other Financing Sources Budget for fiscal year 1998-99 estimated at $23,041,000; and the 
total OCWD Capital Projects Fund Expenditure Budget for fiscal year 1998-99, estimated at 
$17,300,000, is hereby approved and adopted. That of said Capital Projects Fund Budget, the 
1998-99 year-end balance is estimated at $23,041,000. The recommended level of the Capital 
Projects Fund Operating Reserve is $8,650,000 which represents six months of the Capital 
Projects Fund expense budget. The estimated level of funding for the Capital Projects Fund 
Operating Reserve is $8,141,000. Additionally, designated for Capital Replacement totals 
$14,900,000 in accordance with the Board approved recommendation that ten percent of the 
District infrastructure value be designated in an infrastructure replacement account. 

Section 3: That the 1998-99 beginning balance cash carryover for the OCWD Replenishment 
Fund, estimated at $11,900,000; and the total OCWD Replenishment Fund Revenue Budget 
for fiscal year 1998-99 estimated at $6A85 ,000; and the total OCWD Replenishment Fund 
Expenditure Budget for fiscal year 1998-99 estimated at $8,700,000 is hereby approved and 
adopted. That of said Replenishment Fund Budget, the 1998-99 year-end balance is estimated 
at $9,685,000. The recommended level of the Replenishment Fund Operating Reserve is 
$4,350,000 which represents six months of the Replenishment Fund expense budget. The 
estimated level of funding for the Replenishment Fund Operating Reserve is $5,684,000. 
Additionally, appropriations for Toxic Cleanup Reserve Account totals $4,000,000, in 
accordance with the Board approved recommendation that funds be set aside if and when the 
basin or a portion of the basin becomes threatened by contamination. 

Section 4: That the OCWD Basin Equity Fund is a self-balancing, zero-balance fund. 

Section. 5: That the 1998-99 beginning balance cash carryover for the OC\VD Debt Service 
Fund, estimated at $19,400,000; and the total OCWD Debt Service Fund Revenue Budget for 
fiscal year 1998-99 estimated at $14,200,000; and the total OCWD Debt Service Fund 
Expenditure Budget for fiscal year 1998-99 estimated at $22,900,000 is hereby approved and 
adopted. That of said Debt Service Fund Budget, the 1998-99 year-end balance is estimated at 
$10,700,000 with Debt Service Reserve totaling $10,700,000, comprising restricted reserves 
with fiscal agent and the remaining principal payments on the Commercial Paper Program. 
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Section 6: Each of the items set forthj determined, approved and adopted in Sections 1 
through 5 hereof shall be subject to 1) necessary adjustments when final detailed computation 
of expenditures and revenues for the 1997-98 fiscal year are available; and 2) necessary 
adjustments when final determinations of the total ad valorem tax revenues available to the 
District are known. Items in Sections 3 through 5 are subject to necessary adjustment after 
completion of the replenishment assessment and basin equity assessment procedures required 
by the District Act. 

Section 7: The encumbrances as of February 28, 1998 are hereby transferred and made a part 
of the 1998-99 Budget. 

Section 8: Transfers and revisions as between line items and categories and within line items 
with respect to the appropriations set forth in the Budget heretofore adopted, may be made by 
the General Manager of the District at Board approved limits at such time as within his 
discretion such transfer becomes necessary and proper. 

Section 9: This resolution supersedes and replaces Resolution No. 98-2-24. 

2. Public Hearing on Engineer's Report on Groundwater Conditions, Water Supply and 
Basin Utilization 

Vice President Quist called to order the Public Hearing on the 1996-97 Engineer's Report on 
Groundwater Conditions, Water Supply and Basin Utilization. Associate General Manager 
Steven Conklin reviewed the Report findings which he stated indicate little change in basin 
water levels from the previous year's report. He noted total groundwater production of 
331,406 acre-feet (AF) and an average annual overdraft of 36,936 AF. Mr. Conklin stated 
that, based upon the report findings, staff intends to recommend establishment of a Basin 
Production Percentage of 75%, and a Replenishment Assessment of $94/AF for "Other than 
Irrigation" and $4 7 / AF for "Irrigation." 

Vice President Quist opened the Hearing for public comment and the following persons 
addressed the Board requesting clarification of certain information contained in the Engineer's 
Report: M:esa Consolidated Water District Director Fred Bockmiller and City of Santa Ana 
representative Thom Coughlin. There being no further questions, staff was requested to 
research the issues presented and provide clarification prior to the April 15 meeting. The 
Hearing was then closed upon the following action. 

MOTION NO. 98-71 
CLOSING PUBLIC HEARING TO CONSIDER ENGINEER 1 S REPORT ON 

GROUND\VATER CONDITIONS, WATER SUPPLY AND BASIN UTILIZATION 

Upon motion by Director Osborne, seconded by Director Kraemer and carried; the Public 
Hearing on the Engineer1s Report on Groundwater Conditions, Water Supply and Basin 
Utilization is hereby closed. 
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3. Public Hearing to Consider Exemption from Replenishment and Basin Equity 
Assessments by River View Golf Course .. 

Vice President Quist called to order the Public Hearing to consider exemption from the 
Replenishment Assessment (RA) and Basin Equity Assessment (BEA) for River View 
Golf Course (RVGC). District Hydrogeologist Roy Herndon reported that the RVGC 
petitioned for exemption from the RA/BEA on the basis that its well' s water quality is 
impacted from volatile organic compound (VOC) contamination that resulted from an 
upgradient source, He stated that the well is presently used solely for golf course 
irrigation but had been used for potable supply prior to the VOC degradation. 
Mr. Herndon provided an in-depth overview of staffs investigation to determine the 
exemption eligibility of the well in accordance with the criteria set forth in the District 
Act, and presented staffs recommendation that only groundwater unsuitable for 
potable use should be eligible for a partial BEA exemption in the amount of $50/ AF) 
representing treatment costs. 

Vice President Quist opened the Hearing for public comment and RVGC owner Stephen Hart 
requested Board consideration of a 100 percent exemption from BEA and a 50 percent 
exemption from the RA. City of Santa Ana representative Thom Coughlin expressed concern 
over the use of contaminated water for irrigation, and District staff explained the science 
behind removal of the contaminants upon pumping of the water. Following discussion, Vice 
President Quist closed the Hearing and the Board took action as follows. 

Upon motion by Director Owen, seconded by Director Osborne, the following resolution was 
unanimously adopted. 

RESOLUTION NO. 98-3-40 
DETERMINING WATER PRODUCED FROM WATER PRODUCING FACILITY 

NO. 1-02-JA (RIVER VIEW GOLF COURSE) TO BE 
UNSUITABLE FOR DOMESTIC PURPOSES, AND EXEMPTING 

WATER PRODUCED FROM SAID FACILITY FROM THE LEVY OF 
A PORTION OF THE BASIN EQUITY ASSESSMENT 

WHEREAS} the River View Golf Course has filed with the Board of Directors of the Orange 
County Water District its verified petition requesting that Water Production Facility 
No. 1-02-3-A be exempted from the levy of the replenishment and basin equity assessments 
pursuant to Section 38.1 of the Orange County Water District Act; and 

WHEREAS, the General Manager of the District has caused an investigation to be made for 
the purpose of determining whether the water produced by such facility is suitable or 
unsuitable for domestic or agricultural purposes, whether the water produced will have no 
adverse effects on the groundwater supplies of the District, and whether the production of 
water from such facility will have a beneficial effect on the quality of the water supplies of the 
District, and a report thereon has been filed with the Board of Directors; and 
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WHEREAS, the Board of Directors, upon the filing of such report, fixed March 18, 1998, as 
the time of said hearing and thereupon caused notice of the public hearing to be published as 
provided in Section 38.1 of said Act; and 

WHEREAS, the notice as required by law has been given and a public hearing for the purpose 
of determining the need for exemption of water produced from said water producing facility 
from levy of the replenishment and basin equity assessments has been held this 18th day of 
March) 1998, and all persons have been permitted an opportunity to be heard respecting this 
matter; 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT HEREBY RESOLVED, that this hearing be and the same is 
hereby closed and, after consideration) the Board of Directors of the Orange County Water 
District does hereby: 

Section 1: Find and determine that the water produced from River View Golf Course water 
production facility No. 1-02-3-A is unsuitable for domestic use without treatment, that the 
production of water from said facility will have an adverse effect on the groundwater supplies 
of the District, and that the production of water from said facility will have a beneficial effect 
on the quality of the water supplies of the District. 

Section 2: The production of water from Water Production Facility No. 1-02-3-A is exempt 
from payment of a portion of the Basin Equity Assessment as provided in the Orange County 
Water District Act, Section 38.l(d)(2). 

Section 3: The amount of the exemption from payment of the Basin Equity Assessment is $50 
per acre-foot based on the benefits to the District and costs to the well owner. 

Section 4: River View Golf Course1 as the owner of Water Production Facility No. 1-02-3-A, 
shall file the water production statements provided for in Section 29 of the Orange County 
Water District Act. 

Section 5: This exemption is subject to review, modification, and cancellation pursuant to 
District Act Section 38. l(f) through (i). 

4. Public Hearing to Consider Exemption of City of Tustin Water Producing Facilities 
fr:om Payment of the Basin Equity Assessment 

Vice President Quist opened the public hearing to consider exemption of the City of Tustin 
Water Producing Facilities from payment of the basin equity assessment (BEA). District 
Hydrogeologist Roy Herndon recalled that, in accordance with the 1992 agreement regarding 
the Seventeenth Street Desalter Projectj Tustin has requested a BEA exemption for 
groundwater produced for this project. In addition, he stated that Tustin has also requested a 
BEA exemption for groundwater produced for its Nitrate Removal Demonstration Project. 
Mr. Herndon reported that staff has determined that the elevated total dissolved solids (TDS) 
and nitrate concentrations in the groundwater produced by all five production wells supplying 
the projects cause the groundwater to be unsuitable for potable use without treatment 1 and he 
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advised that staff finds that the projects meet the exemption criteria set forth in the District 
Act. He explained the method for determining the amount of BEA exemption after which 
Vice President Quist opened the Hearing for public comment. City of Tustin representative 
Gary Veeh expressed his appreciation to staff for their help with the projects and, there being 
no other persons wishing to address the Board> Vice President Quist declared the Hearing 
closed. 

Upon motion by Director Pickler, seconded by Director Owen, the following resolution was 
unanimously adopted. 

RESOLUTION NO. 98-3-41 
CLOSING THE HEARING, DETERMINING WATER PRODUCED FROM 

CITY OF TUSTIN WATER PRODUCING FACILITIES TO BE 
UNSUITABLE FOR DOMESTIC OR AGRICULTURAL PURPOSES, AND EXEMPTING 

WATER PRODUCED FROM SUCH FACILITIES FROM PAYMENT OF ALL OR A 
PORTION OF THE BASIN EQUITY ASSESSMENT 

WHEREAS, the City of Tustin has filed with the Board of Directors of the Orange County 
Water District its verified petition requesting that Water Production Facilities 
Nos. 102-232-22-Aj 102-232-22-B, 102-25-11-A, 62-082-9-F, and 62-08-7-A be exempted 
from payment of all or a portion of the basin equity assessment pursuant to Section 38.1 of the 
Orange County Water District Act; and 

WHEREAS, the General Manager of the District has caused an investigation to be made for 
the purpose of determining whether the water produced by said facilities is suitable or 
unsuitable for domestic or agricultural purposes and whether the production of water from 
such facility will have a beneficial effect on the quality of the water supplies of the District, 
and a report thereon has been filed with the Board of Directors; and 

WHEREAS, the Board of Directors, upon the filing of such report, fixed March 18, 1998, as 
the time of said hearing and thereupon caused notice of the public hearing to be published as 
provided in Section 38.1 of said Act; and 

\\1HEREAS, the notice as required by law has been given and a public hearing for the purpose 
of determining the need for exemption of water produced from said water producing facility 
from payment of all or a portion of the basin equity assessment has been held this 18th day of 
March, 1998, and all persons have been permitted an opportunity to be heard respecting this 
matter; 

NO\V, THEREFORE1 BE IT HEREBY RESOLVED) that this hearing be and the same is 
hereby closed and, after consideration, the Board of Directors of the Orange County Water 
District does hereby find and determine: 
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Section 1: That the water produced from City of Tustin Water Production Facilities 
Nos. 102-232-22-A, 102-232-22-B, 102-25-11-A, 62-082-9-F; and 62-08-7-A is unsuitable for 
domestic or agricultural use without treatment, and that the production of water from said 
facilities will have a beneficial effect on the quality of the water supplies of the District. 

Section 2: The production of water from Water Production Facilities Nos. 102-232-22-A, 
102-232-22-D, 102-25-11-A, 62-082-9-F, and 62-08-7-A is exempt from payment of the Basin 
Equity Assessment to offset the cost of treatment required to effectively utilize the impaired 
quality watert as provided in the February 1998 OCWD Staff Report. 

Section 3: The production of water from such facilities is further exempted from the levy of 
any remaining basin equity assessment until the City's capital investment in said facilities is 
repaid, in order to encourage production and beneficial use of impaired quality water, as set 
forth in such Staff Report 

Section 4: The City of Tustin, as the owner of such water production facilities, shall file the 
water production statements provided for in Section 29 of the Orange County Water District 
Act. 

SectiQn 5: This exemption is subject to review, modification and cancellation pursuant to 
District Act Section 3 8 .1 (f) through (i). 

CONSENT CALENDAR 

The Consent Calendar was approved upon motion by Director Fonley, seconded by Director 
Anthony and carried, as follows. 

1. Minutes 

MOTION NO. 98-72 
MINUTES OF BOARD MEETINGS APPROVED AS MAILED 

The Minutes of the regular Board meetings held February 18 and March 4, and Special Board 
Meeting held Febrnary 21, 1998 are hereby approved as mailed. 

2. Treasurer's Report 

MOTION NO. 98-73 
APPROVING FINANCIAL DATA AND AUTHORIZING PAYMENT OF BILLS 

Payment of bills for the period February 24 through March 9 i 1998 is hereby 
authorized/ratified as follows: $742A38.82 from the General Fund; $1,182,842.39 from the 
Water Reserve Fund; and $25,377.74 from the Debt Service Fund. 
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3/18/98 

3. .Employment Status Report 

MOTION NO. 98-74 
RECEIVING AND FILING EMPLOYMENT STATUS REPORT 

The Employment Status Report for the month of February 1998 is hereby received and filed. 

4. Attendance at Association of California Water Ag~ference, May 6·"8 

MOTION NO. 98-75 
AUTHORIZING ATTENDANCE AT ACWA SPRING CONFERENCE 

Directors and such members of the District staff as approved by the General Manager are 
hereby authorized to attend the Association of California Water Agencies Spring Conference 
on May 6-8 in Monterey} with all expenses in connection therewith to be paid from the 
General Fund of the District. 

5. Qroundwakr (Guardian) Foundation MembershiQ 

MOTION NO. 98-76 
AUTHORIZING RENEWAL OF MEMBERSHIP IN GROUNDWATER (GU ARD IAN) 

FOUNDATION MEMBERSHIP 

Membership in the Groundwater Foundation 1 founder of the Groundwater Guardian Program 
to which the District belongs, is hereby approved and payment of 1998 dues in the amount of 
$60 is hereby authorized. 

6. PCL v. SAWPA - Settlement Agreement and Mutual Release Orange County Superior 
Court Case No. 783895 

RESOLUTION NO. 98-3-42 
APPROVING SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT AND MUTUAL RELEASE OF 

PCL CIVIL CONSTRUCTORS, INC. V. SANTA ANA WATERSHED PROJECT 
AUTHORITY, ET AL (ORANGE COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT CASE NO. 783895) 

WHEREAS, the Orange County Water District, as a member of the Santa Ana Watershed 
Project Authority (SAWPA), is a defendant in a lawsuit entitled PCL Civil Constructors, Inc. 
v. Santa Ana Watershed Project Authoriry, et al. (Action) filed by PCL Civil Constructors, 
Inc., for contract disputes relating to the construction of the Regional Tertiary Project Rapid 
Infiltration/Extraction Project (RIX) Site Facilities Project, SA WP A Project Agreement 11, to 
which OCWD is not a party; and 

WHEREAS, pursuant to Resolution No. 97-11-144 adopted November 12, 1997, the OCWD 
Board of Directors ratified tender of the defense of such litigation to SA WP A; and 
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WHEREASi District General Counsel has presented a11d recommended approval of a 
Settlement Agreement and Mutual Release in the above Action providing for the following: 
1) Release by SAWPA of liquidated damages in the amount of $460~000; 2) Payment of the 
sum of $260,017.61 to PCL representing the remainder of the Stop Notice Withhold after 
payment to Tesco Controls, Inc. 1 pursuant to the settlement of litigation in the Tesco Stop 
Notice action, and 3) payment of the sum of $1,640,000 as consideration for the compromise 
of PCU s claims in the Action; 

NOW, THEREFORE, the Board of Directors of the Orange County \Vater District does 
hereby approve and authorize execution of the hereinabove described Settlement Agreement 
and Mutual Release and, upon approval as to formi authorizes its execution of behalf of the 
District by the President or Vice President and General Manager or District Secretary. 

7. Consent to Common Use Agreement with Foothill/Eastern Transportation Corridor 
Agency on OCWD Monitoring Well MCAS-3 Easement 

RESOLUTION NO. 98-3-43 
APPROVING CONSENT TO COMMON USE AGREEMENT WITH 
FOOTHILUEASTERN TRANSPORTATION CORRIDOR AGENCY 

ON OCWD MONITORING WELL MCAS-3 EASEMENT 

WHEREAS, pursuant to Resolution No. 88-12-197 adopted December 14, 1988, OCWD 
accepted an Easement from The Irvine Company for monitoring Well No. MCAS-3 for TCE 
monitoring purposes; and 

WHEREAS, the Foothill/Eastern Transportation Corridor Agency (TCA) has presented and 
District staff recommends approval of the Consent to Common Use Agreement (Crossing 
No. 4101) Parcel 300267-17 providing for access by TCA to said easement area for Well 
No. MCAS-3 which is now located on a portion of the TCA Right-of-way; 

NOW, THEREFORE, the Board of Directors of the Orange county Water District does hereby 
accept and authorize execution and recordation of the hereinabove described Consent to 
Common Use Agreement and, upon approval as to form by District General Counsel, 
authorizes its execution by the President or Vice President and General Manager or District 
Secretary. 

8. Renewal of Task Order for Washington. DC Representative James F. McConnell 

RESOLUTION NO. 98-3-44 
AUTHORIZING ISSUANCE OF TASK ORDER FOR WASHINGTON, DC 

REPRESENTATIVE JAMES F. MCCONNELL 

RESOLVED 1 that issuance of a Task Order in the amount of $42,000 is hereby authorized to 
James F. McConnell for continued professional services as OCWD's Washington DC 
representative during fiscal year 1998-99. 
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3/18/98 

9. Ap);l!icationJg[Eederal and S_tat~ Disaster Assistance Re "El Nino 98" FloocLilam~ 

RESOLUTION NO. 98-3~45 
AUTHORIZING FILING OF APPLICATION FOR FEDERAL EMERGENCY 

MANAGEMENT AGENCY AND STATE OFFICE OF EMERGENCY SERVICES PUBLIC 
ASSISTANCE FUNDS FOR DAMAGES SUSTAINED FROM EL NINO '98 FLOODING 

WHEREAS, the Orange County Water District is a political subdivision duly organized and 
existing under and pursuant to the Constitution and laws of the State of California} and 

WHEREAS, the President of the United States has declared a major disaster in Orange County 
due to recent flooding from the "El Nino 98 floodsn thereby making the District eligible to 
apply for Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) and the State of California 
Governor's Office of Emergency Services (OES) public assistance funds for damages sustained 
from the flooding; 

NOW, THEREFORE, the Board of Directors of the Orange County Water District does 
hereby resolve as follows: 

Section l_: Any one of the following is designated as an Agent for the District and as such is 
authorized to execute for, and on behalf of the Orange County Water District, the application 
and to file it in the OES for the purpose of obtaining certain federal financial assistance under 
P .L. 93-288 as amended by the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance 
Act of 1988; and/or state financial assistance under the Natural Disaster Assistance Act: 
General Manger William R. Mills Jr., Associate General Manager Steven R. Conklin, and 
Associate General Manager James Van Haun. 

Section 2: Any one of the aforementioned Agents is further authorized to provide the OES all 
assurances and agreements required for all matters pertaining to such State disaster assistance 

ITEMS RECOMMENDED FOR CONSENT CALENDAR APPROVAL AT MARCH 11, 
1998 WATER ISSUES COMMITfEE/BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 

L ~rational Agreement foLDCWD/IRWD Green Acres Intertie and Outfall Connection 

RESOLUTION NO. 98-3-46 
APPROVING OPERATIONAL AGREEMENT FOR OC\\'D/IRWD GREEN ACRES 

INTERTIE AND OUTFALL CONNECTION 

WHEREAS, pursuant to Resolutions Nos. 96-7-118, 96-9-148, and 96-12-189 adopted 
July 17,1996, September 18, 1996, and December 18, 1996, respectively, OCWD entered into 
an agreement with the City of Newport Beach and the Irvine Ranch Water District providing 
for construction of an intertie between an OCWD Green Acres Phase 2 pipeline (GAP 2) and 
IRWD's Michelson Water Reclamation Plant, and detailing various agreements regarding 
implementation of the Wetlands Water Supply Project (WWSP) proposed by IRWD; and 
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WHEREAS) pursuant to Resolution Nos. 93-5-74 and 96-12-195 adopted May 5, 1993 and 
December 18, 1996, respectively, OCWD entered into a revised agreement with the County 
Sanitation Districts of Orange County pursuant to which CSDOC commits to accept from 
OCWD at least 4.2 million gallons per day of reclaimed water on an annual average basis 
during the period from October 1 through March 31 for a period of 15 years, and pursuant to 
which OCWD warrants that the average annual demand for reclaimed water at CSDOC will be 
approximately 4.5 mgd; and 

WHEREAS, the WWSP Agreement further provides for the development of a long-term "no 
discharge" scenario, including, if determined to be feasible by the parties hereto, construction 
of a connection between GAP2 and CSDOC's ocean outfall (Outfall Connection); and 

WHEREAS, CSDOC approved the construction of the Outfall Connection subject to the 
development of an operating agreement; and 

WHEREAS, construction of GAP 2, the Intertie, and the Outfall Connection are underway or 
complete and the Water Issues Committee of this Board has recommended approval of 
the Agreement for Operation of Green Acres Project Intertie and Outfall Connection by and 
between OCWD, CSDOC No. 1) IRWD, and the City of Newport Beach. 

NOW, THEREFORE, the Board of Directors of the Orange County Water district does hereby 
approve the within referenced Agreement for Operation of the Green Acres Project Intertie and 
Outfall Connection with the County Sanitation Districts of Orange County, Irvine Ranch Water 
District and the City of Newport Beach, and, upon approval as to form by District General 
Counsel, authorizes its execution on behalf of OCWD by the President or Vice President and 
General Manager or District Secretary. 

2. Change Order to Task Order for Engineering Services-Talbert Barrier Injection System 
.Cathodic Pr9tec tion Improvements 

MOTION NO. 98-77 
AUTHORIZING CHANGE ORDER NO. 1 TO HARPER AND ASSOCIATES TASK 

ORDER FOR ADDITIONAL ENGINEERING SERVICES FOR CATHODIC 
PROECTION IMPROVMENTS FOR THE TALBERT BARRIER INJECTION SYSTEM 

Issuance of Change Order No. 1 is hereby authorized to Harper and Associates, Inc. Task 
Order No. 972854, providing for a $3,900 increase for additional engineering services during 
construction of cathodic protection improvements for the Talbert Barrier Injection System. 
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3/18/98 

3. Recharge Water Distribution Study for the Santa Ana River \Vater Quality and Health 
(SARWQH) S=tu=d)'..,.___ _______ ~-~----------

RESOLUTION NO. 98-3-47 
AUTHORIZING ISSUANCE OF TASK ORDER TO BOYLE ENGINEERING 

CORPORATION FOR SARWQH BUFFER AREA DEFINTION STUDY 

RESOLVED 1 that issuance of a Task Order in amount not to exceed $54,624 for fiscal year 
1998-99 is authorized to Boyle Engineering Corporation for the Santa Ana River Water 
Quality Health (SARWQH) Buffer Area Definition Study, 

4. Inclusion of Pipeline Costs and Budget Transfer for Conjunctive Use Well Program 
Agreement with City of Buena Park (Larwin Well) 

MOTION NO. 98-78 
AUTHORIZING REIMBURSEMENT OF PIPELINE-RELATED COSTS 

FOR CITY OF BUEN A PARK LARWIN WELL 

Payment of invoiced pipeline-related costs in the approximate amount of $190,000 under the 
City of Buena Park Larwin Well Conjunctive Use Well Construction Program Agreement 
approved under Resolution No. 93-8-127 adopted August 4i 1993, is hereby authorized, with 
no change in the maximum $1 million funding amount; and a transfer of $475,353 from Water 
Reserve Fund Reserves/Contingencies to Account No. 901-7062-940.60-0l for fiscal year 
1998-99 is authorized. 

ITEMS RECOMMENDED FOR CONSENT CALENDAR APPROVAL AT MARCH 12, 
1998 ADMINISTRATION AND FINANCE ISSUES COMMITTEE/BOARD OF 
DIRECTORS MEETING 

MOTION NO. 98-79 
RECEIVING AND FILING FINANCIAL REPORTS 

The following financial reports for the period ending January 31, 1998 are hereby received and 
filed: 1) Revenue and Reimbursement Summaries; 2) Wells Fargo Bank Trust Account 
Interest Disbursement; 3) Project Summary; 4) Notes Receivable; 5) Conjunctive use Program 
Status; 6) Long Term Debt; 7) Cash Comparison; and 8) Projected Six-month Cash 
Disbursement. 

2. Credit :Universe 

MOTION NO. 98-80 
RECEIVING AND FILING REVISED CREDIT UNIVERSE 

The revised Credit Universe dated March 2, 1998 is hereby received and filed. 
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3. Reauthorization of Fund Transfer and Issuance of Purchase Order to VWR Scientific 
for Purchase of Lab Furniture for the Laboratory Remodel PrQj_~=ct~-~-~ 

RESOLUTION NO. 98-3-48 
AUTHORIZING ISSUANCE OF PURCHASE ORDER TO VWR SCIENTIFIC 

FOR FURNITURE FOR LABORATORY REMODEL PROJECT, 
AND REAUTHORIZING TRANSFER OF FUNDS 

RESOLVED, that issuance of a Purchase Order is hereby authorized to VWR Scientific in the 
amount of $120,934.05, including tax and shipping 1 for the purchase and installation of 
laboratory furniture for the Laboratory Remodel Project being constructed under Contract 
No. WF-21-97-3 (Vlater Production Workshop); and a transfer of funds in the amount of 
$225,000 from Water Reserves Fund Reserves and Contingencies to Program 901-7063-
800.60-0l, previously authorized under Resolution No. 97-10-140 adopted October 15, 1997, 
is hereby reauthorized for fiscal year 1998-99. 

4. Amended One-Year Limited Term Employment agreement for NWRI Administrative 

Assistant Lucy~~---------~--------~-

RESOLUTION NO. 98-3-49 
APPROVING AND AUTHORIZING EXECUTION OF 

EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT WITH LUCY SEGURA 

WHEREAS, Lucy Segura (formerly Lucy Bravo), has been employed by OCWD as an 
Administrative Assistant providing administrative services to the Executive Director of the 
National Water Research Institute under one-year, limited-term employment agreements since 
April 1993; and 

WHEREAS, an agreement for continuation of Ms. Segura's employment for an additional 
one-year period was approved by this Board pursuant to Resolution No. 98-2-30 adopted 
February 18, 1998, which the District staff has subsequently advised reflected an incorrect 
salary, and has therefor presented and recommended approval of a corrected agreement; 

NOW, THEREFORE, the Board of Directors of the Orange County Water District does 
hereby resolve as follows: 

Section l: The corrected LimiteJ Term Employment Agreement with Lucy Segura to provide 
administrative services to the National Water Research Institute for a one-year term 
commencing February 14, 1998 is approved as presented. 

Section 2: This Resolution supersedes and replaces Resolution No. 98-2-30. 
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3/13/98 

5. Establishment of Cost of Living.Adjustment (CDLA) for Fiscal Ye{lr 1998-99 

MOTION NO. 98-81 
ESTABLISHING COST OF LIVING ADJUSTMENT FOR FISCAL YEAR 1998-99 

A one percent cost of living increase is hereby established for fiscal year 1998-99 to be applied 
April 1, 1998 for all regular employees, exclusive of Executive Management, and the 
Districtwide salary ranges are hereby adjusted accordingly. 

MOTION NO. 98-82 
AUTHORIZING ISSUANCE OF REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS TO QUALIFIED 

INSTITUTIONS FOR INSTITUTIONAL ADVISORY AND CUSTODY SERVICES 

Issuance of a Request for Proposals to qualified institutions for institutional advisory and 
custody services is hereby authorized. 

7. Selection of Ext~mal Auditor 

RESOLUTION NO. 98-3-50 
ACCEPTING THE PROPOSAL OF CONRAD & ASSOCIATES TO SERVE AS THE 

OCWD EXTERNAL AUDIT FIRM, AND AUTHORIZING ISSUANCE OF TASK ORDER 
TO PERFORM AUDIT EXAMINATION OF OCWD GENERAL PURPOSE FINANCIAL 

STATEMENTS AND RETIREMENT TRUST FOR EMPLOYEES OF OCWD 

RESOLVED, that the proposal of Conrad & Associates in the amount of $61,200 to serve as 
the OCWD external audit firm to perform the audit examination of the OCWD General 
Purpose Financial Statements and the Retirement Trust for Employees of OCWD for a 
three-year period ending February 29) 2000 1 is hereby accepted; and issuance of a Task Order 
is authorized to Conrad & Associates in the amount of $19,800 to conduct the annual financial 
systems and managerial audits of OCWD Fiscal Year 1997-98 and the Employees' Retirement 
Fund records for the calendar year 1997. 
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8. :Permit to Mike Raahauge for Pheasant Hunting at Prado Basin 

RESOLUTION NO. 98-3-51 
APPROVING AND AUTHORIZING EXECUTION OF PERMIT TO MIKE RAAHAUGE 

FOR PHEASANT HUNTING ON DISTRICT PROPERTY AT PRADO BASIN 

WHEREAS, the Administration and Finance Issues Committee of this Board has recommended 
issuance of a Permit to Mike Raahauge, dba Mike Raahauge Shooting Enterprises, to continue 
to use certain District Prado lands for a pheasant hunting concession, the raising of game 
birds, hunter safety classes, operation of dog kennels, and for non-exclusive use of the 
clubhouse and roads, during the period commencing April 1, 1998 and terminating March 31, 
1999 at a base rent of $100 per month and $50 per month for the dog kennels, plus $2,400 per 
month in months when pheasant hunting is conducted on the property; 

NOW, THEREFORE, the Board of Directors of the Orange County Water District does 
hereby approve said Permit to Mike Raahauge as presented, and, upon approval as to form by 
District General Counsel, authorizes its execution by the President or Vice President and 
General Manager or District Secretary. 

9, Amendment to Warner Basin Fishing Concession Lease 

RESOLUTION NO, 98-3-51A 
APPROVING AND AUTHORIZING EXECUTION OF AMENDMENT 

TO LEASE FOR WARNER BASIN FISHING CONCESSION 

WHEREAS, pursuant to Resolution No. 98-1-16 adopted January 21, 1998, the Warner Basin 
fishing concession lease was assigned to Douglas C. and Patsy Ann Elliott and Billy W. and 
Melinda Sue Andrews; and 

WHEREAS, the Administration and Finance Issues Committee of this Board has recommended 
approval of the Lessee1s request that OCWD partidpate in construction of new restrooms on 
the lease site by providing for a rent credit for such construction to a maximum amount of 
$10,000; and 

WHEREAS, Amendment No. 2 to said lease, providing for such rent credit, has been prepared 
and presented to this Board for approval; 

NOW, THEREFORE, the Orange County Water District Board of Directors does hereby 
approve and authorize execution of Amendment 2 to the \Varner Basin fishing concession lease 
and, upon approval as to form by District General Counsel, authorizes execution of said 
amendment on behalf of the District by the President or Vice President and General Manager 
or District Secretary. 
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3/18/98 

10. Statement of Irwestment Policy 

RESOLUTION NO. 98-3-52 
ADOPTING 1998-99 STATEMENT OF INVESTMENT POLICY 

RF.SOLVED, that the following OCWD Statement ofinvestment Policy is hereby adopted for 
fiscal year 1998-99. 

ORANGE COUNTY WATER DISTRICT 
STATEMENT OF UvVESTMENT POLICY 

Fiscal Year 1998-99 

California Government Code Section 53636 requires that the District Treasurer render to the 
Board of Directors an annual Statemenc of Investment Policy. iVJiat follows is such a 
statement for the Fiscal Year 1998-99. 

For the 1998-99 Fiscal Year, the OCWD Treasurer will maintain and invest both restricted and 
unrestricted fund balances within the designated Board funds according to California 
Government Code Section 536()() and the more restricrive Board-approved Schedule of 
Pemiitted Investments. Each of these Board-designated funds has different and separate cash 
flows and requirements; however, the common link is the need for moneys to be available upon 
demand. The District's Investment Portfolio, therefore, will consist of short-tenn securities 
through the end of the fiscal year. Our goal over the next fiscal year is to retain the safety of 
investment principal while earning satisfactory yield. 

The District's bond proceeds will be subject to more restrictive covenants as defined in the 
permitted investment section of each bond issuance document. These funds are subject to 
arbitrage regulations, and arbitrage liability calculations are performed on these invesunents. 
The maturities on the bond proceed invesnnents will he longer than the District's unrestricted 
investments to match cash flow requirements. 

Preservation of investment capital is the primmy focus of the District's investment approach. 
Our primary investment instrumenl continues to be government securities, including, but not 
limited to, United States treasury notes, treasury bills, treasury bonds, and obligations of 
United Stares Government agencies. In addition, when circumsrances warrant such 
investmenls, our portfolio may include banker's acceptances, negotiable certificates of deposit 
of national or state-chartered banks, and state or federal thrifis, commercial paper, repurchase 
agreements, medium-temi corporate notes, and collateralized time deposits. The District will 
transact business with Board-approved banks, savings and loans, and registered investment 
security dealers. The District will investigate all instirutions that wish to do business with the 
District to determine if they are adequately capitalized. We do not intend to invest in.financial 
futures contracts, financial options contracts, or speculare on interest rate changes. 
Investmenrs will be laddered out to match cashjlow requirements. 
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Second in importance to the preservation of capital is liquidity, the ability to easily trade or 
sell securities in the portfolio. We currently hold and shall continue to hold United States 
obligations that are actively traded in the securities market. We shall avoid investing funds in 
securities such as derivatives or Mn-negotiable certificates of deposit, which do not have an 
available secondary market. Cashjlow will be the foremost consideration in the determination 
of liquidity of investments, the coordination of investment income and maturities with the 
expected cash requirements of the District. We shall structure our investment maturities in a 
manner that d.aily cash requirements m«y always be met without the necessity of liquidating 
investments prior to their maturity. To enhance our shon--tenn liquidity, we shall invest a 
ponion of our operational funds in overnight repurchase agreements and/or managed treasury 
funds. 

,Yield 

Although investment yield is the most visible result of any investment program, achievement of 
a high yield mll..st be considered secondary to the safety of the investment portfolio. While 
con1inuing to maintain appropriate levels of safety and liquidity, we shall make every effort to 
obtain the highest possible yield on our portfolio. In order to achieve a sathfactory yield, we 
intend to purchase government securities and hold them for the foreseeable future. In some 
cases, market fluctuations may provide the District the opportunity to increase the yield 
through the sale of one security and the reinvestment of the sale of one security. When it is the 
District Treasurer's opinion that such transactions will benefit the District portfolio, we may 
sell securities prior to their maturity. However, securities will not be sold solely for the 
purpose of interest rate speculation. 

11. Portfolio Holdings Report 

MOTION NO. 98-82A 
RECEIVING AND FILING PORTFOLIO HOLDINGS REPORT 

The Porfolio Holdings Report as of March 11, 1998 is hereby received and filed. 

12, Award of Task Order for Part-time Health and Safety Consulting Services 

RESOLUTION NO. 98-3-52A 
AWARDING TASK ORDER TO DRUCKER HEALTH & SAFETY MANAGEMENT FOR 

PART TIME HEALTH AND SAFETY CONSULTING SERVICES 

RESOLVED, that issuance of a Task Order is authorized to Drucker Health & Safety 
Management in an amount not to exceed. $22~500 for part-time health and safety consulting 
services for a three-month period. 
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3/18/98 

RESOLUTION NO. 98-3-52B 
AUTHORIZING ISSUANCE OF TASK ORDER TO PILLSBURY MADISON & SUTRO 

FOR SPECIAL COUNSEL SERVICES 

RESOLVED 1 that issuance of a Task Order is authorized to Pillsbury Madison & Sutro in the 
amount of 1001000 for special counsel services for fiscal year 1998-99. 

MA TIERS FOR CONSIDERATION 

1. Public Facilities Corporation Meeting held March 18, 1998: Issuance of Tax and 

Revenue AnticiQi!J=io=n~N=o~te~-------------~---~~-

District Treasurer Andrew Czarny recalled that the District reauthorizes a Tax and Revenue 
Anticipation Note annually to its Public Facilities Corporation in support of the District's 
commercial paper program. He advised that the current level of outstanding commercial paper 
is $12.2 million, which he stated will be reduced by $5 million during the 1998-99 fiscal year 
in accordance with the District policy to make $5 million commercial payments to repay the 
outstanding water purchase debt. Mr. Czorny presented staffs recommendation for a $35 
million capacity for the current fiscal year I instead of the $40 million requested in the Agenda 
submittal, which he stated will give the District the ability to fund a portion of the Capital 
Improvement Program in accordance with the action taken by the Board earlier in tonight's 
meeting. The following action was then taken. 

Upon motion by Director Pickler, seconded by Director Anthony, the following resolution was 
unanimously adopted. 

RESOLUTION NO. 98-3-53 
AUTHORIZING THE EXECUTION AND DELIVERY OF A TAX AND REVENUE 

ANTICIPATION NOTE TO SUPPORT THE EXISTING 
ORANGE COUNTY WATER DISTRICT COMMERCIAL PAPER PROGRAM 

WHEREAS, the Board of Directors of the Orange County Water District (the "District"), a 
political subdivision duly organized and existing under and pursuant to the Constitution and 
laws of the State of California (the "State") has entered into a commercial paper program 
through the OCWD Public Facilities Corporation (the "Corporation 11

); and 

WHEREAS I to implement the commercial paper program, the Board of Directors of the 
Corporation has adopted a resolution (the "Corporation Resolution") providing for the 
execution and delivery of Orange County Water District Commercial Paper Notes (the 
"Commercial Paper Notes"); and 
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WHEREAS, in order to secure the Commercial Paper Notes 1 the District has issued in fiscal 
year 1997-98 L~x and revenue anticipation notes in the aggregate principal amount of 
$33,000,000 (the "Prior Note"), pursuant to Article 7.6 (commencing with Section 53850) of 
Chapter 4, Part 1, Division 2, Title 5 of the California Government Code on the terms set 
forth herein; and 

WHEREAS I in order to continue the commercial paper program, it is desirable to issue a tax 

and revenue anticipation note to replace the existing 1997-1998 Tax and Revenue Anticipation 
Notes; 

NOW, THEREFORE, the Board of Directors of the Orange County Water District does 
hereby resolve as follows: 

~l: Definitions. Unless the context otherwise requires, the terms define<l in this 
Section shall have the meanings herein specified. 

"Authorizing Law" means Article 7.6, Chapter 4, Part 1, Division 2, Title 5 of the California 
Government Code. 

"Chief Financial Officer" shall mean the duly appointed Chief Financial Officer of the 
District. 

"Code" shall mean the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, and the Regulations 
promulgated thereunder. 

"Commercial Paper Notes" means Certificates issued pursuant to Resolution No. C-96,-4-12 of 
the OCWD Public Facilities Corporation, adopted on April 20, 1994. 

"Corporation" means the OCWD Public Facilities Corporation. 

"District" means the Orange County Water District. 

"lnst:allment Purchase Agreement" means the Installment Purchase Agreement, dated as of 
July 1, 1993, by and between the Corporation and the District as amended and supplemented 
from time to time. 

"Net Revenues" means Net Revenues as defined in the Installment Purchase Agreement. 

"Notes" means the Tax and Revenue Anticipation Notes to be issue<l hereunder. 

"Parity Obligations" means Bonds and Contracts, as defined in the Installment Purchase 
Agreement. 

11Regulations" means the income tax regulations promulgated or proposed by the Department 
of the Treasury pursuant to the Code from time to time, including temporary regulations, to 
the extent applicable. 
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"Trustee" means First Trust of California, National Association, 

Section 2: Issuance of the Notes; Amount: Terms: Interest Rate: Place of Payment. 

Pursuant to the Authorizing Law, the Notes shall be issued in an aggregate principal amount 
which, when added to the interest payable thereon, will not exceed 85 percent of the estimated 
amount of the then uncollected taxes, income, revenue, cash receipts, and other moneys of the 
District which will be available for the payment of the Commercial Paper Notes and the 
interest thereon. A certificate of the Chief Financial Officer certifying to such effect, to be 
kept on file at the District office, shall be completed by the Chief Financial Officer on or prior 
and as a condition to, the delivery of the Notes. The Notes shall be designated "Orange 
County Water District 1998-1999 Tax and Revenue Anticipation Notes" and shall be dated the 
date of issuance thereof. The Notes shall be payable at the office of the District at such times 
and in such amounts as set forth in the Notes. The Notes shall mature and be payable no later 
than 15 months after its date of issuance. The Notes shall bear a rate of interest which shall be 
determined on a daily basis and shall be a rate which when multiplied by the principal amount 
of such Notes outstanding on such day will be equal to interest accruing with respect to the 
Commercial Paper Notes outstanding on such day and shall be payable in accordance with the 
form of the Notes. 

The Notes shall be prepayable in whole or in part on any day on which the Corporation 
notifies the District that principal with respect to the Notes is due and payable and that the 
District declines to cause additional Notes to be sold to repay such maturing Notes. 

Section 3: Execution of the Notes. The Presidenti First Vice President or Second Vice 
President is hereby authorized and directed to sign the Notesj by such officer's manual, 
printed, lithographed or facsimile signatures. 

Section 4: Form of the Notes. The Notes shall be issued in substantially the form set forth in 
"Exhibit A", attached hereto (and on file at the District office) and incorporated herein and 
may be issued in typewritten form. 

Sectlli!l.2: Notes Non~Callable. The Notes is not subject to call and redemption prior to the 
maturity date thereof) except as set forth in Section 2 hereof. 

~: Security for the Notes; Pledge of Net Revenues. As security for the payment of 
the principal of and interest on the Notes, the District hereby pledges the Net Revenues of the 
District on a parity with payment of Parity Obligations of the Dist1i.ct. The District hereby 
acknowledges that the Notes shall constitute "Bonds" for purposes of the Installment Purchase 
Agreement. 

Section 7: Certified Copies. The District Secretary shall provide a certified copy of this 
document to the Chief Financial Officer who shall take such action as shall be necessary to 
assure compliance by the District with the terms and conditions hereof. The District Secretary 
shall further provide a certified copy of this document to the Trustee. 
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Section 8: Cancellation of Prior Note. The Notes shall be executed and delivered 
simultaneously with the cancellation of the existing Prior Note. 

Section 9: Effective Date. This resolution shall take effect immediately. 

2. Amendment of the Orange County Water District Act 

General Manager William R. Mills Jr. recalled that, at its February 4 meeting, the Board 
approved submission of a set of District Act amendments to the California Legislature 
(AB 1812). He stated that after discussion of the amendments with the Producers, staff 
recommends deletion of the proposed amendments creating a class of "neutral water" and 
allowing a "monthly" Basin Production Percentage (BPP). Mr. Mills advised that the 
Seasonal Shift Program has been discussed with the Producers and staff is prepared to 
negotiate agreements with individual Producers and the Metropolitan Water District to 
implement a program to mitigate for Seasonal Shift impacts. He further stated that it is the 
consensus of the producers that the "Neutral Water" provision is likely to cause significant 
concern and opposition to AB 1812. Mr. Mills also requested that AB 1812 be further 
amended to clarify the status of reclaimed water in the calculation of the EPP and the Basin 
Equity Assessment (BEA) by adding a statement that reclaime.d water is not supplemental 
water for purposes of calculating the BPP and BEA. A lengthy discussion ensued over the 
need to modify the Act to clarify the status of reclaimed water and it was agreed that the Act 
would remain silent on this issue. 

MOTION NO. 98-83 
AUTHORIZINGSTAFFTOREQtiESTAUTROROF.ABl812.TODELETE.PRQPOSED 

AMENDMENT C;R~ATINq.ANEW CLASSDF.NE11TRAL\'ii\1'ER ••··· .......... . 
AND THE ABILITY TO SET A M0IDHLY BASIN PRODUCTION PERCENT AGE 

Upon motion by Director Owen, seconded by Quist and carried, staff is hereby authorized to 
request the author of AB 1812; (Assemblyman Dick Ackerman) to delete the proposed 
amendment that would create a new class of "Neutral Water" and the ability to set a monthly 
Basin Production Percentage. 

COMMITTEE REPORTS 

1. Water Issues Committee 

General Manager Mills reported on the Water Issues Committee meeting held March 11, 1998. 
He advised that the Committee requested that he and President Griset meet and discuss the 
Chino Desalter Project with the Chino Basin Municipal Water District. 

2. Administration and Finance Issues Committee 

Director Pickler reported on the Administration and Finance Issues Committee meeting held 
March 12, 1998. 
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A. 1998-99 Capital Improvement Program (CIP) Funding 

Discussion of this item took place earlier in the meeting during the discussion of the 1998-99 
Budget. 

B. Conjunctive Use Well Loan Prog:ram AnalJ!sis 

Director Pickler reported that the Committee discussed the limited benefits to OCWD of the 
Conjunctive Us.e Well Construction Loan Program and recommended that a moratorium be 
placed on accepting new conjunctive use well projects until staff completes discussions 
regarding modification of the Program with the Groundwater Producers and the Board adopts a 
modified Program Policy. City of Fountain Valley Public Works Director Wayne Osborne 
advised that Fountain Valley has had an application under consideration for several months and 
requested special consideration of Fountain Valley's project. City of Westminster 
representative Gary Effelfinger indicated likewise and also requested special consideration of 
his Citf s project. District Hydrogeologist Roy Herndon confirmed that both cities' 
agreements are close to finalization, and the following action was taken. 

MOTION NO. 98-84 
PLACING MORATORlUM ON ACCEPTANCE OF 

NEW CONJUNCTIVE USE WELL CONSTRUCTION PROGRAM PROJECTS 

Upon motion by Director Pickler, seconded by Director Owen and carried, a moratorium is 
hereby placed on acceptance of new conjunctive use well construction projects without a 
Board-approved agreement currently in place, with the exception of the wells proposed by the 
Cities of Fountain Valley and Westminster, until such time as staff completes discussions 
regarding modification of the Program with the Groundwater Producers and the Board adopts a 
modified policy. 

3. Executive Committee 

Vice President Quist reported on the Executive Committee meeting held March 13, 1998. 

4. Joint CSDOC/OCWD Groundwater Replenishment System CQmmittce 

Director Pickler reported on the Groundwater Replenishment System Committee meeting held 
March 13, 1998 and Director Owen requested that staff review project cost and rate 
allocations. 

GENERAL MANAGER'S REPORT 

General Manager Mills reported on and discussed with the Board the following matters: 

1. Basin Cleaning Device videotape that was distributed to each Board member. 
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2. Legislation being introduced by Congressman Calvert for the use of federal funds for 
removal of arrundo donex. 

INFORMATIONAL ITEMS 

1. General Manag_er1s Report for January 1998 

There was no discussion of this item 1 which was distributed prior to tonight's meeting. 

2. Monthly Activity Report of District Projects 

There was no discussion on this item, which was included with the Agenda packets. 

3. Update re SA WPA activities 

Director Osborne reported on recent Santa Ana Watershoo Project Activities activities. 

ADJOURNMENT 

There being no further business to come before the Board the meeting adjourned at 9:45 p.m. 

ice Durant, Assistant District Secretary 

Bud Quist, Vice President 
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Assembly Bill No. 1140 

CHAPTER29 

An act to amend Sections 21043 and 21045 of the Public Contract 
Code, and to amend Sections 2.1, 12, 29, and 31.5 of the Orange 
County Water District Act (Chapter 924 of the Statutes of 1933), 
relating to water, and declaring the urgency thereof, to take effect 
immediately. 

[Approved by Governor June 27, 1995. Filed with 
Secretary of State June 28, 1995.J 

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST 

AB 1140, Morrissey. Orange County Water District. 
( 1) The Orange County Water District Act requires each operator 

of a water producing facility to file a water production statement 
each year on or before January 31 for the preceding July to December 
reporting period and on or before July 31 for the preceding January 
to June reporting period. The act requires the district, if the operator 
fails to file the statement, to assess a specified penalty. The act defines 
the term "supplemental sources'' for the purposes of the act to 
include reclaimed water. The act provides for the election of 
directors for the district. 

This bill would, instead, require each operator to file the water 
production statement on or before the last day of February and on 
or before the last day of August of each year for the preceding 
applicable reporting period. The bill would delete reclaimed water 
from the definition of "supplemental sources." The bill would 
conform certain election prov1s1ons with the Uniform District 
Election Law. The bill would make other technical and clarifying 
changes in the act. 

(2) The act requires all groundwater storage by an entity other 
than the district to be conducted pursuant to a groundwater storage 
agreement between that entity and the district. 

The bill would provide that a groundwater storage agreement may 
include prov1s10ns that provide for the waiver of prescribed 
assessments on stored water that is extracted pursuant to that 
agreement. 

(3) Existing law requires a person to whom the district awards a 
contract to enter into a performance bond, as prescribed. 

This bill would, instead, require the board to require a 
performance bond on a contract awarded as a result of advertising 
for bids, as prescribed, and would authorize the general manager of 
the district to require a performance bond on a contract awarded 
without advertising for bids. 
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Ch. 29 -2-

(4) This bill would declare that it is to take effect immediately as 
an urgency statute. 

The people of the State of California do enact as follows: 

SECTION I. Section 21043 of the Public Contract Code is 
amended to read: 

21043. (a) Contracts may be let or work undertaken without 
advertising for bids in an emergency. 

(b) In case of an emergency, if notice for bids to let contracts will 
not be given, the board of directors shall comply with Chapter 2.5 
(commencing with Section 22050). 

SEC. 2. Section 21045 of the Public Contract Code is amended to 
read: 

21045. (a) The district shall require a person to whom the district 
awards a contract as a result of advertising for bids to enter into a 
bond, with good and sufficient sureties, to be approved by the board, 
payable to the district for its use, for at least 25 percent of the amount 
of the estimated contract price, conditioned for the faithful 
performance of the contract. 

(b) The general manager of the district may require a person to 
whom the district awards a contract without advertising for bids to 
enter into a bond in accordance with subdivision (a). 

( c) The work shall be done under the direction and to the 
satisfaction of the district engineer, and be subject to approval by the 
board. 

SEC. 3. Section 2.1 of the Orange County Water District Act 
( Chapter 924 of the Statutes of 193 3) is amended to read: 

Sec. 2. l. (a) All groundwater storage by an entity other than the 
district shall be conducted pursuant to a groundwater storage 
agreement between that entity and the district. 

(b) Use of the groundwater basin within the district for the 
purpose of replenishing and managing the groundwater supplies of 
the district shall have priority over the use of the groundwater basin 
for storage of water. 

(c) The groundwater storage agreement shall be limited to public 
and private entities distributing water to consumers for domestic, 
municipal, industrial, and agricultural use within their boundaries, 
which are located wholly or partially within the district, except that, 
where the primary benefits accrue to persons or property within the 
district, the agreement may include other public and private entities, 
including, but not limited to, the Metropolitan Water District of 
Southern California and the Department of Water Resources. 

(d) The groundwater storage agreement may include provisions 
that provide for the waiver of replenishment assessments or basin 
equity assessments, or both, on stored water that is extracted 
pursuant to the agreement. 
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(e) In allocating the use of the groundwater basin storage space, 
the district shall consider and protect the quality of the groundwater 
and the reasonable water supply needs of the district. The district 
shall impose such limitations on the quality of the water to be stored 
as shall be necessary to protect the quality of the groundwater in the 
district. 

(f) The district shall include written findings supporting its 
conclusions in its record of consideration of a proposed groundwater 
storage agreement. 

SEC. 4. Section 12 of the Orange County Water District Act 
(Chapter 924 of the Statutes of 1933) is amended to read: 

Sec. 12. (a) An election shall be held on the first Tuesday after 
the first Monday in November of each even-numbered year, in those 
divisions of 1 to 7, inclusive, at which directors for the district shall be 
elected to fill the offices of the directors whose terms of office shall 
expire at noon on the first Friday in December, in accordance with 
the Uniform District Election Law (Part 4 (commencing with 
Section 10500) of Division 10 of the Elections Code). 

(b) In Divisions 8, 9, and 10 of the district, the governing body of 
the city comprising each such division shall appoint the director to 
represent the division upon the board of directors, to serve a 
four-year term that expires at the same time as the terms of office of 
those elected directors whose terms of office expire that year. The 
terms of office of directors representing Divisions 8, 9, and 10 shall 
expire at noon on December 6, 1996. A director representing Division 
8, 9, or 10 may be removed at any time and without cause by the 
majority vote of the appointing governing body. 

( c) Vacancies occurring in any elective office shall be filled 
pursuant to Section 1780 of the Government Code. If the vacancy is 
that of an appointed director, the appointing body shall appoint a 
successor. 

( d) Each director shall execute an official bond in an amount fixed 
by the board of directors that equals or exceeds one thousand dollars 
($1,000). The bonds shall be filed with the secretary of the board of 
directors. 

(e) In lieu of requiring each director to execute an official bond 
pursuant to subdivision (d), the district may provide fidelity 
insurance through master or blanket bonds, or other insurance 
approved by the board of directors. 

(f) Premiums for bonds required by this act shall constitute a 
proper charge against the district. 

SEC. 5. Section 29 of the Orange County Water District Act 
(Chapter 924 of the Statutes of 1933) is amended to read: 

Sec. 29. (a) ( 1) Each operator of a water-producing facility 
within the district, until the facility has been permanently 
abandoned, shall file with the district, on or before the last day of 
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February and on or before the 31st day of August of each year, a 
statement setting forth all of the following: 

(A) The total production in acre-feet of water for the preceding 
six month period of January to June, inclusive, or July to December, 
inclusive, as applicable. 

(B) A general description or number locating each 
water-producing facility. 

(C) The method or basis of the computation of water production. 
(2) If no water has been produced from the water-producing 

facility during the reporting period, a statement shall be filed as 
provided for herein stating that no water has been produced during 
that period. 

(3) A statement shall be verified by a written declaration that it 
is made under the penalties of perjury. 

( 4) The replenishment assessment and the additional 
replenishment assessment are payable to the district on or before the 
last date on which the water production statements are to be filed and 
are computed by multiplying the production in acre-feet of water as 
disclosed in the statement, by the replenishment assessment rate and 
the additional replenishment assessment rate. 

(5) When an operator has permanently abandoned a 
water-producing facility, the operator shall give written notice of the 
abandonment to the district. 

(b) If any operator of a water-producing facility fails to pay the 
replenishment assessments when due, the district shall charge 
interest on the delinquent amount of the replenishment assessments 
at the rate of l percent each month or fraction thereof that the 
replenishment assessments remain delinquent. 

(c) (1) If any operator of a water-producing facility fails to file the 
water production statement on or before the last day of February or 
on or before the 31st day of August of each year, for the applicable 
reporting period, the district shall, in addition to charging interest as 
provided in this section, assess against the operator a penalty charge, 
in an amount of l O percent of the amount due the district. 

(2) Paragraph ( ]), as amended in the first year of the 1995-96 
Regular Session of the Legislature, applies to any operator of a water 
producing facility that fails to file a required water production 
statement on or after the effective date of those amendments, and to 
any operator that failed to file a required water production statement 
on or before July 31, 1994, for the preceding January to June, 
inclusive. 

( d) The board of directors may, at the time of fixing the 
replenishment assessment rate and additional replenishment 
assessment rate, provide by resolution that the operator of any 
water-producing facility with a discharge opening not greater than 
two inches in diameter and that does not provide domestic or 
irrigation water for an area in excess of one acre may pay a fixed 
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amount as the operator's replenishment assessment and additional 
replenishment assessment, in lieu of filing a sworn statement 
regarding groundwater production. 

SEC. 6. Section 31.5 of the Orange County Water District Act 
(Chapter 924 of the Statutes of 1933) is amended to read: 

Sec. 31.5. (a) Basin equity assessments and production 
requirements and limitations on persons and operators within the 
district are declared to be in furtherance of district activities in the 
protection of water supplies for users within the district which are 
necessary for the public health, welfare, and safety of the people of 
this state. The basin equity assessments and the production 
requirements and limitations provided for in this act may be imposed 
upon, and applied to, all persons and producers within the district for 
the benefit of all who rely directly or indirectly upon the 
groundwater supplies of the district. 

(b) The basin equity assessments imposed pursuant to this act 
against all persons and operators within the district may be uniform 
or nonuniform in amount, as determined by the board of directors of 
the district, in order to effectuate the goals and purposes of the 
district. The proceeds of the basin equity assessments imposed and 
collected shall be used to equalize the cost of water to all persons and 
operators within the district and to acquire water to replenish the 
groundwater supplies of the district. 

( c) As used in this act: 
( 1) "Supplemental sources" means sources of water outside the 

watershed of the Santa Ana River, excepting that portion of that 
watershed on and along Santiago Creek upstream of the downstream 
toe of the slope of the Villa Park Flood Control Dam, such as, but not 
limited to, water produced from the Metropolitan Water District of 
Southern California. 

(2) "Basin production percentage" means the ratio that all water 
to be produced from groundwater supplies within the district bears 
to all water to be produced by persons and operators within the 
district from supplemental sources and from groundwater within the 
district during the ensuing water year. 

( d) The district shall annually order an engineer employed by the 
district to prepare an investigation and report. The investigation and 
report shall set forth all of the following information, together with 
other information requested by the district, relating to the preceding 
water year: 

( 1) Amount of water produced by persons and operators from 
groundwater within the district. 

(2) Amount of water produced by persons and operators from 
supplemental sources. 

(3) Amount of water produced by persons and operators from all 
other sources. 

( 4) Condition of groundwater supplies within the district. 
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(5) Information as to the probable availability of water from 
supplemental sources during the next succeeding fiscal year. 

(6) The cost of producing water from groundwater within the 
district, including any replenishment assessment of the district. 

(7) The cost of water produced within the district from 
supplemental sources. 

(e) (1) On the second Wednesday in February of each year, the 
engineering investigation and report shall be delivered to the 
secretary of the district. 

(2) The secretary shall publish, pursuant to Section 6061 of the 
Government Code, a notice of the receipt of the report and of the 
public hearing to be held on the date of a meeting of the board of 
directors in March, in a newspaper of general circulation printed and 
published within the district, at least 10 days prior to the date at which 
the public hearing regarding water supplies within the district is to 
be held. 

(3) The notice, among any other information that the district may 
provide, shall include an invitation to all persons or operators within 
the district to call at the offices of the district to examine the 
engineering investigation and report. 

( 4) The board of directors shall hold on the date of a meeting of 
the board in March of each year, a public hearing at which a person 
or operator within the district, or any person interested in the 
amounts and source from which all persons and operators produce 
their total supply of water, as well as the estimated difference in the 
cost of water produced from groundwater within the district or 
supplemental sources, may appear and be heard, in person or by 
representative. 

(f) ( 1) On the date of a meeting of the board of directors in April 
of each year, the board of directors shall hold a public hearing to 
determine the need and desirability of imposing basin equity 
assessments and the amounts thereof, the need for establishing 
production requirements and limitations, and the extent of those 
requirements and limitations as to each person or operator within the 
district for the ensuing water year. 

(2) In computing and fixing the amount of any basin equity 
assessment for any person or operator within the district, the board 
may allow a percentage for delinquencies, not to exceed IO percent, 
as determined by the board. 

(3) Notice of the proposed hearing shall be published in the 
district pursuant to Section 6061 of the Government Code at least 10 
days prior to the date set for the hearing. 

(4) The notice shall set forth all of the following: 
(A) That a report regarding water supplies within the district has 

been prepared. 
(B) The date, time, and place of the proposed hearing. 
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(C) A statement that the board will consider at the hearing the 
need and desirability of imposing basin equity assessments and the 
amounts of those assessments, as well as establishing production 
requirements and limitations, on persons and operators within the 
district for the ensuing water year and surcharges in connection with 
those requirements and limitations. 

(D) An invitation to all persons and operators to appear at the 
public hearing and be heard in regard to any of the foregoing matters. 

(g) ( 1) At the hearing, the board shall hear, take, and receive all 
competent evidence presented regarding the need for basin equity 
assessments, production requirements and limitations in general, and 
specifically, the extent of those requirements or limitations as to each 
person or operator within the district, the amount of the basin equity 
assessment which shall be imposed upon each person and operator 
for all purposes other than irrigation at uniform or nonuniform rates 
and may be imposed upon each person and operator for irrigation 
purposes at uniform or nonuniform rates for the ensuing water year, 
and the amount of surcharges for production in excess of the basin 
production limitations. 

(2) After the hearing, the board may, by a resolution adopted by 
a vote of not less than eight members of the board, find and 
determine for the ensuing water year all of the following: 

(A) The estimated total amount of water to be 
persons and operators within the district from 
within the district and the estimated amount to 
persons and operators from supplemental sources. 

(B) The basin production percentage. 

produced by all 
the groundwater 
be produced by 

(C) That a basin equity assessment and production requirement 
and limitation from groundwater within the district are necessary for 
the protection of the water supply of the district. 

(D) The surcharge, in an amount to be determined in the 
discretion of the board, for production in excess of the production 
limitations. 

(E) The amount of the basin equity assessment to be imposed 
upon each person and operator in a dollar amount per acre-foot of 
water produced from the groundwater supply for all purposes other 
than irrigation, which need not be uniform as to each person or 
operator within the district, and that the amount is reasonable. 

(F) The amount of the basin equity assessment to be imposed 
upon each person and operator in a dollar amount per acre-foot of 
water produced from the groundwater supply for irrigation 
purposes, which need not be uniform as to each person or operator 
within the district, and that the amount is reasonable. 

(G) Production requirements or limitations and the surcharge for 
production in excess of the basin production limitations on persons 
and operators within the district that will apply during the ensuing 
water year. The requirements and limitations shall be on the amount 
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of groundwater produced by those persons and operators expressed 
in a percentage of overall water produced or obtained by those 
persons or operators from groundwater within the district and from 
supplemental sources. 

(H) That during the ensuing water year, upon the district giving 
published notice pursuant to Section 6061 of the Government Code 
in a newspaper of general circulation printed and published within 
the district at least 10 days prior to such a hearing, a subsequent public 
hearing may be held to modify the basin production percentage, any 
basin equity assessment, any production requirement or limitation, 
or the surcharge for production in excess of the production limitation 
established by the district. A modification, if any, shall be effective on 
the date established by the board and the district. The district shall 
give notice of the modification 10 days prior to the effective date of 
the modification pursuant to subdivision (e). 

(h) ( l) The board may exclude all persons and operators who 
produced 25 acre-feet or less of water from groundwater within the 
district during the ensuing water year from the imposition of the 
basin equity assessment and the production requirements and 
limitations. 

(2) All findings and determinations made by the board pursuant 
to this section are final, conclusive, and binding upon all persons and 
parties. 

(i) ( l) The district shall thereafter, and in any event prior to July 
1 in each year, give notice to each person or operator within the 
district. The notice shall include all of the following information: 

(A) The amount of the basin equity assessment imposed upon that 
person or operator per acre-foot of water produced for purposes 
other than irrigation and the amount of the basin equity assessment 
imposed upon that person or operator per acre-foot of water 
produced for irrigation purposes. 

(B) The basin production percentage. 
(C) The production requirement or limitation upon the person or 

operator. 
(D) The amount of surcharge imposed for production in excess of 

the basin production limitations. 
(2) The notice required by this subdivision and the notice of any 

subsequent modifications may be sent by postcard or by other 
first-class mail with postage prepaid by the district. 

(j) (I) Each person or operator within the district not excluded 
from the imposition of a basin equity assessment and the production 
requirements and limitations, shall file with the district, on or before 
the 30th day of September of each year, a basin equity assessment 
report in the form prescribed by the district setting forth the total 
amounts of water produced from groundwater within the district and 
from supplemental sources during the preceding water year by the 
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person or operator. The statement shall be verified by a written 
declaration under penalty of perjury. 

(2) If the person or operator has been required by the district to 
produce, or has in fact produced, more water from groundwater 
within the district than the equivalent of the basin production 
percentage determined by the district, that person or operator shall 
pay to the district, on or before September 30, an amount determined 
by the number of acre-feet of water which the person or operator has 
produced from groundwater within the district in excess of the 
acre-foot equivalent of the basin production percentage multiplied 
by the basin equity assessment rate applicable to that person or 
operator, plus the amount of surcharge due for production in excess 
of the production limitations. 

(3) (A) If a person or operator, pursuant to the requirement of 
the district, has produced from groundwater within the district less 
than of the equivalent of the basin production percentage, the 
district shall pay the person or operator, on or before the 30th day of 
November, from the basin equity assessment fund, an amount 
determined by the number of acre-feet by which the production of 
the person or operator from groundwater as required by the district 
is less than the acre-foot equivalent of the basin production 
percentage multiplied by the basin equity assessment rate applicable 
to that person or operator. 

(B) If the production of the person or operator from groundwater 
is more than the production required by the district and less than the 
equivalent of the basin equity production percentage, then the 
district shall pay the person or operator an amount determined by 
the number of acre-feet by which the actual production of the person 
or operator from groundwater is less than the acre-foot equivalent of 
the basin production percentage multiplied by the basin equity 
assessment applicable to that person or operator. 

(k) If any person or operator fails to pay, when due, the applicable 
basin equity assessment or surcharge due for production in excess of 
the production limitations, the district shall charge interest on the 
delinquent amount at the rate of I percent each month or fraction 
thereof for which the amount remains delinquent. Should any person 
or operator within the district fail to file a basin equity assessment 
report on or before the 30th day of September of any year, the district 
shall, in addition to charging interest, assess a penalty charge against 
that person or operator in the amount of 10 percent of the amount 
found by the district to be due. 

( {) ( 1) The district may require other reports from persons and 
operators as necessary and desirable in the application of the basin 
equity assessment procedures. 

(2) Upon good cause shown, an amendment to any report 
required under this section may be filed, or a correction of any report 
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may be made, within six months after the date the report was filed 
with the district. 

SEC. 7. This act is an urgency statute necessary for the immediate 
preservation of the public peace, health, or safety within the meaning 
of Article IV of the Constitution and shall go into immediate effect. 
The facts constituting the necessity are: 

In order to implement, as soon as possible, certain changes 
affecting the administration of the Orange County Water District, it 
is necessary for this act to take effect immediately. 
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PIHUP L. AIHHOHY 

DEIUS It BILODEAU, P.E. 
JORDAN BRANUMAN 
SHAWN DfWAHE 
JAN M. FLO RV 

· CAfflY 6RF.EN 
DltlA NGUYEN 
ROMAN A. REYNA 
STEPllEN R. SHlLDOM 
ROS!R C. VOii, P.£. 

March 231 2016 

Mr. David Voorhees 

Big Canyon Country Club 
One Big Canyon Drive 
Newport Beach, CA 92660 

Re: Green Acres Project !fitters dated February 1 & 29, 2016 

Dear Mr. Voorhees: 

Pr1uld&ot 

C-ftlHY BREEN 

First Vllrn P.rrisldont 
DENIS It 81LODEAU, P.E. 

Second \Ilea Prosidont 

PHILIP L .IHffilOIIY 

Gennral Msnllgcr 
MICHAEL R; MAll1illS, P.E., D.WRE 

Orange County Water District (OCWD) received your letters dated February 1 and 

February 29, 2016, regarding Big Canyon Country Club's (BCCC) use of Green Acres 
Project (GAP) water and concerns about OCWO continuing to produce GAP water and the 

potential for future price increases. OCWD understands that BCCC uses approximately 

180 to 370 acre-feet of GAP water annually to irrigate its property and has been doing so 

since the fate 1990s. OCWD recognizes and appreciates the significant investments made 

by BCCC to utilize GAP water and conserve potable water supplies. OCWD further 

understands that these investments were made under the assumption that GAP water 

would continue to be available for a long time. The cooperation and partnership between 

OCWD, BCCCI and the City of Newport Beach have been unique and a benefit to each 

party as well as the general public. 

As with any conversion to recycled water, there are costs associated with modifying 

infrastructure and there are also benefits. With the recent mandatory California State 
cutbacks on water consumption, businesses Hke BCCC realize a major benefit in that the 

water use cutbacks don't apply to recycled water and BCCC is able to continue ir~igating at 

its normal frequency without restrictions. Additionally, since its inception, the end-user 

cost to purchase GAP recycled water in the City of Newport Beach has been at least 20% 

less expensive than potable rates. 

WITNESS N\J:\,K-\J 5 
EXHl~IT ~Zo . ~ , 
DA M1 "4 \--,~PTA N'~ 

elitigation Services ~ 
.,j 
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Mr. David Voorhees 
March 23, 2016 
Page 2 of 3 

Part of the reason the discount on GAP water has existed is that the GAP program is being 
subsidized by all of the nineteen cities and retail water districts within the OCWD service 
territory (Producers). The revenue from the GAP program has not been able to match the 
operation, maintenance, and debt service expenses and thus has required subsidy from 
other OCWD revenue sources. The original GAP agreements between OCWD and Retail 
Agencies, such as the City of Newport Be0ch1 specified certain rates for OCWD sales to 
Retailers and Retailer sales to end-users. OCWO is considering a policy change that will 
increase the sales rate of GAP water from OCWD to Retailers to retie.ct the actual 
production and distribution costs to provide the water. Setting the GAP sates rate equal to 
its expenses would be consistent with the OCWD Board adopted policy to sell 
Groundwater Replenishment System (GWRS) water at a rate equal to the cost to provide 
that water. Based upon preliminary calculations, the proposed OCWD GAP rate will not 
exceed the rate currently charged by most Retailers to their respective end-users. OCWD 
will advise the Retail Agencies to examine their GAP water rates and ensure consistency 
with their policies governing potable water rates. It is expected that the Retailers will 
establish a recyded water rate that is still discounted from their potable rates. 

OCWD is aware of a relatively recent change in the City of Newport Beach1s rate for GAP 
water. The City lowered the GAP rate to match the City's expenses for providing the 
recycled water resource. OCWD agrees with this strategy and is seeking to adjust its own 
sales rate to match its expenses for providing recycled water. As stated earlier, Producers 
that do not participate in the GAP program have been subsidizing it. Whi1e the GAP 
program does provide some benefrt to all of the Producers, there is an alternative water 
recycling program at OCWD that provides a greater benefit to the entire Producer group. 
OCWD also produces highly purified recycled water with the GWRS. tf OCWD were to 
cease the GAP program I aU of the currently available wastewater supplies from the 
Orange County Sanitation District could be treated through the GWRS thereby not 
increasing discharges to the ocean. 

OCWD recognizes there are appropriate and beneficial uses for the lower quality water 
produced through the GAP program. In general, the feedback received by OCWD staff 
from the OCWD Board and Producers has been to continue use of the GAP program! 
allow expansion of its demand up to the current treatment and distribution limits in order to 
reduce unit costs, and to produce enough revenue through GAP safes to meet the GAP 
program's expenses. Addltionally, staff has been encouraged to study changes in the 
treatment technology that could reduce production expenses and produce a higher water 
quality effluent. 

OCWD034181 
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An additional concern for OCWD is that the annual subsidy from the Metropolitan Water 
District, as part of their Local Resource Program! to the GAP program will be ending in 
October 2016. The loss_of this subsidy will further reduce GAP revenues-. The proposed 
new GAP rate between OCWD and the Retailers will adjust for the loss of this subsidy and 
is stiH expected to be discounted from the Retailer potable rates. 

If the proposed OCWD rate change is approved, the accounting for GAP expenses will be 
published annually by OCWD. OCWD has received multiple awards for its accounting 
practices and is confident that appropriate costs are being included. The GAP treatment 
plant and distribution system are separate from ulher OCWD Facililies with dedicated 
electrical, flow, and chemical metering devices. 

The OCWD Board of Directors will be discussjng these GAP issues again at a future Board 
Meeting. Staff will notify you in advance of this meeting so that, if so desired, you may 
attend and speak on BCCC's behalf. Please contact Mr. Ben Smith at (714) 378-3211 or 
bsmifu@pcwd.com if you would like to meet and/or discuss these issues .further. 

Michael R. Markus1 P.E., D.WRE, BCEE, F.ASCE 
General Manager · 

cc: OCWD Board of Directors 
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Agenda Item# _l_l __ _ 
AGENDA ITEM SUBMITTAL 

Meeting Date: August 8, 2007 

To: Water Issues Cte 
Board of Directors 

From: M. Wehner 

Staff Contact: S. Deshmukh 

Budgeted: NIA 
Budgeted Amount: N/A 
Cost Estimate: NIA 
Funding Source: N/A 

Program/Line Item No.: NIA 
General ·counsel Approval: N/A 
Engineers/Feasibility Report Approved~ N/A 
CEQA Compliance: N/A 

Subject: GREEN ACRES PROJECT- FUTURE DIRECTION 

SUMMARY 

Staff has completed a white paper evaluating options for the future of the GAP project and 
will present the findings to the Board. The paper is Included in the staff report. Alternatives 
have been developed which range from expanding to partnering, and possibly abandoning 
the project. Staff recommends proceeding with the alternative that continues to provide 
recycled water, but to replace the treatment process with excess microfiltra·tion treatment 
capacity available from the Groundwater (GWR) System. 

Attachment(s): Green Acres Project - Future Direction dated July 2007 

RECOMMENDATION 

Agendize for August 15 Board meeting: 
1. Direct staff to work towards using GWR System microfiltration capacity to provide 

recycled water for existing GAP users. 
2. Notify OCSD to explore a new source of recycled water after January 2012. 
3. Renegotiate Retailer Agreements when they reach the end of their term. 
4. Evaluate staff headcount increase in Water Production in 2009. 

DISCUSSION/ANALYSIS 

The Green Acres Project (GAP) was constructed in 1991 to create a new alternative water 
supply for the Citfes ofFo·untain Valley, Huntington Beach, Costa Mesa. Santa Ana, and 
NewportBeach. The program consisted of construction of a recycled water·tre~lment plant 
and associat~dJ:>ipellne$tci conv~y the recycled watet. The treated water provides recycled 
wc;1ter for landscape irrigation at parks, schools, and golf courses, as well as, for industrial 
uses. A flowchart of the project is attached. Located along the coast, the project reduces 
coastal groundwater pumping benefiting the [?istrict's seawater intrusion prevention efforts. 
This drought proof supply generates a new source of water for the area and promotes the 
idea of conservation. 
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While there are benefits of GAP, there have been concerns as well. They include treatment 
challenges, long-term debt payments, and operational inefficiencies. 

This paper was developed to examine those concerns and develop alternatives and a 
recommendation on how to proceed. The paper includes chapters on the history, 
institutional arrangements, financial information, issues and concerns, alternatives, and 
recommendations. 

Five alternatives are presented. These include: 
1. Maintaining the existing system, 
2. Abandoning the entire project, 
3. Options to expand the existing partnership with IRWD, 
4. Using GWR System treatment, and 
5. Using deep well water to supply users. 

Water recycling for irrigation and industrial purposes is an important component of the water 
resource picture for the Orange County Water District (OCWD). While there have been 
issues, the recommendation is to continue to provide recycled water but to do so in the most 
cost effective manner possible_ The alternative to use Groundwater Replenishment (GWR) 
treatment processes will produce the lowest cost water. This involves using the excess 
microfiltration capacity to provide water to the GAP system while still utilizing ancillary GAP 
facilities. Based on the cost analysis, this alternative is the least costly for the District and 
increases operational efficiencies for Water Production staff. 

This alternative would entail a staged approach to using microfiltration (MF) as the main 
treatment step. As the GWR System plant starts up and operates in regular mode, Water 
Production staff can begin introducing MF water into the GAP system. If at any point, this 
option requires increased costs (compared to the current operation), the process can be 
revaluated. 

This approach will require regulatory approval though the Regional Water Quality Control 
Board and California Department of Public Health. It is anticipated that this should not be a 
challenge as MF water has been used for GAP previously_ 

Aside from operational changest OCWD may want to consider "renegotiating" the retailer 
agreements with the four retailers. Each agreement is very similar to the others in content, 
which means they alJ should be renegotiated at the same time as a group. 

PRIOR RELEVANT BOARD ACTION(S) N/A 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Green Acres Project (GAP) was constructed in 1991 to create a new 
alternative water supply for the Cities of Fountain VaUey, Huntington Beach, 
Costa Mesa, Santa Ana, and Newport Beach. The program consisted of 
construction of a recycled water treatment plant and associated pipelines to 
convey the recycled water. The treated water provides recycled water for 
landscape irrigation at parks, schools, and golf courses as well as for industrial 
uses. Located along the coast, the project reduces coastal groundwater 
pumping benefiting the District's seawater intrusion prevention efforts. This 
drought proof supply generates a new source of water for the area and promotes 
the idea of conservation. 

While there are benefits of GAP, there have been challenges as well. They 
include treatment challenges 1 long-term debt payments) and operational 
in efficiencies. 

This paper was developed to examine those concerns and develop alternatives 
and a recommendation on how to proceed. The paper includes chapters on the 
history, institutional arrangements. financial information, issues and concerns, 
alternatives, and recommendations. · 

Five alternatives are presented. These include: 
1. maintaining the existing system, 
2. abandoning the entire project, 
3. options to expand the existing partnership with IRWD, 
4. using GWR system treatment; and · 
5. using deep weJI water to·supply users ratHefrthan foclaimedWater. 

Water recycling for irrigation and industrial purposes is an important component 
of the water resource picture for the Orange County Water District (OCWD). 
While there have been issues, the recommendation is to continue to provide 
recycled water but to do so in the cost effective manner. The alternative to use 
Groundwater Replenishment (GWR) treatment processes will produce the lowest 
cost watet~This involves using the excess microfiltration capacity to provide 
water to the GAP system while stilJ utilizing ancillary GAP distribution facilities. 
Based on the cost analysis, this alternative is the least costly for the District and 
increases operatronal efficiencies of Water Production staff. 

As the GWR System plant starts up and operates in regular mode, Water 
Production staff can begin introducing MF water into the GAP system. If at any 
point, this option requires increased costs (compared to the current operation), 

Jhe process can be revaluated. This would occur as source water is available 
from OCSD. 
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This approach will require regulatory approval though the Regional Water Quality 
Control Board and California Department of Public Health. It is anticipated that 
this should not be a challenge as MF water has been used for GAP previously. 

Aside from operational changes, OCWD may want to consider "renegotiating)) the 
retailer agreements with the four retailers. Each agreement is very similar to the 
others in content, which means they all should be renegotiated at the same time 
as a group. 
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CHAPTER 1 
HISTORY 

1 HISTORY 

The Green Acres Project (GAP) was constructed in 1991 to create a new 
alternative water supply for the Cities of Fountain Valley, Huntington Beach, 
Costa Mesa, Santa Ana, and Newport Beach. The program consisted of 
construction of a recycled water treatment plant and associated pipelines to 
convey the recycted water. There is approximately 30 miles of pipeline ranging 
from 6- to 42-inches in diameter. A six million gallon reservoir was also 
purchased from the City of Santa Ana to provide additional storage. The treated 
water provides recycled water for landscape irrigation at parks 1 schools, and golf 
courses as well as for industrial uses. Located along the coast, the project' also 
reduces coastal groundwater pumping benefiting the District's seawater intrusion 
prevention efforts. Figure 1-1 iUustrates the location of the pipelines, users, and 
GAP treatment plant. 

1. 1 CHRONOLOGY 

Completion of the first phase of GAP was in 1991. This included the construction 
of the treatment plant and the first phases of the pipeline distribution system. 
Additional milestones for the project Include the following: 

1975 Orange County Water District (OCWD) conducts feasibility study of 
reclaimed water use in Fountain Valley area. 

1977 State issues water recycling mandate. 

1978 The GreifoAtres Projecf(GAP) Facilities Plan describes an ultirhate 
project cosun9;$26_ mimoncl9d delivering ,12;000 acre~re.et per;year (atyr 
NClean'Water:Grant is expected to pay 87.5 percent of eligible costs. 

1979 OCWD Board certifies final EIRfor GAP in March 1979. Recy:dedwater 
projects are eliminated from the Clean Water Grant eligibility~ OCWD 
begins exploring alternatives for building GAP. 

1981 GAP Pre-Design Feasibility Study descrfbes a phased project with an 
initial phase producing 2,700 afy and costing $6 miJlion. The ultimate 
project is reduced to 5.300 acre-feet (af) and use of some Water Factory 
21 treatment facilities is planned in order to contain costs. 

1984 OCWD authorizes a 10 percent design report, which describes a phased 
project initially producing 7.5 million gallons-per-day (mgd), expandable to 
15 mgd, and alternative pipeline routes. 

1986 Finar design of treatment plant, transmission pipelines and end-user 
hookups is complete. 

1987 Engineering cost analysis reveals a construction range of $16.3 to 
$17.9 million. Least costly alternatives. assume some facilities shared with 
Water Factory 21. 

1988 Constructibility analysis is performed on existing plans and specifications. 
Staff is authorized to revise original plans and speclfications to allow for 
GAP treatment separate from Water Factory 21, to include a closed-loop 
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distribution system, and to serve additional users. Demolition of on-site 
seawater desalter foundation begins, in preparation of site for GAP 
treatment plant, two million gallon reservoir, and effluent pump station. 

1989 Distribution pipeline system is modified to allow for eventual expansion 
into Newport Beach and Huntington Beach. Contract is awarded for 
7 .5-mgd treatment facility, two million gallon reservoir, and effluent pump 
station. 

1990 Contract is awarded for Reach 1 of distribution pipeline, serving Fountain 
Valley. 

1991 Contracts are awarded for Reach 2 (Santa Ana) and Reach 3 (Costa 
Mesa) of distribution pipeline. The. first delivery of GAP water is piped to 
Mile Square Park in Fountain Valley in September. 

1992 Metropolitan Water District of Southern California's Local Resources 
Projects Program subsidy is increased from $75 to $154 per acre-foot 
(/af). OCWD submits appllcation to State Water Resources Control Board 
(SWRCB) for $20 million Jaw-interest loan for Phase 2 expansion. GAP 
water is piped to toilets and urinals in OCWD's headquartersl the first 
single-story public building to use recycled water for this purpose. 

1993 Twelve end users have been connected to the GAP, with a total demand 
of 2,700 acre-feet per year {afy). 

1995 The Santa Ana Reservoir was purchased by OCWD from City of Santa 
Ana for $5 million in January. 

1999 Phase II pipeline to Newport Beach was completed in January 1999. 

1.2 PLANT DESCRIPTION 

The GAP is a wastewater reclamation project that is owned and operated by the 
OCWD. Jhetr~~tment plant was commissioned in October 1991. GAP cohsists 
oJ:a7~5mgcfdired filtration treatment plant, 12.67 mgd chlorine contact 
champer; h35'million gallon clear well and 10,500 gallons.per minute (gpm) 
pump -station located at OCWD in Fountain Vaney; and a six million gallon· 
reservoir and 7,000 gpm pump station located in Santa Ana. 

The GAP is normally supplied with Orange County Sanitation District (OCSD) 
secondary effluent. Due to events such as peak system demands, high salinity in 
the treated water, and high turbidity in the influent to the GAP Plant, large 

· amounts of supplemental water from groundwater sources is routinely pumped 
into the system. Tabfe 1-1 provides information on the GAP plant capacity and 
the various sources of supplies. 

Orange County Water DJstrlct GAP Report 1-2 
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1i~rt~ill~ii:~~~1~1ti1i1111i~11~11111l~I1i1!rllir~~11~~11~11~~:w~ffi111~w1i~111mirfilii~a1~1iiili!~~~)1m~1111111;~ 
GAP treatment plant (tertiary i Secondary effluent from ! 7.5 (nominal) · 
filtered and disinfected) ' OCSD Plant 1 9.5 (peak) 

; Deep Well Groundwater 6.0 
·I .,.,,. ...... - ........... . 

Total! ......... , ........ L. 
15.5 (peak) 

The rapid mix/flocculation process at GAP has the function to mix the plant 
influent water with alum or specialized polymers for coagulation and flocculation 
for the removals of phosphorus and suspended solids. There are two rapid mix 
chambers in series and each chamber contains a rapid mixer. Influent water 
enters chambers 1 and 2 and is discharged to the flocculation basin through an 
adjustable weir. The flocculation process provides for the mixing of coagulant in 
the removal of influent impurities by forming flocculation particles. Two 
flocculation basins are provided for the agglomeration of suspended particles. 
The flocculators are the walking-beam units that operate with an up-and-down 
motion by a single variable speed. There are thirty two redwood paddles on each 
flocculator. 

Following flocculation, the water flows by gravity to the filtration process, Four 
gravity filters are utilized in the GAP plant. The size of each filter is 440 square 
feet.The fitter media Is dual media consisting of anthracite (24 inches deep) and 
sand (12 inches deep). The typical hydraulic loading rates (HLR) range from 3~ to 
5-gpm/square foot. During the operation of the plant, the observed filter run time 
ranges from 48 hours to less than 10 hours. The filter backwashing system 
utilizes air scour and the backwashing rate is approximately 15 gpm/square foot. 
The HLR to the filters vary due to the quality of influent water and the limits on 
the electrical conductivity (an indication of the total dissolved solids) level of final 
effluent water. 

The final effluent from the four dual-media gravity filters is conveyed by gravity to 
the chlorine contact chamber. The filtered water is injected with a sodium 
hypochlorite solution located at a point where the filtered water enters the 
chlorine contact chamber. Chlorine residual analyzers monitor the contact 
chamber effluent residual and the high pressure pump effluent residual. There is 
the capability to inject sodium hypochlorite in the influent line. 

In terms of compliance with regulatory standards, the GAP recycled water meets 
the California Water Recycling Criteria, Section 60301.230 (Disinfected Tertiary 
Recycled Water). OCWD is the holder of the California Regional Water Quality 
Control Board (Santa Ana Region) permit for the GAP Project which was 
r~Jssued on October 25, 2002. 

1.3 DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 

The GAP serves approximately 50 user sites (some with multiple meters) with a 
combined annual water demand of approximately 7,000 to 7,500 afy. The user 
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sites are located in Costa Mesa. Fountain Valley, Huntington Beach, Newport 
Beach and Santa Ana. The distribution system of GAP seNes the landscape 
irrigation needs of parks, schools, golf courses, greenbelts, bike trails, 
commercial frontage, street medians and cemetery. There are approximately 30 
miles of pipelines currently in service ranging in size from 42 inches to 6 inches 
in diameter. The GAP distribution network is illustrated on Figure 1-1. It is 
important to note the GAP also supplies water for industrial uses such as cooling 
and process wash down. 

1.4 FUTURE EXPANSION AVAILABILITY 

OCWD owns a section of unused GAP pipelines in the central portion of the City 
of Huntington Beach. These pipelines are currently being leased by the City of 
Huntington Beach for potable and nonpotable uses. Before any GAP service 
could commence in this area, several additional miles of GAP pipeline would 
need to be constructed and the end-user sites retrofitted. 

1.5 BENEFITS 

Water produced by the GAP reduces groundwater pumping activities along the 
coast. By providing a source of recycled water, GAP is very beneficial to the 
coast and, in essence, reduces the need for any producer(s) to construct new 
production wells along the coast. 

The GAP system brings awareness to the importance and the reliability of local 
water resources. In order to meet the areas water demands, the local 
groundwater supplies are suppfemented with imported water supplies from the 
State Water Project and the Colorado River Aqueduct. GAP provides a steady 
source of recycled water which is independent of the drought conditions in 
southern California and along the Califomia and Colorado aqueducts. 

1.5.1 REDUCTION IN COASTAL PUMPING 

The coastal portion of the groundwater basin 1 essentially that area within five 
miles of the coast, is sensitive to lower groundwater levels due to seawater 
intrusion potential and seasonal pumping patterns. Coastal groundwater levels 
are affected by groundwater production, overall groundwater storage in the 
basin, and to a lesser extent, injection at the Talbert and Alamitos Barrier. 

With a treatment plant and distribution system located in Fountain Valley and 
other coastal cities, the use of recycled water reduces groundwater pumped in 
this coastal area. Cities that use GAP water reduce their total demand used in 
the BPP calculation which results ln a reduction in pumping. The specifics are 
detailed in the Financial Information chapter (Chapter 3). 

1J5.2 DROUGHT•PROOF SUPPLY 

The GAP water supply can be consis1ently produced in both wet and dry years. The 
GAP system provides a secure water supply to its users. By providing a drought-
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proof supply of water, the GAP enables OCWD to better manage its groundwater basin 
especiafly along the coast. 

1.5.3 PROMOTING CONSERVATION 

Many water users don't require potable quality sources·. The GAP project 
promotes conseNing and reusing wastewater while reducing demand on potable 
supplies. 

Orange County Water· District GAP Report 
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CHAPTER 2 
INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS 

The GAP involves the participation of various agencies. The institutional· 
arrangement and commitments are described below. A graphical description of 
the institutional arrangements is provided in Figure 2.1. 

tif~~t~nglon Beac,h.c.·.· .. •· .. l.:.:.J. ·-·, Plpehne.s , , . . . 

2.1 ORANGE COUNTY SANITATION DISTRICT 

Figure 2.1 
G.reen Acres Project 

Fl.ow Chart 

The District has enjoyed a long successful relationship with the Orange County 
Sanitation District (OCSD) in providing reclaimed water for the area. OCSD has 
provided secondary treated wastewater to the District since 1975. This source 
water has been used to supply Water Factor 21, GAP, and now the Groundwater 
Replentshment (GWR) System. Staffs from the two agencies meet monthly to 
coordinate operations. 

In November 2002, the two agencies executed the Joint Exercise of Powers 
Agreement for the Development, Operation and Maintenance of the Groundwater 
Replenishment System and the Green Acres Project agreement (see Appendix A 
for excerpt from agreement). The agreement generally provides for OC~D to 
,pfpviQe.. $OUrqe water for the GWR System and GAP. Paragraph 4Jt3.of the 
atfreementalso caus-forthe ocwo·to provide 4~2:mgd-of-GAP ~supplie~do. 

· ·ocso for their tr¢atmerit proce$ses until.January 15, 2012. This,datealso 
coincides approxima:tefy with a previous arrangementbetween·.fRWD,Cityof 
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Newport Beach, and OCWD whereby lRWD provides reclaimed water to supply 
the GAP system during the winter months. 

OCSD has been receiving approximately 5,000 afy of GAP water. An 
approximately $6.0 million OCSD project to construct a closed loop cooling 
system to recirculate water used in their treatment processes has been 
developed. The project would allow OCSD to reduce their GAP demands to 
approximately 500 afy. From a water resources perspective, this project would 
free-up approximately 4,500 afy of reclaimed water that could be used in the 
OCWD service territory to reduce, by an equal amount necessary, MWD 
imported supplies to meet local water demands. Spending $6.0 million to create 
an additional 4,500 afy of local water supplies is very economical. However, this 
project was recentry removed from the OCSD long-term capital projects program 
due to budget cuts. 

2.2 RET AJLERS 

The District has entered into retailer agreements with the following Producers: 

City of Santa Ana 

City of Newport Beach 

City of Fountain Valley 

Mesa Consolidated Water District 

City of Huntington Beach 

The retailer agreements acknowledge that the use of reclaimed water for 
landscape irrigation is of mutual benefit to OCWD and the retailer in fulfilling their 
joint responsibiHties for the conservation of water resources in accordance with 
Sections 13550 and 13551 of the California Water Code. The construction 
responsibilities are outlined in the document. The agreement requires the retailer 
to purchase the Project Water from OCWD, ti' the pointqf it~ me.teretj 
connection, for an amount not to:exceed eighty percent (80%) of the "area 
groundwater cpst."The "area groundwater cost" shall be the same as the fixed 
and variable costs of groundwater production as calculated in the most recent 
OCWD Engineer's Report. The agreement also states that the governing body of 
the retailer shall establish the rate for the resale of Project Water to each Project 
Customer, in an amount not to exceed eighty percent (80%) (or 90% within the 
MCWD service area) of the 11potable water" rate established by retailer. 

These 25 year agreements include other requirements addressing water quality 
and pressure standards. The agreements' initiaLterm is 25 years (which ends as 
early as 2013 and as late as 2016);. If OCWD wanted to renegotiate or terminate 
the agreements, it would have to notify the retailer in writing "at least four years 
prior to expiration of the initial term" (Section 9.2 in most agreements). 

The cost of GAP water to the Producers is 80 percent of the total cost to pump 
groundwater which is $312.80/af for FY 2006-07. The cost to pump groundwater 
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is annually established in the District's Engineers Report. Figures from the report 
are shown below in Table 2~1. 

: Replenishment Assess111ent 
•• ••••• -- • r +· -•.•••-----~ •. ··~··-·•• .... ••••_,.,.._.,,.. .. ~.h.-++•--•---·••••••,_.~....,.,-~ •. .,. .•. -. ___ ,. ______ +•••--·~·--<•"•• 

Well energy cost based upon survey of all Producers 
,-- ···--·--

- Well O&M cost based upon survey of all Producers 
++ < -~- •" • •• ·-· • ·--~------····--------·-- -----• --- ,. __ ----- ··-----·--~-- •••.•••' ----~--· •• • • •• H+o .... 

, _ Capital _component - __ estimated. unit cost_ of _constructing a well 

Total Cost 

80% of total cost 

$223/af 

$56/af 

$65/af 

$47/af 
-. -. •. ···-·-··----·-.. ·-- --~------· 

$391/af 

$312.80/af 

2.2.1 NEWPORT 8EACHt SANTAANA, MESA CONSOLIDATED WATER DISTRICT 

OCWD executed agreements with the cities of Newport Beach, Santa Ana and 
Mesa Consolidated Water District between 1988 and 1991. 

2.2.2 FOUNTAIN VALLEY 

While Fountain Valley's agreement with OCWD is relative1y similar to the other 
cities1 agreements, there are a few users who have replaced their groundwater 
pumping directly wlth reclaimed water. These users, located within the Green 
Acres service area boundaries and within the service boundaries of the retailer. 
were not served potable water by Fountain Valley for their landscape irrigation 
uses, and relied exclusively upon their own private groundwater production to 
satisfy their landscape irrigation demands. The end user agreement states that 
these groundwater customers shall agree not to produce groundwater in excess 
of 20% of its total landscape irrigation demands, and purchase GAP water from 
Fountain Valley and use GAP water in lieu of groundwater for landscape 
irrigation purposes. In consideration for purchasing and using Project Water in 
lieu of groundwater, the retailer agreed to sell the water to each customer at a 
rate that approximates the customers cost to irrigate using their onsite 
groundwater production and storage facilities. 

2.2.3 HUNTINGTON BEACH 

While an agreement with Huntington Beach was executed in 1991, only one user 
exists in their city. A series of pipelines was constructed in their city as a 
possible expansion was anticipated. However, a transmission line to these pipes 
was never constructed. Currently, the City of Huntington Beach is using these 
pipelines to convey potable and non-potable water supplies to various sites. 

2.3 IRVINE RANCH WATER DISTRICT 

The District entered into an agreement with the Irvine Ranch Water District 
(IRWD) and the City Of Newport Beach in 1996 (Appendix 8) to receive excess 
IRWD reclaimed water into the GAP system during the winter months. IRWD 
had excess reclaimed water supplies during the winter when water demands in 
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their system decline. IRWD was unable to obtain a permit to discharge this water 
into the Upper Newport Bay and would have been forced to discharge the water 
into the OCSD sewer system at considerable expenses. 

This agreement established construction of a Phase II pipeline which extended 
the GAP distribution system further into Newport Beach. This construction 
included an intertie so that IRWD could introduce IRWD recycled water from their 
Michelson plant into the GAP distribution system. The District could then receive 
this water and purchase it. The rate w~s established at 50 percent of the rate 
OCWD woufd sell GAP water to OCSD. The current purchase price is $84.44/af. 
While purchasing IRWD reclaimed water, the GAP treatment plant is shut down 
to accommodate treatment plant repair and maintenance. The water is generally 
purchased from November to March. 

The term of the agreement expires in 2011. At that time, IRWD and OCWD may 
negotiate to continue the terms of the agreement. 

2.4 END USERS AGREEMENTS 

The end user agreements were established between the cities and the users of 
the recycled water. OCWD would sign the agreements in the capacity of as 
acknowledging consent to their execution. The agreement would establish the 
maximum flow a user could take from the city or water district and pressure 
requirements. The price of water was estabJished as 80 percent of the potable 
rate. All of these agreements have expired and the users continue to pay for the 
water through the city's billing system as outlined in the agreement. 

2.5 BPP IMPACT/OCWD Acr 

Gf\17 VJ.clt~r;;r~c~iv~d\bylhe Producers.is considered 11
neutral'1water per the·• 

DistricfAct The water is not considered groundwater or imported supplemental 
water for purposes of calculating the Producers annual Basin Production 
Percentage (BPP). The net effect is that the Producer pumps less groundwater 
when using reclaimed water supplies to meet their water demands. 

Figure 2-1 demonstrates the impacts of using reclaimed water (1,000 afy) for a 
hypothetical producer who has 10,000 afy of total water demands. The figure 
assumes the BPP is 75 percent. As shown, if no reclaimed water is taken, 
allowable pumping is 7,500 afy (75% BPP x 10,000 afy of total water demands). 
However, ff 1,000 afy of reclaimed water is used, allowable pumping is 6,750 
(10,000 afy-1,000 afy x 75%}. 

The cost of the GAP reclaimed water is relatively low. However, the producer 
also has their allowable groundwater pumping reduced. 

FrGURE 2~1: BPP IMPACTS OF USING RECLAIMED WATER 
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Arlaltematiye pricing policywould have reclaimed water replace-the amount of 
=nnport13dsupplement water used and·not reduce the amount of groundwater 
pumped. This could be an option if the retailer agreement terms were 
renegotiated. 

2.6 STATE LOANS 

Two loans from the State Water Resources Control Board have been received to 
assist funding the construction of GAP. The first loan was for $2.0 million at an 
interest rate of 3.3 percent. Annual debt payments are $177,932 until 2010. 
Approximately $516,000 of principle remains outstanding. 

A second loan of $4.29 miJlion at an interest rate of 2.8 percent was also 
obtained. The annua_J debt payments are $290.331 until 2017. Approximately 
$2.8 million of principle·remains outstanding on this loan. If the District were to 
discontinue operating the GAP system, it is possible the State could require 
payment of the remaining principle amounts for both loans. 

2. 7 MWD LRP AGREEMENT 

OCWD receives a subsidy of $250 per acre-foot on water produced and 
delivered through the GAP. This subsidy is administered through the Local 
Resources Program {LRP) from Metropolitan Water District of Southern 
California (MWD). A significant portion of the recycled water from the GAP is 
also delivered to the OCSD for various in-plant uses. However, these deliveries, 
about 5,000 afy, do not replace an existing demand or prevent a new demand on 
Metropolitan and, therefore, are not eligible for the subsidy. Typically during the 
winter, the recycled water purchased from lRWD through the intertie with the 
Newport Beach pipeline is used to satisfy system demands~ During this time, the 
GAP treatment plant is taken out of service for maintenance and repairs. 
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Recycled Water deliveries made through the OCWD/IRWD intertie to serve users 
is considered eligible for LRP funds. OCWD currently blends groundwater with 
GAP water produced by the tertiary plant to control water quality standards and 
to supplement volume during high demand periods .. Groundwater is ineligible for 
payment under LRP. 
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The 'Green Acres Project tertiary water is produced in Fountain Valley by OCWD. 
The distribution system extends into 5 cities (Fountain Valley, Santa Ana, Costa 
Mesa, Huntington Beach and Newport Beach}. OCWD has established end user 
agreements with each of the recycled water users. These agreements 
established that the cifies would collect the water rates and in turn pay OCWD for 
total volume used. OCWD and OCSD have a separate agreement (see Appendix 
A) in place in which OCSD would pay OCWD direct. OCWD pays IRWD direct 
for water purchased through the OCWD/ IRWD ihtertie. 

3.1 SALES/ REVENUE STRUCTURE 

OCWD invoices six customers monthly for water usage. OCWD expects 
approximately $2 million of revenue from recycled water sales in the current 
fiscal year. Table 3.1 shows amounts of GAP water purchased and revenue 
received from the 6 agencies in FY 2005-06. 

3.1.1 RATE STRUCTURE 

Table 3.2 contains a list of the previous year's rates (FY 2006-07) for the cities, 
agencies, and groundwater producers. These rates are established every fiscal 
year and are generally calculated by multiplying 80 percent to the cost of 
producing groundwater. 

TABLE 3--2: GAP RATES BY AGENCY FY2006--0~J 
w.'!. . ,i!:ff/1i!J;1!,~l!ffif°!.'~Wql fit~fllflj· j'''nfirJ'llTTt:rf,

1
1 

~~ ij1u~~~tJ.&llJJiitF ~~J~ . ~~~~¥:.f;B:tti 
Oran9e County Sanitation District $1 ~.?.:.~-~--
City of Fountain V~!~Y.~ . ~---l~J?~Q_ 

Mile Square Pa.rk $404.09 
. Mile Square Golf Course · · . ·· · · $362.25 

City of San_~~_/\na · .,.~---~····· .. ·~····-. $312.Bq .. 
Mesa Consolida!_~d Water District , ..... "--·-·-·----.. ~1~~?~~9-. 

-~~L~~~-9rt Beach _.,...,......._c....,-_~31_?.8SL 
___ g~_9.f_ti~~!~9ton Beac~ ____ $312.80 
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The rate used for OCSD is calculated in accordance with the Joint Operating 
Agreement between OCWD and the OCSD. It was re-established in 2002 at 
$150 per acre-foot and adjusted each year with the Consumer Price Index. 

Mile Square Park and Mire Square Golf Course have separate fees as they are 
reducing demand on dedicated irrigation wells and not City potable supplies. 
They still pay through the City of Fountain Valley like other end users. 

The cities currently have a minor incentive to use GAP. Table 3-3 illustrates a 
comparison of producer costs with and without GAP supplies. The example uses 
a hypothetical demand of 10,000 afy assuming a 75% BPP. Due to the BPP 
formula employed by OCWD, if no GAP supplies were provided, that demand 
would be split between the groundwater basin and imported supplles based on 
the BPP. Therefore, 75% of that demand would be additionally pumped from the 
basin and 25% would be purchased through MWD. 

TABLE 3-3~ PRODUCER GAP VS No GAP WATER SUPPLY COST EXAMPLE 

rmgl~;;:~]t · ·-.m1t~r~1tt~WHt1lfimij~~~r · · :ID1~rn~[~m~mmun~1rn1111tfill 1~rui~1 ·· Jl*i1~mi~1m1L m11111m1n' 
Assum~d BPP = 75% 

Total Water Demands 
Assumed 

Without GAP 

Supply Source 
MWD/MWDOC Supplies 
Groundwater Pumping (RA, 
Erec) 
Total 

With GAP 

Supply Sour£e 
MWD/MWDOC Supplies 
GAP 
Groundwater Pumping (RA, 
Elec) 
Total 

Difference in Melded Cost 
Percent Difference 
Total Water Supply Cost 
S~vings to 
Producer 

10,000 afy 

Amount 
2,500 afy 

7,500 afy 
10,000 afy 

Melded Unit Cost 

Amount 
2,250 afy 
1,000 afy 

s,7.so afy 
10;-0pbafy 

Melded Unit Cost 
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Unit Cost 
$500 /af 

$297 /af 

$348 lat 

Unit Cost 
$500 fat 
$312 /af 

$297 /af 

$344 /af 

$4.0 Jaf 
-1.1% 

$36,000 /year 

Total Cost 
$1,250,000 

$.2,227,500 
$3,477,500 

Total Cost 
$1,125,000 

$312,000 

i2i004i750 
$3,441,750 
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This exampfe illustrates that the cost stay relatively neutral for the Producer. 
There is a negligible financial incentive for the water supply producer to continue 
to take GAP supplies. 

3.1.2 END USER- RETAILER AGREEMENT 

The end user agreement establishes that that recycled water user will be 
charged a rate of 80 percent (90% in Mesa Consolidated Water District's service 
area) of their water retailer's potable supply rate. 

3.2 OPERATING COST 

The operating cost of the GAP has been calculated by examining the actual 
expenditures over the last few years. Table 3.4 includes a summary based on 
the last full year of operation (FY 2005-06). The total production out of the plant, 
deep well water pumped, and IRWD purchases are included in the calculation to 
determine an overall cost. The deep well water pumped is an extraction of water 
from the groundwater basin so an assumption was used that the cost of the 
Replenishment Assessment (RA) should be used on every acre-feet extracted 
from the basin. The debt costs are not included in the unit cost of the water for 
comparison purposes. It is addressed in section 3.4 below. 

The treatment of the plant includes chemicals. maintenance, repair, and minor 
equipment. Electricity is divided up amongst onsite, offsite, and deep well 
pumping components. Labor to support the operations of the GAP is mostly 
attributed to the Laboratory and Water Production staff. 

---·-·~---~-~-~M, .. ,-••••••••·-••-••••• .. • ... •·•--• ... -•••-•·•••••••••-.·"•"·•·•·"•.•••.•••·-.-•.- .. .-".--,•-.• ... ·•· ... .-... ,_, .. _,._. _ _, 
.. curren..t Exp~n_s_e_s_ ........... , .... _. ...... ~·-··»--··---·-····-···-----· .......... ·---··---..................... _ ............... - ..... ~.--···.· 

_ Operation and Maintenance··----·---·----· ..... ·-·· ,, .. ,........... ..... . ................. _ ....................... - ... . 
............ Treatment~ .. -~~ $ ................... 6Q,OOO Chlorination -·-·----~- .......................... ~ ..... $. 53.600 

.......... PumpJngfl:;>istribution Electricity .. ---·- ....... "-··· ........................ __ $ ----· .... 459,776 .. 
··-· .. Treatment Electricit~ ~ ... ·~ ·.,, .. n··----·-···-·---........ ·· ............... --··-· .. -·--··-$ ~ .. 81561 .. 
·-··-·~ Dee~Well Pumpin9 .. ·"·· ........... -·-·--·- . ··-·--· ................ __ .. _ ........... $ .................. 80.470 __ 

Labor · · '---~- $ 271,377 
·:·s·~-bt~t~, ···~· . . . ............. _ .. ·~·· ... -···· ............. _ ............. -............... -...................... ••···"' .......... -.. l-··-·· ... ·t·.9·oa·:iti4-· 
=~-~---------·····------················· .. ··········· .. ······ ................... ,-.-. .....,......-~., ..... ~.·-·.·-· 
Deep Well Replenishme_ril $ 
Irvine Ranch Water District Water Purchases · · · $ · 

. H&R Co_ntribution --~·=~~==~~·-·=~==~·~·-·"····----·---······--·-·-·. f' 

472,673 
169,298 .... 
200.,000 . 

q •-#·••---,--···--- ._.,.._ ___ _.. ·, . .,.,, • ., .... •~.-..._. ______ ,.,...,._,,_ . ._, ... ,~ .. ,•~·••. ,,-~..,_,..,~-.••-n.,,,-..,.,._, __ ,, .,, 

'"·Ex~enses .ffiilit.tt __ ~-· ·-····-· ·- --·-·. ___ ... _ ..... , ......... ,.. """ · · $ ___ 1/ . 1.sso, zss ... 
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. 1/.'!.~~!.S?l~§ ....... ···-··· ___ -·-··· _..... . . .... __ .. _ .. ., ·-· . ········--···· 
ocso $ 833,340 ·--·· ·· i=·····-·1-:·\-;--ii-·--·-··"············---.. --........................ · ·· ··· ····· --· ....... $., .............. 3s~tifo·t 

............. __ oun. a1n. a ey ... .... .... ... ..... . . .. .... .. . ........................................ _ .. _ ------·-··-·---·-·· ........... . • . -.. . 

. ,. ..... ·-···-MCWD__ $ 217,175 
.......... ½Newport Beach.· .. - .................................................. -......... ·--·-······-- .... $ _______ . 82,490 __ _ 

$anta Ana . $ 51,430 
L , R - p - (LRP) fr M 1 n w t o- t · t · · $ s14,ooo 

· T :~:,_·R:::~~::~. --~~g-ra·~··---...... -. .•. --~~ ··-~ ~~~~.'- ~~- ·- ~- ~~--'~ nc -· . $__ ___ .- _ .. 2,051 ~316 .. 

,.._,..,_~-·. ..,. _ .. ,,-...-. ,....,., .. •. · .. "' ,. • ~ ... « ,u . .t,lr-1"" .. _...,..,~.1 .... '"l,~'." .. ··"."-~,'!,._,, 

.. J..C?~.~I_P._t?.9.:t._ . .,_, .......... -_._ ........ -··"·--···--··--·-· ........... -.. ............ . . ........... ... ... ...... • ................... ~ .............. , ..... -. 

.... ,._ ocwo CIP Debt $ 2,500,000 
State Loan bebt . . . . - . - $ . - . 500,000 
Total. .. . . --···--··-····-·--.......................... ~ ..... "·~.--.. , ............. 0 

.............. $ n· ... 3,000,000 

--~··-,:-~tal Debt Pf-3._ymyntJe~;:-~~;~:i~i) ___ .... '":--·---····· -·----···"". -.. ~ ..... , .. ~ .. $ ----· ·. · ., .. -"C""42I~ 

.. Net_ C9st_~fterDebt.Payments ..... ··-- ........... .. . ............... ·- ··- __ ._ .. $ ________ .2,799,4~9 . 
.. Unit Cost (per acre-foot) ---~----------····--·--··-··-------·· .. ---·--- $ 394 

3.3 DEBT COSTS/ STATE WATER RESOURCES CONTROL BOARD LOANS 

Two SWRCB loans were issued for the construction of the GAP through the 
Clean Water and Water Reclamation Bond Law of 1988 {Chapter 17, Division 7, 
Water Code) (see Table 3.4). 

The repayment schedules are included in Section 3.3.2. In addition, OCWD has 
included the remainder of the construction costs into a debt issuance as part of 
the District's larger Capital Improvement Program debt program: This amount 
was approximately $42 million. While these debt payments have been 
restructures as part of the District's overalJ plan of finance to be paid in future 
years, the annual cost can be estimated using a 30 year life and an interest rate 
of 4.5 percent and equates to approximate[y $2. 5 million. 

3.3.1 STATE LOAN TERMS 

The two state loans have been issued for the treatment plant and the pipeline. 

Phase II 4,380,000 2,8% 1997 -------,·-----~ .. -·-~ .......... ,,..--.. ~--................ -. ~ -,..--~·:· . .. . .. 
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The major terms are listed in the table above. The loan agreements also state 
that the Agency "shall not abandon, substantially discontinue use of, lease, or 
dispose of the Project or any significant part or portion thereof during the useful 
llfe of the Project without prior written approval of the State Board. Such approval 

. may be conditioned as determined to be appropriate by the State Board, 
including a condition requiring repayment of all or any portion of all remaining 
loan funds covered by this contract together with accrued interest and any 
penaJty assessments which may be due." 

3.3.2 REMAINING STATE LOAN PAYMENT 

The remaining state loan payments are included below. 

TABLE 3-6: STATE LOAN PAYMENT ALLOCATION- PHASE I 
'.;1¥ffe~~}~\~l~\jJ:m:if1l~:\~~~r11:11;1*f\''}.~~-~i,~f'j*-~ltl~mm:;:1~l)jti\:rn;)~'.N~~~~jmTf \i~l:[jl~-~~~:~:. _.::~~1tj§~;T~f 
2006 '-. $206,4

144 °"' 
1

~$83,887 I 

1 

. $290
1
33'1 

.-,--_------.. ----.,.·~•.-...-...... ___ ,.....,_;.;.,,,...: __ ....... ~ ... ~--·-,····-·~ ... -,...~~- ._,....,_,____ .:.,.,, ... _ ............ -..., ... 1'" 

2007 $212,~25 $78,106 $290,331 
2008 ··~--~--·--·~- .. --~,-----··$218, 167 ~" . ,. $72, 164 .. ' .•... ·. $290,331 

. . . . 2009 . . $224,276... . . .··· $66,055 . . $290,331 

~ .. ·····-----~-?10 "·--·-··"-" .... ~23~!.555 ... . ·-· - . $59, 77: """"-· ,., ~--$2-90,~ifr::: 
2011 $237,011 $53,320 $290,331 

2012 $243,647 $46,684 $290,331 
· ~t,.....,.... ..... , .... ._ _______ , _______ .,_......,.~ . .,.~• .. ••••~·• · •u••-.--.-· · · f~ • •--....~-...-..-.-~··-~---'-"-'---o=-~'--. 

2013 $250,469 $39,861 $290,331 
~---~· ~- --------·-......,...---

2014 $257,482 $32,848 $290,331 
-~-~·-·····------·-~--·-··--·····------··-~~- --~---- ~ -·------·---~---
_, ______ ~015 $264,692 -~25,639 $290,331 

2016 $272,103 $18,227 $290,331 
. . .. 2017 . .. $279,722 . . ... $10,609 . $290,331 

- ......... 2018. ---·. ·--···-··$99,154 .. $928 •' ... ' $100,082 

·---~~~~--.. ·-·-·----··"--~·-· $160,909_ .......... ,--···-·-·$1.7,022 ____ ., .. !~?!~~?! .. _ 
-.......... ?~-?.~_ ... -····-----·····----- $166,219 _ -··--·-···!:!_1,7_12 $177,931 

2010 $171,705 $6,226 . $177,931 

-~2_0_1 _1_ ---··----~-----------~2-~~85 . .• . $47 . . . . $17,032.64. 

3.4 METROPOLITAN WATER DJSTRICT OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA SUBSIDY 

OCWD receives a subsidy of $250/af on water produced and delivered through 
the GAP. This subsidy is administered through the Loca I Resources Program 
from MWD. Currently a revised LRP subsidy agreement for GAP is being 
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developed. Bas~d on current and expected demands, GAP would receive 
$250/af for up to a maximum of 2,800 afy of recycled water delivered to regular 
customers (excludes OCSD deliveries). The revised agreement would also allow 
GWR System water to be sent to GAP (whether microfiltration (MF) or reverse 
osmosis (RO) treated} to supplement GAP to receive the full $250/af subsidy. All 
IRWD lntertie water for GAP would continue to receive the full subsidy. In 
addition, the $250/af would be fixed (i.e., not sliding scale as is currently · 
required) without annualized capital and operations and maintenance {O&M) cost 
reconciliations. The term of the agreement expires in the October 2016. 
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CHAPTER4 
ISSUES/CONCERNS 

There are various issues which affect the operation and cost of the Green Acres 
Plant. Thes€ include water quality concerns, separate treatment systems, and 
cost impacts. The issues are summarized below. 

4.1 WATER QUALITY 

4.1.1 ADVANCED PRlMARY 

The OCSD uses advanced primary treatment as a part of their treatment 
process. This treatment option involves adding anionic polymer to increase the 
settling in the first treatment stage (primary treatment). Depending on the type of 
polymer used, potential deleterie>us impacts on the GAP treatment may be 
inevitable. While chemical usage coordination takes place with OCSD 
consistently, a polymer that may help OCSD's treatment may hurt OCWD's GAP 
operations. Certain polymers prevent the GAP treatment processes from treating 
the higher turbidity water. Coordinating this use of polymer is a challenge to both 
OCWD and OCSD operations. 

4.1.2 TURBIDITY 

Turbidity fluctuations and spikes are common in secondary effluent received from 
OCSD. The GAP permit does not allow the plant to operate if the influent turbidity 
exceeds 10 nephelornetric turbidity units (NTU). While OCSD makes efforts to 
control this, it is an inevitable part of operating a large wastewater treatment 
faciJity. The filtration process that is used in the GAP treatment is sensitive to 
varying influent water quality. Filtration rates can sharply decline with these 
spikes causing serious reductions in water quality and flow in the plant output. 
This variability of influent turbidity was one of the reasons that microfiltration was 
chosen as a pretreatment step in the GWR System process as it is able to 
maintain consistent water quality throughout turbidity spikes. 

Turbidity spikes can occur due to various reasons. One example is if the 
activated sludge process at OCSD enters into a nitrification state and a chlorine 
residual is difficult to maintain, blowers need to be shut down to kill off the 
organisms. This would upset not only their plant but the GAP. Turbidities could 
average over 10.0 NTU caustng a plant upset. 

4.1.3 SALINITY 

Salinity is a concern for some end users of GAP recycled water. The treatment 
process at OCSD and in the GAP treatment plant does not remove salinity. This 
is a concern for two golf course users who elect not to use the GAP water during 
the summer months for watering their faitways and greens as it can result in 
dying grass. Currently, these two users have access to and have been 
periodically using potable water which is lower in salt content than the recycled 
water. There is a potential concern that this could impact other end users and 
may be a deterrent to future users. 
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GAP and the Groundwater Replenishment System (GWR System) both receive 
clarified secondary effluent from OCSD. When the GWR System is fully 
operational, it will take the majority of the OCSD water and treat it for 
groundwater recharge and injection into the seawater intrusion barrier. A smaller 
portion will be used to feed the GAP plant. The Water Production group, 
consisting of operators and maintenance staff, is responsible for the operations 
of both treatment facilities. With a new treatment plant being commissioned, it is 
anticipated that the major focus of the staff will be· operating the new GWR 
System efficiently. 

While the two treatment plants can be operated by the same staff, they are very 
different technologies and the filtration system of the GAP requires more labor 
per acre-foot produced than the microfiltration plant. Microfiltration produces a 
better water quality to the flocculation/ filtration system of GAP. 

4.3 SUPPLEMENTING GAP SUPPLIES WITH DEEP WELL WATER 

Because of the issues discussed above, the District needs to supplement the 
GAP water supply with deep well water to make up for shortages of untreatable 
high turbidity water from OCSD and to help with controlling salinity. This deep 
well water is rich in color and· low in salinity. It has been mainly used to satisfy 
flow shortages during water quality problems with OCSD. The deep well water is 
pumped from four deep wells owned and operated by OCWD. Because OCWD 
is pumping from its own groundwater basin, there is a reduction in the amount of 
available groundwater. This impact is also included in the cost of GAP water as 
the replenishment assessment multiplied by the amount extracted. There has 
been no indication that pumping from this colored zone has a negative impact on 
preventing seawater intrusion. While the deep well water is generally not 
potable, the wells are screened between the color and clear zones potentially 
drawing from both aquifers. This is a draw on the groundwater basin and is not 
the optimum supplement for the GAP supplies. Deep well water used in the GAP 
system is not eligible for the MWD Local Resource Program (LRP) subsidy 
offered through MWD. 
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5 ALTERNATIVES 

Five alternatives are listed below for consideration. Staff had begun evaluating 
additional options but was able to reduce the options after input from the Board 
and Producers. Preliminary cost estimates have been developed to support 
each of the options and are provided at the end of this section. All alternatives 
include a base cost of paying off the debt to construct GAP and the associated 
pipelines. These alternatives are not mutually exclusive and may be combined. 

5.1 _MAINTAIN CURRENT SYSTEM 

This alternative involves operating the plant in the same manner as it is currently. 
In January 2012, OCWD would stop serving OCSD and would not be required to 
take water from JRWD. Issues regarding this option have been discussed in 
Issues chapter. 

5.2 ·. ABANDON GAP SYSTEM 

This alternative involves decommissioning the entire GAP. The treatment plant, 
pump station, chlorine contact chamber, reservoir, and pipelines would need to 
be demolished. sold, or abandoned. This would discontinue delivery of recycled 
water supplies to over 50 customers. 

There are concerns regarding this alternative. While the end-user agreements 
are expired, there will be a cost to retrofit their connections to the city's potable 
distribution system. This is estimated at $1,250,000 ($25,ooo· a connection x 50 
connections). OCWD is not responsible for this cost but it would be a cost 
associated with abandoning the project. There is still a contractual obligation to 
provide water to OCSD (and receive water from IRWD) until January 2012. If 
GAP was decommissioned, OCWD would need to explore how to-be relieved of 
these two obligations. -

GAP was constructed at an approximate cost of $47 million. Approximately 
$3.3 million remains ·jn low interest Joans from the SWRCB. Based on the 
agreement, OCWD "shall not abandon, substantially discontinue use of, lease, or 
dispose of the Project or any significant part or portion thereof during the useful 
life of the Project without prior written approval of the State Board. Such approval 
may be conditioned as detennined to be appropriate by the State Board, 
including a condition requiring repayment of all or any portion of all remaining 
loan funds covered by this contract together with accrued interest and any 
penalty assessments which may be due." This could be a large one time 
expenditure on the annual budget if an immediate payment was required. 

A cost to demolish the GAP facilities has not been estimated. Some salvage 
costs may be expected and OCWD could actively market the Santa Ana 
Reservoir for resale. 

Coastal Producers would increase their normal groundwater production by 
approximately 1,500 afy (assuming a 75% BPP). There would be a reduction of 
deep well pumping (approximately 2j500) which would benefit the groundwater 
basin. 
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With the decommissioning of the GAP, operations staff would then be able to 
focus their attention on the startup and operation of the GWR System. It would 
reduce the challenges of staff operating two treatment facilities. 

5.3 SELL CAPACITY TO IRWD 

IRWD operates a recycled water facility which provides water to GAP during 
winter months. IRWD, the City of Newport Beach, and OCWD entered into an 
agreement related to the OCWD use of JRWD reclaimed water in 1996. In order 
for IRWD to reduce discharges of reclaimed water into the Upper Newport Bay, 
the agreement requires OCWD to accept between 4.6 and 7 .8 mgd of supplies 
for up to six winter months at a discounted rate of $84/af. A 24-inch intertie 
connection was constructed following execution of this agreement which allows 
for the introduction of IRWD reclaimed water into the OCWD GAP distribution 
system. OCWD shuts down operation of the Green Acres Plant during these 
months. OCSD is the primary user of GAP supplies in the winter and pays 
$168/af to OCWD for the supplies. This agreement expires in 2011. 

IRWD desires to maintain this relationship with the District whereby they can 
continue to send excess winter time reclaimed water to the District or OCSD. 
:rRWD may be interested insupplyingwaterto GAP:customers(excluding OCSD) 
throughout the year.·· IRWD tends to have less salinity in their water due to the 
·source of their wastewater. This could alleviate the concerns of the two golf 
course users who are currently connected to potable water. 

There are various options regarding the involvement of IRWD. If the treatment 
responsibilities are passed on to fRWD, the LRP subsidy should still be available 
to either IRWD or OCWD depending on the pricing structure arranged by both 
agencies. The options include: 

1. Let existing IRWD agreement expire in ·20-12 
2. · Exte1.7d current agreement with IRWD and Newport Beach 
3. Contract operation and maintenance or sell entire GAP System to lRWD 
4~ Contract operation and maintenance or sell Newport Beach branch to 

IRWD 

Option 1: . Let CurrentArrangement Expire in 2012. 

The agreement with IRWD and Newport Beach will expire in 2012. IRWD would 
continue to provide water to OCWD in the winter months until that time. 

'Option 2: Extend the Current Agreement with IRWD and Newport Beach 

The agreement with IRWD and Newport Beach could be renewed in 2012. 
IRWD, OCWD and City of Newport Beach may need to renegotiate terms of this 
agreement. 

Option 3: Contractor.Sell·Operations <JfGAP System to IRWD 

OCWD could hire IRWD to supply, operate and maintain the GAP system. IRWD 
would not be able to produce enough water to supply the entire GAP system until 
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2012 when the OCSD is no longer a user. There may be perception and 
institutional hurdles of IRWD operating in various water jurisdictions. 

Alternatively, OCWD could transfer ownership (sell) the GAP system to IRWD 
who would need to negotiate new agreements with the users and the 
participating producers. IRWD would own facilities in the Cities of Fountain 
Valley, Huntington Beach, Santa Ana, Costa Mesa, and Newport Beach. Some 
water agencies may have concerns about such an arrangement. 

This would allow OCWD to discontinue pumping deep well water as well as 
having coastal cities reduce groundwater pumping by continuing to rely on 
recycled water. IRWD may need to make improvements to the distribution 
system in order to satisfy minimum pressure requirements to have IRWD water 
reach the northwestern area of the GAP service area. 

Option 4: Contract or Sell Operations of Newport Beach Branch of GAP 
System to IRWD 

Options for this section of the GAP system are being separately provided 
because: (1) the Newport Beach golf courses served require a lower salinity . 
water supply which can force the District to pump well water to blend down the 
overall GAP plants TDS concentration; and {2) there could be fewer institutional 
issues. 

A. OCWD would contract with IRWD to supply, operate and maintain this 
section of the GAP system for the District. 

B. OCWD couJd transfer ownership (sell) of this portion of the GAP system to 
IRWD who would need to negotiate new agreements with the users and 
the City of Newport Beach. 

5.4 GWR SYSTEM MF TO PROVIDE RECYCLED WATER 

The GWR System treatment plant consists of three major treatment processes; 
MF, RO and an advanced oxidation process, which consists of ultraviolet (UV) 
light and hydrogen peroxide. Currently in the GWR System plant, membranes 
operate in conjunction with advanced oxidation processes to provide treatment of 
wastewater. MF is a low-pressure membrane process that removes suspended 
matter from water. MF specifically will be used to separate suspended and 
coUoidal solids including bacteria and protozoa from the OCSD secondary 
effluent. 

MF produces a quality of water very simllar to the flocculation/filtration system of 
GAP. WhHe the two treatment plants can be operated by the same staff, they are 
based on very different technologies and the filtration system of the GAP requires 
more labor per acre-foot produced than the MF process. 

This alternative would entail the decommissioning of the treatment plant portion 
of GAP and replacing that treatment step with MF. The GWR System was 
designed with pfping that would accommodate delivering excess MF product to 
the GAP chlorine contact basin for chlorination disinfection and then delivery (via 
the GAP pump station) to GAP customers. 
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Because the majority of the GAP System (distribution facilities, pumps station, 
and chlorine contact basin) is being used, it is not expected that the State Board 
would require an immediate payback on the low interest loans. A portion of the 
treatment plant would no longer be needed and there could be a cost to convert 
or demolish it. 

The GWR System production amounts (shown in Figure 5.1} for the first year of 
operation assume that GAP will continue to produce approximately 2,700 afy. 
Staff believes that with the storage in the GAP System, increased flows can be 
produced during the day with the excess MF capacity. This process will need to 
be examined when the operation of the GWR System begins and can be ramped 
upaccording to available flows from OCSD; An initial operational approach may 
entail ramping up MF production while decreasing the GAP treatment output. 

This alternative also allows a discontinuation of operating two separate 
reclamation treatment plants as addressed in the other alternatives. Coastal 
pumping would be reduced as reliance on deep well water would be removed. 

Finally, MWD has approved in concept the idea of MF water being eligible for the 
full GAP LRP subsidy. 

FIGURE 5-1: PRODUCTION OF GWR SYSTEM BASED ON OCSO FLOWS 

5.5 DEEP WELL WATER 

This alternative involves decommissioning the GAP treatment facility and relying 
entirely on deep well water for GAP customers. There is a concern that this is 
not the appropriate water resource message that the District should promote. 
Using groundwater supplies for irrigation and other non-potable uses is not a 
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prudent management practice for the groundwater basin when reclaimable water 
supplies are economically avaiable. 

This alternative would continue to impact the basin due to the groundwater 
pumping. There has been no indication that pumping from this colored zone will 
have a negative impact on preventing seawater intrusion. While the deep well 
water is generally not potable, the wells are screened between the color and 
clear zone potentially drawing up both supplies. This would be a draw on the 
groundwater basin and may not be the optimum supplement for the GAP system. 
Currently, four deep wells are used to extract the water from the basin. These 
may not provide enough production to meet the summer demands. 

This deep well water is high in color and low in salinity. Issues of perception may 
arise from the color and possible staining. Deep well water used in the GAP 
system is not eligible for the LRP subsidy offered through MWD. 

However, some benefits include the discontinuation of operating two separate 
reclamation treatment plants and a minimal maintenance cost to operate the 
pumps for the deep well water. 

5.6 COST COMPARISON 

Table 5.1 presents a cost comparison of the alternatives. The IRWD option(s) 
are not shown as the costs of that alternative would be based on negotiations 
with IRWD. . 

This cost comparison uses actual figures (Alternative 5.1) from the last full year 
of operation of GAP. This was in 2005-06. This comparison is valid until 2012 
when the IRWD/OCSD commitment ends. 

The table calculates: 

A. Total Expenses of each option. This includes operation and 
maintenance costs as well as any costs associated with IRWD 
purchases, deep well pumping, and replacement and refurbishment 
costs. 

B. Unit cost independent of revenues is calculated next. 

C. Total revenue from water sales and LRP subsidies. 

D. Net unit cost including the capital (or debt) component. 
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TABLE 5-1: COST COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES --------····--, .......... ~ .. , ........• ., .... ·-········--·-···-· 
,--.·,,.)'• ....... ,,.,., · .. :·-···~~ ... ·--~·,.., ___ ,.,, .......... •~---1 .. ,,-.#,, ...... ~ .. --.......... _________________ _ 

Acre-Feet . 
......... ,, .. 11,.,, .. ..- ... - .. - ___ .... ,..,,,,- ...... ~ ............. .__. ., ................ ~--- ............ --···· 1 .. -~ _., ........ ..,,_. ___ ,.. ___ ...._, .. ____ ~_ ... ,. ___ ,_ .. ______ ..,_,._, •• -.-~--.,--~-~---· .............. _,,._ .. ,._ .. ,., ..... , ..... - ......................... , .... , ............... ,.....,,,,....,,, '· . ._,.,. .......... . 

Total Production 05-06 7114 
,..,..,_,•,:<1,>7\~Y ,•.~r-,.,-..-,,,,,.,,,.,'1·•~•-:..__.._ ........ ....,. _________ ,, . .,_ · • , . ., •• ,,.~.,~,'• .,., ... ,..._f .......... ,...,.~ ..,,,-.,,., It, ,,•r,.'<t(,,•'.,i._.e,k/t;,.l,.,-:-;·;--,-,.. ~-~:".••,,,•.,, ·~ ~,, . ......,.--,~,•,•·•"•"'~ ....,, _ ... , -·•· ,, ...... .._;, 
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IRWD Purchas~:'·----~---···<·-·-·=~-·"·-"··---- --------· 2354 -----,.·-----·····"--·"· .......... -~----~-··"·-·---" ......... ., ....... .,.-............................. . 
De~p Wei I . . . 2055.1 

,§i ~AP Pr~d.~cti~·n . . . . . . 27.04.9 . . . . . . . . . . . - .. . . 
F;:~..;t=c::.n:o·o·~;.., 

.. . !~~~~ 
n•; ..... .- ..... ,.-~ .. ,··--------- ,, ·"'"·""'' , -··~-"-----·-~---··"···--""·-··-·····" Current ......... ,., ........ Option_1 ............. - Optfon.2 ... ,, .. , ..... oeuon 3 ·--·-··· 
Capital l!'}P!~Y~~-~~-!~.:~~9uired {af!nuallzed) _____ .......,.. ________ , ____ ., ___ ~,.,,,. ___ .. J!J.~]-~_. __ ;., ........ ~ ... !.?.~.. . .... , .......... , .... " .. ·"-··· .. . 

___ ,.._,,._ .... _,, .. , _ _,y ., , .... ... ..... - ..... -~· ............ _ ... __ .·._ •• • ... ·o> ... _ _. ..... ~, •• _ .... ,.~~------ ... -----·-- ... ~ .... -~ ... ., .... _ ... ,,,. ••••• ~ ........ _,. ··~· -.~--~· ···-·- .... ~ •••••• 

. ,...Qgeration. and Mai ntena nee "-.~ ........ , ..... .,. , ........ , ... ,. ... , .... ,, ..•. .,., . .,, ..... ___ .............. ____ .,_ ........... ,,. ··"·-:»-~· .... ., •... .,.,c, .. h.,c _ , •• ,, .. 

Treatment . . . . .. . . ..: . . .. $ •. . . 60,000 $ - $ 2001000 $ 
Cblorination .... ·-····-----· .... ··--·-·····---·------. -·---· .. ------::----·:-"·--·----$··-···--·-53,600 ·. $ . . . - . $ . . 53,600 . $ ---·-·53~600 ... 

_, .... .-.. E.~~~i9~ .. Qff~[t.~-,-... ---·---···-----·-- ' . . . ·$ 459.776 i $··--,-·--- - $ . 4.59,77§ ... -J .. _ ..... :4.~~.77~ .. 

Trea~:1~ ~l;~b~ii-... -..... ~ .. -·-- ---·--··-··--·- ··-··--··--·-·--~~-.,.-.. . ... ·· · }·--·- ---:~~:!i:} ... i ---·.··· -· ··· · _ .c. ~----·~ .. - __ 

1~~~~.~~- ... ) ............ ~.9~~~!~ . 
·--~~--., ., J-abor .-.. -·-···--·-·--·-~----'--·-·-.. ~-- • . . ta • • :-.· 1 . . • $ ,_., G2?tc37? ••·• $ ·-· ,,., , , _$_ ''" 209,000,... $ , ----· 50,000 •. 

Subtotal . . . .. . . . $ 1,008~784 .. . $ 1,031,412 $ 669,289 ....... ··---·-----· --····----------- ··---· ···- . r-··~---·-~-- .. r •. - ~--------·-·"··-·---· .-.. -.,· ........... ,_ •. --· ,_ .... '.,, -- • . .• "'" ,, , .. , •• ..-., ........... ,.., ,,, ' •..• .,,, .................................... .. 

... Q~~-R,yY~(B.~pl~~l~h-~.~PL:, ___ ,,,,,,"·'·•'"" .. -,.,.,, .. ,._,, ... _, __ Q,,.,, •.•. ,, ...... _ .. ,, _____ t ........ :~.I?..L?.?2 ... -.~L.,.,.,.,., ..... , .,$ , ........... ~ .... L .. -~..Q~_4,~qQ. .. .. 
Irvine Ranch Water District Water Purchi!ses_ .. _·--·-····-·· __ $_ .. ___ 169,298 .. $ __ ................. - -·-·$ ..... ,,.169,298 .... J ....... 169,298 ... 

·. R&R Contdbuttori ·---. ··---- . . $ 200,000 $ " . $ .. .. 200,000 $ 25,000 ··:·exienses (TotaiL. ____ _, __ . -.. -~---·---·-·'-·-----·--···---- -------· .. ··-:·· .. • ..... _,.,,,. ___ $ 1,850,755 -·---·s-----{81131-4f ·---(--·1·,~i'10,·468 ... u •' $, ... 1_i95li',3ss_ . ., 
.. Q&M-.Co.n,pp~ent(pe~ 1ac.rerfo~t}... . __ ,.., ................. - ... ---. ··- -·--·-- ..... -..... $ .. - .. , .. , ... _260_ .. ,, ......... _, ................ rn ..... _ •• s .................. 200_.. $ ..... , .. 275 
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- - -- . . . . . . . . . .. . - . . $ ~33~340 $ ... · ..... $ • 833,34.0 $ 833,340 
Fou.ntai~-·va.liey---.. -. ----·" .... . .. ·--·-· .. . . $···-·ft--352,881 ..•• $ .... ·------,··~- ·-·s·-··:···35.2 aar·--· "s····--.. 352.881 
MCWD ·-···-·---·--·-·---·--w·--··-- ..... ____ ·_. , ... · .... ·........ $ 217,.175 ----............. __ . $ __ ,,_211:r1.s :: $ -_2-11:_1z5--

... _ ... ".''"·" Newport Beach ,.,_.,.,~~,,---. --- -·--··n·--------..... ,. _________ t_,____ 82,490 _,J,.,.--'----~ ........ L ........ ?~,i~9 _____ $__, ..... ~:? ... ~Q 
SantaAna ~-- . . $ 51,430 $ $ 51,430 $ 51,430 ___ ,.,._,.,. .............. ,:-,-.... ------ .,.,..,.. _ __.,, •.,,-'-'...._,..., •·;~,,.,.,,_-.,.,t..,_._..._ __ ,a_i..,,~-"-.._"'~~-"----'"'-"'•-•,.,,,,. ___ ., ............ .,. ................................ ,.I'-~ .,.,~•,,.,,_, • ...,'"'_.,.,._....... __ ,,_..,~ •·"·' ~·~'• ~-

Local Resourc~s Program (LRP) from 
Metropolitan Water District . . . .. . . $ 514,000 $ . - $ 514i0O0 .___,,. · .~!".',,. ,,. ' ' , , ' ,,... ··,.,,...,..,., -----·-,••- .~•.1/">,/)· •. nd...,,,,>, .. ,.,),n1,.. ........... __ ,..._..,.., ____ , ••• ,...,•,-n._.~....,,...._l'-•I.·.,~,' · ,......,....__.,._ ,_.4,.__.., __ .. ..__.,...,.,.. .. .,~,.,._~ .. :, ,'.,· •.. ,~~,.· --.., .. · _..._ ..... ,., •. , ···• __ .._ __ __._,-,.,.,., __ ., • 

--.,.----'----'----·-·-••·•--..... , .. ,,,. .. '", .... ·,u·····-~-- .~~~~- .. ,·1~r,~····----·--------Moh-·~·-... _.,,....,..,.,,., ... ~,--1., ,,, ______ ___, .......... , 

TOT AL REVENUE 
>1 ......... _.,;,.: ............. ~ ... --i,,..,.. •• · .............. -· ..... ·-·--· _ .. _ ... ,~--,-· -~)'•4'"•·;,> ... ,.,,., ,, , ••. ,.. • ___ ,.,, __ ..,_ • ••• , $ .21051~316 __ ,$_ ................ -.~ ...... .S.. 2,051,31_6,.,..,$ .. _1,537,316 __ _ 

... ~-~.~~--.<PE~fit} _________ ~--- . . . . ·-----~··. . ··---· . . . $ Jl.Q.9.i§.§JL ... J ...... :- ........ ~----t .... (~4ii41)··-;·J· .. ~-: -~421jJ.1i· 
""~·•"•'••••·--~"-, .• ,-, ............. ,~: ..... · .• · ........ ,~•·', ""·•=~·,,.ru .. ,..,,....,,. · • •' • ,.:.· .... , ..... .' - ............ ""· ·...,,. ..... .,. . .__.,.., ......... ..,, • ....,, .. ....,_,._.,..,,~ . ...,,. "'•t·n<i,J(;"·,, ln" 

Debt 
... ., ............ 9.~~L ........................ --··-·····-···----······---···------····---.. ····· -"· . _, .... ····-~·-~--,,-· s 2.500.000 i--iJ9..Q~P.~9~ ....... ; .. 2!.?.oo.ooo $ _ 2,soo.000 

State Loans ------.,... .. ·. . ·. . . ._. $ 500,000 $ 500,000 $ . 500~000 $ . 500,000 .f~iC~:::~~:~~~~~~----.. , .. -..... -... , ....... ~--·--"-.. ·---------···- .:.·~:-~:-:.~~::::~.:-~:=~-~~~--............ _ ... f ..... 3,000,000 $ 3,000,000 s -~~i~~.QgA .. q:o.~: ·t .. )!tj~·~,9.~f. 
_ _Q_~bt Payment (per acre~foott_ ____________ ~-----·----------·!____ 422 $ 422 ......... L ... "· ... ,.~?.~ .... 1 ........ ---~~2 . . . 

~·•'•', ''" ., •. • •• '"'' J• •._ ....... ·.~,-,.,1 .• , ............ _....., • ., • -,,._.,.._,._,.,.y.,..,....,..,_.........,_~ ......... • .. •.;.•~ .,_~- .. "'u•, . • M •. , •.' U•l.,, ... ~>'·" ~--..,_,...,. ,.,.,.,,..,.,.,..,..,.,,,.,.,,...,.,.~ ........ - .... ~ ....... ·'-*"' • ,,, .. ,._,,,,., ,-, w.-,,.-.._..~,. • "" 

Net Cost after Debt Paym,ents.... . . ............ -----.. ---·· , . -~. , "'" ,.,. ''""'"·-··-·$ ... 2,799,439, __ ,~$ .. ,2,918 1~86 _____ $ .. _2,359, 1_53 .. _ $ ____ 3,421,072 
_ Unit Gost (per acre~foot) . .,,.,., .. , ..... ,,, .... ____________ ,.· .... ~-----··"•··· "' .... , .. _ -~--$., .~--·-"' . }94 ....... $ ·-~---. 410 . .. s _·-••oF ,,. }32 .... _$_ .......... ___ 481 
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CHAPTER6 
RECOMMENDA"TlONS 

6 RECOMMENDATION 

Based on the issues presented, the alternatives available to OCWD and the 
startup of the GWR System, staff recommends proceeding with Alternative 5.4. 
This involves using the excess microfiltration capacity to provide water to the 
GAP system. It is proposed to continue use of the GAP pump station, the· 
chlorine contact chamber and reservoir and distribution system. Based on the 
cost analysis, this alternative is the least costly for the District and increases 
operational efficiencies of Water Production staff. The demolition of the treatment 
portion of the plant is not included. This may not be required as the building 
houses the effluent pump station which would still need to be operated. Figure 
6.1 identifies a timeline of important milestones in the future of GAP. 

Figure ff.1 -Timeline· 
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This recommended alternative does not preclude OCWD from continuing to 
~discuss options ofleasing or selling portions of the GAP capacity to IRWD. A 
cost basis has been developed that will allow the District to evaluate if it is 
beneficial to proceed with a saJe or lease option with IRWD. 
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CHAPTER 6 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

This recommended alternative would entail a staged approach to using MF as 
the main treatment step. As the GWR System plant starts up and operates in 
regular mode, water production staff can begin introducing MF water into the 
GAP system. If at any point, this option requires increased costs (compared to 
the current operation)1 the process can be revaluated. This would also be done 
as water is available from OCSD. The Ellis Avenue Pump Station being 
constructed by OCSD will provide additional flows to Plant 1 for reclamation. 
This faci!Hy will allow the GWR System to receive increased flows. Until that 
time, operations staff will take advantage of higher daytime flows to produce both 
GWR and GAP supplies to meet demands. 

This approach wiJI require regulatory approval though the Regional Water QuaJity 
Control Board and California Department of Public Health. It is anticipated that 
this should not be problematic as MF water has been used for GAP previously. 

Aside from operational changes, it is recommended that OCWD consider 
"renegotiating" the retailer agreements with the four retailers. The agreements' 
initial term is 25 years (which ends as early as 2013 and as late as 2016). If 
OCWD desires to renegotiate or terminate the agreements, it would have to 
notify the retailer in writing "at leastfour years prior to expiration of the initial 
term" (Section 9.2 in most agreements). Thus, OCWD, if it so choose, should 
start the "notification/ renegotiation process now. Each agreement is very similar 
to the others in content, which means they all should be renegotiated at the same 
time as a group. 
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Groundwater Replenishment System 
Development. Oporation and Maintenance Agreement 

H964J1 v7; W2NJ07l,DOC 

EXECUTION VERSION 

JOINT EXERCISE OF POWERS AGREEMENT FOR THE 
DEVELOPMENT, OPERATION AND MAJNTENANCE OF 

THE GROUNDWATER REPLENISHMENT SYSTEM 
AND THE GREEN ACRES PROJECT 

November 12, 2002 



Groundwater Repl0nishment System 

Davt3lopmant, Operatfon and Maintenance Agreemont 

(c) Automobile Liability, 
including non-owned and hired 
vehicJes 

EXECUTION VERSION 

$1,000,000 combined single limit per 
occurrence 

Each Party shall name the other Party as an additional named insured on all of the 
above listed policies (other than Worker's Compensation)_. Each Party shall furnish 
certificates of insurance showing coverage to the other Party. Where a Party, by its 
Board of Directors approval, has elected to partially or fully self-insure any of the above 
required coverages, it shall provide to the other Party all the relevant written policies 
and' actions to establish said programs. 

46. Reclaimed Water Service To The Sanitation District. The Water District 
may detiver Reclaimed Water to the Sanitation District on the terms and conditions set 
forth in this Agreement. provided however, that the Water District is not obligated to 
deliver any specific quantity of Reclaimed Water to the Sanitation DistriGt. 

46.1 Cost-ofRedaimed Water. During the period of July 1, 2001 through 
June 30, 2002 the Sanitation District has paid to the Water District one hundred and fifty 
dollars ($150) per acre-foot for Reclaimed Water that the Water District delivers to the 
Sanitation District. This rate shall be adjusted as of June 30, 2002 and annually 
thereafter by the lower of (i) the change in the U. S. Consumer Price Index for Los 
Angeles - Riverside - Orange County for the preceding year or (ii) 2.5%. 

46.2 _Quality,ofRedaimed Water; Subject to Section 54, the Reclaimed 
Water to be provided to the Sanitation Drstrict by the Water District shall meet the 
Reclaimed Water Standards and shall be reclaimed by tertiary treatment or other 
effective disinfection treatment that is acceptable to both of the Parties. 

46.3 Minhnum Delivery of Project RecJaimed Water. Until January 15, 20i 2, 
the Water District may deJlver, and the Sanitation District shall accept if delivered, 
Reclaimed Water on a continuous basis of not less than 4.2 mgd average, calculated on 
a yearly basis. Water District shall deliver Reclaimed Water to the Sanitation District at a 
pressure of no fess than 105 pounds per square inch (105 psi). Sanitation District 
warrants that flow demand requirements shall be a minimum of 1000 gpm daily average 
and not exceed an instantaneous combined maximum flow for the Sanitation District's 
Reclamation Plants 1 and 2 of 3500 gallons per minute (5 mgd). The Water District, 
with thirty (30) minutes advance notice to the Sanitation District, may suspend deliveries 
to the Sanitation Distrfct if the secondary effluent from the Sanitation District does not 
meet the requirements for Specification Influent. The Water District may resume 
deliveries when the secondary effluent meets the requirements for Specification Influent 
for a period of at least two (2) hours. After January 15, 2012, the minimum average 
daily requirement shall no longer apply. 

46.4 Ownership of Green Acres Proiect Reclaimed Water Facilities. 
Sanitation District shall own, operate and maintain at its own expense all wastewater 
treatment facilities that lie within the boundaries of its two plants, specifically excluding 
the Water District's pump station at Plant No. 1 and metering facilities at Sanitation 
District's Plant No. 2. Water District shall own, operate and maintain at its own expense 
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AGREEMENT 

This Agreement is entered into this 17th day of Ju 1 Y , 1996, by and betvveen 

the Orange County Water District (OCWD) , the Irvine Ranch Water District (IRWD), and 

the City of Newport Beach (City). 

Recitals~ 

A The Parties support projects which beneficially use Reclaimed Water (for 

purposes of this Agreement, the term 'Reclaimed Water1 generally means water which 

fully satisfies Title 22 standards)j without adversely impaciing the environment and which 

are cost effective or have positive cost benefit ratios; 

B. IRWD is the proponent of the Wettands Water Supply Project (WVVSP) 

which consists of a two (2) year Demonstration Phase (Demonstration Phase) and a 

subsequent Permanent Phase (Permanent Phase). The Demonstration Phase and the 

Permanent Phase each contemplate a winter (October 1 through March 31) discharge of 

a maximum of five (5) million gallons per day (mgd) of Reclaimed Water into waterfowl 

ponds (Duck Ponds) for a seven (7) day detention period with subsequent discharge into 

San Diego Creek and a summertime San Diego Creek ''low flow11 diversion component; 

C. IRWD's implementation of WNSP will achieve the following objectives 

(collectively referred to as Project Objectives): 

1. Provide a source of water to irrigate the Duck Ponds and marsh mitigation 

areas (MMAts) consistent with the WWSP Environmental Impact Report (EIR) and 

nr.WD DOC. &r6.. 7- /.(,~ . 
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tRWD's obligations pursuant to the Grant Deed from The Irvine Company (TIC) to IRWD 

dated December 28th, 1995. 

2. Use Reclaimed Water for beneficial purposes. 

3_ Reduce the amount of nutrients flowing into Newport Bay during the 

summer. 

4. Modify the amount of contributions to the County Sanitation District of 

Orange County (CSDOC) to more closely correspond with actual IRWD usage of CSDOC 

facilities. 

5. Provide data relative to water quality and existing flora and fauna in 

Newport Bay that would be useful to the Santa Ana Regional Water Quality Control Board 

(SARWQCB) in setting standards pursuant to the Clean Water Act to protect and 

enhance bay water quaHty. 

D. On July 1. 1996, SARWQCB approved Orders 96-2 (the Permit) and 96-3 

which authorized IRWD to implement VVVVSP subject to certain conditions and 

restrictions, 

E. City has been activety seeking measures which would allow the scientific 

community to better evaluate the potential impacts of VWVSP and alleviate concerns 

expressed by certain members of the public and the scientific community about possible 

impacts of \N\/vSP on Newport Bay, wrthout interfering with IRWD's abiHty to achieve all or 

substantially all of the Project Objectives; 
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F. The Parties have identified a series of actions, projects, and permits (Basic 

Integrated Reuse Project) pursuant to which some of the Reclaimed Water otherwise 

used in conjunction with VWVSP would be transmitted to OCWD for beneficial use ot 

lawful disposal. 

. G. IRWD and City have identmed additional actions or projects whichl if 

implementedt could achieve Project Objectives on an interim basis1 and possibly on a 

permanent basis, with discharge reductions or no discharge of Reclaimed Water into San 

Diego Creek or Newport Bay 

H. The Parties desire to establish the tenns and conditions pursuant to which 

they are willing to implement those components of the Basic Integrated Reuse Project, 

modify the amount of Reclaimed Water to be discharged pursuant to the Permit, establish 

the criteria that must be saUsfied to preclude discharge of Reclaimed Water pursuant to 

the Permit for the period from October 1. 1996 to March 31, 1997 and to identify the 

additional issues that must be resolved to achieve, or possibly exceed, Project Objectives 

without Reclaimed Water discharges. 

1. BASIC INTEGRATED REUSE PROJECT: 

The Basic Integrated Reuse Project consists of the components specified in this 

_ Section. The Parties shall perform in accordance with their respective obligations 

provided all conditions precedent have been satisfied. 
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A. GREEN ACRES PHASE II (GAP II). GAP II is a water pipeline with a 

nominal capacrty of 7.8 mgd to be constructed from the current terminus of OCWD's 

"Phase 1'1 facility to the point of intersection with the lntertie as determined in the ASL 

Study and then extended to Newport Beach to serve End-users. OCWD shall pay the 

entire cost of GAP II. OCWD shall commence the design of GAP U when City has 

contributed $500,000 toward End-user retrofits which will increase the cost-benefit ratio of 

GAP II to 1.5 or more, and shall commence construction of GAP II when City has 

complied with its obligation to obtain End-user Agreements; 

B. INTERTlE. The lntertie is a water pipeHne with a nominal capacity of 7.8 

mgd to be constructed between the Michelson Water Reclamation Plant (MWRP) and 

GAP II. IRWD shall pay the entire cost of designing and constructing the lntertie. IRWD 

shall commence the design of the lntertie when City has contributed $500,000 to OCWD 

for GAP II and shall authorize OCWD to commence construction of the lntertie when City 

has complied with Its obligation to obtain End-user Agreements. 

C. OCWD FLOW ACCEPTANCE COMMITMENTS. OCWD shaJI accept at 

least 4.6 mgd, and up to 7.8 rngd, of Reclaimed Water from IRWD (the additional 3.2 mgd 

is sometimes referred to as Excess Flows) during 1he period from October 1 through 

March 31. These commitments are subject to the following conditions: 

(1) Completion of GAP II and the lntertie; 

(2) The execution of a written agreement between CSDOC and OCWD 

pursuant to which CSDOC commits to accept from OCWD at least 4.2 mgd of Reclaimed 
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Water during the period from October 1 through March 31 for a period of fifteen (15) 

years, and to pay OCWD for the Reclaimed Waler at a rate per acre foot equal to 

OCWD's cost to treat secondary water to a tertiary standard; 

(3) IRWD's commitment to supply 4.6 mgd of Reclaimed Water on a 

continuous basis for the frfteen {15) year term of this Agreement; 

(4) IRWD's commitment to suppry a total of 7.8 mgd of Reclaimed Water (the 

4.6 mgd described in 1.C(3) and an additional 3.2 mgd) on a basis to permit peaking by 

OCWD up to 7.8 mgd for up to fifteen percent (15%) of any twenty-four (24) hour period 

for the fifteen (15) year tenn of this Agreement; 

( 5) IRWD's commitment to sell at feast 4.6 mgd of Reclaimed Water for no 

more than fifty percent (50%) of the price CSDOC-pays OCWD for the Reclaimed Water 

and to receive no consideration for any Reclatmed Water in excess of 4.6 mgd except to 

the extent that OCWD receives consideration for the sale of some or all of the Excess 

Flows to any third party and, as appropriate, the framework for determining that 

consideration; 

(6) IRWD's commitment to resolve, in good faith, issues refated to water 

subsidies for Reclaimed Water, and Reclaimed Water transmission rates during peak 

period of demand; and 

D. JRWDts FLOW TRANSMISSION. COMMITMENTS. IRWD shall transmit at 

least 4.6 mgd of Reclaimed Water to OCWD during the period from October 1 through 

March 31 subject to the following: 
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(1) Completion of GAP II and the lntertie; 

(2) Satisfaction of the conditions precedent to OC\ND's Flow 

Acceptance Commitments; 

(3) OCWD's paymen1 for at least 4.6 mgd of Reclaimed Water at a rate 

not to exceed fifty percent (50%) of the price CSDOC pays OCWD for the Reclaimed 

Water; 

E. CJTY COMMITMENTS. City commits to do the following; 

(1) Obtain fully executed End-user Agreements with Major Purchasers 

of Reclaimed. Water within the corporate limits · of City (Big Canyon Country Club and 

Newport Beach Country Club are among the End~users considered to be Major 

Purchasers and agreements with them are essentiaf). City shall use its best efforts ta 

obtain 1hese agreements on or before October 11 1996. OCWD and City shaJI amend the 

Green Acres Agreement to allow for the sale of Reclaimed Water above the current price 

ceiling. 

(2) City shall contribute $500,000 towards End-user retrofits which wilf 

increase the cost benefit ratio of GAP U to 1.5 or more. IRWD will loan City the $500 1000 

at a rate of interest equal to 6.4% , with the loan to be repaid over fifteen (15) years in 

annual payments beginning twelve {12) months after the receipt of the loan. The loan 

proceeds will be available within thirty {30) days after a written request of IRWD submitted 

by City at any time subsequent to the effective date of this Agreement. 
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2. CONSTRUCTION OF BASJC INTEGRATED REUSE PROJECT: 

A The Parties agree that OCWD will be designated as the lead agency for the 

construction of GAP II and the lntertie. The Parties agree to use their best efforts to 

ensure that GAP II and the lntertie are constructed and installed on or before October 11 

1997. Toward that end, the Parties agree to do the following: 

(1) OCWD agrees· to phase the construction of GAP II such that the 

initial portion· of the facility to be constructed is the pipeHne from the current tenninus of 

Phase J to the point · of connection with the lntertie (generally at the intersection of 

University and Jamboree); 

(2) OCWD agrees to consolidate the construction of the lntertie and 

GAP II under the same contract, with the same construction management; 

(3) The Parties agree to use their best efforts to expedite permit 

issuance, permit review, or plan check, including the assignment of personnel capable 

and willing to expedite, review or approve necessary plans or permfts. 

8. City, OCWD, and IRWD each agree to pay up to one third of the cost, not to 

exceed $30,000 each,· of retaining engineering consultant who shall act as a Project 

Manager to implement and coordinate the timely completion of all components of the 

Basic Integrated Reuse Project. 
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3. FLOW CONSrDERA TIONS 

A. fRWD and OCWD agree to meet and confer to develop mutually acceptable 

adjustments to the flow commitments specified in this Agreement in 1he event of any 

change in winter Reclaimed Water demand, provided, however, lRWD will not initiate 

discharge of any Reclaimed Water into San Diego Creek as a result of any flow 

commitment modification implemented pursuant to this subsection: 

B. In the event IRWD's ability to deliver 4.6 mgd of Reclaimed Water is 

interrupted or reduced due to operational conditions or other circumstances, and it is 

necessary for OCWD to supply Reclaimed Water from another source, IRWD will pay 

OCWD at on~half the CSDOC rate for the Reclaimed Water supplied by OCWD during 

such period. 

4. WWSP DISCHARGE REDUCTIONS 

A. In consideration of City's commitments pursuant to Subsection 4.8 (1)-(4) 

and Section 5, IRWD agrees not to discharge more than 3.2 mgd of Reclaimed Water 

pursuant to the Permit. 

B. In consideration of IRWD's commitment to reduce WWSP discharges, City 

agrees; 

(1) Not to file ·an appeal of the Pennit; 

(2) Not to file or support any legal challenge to the Permit or the WNSP 

EIR; 
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(3} To request modification of AB 3344 to fadlitate implementation of 

son:-,e or all of the provisions of this Agreement. 

(4) To support amendment of IRWD's consolidated NPDES permit to 

authorize use of reclaimed water in the MMA's for irrigation of vegetation in a manner that 

does not result in any discharge·of Reclaimed Water to San Diego Creek. 

5. INTERIM WWSP DISCHARGE RESTRICTIONS 

IRWD agrees not to discharge Reclaimed Water pursuant to the Permit during the 

period from October I, 1996 through and including March 31, 1997 subject to satisfaction of 

the following: 

A. CSDOC agrees, on or before October 1, 1996, to calculate IRWO flows to 

CSDOC for the purpose of determining Capital Outlay Revolving Fund and Annual Equity 

Adjustment as if IRWD was exercising the Permit pursuant to provisions of this 

Agreement (discharging 3.2 mgd of reclaimed water into San Diego Creek); 

8. SARWQCB acknowledges that the additional modeling and monitoring as 

determined pursuant to Subsection C will, if used with the data derived from a simulated 

two month operation of the VWvSP (actual operation except for discharge) satisfy the first 

year ofthe Demonstration Phase; 

C. City and IRWD shall, on or before September 1, 1996 agree on any 

modifications to the internal monitoring program, the external monitoring program. and the 

model used to analyze the potential impacts of the discharge necessary or appropriate to 
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ensure the most accurate scientific evaluation of the Demonstration Phase of \fi.N\/SP. 

City and IRWD shall cooperate with SARWQCB staff in evaluating modifications to the 

monitoring program required by the Permit to ensure scientific accuracy of the 

Demonstration Phase without increasing the costs of monitoring above those required to 

evaluate V\/1/\/SP in accordance with the Permit. City shall fund the initial costs 

associated with the additional -0r modified monitoring or modeling up to a maximum of 

$151000. IRWD shall fund additional costs in excess of the City's initial contribution up to 

a maximum of $30,000 ($15,000 from City and $15 1000 from IRWD). City and IRWD shall 

attempt to reach agreement regarding any additional costs in excess of $30,000 . 

D. City has obtained fully executed End-user Agreements with the Major 

Purchasers; 

E. In the event the preconditions to 0 no discharge" (A,B,C and D of this 

Section) have not been satisfied on or before October 1, 1996, IRWD shall be entitled to 

discharge up to 3.2 mgd of Reclaimed Water only if it has received all necessa,y permits, 

approvals and authorizations1 provided, however, IRWD shalJ cease discharge of 

Reclaimed Water pursuant to the Permit if all preconditions to "no discharge" have been 

satisfied on or before December 1, 1996, the cessation of discharges will not prejudice 

JRWD and the City pays for any costs associated with the cessation of discharges. 

F. In the event the preconditions to "no dischargen are fully satisfied on or 

before -October 1, 1996, and subsequent to the simulated operation of WNSP as well as 

at least two months of the summertime low flow diversion. City and IRWD shall meet and 
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confer relative to preparation of, and then issue, a joint report on the data received during 

monitoring and, to the extent that science will permit, any conclusions that can 

reasonably be drawn from the data. This report, which shall be presented to the Newport 

Beach City Council. the IRWD Board of Directors and the SARWQCB shall address, at a 

minimum, the following: 

(1 )' Nutrient and other constituent reductions achieved in the Duck 

Ponds during the winter and summer, 

(2) The extent to which WNSP discharges would impact nutrient and 

other constituent levels in Newport Bay during the winter and summer; 

(3) The extent to which the discharges would function to stimulate or 

arrest the growth of algae and other plant-life; 

(4) The location and extent of salinity dilution as well as the likely impact, 

if any, on flora and fauna in and around Newport Bay; and 

(5) The public health risks, if any, posed by the discharges. 

G. In the event there is no discharge of Reclaimed Water pursuant to the 

Permit during the period from October 1, 1996 through March 31, 1997, then the initial 

discharge pursuant to the Permit shall commence on Ociober 1, 1997 at the rate of 3.2 

mgd subject to further reduction or elimination pursuant to Section 6 .. 
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6. LONG TERM "NO DISCHARGE11 SCENARIO 

A. City and IRWD agree to use their best efforts to reach agreement on ways 

to fully achieve Project Objectives without the discharge of Reclaimed Water into San 

Diego Creek or Newport Bay. City and IRWD acknowledge that development of a long 

term "no-discharge" scenario requires the resolution of the issues identified in this 

section. 

B. OCWD has expressed a willingness to accept 7 .6 rngd of Reclaimed Water 

from IRWD on a continuous basis during the period from October 1 through March 31 if it 

has the ability to beneficially use, or lawfully dispose of, excess flows. The Parties have 

been advised that disposaJ of excess flows directly into 1he outfaU facility ma;ntained by 

CSDOC is feasible and is estimated to cost approximately $100,000. Accordingly, by 

January, 1997, there must be an agreement between the City and IRWD regarding the 

preparation of, and payment for, all necessary environmental documents, the processing 

and approval of all necessary permfts, the design and construction of any physical facility 

necessary to discharge, and payment of all costs related to the actual discharge or 

transmission of, that portion of the excess flows that OCWD is unable to beneficially.use. 

C. To satisfy Project Objectives and its obligations pursuant to the Grant Deed, 

IRWD must have a reliable source of water to irrigate the Duck Ponds and the MMA's 

from October 1 through March 31. Possible sources of irrigation water include San 

Diego Creek and Reclaimed Water which is retreated and distributed to IRWD's 

customers. Diversion of flows from San Diego Creek during the winter will· involve the 
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construction of an fnstream facility which may require environmental documentation and 

mrtigation. The cost of construction is uncertain as is the source of funding. IRWD is 

uncertain · about operational feasibiltty issues, includjng the cost to retreat Reclaimed 

Water used to irrigate the Duck Ponds and MMA's. City and rRWD shall discuss, in good 

faith, the irrigation alternatives, the responsibiHty for implementing the preferred 

alternative and the funding of any costs associated with the preferred alternative. 

D. WWSP has the potential to significantly reduce nutrients in Newport Bay 

durjng the summer. The external monitoring program and the baseline characterization 

studies will provide the SARWQCB with information helpful to establishment of standards 

pursuant to the Clean Water Act and other actions which will improve bay water quality. 

City and IRWD will attempt, in good faith, to reach agreement on continued summertime 

creek diversions, monitoring,_ and other activity important to improvement in bay water 

quality in the event IRWD is not obligated to do so because it is not discharging pursuant 

to the Permtt. 
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(7) TERM. 

The term of this Agreement shall expire at the end of the fifteen year period 

described in Section 1 (C) (2} , 

Approved as to Form: 

Approved as to Form: 

By (!id&/df? 
General Counsel 
Orange County Water District 

Approved as to .Form: 

F:\cat\bumham\lrwdocw2.doc 
7/16/96 

Irvine Ranch Water District 

Orange County Water District 

By~~ 
President, 

Bykj .· .· 
General Manager 

City of Newport Beach 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 

subject: 
Attachments:· . 

John and Craig -

Herndoh, Roy 
Monday, December 14, 2009 12:43 PM 
Keri nedy, John;. Millerr Craig 
FW:.R.edainted Water 
Reclaimed.·Water.doc; CjWRSWatetNeUtral 6tNot.xls 

It's good to remind the Producers how direct purchase of reclaimed water affects the BPP calculation. Following are my 
comments: 

Regarding the last· paragraph, "developing reclaimed supplies" can· be taken different· ways; · Counting reclaimed water as 
"neutral" for BPPpurposes has .certainly not impacted OCWD from developing the GWRS. The "neutral" issue does, 
however, disincentivize producers from takirig GWRSwater directly,· as explained below. 

. . 

I prepared the. attached spreadsheet with. 3 scenarios {base case, 2 alternatives) fo figure outthe irnpactto a hypothetical 
participating (GWRS water-purchasing) producer and a hypothetical non-participating producer, both with the same 
demands; I used a large enough GWRS. direct purchase amount(10,000 afy)so thatthe resulting numbers could be 
illustrated - otherwise, everything gets lost in the minutiae. The spreadsheet indicates thatthe mostequitable way of 
distributing the benefitof GWRS water is t<> recharge all of it in the basin to maximize the BPP (the base case). 

Alternative 1 (direct GWRSwater counted as "neutral") shows how the participating producer is negatively impacted by 
purchasing more expensive water than under the base case: This assumes GWRS water is priced atleast at what it 
costs to make - which is a lot more than· current GW costs. This. also. shows how non-participating producers are 
negatively impacted because the BPP is reduced because supplies to the basin are reduced and not completely offset by 
thereduced "BPP demand" of the participating producer. The lowering of the BPP alscr negatively affects the participating 
producer. 

Alternative 2 (direct GWRS watercourited as "imported") shows how the participating producer is negatively impacted (but 
to a much. lesser extent than Alternative 1), essentially to the same degree as all other producers, because the BPP is 
lowered for everyone (including the partitipant)and forces everyone toproporti?riatelyb~y more imported waterto ·onset 
the lost supply to the basin .. · The non-participating producers are impac!ed rnorethanunde.~ Altemativ~ 1, b~causethe 
BPP.islowerinthisGase .. What is not shown is the potential.financial benefitthe participating.producerwcmld. · 
have if the <:;\/VRS \IVa!er was sold below alternative imported water rates. Jf that happens, then the participating 
producer could receive a financial windfalL 

This analysis ohlYappliesto·GWRs water. GAP orMichelsonWater (which•fa notabletbberechargedtothe basin) is a 
different Situatioh,and I haVenol analyzedthattype ?fWater. ?incethe ~~se case does hdtexist forGAP OtMiChelson 
water, I suspect the"neutral" Alternative [assuming GAP and.Miclielsonwaterarepriced •at what they REALLY cost to 
produce] will also appear'ohernustomeparticipaUng producers .. HoweVet,counting C3AP or Michelson water as 
"imported"wouid likely provide a financial benefit to the participants atthe expense of non.;.participants by impacting the 
BPP. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

1·think we need lobe careful about opening·up thediscussion.·ofcountihgteclaimed wateras anything· bUt ''neutral,"as 
currently i~ the ()<:WDAct ... lfthe current structure disincehtivizes producefSfrOm buying GWRS wat~rdirettlY: or bUildihg 
their Ownreclaimed water projects, so what? ltdoesn'tstop OCWD fromexpanding GWRS for the benefit of alL 

Roy 

From: Everhart, Jill 
Sent: MondaV,December 14, 2009 8:02 AM 
To:·A;T.kilanl(KILANI@irwd.com); AlanBramlett(SB}t AmyRego,MWo:Ann·Mithel, Serrano1 Anthony Manzano 
(YLWD); Art Valenzuela, Tustin; Barbara - GM's Office@IRWD; Betsy Eglash (betsy.eglash@surfcity;:.hb.org); Bob 
McVicker,MCWD; Brian Jones (BP); Burnett, Alice; Carl Ballard ·(IRWD); CarolynJorHeiertz,.IRWD; Cel·Pasillas·(GG); 
Chuck Fowler,BP; Craig Justice (NB); David Eikamp, GSWC; David Entsminger(GardenGrove); David Noyes, Serrar10; 
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David Schickling, Fullerton; Denise GarC:ia (MCWD);. besh111ukh, Shivaji;DiaM>for bofrCalkins, Anaheim;. Diana teach 
(GSWC); Dick Wilson, Anaheim; dnguyen@ylwd.com; Don Calkins, Anaheim; Everhart, Jill; Fick, Randy; Fred Adjarian, 
Tus.tin; f redHotk111Uler{MCWD); Fuller, Christina~ GaryTege1.· .. (gt~gel@dty.newport-beach.ca.us);·.GeorgeMurdoch, NB; 
Greg Heiertz, IRWD; Harvey De La Torre (MWDOC); Howard Johnson, HB; James Tsumura (jamest@cityoflapalma.org); 
JayKleinheinz, HB;Jeff Moneda (City of La Palma); Jeff Watson1SB; Jenniferfor JoeD. (Orange); Jerry Mendzer, 
EOC~D; .. Jerry Vilander(Mesa);Jini .. Atkinson.(MESA); JimBiery,~u~na .. Park; Joan.fo.r. [)avidson@NB;.~oeDeFrancesco, 
Orange; John DeCriscio, YLWD; John Hills, IRWD; KarLSeckel, MWDOC; Kate Brophy (GSWC).;.Lyon,Keith;Ken Dills1 HB; 
Ken Vecchiarelli.YLWD; Kennedy, John; Kevin Hunt, MWDOC; Kovacevic,. Janice; Lars Oldewage, IRWD; Lee Cory, YLWD; 
LeslieforPa.ul Jones @irwd;.LisaDhlund. (lohlund@eocwd;COm); Lorrie Lausten; LylerJoan; MarkLeVi/is{FV); Markus, 
Mike; .. MikeGree~{mike.green@fo~ntainvaUey.org); ~.ik~ Hooliha~,IRWD;Mik~ !?U~~ri; Anahei111;f"liller,craig;.Mille~, 
Scott; Nabil Heneiri1BP; Nabil Saba (SA); Nancy Savedra IRWD GM'sOffice; Parks, Casey; PatrickScanlon1GSWCtPaul 
Cook/IRWD; Paul ·Jones,·GM IRWD; Paul•Shoenberger(Mesa};PeggiOviedo; pmeszaros@mwdoccom;. Raquel Manson 
(rmanson@ci;garde11_;grove.ca.us);RayBurk(SA);Richard.BellfMWDOC;.·RickHurtado1Qrange;··RickShintaku;A~aheimi 
Rob Hanford (RobertHanford@gswater.com); Robert Baehner, Orange; Robert Bermudez, GG; RobertJordan (GSWC); 
Scott Moulton, YLWD; Shawn Dewarie (MESA); sray@ariaheim.net; Stan Kennedy (Mesa); Stan Yarbrough, GSWC; Steve 
Conklin (YLWD); Steve Garten;Tim DeTurk, Serrano; Toby Moore, GSWC; Umeda, Cheryl; Vi Atiya, Anaheim; Vikki 
Beatley, Mesa; Vince Mastrosirnone (Seal Beach); Warren, Karen; WilDavee (wdavee@Westmi11ster-ca,goV); Zack Barrett 
(GG) 
Cc:·DePinto, Gina;.Dosier;·Bruce; Greene,.Kevin;· Herndon,Roy;Hutchinson, Adam;.·Kuperberg,·Joel;·Sharma,Vishav; 
Sharp, faven;Sovich,Tim;Sv-tanson; Dfanne;Tan1Lo;.rate,Alexis;Torresj•Eleanor;Wehner, Mike;Woodsidei Greg; 
Ya machika, Nira, You~gblood, David 
Subject: Reclaimed Water 

Attachedistnformation requested at the December 9th Pr?ducers Meeting regarding how taking 
reclaimed water impacts a Producers' annual BPP calculation. 

JiH Everhart for Johh Kehhedy 
(714} 378~3301 
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Reclaimed Water Purchase·1mpactto Annual ProducerBPP Calculation 
Any.GWR System water directly received.by the. Producers_ 'NOUldbe considered ''neutr~F' water 
per •. !h~· .. ·Distri?t. A?t· .•.. The.water.is .not consi~er~~.· gr?undw~ter.or imp?~.~·~·.suppleme~tal .. ·.~~ter 
for purposes of calculating the Producers annual Basin P·roductiorf Percentage (BPP) .. ·The het 
effect is that the Pmducerwould pump less groundwater (which is rhuch less expensive)whem 
using more expehsive GWRSystentwater suppliestomeettheirwater demands. 

This policy for reclaimed water was developed Whenthe priCeof Green Acres Project waterwas 
established. The current cost to purchase GAP water is $326/af which is relatively low. 
However this loWprice is offset by the fact thatfaking.GAPMJate(alsoredu~eshowmUchloW 
cost gmundwater.the Producer can re~eive ... This·pricing .. P?licy al~o·.recognizesthat·GAP 
customers are along the coast and reducing pumping along the coast is good basin 
· managenieht. 

The·JoHo¼ling .. figure· .. demonstrates_ the··impacfs.··or.using····GWRSysten1()ttecfairned··water 
( 1,oooafy) fora hypotheticaI producer vyhohas 1 ~,ooo atyoftota1 water demands. The figure 
assumes the BPP is 65 percent. As shown, ifno reclaimed water is taken, allowable pumping 
is 6,500 afy (65% BPPx10,000 afy of totafwater demands). However, if 1 ,ooo afy of reclaimed 
water is used, allowable pumping isS,850 (10,000 afy ;_1;000afyx 75%). 

10,000 

8,000 

.6,000 
>-
LL 
<( 

4,000 

2;000 

No Reclaimed 
Water 

1,000 afyof 
reclaimed water 

It has been argued that this policy can discourage·the developmentofreclaimed.water 
supplies. That itwould be better to have new local reclaimed water supplies cornpletely offset 
the need for more expensive imported water supplies. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Cathy, 

Kennedy, John 

Friday, May 27, 2016 4:04 PM 
Green, Cathy 
Markus, Mike 
IRWD Reclaimed Water Issue 

Historical Documents.pdf 

Here are the historical documents Mike mentioned today. 

John Kennedy 
Executive Director of Engineering and 'Nate1· Resources 
Orange County Water District 
18700 Ward Street, Fountain Valley, CA 92708 
tel: (714) 378-3304 
email: jkennedy@ocwd.com 

www.ocwd.com 

Confidential Communication 

Follow 
OCWDon 

Twitter 

This electronic transmission, and any documents attached hereto, (a) are protected by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act (18 USC§§ 2510-2521), (b) 
may contain confidential information, and (c) are for the sole use of the intended recipient named above. If you have received this electronic message in error, 
please notify the sender and delete the electronic message. Any disclosure, copying, distribution, or use of the contents of the information received in error is 
strictly prohibited. 

Exhibit No. 50 
Witness: John Kennedy 
Date: 10/12/17 
Christianne Lee Fong, CSR 7559 
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RESOLUTION NO. 84-7-71 

RE.SOUJTION OP THE BOARD OP DIRECT.:ORS. OF 
THE ORANGE COUNTY.WATERDISTR!CT 
ESTABLISHHfG POLI.CY RE PR I Cl NG OF 
GREE:N ACRES .PROJECT PRODUCT WATER 

WffE.RJiAS, Uistr ic.t: staff is in t:t."1.:e proce~H!l of ne9ot'i;;tticnf:i with 
pr.osp,ect.iv:e customers for product water · fr6rn the· planned Greem 
Acres Project~ and 

WEE.REAS 1 1t is necesserj' to establish th€!. price at ·whi.ch said 
watet ·will .be sol-ch and 

WHERE.AS1 tb.is- Board has revi~W¢.d the. Gree.n :Acrets c-o~t facto-rs 
with ·st-A.ff1 

·NOW.1 THER.ti.,ORE,. th~ Boa:rd of :Dit>ect:o.rs. of_ ·the O:q1n9.e Co.t:uity Water 
Di:strict does .hexeby resolve ·tn.a.t rec.la.imt1Jd water pr-oduc~d f:rom 
th~ :Green Acres Project shall 'bt.::· solt:1 at a_ v~ri.able prlc_e ·ba.sed 
ori ·Ui:e ac·tua.1 0 & ~ ·co$-t up to a, maximum n.eit to exca~d BO percrmt: 

· of the. cost of g~mJ.~dwat.er-, dep--e.nding upon derna~d. 

( 5) J!:n:,Ile.il'.'.tz __ .Ac9uisitiOft - Sa_nta. A~7ta Ri"J'et" Area 

Mr,., Cl.:ine ,stated . trfat in d:iscu:ss:ion:s :re:gar.dl.ng ·the ,contin.ue.d 
1r;atntenance. of the O'r.-~nge CbtJ.nty· groundwate:r b~sin, ·the com.mith~~:e 
con.curred. ·with the: ~\}gge.stions -cf .Director_- Clark that staff 
irive.stiga_·te the ft/ia,iritility of ~cq1,tb:-ing approiima:tely 100·_ ac;re-s. 
of laJ~d- owned· by R. J .. Noble. Cc·. adjacent t.o t.;he;:_ Santa Ana River.· 
traii '.north o:t:· Li.ncoln .lwe.nuei ., ~nd of Dir·ect.o'.r o.we,n th.~t t.he: · · 
staff. :cond:uct. ,a l<mg-ran-g:~ p-lann.1ng st-udy in.ve.s·tigating . 
po:ss1b·.1-lit.iea :fo.r inc.r:eased. pe.r:colation C~]l=a..bil i.t-_i$s including 

. th~ ·'U:&.(:!- of ~rree:nbelt:;s ~ :ponds or ot;~_er methods.'f the-- followim;r 
acti-cm ·wa.s ta:k~n. · · 

n4sT.RUcTn~n- STAFF To rNVEsTtG;\+5:f!l ME:.t'noos 1:0 . 
ASSURE ·coNTUWED OPERAT!Ob! OF Tl!}.! GROUN-nWATER BJ\SIN 

Upon ~tion by Director Clark, seconded by _ Director- Wa-lt.e 1· and 
carrie;d, staff i,s · h~-r-eby inst;i;uct~d to 1) inves·tigate the
feaslb.ii.ity of· aogui.s:ition_ of land '?wned by R,_ ~~ _Nobh~_ Co.. _ " 

· ;.'.!.-·· ·' t ., th .e t~ '.fi•r\OT' R';"{~.:;,;r t"lfP~ .. -~ ·1 no-.J;c,l"' ,•,J! ·'t' -{ 'nc·-1··n· l'l.,ii-'i'j;n· :in= ..,n -auJace:n-- ~-o .. : e :.oan ~- J'1i: ~~ . ·.;.. Y-~-- -~~.~. . . J., t.. ,j, v.il.. . . µ .... :..,. v-_ ... #:1,.'v ~- y.-.,. ..... .-~ . 

:the ct:ty of_ ·Orange.,- :and 2) -initiate .a. lorHJ--~an:g-e pl-anni:r.ig s.tt.lidy 
to explore. ·1n'nov~rt;i,.-v:e. method-$< for inl~xe,a$ed _p.e:rcolati,on , 
:capabfli ties~-
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Seetioo. 3.0. Filing amended s1atement of water production 

Upon good cau~ shown an amended ,statem-e:nt of water production may he filed 
or a cottection · of :fbe .records may he made at any time prior to the final date for filing the next 
semi-annual water p.rodtrctioo statement. 

Seicti-0n 31. Preparation .annually of 1:be Record of Water l>roductionJjf and '1The Rerord of 
Replenishment Assessments and. Chargeslt 

The district. shalt maintain records in wldch shall be noted the annual watef. 
production. :from :each water producing facility within the district .. 

The district. sban alw maintain rtoot& in ·wmch shall be. e.xitered each district" 
assessment levy and charge~ a general description of the property upon wbieh. each water producing 
facility is located a-ml any identifying number or code which ~y be assigned to SUC1h facility. 

Se.ction 31.5. Basin equ.iW assessments= Productkn1 requirements and limitations! ':Supplemental 
sources_,; B&~.n production. pe.rc.entag~.~ Bngineeti.ng ·i1westigationt Hearing on 
~nts · 

(a) 'Ba.sin equity assem:nent~ as wen as production require.menu and limiU!tio.os -0n 
persons and ,operators within tbe distrkt are declared to be in-furtherance of district 
activities -in the protection of water supplies for users :within the district which are 
n~ccssary .for the ;pu blk health. w~lfare and safety of the people of th.is state. The 
:basin -equity assessment.~" as· ·well as ihe ·pr.oductjon requirements and limitations 
provided for he.rein. are authomed to be: l~ed upon and applied to .all persons and 
producers within the district for the benefit of all who rety dited:ly or indirectly. 
upon the groundwater supplies of the- district. 

(b) The. basin equity ~essments levied pursuant to this act agaimt all persons and 
operators within the district may be uniform ,or nonu.mform -in amount, as 
-dciermin¢d by othe board of diret:tors of the· dist,ri-ct, in .order to effectuate the. goals 
and :Pu.rpose:s of the district TbeJ}roeetds of the basin -equity ~menu tevi.ed: 
and colittted shall be used- :as Jlt(wi.ded -for herein to equalize the: :oost ·of wat~r to 
aU persons imd operators within tlw district, and. to acquire wamr t-0 replenish the· 
groundwater supplies of the districtw 

(c) As :used in this act: 

{l) ~supplemental soirtce.S°'' means sources of water outside the waterahed of the 
Santa Ana River~ excepting that portion o.f that watershed 011. .and along 
Santiago Creek upstream of the d~tream toe of. the.· slo~ of the. Villi 
Park flood -Control Dam. such as,. but. not limited to,. water produced from 
the M.etm_politan Wate.i .District of Southern Califonua,. 
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:w4 SENATE FINAL HISTORY 

S.B. No. 430-Bergeson. 

S.B. 

An act w lllnCIQd Section 31.3 of the Ormge Cowity Water Dis:t:rid .At.t 
(Ola~ Q'J4 d the Sbitutes of 1903), ralating tG ~ 0tarJ8e Codnr, Wat.!t 
Oistnct. md decluing the W"ge:ncy thereof. lo tale effect l.runooJstdy. 

11191 
Feb. 2L-Intn>duced. Read first ooie, To Com, on IU..S. fur ~- TC1 

. t. 
Feb. ~~3 print. ~)' be Acted u~ lln or after March 2'. 
Mar. T-To Com.on AGII. 6:: WAT . .RES, 
April l&-Set £or hcarin,t Apr;! 30. 
April 29-From C0f1111litt:ee with authoJ''s amenruaen~. Read secaQd time. 

Afl'l8nded. Re-,·efoned lo eortlllbHee. 
Ma.y 1-F'r-oni coa:unlrt~ Do pus. Ta C..onse:nt Calendar. (Ayei a. Noer 0. 

Pa1e lCS'T.) 
M11.y 9---llead ~ lime. To Cam.em Ctlendat. 
May 9---Read lh.it1l tiClle. Urgen~ cLwse adopted. PSS$ed, (Ayes !Ji, Noes 0. 

Pap WJ.) To Aste:mbly. . 
May 9--ln Aaem~. Bead Ant time, Held at Desk. 
May 13-To Com. an W .2. & W. = .1S-Frora cammllt~e: Do pass. Ta Coment Calend,r,. 

19-Read second time. Ta Coruaat Calenclu. 
M-Read tlm-d ti,ne. Ur1ency~~ P&5!ed. (Ayei 74. NoesO. 

Page i.SU.) To Senate.. 

~ 
U-111 Sen.ale. TQ ~ola-.enL 
i&-&rolled. To Governor at 2 p.m. 
J-Apprcwed by Covemor. 

Jufy 2--0taptered by Secretary of State. Olspter Ml6, Statute of 1.991. 

. on .llS. fur ~gnment. To 

Feb. 
~. 

~ehu'll,ed t1> Secretuy of Senate pursuant to f oinl Ruk 

J4i MONDAY• NoVEMBEE\ 30, J992 

S.B. No. 432--Morgan. 
An ecl. lo am.end &ctioiu 9014. 94305..!\, and 9-1.331 of' the Education Code 

rdal:::lll4ot bo priv~h1 ?J1~Jl(lary education, ll!'ld declaring the argenc
thereof, lo tak~ ef'fect im.medlately, · 

199l 
Feb. 

of State.. Chaptec 535, Statutes: of 1991 

.21-Introdttced. Read !int 

~~ print.. M1i.3 be acted 
Mu. 7-To Com. on C. . 
AJQ 24---Sct for hearing Me.y 1. 
~ 1-Set, fir!t he&ring. Hell.Jing 
Im 
Feb. 

tUin~aoo l'Tofefslom Code, rdatin 

To Com. on R1S. ror assignment 

~ at the reqlle8t I){ aothOT, 
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534 ~Anrr:ES OP lffl ( Ch. 105 

In onier to eliminate technkal problems in a sl.atute vitally 
important fur the protection or California homeowners agmrut 
earthquake hazards, it is necegary for lhis bill to take elfa-t 
immediately . 

An act to J.rne(ld Sec~ County Water District 
Act (Qapter 9M of the Statutes of 1933} relating to the Orange 
County Water OJ.mict, and declaring the urgency thereof. to taJce 
effect immediately. 

[Apprnved by Cmiernot1 July I, l!)9L F.l.ed with 
~eury of Salte July 2, 1991.J 

The people of the State of CAD{omu do enact as fol101vs: 

SECI'JON l. Section :JI.5 of the Orange County Water District 
Act (Chapter 9'M of the Statutes of 1933) is amended to read: 

:JI.5. { a) Ba.sin eqllily 8.S3essments, as well as production 
requirements and limitatiom on penoD1 and operators within the 
dutricl, are declared to be in furtheranee of district activities in the 
protection of water !O.pplies for user., within the di8hict which are 
nece.ssary for the public health. welfare. and nf ety of the people of 
th.is state. The basin equity aueffments, a! wefl Ill the production 
requu-ements and limitations provided for in lhb act, are authorized 
to be levied upon, and applied to, all pen,oru md producers within 
the district for the benefit of all who reJy duectly or indirectly upon 
the groundwater supplie! of the district. 

(b) 1be buin equity as~ents· le\ied pursUlill\t to this ~ct 
against all persons and operators within lhe district may be uniform 
ex nonuaiform in amounl, a! determined by the board of directo,s 
of. the di$mct, in ordet- to effectuate the goab and~ of the 
d;~tdct. The proceeds of the b.uin equjty asremnents levied and 
col Jeered shall be used to equalrze the cost of wller to all penons and 
operaton with.in lhe district and l'O acquire water to replen{sh the. 
groundwater supplies of the district. 

( c) As ured in this act: 
{ l) "Supplemental &011rees" means reclaimed water and ~ces 

of wal:ef outside lhe waters bed of the Santa Ana River. excepting that 
p(J('tion of that watenihed on and along Santiago Creek upstream of 
the downstream toe oft~ slope of the Villa .Pad< flood C-ontrol Dam, 
such a.,, but not limited to, waler produced &ocn the Metropolitan 
Watel' Diitrict of Soulhei-h Otlifor.nia. 

(2) .. Basin production percentage .. means the ratio the.t all weter 
to be produced from grocmdwarer supplie. within the diitrict bears 
to all water lo be produced by persons and operators Within the 
district Croon supplemental .sources u weU at from grnundwatet' 

£1900 

~;,te,& ... 

f::r~-· 
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within lhe disbict during the ensuing water year, 
{d) TIie district shall annudly order an investiption and report 

to be prepared ~Yan engineer or engineen employed by the district. 
The investigation and report shall act forlh aD of the following 
information, ~ogether with such other information as the cllitrict may 
desire, relating to the precoding water year: 

(1) Amount o( waler produ~ by persoru and operat-ors from 
groundwaler within the district. 

(2.) ArnOtJnt of water prodt1«:ed by perroos and operators from 
S'upplemental soUTces. 

{J) Amount of water produced by penons and operators from all 
other sources. 

(4.) Coo.ditioo of groundwater supplies within the diBtrict, 
(5) Information as to the probable 11vailahility of water frorn 

rupplementa[ 90llrC9$ during the Oe.tt sua::eecl:fllg fhca] ye;lT. 

(6) The cost of producing w~ter from groundwater within the 
diitrict, including :IUlY replenishment asrewnent of the district 

{7) The coot of weteT produced within the district from 
supplemental rourt-.es. 

(e) (l) On the iecond Wedneiday in February of each year, the 
engineering inve.rtigation and report shall be delivered to the 
secretary of the district 

(2) The secretary mall publish, pursuant to Section 6051 of the 
Governmeot Code, a notice of the Teceipt of the report and of the 
public hearing to be held on the date of• meeting of the board of 
directors in March, ma new&plper of general circulation printed and 
pttbwhed within the dinrict, at lea.st lO days prior to the date at 
which the public hearing regarding watersupplierwRhin the district 
sho.ll be held, 

(3) The notke, among other information wt.:h the distrkt may 
provide, shall include im invitation to all penons or operators within 
the district lo call at the alnces of the dimict ta enmine the 
engineering investigation Uld report. 

(4} The board of directors 1haH hold on the date of a meeting of 
the boud in March of each yee.r, a public hearing atwh.ich time IUlY 
penon or operator within the cmtrict or any penon interesled in the 
amount, and source from which all person$ and openton produce 
their 101al rupPly of water as well as the estimated difference in lhe 
cost of water produced from groundwater within the di5trict or 
supplemental sources, may in penon, or by repre.senmtive, appear 
and be heard, 

(f) { 1) On the date of a meeting of the board of directors in April 
of each~. the board of directors shall hold a public hearing for the 
purpo.se of datermining the nc:,ed and desi~bility of levying basin 
eqwty aslessmenh§ and tbi, amount:B thereof, as well as the need for 
establishing production requirement, a.nd limitatiom and the crtcnt 
of tho,e requirements and limitations as to each penon oc operator 
within the district for the erulllnS waler yea£. 

(2) In computing and fixing the amount of a.ny bas.in equity 

WllO 
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&1seiSlne11t f OT any pel'M>l'\ or openlOI' within the district, the board 
may a\Jow ll percimt not to exceed 10 pemeol, Si ~all he determined 
by the boaTd of directors of the distri~, foe delltl(Joencies. 

(~) Notice of the proposed be.aring shall be publithed in the 
di5lrict ptmwant to Section 6061 of the Government Code at le.st 10 
days prior to the dale set for ~ hearing. 

(4) The notice shall set forth al\ of the following: 
(A} That a report regarding water ~lies within the district~ 

been px-epaTed. 
(B~ The cute, time, and place of the proposed nearing. 
{C) The boan:l il\aJl comider at the hearing tlie need and 

desir@ility of levyi.ng ha.sin equity ~nu and the amounts- of 
tho~ S)S$emneom, as well as ertablidtmg production requirements 
ancl limil:itioru, on peuons and operators within lhe diitrict for the 
ensui1~g water yea, 11nd surcharges in connection those requirements 
and limitalions. 

( D) An invitation to alt pemms aud operators to appear a1 the .. 
public hearing and be beard in regard to -"Y of the fmego,ng 
matters. 

(g) (l) At the hearirlg,. the bond sbafi hear, take, and receive a.JI 
competent e1tidence pre~nted. and offered in regard to t.he need for 
basin equity asse.1mients. prodoc-tion requirements and limitations in 
general, and specifically, the eldent of those requirements or 
limitations " to each. perwn or operator within the district, the · 
amou.:ot of the bano equity a!l!esnnent wruch shall be levied against 
eacll penoa and opera.tor {Of' all pur~s othel- than inigation at ·· · 
unifonn·oc- nonuniform rates antl may be levied againtt each perso,.-.-~ 
and operator for iJTigatioo purpose.s at uniform or 11onunifonn rate.5 ·: 
for I.he ensuln,g wateT year and the amount of surcbaTge! lo,-· ~r 
production in excess of the ha.sin producnoo litnita.tions. t, 

(2} Sobsequent lo the hearing, the board may, by !ldopting a· 
"resolution upoll the vote c.,f eight members of the board, find and· .. 
determine for the emuing water year u follows: ·. ·t' 

(A} The ertimated total amount of waler lo be prod.uced by .U ·:: 
permni; and operators within the district from the groundwater:( 
within the di.xtrict and the estimated a.mount to be produ.ced hr~ 
persons and opetatani from supplemental .souToes.. ' 

~ B) The buin production pes-centage. :,,~ 
(C) "Th.al a basin equity usemnent Bild production requl"remene 

ond limitation from ground.water within the di,lrict urc nece.sRIU)' '- : 

lhe prolection of the water supply of the district.. . 
(D> The surcharge, in an am04lnt to be determmed in 1h,!s. 

dilleretion of the board, for productLon in excess o{ the production.-: 
limi.tation.s. ·; 

{E) The amounl of the basin equity WeJSlllent to be levied 
agai.rnt each person 4"ld operator in a dollar amou11t per acre-f«>.ot ai 
water produced rrom lhe grou.ndwaler supply for all pUTposes o~ 
tba.n trrig•tion, which. need not be wufonn " to each periOQ.4#
operator within the datrict, and that the amount is rea.sonablc. ·.: 
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(F) The anl<lWlt of the bu.in equity U3es~nt to be levied 
against each peuon &nd operator in a dol4r amount per acre-foot of 
waler produced frocn the groundwater supply foe irrlgatio(l 
purpos:i?j, which need nOI be uniform as to ~h person or operator 
Within the district. and that the am()U.Jll i; reasooabte. 

(G) Production reguirenienttor linutations and the.sun:harge for 
pnxlucti.oo in excess of the basin production wuitAtioru on person:, 
and operatan within the district shaJ be applicable during the 
enswng water year, The requirements and limitalion, shall be on tba 
amount of groundwater produced by ~ persons 9lld operatQrs 
eq:,ressed in a percentage of overall water produced or obts.ined by 
tho.se perBIOru or operators from groundwater within the district and 
&o.m .supplemental sourt:es. 

(H) Th.at during the en.ruing Wolter year, upon the ootrict giving 
pubwhed notioe purru.anl t0 Section 6061 of the G(}ven:unenl Code 
iD a new;paper of general circulation printed lind published within 
the c&tnct at .leu 10 ciays prior to r;ucb a heariog, a mh!eqt!ent 

, public hearing may be held to modify the b.uio production 
percentage, any basin egoity ~en.t, any produ~tion 
requiTeiaent or limitation, o.- the surcharge for pToduction in e~ 

'.· of the production limitation established by the district. The 
.,: modificati.ollS, if aay, shall be effective on the date e~abwhed by the 
:, board and the di.,trict. The dutrict fflllll give notice of the 
~-·modification 10 days prior to the effective date of lbe modification 
·,. punLJMt to !IUbd:ivision (e). 

·_. · (h) (1) The bo~rd may e1:cl1.1de a.U penons and operatorir who 
:-~ ·produced 25 acre-feet or~ of water fr<xn groundwater within the 
-; dimict: during the ensuing water year from the levy ol the basin 
; .. equity we:.mne.nt aod the production regulrement1 &nd limitations. 
\ (2) All tlXldmgs a.nd determinations ma.de by the board pursuant 
: · to this ~tion a,-e final, concrusive, and hind.mg upon all per.sons and 
i:;parlies. 
/· .. (i} {l) The c.lirkict shall thereafter, and in any event prior to July 

'· 1 in ~ year, give notice to each pei-scn or operator within the 
· · dbmct. 'nie notice .shall include all Qf the folJowmg irif-orm.atian: 
. (A) The 11mouot of the b11sm equity ~sm.ent levied aga.irut that 

=: peNol1 or operator per a.ere-foot of water produced for purposes 
:. otiler- than irrigaUon and the amount of the~" equity assessment 
;'.levied ap.iNt that pec»on or operator pe, ac.re..foot of water 
-produced fot irrigation pu,poses. 
. ;: {B) 1lle basin prnduction pen,entage. 
:'. (C). 'The p.-oduction requirement or limilation upon the penon or 
'.· epe:rator. 
,: · (D} The IUOOUDtof rurcbarge imposed for production i.n excesg of 
··the basin prodoction lirnitatiofl.!. 

(2) The notioe required by lhia subdivi.sion and the notice of 1111.y 
'':.subscquesat modifications may he l!enl by puil ca.rd or by other 
·ma -clus mail with postage prepaid by the d.is-tncL 

(j) (]} El.Ch person or operator within the distnct not excluded 

2.J\l&J 
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.frnm· levy of a ba5if\ equity a.ssessmenl md Lhe production 
requiremenls and limitations, shall file with the district. oo or before 
the 30th day of September of each year, a balin e(JUtty ~ent 
report in lhe form prescribed by the district .setting forth the total 
amoona of water produced from groundw1:1ter within the distr.ict 
and from rupplemental $0UJ'Ce!i during the preceding water year by 
the person or operator. The statement ahall ha verified by a written 
declaration under penalty of perjury. 

{21 If the person or operator has- been required by the d.irtrict to 
produce, or has in fact pr-oduced, moce waler from groundwater 
within the di.rtrict than the equivalent <,f the basin production 
percentage determined by the district, that person or operator mall 
pay to the district, on or be.fore September .30, llll amount 
determined by the nu.m~r Q{ acre-feet of water whkh the person 
or operator h.as produced from groundwater within the district in 
excess of lhe acre.fool equi valt!l1t of lhe basin production peccenlage 
multiplied by the bann equity assessment rue applicable to thal 
pen1on or operatc;r, plus the amount::ohureharge due for prodactioo 
in eKCeS.i. of the production limitations. 

(3) If a person or operator, puTSuant to the TCqUiremcnt the 
district, has produced from groundwater withiQ the disbict }CM than 
of the equivalent of the basin production percentage. the person or 
opera.tor, on or before the. 30th day of November, .maH be pa.kl by the 
district from the basin equity asse1sment fund an amount 
determined by the number of acre-feet by which the production of 
the pe1'30D or operator from groundwater as required by the dirtrict 
i.$ less than the aa-e-foot equivalent of the ha.sin production 
percentage multiplied by the basin equity anewueot rate applicable 
to tbal person or oper:itor, or if the pt'Oduciion of the pet"~ or 
operator from gl'oundwater is mot"e than lhe (lroduction required by 
the district Wld ,~-. thfin the eq11tvalent of the basin equity 
production percentage, lhen I.he person or operator shalt be paid by 
tbe di.strict an ~ount determined by the number of acre-feet by 
,n,ich tho actual production of th., persun or operator .&om 
gccnmdwater ts le.!s than the ar:re-f oot equivalent of lhe bastn 
production percentage multipl;ed by the basin equity usessment 
app1ie.1llble to that persoo OT operalof'. 

(k) If any person or operator fail, to pay, when due, the appli~ble 
basin equity asses:nient or surcharge due for protluclion in excess ol 
the production limitations, the dis-trict shall charge inlerest on the 

· delinquent amount at the rate of 1 peTcent each month or fraction 
tbe..eof for which the aroount remahu delinquent. Should AA)' person 
or operator wilhin the di!tric.t fail to file a basin equity a:.ses.srnent 
report on or before the 30th day or September of any year, tbe 
dutriet shall, in addition to cluuging intere!t, a.s5eS.'5 a penalty charge 
o1gainst thal pc~ err operator ln the a.mount of 10 ~cent of lhe 
amount foWJd by the district to be due. 

(I) (I) The district may, from lime to time, require other reporu 
from persons and opentors- as neceuary and desirable in the 

~ 
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appllc.1t:ion of the buin equity assesmlent procedures. 
(2} Upon good cause shown, an .amendment lo a.J'ly report 

required under this ~tion may be filed or a. COrTeclion of any report 
may be made v,,ithin sil: months after the date the report w~ filed 
with the district. 

SEC. 2. This act i.5 an UTgency statute net.'e$Sllry for the 
inuned.iate preservation of the public peace, health, or safety within 
the meaning of Article JV of the Constitution and sharl go in.lo 
immediate effect. The facts constituting the neceJSity are:: 

In order for the Orange County Wutet D~hict to equalize the oost 
of water to all peTPODB and operatorS" in the distticl, thereby 
protectwig the public peace, health, and safety. it is neioessary tluit 
this .let ta.l-e effect immediately. 

CHAPTER 106 

An act to amend SecUon 12921.4 of the Insurance Code, relating 
to iusurance. 

[ApProl.'00 b:,- Cvvemor J'lllr 9, l9'dl. t'ifl!d 'Nith 
Sett~t!uy or State }11Jy JO. l99J. J 

The people c,f the State of CaHFornilA do ennct 8S folJoH--s: 

SECTION J. Section 12921.4 of the Insurance Code is a.mended 
to read: 

12921.-t. (a) The C!ommissioner .shall, upon r~eipl of a written 
complaint with respect to the handling of an insurnnce claim or other
obligation undw a policy by an ir1$Urer or production agency, or 
.alleged misconduct by an insurer or production agency, notif)• lhe 
comp.b.tnsnt of the Teceipt of the complaint within 10 working days 
of receipt. Thereafter, the comrnii.sioner 5hafI notify the compla.inao t 
of lhe final action taken oo hu or her cornplainl within lO days of the 
finaJ action, 

The depulmeJJt shall include., with each notification of fmal 
action, OT, aC a minimum, with a number of randomly selected 
notificatioru of fllUII action !Ufficicnt to asSUTe t.he validlty of results, 
a complaint handling evaluatioo form. This form shall cle1uly and 
concisely reek an evaluation of the department's performance in· 
handling the conipbinanfs grievance. The areas o[ evaloalion .mall 
include, but not be lirnitea to: wnethe:r the complaint ~ handloo 
in a fair and r~onabie manner, ev~oatcd thoroughly and without 
bw; the time required for resorotion of the compluint: whether the 
complaint WdS referred and, tr lO, whether it was refeued within a 
58tisla.ctory lime; whether the staff involved in handling the 
complaint deoion.stTated an adequate knowledge of the mues 
involved in the complaint: whet her the camplaioant wa, satisfied 
with the rerult of the departmeot'r; intervention; and whether the 

221}6{} 
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The District received fa-0ltitiea Plan approv~ in September 1992 for a $20 mill~on l~ 
lntere:st rate loan from the State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) for the Phase 
H expans100 of- GAP. The Distrfcrs :loan request was for $38 mimon,. and comprised a 
project somewhat different :tnan that proposed here. TheretorE.lt the appUcaticn must be 
revised. In other times) this wourd result in a $20 mnuori loan in one year romowed by an 
$18 milUon loan in the next year. HowevarJ the current budget crlSis .ln· the State makes 
it very doubtful that an addmonat $18 mitnon loan can be. made tor the project next year. 
Thereforel the current $20 mitflon toan offer is alt that should be expacied from the 
SWRCB for the a.xpansion project: 

tn addrnon to certain other c.onq_iti.oris for -the loan, the State hes ,establisheid a rigorous 
time scheduie.. The schedule ·caUs for subrrutta.t of fin.al ·oesign plans -and specifications 
b~ Ju:!y 1993 and completion of.construction by October 1995. · 

Staff of the rst~lets receiving GAP water have hmm approached with- the new pricing 
concept and are in agreement. tha-1 'the new pricin.g schedule~ consistent Vt.ith the A~ 
change, wm be cost neutraf to them. Additionally, they asked for· our assistance in 
presenting the ·ra.tjonafe and associated costs tor changing the Green Acres Product 
Water Prleing to th~r respectwe Boards and Councils~ 

COST ANALYSIS 

RevJs:ed:GAP PricJng 

fn order to enhance the trnanclaf vtabitrty., the proposed expanslon of the: project is 
ac.companJed by a proposal to revise 'the_ exi$ting ea~s. price for ttta proQUct water. 

The sales price. tor Green Acres Project water to the !Qcal retailers was set _many years 
ago by° the Board et not to ·exceed 80% of the oost -of groundwater as defined in the 
District's EngjneerJ$ Report. Thi$ lnci~ded coats tot energy~ O&Mi Replenishment 
Ass:essmentw and amorttzed -capita! (the most·r00ent 92 .. 93 Report estimated the total :eost 
at S185/AF.) The Protect is .also eltgible to receive a subskiy·from MWO. Originally. the 
subsidy was onty about $75/AF. Recently, the subsidy-was increased to:$154/,AF, even 
with the higher MWO subsidyi revenues from product water -sates {(lpproxknateiy
$150/ AF) ·faff short of expenses for O&M and amortized ~ltal (<3bout $900/AF). 

Recognizing that water recyctlog was desirab1e as a way· to extend our limited supplfes1 
-and that additional reclamation projects and the ,expansion of the GAP ·V10uld be uniikety 
unless reclamation projects could be made more financiaJty feasibte, staff prQ.posed that. 
the District Act be modified in order to put recyded water on a par with imported: water. 
For exa.mpler in other areas wUhfn the MWD service area;. ·where groundwater extrootlons 
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are nmited by adjudication or where .groundwater does not exist, the value cf recycred 
wa.te-r ,s equftt to the cost of obtamfng an alternate water supply, usuaUy water from MWO .. 
The current MWD pf.ice ·for flit-erect non-interruptible · water 'is $322/AF. 

for purposes of computing compuance Wlth the Basm Production Percentage (BP.P)i the 
Orange county Water District Act daflnes three types .of water: 11Supp1ementaJ Sources'' 
(brought Jn from outside thf) watershed)., Groundw-ater f and })Other Sources" (such as 
Santiago Creek water orlglnating above Villa Park Dam). Si~e :reclaimed wat« was 
netther supplemental or ground water. it was included undenhe "Other Sources tt category 
and was not included In the computation of the BPP. The net effect of thiS was that an 
acr~f.oot of recyo!ed water to a water retmler was only equal to the retaner1:S average 
water production and acqu.ismon cost. Th1s is mustn:rted on Figure 2 whieh shows- the. 
value of recycled wa.tar to bo-$168/AF. However, the.ciassifrcation did.result :In reduced 
production from the ba~n and thus helped reduce- overdraft on D"tstrict suppies. 

It was concluded that the ~.mrealisticany low value tor recycled water was attributable to 
the water deflnltlons tor BEA purposes, contained fr1 the Act, Further1 it was conduded 
that a reviskln of the Act to inciude- recyeled water -categories in the BEA computation to 
be cons1dered as supplemeritat water, would anow recycled wa1e.r to be priced relative to 
Its value~ ·Tu1s is mustr.ated in Ftgure 3. Last year a Distrtet Act amMdtr}ent (SB430) 
plaood re-claimed water ln the ~supptemental SourceJt category. 

Since recia:ssmcationi reclairned water now ha.s a much higher value to and- -users. It Is 
proposed that. the Green Acres Pn~tect w.ater be prleed at approxim~ely 85¾ -0hhe MWD 
non~interr.uptlble treated rate {e~g,J 85% of $322/AF cvrrentty), Thls incre~se An :sales 
prlc.e would not adversety impact the ere.tailer; it wm only capture the add$d value to the. 
producer that resulted from the charig~ in 1he Act .Figure 4 shows the average cost of 
water proouctjon using the new pricfng fs $·163/ AF, :evJID though t~e retaife'r pays more 
for the recycled water as c_ompared to the average cost of $165/Af using the current 
pricing mechanism, Le~ 809/4. of groundwater proouction ·cost · 

The vruue of reclaimed water to the end~user wili vary somewhat as the BPP is raised or 
lowered and in acccrdence with· the cost cf MWD water.. To ensura ·the end-user pays· 
no more for the water than they would have· pr1or lo. the Act change ~n other words; to 
maintain "co&"t neutrality") the GAP price would be dete.rmined each year as shown in the 
attached portion-oftheOOJVD/End--User agreement that estabUshes pricing (Section 2.4-)~ 
see Rgure 5. 

The ob~ctive of the new pr:Jdng rne.chanism ls to price the water to recover- the maximum 
possible rate necessary to :offset the O&M and amortized capital costs, while stiH ·keeplng 
the retaifer's ove.ran system -cost at or .betow what ft.would .have been· prior to the Act 
ch.ang.e. 

. .. :· .. :·-· 
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Toe accompanying gr.a.ph Ftgure 1 entitled ·COST ANALYSlS OF FACIU1Y VS. MWO 
WATER RATES"' oompares·the oost of water production, on a per unit cost: basis., tor. (l} 
the existing Phase f facility which produces 1 on average~ 31300 acre feet. per year, (2} 
expansion within the inltial Phase J area by adding a reservoir and pump statlon tor an 
average -0f s~ooo acr:e feet per year. and {3) maximum expansion (Phase If) to ,nctude 
.servtcfr1g Hunt~ngton aeach and Newport :Beach tor a total production of 101000 acre feet 
per y.ear. 

The cost 01 water produced inciUd8$ the amortized capnaJ :costr plus O&M, less fhe MWO 
subsidy ($i 54:/ AF) aH oomputed on a_par. acre foot basis. AddmonaJlyi MWD rates shown 
are pr01ected at the fuH requested rate of increase {100% of MWO) and pro1ected at a . 
more conservative 75%, of MWO's requested rate of increase (75% of MWD).. Although 
alt-soonanos :show-~at the proJect' costs.are greater than MWO's costs Jn the early years. 
ltle project costs ar-e less than MWD·p~s. even with the ~athle 75% of projeete<f 
easel by the year 2000~·!f-the praject.ie; expanded. Considaring_the: faVOO!btfJ.economio 
comparison and ttie added r-eijability of ,a. wastewater $OUrce of $Uppfy. it is concluded 
1hat Iha proposed· expans!on is·destrabte and beneficial to the dlstrfot. 

FUNDING THE EXPANSION 

An anatysis was performed for the three project options of: 

Do not expand 'the project Average annual production of water would bl, 
3,300 acre feet pe:r year. 

·Expand the prQje.cl within the Phase l serv1ce area by pur~e ot the Santa 
Ana reservoir, . arid construction ot a .new reservoir ·pump st$tt0n tor :an 
addmona.t estimated cost of $5.-9 minion.. Average annual production would 
Increase by z 100 acre feet per year to a total of 6,000 acre feet per year. 

In adtfrtion to the Santa Ana reservoir and pump station, construct: aY 
needed facilities· to expand service fnto the Clties of Huntlngtqn · eeach and 
·NeYk'f}Oft Beach for an estimated additional cost of $22.0 mBaon. Avetege 
annual production would incr&$$8 by aooth~t 4.000 acre feet per year to a 
final ·total ot 10Xl00 acre 1ea1 per year. 

These atternatlves were ·compared using t:he Dlstrfci:s standard flnanciaJ modal which 
-~Jects e.xpenditures and revenues out through the year 2000.. Tha inipact C»l D~str,ct. 
ra~erves We$ ~hen use.d·tn compare the economic advantage for each attematlve. Two 
addltlonar assumptions were incorporated into the model; 

.· ... ·· .... 
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THE VALUE OF fH!ClAIMEDWAT'ER _IS EQ'UA,L TO THE COST OF 
:DISPLAC:ED WATER WHEN ClASSIAEO AS 

Total 
Demand 

1~ 

15% 

~t--OTH:ER" WATE.R O:R $168/AF 

100% 

15% 

t.lWD. W$tef Co$t = $.32Z/Ar 
Gro~r Cost= $116/AF 

75%.@$116 

t. ·25%@ $322 

I Avg-. $1 aelAF 

IMPACTS! R~ amount Of _grou~ production .. 
sets art1fic1a11J ~,-..tor radamation-watet. 
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THE V'.ALUE OF RECLAI\MiED· WATER:-IS EQUAL TO THE 
COST OF THE DISP-LAC:ED;i:MWD WATER::WHEN CLASSIFIED 

AS .._SUP_PLEMENTAL" WAT_ER.OA$322/AF 

Total 
Demand 

#,,,~.;. ~ ,.,,.; __ ,.~,.··"''-·~· .. } ... 1 .. ..•..... , , _ _ -4lf I 1 10Q'i/o 

Supp'I 

hi:::!' 75% 

Vatue·of Roctalm«i 
~-:-~AF. 

IMPACTS·:· 

Alil)W$ same $mount of groundwater 
pr(Jducflon 

Sets velu• ot· rvclahnad water at t;XJst · 
of. supplemental water 
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:RET Al,LER. ;OV·E.RALiL S'V.STEM· COSTS 
DO NOT INCREASE FJ.:ECAUSE OF ACT CHANGE 

Etetote Oel.ivety/0.fd Act 

Ay.gCost= 
$168/AF 

~AF 

Afw.r~OldAct 

~ ~2/~F 
. 

Av.1{C0$1= 
$165/AF 

Atter.Dellvery/With kt Chan~ 
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AGENDA ITEM. SUBMITTAL 

MEETiNG DATE: February 15, 1995 

TO: Board of Otrf;)ctors 

Budgeted: rJa 
Prog:ram/LlneUem No.: nta 
Cost E·stimatri: nla 

FROM~ wmiam R Mills JL 

Staff Contact: J.; Van Haun/M. Leyes 

General CounseJ Approval: n/a 

Engln~ers/Fea.sibUity Report Approv,ed: nla 

CEQA Compliance: nla 

SUBJECT: PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO oewo ACT FOR 19SS 

SUMMARY 

Staff requests authorization to request amendment of the OCWD Act and ·ihe, Pub He: Contracts 
Code by the CalJfornia Staie Legis1ature, 

RECOMMENOATION 

Adopt resolution authorizing .District $laff'to have a biU introduced to ma:ke lhe proposed 
·Changes in the OCWD Act and ·the PubHe Contracts Code. 

otSCUSStONIANAl vsts. 

At rts January 1 Bl 1995 meeting, the OCWO Bo.ard directed staff lo submit to the legislature a 
bill to· amend the PubHc Works Contract Coo• lo etiminate the r~quJremen1 for performance 
bends for .contracts riot adverUsed for bid.r and to a.mend ·th& OCWD Act to change the 
expiration date ·of directots: term$·to conform with the Uniform District Election Law (see-.Nos. 1 
and4befow). 

Sta.ff was also directed to retom to OCWD consmuenf age~e:s for Jurtherdlscus:s-km of 
proposed amendments regarding· the categoctzanon of $t.tppl$mentat water for the purposes of 
calcutatlng the ~asin produ.ciio.n percentage! and giving ·the Board discrelkm to waive ·penalties 
for Jate submission of product,on reports· and payment of tne R~plenishmer,t A~sessment (see 
Nos. ·2 and 3 below). 

Addit10nar(y1 du.ring a. ~v:iew of new provi·s:,ons.of law for 1995. District Genera.t Co:unse~ . 
discovered a drafting error. in. the Public Contracts Code which incorrecUy identffi.e$ the Boa.rd of 
Supervisors.as the governing body of the District (.see No._~ below) .. 

On February -1 and· February 8, 19951 fhe OCWO Technical Advlsory Commt-ttee {TAC} and 
Groun~ater Producer$ also revi~wed·the pt6P<J$ed amendments .. end the-it comments .ate· 
denoted in bold' below. 

·:: :,•:.•. : .... -.: 
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1) 

2) 

:3) 

4) 

5} 

An amendment to confotm_the.Pubiic Works Contracts Code to 
present practice of requiring performance bonds onJy on contrads 
requiring advertising tor bids, and making such bonds optio-ru3J on 
other contracts_ 
Thi-s proposal was accepted in -January. 

An amenoment· ro give the Board ~utho.rity to determine 
cfassifreation ot waters of impaired quality for purposes or calculating 
the Basfn. Equ.Jty Assessment (BEA), 
Concern in January regarding thf.1. propos:aJ wa·s lhe issue of 
providing long:..lerm incentive to honk up to recycled water 
projects. After furth:e.r explanation the TAC commit.tee ag:reed 
With the merit of this pr-opotUd. 
• RESPONSE: OCWD wm seek to detetethe Jncius·ion of reda¾med_ 
water from the definition of supplemental water. makJng reclaimed 
water neutraf for tha sake of cafcu!aUng the Basin Produ.cUon 
Percentage and·subject to dassifica.tion by individual con.tracts on-a 
project-.by.-project basis. 

Change RA payments: from semi-annually to bi-monthly based on 
use over the two~month period. Also give Board authority- to set late 
_pe_yment:penalty and'·discretion to forgive penalty;. 
This. proposal-:generated the most-discussion in January and 
February. ·Producers seemed most concerned' at the Joss in 
interest-income they would suff~r by pay:ing the RA earner., 
Most acknowt-edg;e~ the goal of improving OCWD Qash- flow· and 
expressed tha(they cootd :suppo.rt lhe c.bange if the· Board 
made an adjustment lo. the RA to compensate for tost·in~re$t 
eamtngs~ There was also concern regarding allowing the 
Board di$Cretion to waive ·penalties and having the·. same rules 
apply to au proclutiers regarding late payment penalUes. 
• RESP-ONSE: OCWD can drop:the r~uest for more fr-~quent 
bntings .and amend the .act to -give the Board discretion to waive 
penaltiesr including retroactive authority to. July 1 @-4. 

An ;amendment to change the expira.fion date at the.terms ororrrce 
ofdire.-ctors to be consistent WJ1h the Uniform Disttict Election Law. 
·This.ls a. minor technical amendment aoc-ep"ted fn January. 

Na¥:. An amendment to the Public Contracts·code to correct an e.rro.r-in 
an new section relating_ to eme.rgenc_y contracting -P«JOOdlires- .(see 
attached memorandum}. 
Thls w• .accepted by ·tne Producers withot1t discus:sionM 

... · .· .. · :_ .: . 
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Preliminary legislaUve language for Nos. 1 through 4 was fotwarded to Assembtyrnan Jim 
Morrissey for submission of to the Office of Legislative Counsel to me.et the s-ubmisskxl 
deadline of January 20th,. Deadline for introduction of billsJs.February 24 1 1995. 

Depe11ding on direction of the Board, amendments may be incorporated 1nt9 the bHI aft~ it: is 
introduced in February. Attached is proposed tegisJaUve language. 

PRIOR RELEVANT BOARD ACTION(S} - NIA 

J 
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Section 21045 of lhe PubHc Contracts Code. is amended to read: 

sec. 21045. ·Penormance b<>nd$ 

MV· !t:~ :r--~dt!i.i1ttiR~ITllli,~liiti1/~l~lf .. ::; -.· · person or perso.ns to wriom 
a :contract may be awa(ded shall enter into a bdrld} wi.th good and sufficient sure.ties, to be 
approved by the board\ payable to 1be di.strict tor its use, for at least 25 percent of the amount of 
the es.tfmattid contract price, conditioned for the faithful pe-rlormance of the contract The work 
shaU be done under 'the direct.ion and to the saUsfacfion of ·t!)e e _ Li:~!L,91 th~ d_ittrl9~-~i:~;,,9e 

a rova I b ·. · board of dir ctors of . · e di trict. r r · ·!' '1 /\li ,,.,,~-,~;l',;~;!fQ\ 
·u 

1 
. . •• '.Jj:,.,,_1,.:l~I1i;».ii[~f _ .. ... .. $ ."'.;1'.~g ·-·· f--~··. , -l~~L ... ___ ~ .. ,. J 

: :::: 
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Section 3·1.5 of the Orange County Water rnstrict Ad is am.ended to read: 

SEC. 31 .. 5. Sas-in ·equity a.sses:sments; production requfrements and limHati-ons 

(c} As us$d in thl$ a.ct 

( t) "'Supplemental sourcesp' means ~4me~AG so.ureas of water outside the 
watershed of the Santa Ana River, excepting tht1t portion of that watershed on and along 
Santiago Creek upstream _of the d'.ownstraam toe of the. .sl.ope of the VHta Park flood Control 
Dam I such ast b.ul not limited lo, water produced from tt1e Metropolitan Water O.istrict of 
Southern CaHfomia, 

(:2} HBasin production percenta.g-e0 means the ratio-that atl water:to be produced from 
groundwater supp Vies wUhin the distrlct. beat$ to au water to be pmduced by persons and 
operators within the district front suppJ.ementat sources as ~en as fro.m groondwa.ter-within. the 
d.t$tti~t dyring th'e en.suing y~ar. · 

5 
. . ·._ .-:_:-:_;. ·--·- .... _ .... . . . •:: . : .:· ~-: :·: : ! • ... : .- . -- .•• 
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Section 29 of the Orange County Water rnstri.ct Ac~ i:s ame.ndod to re-ad: 

SEC. 29. Filing statement as to water production. 

fAl~1£ach op&fator of a:water producing facility within said dr.strfcti unW such Ume as said 
water producing facility has 00$0 per.manenUy abandoned, shall file with said d1s.trictt on· or 
before the :31st day of January .and on or before the 31st day of July of each year; a statement 
seUinfJ forth the- totat proauction in acre---feet of water for the preceding sb< month period 
(excluding the month 1n whtch the, state.moot lS d~e), a generaf description or number locating: 
a=ach water producing facility and :the method or basTs of the computation of such watar 
productton, If no water has been produced from said: wate.r producing -f:acHlty during -the 
preceding six months peri.od~ said statement shall be· filed as provided for h~refo senln_g forth 
that no water -has been produ.ced during said pef[od. Sai:d ·statement shaH be verified by a 
wrlUen da¢1a_ra:t1-0n that :rt is made under the penalties of perjury. The replenishment 
assessment a,nd the additional repfen1shment assessment .are payable to said district. on or 
before the last date on which the water prQducdoo statement sha.U be filed and nre computed by 
multiplying the pmducfion ,n acre,.feet- O.f water a, disclosed In the s1atemantl by the 
rep!enishment assessment rate and the additional replenishment assessment rate. At such 
time as -any said wat~r producing f.aciHly has been pennanentr:y aban~d. the operator 

. thereof shalt give written notice ot such abandonment to said district, 

\ .. , }tf any operat.or_ofa. water ptoducingfacH}ty shallfaU to p-qy the repienishment 
assessment$. when due1 ·the district sha!U charge interest on _the c1eUnquent amount of the 
repfenishment.assessments ,at the. rate of 1 percent each month or-fraction ihereolthat the 
replenishment. :?¼Bse~sments ·rematn deHnqu-ent 

fafist1.outd 1;1ny operator of a water producing facility fail to register each water producing 
tacmty or fail to' file on or-before the 31st day qt,~~ruary and- 3-1 st _day of July of ~ach ye~r the 

w. a. _ .t. e_· ~ pro.d~ctio.n statement, said di-s·:rict &ha» ·m~u,r i~ a?diUon to cha~J.~,.·~ irtt,.J.:~st ai_~;; ·. iJ1,o 
t1~!,~!9·. · · · . : agl¼uist such operator m an .amount \lift . . .~-~ . ,~J 

,,,. ·'·!··., _£fthe amount·-round by said dlstrictto be due. 
·;1; 

.t. ...... ~.·-=-~ 

[~.l1lrhe board of dfrectors may~ at the· Ume offlxing the reptem.shment assessment. rate 
a.nd addWonat replenishment a.s.se.ssment rate,. pr<;-.tvide. by resoluti(?n that the operator of,an.y 
water producing. facilities ·having~ dischar:ge opening not g_reater than two ·inches.in.diameter 
and which do not provide dome.stic or irrfgaUon water 'for an area in excess or one ·acre may p,ijy 
a fixed amount as hi.s ·replenishment asses·srnent an .a<Jditiona~ replenishment assessm~nt, in 
lieu of.filing a sworn statement as :fo the production of ground\1/.atec 
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Section 12 of the Orange County Water Oistrf ct Act is amended to read: 

$EC .. 12. Directors-; time-of etec:tion; appointment. of e:ertain directors:: vacancie's; bond 

(a) An election shaft be held on the first Tuesday aft.er the first Monday in November of 
each even-numbered year; in those divisions of 1 to ·1, inctu-$iV8t at which directors for the 
district shall be elected to fiH t~ offices of the directors whose t,erms of office shaO expire at 
noon an the fimi tast f riday ih £.l~ij ltiat·fl\f.mth, in accordance- With the Uniform District 
EJ.ecUon Law, 

(b) 1n :OMsion 8~ 9, and 1 O of the di-~trict, the _governing body of th~ -C.ity comprising each 
such divi$i0n shat! appoint the director to represent the division upon the· board of direct.om. to 
$&1V9 a four ~ear term that expires at the same time as the terms of office of those elected 
di~ectors Whose terms of omce.~xpire that year. ·The terms 1Q • $,;:- •. 'i"~ifectors ~eP:'esanUng 
Owi•si:ons 8, 9 and 1 O shalt exptre at noon. on ,Novernbe.f.~.Q- ,. , . ; .. _:. ii,, 1998. A director 
reprnse.nirng · Oivition 8~ ·9 or ·1 o may be r.emovectat any il(tl$ and without cause -J~1y the majority 
vote of th$ .appointing body. 

'1 

····· . :··: ::· ... ::· :·:·.:_.: 
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DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

$U8J:ECT: 

ZWI tfittrttt I; t 1 ·~ 

INTER-OFFiCE MEMORANDUM 

February 8~ 1995 

WilHam R. Mms Jr. 

Mark leyes 

ERROR tN THE PUBUC CONTACT'S C.OOE SEC:TtON FOO QC.WO 

Ourl.ng a rev~ew ·of hew provisions oflaw 'for 199.5x District Couns,el Clandoo discovered a 
drafting error in Jegist~tion that was signed by the Governor ·and ·became law on January 1st 
This section is regarding emergency contracting p:rocedures in emergency sHuatlons, The error 
was that the law .inadvertent1y·identified the Board of Supervisors a~· the governing body of thE 
Orange County Water District.in one ;section whHt: correctly referrfng to 1he ''go\i·ern,ng body' of 
the agency in another section_ · 

This ambiguity could prot>ably be resolved by a rational-reading pf the law. but to ·Ctear up the 
inconsistency a.s exp&diliously as possible, I am trying to arrange to have·a correcting 
amendment to the Public Contract~ Cod.a placed in one of the bms introduced .in ·the· Special 
·Session regarding ·the flooding e.n,ergency last month. · The emergency reUef bins introduced in 
1he special session are ex,,ectited through th& legi:slative,process and become law as soon ai 
the Governor signs. the bUL Since most of thes~ bills are: already at least uvough one hoU$el 
1his would be tne qu~ckest way to fix the problem. 

The Governor has a.'fso eaHed a speciaf: session to dea~ wtth Orange County. Bankruptcy issues 
wh.i.ch could pr~uce a bill or bills which covtd confa!n our change. The Spe.ci:al ·Sessi:on wm 
begfn on February· 17. 

If both of the abOve options faiti we win insert the change into. the Aseernbty Local Gov.ernmenl 
J

10mnibus~· bill. which is: an annuat effO;rt to maktJ minor. oon>®ntroversiat techni:cat changes in· 
state law affecting tocal govemmenL ThJs bill wm be an urgency bill me~ning that the iawtakes 
effect as.soon as the Governor rs,igns the.bill. The finat option is to amend :the blH.thaL 
Assemb1yman Motrissey ls carrying, 

l will seek Board authori,zafion for this chartge on February 1·5. ~s pa:rt o.fthr& suomntaHonhe .. 
. approva.~ of the OC:WD Aet a-rnenornents, l have attached ·th$ p.ropos'1d amendment 

cc: C.lark ld~; Jim Van Haun 
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Section 21043 of the Publlc Contracts Code ts amended to read~ 

SE:.C. :21043, Performance bonds 

(a) Contracts may be fet or work undertaken without aavartislng for bids in an 
~mergency,. 

{bl ln ~~~---~L~n emergency,_ if notice 19( bids to 1et contracts wm not oo given, the :bo.aro. 
of f.tipet¥i&Of6 'al@~~$ ~halt cornpty with Ch~pter 2 ~5 (commencing WJth Se.cUon 22050), 

·(}, 
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CliAPTER 29 124 

CHAPTER 29 
LA. . mblv Bill N ·· . l 140) -. sse . . . - o ... , .. 

AB Mt to ~m-end.. ~tJQJUI Z 104-J aml 21()45 of the. Pu.blk c(..).1):f;f~Cl' C-Od-i:-, 311d v.() 

.amend S~ction~ 2.1~ l2f 29~ :ind JL5 i.}f the Orange County Wate.r :m~t.r.fot Act 
(Chapter 914 of .the St;1-1t,!!te;s of 1933-)., · relating to water, and declaring the urgtirtcy 
then:of~ h.'I take dfect · in11i1ed.1:atd y. · 

LEQJSLA llYt COONSEL"S nroas1 
AB 11.40,r Mouhi~Y- Orarig~ Counry Water District. 
_(l} Th~ O~nge Coun~:y Wa.ter District Act requi:res·,eaGh operalor of a wlftter. pro

ducing fadlity to · file a water prodoc:tian st.a~nt each year- on (W befqre_ Jauwu-y 
J l for the preceding July to '.Dt,"C.embe:r t~p;<1rtfog perfod and o.n or ~l~ Jµ!ty 31 for 
tht: preceding Jattu~~Y t(, J um:. R"J1?ttirig p.e--dod:. The net regnit~- the ditdnc.t! if tbe 
operator fai~$ tt'). fifo the sratem("Jtt tlj a$~$S ll ~petifloo ~ftlty. nre act. defines' the 
tm111 ~;,!j;upplemen.tat lqurc~~, tbt the, pur-po19es, pf the ~ct bJ include :r-e-cla.ime.d w~mr~ 
Tht..; act pft'l\~td¢S fo.r the decti0:11. ·()f dirtciOt'$, f(ir- fhc ·di~triet., 

This bill ·wo:ulcL fost;~d. ~uire. e~cl1 opera.tor :to me th~ water pmduc-don. s~tc,., 
ment on or before thi last day of .F~'>mary a-ml Oil or- 'befor-e the l~t day· cl' A~ 
t)f each year for the precedhig applicab]o .re-porting period .. The ·niU woo]d d~lefo· 
ir-.ecfalm~d wate,r from dm definition of ···'Supplemental sourc~,H The-bJU W(~uld 
c.-0ntbr.m: cert.aiu elect.km pn::,v!~OTJ'S, wit}i .lhc, Unif<.trr.n Dimrict. -Ei~:twn.-L~w. I'b~ &.m 
wo~Jd make. other _technic:ail. and darify.h1g {,hart~ in. the acL 

f2) The act requires. tU ·.gri:rnnliwal:Cr s.wrag-e by· an en.dry other th11:n d:1e: di!tri.ct to 
be conducted jJ.\J;f'$U.aP.t tQ a gtiQ'UJ1d:watet S.t'OL'\~ agreeru-e.:n.t biei'W~O tha.t ent~t}r ,an_,d 
the distrh:.t. 

The MU w-c:u;!ld, pti{l\'ide that ~ groumiw:itter iilrol"age z1<g.rce1n:erit niay tt1(:h1de. p.t.<f-~,"' 
sjoM th.al ptt;W[de. for the waivier o.f·pre1;cribed. a~8J_llents t'tn ~t,0:r:ed W~tr -that 't$ 
extrn~too pursua\tn to that ia;S)reemetn. · 

(3) E~fati3tg law reqoire;g n ~rsoo ·to: 1t•lh<lm.. the. dj~trict- aw.arm a txrntraet to enter 
'into a performance· 'bond,, !IS p.t~riboo, 

11tas biU w··ouMr imiteati.?- n~q,ui-re ~he ~,mud. rn -:t1:qui:re a performance 'bood ~- a 
contract ,avn1rded a$· ;1 reiult ¢f advertising ·for bids. aa pt~rib«l ·Mid would. autlID
riu: the general manager of t!he df~trid · tii «.~quire a performance: bond- oo a ~t~ 
aw~rded wrt.hout .advtrtisin;g for bi~iit · · 

( 4) 11tis bit! Wt)uld-dec.la:r~. tfrat it .is to. take efftct- immedia1ety M.: an- urgency ttat,.. 
uret 

Thi!' pet)!Jl:e ~f tho& S.ruw. C!,{Cllfifomia da etwcI as /~Haws·: 

SEC'TIQN l, Section 2'1041 of the :Pu:b:U~ Contract. C-Ode _ili ~~ to r.ea<.h 
f Z.l:OAJ.. {a) Ct~ut.r~t~ tP£l.Y tN~ let or work urH.iertak.~~ without ~v.erti$ing for 

·bidi in ~n en1ergency. · 
{b) ln: c.ase. _t\f :ftn. etn~rge.tu;_y, if 1iotice for :&.ids tP ict c~,ntuw:tli 'wiU not~ giveni the. 

'board of dlmtors _shall c(impty whh- Chapter 2,5 (com.men.ciin; with Section.22050). 
ktJ/i¢$ h1{!~1e ch~~~-o~ll~di6riol~~I! .... ~- ~- -i.~,db,tt;~--~:II""' ij

5~•$l~MMS~. 
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SEC. 2. Set.,io.n 11045 of the. P~iblk O)ntnacr Code ts :rrrl¢mi(id to re:a<l: 

§ .2100., (4-) Th,tf di,tritl sha:U r«;_uirt A f)(.~Yltl to -whom rh~ ¢im·i<:t awards: a 
t:b.wtract as a mull of ndvmfri11g- f m· IJ.idt u, .e1mr into tJ bond, <ji,1Jfh g6Qd 4:t,d JI4F 
fldmrt J'Uf'd~ to In- approW!i/ l)y tkt' bQ,ar(}~ _p4yablt fq 1/w di#rirr fer itt u:fi)~ /rJr ar 
letttl 2S ~YfllJ uf th'ff amo~n, of th-e t-Jfimartrd t .. a:ntracr price, L'm'tditi:Qltu/ for- the 
/ttdt/rtfltl pttfonftf,rnt-e of th-e wnttatt. 

flt) Th~ tt.mtra./ mana,:tr gf _th-r dktrJtt may ~-~.tin a _penmt, h1 whom tile diurin 
tJ-ifmNh a cMtr-tict wUluntt 4d1vrtiJ{niJ for f,ids fti tinur i-ff.tf1 ~- mJrul in t.1-Cl'ordan.cilr 
with suMfrisitm t_aJ, 

(c) Tiu ·wark -.rlulfl b.r dom: v,nder lht dirrs:-tfr,~ <rnd .ft) rlh'- .rmfr/Mtfrm ()f fh-.f±· 
d-iwict tlJgifflrt lJ.fJ.d M :r.ufJ.jin---i l(} «pp.N_)P~{ f!.}1 the lfoord~ 

SEC~ J., Section 2. t of the Or~n_g-e Cuu_nty Witt-er O~~tr-i,c1 Act tCforprer 924 nf 
the- Sacut~ of 1933) is- amended te riead:. 

~~ 2,.1. (a) AH ,g1\'>Un<lwater ,storagt 'by 1u1 em sty o:tner than the dis:trkt =sbaU b~ 
OOfi.d~ted j)ttftiU:atlt to a grrn:m<h:'i·1i1ttr: s;tO.r'h.il;f'. agrt'Cf.1'W'n'i lx~tw~:n ffl.t\t cnfit_y 1u1d thi.'. 
dffl:rict. 

(b} l.l:se l'fftbe·-gr.-oondwater oa..~0; \1\"1thm i:he.dssn·fo~ foi· th~ put:ptJ!!<e: of rtt~limis:Ji~ 
ing and mair:mgw_g die uo:undWJltcr :l,.Upplie-.__ii. of the dhitric1 sh:;i]l ha\·~ prkfrity twe,t 
th~ U&.ij of th:¢ grou:n.<i:wat,er -~n fo{ :S'f Ot'at'it, Of ~iate.t, 

tic) The groundwater $l.orttge· agt.eem~lt- :,hall be-lhnitw to pu~ti~ ~d wrivat~ e.rrti· 
ti-c:s dmn"buting water t~ -~q.nl1'\I,mers. f -or -q-o.m¢1>t;ic~ muni.dpat h1d:Wttti~L attd ilfn..~ui .. 
tuml -us.ie wrthirt. :their bouru.ian~~ whii.~h ·are k;J('Jlt:ed wh~Hy tit :partially \1.-i:thfri the 
districl ,exrept tlm:t, where the- pritnary hx!nefils ~c=crn1e n-~ per"S:on:s nr pru~ri.y wffhin 
the diMriec. thie agtetment may inc(:lrui-t other imbhc ~nd privf!t:tc_ emitie~. ·1m~Ju1:Jing. 
but Mt U.tnit~ U); th~ M.elrOJM'.>li.1fif~ W~ttr Dist.ri~t of Sot.nbetn C.altfriiatUil ~Htd fh~ 
~ent .of ·"r~u:6r R$S(}ut.c:$S. 

(d) The gfoun4w:ate-r storage agreement m:ay include pr:oYisioris _ tlHtt p~~)~'tde iiff 
th.¢ wa.Jw:r of r.-eplbni~hm.ciit ifisscss.-nie-nts ur b~sin eqnity :assessments, or oothf oJi 
stored W4llet that ~ e ... ,q:r.a.cted pur-$usnt m t.h-.e agreement. 

(e) In .allocati.ng the u.,~ of the gmundwaier· basin stt.rrag.~- &p,tH~~ th:e dK;il.ritJ. shall 
et.msW:e.r end protect the: quality of fire grnuridw.a-te-:r :al\d: the rea!iit~nabk: ~i~J~r strpp~) 
J~ of thf d6trkt. · The distrfot '8.ht1ll _irnpo:se :s.u-eh limit$..t:km.-s on (ie; quaHt-y -of t.h,.z: 
water to be stored as. !!:MU be ne.ce:J<fir;"" to _pmtt-et th¢. :qWlHty of ih~ ~'t'-+nndw.at:er in 
the disttict · 

tf) The: di:ttt.ict flwll rrn:ilude wriu~: findings .~u_p~rtrong: its t".fl.rtdusk~ns :il:u lrs: rec.,. 
or-d of oonsiideratk1i11 of a propm,ecl grooodwa.ter ~.wrage -~gn~ernetiL 

SEC~ 4_;_ Scdinn 12 of the.Qom~ C(lunty Wah:t Ojmrkt Act (Chapter 924 of r.he 
S~(]f i93.J) i~ :u:tt®d~.i: tQ:r~= 

Se,e.. ll. (a) An. cl~ll:Ol'l .sha-U be ~Id 'Oft. t-hc 'nf.:Srt t-ut.~Y after the .ft.ts.t M·o..miay 
.in N~b« -m ~b ev,enMn\im~ )iear.\ in those dim.runs of l tt} 7,. iu, .. ;}usrve, a~_ 
w:'hkh df~on fo.r the d:1:Jtrfo1 fih~U be elected to. till ib:e affk,~ of the dJ:r,~-ttnrs. 
wb~ terms or- offic~ shin ~xpirt at noon oo the first .fh"id.&:y in Dtte:r11ber •. in. accm·
danc.¢ witli th~. Unifor.m- Oi~trkt Election- Law (Part 4 t<-1omnH."!ndng ~·hb Sect:101j 
1030.0)- ,,f Dr:vision 10 of the-ffleetions- Codw:'J.. 

(b) In DivisilOM 8'" 9, and lOoftheru~rict, the,gove:ming body nf the dty ·oomp:rl:s .. 
·mg .eae.h $\ICh. division paU appo.dnt..rhe dftt"(;;fil:r. to t¢f}f~!ll ·the d(V~S;k1ft: Uf,'t.).l'i th<: 
:board :of :director$. to :S;e_t\1¢ a fou;r,.;y-ear ictm· ·t!rfat expireYf JU .the same- rime -a~ 'tbe 
term.I of office or t~- elected direct on witoge l:¢l1tl$ of offictt :eX:Pnft: tfun ye.ar. .. The
J~-of offie.e of dir¢c.ttirn ·repr~ting Dh·i~i~n& B~ 9, and lO ,S:haU expire ::11:r :(H)(m ('Ht 

~her --6.i 1996. A qir1.:et.or tcprdmting Di'lt'ision $c; 9.;. or 10- may :be T~ttN'.1-"'cd ~J 
any time: titnd without cause-by the J.'IJ~rity ynt¢ of t.he. ~pi_poiniing gov~rntng oodJ/,. 

- it~dit&: in~t,li:t,e chang~ t'>t -~dditicms. • · • • · indicat~ :ommt~i.m,s., 
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CHAPTER Z9 12<s 1995 REG. SESSJON 
SEC, 4 

(c:) V a..canci~ 0vcurring ii1 any elective office sh.an be filled rmrsuant to Section. 
1780 of the GQv~rntn.t.At Code~ If the va6mcy _ i:i; that of an appointed dirwtor-~ t.b~ 
appointing body shall appoint ~ s.ui:~r,. 

(d) 'Eac,h director f.hall execme an off'1>Ciai oortd in ail amwnt htd by w board of 
dire-.--:h)r:~ that. {tQU-al~ o:r J.:l.·CCOOS one thou.-uin-d d(r!larsc (S lr()OO)·. The. hoods :sl-mU ~ 
fi1ed with the ~r~tMy of th.e boru:'d. of directo~ · · 

(~) fo ht'.u of requir1n_g, tmch dit·ector lo e~e.\!!ut-<; an official bond putrh~~t to 
stib<livmon (d)s the dhHri;,;tt may provid.t iiddlty .insuru,we through ma&ter or blank~ 
bo1:1d-.i:." m· other insurance approved by .the board (\f direct.ors. 

0) Pterni:um~'t for bcinils required by this -a<':t shall ttm~titu:te a Pf<>'.P~f ~~iltc 
against ·th,e diSt.rict. 

S:EC. 5. Section 29 of the ()r,ang,'e L'nctnty Water. District A~t (Ch~pter ~J:24- of Oitf 
St~h1te:s of 193:l) 1$ a.rnended to ~: 

$«.. 29:. (a) ( l ) f.;.$ch. operator of a watt;1:; .. proi:htcing_ fooility \iK-it.hfo. th<i district.i 
urttH the iadlii-y has been _per.manentlJt ab.andon~d-;- ':,;hall ·file with tat &sttic"Lt on or 
oororc the ~a:st :day of February .im-d on or befon:..-_tbe 3 ]$it day Q:f A~gust of ca.eh yM:ri. 
1i ,stat.em.ewe Scttit1g fodh ™l of the- foUow.ing: · · · 

(A) Th~ totaJ production lrt acre-.feet of w~ter for. fbt. ;precooing ·six· mooih period 
,of Jaruiary m June.. 'fncfo~iv~,. ar Jut~· 10. :Oe.,."'-emb.er~ j.:n-cl~h,e~ -tU/i-applkable. · 

{B) A ;general tkSi!.~riptio.ri or number kx;;ating c.ach wa.ter~prooucing:. mcm~. 
{C) "D:ut -rneth.Qd ctr h1;1SJ:& '<)f f;hc c()tnputa-ti(tfi -of wate.r _pJXm.U:Ction, 
0.J lf M W-3tef.. hit~ ~1 J'.l!OOU~O from (&¢· Wllmt.,prodll(;tng facility -drui:ng· th~: 

. t\t!:purting !~ri(ldf a ~taicm.en1 $hall be filed it'i< pn1v.ided- fr,r ·hetci;n ~tatiug· t;hat. :no: Wlli~ 
te.r h~. been produe¢.d during dun period' . . 

(J-} A .s·m.tement sh!rll he. verified by 11 wrftte·n -deeh\r.atitittt ttwt it -fr~ ·madt- tu:tder the 
pemiltie$ of perj-ury. · 

(4} y.rhe r,epkm~hmen( ~~l¼lm-~lt -~nd ·1h-e ,inklitional l't±plenbltment M~~:t-Jn Me 
-pay~b~e to th.e di.~tnct oo ,w Wbre- the. last i:fate on_vi~}iQb dt~ water pf'OdUCUQJ/1 $ltt~ 
·ments are HJ CX". -JUed :an4 are t~<nnpute.d- by nm.l.tiply.h'.l:g the -prodacrloo in acrt-..:ftet (:tf 
w~e.r as. .d{sfilo&ed hnh-e-'liitatem.-fnt, by ·the- ·repleni~lmli.'int a.~ment :rate· ·and the a-d-
:ditii,md tepLeni~·h.menr .a~~,m~nt. rite, _ _ 

{5) When :an 01,xm1tt:>r has penrumently abaudm:ied: ·u.- ·wat.er~p.r.oduieing facility., th~ 
-c*erafc)r ih.wl :ii-ve ~·d itien D()ti=tc ~:-,t the abandonment 't-(1 the di;~fri<:t~ 

(b) 1f fill)' Hpetalm bif ~ WJ'ttet•produdng fucHity ·fij,iJ~- tc pay the .r.tp:fe.njsltmen,t ~
sessm.ents when due~ the di~trict shall c.barge. int~t o.n the de.Unqu.mt am.ou.n.t Qf 
the .replenis.hmfflt a~&1nltJ:Vt~ at too ntk of I ~cent each month or ft-w;don the(eof 
that the repieittslt.mem. a~~m~nt~ r®1ain -deUnqud'.tt.. 

(c}(!) lf any ,oper~tot of a water-pro.dudng _faciUty fails to file the wJt.te.t ;prodti;c: .. 
tion lfitatement on o-r btfore t:h,e· ffiist day of ·rebmitf}" or on ot before the l h;t. day of 
Aµgust of -each y~rj for thi!t applkat,lc- rep<lrting periodi the- ilistrlct sb.atl:~ in :ilddi, .. 
tion. to ,charging irn.:et.¢8t &!!i pn}vided in dli3i. ~ti:o-n, .. ~ess against the op.etal<..'>f a 
·pt',M!ty cfouge, in an amo\lni of W· percent of the a.m¢U!fd due the district~ · 

(2} Par:agraph -( l );, a:~ amend«i i-n die tint ye~n of the 1995~,9'6. Replar ~n.. Qf 
the Legjs1atur¢.~ appHt'S to. any· operaior ,,r a -~~:f' producing fu.dffly th.at. f~Unt to fife. 
a required wut~r proouo:tion statement o:r.t. t'>r af.t:er the elf~ive date-of those-amend~ 
ment~~ and. lo any opel".-$.l.:Or th.al failed to nie. .a required water -pro4\fction ·Jtat.emcnt 
~n or:bcl'Qre Ju!y llf 1994.~ :for the precNing Jrmaary to Jun~ inclU&i'1~ 

(d)~ Th.'e· ~ -of dir~to~- ·mayt :at- the time of- fixing th~ :re.pl:em~IY.hm·er.kt -~~t 
rate :~nd a:dcUtivn:al repleniihmem ats~1n1tiit tt1re~ provide ·by· ~lutlon tb.t die 
operator of any · w~t.cr .. :proou.cing facility wrth. :a -mschargti: opening 'tiot -.gr~rer irum. 
tl\\:O i:n~h.:e$ .i~ ~•~- all4 th,i d.~"'$ 11-01 prpvi~e.-· dor;n.~tk: Qt irr.isation. water for .an 

.. ·.. .. • . . .. • •• · ..• ·.·.··.~.:..~:, ........... : !,I,":"" ,._.,~t.;J :"¥!t"i ._I.'\ ... ._ ··.'·· - • a. 
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CHAPTER 29 
SF..:Cn 

m:ea in e~ of one i\Cre· may pa~· .n flted amoun~ ai. rh.t oper.awr'l. r~i:enistit1'rent 
~t and ;additk>fial rcpJetri:d1.ment a.'\S~sme11t, in lieu of filin.K .a ;SW.(1J::r1 ~fat{."· 
'f'flt!Ut :f~$.Mdfog _gm.undwater proo~tkm, 

SEC. 6. Section 3U <)f th-t Oni.n.ge Coott{y W:iter Di!ittic-t Act <Clrnpi:ll!r 924 t:.r{ 
the: 'Sul:tq,W4 of f9J3} i$ an1end«i to react 
~. 31..5.. {a:) Ba$in equJty asism.~n1cm:ts and productfon requfrei:ni::nt$. attd Hmi1~

tioii'i on pent::it'ls and (,pmi:tms ·within iht! :di~tn~-:t Rfl." decfo..:rcd w ht in furt:hfil';.m:m .:,f 
di~irict u~hvjtj~ irt. t~ protection of ·wi:ri:;r suppUes for us(:r5 within the i;fi:sirkt 
Whkh are n~.ry for' t)-W :J.H:S:bli..,;: he:.t11tbi wdfa.r¢, lq:Ici ~f:i:ty of. f~U~ ~npk r1f th;-~ 
jt:&U. Th.t ~$'4n .e<quity .i~ffit1fiti1. at,iJ the prr;:>dUC'tk1M reqw.n:meut5-' knd ti1t1ituio:r ... t 
prnv.iided for m thil! :a~t may ~ i.ntpc1.S¢4 upo·n, :m<l apphcd to, au pcrwm. ~md p:r.n• 
-dU¢1:nt within tM- diimct for dw bro=clit nf ?'JU wb~, r~Jy ~hn;!t1Jy ,~r 1ndin.'"{fly ur;.-:i1i 
th¢ .groundWfHer $'Yp:pb~ of lhi!: diS-tricf . . 

(b) The. bffln tJQuity M-.~'iml:'..llts imtx,~·d punmrmi w ihis: a .. ;i ~g~inst t!IH per•;;o~tl. 
and operaton wj\bJU. ~be d&s.rrict :may bt t.¢iform ur :ra~l'l.u:rdform. irte ~ffl{~il;n~. a:i 
otlcrmmf!d by th<: board of dir!!:'!:'.tl;>f-S nf the district, 1:11. 'i::!f'dt!r to ~~tfb;:111:u;t,c;: the .. gn.ilS 
,lltld pu~ of tht district, Tb:e Jf'()(:~~-d~ (~r th~ ~in tquity a."i-~!Hf.l~ttlli imtpt~d 
:afid eoUectecl ~ be tised Ji) equal.lZt ihc- C()l;t (!.f wiit~r to utl perSt.ms 1wd npe.!';IJ1~:r-s. 
within th.'e- d&ltitt ~ t~· Q1;..,qru1e. iw-au.~ l0 ripleni~h tht gj•o-imdi;,.\;•~ter 5U:pp:li~· .J( thf!' 
~J$trlet .. 

{c) A~~ i11 this M,'1:~· 

O} ·~s·uppletnei1lltl M.\UJ't'£$'' n~w.~ ~:r(t.r~·of water c1u(t.kk o~. w.irct·~hec uf lh~ 
~tlt:a; Ana Ri'1tr, ciceintnj that poni011 uf tliat wa.ter~lied on an-d ~1:Long Santi-ag_o 
Cr.eek t1pg:trii!l?lrn of lbs: dow.nstr~ tot c~r th¢ r,;i~ of th~ V:Ufa Ptir.k flNKi C~r,m·,;rJ 
D~ .. $'1Ulh u:. but nof limited i;). w·ati::t proJu~i>d fr(;m th~ M(C,tf(tf.l()1im.n Wtu.e:r 
Ot~rict or S<:iHth~ C~Ufo.m1a, 

{2) ··:Ba.lj;JU prod®tkm percei:ttagt:l, mfflil.u;. ·Hm· ta.tto 1h31 .aiH wa.tu w br:: J.'H'.~)Chlt¢d 

from grou.a.dwi.tci' mrpp1™ ·wilhki. the dJstri;!i bt.~r!!; rn all \\-~tcr to ~ r,rodu~ro b)· 
~nofi!i: ~nd- op,e:nttQI~ wlthhl 1ht d,~tric:t fmm. ~uppk:me11.tuJ .~mffi_;~ and fn};m 
~dwat~r ·withi~ lhe di$'Ui1;t durins l:ht: er:1~u1tig w~e.r yi!'.ar. 

(d} The dhtrkt !'flt:aH ;unnnt:tly ordc:r' arc eng.ineer e.mph::-y~d hy the dbntict H'.I 

p~re an iu:v~iptio.a and report, Tb.e. fo'll'i::litipt:fon and rq,nrt :','fmU: ~l forth ~H of 
tbt. folwwi:ns inf ormmion, (O~.hi:r with c,tber infi,ft'ftafion rt~~:(..'5t«J by tbt di;~trkL 
r~ng to the prw«Jin8 w.Mtr year; 

:( l) Amount of WttW produ.eecl :t:y ~r!'iQnSc md ~ratu~ from :~roMndwM~T within 
the dttirkt 

(l} Amfl~fl! (,f Wlli(!:r prnd1Je:t,d by p<-f1i(}'!l~ om! opi:tr~H'.lfi from ~ttp:ph::n1(.1tntl 
$,Qijf~. 

{3) Amo!Hrt of water r,rodnC£d by persorn und G~r:n.:i:ors fr-om id! other ;stl'lffti::s-. 

(4) Omdmon of gr-0tind.waU'.r s:~pplk$ ~itbfo ·the d1itrite'l: 
(5) Iiifortmwon as to the pmb111bie ftvailability of .wint:r· from supplem-entaJ ~urc~ 

during ~ EU:Jtl ~Ucireedins fuit.al yc:~r, 
(f.i) ~.11ie (.."0!14 (i ~)d:Y~hig w~t;i;;r fmm iroum;iw;;t~ within the d1~tric.t~ in'4hrdmg-. 

any replerushm~t U1iitflment :o(the d1stnct. 
m l'b;e ~t ot water pro.du~ withln th'6 di&tdcr from :l<U.ppl;e-.menraJ /iOtlfC,e.'b. 

(t) {I} 011 tfu:· j=w:nd Wedo~.!;' fo fel;)rJl'U)' ,of each ye:ar1 .tht- tn_gfrtecting 
in'lre$ll~n and repo.n will ~.tkffvere,J ro 'the, -~cretary of ~-b~ disu'kt-: 

(2.) the ~e,acy shltil puhl~h+ pursu:ant to ~"tion ·6061 ofth:C GoY:t-rntnrin1. Code .. 
~ M.\ke· of' the r.~pt of t~ rtpoft arn.i of the publfo :hearit1t w ~ t®d o~r rb.,e da.te 
of u. lmieltJJJ of the bom-d. ttf d1:recion in Mard:?;, frt :~ n~":j;paper ~f gmer..1'11 dn',ula v 

tion prlnt«l <(Uld} pubfulh~ within the district, at least 1 O ctay'!l prim· t:n the· d~te ul 
which t.h<- pubh'c bearin:g r~ding w-atcr ~-uppttt!1i withi.n rhe :tlfatriet i:t :ro be -J1dd. 

ftttlk:$ indJ:Cace i$.a~g.ci,. 4;lf oozyiti(1:~~" • " • iM~te ummi~io.ns. 
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Cl) The t\otkei a .. -rnong any nth~r informatkm th~r the .ditlltrkt may, provi.~ ;Shall 
include :ll{E;:- i:nvitati.Qn to a.U ~~rn r,-r opelflttors wifMn th~ dis:trlct co c.atl at tM of-
fices of the dis(rkt to -e::tflm.ine the engfneering ·hrvestigfition .and report. 

{4} The ~Hl t>f dite-CH}t$ $halt hold on the date tYf :~ mreting of tne- board .m 
MMc:b. of (a;o:h year. a p.·u.blfo he.fring act which ~ -p<if$Ptl or ~rab,r within tlk . 
di'.itnc:t, or @.ny pen:!i.n in.r er.est-ed in tht amoont~ m1d soorce from whlch ail ~~ 
and ope .. rnton pn,duc;e their tot~I -sup~y of w-5..tcr-, ·as well as the estimat«I <t;!tfktwce 
irt the cost of:. ·1;1;,ater ·ptodu~ed frum. iroundw!!t:er 1;1fithin the ,eUstriet or gjUpple:cnent;d 
$oure¢~,- ma;y ilip~r ~nd be hc~rd. in person or b-y t'et,rns.ttttative. 

(f) f 1) On the date: .t;,£ a meet.ins; -or the ~td of d14ectotij h:i" April df each year; the 
board of directors. shall hold ,a pu:bliQ hemng t-0- det.crmin:e: the. ~- and d~bility 
of impo.s.mi· ba~n eq~tity as.'Se%-ment!) il.nd (he amtiur.m; there-Of~ :the t~ (<)t esUW:Hsh~
ing proouctkm. req:uireme:mti, imd limita.tJ-rms"' an;d the extent of thme requii.remenu. 
and fotlihttfons .as ro each ·per.$,,lJTI or .o;penAtor whh:tn the dfa.trkt for the m$Uing wa~
ter years 

fl) .fa ·C:o-.tThpUttng ~tld fi:~iill,g the. am{m.n~ of any basrn ~tdfy ~~lfflt for an:y. 
pe-r!'iron or o=perator · withfo the diMrfo1,. the ooard may allow a p-er:enmge f{tr 
deUnq-i1encies:, nt'{t t<:J l>.X~ HJ _perC'lellr~ ::as- d~ter:mmed by the. board. 

{3) Notice ,of th-¢ propos.e-d he!i:rfrr,g :'jhaH be pub&~ i;n the di~rtct pursua11t to 
St-:ctioo 006.J of the Gcrv;-etnmeo.1 .(;:ode :nJ ~st lO d~J% prior M, the date m foli the 
htnring. · 

(4) 'The notice $J&:aJ1 · f.'ef thrth al!r of the fo~fowing; 
{A) Tfun a report reg:ard.tn;tt water· iUJ>pHes within· the- di~t.rict has· beerl prepared., 
fB) The datr.-i. thn~r aml piacf: t'if ?he prt,p~ hcar~og. 
{C) A :it~kmenl trnat the p(.)~r-d win t"O.rt~~dcr 1)t the he~_rtng the .n<-.ed a;t'l.d ~irabU-~ 

ity of ·1mp~,soiir ha~in ¢<tuity as~d:iim®.ts and the an1ou:uts of those ass~ent~ .u 
wcelJ a.~ ~t~bHihi:mg: :prfidu~tion t:NLtir-e!Dtms · ~.nd limhnli~,ns:i un penoru, -and opera,.. 
n.11rs: within_. t.he district .far thf· i.'R~ut~g, W:lltf.r :year and ~utdiru:ir:s fa c--t'H'!cn«,-:fkm with. 
tho~ reqtlirernents- and Jirn.i.tatiortt, · 

(Dl An invit~~tl£-m. tn aU · perwms. -md opernt.m~ to :a.p-~r :/-lt the ptlblk ~ring Md. 
be. h~t.rd ijn re.g~rd. h) any -of ih¢ ,fore,gi'1in~- mutters. 

{:g) ( J ) At tht· l1:e,11tririg •. the boa.rd ~haj:l h·e~r:, take,. @4 -r~{!t'li'fil ~u competent e:i.·i .. :· . 
di;-qc~ pr~rtte.d reg,~m:.Um.g the, need fm ba-:.i.n equity a.s-se,stnient~; prt)()ucti:t,1:n requ..ir.-e
:rnents and hmitatioa.-,-in :g-eri:trrat an<l :lipt-cifi;~Uy. th.e e:i.tent cf-thm;e- rcquircme.nts-or
Hrnir:atfonE> .t1s te, ~~h l?{!t!!.l\11. or Oip.e:r.-tatur wifhln the di~trfot, th~ amount of die btiin 
equity ss:se:s;~mtm which .i;h.aU ·oe im~ed Upt>n ~.a.ch ~:rson n.nd operator· fo:r. .llU 
'f!fil:rposes -~,titer than ··irri~Uo.n at llini-form or 1H}ntm1form rates and may be iin~ 
upon ~~-1- pieir~~-~ and :-o:_p.era;t~,r :fbr frrigliti1.111 purpo&es at uniform or nootudform 
:r.atis fo.r the. ~u~tiin.g Wiitm' year~ and dre ·amount of M.tt"'..Jharges for ·producti.oli in.· 
~-:tc~ nf th¢ M.;in pr-Oducti(nt H;mha.ifon$, 

(2)_,.,>\Jt~r tlw htt-.tt.ting! thf!; b(~t'd -roa1y .• by .a.r.ewlutio.n M!rp.t~ by a, vot:e of·n.itlt.. lffl. 
:trum dgM. memben: of the board. :find and d:efen;nln.e for- dle ~ufog W1l1:er _year ,!lH 
of the folfowin.g:· 

(A) th,e ;;st~mated tmtl a.moo.in (.~f w:1tter w m:· proouct-d by all pe'tWn, and op('.rn· 
-to~ whhirt. the· d~tri~~, -fr.om t.he _gt0:1l-WWttt.er w-Jthi n the d.il,nnct and the -t'$tltnated 
:uu.oun.t. to be pf-Oduc:ed h11 ~JL'fn5 -~nd o.pe.r~wr:i from ~upp:fornen.tiiil $()~rr.<:·~~. 

(B) Thl• ·b~sin pt'Cductjo.n pe:rc<f:tttage, 
(Cl Th.at. ~- b11Si.n ~uJty 3~mem and prot.tuctitm tt:Quire.m.~Q[ ~nd. U.tnitatio.n 

:frnm ground~,:itet' within:" the dist.nt:f -~tt' rt~~ f(!lt dtiti ·prot~tit©n r,f :the- wa.tiet· 
supply of fhe. district. · 

(D} The surclt.arg·e:, in· an atnouot to be rle,errninoo fo the- di~et1on of the bi.."lard .. 
·tot prod.11c.tkm iu «~ of the· produ.i;tio.n Hmiti.ttioo.s~ 

.. ··. ·.·:;:··:··· 
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(E) The aroo.urn of the basin ~Uhl ~ment to be- imt,XJS.ed upon: et?teh. ~rSt:m 
and operator in -a dnHar amount per .a.cre ... font oS water produced from the: 
,ro:uoowaw .impply for au p.u.rposes other- than irrigatfon1 wMch need not b-e· ur.1iform 
~ to -t:!lCh ~n or operi!ltor within "the tlistri:ct. and Hmt the: Qmou;nt i~ rea~onubk.. 

(F) The ruoount ,o-f thae :ba.4s.in ¢quit,- ~11~:rti,®t v~i ~-i:n.irx,~~l ·uptJn ,iach f.lt'.J"SOtl 

and ,operator if.1 :a dollar amniint pet a~re--foot of ·water prod ucc,d from n1c 
growtrlwat-er supply for irriSftitkm p~n,o~, whkh need t.Wt b<;! uniform ~ fl): ew.::h 
peno.n or c,pet11tto.r within ffli¢ diil>trkt~ Atld fhnt the n.mo:unt ,tt tt.~as;,~ttnbk. 

{G) Production req:uiremi;nt5 .or' lim.itirtions- nncI the ~urc.har'g-t for pr-Qi!juctkin in 
e.x!l~11t of the ha~iu proo1.tctfon Hm.itarions on pen<ms .and npcntton within th.it 
-d~tri.et that win tlpp.ly -durlrig thf t~S\Jtln;g wate:r y~:r, Tht .ttquirt1:r1~,nt.; and. rim.1th.~ 
eit'frui shiflll be Otl lfo; ammuu i1f grnuMw~tcr p,;r~)d~te(j by tho:Mw pemms ,und: t1:~r.r~ .. 

tor-& ~~p.rns~~ to ti pe:tc;tmt:ag~. td' (YYttrnU ·vnne.r p.roduc,i:-d -or (~bUtjntd bf th.12s.e 
penm~$ Qt O~t.lltO~ frnm gr.ou..ndwaie.r whhfo the dh,:t.rk:t ~md fn:ma supp1emer.mtl 
SOllrt,.~. .... 

· (H) Thar. during. the -~ns&d!f-lg w~l~ }'f":Ur! up.on the d{strk:, giving p:uhlh~h«J no:tk?C 
pu.rs:wun: to Section 006 l of th.e Gnw~rmncnt Code i:n a :ne~isfril}'let of g_eneral -cir<:'Ufa:. 
tion pdn~-d ·lllld pti.blitlted Within tbt d15ttkt m )¢~'ijr, lfJ <bty$ p.not l~> &.Ut:h ;a heilt" 
it11. ~ W~:Ueot _pubfo: h~ring may be heM to modify the basi~1 prt'ldui::tinn per~ 
; .. ~tr.tttaee. aoy :bamm equi1ty ns~ment, 4ny produ-crioo reqlifrrement or h1nitationi ·t\r 
·.fht &nrch.arp. for production in ,ex·cess. nf thtt p-rndticticm 1hniu'l'k,o. -er,;Ui:bH~hed ht th;;
dUtrict _A m6di~tion., ff any~ s.haH. be eff:ecthri:. tin the :&:tie dt.ahH~h~-rl bi th:t·hoa;rrl 
-~ the disui~. ~rbe ais,trii:~ ~~U g;iv~ noz.k~ :of p~u·tuant. h:J $uooi:s."i$tt)n {el, 

(h} (:t) Tht"J boa1d na~~ exclude an pe:n.;oti$ and t,per.n-tor:!}_ w.~o -pn)duced 2:5 a-en:,· 
f~ Qr l~ of 'ffrttt~r. from · g:roundwffter wkbfa the. dis.trier during die ensuing Walter 
ynr from the m1~nioo -0f the ba1in equity ~"liinent :and dte· -prtiductkm :-r,cquirr::-
tnmts ,,md. linfttUlillC,n.£ .. 

('.2) AU findings and deter.minatio,m1 miVde by the. hoard ptin,;ua:nt rn th:1~ ~~~ti(m r.tr-c
~ffl, cooclU.trlvc. rum rnmUng -upon 4U -por&Cr11~ ari:d -parti:e.:s. 

:(;t) {l} The dtistrl~t AftMil th~rc~fw.1 rutd fa1 MJ. event p:nttr- ·H) July· 1: tn ~h }'tar, 
give: uotice ·~ each pmon m nf'(!ratnr within l'he district.. The m.1fo,~ ~haU i11du1de aU 
of tbc f-0lio~ informJilion~ 

{A) 'The ~.ouni of the -~~iJ1 ~quie;y as.~~,nicnt impo3cl u,p(lJ1 that per®n or 
~lot .per ~fhot .i,f \\tater proou,·:ed :for purpo~ -Olh~r rht1n trrig'a:tiofl and fbe 
ltnJ()Ullt Of th¢ ~- equity ~l\~nt im~OO U:ptlTI that fp.eT~Q'n ·or npern.trrt per 
;llere-,fool of ·wttrer ptoduced for" irrigr;.ifon pu~~. 

(13) The bNm :~rooucdoo .. pere~tage, 
.(C} Tht- :pr<ductkm r-equintme.01 or Hmitutkm irprm 1he p:::rson or Of.M!rator." 
(D} The--amo.unt of surc.harg~ i.mp~)$ffi for prod1JClJ(lll1· in ex~~ nf th¢ basJA p:t(r 

ducti.on limit4tions. 
(2) Tb~ .no.ti® ~qtri:red b,:1 Uti'>ii tubdivi~~,tm nnd th~. no1ke t~f a.ny sub-seq:w,unt 

m:odffic.1tiou m~Y 'be ${!flt ~>' po~tcatd. t;;:r bf othtr 11:r-s-1-.. ;dass .nittil \"i#th ponagv-
1"-~ by the·di.St;rict, . 

(i) (H ·Each :~non or ~a.tor within the :d~t~t ttot l.!~·duded from the itttp.i;isl· 
~; of .1 basin ~Uity a~m;ent. and the )Pr.(:>d~ction r:e.qu.iremints .and Hmimth">tlsj 
ffl81I file w.ith tht ootrk~ -0.n. or before th~ 30th dai ;0f September P-1 a.ch y~r $ .1 

·-1:.tw (ll;}W.ty ,~t ~"tport in the to.rm pr~rib«f i~y dJ¢ m$.tri~t settb~g fo.rth :the. 
t~td ai;no.unti of w:atet produced from grottndW:iiittt \\ithin · ihe dha:riet .~ml frnm 
11upp~taJ AAU'ce$ during the· ·pr¢~edint wat(j" y~.r b_y W.¢ peno.n or nperinor, "Th~ 
tst.6i.eme.nt ~'>ihaJt oo vertfred by a. wrh~ deel:1msdon uo®.r pet't1.th:, of p¢rj"ury. 

(l} U' ~ ~ ,or o~ratp:r -~ ~ r:equ±red by the tfo~trict- t,q produce-! ot nj~ in 
'fact produc.$1.i m0:re water ·f.rom grouru.iwater -~+thin r~ district than tht ~:ttr:vment 
~m•i· . 

411 fi4~:l:1nrlk'.ii~ .ti~~~o~M ~tion~:. ··lki-~. ~;. ·'.iridh~t;\;·~1~i~on~··'~ I.I.a.ILi . 
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of the b:i.U:in pn>d lictittn perce:tnage det1trmin.ed by tbe disitric-t! -that pierson or (}Jleta· 
tor shaH pay Ea the district~ on :or before S¢-p:t¢mbcr 30j .an amount detertltim«i · by 
the .rmmbt.r· -of aent-f~t of W~for which the ~r$(')1l or O-pie:r.:tto.r ha~ pr~ from 
_grcundwat¢'!:r withfo the -distriot in exc¢S.S of the ae:re .. foot ,equivaJenJ of tbe basin pro- · 
-auction pcroer1t2ge tntlltiplioo hy ihe tmsfo equity :ass~n:H:r:tt r.ate :a:ppficablt to· that 
petson or u-perntof't plu~ the Ji\X1H)Ulti. (~f ~u.n:fatr&e due for pr<.iductkm in e~ of the 
productkm iim:iations-

(J) ·tA) ff a per~o:n ·or npemtorf pu:r:rmmt to rhe requirement of the. d~trict, ~ 
produced from grrn.rndwater within the dis.t:rict less than of the eq'1,ltY~kQt of the 
basin production percentage, th~ d:iti:trict sh.all pay· the ~n. or operator. on or_ 
tit:fore. ihe J!Xh drq M Ncvemher·~ from tht basin ,equity rusegsment .furtd~ an wnoum 
det~nrtined hy tht'. numb.er of aere,Je,et hy whkili tne phx!UCUOO; Qf the ~n or 
op<:.riuor from gr<>uf!dWM¢t · a~ te.qoi:r-~d by the ~istrh;:t is l¢S.$ J.ban the acre.-foot 
,equivalent of the hasitl produetfon pe'.l'c-eutagie multiplied t}J the bnsiri. .equity a,~ 

mt!fl.t rat~ applk"{!ble .w that p.er~<m or ope.rnto.r, 
(B) lf' tbie: productfon. of the petS-Ot.J ,or i{Jpcrutor ftotfi g.-ouoowatei is m0tt: than ~ 

produiQtion required by the.di9.trkt art-cl 1~ t~ :the-eq~h'ltil~t--of the-·bMin equity 
production perce~ta~e,, 1hts~1 tbf.! distrrd s:bal~ pay the persoo. or operator an atnQU:flt. 
determined b~ · the uumbcr of a.c.re-foet by whi-c1'1 tbe ,;lil;b.ui~ f1:lI)ducti\)n of the l)C(JIM:1ln 
¢f° Ofi¢ftrtto:t ft-tJID · gro~d-watet ·ii J~$ :tb~n the ru::re•.f0ttt e.q.uivalmt of the b.Min pro-
d-0{;:tb:m percfnt~ge muhiphcd by the b~:i1Jn e(}'~HJ m;ses~m~oJ api·,Hcttble :to ttuu 
p.er,µm or· Op¢f"JJOt ... 

{k) .ff any ~rson o_r :i:-.periHot :faih to _pt.ry; when -due, tfuo ap.plfoa~k ~ ~Qify a.'!J~· 

-~m.tmt ot sutthatge: due fo.r pr-oductitm hi- ei~ of the J):N:iductfo~ limitationaj the 
dis.tric:t ~1t!i.H charg·e irtttte'Sit oo. the delin.quient a:t.nount, -at the nue of l per·crot. ~ 
mo.nth or frnc-Hon thereof fo,r which th:e am0t1ttt ref,t1J'U1$ ~Unqucnt~ Sltcukt. anJ 
;per.~m or ;~penttur· wilhfo rh~ ri.H~;tdi:r:t. fail to 6:1& -a b£1-:5m ,eq·uity ~~~1'mmt rn_pQ:rt Qn 

-or before the 30th da.y . of -Septen:fber- of .any !-f~a(! the dfu.t.ri-ct S;hall~ in ~itioo :ro 
-d1atgiug interest, ·asstr~"i a peMlt.y charge .agaim.t_ that person or OJ)(!r.ator -in the 
lh,1:0ttttt nr HJ :p-,c;rcmt of the lut1~1urn found ·by the- .district robe ~Utk 

fO{D The district may req~h:i!· othe'r ·reports from p.en10.ns. .and ,u.-perarors. .s.-s ~~ ... 
-~ry .and d•::~imhle fo the -~;p:rltct11,tK>-h (ff the ·bi1tsJ:n tquity ·fi~mau prrj,eeuurei;. 

q) Uv.011 8"od•cau.5e sh11wn, an amt:tidment to arty. tept)rl required f:Utder thi$ ~
ti.on. may :be filed,. -(rr a_ corr.octkin (1f ariy --f~p<trt m*y he tru.ide, withi~. six mr..mtb,g after 
th=l! ~t,e· th~ repQrt w·U$ tiled ,w~th th~ -di$f.ritt, 

. soc. 7. Thfa iiliCf i!i an u.r.gcnqr sraturt neees~ for the- immooiare fH't~ftervatioo 
of fhe public· pence,. health, m· t.afoty with.in tlie .meaning _of A.rtk:le JV of the Con.-\ti"' 
unit)fi and ~J;iaH. go ituo im.tu-c.d.iatt · dfeet lne fatn or:mstituting: :the necmhy are:: 

In ow-R!ler to implernient~ .n..'i-soo.n a~ pt)ssible~ certafu ,changes a.#ectin;g the admini~tra-
tk~n of the, Oran.st ·O:rnnt:r 'Wiftkr Dis.tri~t -,, it is ,n¢;:~:sary for d.11;~: act to Ulke dect 
immediaid:y-, 

. ;iµ<:f.!LA,N.ATOR \" NO'f'.f:{$. ASSa'4JH.Y BJLL a uo~ 
P.11~ C-~ J:t{l4J,, SJJffit~nn~ "\dtt~~q~•·• f~:1r '"·w~fV'.iliiryrf'. 

~ub C § :H~~- Suh~-t,iiJ,i.rt;il i.hc ~'ti,rno- ttJr r-hi:: formi:1' ~tti.m whldt ~: '·A.nJ ~-i~ gr ~: ti;f 
'il/;fu)f:11 :~ ~1'>tmm?~ .tlW(Y fji:, -WVi'tird~ .i;mcn ~t~r. '.l!!\!(:(f .fli 'OOt.l!U,:· l!lr'ilh ,~1'1--ima-i.~l.~, J(li-~. i!?'
pi:-01,:«! 'i}y the_ boi:axd.- p.1p:b!J~ to tht dii&'tri.d f()T- it!!"- u~; for ~t ldnt 1S ~\ -tJf mt ~-\UH ·oft~ 
_~tii,tt1tt'ld ~tra.c.t. pr.ic~1 iem1ditki11:00 lor the fiuthM p,:rl'omumct: of 1hc t::.-0ntr1R-'t, 1be wnr.k .Ube: 
dtmt· l}~ffl t~ di:r~;-(kir,; ·tUid l'(!; th~ t.t.1is-fatfi:ot1 {~ the ~t'i~ (1f th(: ~itl.trid:,·JUOO ~ ~~1- 11-'.J.-1\p• 

f,V<?•'~ b:y t~e= ;t'i!J;IFfoi :;J· di:r~t~ ,1>F t:h!(! diistrici--

; .: -;·: ~ 
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Historical GAP Pricing/Supplemental Water/Reclaimed Water 
Classification documents 

1. 1982 Rutan and Tucker Letter - Reclaimed water cannot be 
counted as supplemental water 

2. 1984 OCWD Resolution - Set the price of GAP water at 
maximum of 80% of groundwater cost; 

3. 1990 District Act (SB340) - Reclaimed Water is not included in 
supplemental water definition 

4. February 13, 1991 Agenda Item recommending to change the 
District Act to add reclaimed water to the definition of 
supplemental water. 

5. 1991 District Act change - Reclaimed water added to the 
definition of supplemental water. 

6. November 20, 1992 Draft Report - GAP water should be priced 
at 85% of MWD rate now that it is considered supplemental 
water 

7. January 3, 2004 letter to HB - Reclaimed Water is not 
considered supplemental water per contract 

8. February 15, 1995 OCWD Agenda Item - Recommended 
removing reclaimed water from supplemental water definition 
and to classify it based on a project by project basis via contract 

9. 1995 Assemble Bill (AB1140) - Removed reclaimed water from 
supplemental water definition. 

GAP documents.doc 
Exhibit No. 51 
Witness: John Kennedy 
Date: 10/12/17 
Christianne Lee Fong, CSR 7559 
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CHAPTER I 

lNTRODUCTlON AND THESIS OUTLINE 

California Water Supl2!Y 

Southern California imports roughly 60 percent offrts wateoupp!y from oi'twwe 

the region. While approximately fwo--tbirds of California's population lives in the 

southern region of the State, approxinrntel)1 two-thirds of the rainfall occurs in the 

northern portion. The heavily populated po1ti0ns of the South are located iu arid climates 

and require vnst amounts of water for irrigation, commercial, i11dustrial and residential 

use. The Central Valley of California is pr:imarily used for agriculture and also requires 

large amounts of imported water to support the agriculturally based economy. While 

some local water supplie.s exist in Central and Southern California, th.e demands greatly 

outweigh the local supplic:;. T his water deficit situation has led to arrangements and 

infrastructure that im1>ort V.'aler fro111 hundreds of miles away to satisfy clemands in these 

areas. This can be a tenuous arrangement due to the risks of supply interruption 

associated with transferring water over Jong distances, judicial cowt n1lings that interrupt 

and decrease water supply quantities, and negative impacts to the envirornnent and 

endangered species. tv1ost of the imported water is transported through open concrete 

canals that nre susceptible to earthquake drnnuge,. Tn recent history, judici,tl conrts have 

limited the amount of water that may bt~ pumped from lhe Bay Delta in order to prntect 

endangered species. Jn general, California faces majoJ ehallenges to provide water in a 
i - . ;.~.::_..__ ;~ ,;_ -:.,:~~-::..p~- ::..:~;,:,••,')1,-:,;-•( ;~_:.-;:-,.:,;,.:,;,..f.:,;",~~~~;:.,.."";'(!;".,::'f'({.'4,_"v;):;-;.,:-:;.~_;:l•'•~,.:~-;";:,-..W'::"..,.'",1,'~- ·:,;".;.~.'f.l• •;~r•·I· .. • ~ _ \-_-,:.,,-:..:.·.-,::.~:....·~; • .,,..-..=.~-.;": ::_~_.,__ !.:-• .,.:.;.-..._;.A•"r~".;·_.:;:~, ·;.: • • ',,:,""!• "• ~,;,;;:. ;, -~ -:·r-:,< --:-_;:.•-:,:;;.:,_:.:.~~ :.,::•:_::-; , :.:0:. f ~ ,;,., .~/ "".~:-~.";,-,-.:,-:.-.•;-!~ • ,'l... -~--~•;.•-
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sustainable maimer to inost urban and agri.cullnral areas. The Stale has set .goals lo 

reduce water demands and develop alternatives to importing large amounts of wat<::r. The 

Stale has recognized the potential for wastewater reuse nnd estimates that in 2009, only 

669,000 Al-' of wastewater was recycled out of the approxinrntcly 5,000,000 AF produced 

(Newton e-t al. 2009). There are many more states, mitions, and regions (lro1.md the world 

that also face water supply problems and shortages. 

Recycled Water 

In order to help deve.lop solutions to water supply d1allenges, communities 

around the world have turned to water reuse (Okun 1997), along with othei· alternative 

strategies, to supplement water supplies. One particular method of water reuse is 

commonly referred to as r.::cycled, or reclaimed, water. Recycled water is typically 

produceci from wastewater collected thro11gh sanitary sewer systems. In California, 

sewage must be treated by primary, second ary, filtration, and a disinfection process 

before being 1'.euscd as recycled water. These treatment proce.sses remove contaminants 

from the wastewater and neutralize hannfol biological elements in the water so that it can 

be safely reused in public places for non--potable w;es. Ty1~ical uses for recycled water 

include landscape irrigation, toilet flushing, power generation cooling processes, 

agricultural irrigation, industrial processes, in-stream replenishment, and groundwater 

recharge (Kang and Lansey 201 l; Okun 1997; Maeda et al. 1996). Recycled water is 

generally uot safe for human consumption so its use needs to he closely monitored. 

California regulation for recycled water includes reqllircments for cross connection 

testing, inf:c.mmitional postings at sites usin g recycled wate.r, and infrastructure that is 
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easily identifiable as being used for recycled water. Typically pipes and other 

i11fras1ructurc used for recycled \Valer are puqJle or wrapped in purple tape. 

A community using recycled water is benefited in multiple ways. First, the 

wastewater generated by the community needs to be treated and disposed of. 

Traditionally, communities in Southern California dispose of the treated wastewater by 

discharging it into rivers ,md the Pacific Ocean. When recycled water is put into practice, 

some of the treated wastewater no longer needs to be dischal'gcd into the rivers and 

ocean. This can be a financial saving for co1mmmitics and may reduce negative 

environmental effects of concentrated wastewater disposal into the environment (Cusker 

2000; Okun 1997). Secondly, tl1e wastewater st1·eam is converted from a waste into a 

resomce (Kang aud Lansey 2011; Okun 1997; Cusker 2000). While the treated 

wastewater stiH contains undesirable cemstituents, it is primarily composed of water and 

also contains nutrients that can be beneficial to vegetation. By replacing the use of 

potable water with recycled water, the potable water supply is conserved. Since a "new 

source" of ,..vatcr becomes available with the implementation of recycled water programs, 

coHunuaities are better able to meet their respective water demands, gain reliability in 

water SUJ)])ly by di.versifying tl1eir portfolios, rcdi1ce dependence on limited resources, 

and reduce rheir impacts to the environment in which they live. 

Since recycled waler is of a lower quality than potable water, it can. produce 

negative effects. One common complaint of recycled \.vater uses is the high conductivity 

of the recycled water (Mujcricgo et al. 2008). This is primarily caused by the salt content 

in the water that is introduced by it:; sewage ancestry. Sensitive landscapes, including 

some species of grass used in golf courses, can be dmrnrged through application of salts. 
l 
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Long term application of salty recycled water may lead to increased salt content of soils 

which can have negative effects on vegetation and other ecology. For this reason, it is 

important for recycled water producers to monitor the quality of the warcl" they produce 

and to improve the process and strive Lo minimize conductivity. Another common 

complaint associated with recycicd water programs is the capital cost (Kang ancl Lansey 

2011; Okun 1997; Maeda et al. 1996; Young and Hollima1l 1991). Since recycled water 

systems require a distribution system, treatmcm plant, water quality monitoring, and 

special maintenance operations, their financial capital costs can reduce their appeal. 

Typically recyck:d water systems are most neeflecl in cxistiug communities !'hat have 

already been heavily developed. However, building systems within these existing 

communities is very expensive because other infrastructure is already in place and would 

need to be replaced after installation of the recycled water system. Rate structures, 

special financing, grants, and execution of properly designed master plans need to be 

utilized in order to overcome the financial obstacles (Cusker 2000). Many researchers 

have recommended construciing recycled water systems in developing commu1lities 

rather than existing ones in order to reduce the economic impacts (Kang and Lansey 

2011; Okuu 1997). Some public perception of recycled waler is also negative due to rhe 

source of the water (Kang and Lansey 20 I l ). Since the recycled water was recently 

sewage water, some community members are reluctant to its implementation within their 

conununities because it seems unnatural. This is g,:ncrally overcome through use of 

public education and outreach programs. Another factor that persuades the public to 

rc~search and betl'er understand recycled water is the rising cost of potable water. The 

public becomes more motivated to search out less expensive alternatives, such as 

i· ,. 
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recycled waler; when portable water cxpen_ses starl lo impact their cornmerci,11 and 

personal finances. Water rights issues can also become a barrier to recycled water 

sys1ems (Okun .l 997). If a regional wastewater treatment plant is used to treat 

wastewater produced from wi1'hin the bo1111daries of 1m1ltiple jurisdictions, then th.:: 

wastewater emuenLproduced can remain under the rights of the respective generators. In 

most urban areas water supply sources can be highly competitive, legal rights to water 

have been established, and particular quant ities of water from theso sources are allotted to 

each respective party. The same principles and rights apply to wastewater. A jurisdiction 

owns its collected wastewater supply and if a benefit can be developed from_it, that same 

jurisdictio11 may not wnnt to freely share the bellefit with other neighboring communities. 

The challenge is encountered when regional wastew<1ter treatment plants, widely used in 

the United States, are in operation and wish to distribute the recycled water but may not 

be able to do so throughout the entire wastewater collectiou boundary, thereby neglecting 

some of the parties with rights to the water. Another challenge to overcome is the 

conflict with potable retail water authorities (Cuskcr 2000). Since encl-users of recycled 

water will be using less potable water, the potable water retailer will sec a reduction in 

demand and revenue. If a regional wastewater agency de~ires to distribute the recycled 

water to au area. where potable waler is being supplied by another agency, the potable 

water agency will have fl reasonable objection and usually an exclusive right to provide 

all qualities of water to the encl-users. 

Oraugc County Wetter Districr 

Orange County Water Districr (OCWD) is a special water district located in 

central and northern Orange County, California. The state legislature formed OC\VD in 

~- ··•' ._ •\-' . , ,.-~.~,:~.~:"'"-..:.-11 . ?,.,,._~'•";',,. .•~..:;- ::'{ "' r ·.-'-~.';J~:'...:..:,Ap;-_.-.._· .'L:, .. -;·- .~·~- • ·~.·-~-~:,:;.:.·..-: ,._. - .. ,· .,~., •/ -:-:,·.._• _-._;n. \,,. • _f ,".- •.··•-} .. '"'' '.'" "% · : ';",; ,.;_ - -~.1;-.:,.:r~-l;'~}"r"J:'··~ . •-~-· .• .,,.~ . • ~·-·:--~··•.........,,.!-, -", •-,;.~, .-;~·.,,..,·~ :\ •;;--..,-;."·"'· 1 
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1933 to protect Orange County's water rights in the Santa Ana River. Since its inception, 

OCWD has maintained a groundwater basin located beneath its jurisdi.ctional boundaries 

in northern and central Orange County. The District is well known for its GrO\mclwaler 

Replenishment System (GWRS). The GWRS is a joint proj~ct between OCWD and 

Orange County Sanitation District (OCSD) through which wastewater is purified to near 

distilled water qt1ality. This water is used for groundwater recharge, a st:awater intrusion 

lnmier, and power plant cooling. In combination with GWRS water, imported water, 

base flow in the Santa Ana River, and winter period storm flows are used to recharge the 

groundwaler aquifers. OCWD maintains two seawater intrusion barriers near the Pacific 

Ocean coastline, one of them in conjunction with Los Angeles County, in order to protect 

groundwater supplies from increased salinity caused by pumping of groundwater further 

inland. The District works closely with the Atm.y Corps of Engineers to store some storm 

water flows at Prado Dam. The water can then be released after the storm event when 

OCWD obtains sufficient capacity to capture and recharge the water. Behind Prado 

Dam, OC\VD owns and operates wetlands to help improve the water quality of Santa Ana 

River flows. One of the projects OCWD has developed to help reduce demands on the 

groundwater I.Jasin and mit-igate foi- seawater intn:1sion is a recycled water treatment and 

distribution system called the Green Acres Project (GAP). The recycled water program 

has separate treatment and dist,-ibution from the GWRS projecl, but is s1:1pplicd from the 

same OCSD wastewater treatment plan!. The recycled waler system serves five coastal 

cities with non-potable water for in:igation, industrial processes, toilet flushing, and 

cooling applications. (OCWD Finance Department 2012) 
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OQjcctive of i.he,Prescnt_S!u([y 

This study will present a detailed ca::;e study of the recycled water system built 

within existing conununities in northern Orange County, California. The GAP system 

was constructed and is operi:itcd by the OCWD. Study of this pruticular system. has been 

chosen because it was constrncted within existing communities and has overcome 1nany 

barriers common to recycled water projects. Even though it has overcome these b~t-riers, 

the GAP's worth and profi tability have been called into question. Published studies of 

recycled water systems constructed within ex-isting communities arc lacking, in particular 

studies relating to the financial costs and benefits of these types of systems. ln ordei· to 

better understand the complex operational and financial issues of recycled water systems, 

the GAP has been chosen for a case study. 

A conceptual hydraulic model of the GAP distribution system was developed and 

nm using the EPANET software (Water Supply and Water Resources Division ct al. 

2008) in order to better undersmnd the hydraulic operations of the system.. The hydraulic 

model was also used to simulate and analyze p1·oposed modif.ications to the distribution 

system such as breaking loops, expected changes in demand, and using lengths of the 

pipeline for other dist1i but-ion prnjects. Financial modeling was developed using 

spreadsheets 111 order to better understand the recent history, current, and potential future 

cost and revenue of the system. The financial perspective of OC\VD, water retai lers, and 

end-users of the recycled water were developed independently in ord0r to better 

understand the effects of potential changes to each respective party. These financial 

models were used ta analyze proposed alternalives to the master plan of the GAP system, 

including maintaining the current operations, changing the treatment technology, 
t ;, 
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modifying the: sysiem as simulated in the hydraulic model, abandoning the system, and 

modifying the OCWD Act lo reclassify rcc.yc!ecl water as a supplemental source of water. 

Additionally, other local agencies utilizing recycled water programs were contacted and 

briefly interviewed in regards to the success and challenges of their respectjve programs. 

A summary of recommendations for future studies, operational efficiencies, and financiai 

changes has been presented. 

Thesis Overview 

Chapter 2 of this thesis reviews a brief histo1y of water reuse, studies and findings 

about recycled water systems and dual plumbing, models used to simulate water 

disLTibution and treatment systems, and positive and negative aspects of recycled water 

programs. Chapter 3 presents a background of the GAP including information about the 

water supplies available in Orange County, a brief history of the GAP system, existing 

agreements between agencies, overview of financial components, and system 

ptrfonnance requirements. Chapter 4 details the development of the hydraulic model 

selection, EP ANET model, data collection, calibration and analysis. Chapter 5 presents 

the hydraulic model scenarios, their respective modeling, and results associated with each 

alternative. Chapter· 6 contains a summary of n:cenl financial history, data collection, 

assumpti.ons, retailer financial views of the GAP system, and end-user vic\.VS. Chapter 7 

presents the various financial scenarios modeled aud their results. Chapter 8 summarizes 

the comments ai1d information gathered from other local agencies operating recycled 

water systems. Finally, Chapter 9 discusses the conclusions and l't'.eommendations for lhe 

GA P along wi(·h concepts that can be applied towards other communities interested in 

developing recycled water projecis within exi,ting comrnunilie~. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

An Abbreviatetl History of Recycled Water 

Recycled water is a relative newcomer to the world of water resomce 

management. White uses of low quality water for non-potable applicatio11s can be traced 

all the way back to Caesar Augustus in the year IO AD, recycled water creation and 

application ·began in the middle of the nineteenth century. Caesar Augllstus used a dual 

water supply system consisting of the seventh aqueduct of Rome for delivery of poor 

quality water for use in entertai11111ent, landscape, and garden irrigation in order to avoid 

drawing on higher quality water sources delivered tlu·ough other aqueducts (Okun 1997). 

Before recycled water was considered as a potential water source, urban communities 

faced serious public health issues resulting from little to no wastewater management. 

During the mid-nineteenth century household wastes started to be carried away from 

urban areas through use of sewerage :i)'Steins and water closets. In London, the pollution 

of the Thallles River during this time period resulted in public health epidemics b~cause 

water supplies were drawn from the river where sewerage was also discharged. Sir 

Edwin Clu1dwick directed "the rain to_thc river and the sewage to the soil" which resulted 

in the construction of an int(:rceptor to divert sewage away from the river. In addition to 

the separation of wastewater from water supplies, advances in water filtration and 

disinfoction helped deter the large outbreaks of waterborne illnesses (Okun 1997). 
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The use of recycled water requii'es the implementation of dual water distribution 

systems so that both potable <1nd non.-potabk demands -:an be satisfied. Okun (1997) has 

ou0.ined some of the significant recycled wate-r history in the United States. The first 

dual distribution system in the United States was located in Arizona near the Grand 

Canyon. Duri11g the 1920s the community in this area was growing considerably but 

water supply sources were very scarce. Th.e conHmmi1y found value in the wastewater to 

be too high to just dispose of it. Jn 1926, wastewater began to be treated and reused for 

toilet flushing and landscape irrigation. Later uses have included vehicle washing and 

cooling water. Power plants in the United States began using recycled water for cooling 

and cleaning processes in 1942. Colorado Springs, Ct1lorado, developed a large scale 

treatment plant for the purpose of selling recycled water in 1960. A third of the city's 

effluent was treated to the tertiary level for the purpose of in:igation at colleges, golf 

courses, cemeteries, and other large urban end-users water demands. The recycled water 

was sold for two-thirds of the potable water rate and becaifl.e highly desirable. Initially, 

recycled water in the United States was offered to end-users at extremely low costs 

because wastewater treatmclll' plants needed outlets to discharge their effluents. Over 

time} as recycled water quality has improved and high quality potable water sources have 

become sc.arcer, the price for recycled water has risen to be slightly lower than potable 

rates. In addition to the lower cost for the recycled water, end-users are also motivated to 

implement its use for increased reliability of supply and sustainable development 

pr,icticcs. 

The basis for most recycled water star.utes and regulation in the United Slates 

comes from California and began in 1968 (Obn 1997). These rules have come to be 
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referred lo as "Tille 22" or the "Purple Pipe Hook" (California 'Department of Public 

Hcaltl1 201 !). The Californii'ltl regulations found successful application wii.h little 

incident, which rcstt'lted in its use in other States (Oknn 1997). California has continued 

10 update and add to the statues and regulations wi.th the latest updates in 2011 and 2009, 

respectively {California Department of Public Health 2011,. 2009). Ofpar!icular interest 

to the water communities of California are the regulations for direct m1d indirect potable 

reuse. Projects around the slat<::, such as G\\rRs, strive to J>romote the more direct use of 

recycled water to supplement potable water supplies. :Public concern remai.ns higb in 

regards to reused wastewater and the implementation of statues and regulations helps to 

build public trust and increase understanding. 

Recycled water use has developed worldwide. Yi et al. (2011) present a brief 

summary of recycled water use in China. China began irrigating farmland with untreated 

wastewater during the 1940s. The wastewater was free to the end-user and contained an 

abundance of nutrients for the crops. The widespread practice of dumping untreated 

sewage directly on agricultural lands resulted in a lack of wastewater collection 

· infrastructu re across the country. Okun (1997) has pointed out that irrigation of crops 

with untreated wastewater leads to high rates of waterborne disease. As late as 1997 

these disease rates remained high in parts of Asia, Africa, and Lati.n America primarily 

because untreated irrigation water is drawn directly from. sources that contain wastewater 

discharges (Okun 1997). The salt content of soil and groundwater near lhe fanns has also 

increased (Yi ct al. 201.1 ). The history of China's recycled water can be cl ividcri it into 

three p:':riods: first, cmergi1tg from 1940 to 1985; second, demonstration from 1985 to 

2000; and third, developing taking place since 2000 (Yi et .al. 2011 ). In 1985 the . 
\ 
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government of China began to promote recycled water research projects, however the 

projects commonly had fumltng issues and lacked public acc;;ptancc of 1heir findings. 

Due to these challenges only short term studies have beeu completed leaving the long 

term effects of recycled water not understood. There has not been a comprehensive set. of 

regulations developed in China, whik a uniformly applied set of regulations will help 

promote use of recycled water and improve public perception (Yi et al. 2011 ). 

Communities living within the areas subject to the welter climates of China are not 

concerned with developing recycled water programs, while the communities localed in 

more mid areas seek its implementation actively. Although the arid communities are 

seeking recycled water implementations, the systems have been constructed as an 

afterthought to original development of the communities, which trend Yi et al. (201 l) 

suggest should be reversed. The City of B:cijing has vastly imprnved its recycled water 

progn1ms primarily due to local government leadership, water rcsourc€ management 

strategies, and international attention drnwn by the Olympics. However, the city needs to 

improve its constmction synchronization, operations, and recyded water pricing 

structure. Increased recycled water use in China can 'help to rttsolve water supply 

shortages due to limited supplies, vollutioo, aud over exe1tion of sources (Yi et al. 20 I ! ). 

Maeda et al. (1996) point out that Tokyo started to use recycled water as early as 

1951. The early application of recycled water was used for paper manufacturing. The 

paper foctory was motivat,ed to use recycled water because the water quality in the nearby 

river was extTemely poor and the groundwater basin had been vastly overdrawn. A Her 

the first paper factory successfully used the recycled water, the treatment plant began 

using sauol fil1ratio11 on its secondary effluenr and delivering the recycled water to dozens 

, 
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of other paper mills in the SlilTOtmding area. Since that time other cnn1mon uses for 

recycled waler in Tokyo have included washing trains, stream restoration, and toilet 

flushing. According to M.ueda et al. ( 1996) there are 938 wastewater treatment plants in 

all of Japan nnd only 91 of them provide recycled water. While the national government 

provides subsidies for recycled water treatment and distribution capital costs, the conntry 

lacks a standard for effluent water quality. Tokyo is a highly developed urban area with 

many high rise buildings. The cor11munity wns successful in constructing treatment 

plants jn the basements of some buildings. In 1994, nineteen high rise buildings were 

plumbed with non-potable water for toilet tlushing from a central treatment plant. The 

plant treats secondary wastewater effluent with sand filters and disinfection. The 

distribution system is only 1.8 miles long and connects to a storage tank on the roof of 

each high rise. The rccyclect water rate strncture has been created to cover capital and 

operational costs while charging cnd~users less than 80 percent of the potable water rate. 

This particular project operated in a financial deficit during the first five years of service, 

however returned a surplus for the following five years and is now being expanded. The 

implementation of a treatment plant within an existing structure and a small distribution 

system serving a large nurnber of end~users have helped the project to be financiaHy 

effective. 

Irvine Ranch Water District (IRWD) was also successful in serving high rise 

buildings with recycled water. IR\\ID is located in central Orange Coun.ty, California. 

Young and Holli11rnn (199 I) provided an account ofIRWD' s exploration i nlo new 

markels for recyded waler beginning in 1976. The <listrict was already operating a 

recycled water system that served inigation uses for landscaping and agriculture before 
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exploring expanding uses to toilet Oushing, residentinl developmcnls, and on--sitc 

system:,. IRV;,tD found it economically viable to provide recycled water for toilet flushing 

and priming drnin traps in high rise buildings of six stories or more. Since the 

distributiou system was designed for irrigation end-users, the addition of a large point 

.load to the system caused by a high rise building created multiple obstacles to overcome. 

Since the high rise buildings being studied are primarily used for commercial purposes, 

the use of recycled water in the toilets wou Id reduce the demand for potable wa1er within 

the buildings by 80 percent. Recycled water connections to residential developments 

were successful because home owner associations have responsibility for the majority of 

landscaping. The connections were only made in locations thatwere acljacent to existing 

recycled water pipelines in order to minimize capital expenses. New residential 

developments were dual plumbed with potable water piping and recycled water piping for 

non-potable uses. The developments consisted of large lots and were assumed to be 

maintained by professional landscape companies who would be familiar with the use of 

recycled water. 

A typical modcn1 recycled wate1: system in the United States was developed in the 

San Jose, California area. As described by Cusker (2000) the system was constructed 

within existing communities and primarily serves irrigation and industrial end-users. 

Whi le the primary motivations for the system were to comply with judicial orders, the 

system fulfilled other goals such as reduction of wastewater impact on the environment, 

creating a uscl11! purpose for wastewater discharge, and diversifying the region's wai-er 

supplies. The system is namect the "South Bay Water Recycling Proi:;ram" and began 

operations in J 996. As of 2000 the system deliverect 2 J million gal.Jons pt!r day (MGD) 
:· 
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to over 200 cnd--users through sixty miles of pipeline. The pr~ject is an excellent 

example of intcragency coordination because working agreements and relationships were 

clevel.oped between multiple cities, wastewater authorities, .incl water retail agencies. The 

system is expected lo match costs with revenues in the futnre-, but as of 2000 was 

operating at a financial loss. Financial losses are typical of many recycled water 

programs in the United States. In contrast to the Tokyo example where recycled water is 

being provided to high rise buildings with many end-w,ers located within a small area, 

communities in the United Stales ar~ typically not constructed as densely and end-users 

are located further away from each other and from the treatment plant. Since the 

distribution systems have to be inherently larger to reach all of the end-users, the capital 

costs for recyclccl water projects in the United States tend to be high. The high capital 

costs in turn make the economic return of the systems qt1estionable. If the costs of the 

program ca1mot be completely covei:ed, then commuuitics need to examine the non

monetary bellefits of such systems, such as the diversification of waler supply, the 

reduced impact of wastewater discharges to the environment, the conservation of high 

qllality water sources that can be reserved for exclusively potable applications, the 

increased water supply reliability, and perhaps in the future direct potable rcu~e. 

In Februm-y of 2010, California finished its publication of a document outlining 

the need for water conservation and strategies to implement the conservation: ''20x2020 

\.Vater Conservation Plan.'' The primary goal of the multi-age1H:y collaboration is to 

rccluce water demands by 20 percent by the year 2020. " ... \Vith a burgeoning population 

and 1he movement of that population to drier climates, our overall <lemand for water has 

exceeded our reliable developed supply. Without additional action, demand will con{inue 
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to exceed supply ... Our need to pursue conservation and eliminate unnccc~smy uses of 

water is more important than ever to ensure the future health of our state" (California 

Department of Water Resources et al. 2010, iii). Of the nine primary recommendations 

provided in the document, increased use of recycled water is a cenlrnl component As 

populations continue to concentrate in urban communities throughout the ,vorld, and 

particularly in the United States, the scarcity of water supplies has come to the center 

stage of the public's altention. The use of recycled water to help fulfill the thirsty .needs 

of conununities ha~ steadily increased and will continue to increase and be implemented 

worldwide. 

Recy.cled Water Case Studies 

Recycled water systems have been implemented throughout the world in order to 

minimize wastewater discharges and supplement water supplies. Jn the following, two 

such systems located \Vi thin California .ire presented since they have features closely 

related to tbe GAP. The third case study presented is about a system under construction 

in Barcelona, Spain t11at utilized in part the lessons karned by the OCWD. The 

motivations for each project are diverse but all have found a common solution to their 

respective issues through development of recyclccl water treat111ent and discribution 

systems. 

Irvine Ranch Water District 

As partially discussed above, the JRWD published a paper in 1991 outlining the 

three new areas it had been expanding recycled water use into .. Yonng and Holliman 

(199 l) describe the new areas as toilet flushing in commercial b1.1ildings, large scHle 
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residentiai recycled water systems. The devclopmcn! ofrccycicd water into tht~se .new 

are<1s required innovative 111arketing, quantifying waler use ancl 11avings, studying the 

economic viability of conversions, and changes_ to the Cal i lornia Dcpariment of Health 

Services regulations. 

A study was completer! in J 987 resnlting in the conclusion that expandi:ng 

recycled water use into high rise buildings was only viable if the building w.as at least six 

stories tall. The recycled water in these buildings would be used for toilet "flushing and 

priming floor drain traps. As mentioned earlier, these high rise service con.nections place 

a large point load on the distribution system. IRWD levied a surcharge to help mitigate 

the stresses on the distribution system and expects the potable water use to decrease by 

80 percent. The applica!'ion of recycled water to the buildings required the use of dual 

plumbing systems. It was discovered tl~at the high rises contained a central utility core 

with the plumbing and bathrooms centrally located on each floor. The risers for recycled 

and potable water were placed on separate sides of the core in order to reduce the risk of 

cross connections. For a typical commercial high rise it was found that the costs for dual 

plumbing increased the total plumbing costs by 8.94 percent. TJ1e recycled water 

replaced 78.5 percent of domestic water at the site under investigation. Since the cost of 

recycled water amounts to about 90 percent of the cost of potable supplies, the economics 

were determi11ed to be favorable to the recycled water end-user. The Health Department 

was particularly concerned about the exposure of children to recycled water since they 

would no( understand the warning informution and location of recycled water. Since the 

high rises were primarily commercial offices, lhe population was made up of only adults. 

It was determined. that signs and advisory information would be adequate enough to 
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prof eel the adulls from using th~ recycled waler improperly. All of the recycled water 

piping was labeled as such and tadile marking tape was used to help identify it. Health 

departments first required that diffcreni pipe materials be \tSed for potable and non

potable plt1mbing. Typically l'VC pipe is used for recyded water applications, however 

it was found that PVC did not perform well enough hydrau!icaHy. Working with county 

and state officials, IR WD was able to use copper piping for both types of water through 

the application of heavy labcJ.ing and purple tape on the recycled lines. All of the valves 

were scaled with IRWD seals after start-up to protect against cross-connections. Most of 

the occupants of the high rises are leasing from a common owner. Usually this owner 

maintained a professional maintenance company for building repairs a11d modifications 

which will limit the personnel working on the system and potentially making incorrect 

connections. The public acceptance and misconceptions about recyclecl water were also a 

concern. IRWD focused on education of maintenance perso1mel and management teams, 

posting signs, distributing printed materials, and giving presentations to building 

occupants. 

Young and Holliman (1991) explain how the conversions of residential areas to 

recycled water occu1Tctl. As pipes \Vere replaced and with new construction, recycled 

water pipelines were extended as a measure lo reduce cap ital e><.pcnses. JR \VD receives 

financial subsidies from the Metropolitan Water District (MWD) for replf,cing potable 

uses with recycled water which has helped to financially jnstit\r the program. The 

residential developments chosen for this program were located adjacent to cxjsting mains 

so that large djametcr pipeline expansion was not necessary. The areas were also located 

near the recycled water treatment plant to ensure that adequate pressure in lht: supply 
. I 
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system was maintained. The respective homeowners' nssocia{ions knew the rinanc.ial 

benefits of using recycled ·water over potable water for irrigati011 and were self-motivated 

to convcrL However, the payback period based only upon the savings in water rate was 

too long. The conversion of three neighborhoods rq'llaccd an estimated 438 acre feet 

(AF) ·per year of potable supply with recycled water for an estimated capital cost of 

$), 178,900. IRWD provided no-interest financiJ1g to the associations for conversion 

costs and was able to apply the subsidy directly to their rates thereby invalidating the 

payback concerns. Since these conversions were ·located in home owner associations that 

performed landscape maintenance for all of the properties, it was relatively easy to 

educate the maintenance personnel. CrGss connection concerns were resolved through 

education and extensive use of signs and labels. 

Prior to this IRWD project use of recycled water for individual residences had not 

been allowed by governing bodies (Young and Holliman I 991). Within a uew 

dcveloprnen( of 88 properlies ranging from 2 to 5 acres, 1'..vo golf courses, flnrl common 

areas, lite individual use of recycled water was sought after in addition to use on the 

common areas and golf courses. Since the development was completely new the costs 

for dtwl plumbing and distribution were greatly reduced. Buch residential lot had at least 

l 0,000 square feet of landscaped area that would most I ikcly be nrninrainecl by 

professionals. Since the development is new, IRWD would need to provide a new source 

of potable water. Through the implementation of recyc led water in the development it is 

~srimni·ed that the residence would save up to $400 per acre foot. Proposed methods to 

limit cross connections include use or copper for all poU:ibk pipes and PVC for recycled 

water pipes, backfkw-.• prevention devices, use of separate pipes on rcsith.:ntial property 
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through the sarne standards required in the public right of \1iay, nol ali.ow con.venlional 

conncclions to the recycled water supply (such as hose bibs), and annual inspections. A 

substnntial pubJic education campaign will need to be initi,,ted and niaintainecl to address 

concern~ of the public in regards to the use of recycled water. 

The successful integration of high rise buildings and irrigation of residential 

common areas into the IRWD's recycled water program can serve as guidance for the 

GAP. There are some high rise buildings located within the GAP service area that could 

possibly be retrofitted with recycled water systems. Irrigation areas located near to the 

cmrent recycled water mains of the GAP system can also be converted to the non-potable 

supply. One of the obstacles to the implantation of these practices is that OCWD is not 

the retail water agency within its service area, unlike the JRWD. The extra costs 

associated wit11 inspection and connection issues would need to be borne by the retail. 

agencies and would result in complicated financial agreements with OCWD. \Vhile some 

financial details are presented by Young and Holliman (1991) they do not provide 

enough in.formation abouL_the pay back periods and long tenn success of the conversions. 

The IRWD attitude of expanding recycled water use in an urban and developing ·area can 

be applied to the GAP system as well to encourage more recycled water use. 

Cusker (2000) describes a new recycled water system that \.Vas constructed in the 

South San Frnncisco Bay Area of California during the 1990s. The project is 11amctl the 

South Bay Water RccycJi_ng Program and lhc City of Sau Jose has played a major role in 

its implcmentotion. The pritnary pt!1J)ose of the projccr was to construct an urban watt~r 

recycling system to mitigate the wastewater discharges into a marsh. The djscharges 
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were causing negative effects on the ecology and animals of the marsl1. This system 

partially represents a change in pub]jc policy to include conccr.ns about the environment. 

It is also a great example of inter-agency coordination. The treatment plant is located in 

the Santa Clara Valley \\1ater District and uses advanced wastewater treatment processes 

to produce 167 MGD of near distilled quality water. The wastewater is generated from 

1.3 million people in addition lo commercial and industrial wastewater generators. The 

business community had been thriving in the recent decade as the area known as Silicoi1 

Valley was created. This high tech sector produced considerable wastewater flows due to 

the industrial processes of making advanced technological components. The South Bay 

water body receives wastewater <iischarges from 40 tl'eatment plan.ls. The impact of the 

wastewater dischargf; is mini"mized in these deep water areas; however the San Jose-Santa 

Clara Water Pollution Control Plant discharges its effluent to a marsh that drains to the 

South Bay. The high quality of effluent water is decreasing the natural salinity of the 

marsh and impacting the natural habitat. Developmen( in the South Bay area has 

destroyed many_ marsh areas which in tum has endangered some rare plant and animal 

habitats. Due to the limited habitats for these animals and tl1e degradation. of the 

marshes, agencies with jurisdictional authority imposed a 120 ivfGD discharge cap on the 

treatment plant in 1989. A drought in l 991 helped to moti vale the region to develop an 

alternative water source. As a result of the rcgnlation and economical pressure, the 

implementation of the recyclc<l water project was fast tracked. 

The construction of the project began in 1996 and as of 2000 was deli veri.ng 21 

MGD to over 200 end-users th.rough sixty miles of pipeline. Two pump stations and a 

reservoir have been constructed as part of the distribution system. The advanced 
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lrealmenl process was designed to surpass water quality standards and improve public 

percep!ion. The distribution facilities were built to blend in with the neighborhood 

surroundings. Additional chlorination was required at the treatment plant and required 

additional capital investment. Simultaneous constn1ction work was achjeved tl1rough 

implementation of twelve separate design and construction contracts. Potential end-users 

for a recycled water system were selected based upon water demand, proximity to the 

proposed pipeline alignments, and ease of connection co the distribution m.ains. The 

original design of the distribution system was a "hub and spoke" approach; meaning that 

the closest customers would be hooked up first with end .. users located further away whi le 

waiting for more capital investment. 'fwo independent analysis of the design approach 

influenced the decision to change the design to "trunk," or "backbone," which means that 

the largest customers would be hooked up ·first regardless of location and that smaller 

end-users ·would fill in later. The marketing for the recycled water project focused on the 

reduced price of recycled water and increased reliability of supply. The agencies 

governing the-recycled ,vatcr program hcl()Cd end-users with design, construction, and 

permitting while providing subsidies and grants in order to speed up the process. 70 

percent of the recycled water produced is distributed to San Jose and 30 percent is 

distributed co San la Clara and Milpitas. Operation and maintenance (O&M) of tbe 

distribution system is delegated to the retail water agency with piping running within 

their jurisdiction. The water retailers were concerned about losing revenue clue to the 

lower cosr ofrccycled water so rctailer--wl~oiesaler agreemonts were created. Publk 

outreach and education were critical to the success of the project. As of 2000, plrnsc two 
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create more end-user connections. Phase t,vo of ihc prnject will 11!.so include a 

conservation focus in add ition to expansion of the recycled water system. 

The project was funded by $95 million in debt service through srnle loans and a 

$141 capital investment. Since the primary need for the system was to dispose of 

wastewater, sewer rates wen: increased in order to help offset the capital coses. Jn the 

sho1t term, the program is expected to generate enough revenue to cover operational and 

maintenance cosls only. Long term estimates that take into account the rising costs of 

·drinking water are optimistic that both operational and capital debt service will be 

covered, with a potent-ial return on investment. City rebates have been granted to 

residents a11d business who install low flush toilets. Three separate rntes were established 

for irrigation, industr.ial processes, and agricultural irrigation. The landscape irrigation 

rate was reduced 25 percent from the potable rate. Up to a 92 percent reduction was 

given to industrial and agricultural customers because of the higher costs associated for 

use by these end-users. 

The South Bay Water Recycling Program is a great example of agency 

coordination, investment into natural resources, long term planning, and sustaiuability. 

O isker (2000) describes a successful project to modify wastewater discharees and 

construct new recycled water facilities in an existing urban ;irea. The s(udy however does 

not discuss in detail the amount of the debt service that hai; not been covered by revenue 

and even suggests that current revenues may not sufficiently covei: operational expenses. 

There are speculations that lhe GA)> also does not generate sufficient revt:nue to cnvcr 

operational and capit;il ex.penscs. The San Jose project has been successful: however its 

· implernenration was motivated by the requirements of mull0iplc st.ate and federal agencies l 
i' 
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which were rhrcatening penalties if i-he wastewater dischar~cs were nol rednced. Wliile 

!he GAP abo reduces wasle\.vater efflu(:;nt dischargt~s ro the environment, there are no 

major objectionable impacts. Additionally, the mor<:; recently constrnctecl GWRS by 

OCWD also reduces wastewater discharges and has sufficient capacity to 1reHt adclitio11al 

flows. The retailer-wholesaler agreements generated in the Sau Jose project are similar to 

those impl,emented by the GAP organization. In Chapter 8 of this study, the rates of the 

San Jose project arc compared with those oftbe GAP. 

El Prat de LLobregat, Barcelona, Spain 

Mujeriego et al. (2008) presented a summary of the recyc.:liug water efforts 

undertaken by the Catalan Water Agency. Aigues Tcr Llobregat (ATLL) is a water 

wholesaler of'the Catalan Water Agency. ATLL provides lhe water supply to the 

Barcelona Metropolitan Area by drawing from the Llobrcgat River, the Ter River, and 

groundwater aquifers. T l1e metropolitan m·ea is densely populated and it is a central 

industrial hub of rhe Catalan service area. Limited water quantities within the rivers and 

groundwater overdraft have prompted A TLL lo search out alternative sources of water. 

The Llobregat River bas multiple water agencies drawing from its supply, existing waler 

rights upstream of the plants, and the local governing ngency has required a desii;nated 

minimum flow past the water treatment plants. In combination with the irregular rain 

patterns within the rivers catchment area and SLlpply demands, !he remnining water is 

regularly less than sufficient to fiil reservoirs beyond 50 percent of capucity. One to the 

consistent and large amount of groundwater aquifer overdrnft, seawater intrusion into the 

aquifers has been advancing rapidly. The wntcr reclamation plant of El Pnll de Uobregat 
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scek1, to implcrnent better water resources mnnagcnient for ,1il parties aff ectcd by the 

surface and groundwater flow rcstri.ctions. 

The treatment plants efilucnt water is used for in stream ,,,.,atcr flow .substitution, 

wetlands, irrigation, and a seawater intrusion barrier. The plant produces three qualities 

of water effluents, in stream and wcrland flows, irrigation supply, and water to inject 

along the coast·line as a seawater intrusion barrier. As of 2008, Spain had no regulations 

established for recycling water, but tbe Catalall Waler Agency has adopted quality goals 

from the Californian Title 22 regulation, the United States Enviromnental Protection 

Agency (EPA), and the World Health Organization, The treatment plant uses treatment 

processes of coagulation, flocculation, settling, filtration through screens, and ultra violet 

light disinfection. There is public concern about irrigating agriculture with the recycled 

water due to the high conductivity of the water. A separate treatment plant process is 

being constructed in ordt)r to reduce the conductiv.ity through electro dialysis. A 

pumping and distribution network was bui:bt to deliver recycled water to· end-t1sers. Some 

of the users require addition of oxygen before the recycled water is discharged to the 

distribution system. The seawater intrnsion barrier concept and design was based 

primarily on the experience from the OC\~1D'& GWRS project along with other projects 

located within Spai11. As described in Chapter l , the OWRS treats w<1stewater effluent to 

near dist-ilkd water quality and uses the product water for groundwater recharge and to 

supply a seawater intrusiou barrier. Tl1e barrier injects the high quality water into the 

groundwater aquifers created n high pressure zone that has the effect of rept::aling the 

intrusion of seawater toward.s groundwater extraction wells. Both tl1e OC\~iD and ATLL 

treatment plants utilize micro screen ftltration, reverse osmosis, and ul tra violet light 
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treatment processes. The I::l Prat plant also uses nlLra-fiitration as an illfermcdiatc 

treatmeut prncess between micro filtration ancl reverse osmosi.s. El Prat must also blend 

the product water with other snppiies before injecting it into tbe barrier. The OCWD 

model nlso used blended water initially in order to meet regulatory requirements ,me! gain 

public support. The aclvanc;ed treatment process is also in pJace to gain public snpport 

and is not necessarily required for the treatment process from a water quality standpoint. 

Mujeriego et al. (2008) performed a brief economic analysis of the capital and 

opcrntional cos!s associated wilh the treatment plant ai1d. distribution system. They 

concluded that the cos ls of this particular project are similal' to other projects in Spain, 

that the sec1sonal operaiion of the treatment plant negatively affecls the unit cost of 

product water, the elcctTO dialysis treatment process raises the costs by a factor of t.Ju·cc, 

and that t:h-e reverse osmosis treatment process raises the costs by a factor of Len. Two 

operational recommendations are provided .. First, to operate the treatment plant 

continuously year round, and secondly, to in1plement source control measures within the 

wastewal'er collection system. The new water generated from the treatment plant 

replaces demand of higher quality water sources thereby .:illowing additional storage of 

water within the reservoirs rind creating a more ri::Jiable supply for agricultural end-users. 

The agricultural users were under water restrictions during previous times of drought. 

The new water supply source has also allowed more flexibility in the region's water 

resource management. At the time the article was published, the Spanish government 

had regulations pending. Conductivity has remained a reason to resist the 

implementation for the agricultural end--uscrs even with the promised benefits of 

increased water supply reliability. 
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lvfujeriego et aJ . (2008) present a well formed argument pointing out the need for 

more water supply sources in Barcelona aucl how the new water recycling treatment plant 

may help to meet the supply needs. The plant was in constrnction at ihe time the article 

was \.vritlen so production and cost estimates were p1 .. oviclecl but actual figures were not 

yet available. Mujeriego et· al. (2008) assumed that the public and agricultural users 

would accept the recycled water and that the water would meet all future regulatory 

· requirements tlrnt were being cleveloped by the government. While part of the El Prat 

project that generates recycled water was based upon OCWD's GWRS project, the 

OCWD uses an entirely separaie treatment process to provide its recycled water. 

Simulation Modeling 

There have been many attempts made to accurately model the hydraulics of 

distribution systems, treatment plant processes, and financial conditions of water 

distribution systems. Various software has been developed and improved on in order to 

determine the hydraulics of complex distribution syslems and attempt to determine 

methods of inc.reasjng efficient operations of the systems. ·Four studies are listed below 

as examples of modelir-1g and optimizing treatment and clistrjbution systems. 

An lntegrmcd SimlJlatiq11 Model for Treatmem a.us.I Di~1tJJi!1tion 

.Toksimovic ct aJ. (2.006) integrated simulation models to perfonn si111ul11tion or 

both treatment plant processes and distribution. systems. Existing models that optimiz.e 

treatment plants typically do so without examining (he most cost influential component, 

the distribution system, while the exist.ing distribution models tend to over simplify the 

treatment alternatives. In order to determine the best combination of treatment processes, 

a decision support system (DSS) was develoix:d. The number of water treatment 
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processes has been steadily growing in recent years and has created challenges for 

dctermiJJing the suitable treatment trains for each p<1rticular application, Development of 

new projects i.s typically a three stage process: first, the determination of appropriate 

alternatives, second, the constrnction and operation of a pilot plant, and third, the 

selection of a particular method for detailed design. This study focused on the first stage 

and further divides it into the selection of unit process for watt:r treatment, synthesis of 

combining treatment processes into trains, evaluation and screening of each respective 

train, and finally the selection of an optimal train for the pilot plant. A key component 

for most water treatment and distribution models is financial cost; however the authors 

suggest that other c1iteria should be considered as well. Distribution models usually 

perform comparisons that are dependent on the same alignment of pipelines with 

variances of different pipe sizes. H.o,vever, reservoir operation and size are also 

important in distribution system modeling. The new DSS model developed by 

Joksimovk et al. (2006) is made to include multiple treatment fociJi.ties and is not limited 

to one central plant, contain an open modeling environment that allows the user to edit 

the model's knowledge base. The DSS provides solutions for complete treatment trnins 

based upon the given water quality, and includes modelitig of the distribution system. 

The distribution modeling allows users to control the system layout, pumping operations, 

storage of reservoirs, and compiles the least cost options for preliminary sizing that meets 

operational needs . 

. The proposed DSS used a Visual Basic graphical interface, created a knowkdg~ 

base of treatment processes m1d distribution system components \Vith efficiencies and 

costs, and utilizes computational modules to analyze tbc treatrnent plnnt aml distribution 
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system. The knowledge base cnnrains water quality requirements, design and costing for 

each unit process, common and suggested lreatmcnt ti'ains based upon influent water 

quality, general rules for combining various processes together into one train, and design 

costs for ll1e respective dist-ribution system components. End-users of the distribution 

system. can be classified into eight groups: residential, urban, restricted irrigation, 

impoundments, .industrial, surface, bathing, and unrestridcd irrigation. The treatment 

unit processes are classified into four groups: primary, secondary, tertiary, and 

disinfection. The following information is retained for each individual unit process: 

allowable influent quality, process efficicnci.es, land and labor requirements, sludge and 

concentration production, capital and operational cost estimates, and preference score 

based upon qualitative evaluation criteria. The software \VTRNct is used to help the user 

genernte treatment trains using either the "Expert" approach or the "Step \Vise" approach 

(Joksimovic et al. 2006). The "Expert" ap1>roc1ch treatment trains are suggested as 

starting points for the user based upon the knowledge base developed through 

compilation of known treatment plant trains used throughout the world. The "Step ¼'isc" 

approach allows the user to sel the emuent \Nater quality reE1uirecl and add in unit 

processes to obtain tbe quality level required by the n1les governing each process. The 

modeling of the distribution system takes into account the respective cost for pipes, 

pumping, storage faci lities, land use, and types of reservoirs used. The computational 

cval\lation of the treatment performance is based upon quantitative, qualitative technical, 

an<l qualirative environmental criteria. The computational evaluation of the distribu.tio·1 

system is based upon lcast .. cost si1.ing for a designal'ed layout. Joksimovic ct c1I. (2006) 
' l 

state that their DSS model provides a combined simulation model fram~work for i 
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analy:,:ing cleccnlrali:i.:td lrea(mcnl whiJe allowing user llcxibility, providing guidance, 

and incorporating oplimizatioo for pipe sizing. 

The ability to conceptually plan and evaluate different treatment processes in 

various arrangements is vti:y user ul and the loo! developed by Joksimovic et al. (2006) 

helps to achieve tha( purpose. The distribution system evaluation provided by this DSS 

does not seem as complete as other modeling software and is limited in application. The 

distribution modeling is not applieublc to loopccl distribution systems, hnt rather only to 

branched systems. Th.is is :a pa1ticular weakness because most water distribution systems 

arc looped in order to elimil)ate common 1n-essnre problems. Before applying this model, 

the user should familiarize themselves with the knowledge base especially in regards to 

the water quality Jlarnme!'ers to ensure rhat il is accurate to the particular prut of the world 

the proposed treatment wil I be located. The mollel does not seem to truly integrate the· 

treatment process with the distribution system, which is tbe main pmpose of the new 

model. The two evaluations are distinctly separate and the distribution evaluation docs 

not appear to build upon existing models. Since OCWD is open to considering 

alternative treHLmcmt technologies and applications, this model may provide great insight 

and a feasibility analysis of the par(icular water quality parameters for the GAP. 

Infoworks WS versus EPANET 

Results from modeling water distribution networks with fnfoworks WS software 

were compared to results provided by EPANET softwore by Vuta and Piraianu (2008) 

EPANET is widely used modeling soflware developed by the United States EPA. This 

software \lses pipes, nodes, pump:,, valves, and tal'lks to model pres:;ure, flow, storage, 

and waler quality within waler disLribulion systems. EP /\.NET cau be run both for 
r 
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exlended period sirnulatiorn, and steady state. ft uses continuity and head loss 

relationships to compute th«.:: respective heads nnd pressures within the system. The 

soflwarc can track water quality criteria which are typically applied towards disinfection 

residuals. Jnfowod<s \VS suite can model supply and distribution systems, urban 

drainage systems, and wastewater management. It can perform demand analysis, 

automated fire flow, and critical link analysis. Infoworks \VS has developed its own 

calculation engine independent ofEPANET through which it can model rc:al world 

conditions more accurately (Vuta and Piruianu 2008). The Hanoi water system was 

modeled using both software systems. This network is relatively flat in elevation, 

contains thirty two nodes, thirty four pipes, three loops, an<l is fed by gravi.ty from a fixed 

bead reservoir. Vuta ai1d Piraianu (2008) conclude that a good con-el,ition exists between 

the flow rates, pressures, and chlorine residual of the actual distribution system with 

those found by both the software programs. 

Accordiug lo the authors, Info works WS is a superior modeling software over 

EPA NET, but the results presented demonstrate that the two software are essentially 

equivalent. Of particular interest are the results from each software program and their 

accuracy in comparison with the measured field conditions. 

Dual Water Distribu.tionNctwork Design. Coinparisons 

Kang and Lansey (20 l l) used computer modeling to compare dual distribution 

systems with n single distribution system. A dual system is typical of a water supplier 

lhat provides both recycled water and potable water. The clunl system is required to kccp 

the water quali1ics separate. KlU1g and Lansey (20 l l) cau tion that tltis modeling is 

suitable for planning puq)oscs but not for design. Not only docs the model analyn the 
t: 
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c~onomic costs of the systems, but it also considers some of 1:hc::: environmental costs in 

the form of greenhouse gas emissions, and reiiabilil.y through pressure a11d minimum 

velocities. This lhree prong approach has b(;cn labded n "lripk--bottorn-line" analysis 

because of the three distinct criteria. In order to compare the dual versus single 

distribution systems four scenarios were analyzed. The first scenario plainly consists of 

modeling the single po1able distribution system. The second scenario is of H dual 

distribution system where inigati.on uses are supplied by the recycled water. The third 

scenario is also a dual distribution system with the recycled water supplying both 

irrigation and toilet flushing. The fourth, and final, scenario supplies irrigation, toilets, 

and fire flows with recycled water and all other uses wit'b potable water. The three mixecl 

objectives were measured using a mixed integer optimization problem. This method 

solves the modeling using a multi-objective genetic algoritl·un linked with EPANET. The 

four scenarios were applied to a simple hypothetical network and a real world midsized 

water distribution system. The real world distribution system consisted of 117 nodes, 150 

pipes, thirty five square files, an elevation change ofup to I :50 feet, and a peaking foctor 

of 1.75 over tbe base demand. 

K,mg and Lansey (201 1) state that comnumitius should strive to obtain a 

sustainable water supply, especially under the cnll'e11t climate changes and mban 

pop\llMion growth. A new water resource, the ·wastewater effluent, can be used for 

toile1s, landscaping, and firefighting and docs not pose water right issues. Dual systems 

used for potable and non-potable supply <lelivery have mostly heen used to supp-ly l~rgc 

irrigation and resi<lential uses. The increased use of recycled systems has been impeded 

due to financiai cosls and social perception issues. By considering more than the 
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financin I costs of dual syst~ms, communiries can rcallze sornc of th<:: other paybacks thtH 

come through recycled water. Tn the model analysis finnnci8l cost is measured by the 

capital expenses to constrncl the systems and operational expenses for both the 

distribution network ancl the pump stations. EquMions were.developed for pipe 

construction, pipe repair, pump construction, Md pump operation costs. The grceuhouse 

gas costs were measured from the amount typically produced during pipe manufact-uring 

and pump operation. Reliability was quantified by the number of pipe breaks which 

represents the number of system interruptions. The interruptions could be local, affecting 

only a few ,end-users, or global, affecting tht: entire system. 

For the hypothetical modeling scenarios, Kang and Lansey (2011) concluded that 

dual distTibution systems are more reliable, cost 27 lo 31 percent more capital, and 

produced 3 .6 to 5 .6 percent more greenhouse gas. The dual systems were in.ore reliable 

because there were less service interruptions give-n that the potabk distribution system 

can substitute for the recycled water when an irruption occuJs. Since smaller pipes are 

required for the dual systems, as a result of some demand being split into two separate 

pipes, the pipes would fa.il more frequently. The greater the elevation change within the 

distribmion systems, the larger the pumps needs to be. Similarly, the larger the service 

area of the distribution the !argcr the pumps and pipe sizes need to be. The study fou!id 

that the larger the service area the less favorable the economics of the dual system 

become. In general the single potable distribution system was less expensive, produced a 

.;.e:omparable amount of greenhouse gas, and was 11 slightly less reliable. The greater 

amount of dcmc1nd plac1ecl on the non-potable system resulted in the most favorable 

economics for dual systems. The conclusions drawn from modeling of the real world 
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distribution system resulted in the single system being, 23 to 36 percent less capital cost, 

produced greenhouse gas 11 to 23 percent Jess, and rdinbility 6 lo 26 percent less. In the 

dual syslems, a betlcr water quality exi-sted due to the smaller pipe s izing causing higher 

velocities. The requirement to provide fire flows had a large impact on the system 

vt:1riables. 

Kang and Lansey (20 I I) pointed out that the smaller the distribution. area of the 

system the more favorabk the economics become. Th.is observation coincides with 

Maeda et al. 's (2006) finding that tbi:: small area systems in Tokyo were able to return a 

profit after only five years. The GAP is fa irly large and rnay be experiencing financial 

challenges due to its large size. Kang and Lansey (20l l) also suggest that dual systems 

should be constructed as pmi of new developments, a point that was also made by Okun 

(1997). The approach proposed in lhis wmk is insightful because it emphasized some of 

the possible benefits of having recycled water systems that are not solely based upon 

financial payoffs. Other benefits of recycled water use that arc not included in the work 

are the differences in \vater and rccyded water trclltment costs as well as the values of 

supplementing limited water supplies and finding sur.table outlets for wastewater 

discharges. One aspect of the modeling presented was unrealistic because it assumed tlrnl 

the recycled water system would serve individual househofds, which is not very conm10n 

due to the large capital costs relative to the small volwne ofr~cyclcd water used. 

Another downfall of the modeling is that the software assumed that each pi.pc: link could 

be isolated, which is not realistic. In« rc«I world system there may be lnmdreds of feet 

between isolation values. 
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Oprimal Pu.mp.Operation 

Al-Ani (2012) presented his findings regarding optimizing pump s!Hrlups in waler 

clisl'ribution systems. Optimal pumping schedules ailow for energy savings and more 

efficient opcrarion of water dislribution systems. The proposed analysis teclmique 

included the use of a multi-agent particfo swarm optimization. to determine the most cost 

effective solutions for pumping schedule and operation for mllltiple pumps and multiple 

pump stalions within a single distribution system. This criterion is very usefol because it 

is typical of real world distribution systems. The optimization of the pumping is based 

upon two criteria: first, to minimize the energy costs for pumping and second, to 

minimize the number of pump starts. Essentially the approach sought to reduce the 

amotmt of time the pumps arc nn111i'ng while also ,:educing the amonnt of times a pump 

needed to start from a stopped condition because this causes extra wear and elect1-ical 

usage. The constraints within the modeling included pressure and tank levels. The 

optimization used the EPANET sofrware to find the most economical solution. Al-Ani 

(2012) considers this work to be unique because it links an optimization model with a 

network simulator. The system that was chosen to be mocleied is located in Saskatoon, 

Canada. The system supplies water to farmers, villages, residential, and la:rgc industdal 

users in a rnral area near the City of Saskatoon. The infrastrnctme of rbc distribution 

systems consis1·s of arterial pipes, junctions, valves, reservoirs, tanks, lift stalions, 

hydrants, meters, service connections, and backOow preventers. One of the pum1) 

starions !ms tvvo pumps that operate in parallel with an emergency pump held in reserve. 

The distri.burion system was built in EPANET and simulation results w<.:.rc verified with 

measured data and fennel l'O be accurate. The optimization algorithm is based on the l 

-, .... -. ·· ,, :, .... .,t.a:-,~"''·'-'°"''--"'A~ ' ·'·"'"-'"':,;·,.,.,,,,,:,~,.;-,.;;.c·,,.;-.·,"'~'"'·""'~ *-·,.:,_., ... ,p,~t.,,a,,~.,.., .••. •"''•'"" .•,c.;.,.:.'J" ·v,.<~-·: ·o..-:,- -" C.·. ·,·c.~','O·, · ,,.~··:~, .,." .. .:,:: •·;;t.". ,~·-.:-'/0 ,;;_,,..,,,,.._, '. • • ,:,·· •'·"'~,.,.ec_-·-.:c.·.,,:.• .. c~ '' ,._.,,.,,, ,,, .•. ,, ... , .. 1 
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natural behavior of a flock of birds in search of food. Individual birds learn and leaders 

influence the entire group. In the optimization model when a potential solution is found 

ail of the resources are focused on to tha( area for exact computation. One risk of 

optimizing the system is that it will be less prepared for unusual events, such as a pipe 

failure. The energy cost was minimized by maximizing usage of storage voiumes in the 

system's tm1ks and reservoirs. The number of pump starts was used to simulate the 

maintenance costs. The effective operation of real world water distribu.tion systems 

requires more than financial manipulations, therefore additional trade-offa need to occur 

between multiple objectives. The results produced from the optimization algorithm were 

simulated in EPANET in order to ensure that the systl!m constraints \.Vere met. The 

analysis of this particular system in Canada resulted in a weekly operational cost savings 

of3.4 !o 13.7 perct:nt. 

The proposed approach allows for solutions to more complex water distribution 

systems that contain mauy pumps and tanks; however tberapplication [H~e,~~n th.i~ 

study is based on a rural system that has been skelctonized. To gain more v~it,,, the 

approach should be app.lied to more systems including more complex distribution 

systems. Al-Ani (2012) used BPANET to accurately model an existing water clistributiou 

system and run simulated changes with pump controls. Th.c accuracy of the results 

produced by EPANET makes this software feasible for use on the GAP. 

Advantag_es and Disa<lvantag_es 

There are rnany facts, opinions, and arguments both in favor of and against the 

Jise of recyc.l;:,"<I water. These varying conditions make it clifftcult for communities to 

decide whether to ~onstruct new or continue operating c:xisting recycled water systenJ.S. 
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In particular, communities that· have already been devcioped and seek to add in recycled 

water systems face increased capital expenses that 111ny have payoff periods decades 

away, if at all. This section discusses some of the common consensus about rccyclccl 

water, proposes some ways to resolve these concerns, and presents so1ne common 

advantages re-lated to the development of recycled wat.~r programs. 

The expansion and widespread adoption of rccyclecl ,vater systems has been 

impeded due to cost and social perception issues (Kang and Lansey 20 I l ). When 

analyzing recycled water systems based solely upon finances, they oflen seem 

undesirable. Cu~ker (2000) found that in the short term the South Bay Recycling 

Program's revenue may cover only operational expenses and not debt service created by 

capital expenses. In regards to social perception, some members of the public are not 

comfortable with the concept of bringing water back to their house that was sent away 

through a toilet flush (Kang and Lansey 20 l 1; Mujcdego et al. 2008). Another 

reasonable objection to recycled water use is related to the quality of the water itsdf 

Okun ( 1997) noted that parts of Asia, Africa, and Latin America curreHtly have problems 

with agricultural crops iJTigatcd with contaminated reused water. Another water qua!~ 

issue encountered in the case studies performed by Mujeriego et al. (2008) and Yi et al. 

(2011) was the conductivity or salt content of the recycled water. In China s,1lt levels 

have risen in farmland soil and groundwater clue to the use of recycled water (Yi Cl al. 

2011 ). Mujeriego et al. (2008) stated that agricultural Janel users are unwiiling to use the 

recycled ·water in fear of increased salt contcnr ruining their fannl.ands. Modeling by 

Kang and Lansey (2011) showed that master planning a development with dual 

distribution systems results in smaller pipe sizes that are prone to more frequent failure 
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rhan larger sizes. Along th.e same lines, the authors found ihat a single potable 

distribution system was less expensive, bm produced similar greenhouse gm; emissions 

nnd fell behind in rdiability when compared with dual distribution systems. They also 

suggest that the larger tJ1e service area of a dual distribution system the less favorable the 

finances for a dual system become. Conversely, Maeda ct al. (1996) found thal small 

distribution sysrems serving high rise huildi11gs were able to reh1m a profit within six 

years. It follows that maximizing the density of recycled water use within the 

distribution area may be a critical component to a recycled water system's success. Okun 

(1997) cited problems with open storage lei:1tling to algae blooms and groundwater 

storage issues caused by pi-evi.ously unidentified geological conditions within a recycled 

water project in St. Petersburg, florida. Yi et al. (2011) an~I Young and Holliman (1991) 

report concerns with cross connections between recycled ancl potable water distribution 

systems. These cross connections can occur during construction if contractors and 

inspectors are not paying close attention to the work and also during maintcnanc0 and 

improvement operations. The wo1:st case risk associaled with cross connections is that 

recycled water may be used for potable applications such as dri1tking water and bathing. 

Kang and Lansey (2011) suggest that an economic analysis is a 1.nore appropriatc 

approach than n strictly fiiurnci,d one since it will take into nccount other costs and 

benefils that may not be easily quantifiable into monetary instruments. The rec.;ycled 

water project analyzed by Maeda et al. ( 1996) in Tokyo was able to return a profit after 

five years of operation. Cusker (2000) projects that the long term n:vcn.ues of the South 

Bay Vroject may provide a r~turn on investment, base(! primarily on the continued (rend 

0f risiJ1g _costs for potable water supplies. The concern of public perception associated 
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with wastewiitcr recycling cnn be addressed through public education about recycled 

water and aiso about the limited and precious high quality water supplies are often 

dwindling (Young and Holliman 1991 ). \:Vater quality issues, including sii lt con lent and 

biology, can be resolved through proper treatment processes accompanied by 

disinfection. i'Vfodern treatment technologies can remove large amounts of salt and easily 

provide disinfection during dislribntion (Mujcriego et al. 2008; Okun 1997; Cusker 

2000). lt should be noted that it is typically more expensive to remove salt from water 

(Mujeriego et al. 2008). As Maeda et al. (1996) point out, there have been times that 

recycled water quality may be higher than that of surface water supplies. Young and 

Holliman (1991) report that the IR.WO was able to overcome cross connection concerns 

through implementation of extensive warnings, infrastructure identification, construction 

inspection and annual inspection activities. 

Development of recycled water systems can help communities obtain more 

sustainable water supplies under conditions of climate change and urban population 

growth (Kang and Lansey 201 1 ). furthermore recycled '.Valer provides increased 

flexibility in water resource management (Mujeriego et al. 2008). Recycled water can be 

crucial during periods of drought and can help reduce wastewater discharge lo 

environmentally sensitive areas (Cnskcr 2000). Additional flexibility c<1n result from 

dual distribution systems by saving high quality potable water for necessary uses (Okun 

1997). According lo the author, only about one third of water use in urban areas needs to 

be potable quality and that ii' is generally less expensive to reuse wastewiiter than to treat 

and dispose ofit. Some of the potential uses for recycled water include toilet flushing, 

landscape irrigation, and J:irefighting (Kang and Lansey 201 1): Okun (1997) mids that 
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recycled wal(';r may reduce the need for fertilizer due to the nutrient rich quality rind be 

also be used for air conditioning, car washing, laundries, biocide, constrnction, dust 

control, fo11.1ntnins, augme1ltation of dry streambeds and wetlands, industrial processes, 

and power plant cooling. McGrew and Tobon (2012) have, described a recycled water 

project specifically designed and constructed for use in a ,11ower plant cool1ng process as 

yet another use. This project reduced demands on groundwater extraction from aquifers 

and reduced injection of wastewater into the same aquifers. Mujericgo et a1 . (2008) 

reinforce the poim that replacing potable water supply needs with recycled wastewater 

can increase storage of potable supplies and reduce seawater intrusion into groundwater 

aquifers. They also list the use of recycled water in Spain and California to form 

seawater intrusion baniers. Another advantage found in both Kang and Lansey's (201 l) 

.modeling rmd Oktm's (1997) observations suggest that there would be imprnvcd water 

quality within the distributio11 system due to smaller pipe sizes resulting in higher 

velocities of water moving through the system. Additionally, the findings of Kang and 

Lansey (2011) and Mujeriego et al. (2008) indicate that use of both recycled water and 

potable water distribution systems increases reliability of supply in terms of interruptible 

service during droughts and the number of pipeline breaks. 
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CHAPTER 3 

GREEN ACRES PROJECT BACKGROUND 

Th<:: GAP has been delivering recycled wntcr to eml·users for mor<:: than twenty 

years. Due lo the organi:aition of water retail agencies, wastewater collection and 

treatment agencies, and OCWD Lhe history of the GAP is characterized by many 

agreements, rate structures, construction phases, maintenance issues, performance 

requirements, and complex financial situations. This chapter provides a backgrotmd on 

the GAP program that will help to justify the operational and financial analysis 

performed within this sl11dy. 

The current extent of tbe GAP was constructed in Lwo phases and was preceded 

by multiple studies and bo.:ird actions. Most of the GAP's history has been summarized 

by the "Green Acres Projcct··Future Direction" report puulished in 2007. OCWD 

conduclecl a feasibil"ity study ofrecyclccl water use within l'he City of FounJai.n Valley in 

1975. The State of Cnlifornia legislature amended the water code in J 977 to prohibit the 

use of potable ,val er when recycled water is available. While conserv,itim1 of water has 

been emphasized in the Srnrc's constitl1tion sinct: 1928, the 1977 mandate was the firs~ t~ .. 
require th~ use ofrecyckd water supplies (Atw,ner er al. 1998). OCWD developed a 

facilities plen in 1978 that pro jeered a total cost of $26 rnillion to deliver t2,000 acn: foer 
t 

per year (AFY). Tbc plan called for a grant to pay 87.5 percent of the project's capital f 
! 
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cosrs. ln March of 19·79 the OCWD board adopted the Environmental Impact Report for 

t1lc GAP. During the same year it was cliscover:::cl that the anticipated grn.nt funds would 

no longer be available for recycled water projects. ln 1981 , a pre-design feasibility study 

was completed and a phased project was outlined. The first phase would cost $6 million 

and produce 2,700 AfY, while the ultimate project wouid oniy produce a total of 5,300 

AFY. The study also suggested combining some treatment processes wi.th those existing 

in OCVlD 's Water Facror 2 1 tre.itmcnt plant. This plant was used to treat wastewater for 

the purpose of injection into the seawater intrusion barrier. In 1984, OCWD performed a 

preliminary design which again described a phased approach with initial production of 

8,400 AFY that could be expanded up lo 16,800 AFY. Finally in 1986 the final design of 

the treatment plant, distribution pipelines, and end-user connections and location was 

completed. The cost estimate performed in 1987 predicted a construction cost that 

ranged between $16.J to 17.9 million wirh the lower cost alternatives sharing treatment 

process with Water Factory 21. Construction for the treatrnent plant began in 1988 with 

demolition of existing structures on the OC\i\/1) Fountain Valley property. During th.is 

year OCWD staff revised the:: plans and specifications to separate the recycled water 

treatment plant from !he Water Factory 21, to close loops in the distribu!"ion system, and 

to add actclitional end-users. ln 1989 the distribution system was modified to allow for 

the next pha;;e of the constmction into the City of Newport Beach and Huntington Beach. 

During that year the consl-ruction contract' was awarded to construct the treatment planl, a 

two million gallon reservoir, and cfflueni. pump station. ln I 990 the construdion contract 

for Reach I of the distribution system was awarded. This reach would primarily serve 

the City of Fountain Valley. Contracts to buil.d Reaches 2 and 3 which viould serve the \ 
i 
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Cities of Santa Ana and Cosrn Mesa, respectively, were awarded in 1991. 1991 was a 

hrndmark year for the GAP because the first recycled water delivery was nrnde to Mile 

Square Park in the City of Fountain Valley. The same year, the OCWD Board changed 

the District Act to define recycled water as a supplemental source, which made its value 

comparable to imported water costs. Since this change in definition made GAP water 

more valuable, OCWD wanted to increase the sales rate of water from GAP to the retail 

water agencies. In 1992, the subsidy from the MWD was increased and OCWD applied 

for a low interest loan from the state in order to finance the second phase o:f the 

distribution system construction. fo this year OCWD plumbed recycled water to the 

toilets in i1s administration building, being the first single story building to do so. As of 

I 993, twdve end-users had been connected to the system and annual demand amounted 

to 2,700 AF. The OCWD Board reversed its decision to classify recycled water as 

supplemental water in 1994 thereby classifying it as neutral and greatly reducing its 

value. The decision was reversed because the increase rate for sales of GAP to retail 

agencies proved unsucccssfo l due 10 institutional barriers. In 1995, OCWD purchased a 

second reservoir from the City of Sana Ana for $5 milliou. The reservoir and associated 

pump station helped to bafance pressure spikes within the distribution system. In 1999 .. 

the second plrn::;e of the GAP was completed and delivery of recycled water in to the City 

of Newport Beach began. Since 1999, there has been no expansion of the distribution 

systern. While some end-users have been added to the existing mainline loops, the push 

for recycled wc1ter end-users has declined withi11 the service area. 

A new project at OCWD, the GWRS, began producing water in 2008. The 

GWRS, just like the GAP, receives its water supply from the OCSD's plant number one 
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locarcd adjacent to the OC\VD facilities in Fountt1in Valley, California. \.Vhilc the GAP 

treats water to tertiary water quality standards, the GWR.S produces water lo near distilled 

water quality. The GWRS replaced the Water Factory 21 and supplies water for the 

seawater intrusion barrier along with groundwater recharge in spreading basins located 

\vi thin the City of Anaheim. Some end-user connections h:ave been. established from the 

GWRS pipeline that travels from the treatment plan~ in Fountain VaJ.Jey up the Santa Ana 

River to the City of Anaheim. O\VRS end-users are charged the cost of water produced 

fro{n that treatmenl plant. The existence of two distinct treatment plants and limited 

waste\-i.1ater supply from OCSD plant number one has created a competition for tht water. 

The GWRS plant is capable of treating all of the wastewater available from plant number 

one, which means that water used to supply the GAP's recycled water syslem is 

essentially diverted away from GWR.S. 

The OCWD has entered into agreements related to the GAP with retnil water 

agencies, the OCSD, the lRWD, the MWD, and State Revolving Fund Loans. Vv11ile 

these agreements are all designed to have mutual benefits among the parties involved, 

the_ir requirements are complicati;:d and become even more coinplex when considered 

together. In order to folly \ mderstand the alternatives presented in this study, a brier 

description of each agreement is provided in tb.e following sections. 

The OC\:VD does not sell the recycled water it produces directly to end-users, bul 

instei'ld sells .it to local w.:itcr retHilers, which arc referred to <1s Retnilers. From l 938 to 

1991, OCWD entered in agreements wilh five separate Retailers: the t---1csa Warer 
,. 
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District (formally Mesa Consolidated Water District), the City of Santa Ana, the City of 

Fountain Valley, the City of Newport Bench, and the City of Huntington Beach. All of 

the agreements nre very similar and generally requinJ the same dist1·ibution performance, 

water quality, and sales rates. 

E.ich agreement has an initial tenn of twenty five years with automatic renewals 

every five years for a maximum of twenty five additional years. If either party ~,ishes to 

tenninate, they must provide fou r years notice before the next renewal date. Table 1 

depicts the current termination and respective notification dates required for each Retailer 

agreement. The agreernef1ts state that the ose of recycled water is mutually beneficial in 

particular to fulfill water resource conservation as outlined in Sections 13550 and 13551 

of the California Water Code. According to the ngreements, OCWD owns the treatment 

plant and distribution system and the Retailer's responsibiJities begin at the end-user 

meter location. Each respective Retailer is to perform maintenance and repairs on the 

distrib\ltion system located within their jurisdictional area and are credited for the 

associated costs through accounting balance sheets. 

_J,~BLE l ._9riticat Dates for Retailer Agreement T~~:!!!~----·- ---· - - - - ··- ·- -----
Initinl Initial first Po~sibk Las!' Date for 

Retailer Agreement Termination Termination Termination 
Date Date Date Notification --------·------..-.. ··--··-··--·-

Mesa Water 03/ t 6/1988 03/ I. 6/20 l 3 03/16/2018 03/16/2014 --~-·-- ·---··--~-- ----~-----------------·------·--------
San la Ana 09/21/1.988 09/21/2013 09i21/20l8 09/21/2014 ·----~--------------------- -·---·--·---- ···-----

Fountain Valicv ···- 12/20/1989 - -··- 12/20/20 14·-··-··--· 12/20/20 I 9 . ., _______ 12/20/2015 
_ N cwporl Beach O I/ 16/ l 9?_1 ____ ~! / l 6/2016 ________ QY._!:§.(.~Q~J_ ____ _Q!!}_~f±.Q!Z.. __ 

Huntinuton Beach 12/18/ 1991 17-./18/2016 12/18/2021 12/l8i2017 _ ___ ,....->,<,.... ___ .,.. _ _ , ____________________________ , _____ , ___ , ________ __ ,.., ____ · · · -·----···- -----·--· 
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The OCWD sells the recycled water to the Retailer at the end-user meter !.<>cation 

and the Retailer sells it lo the end-user at the same location. Through 1hese definitions, 

the Retailers are not financially responsible for the O&M of the treatment plant or 

distribution system. The rute at which the Retailer purchases recycled water from 

OCWD fa 80 percent of the Area Groundwater Cost. This cost is determined annually, 

published in the OCWD Engineer's Report, and represents the costs of using a 1)rocluctton 

well to ex.tract groundwater. The Retailer can sell to the end-user at a rate not to exceed 

80 percent of the potable water rate, except for the Mesa Water District which doc::s not 

currently have a muximum end-user rate defined by the OCWD agreement. The 

difference in purchase and sales rates for the Retailers produces revenue, however it is 

partially offset by loss of revenue to not sdling as much potable water, accounting costs, 

and end-user annual testing expenses. An analysis of the recent financial history 

associated with these rates is presented in Chapter 6. Distribution performance 

requirements and water qllality criteria outlined in the agreements are presented later in 

this chapter. 

The agreement with the City of Fountain Valley differs from the others becaL1se 

I 

some end-users n:placed thcir groundwater pumping with recycled water, in oppositio11 to 

the vast majority replacing their potable water use with recycled water. These unique 

users are only allO\>lcd to pump up to 20 percent of their demand from grOLmdwater and 

replace the remaining demand with recycled water purchased from the City of Fountain 

Valley. As a result of th.is arrangement, the e11d-users pay a higher rate for recycled water 

than othen:ecyclc.d.end··USers within the Retailer's bow1daries. 
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Currently rhe City of Huntington Beach does no! purchase any recycled water 

from OC\:VD even though the agreement was created and some pipelines were 

construckxl. The pipelin(:S located within the City are isolated from th.e rest of the 

recycled water distribution system by multiple miles. The lines were constructed in 

anticipation of delivering recycled ,vater to end-users, however it was determined that the 

project \Vas not feasible due to the availability of alternative waicr sources. The City 

leased the pipelines in 2006 with the intent to connect them to a groundwater pumping 

well that was producing water tainted in color due to local geologic conditions. Since the 

water produced was tainted it was not fit for delivery to customers without treatment, so 

the City wanted to use lht:: well to supply irrigation water. As of tbe date of this report, 

the pipeline has not been used for !hat purpose, but rather as a domestic water distribution 

pipeline. OCWD paid for the construction of the main line pipeline and developers 

covered some of the dual plumbing required for lateral and service connections. The 

larger proposed users in Huntington Beach were golf cour::;cs and parks. These end-users 

have found altl:)rnative sources for irrigation water other tlum GAP water and domestic 

supplies. The lease of these pipelines to Huntington Beach is inexpensive, however the 

City prnv.ided a connection to a blending water supply th.at was needed for clcvelopmont 

and operation of the GWRS project. The lease tennis twenty years which places the 

ten.ni11a1ion date at October 2, 2026. Then; are clauses that allow early termination of the 

lease for both the City and OCWD. 

The agreem~11ts also define the cxpcetcd demands for each Reiaikr w(thin their 

·respecti.ve Exhibit "B" sections. There is some Ja.nguage within the agreements that 

allows for ten11inatio11 of the agreement if the Retailers are unable to enter into 
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agteemcnts as outlined in the exhibit. A co111.parison between recent demand for c:ach 

retaiier and i'he projected demand listed in the exhibils can be found in Table 2, in 

Appendix C. 

Encl-User_.'1P..J:9ements 

The end-user agreements are managed and entered into by the Retailers and the 

customers. While OCWD does impose some requirements contained in the permit, they 

are not a party of the cncl-11scr agreement other than acknowledging their execution. The 

end-user agreements establi~h a maximum flow each user can take and pressure 

requirements for service. All of the end-user agreements have expired, however the 

Retailers and end-users operate as if they were still binding. The agreements also 

establish the sales rate for purchase of recycled water from the Retailer to be 80 perc~nt 

of the potable rate, except for Mesa \,\later end-users which were charged 90 percent and 

may see an increase in the future. New end-users recently added to the distribution 

system have not executed an agreement. Since the current jnvestment philosophy of the 

GAP is to place all connection t':xpenses on the new end-user, OCWD does not require 

end-users to establish a capilal expense rect1pcralio11 term. The end-users may find it 

beneficial to execute an agreement to establish I.low and prcssnrc requirements as ,,·ell as 

guarantee the sales rate. 

Or~nge County .9A,11il$!tLon District 

The GAP related. agreements with the OCSD regulate the supply ofwastewater 

influent to the GAP treatment plant and the effluent recycle:d water service back to 

OCSD. The two agencies have enjoyed a long history of coopcr.ative op~rntiQn a!].d 

collabornfion, developing innovattve solution::; to water and wastewater predicament~. 
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Beginning in 1975; OCSD began providing secondary wastewa1er to OCWD. Originally 

the secondary water was treated farther by Water Factory 21 and used in the seawater 

intrusion barrier, followed by use in the GAP. Beginning in 2008, all of the remaining 

secondary effluent ,ivailable is used for the GWRS. Representatives from the two 

agencies participate in monthly planning, operation, and coordinacion meet·ings. 

In November of 2002, the two agencies executed the "Joiul Exercise of Powers 

Agreement for the Development, O&M of the Groundwater Replenishment System and 

the Green Acres Project" agreement. In regards to the GAP, this agreement specifies that 

OCvVD mnst provide 4.2 MOD to OCSD to be used in their wastewater rreatment 

processes. ln prnctice, OCSD has received approximately 5,000 A.FY (approximately 

4.46 MGD) of GAP water from OCWD. Give-n that the total production of the GAP is 

typically around 7,000 AFY, this indicates that OCSD's use of GAP wMcr has a major 

impact on the program. The recycled water is not provided for free to OCSD, but its 

sales rate js highly discounted relative to the Retailer rate. For example in the fiscal year 

(FY) of 2010-2011 (July th.rough June), the OCSD rate was $177.52 per AF while the 

general Retailer rate was $329.60 per AF. The OCSD discounted rate is adjusted 

armuzilly according to changes in the Consumer Price lnclex (CPI). Whi-Je thi.s may seem 

unjust al first glance it is important to note that the secondary waslewaterprovided to 

OCWD for use in the seawater intrusion barrier, GAP disL1:ibution system, and GWRS 

project is provided free of sales cost lo OC\ND. The arrangement is mutually beneficial 

to both agencies because the OCSD is able to reduce discharge expenses induding 

permitting, infrastruct1ire, and pumping while OCWO is able to provide new .water 

supply sources to lhc region without purchasing influent water. GAP water is sold to 
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OCSD at a J'ate lower than the cost of producing the recycled water. This financia l 

arrangement has had a downward effect on the overall financial outlook of the GAP. 

The OCSD has a project to be comp leted in 2013 to reduce their demand for GAP 

water. The project will construct a closed loop cooling system to replace a single pass 

system. This means that the wat~r required to provide the same amount of cooling is 

greatly reduced because the ~ame .water can be used multiple times. This will not 

eliminate the demand for recycled water from OCSD bnt it is predicted to rcduoe the 

demand to one MGD (1,120 AFY) or less. This indicates that adcUtional recycled watet· 

supplies will becotnc available for distribution and/or the secondary influent wastewater 

can be diverted into the GWRS project. If the freed up rccyc:led water supply were sol.d 

through the GAP project, the fina11cial outlook would improve because a larger volume of 

,,,vater would be sold at a rate higher than is required to produce the flows. If the freed up 

supply were used in the GWRS pmject, the variable costs associated with producing GAP 

water would be reduced which may also result in an improved financial outlook. The 

agencies had this change in demand in mind when the existing agreement was amended 

in JV[ay of20 I 0. The new amendment provides for a flow of l MGD to be provided to 

OCSD free of charge and :a discounted rate to be charged for flows above that quantity. 

Irvine Ranch Water District 

Among it::; many operations, IRWD collects and treats sewage flows. In 1996, 

OCWD entered into a J 5 year agrecmcn( with IRWD and the City of Newport Beach to 

allow lRWD ro discharge treated wastcwaier flows into the GAP distribution sysrcrn. 

The agree111e11t has allowed lRWD r.o release peak flows encount~red during winter 

months into the GAP system i11stead of paying t0 send them to OCSD or relca.~ing them I 
. -~ -t>'("o·~~ ;,,,!: 7" ,. ........ ~::·::,::-• '•' --~ -.,_.., •• , -~;, ... ·· ... '¼• , ......... ' .... -.~-~·~· -~ 
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directly into the environment. The second construction phase of GAP included an intcrlie 

pipeline to cmrnect the GAP system being constrncted in fhe City of Newport Beach to 

the rct.:yclcd water disLribution system ofIRWD. This agreement established a rate of 

purchase. by OCWD from IR\VD of 50 percent of tl1e sales rate from OCWD to OCSD. 

For example, in FY 2010·· l l the rate for OCSD was $177.52 per AF so OCWD would 

pay lR\VD $8S.76 per AF. This is a savings for OCWD because the cost of purchasing 

the water is mn~h less tlum the cost of producing the waler at the GAP treatment plant. 

While this is most certainly less than the treatment costs for IRWD, it represented a 

savings for them due to the large financial charges associated with sending wastewater to 

the OCSD or 1he effects, both environmental and financial, assoGiated with discharging 

directly to the environment. The water was generally purchased from November to 

March each year and allowed a shutdo,~'n of the GAP treatment plant. The shutdown 

provided a rdiable occasion for maintenance and repair operations of the trec1tmcnt plant. 

A new agreement was enlered into by OCWD and IR WD, among other parties, 

for the intertie supply flows in early 2012. As part of this agreement the intertie pipeline 

connection came into lRWD ownership, OCWD was to construct a connection between 

the GAP distribution system and GWRS inflow to allow for excess IR WD discharge 

flows lo enter the GWRS plant through the OAP system instead of conveying it through 

OCSD, and IRWD's supply to the GAP system would be provided free of cost to 

OC\VD. This new agreement has only been in effect for one season, so long term trends 

have not been esrnblished, however the quantity of water supplied lo GAP from IRWD 

,vas approximately half of the amount that -..vas provided tl1c previous year. StafI from 
\ 

lR \VD has confirmed thal the lower quantity of GAP water provided was due to lack of ! i 
i 
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rainfall and not to the i.mplcmeniation of allcmativc discharge sources. ft is probably 

IRWD's inrention to keep the GAP connection in reserve for use during excessive peak 

flows but generally find alterntllive discharge sources for its recycled water supplies. 

During the winter rainy months, IR WD experiences a clramatic decrease in recycled 

water demand within its own independent rncycled water distribution system. The 

decrease in demand resul!s in the need for storage or allernative discharge of recycled 

water since it is produced based 011 wastewater flows. The free supply of GAP recycled 

water from IRWD greatly favors a posirive financial ot1tlook; however its longevity 

questionable. 

M.~tropolitan \~~\!~S.:}' District's Local Resources Progra111 

Tht: MWD of Southern California is_ the agency i.n charge of importing water to 

satis(y the de\rnmds of the majority of urban Southern California comnnmities. There are 

t<.:vcnty-six member agcnci~s of MWD which can purchase j,nported water directly. One 

of these agencies is the Municipal Water District of Orange County (MWDOC). OCWD 

is a member of agenc.y ofM'.WDOC and must purchase imported water sttpplies through 

them. The water imported by MWD travels through the California Staie Water Project 

(froll1 the Sacn1mento Delta area) and through the Colorado River Aqueduct (from the 

Colorado River along the eastern border of the State). Due to the large demands pfr1ced 

on the imported war.er sources and the limitc<l supply and conveyance quantities, MWD 

has developed programs to help reduce demands on imported water supplies. One of · 

these programs is the Loca I Resources Program (LR.P). Tlie LRP provides an operating 

subsidy for local water supply alternatives that arc~ developed to r~placc an existing 

demand or prevent a new demand for imported water. 

' ~ ... 
\ 
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OC\VD has liccn receiving LRP subsidy payments for GAP deliveries since its 

first recydecl waler delivery j11 J 991. The payment formula-was simplified in 2008 to be 

$250 per AF up to a niriximum of 2,800 AFY. This means that reGycled water delivered 

through the GAP generates revenue from both sales to the Retailers and from the LRP 

subsidy. The deliveries to OCSD are not eligible for the subsidy because the demand for 

imported water from MWD is not replaced or prevented. The recycled water provided 

through the GAP by IRWD is eligible for the subsidy and OCWD collects the payment. 

When OCWD uses groundwater sources to blend with GAP treatment plant cftlucnt, to 

control water quality parameters, the g.roumlwatcr quantity is not eligible for subsidy. 

The $250 per AF subsidy will tcnninatc on October 31, 2016. The effects of the subsidy 

termination are outlined in Chapter 6. A clause in the agreement states that OCWD shall 

make its best efforts to operate the GAP to a maximum yidd during the term of the 

agreement, which may have an effect 011 any efforts to reduce _or terminate GAP recycled 

water deliveries. 

State.Water Loans 

ln order to help finance the capital expenses associated wilh. th;:: GAP treatment 

and distribution focilit-ies, two loans were initiated through the S1c1tc Water Resources 

·control Board. These loans are low interest and provide favorable financing for waler 

improvcmellt projects tlu·oughout the State of California. The first loan was contracted in 

1989 for $2 million at an interest rate of 3.3 percent. The annual repayment amount \Vas 

$177,932 and tbe loan was completdy rcpflid in 20 I 0. The secor,d loan was issued for 

phase two construcl:Oll of the GAP distribution system into the Cily of Newport Bench 

for $4.38 mi.llio11 at an ltltcrest rate of 2.8 percent. Tbc annual repayment amount for th.is 
,. 
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loan is $290,33 l and is dqe lo be compl.ctcly repaicl in 2016. The effect of these loans on 

the financial outlook of the GAP system is examined in Chapter 6. Regardless of the 

foture decisions on the operation offhc GAP, the remaining balance of the outstanding 

loan must lbc repaid in full. If operation of the GAP was terminated or the facilities 

leased, the agreement states that the remaining loan balance would need to be repaid 

immediately with.a possible pcn<1lty. The remaining capital expenses of approximately 

f:orty two mill ion dollars for the GAP constrnction were covered through OCWD's 

Capital Tmprovement Program (CIP). As discussed in Chapter 6, it is estimated that the 

Capital debt is roughly equivalent to $2.5 million per year wjth a lifetime of thirty years 

ending 2021. 

Calitg_rni1i .. J~gjmrnl Water Qualitv Control. Board Pcrn1.(t 

The California Water Code outlines 1he procedure for regulation of recycled water 

use and in the case of the GAP assigns the regularing agency as the Santa Ana Region of 

the California Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB or Board). In essence 

this gave the authority lo regulate the use, monitoring, treatment, disinfection, water 

qucility, inspection, reporli.ng, and other standards <'.lssocinicd \Villi recycled water lo the 

RWQCB. A permit has been issued form the Board to OCWD for operatio11 and 

distribution of GAP facilities. The Board is primarily concerned with the public health 

risks associated with recycled water use that include direct contact with the water al 

irrigation sites, cross connections, an<l water ctuality of the receiving waters. The permit 

places requirements lhat OCWD must t:nforce on t;nd--uscrs, which is placed into effect 

through the Retailers. OC\~1D ensures compliance with. these rcquirnments tbroliih 

annual inspections of each end-user site performed by OCWD personnel. The latest 
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vel'sion of the permit was issued in 2002. As staled within the permit, GAP efi1u.cnt. 

qualifies as Disinfected Tertiary Recycled Water as defined in the California Water 

Recycling Criteria, Section 6030 I .230. 

Treatment and Distribution 

The GAP treatment plant began producing recycled water in 1991 . Its fatil ities 

include a treatment plant, two reservoirs, distribution syste:m, and two pump stations. All 

of these components must work log ether to provide the necessary pcrformanco 

requirements outlined within the pennits and agreements <liscusse.d previously. 

Treatme11t Plant 

The treatment plant is located in Fountain Valley at the same site as the main 

administration building ofOC\VD. The OCSD secondary treated i.nflue11t water is mixed 

with coagulant in two rapid mixers before entering a flocculation mixer. Typically alum 

is used to coagulate the phosphorus and suspended solids in the water but specialized 

polymers are also available. The flocculation process utilizes Hurly two paddles in each 

of two cells. The water is then passed through four dual media filtration beds and 

discharged into a chlorine contact basin referred to as the "Clear \Veil." The dual media 

used in th.e GAP plant is ruade of anthracite, twenty-four inches deep, and sand, twelve 

inches deep. The mccfia is usually loaded with 3 to 5 gallons per minute (GPivf) per 

square fool. Filter run time ranges from ten to forty-eight hours before backwash occurs. 

The backwash process uses air scour and a flow of fittecn GPM per square foot. The 

filtration treatment can treat 7 . .5 MOD averagr- and 9.5 MC1D peak. The chlorine contact 

chamber can treat 12.67 MGD and is located within the 1.35 million gallon Clear Well. 

Groundwater pumped from the OCWD's Deep \Vell system can be added to the flows 
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entering the Clear Well. The deep wells pull groundwater tainted in color from a deep 

aquifor and are used lo improve cfflLJent water (juality parameters when necessary. There 

arc also two ways for water treated thrnugh the GWRS plant to enter the Clear Welt 

microliltrMion effluent and ttltra violet lighl effluent. These sources can also be used to 

improve water quality, but are not typically relied upon because of the greater trnatment 

costs associated wi·th the more advanced and energy intensive treatment technologies. 

Fountain Valley Pump Station 

From the Clear Well water is pumped into the distribution system through a 

I 0,500 GPM capacity pump station. The pump station consists of four pumps split into 

two ope.rating conditions. The first operation condition is used to initially fi ll the 

distril>uti.on system with water ,md during starlup from zero pressure. There is one pump 

used for this condition and it is referred to as the Low Pressure Effluent Pump (LPEP) . 

Of more interest, because they are used al.most all of the time, are the High Pressure 

Effluent Pumps (HPEP). All tlu·ee HPEP pumps are identical and are able to operak in 

parallel to generate supplemental ·nows. One HPEP pump is constantly running at all 

tim.::s with the others used to increase Oowrnte when necessary. In practice the onl.y time 

all three pumps would operate is ·wheu. there is a major bre11k in the distribution system 

pipeline. AU ofthe control logic has a delay of three-minutes, meaning thnt. a change in 

operation is not executed until \:he event warranting change has occurred for tlm::e 

minutes. Th.is delay reduces the occurrence of pump cycling, multiple pump starts within 

a short amount of time, due to system pressure ll.uctuatio1rn. All of the performance 

parame(crs of this pump station are intended to ensure a pressure of 125 pounds per 

square in.ch (psi) leaving lhe pump statiorl into the distribution system. 
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Santa Ana Reservoir and P\mm..Stalion 

Another reservoir and pump station exists within the GAP distribution system and 

is referred to as the Santa Ana Reservoir (SAR). As the name·implies these facilities arc 

located within the City of Santa Ana. The reservoir was purcbased from the City of 

Santa Ana in 1995 for the purpose of maintaining operational pcrfonnance requirements 

such as distribution system pressure. The reservoir has a <.;apacity of six million gallons 

and the pump station can provide up to 7,000 GPtv1 0ow into the distribution system. 

The reservoir filling and pumping are controlled by water st<0rage levels within the Clear 

Well back in Fountain Valley. There arc two identical pumps at the SAR site that also 

operate in a lead-lag configuration. If the water elevation within the Clear Wcl I drops 

below nine feet then the lead pump starts up and if the elevation drops below seven feet 

then the lag pump joins in. The lag pump shuts off when the Clear Well levd is greater 

than ten f:cet and the lead shuts down when the level is greater than .twelve feet. The 

reservoir drains when the pumps are running and does not permit any filling. ln order for 

the reservoir to fill, the Clear Well levd must be above 12.2 feet. The maximum height 

of the SAR is nineteen feet. Jn general the rese1voir fills during the early afternoon and 

drains during the night and early morning, in accordance with the peak demands placed 

on the recycled water distribution system. 

Distl'ibution .Svstem 

There are cmrcntly approximately thirty .. scven miles of recycled water 

distribution pipeline 0,,1,·ned and maintained by OCWD. The distribution system layoul is 

depicted in Figure l . The pipeline sizes range from fony-lwo inches to two inches and 

1hc materials primarily include cement mortar. lined and coated steel pipe with scclions of 
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polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pipe. The pipeli11tes ckliver waler lo one hundred meters 

located within the cities of Fountain V?.llcy, Huntingto11 Beach, Santa Ana, Costa Mesa., 

and Newport Beach. Over the last five FYs the GAP system has delivered an average of 

7,400 AFY of recycled water; 2,900 AFY delivered to end-users other than OCSD. The 

distribution primarily serves landscape irrigation end-users including parks, schoois, golf 

courses, roadway medians, and cemeteries. Other users on the distribution system take 

recycled water for toilet flushing, commcrc:ial processes, and cooling systems. 

·.- ... · .• ::::::J'i:· :·~:::: ::.r:.-:: :: .... ,:: ... : ::.:.: .·.:.,· 
··.·-...... ::~:;.r:. ,_;._.;._~ 

.......... :.-;-:.:-~: :.: t::..::.::~.~:..:· '!: :.:.:-!: 

FIGURE 1. Green Acres Project distribution system. 
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As shown in Figure 1, OCWD owns pipdines within lhc City of Huntington 

Beach th.at arc currcn!ly under lease to ~he Cit)'. These pipelines wen:: constructed with 

the intention of connecting to the active distribution system and serving recycled water 

e nd··USers within the City. As described in the agreement section of this stu.dy, the 

pipelines are leased to the City of Huntington Beach and are used for distribution of 

domestic water :;upplies. Jf thesc pipelines were 10 be used in the future for recycled 

water delivery from GAP, approximately an additional three miles of pipeline would 

need to be constructed. Another hindrance i:.s that t:he large water users in Huntington 

Beach proposed to be supplied with GAP water already have secured alternative water 

sources to domestic supp.ly. During FY 2011-12, 39 percent of end··USer demand for 

GAP water was for irrigation use and 61 percent for industrial use, including OCSD as 

industrial use. With the prQposed ri;duction in OCSD demand the percentages should 

shi fl to 72 percent inigation and 28 percent industrial. 

The Rerni Lcr agreements n:quire a tHessure of 60 psi or more to be delivered to 

end--user meters between the hours of 8 PM and 6 AM, and 20 psi ·or mor<:: lo be delivered 

between 6 AM and 8 Pivf. These pressure requirements and time periods cire uniform 

among alt or th<:: Retailer agreemcn(s. As incl-icatcd. 'Jy the time frames the primary 

demand on the system is predicated to be between 8 PM and 6 A~1f since irrigation is 

typically performed during times when the sun is not shining in an effort to c:onserve 

water amounts and transpiration effects. The OCSD agreement guarantc~ a delivery 

pres$ure of 105 psi or greater. Among fifteen. required water quality parameters typical 

GAP deliveries are to have total dissolved solids between 950 and 1,050 milligrams per 
;. 

·J.·.",•;,'! .. _..,:...~·.:.._·:,v-._,~·.::,.:,_1 ,:-,.~~-~~ .. ...._.·;.:.,t,..'\.:="':';; ", ._...._:;; ,;. -;.,;;~, ) • .,;'..'.:, -, ~ •. ~-., :_.•,,. ?·''·-'~-.·.:;: .• ,:~": ·,4;r~,;,-;:.,~ . . ..:.. . . ·,.-·:,•.;.:.; . ..:.. .:-1'"i;~i'..:.:. .-:~::~-.:.~.:--~-~-,;:;:.~I'~:-: f,~ ~~~ ;,.~•'".[C '.,_!<.1'!".-v,"j,,;!.-..~-~,,:,-.,.-- ·/---.1-..:; ~; .·~",'st~~~ .:~:~~~ ·,~_,.:,~ -.; .. ~~-,-, .;.-:;-,.- , -;..i£,< ;. ...... ;.":.,.'.',,',:_; :.:: ;..•; ~-..-:..:.-_.:.:. ~ J::.t. ·¥ 
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liter and hardness belwecn 300 and ~-\50 milligrams per liter. As cited in the R WQCB 

permit, the c0ncentralions in the FY l 999 to 200 l were 438 t:o l, 130 milligrams per liter 

for total dissolved solids and l 58 to 263 milli.grams 1Jer liter for total hardness. The 

permit also notes that water qualily within the aquifors below the recycled water 

application zones has not been affected by the use of GAP recycled water. 

Some performance problems have been encountered within the City of Newport 

Bench. The City is serviced through the southeast branch of the distribution system has 

users located approximately seventy-five feet higher in elevation from the treatment plant 

and pump stations. Pressure probierns tend to affect branching dist1%1.1tion systerns, 

which is why looping pipeline alignment~ arc l)'pical in urban v/ater distribution. The 

effect of the distribution brnnch serving lhc City in combination with the large change in 

· ekvacion and h-avel distance from the pump stations have resulted in pressure and flow 

issues in the City. Since (he distribution system is highest in elevation within the City, 

whenever there is a pressure drop due to pump failure or dramatic change in system 

dema11d the pressure can drop dramatically. The resulting pressure surges and air 

entrainment within the distribution system have resulted in pipeline failures and delivery 

interruption:-;. Thl! City has invested in booster pump slations in order l.o meet the 

performance requirem0nts of its end-users. 

Issues and Benefits 

As described in Chapter 2, there are common probkms and benefits to all 

recyded water sys1ems; however the GAP has some unique ones as v,ell. Issues of 

concern for the GAP systc:111 include influent water quality, effluent turbidity and salinity, 

deep well groun.chvater augmentafion, limited quantities of inlluent, and financial costs. 
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Noteworthy benefits of the GAP system include reduetion of coastal pumping, a drought

proof watcr supply, and promotion of water conservation. 

I.ssues of _Concern 

The influent water to the GAP treatment plant is provided from secondary treated 

effluent from OCSD. OCSD employs multiple treatment technologies to treat the 

wastewat·er flows iL receives. The use of advanced primary treatment involves adding 

anionic po:lymer to iocrease seltling effects . The use of this polymer may have 

deleterious impacts on the GAP lrealmenl efficiency. Additionally, the turbidity 

fluctrnitions of influent water to both OCSD ancl OCWD can cause problems. The 

RWQCB permit limits the amount of turbidity that can enter the GAP treatment plant and 

at times the effluent from OCSD is high due to OCSD influent conditions. Even when 

accepl'able turbidly limits arc reached at the mouth of the GAP treatment plant, the 

effluent may exceed turbidity limits and re,quirc blending with higher quality water 

sources .. Also reported by Mujcriego ct al. (2008) in Spain, some end-users of GAP arc · 

cauti.ous about the recycled water's salinity. In OCWD's cate the two end-users that are 

most coucerned about salinity are golf courses that refuse to water their sensitive grass 

species during the sunm1er months with recycled water without pcriod.ically "rinsing" 

them with potable water supplies. When tM1e GAP effluent fl.ows need to be blended with 

higher quality sources, there are additional costs encountered. Prinrnrily deep well 

groundwa_ter is used fix this blending. This water is used because it is tainted in color 

and therefore not tolerable for potable uses. The suppkment of groundw;iter into the 

system is countr~rproduclive because one of the GA P's purposes is to reduce ci)astal 

g1:oundwMer pumping. When supplemental sircams are taken from the G\VRS trea{ment 
i 
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plant then much greater treatment costs are associated with the GAP flows due to capital 

investment and energy i11tensive l'cchnologies. Improvements in cf:J)uent water quality 

and coordination efforts by staff from OCSD and OCWD have resulted in more 

efficiency and a better water quality from the GAP system .in recent years, including a 

reduction on the dependence of deep well groundwater supplement. ) t is known at 

OCWD that the GAP system has never produced a rctum on investment when capital 

expenses are considered. The worth of the GAP prognim is in question because the 

GWRS project produces recycled water at a much higher quality and volume. Additional 

conflict arises when the in[luent flows arc considered b.::cause the GvVRS has the 

capacity to accept the GAP influent flows. OCWD operations staff also has to maintain 

and operate two distinct trentmcnt plants with very different u·eatment technologies. This 

can increase labor costs and divert attention from improving efficiencies into just 

operating both systems simultaneously. 

Noteworthy Benefits 

Since the GAP provick:s recycled waler to coastal cities in Northcm Ornnge 

County, the cities are m.eeting part of their ,.vat er supply dema11ds through an al.tcrnlllive 

source. \.Vi.thout GAP water, the cities would completely rely upon groundwater 

pumping and imported writer. Along the coast there is a problem with seawater intrusion 

into the groundwater aquifer. The intrusion is caused. by cities and waler agencies 

pumping large amount's of groundwater causing groundw9.tcr to flow inland from the 

ocean. This is a danger to the entire groundwater basin because t.hf- high salinity content 

of ocean water can spoil the fresh water stored benc<1th the eround .. The a ltemative of 

I 
importing wafer through MWD or MWDOC is very ex.pensive and has become less f 
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reliable in recent years. Judicial court actions to protect the cnvironme11t have limi(ed r·hc 

amount of water th.at can be imporced and supplies have dwindled due to drought 

conditions. A similar concli!ion is being experienced with Orange County local flows in 

the Santa Ana River; which have dropped due to drought, economic recession, and 

upstream water efficiency. The provision of recycled wate1· to these coastal cities has an 

effect of decreasing the amow1t of g,:oundwater they need to pump, thereby reducing the 

tendency of seawater to intrude into the grnuudwater basin. Since GAP water is 

produced from wastewater it is considered a drought prnof supply. The water is not 

reliant on imported or gronndwatcr supplies therefore it is a new sou1:ce of water that is 

not dependent upon weather conditions. 

As previously discussed, California has established goals lo reduce tbe amouut of 

water it demands. One of the ways that has been suggested by the State to reduce these 

demands is to implement more recycled water programs. Recycled water is considered a 

new water source and reduces demands for high quality potable water resources. While 

the consideration of new recycled water systems are primarily questioned based upon 

large capital expenses, the GAP system is a lready in place. Since the capital investment 

has already been made, and will be paid for regardless of J1c system's operation, then the 

"sunken" capital costs can be ignored dming financial ana!ysis. Essentially, if tbe GA-P 

system can generate enough revenue to sufficiently cover operational, maintenance, and 

repair expenses, tJ1cn the system cnn be vi~wed as financially neutral. Since OCWD is a 

public agency, it is not interested in providing programs that produce profit, but ra!lw:r 

ones that arc of the most benefit to retail ~.rater agencies and end .. users. 

;. 
i r 
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CHAPTER.4 

MODEL SELECTlON AND DEVELOPNlENT 

In order to accurately explore the various operational and financial scenarios 

involved with this sludy, it is necessary lo devulop a hyclrnulic model of lhe GAP 

disllibulion system. OCWD has developed at least one hydraulic model of the system iJ1 

the past; however the model is uo longer operational and is outdated. There ;u:e many 

software programs in the nrnrkctplace tocJay that can modeJ complex hydraulic 

distribution systems. The following three software programs were considered for this 

study: WaterGEMS, H2OMAP Water, and EPANET. WaterGEMS has been developed 

by Bentley nncl can be integrated into ArcGIS nnd At1loCAD for ease of use. I·I2OMAP 

is a product oflrlJlovyze and can c1lso be used in connection with ArcGLS. EPA.NET hns 

heen developed by lhc United St.rtes EPA uniquely for water distribution system 

modeling. 

UlLimately, EPANET was the software selec-led to perform the hydraulic 

modeling in this study. The alternative software programs need Lo be:: purchased before 

modeling can be performed whilef~PANET is free for all users. As ~onfinncd by Vuta 

and Piraiauu (2008), Kang ,rnd Lansey (2011), and J\l-Ani (2012) use of.fPANET 

software is widespread both withill the United States and intcrnatiomilly. There have 

been many studies performed through implementation of EP AJ~.ET models and the 

f. 
t .. .. 
i. 
f 
i 
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results from the software arc acceptable and nccurate. The software has been developed 

by the EPA which is a trusted source. Also, since the use of EPA NET is so widespread, 

there have been t11<1J.1Y conversion tools developed lo lrnnsfor the data between formats 

accepted into other soflware applications. Tbis means that a model developed with 

EP ANET can usual ly be con.vertcd to the format of another softwnre pro.gram with little 

effort. All of these positive aspects associated with EPANET led lo the decision lo use 

this software for the hydraulic modeling of the GAP. 

. The computatio,rnl power of EPANET lends itself to accurate modefo1g anc\ 

analysis of water distribution systems. The so fl ware was developed in order to help 

public agencies better nndersta11d the complex hydraulic and water quality scenarios 

encountered in today's distribution :;ystems. EPANET can perform a steady stale 

anaiysis as well as an extended period simulation. Pipe networks in EPANET include the 

following components: pipes, nodes, pumps, valves, and sto1:age tank~. During a 

simulation EPANET will track the flow in each pipe, the pressure al each node, the 

height of water in each tank, and the chemical concentration of water in the system. For 

this study the water quality aspect of the prograo.1 was neglected, however future GAP 

studies may warrant tracking of disinfection chemical properties. The program can be 

used for many applications that include varying pumping and storage operations, tire 

flow analysis, targ<::t.ed improvement of bydraul ic efficiency, operator training. and 

system planning. 

Data CQllecti.on 

Before performing ,m.y modeling of current operation or proposed alternative 

scenarios, a conccptu,1l model of the distribution system has to be created. '1\vicnlly 
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hydraulic models of distribution systems depict the system as "skeletonized," m.eaning 

tbe piping is simpl-ified by removing minor laterals and combining demand localions. 

With the foresight that this model may be converted to another soflwnre program in the 

future and in order to achieve the most accurate results, this study did 110t skeletonize the 

system. This required substantial lime and research in order to accurately simulate all of 

lhe necessary system components. The valves within the system were not added to the 

model; however the pumps, tanks, pipes, la.tern ls, and service connections to each meter 

were i.J.icluded. The GAP d~slribution system consists of various pipe materials which 

were assigned proper friction coefficients, however pipeline age was ignored. Once the 

physical aspects of the model were correctly described in the input, the demand and 

treatment patterns needed to be determined. 

AutoCAD for Horizontal_Ali_ggment 

The first step to create th<:: model was to secure cop.ics of the record drawing~ for 

the distribution system. These drawings were only available in Adobe PDF format and 

therefore needed to he digitized in a woy lhat EPANET c:an utili7.e the pipeline 

alignments. The ho1izonu1l alignments were drawn usiHg Autodcsk's AutoCAD software 

in combination wilh ESRI's Ardvfop software. The centerline of each pipe segment was· 

drawn in AutoCAD based upon the bearing and length stated. within the OCWD record 

drawings, then i1nported iuto ArcMap with an aerial image background. Both software 

programs had to be used simultanco..isly b~cause it was not possible to check the 

accuracy of the AutoCAD line work ,:vithout placing the li.nes on top of an ,ierial map 

view in /wcMap. Some of rhe hearings were found to bt~ recorded incorr.x~tly and were 
t 

i 
adjusted according to the valves and known align ments through relative distances ! 
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measure in the ,1crial view. Many of the record clrawings were created in the early 1990s 

and drawn by hand, which introduced some c.mw into !he calculations. Also, since the 

distribution system covers large distances, s mall rounding errors or line work mistakes 

cm1 be compo1111ded inio large errors. The AutoCAD line work was meticulously 

checked for accuracy due tQ th¢ 1rnt11re of EPANET requiring pipe segments to meet at 

exactly the same node and a node to be located at every pipe junction. 

ArcMap !pr /\tlribt.t!.~~ 

Once the horizontal alignments were fully completed in AutoCAD, a conversion 

to ArcMap was perfonncd. ArcMap contains a tool to perform the conversion from an. 

AutoCAD .dx f file to a .shp, or shape, file. A shape file can contain both spatial data and 

attributes about each of its featlircs. For example one shape file can contain information 

about where a pipe is locaterl, what it is l)lade of, who constructed. it, when it was 

installtcl, length, diameter, and more all within one file. For the GAP distribution system, 

Arcl:Vfap was userl to add allributes infonnation about the diameter and material of each 

pipel ine segment. This information was also extracted frorn the OCWD record drawings. 

The Haz,en-\Villiarns friction coefficients for each. pipe material were added to the 

attributes at this time. An average value for each material was selected. for the friction 

coefficients which are summaries iu Table 3. It was discovci-cd during this phase of the 

model development that 1berc were active service connections that were not shown on the 

record drawings. A copy of the route that the OCWD merer reader take$ 1nonthly to read 

each cnd--user's meter was obtained from OCWD's accounting department in order to 

locate the missing meter loca1ions. Since the record drawings for each connection were 

not provided, this study assumed that the service connections were two inch copper pipes. 
. . 
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The assumed size and rnaterial for the service co1u1ections wirhoul record drawings were 

selecled because detail specifications in the original record drawings required such for 

smal! service conneclions. 

TABLE 3. Hazen--Williams Friction Coefficients 
__ Pipe Material Coefficient . 

PVC !50 
Cement Lined 120 

Copper 135 
DfP 140 
Steel 1.00 

Source: Houghtalen et aL (2009). "Fundamentals ofJJydrcllul ic Engineering Systems''. 

Conversion to EPANET 

Once every pipe segment was assigned the infonnation about its respective 

diameler and material, a conversion tool wr.s used to put the data into ·a format acceptable 

for the EP ANET software. The tool used for this process is called "shp2ep,1.exe" and 

was downloaded free of charge from \.\'WW.zqnuma.com. As the name implies, the tool 

converts fron1 shap<:: .file format to EPANET's format of .iup file. The .inp file format 

can eusily be edited using a text editor or spreadsheet application. After the conversion 

was completed, a trial run was attempted. 11 was soon discovered that multiple problems 

existed with the model data. The length of each pipe segment was con-ect if the segment 

w,1s straight. If the segment contained a bend or curvature then the conversion tool 

provided a length from the start node to 11Je end nock directly which neglected the true 

length of the segment traced along its alignment. This issue was resolved by updating the 

lengths in the .in.p network data file using those contained in the shape file. Another 

t 
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problem with the conversion tool is that a node was crr.:ntcd at each end of each pipe 

segment. This meai;s that iwo a<ljacent pipe segments tenninaled at two different no(k!~ 

at exactly the same location. EPANET could JlOt model the system because the pipe 

segments were not connected. The duplicate nodes were removed and the pipe segments 

connected together. The EPA.NET software WM; difficult to work with in regards to 

editing the existing sys(em and exporting simulated model datn as compared to 

alternative sonwarc programs. Since the shape file to nelwoi-k file conversion tool could 

noi include elevation in.formation, the elevation of each node had to be entered after 

conversion. OCWD maintains fi les in its ArcMap database that estimate the elevation of 

points within the jurisdictional boundaries of the District. The nodes of the EPA NET 

network were exported from the .inp file and impo1ted to ArcMap in order to use a tool to 

assign an elevation to each node. The elevation data was ct1e11 tnmsfened back to the .inp 

file using Microsoft Excel. 

The GAP distribution system has very limil'cd real time data collection. The 

trea.lmcut plant is connected lo operational software and real lime data is collected and 

stored. The flows and pressure with.in the disl'ributi.011 system, however, arc nor actively 

monitored and all of the eml-u:;er meters have to be read by a person. l'or this reason, the 

meters are read once per month by the OCWD accounting department. The most recent 

peak season tor the GAP system with data available starts in the summer of 2012. The 

hydraulic modeling of the distribution system is based upon aven(ge conditions during 

!his pe~k season wbid1 was tak~n to be from ]Vlay 1, 2012 (o August 3 l, 2012. The 

average reading for cacb meter over the fom month. period was determined. ;-\. sum of all 
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the averages was compiled and used to dclcnnine the percentage or flow each end--uscr 

demanded during the average peak month. The lwo end-user meters for OCS}) were 

removed from these calculations because their demand p.attern is not typical of the other 

end-users. The majori1y of end-users use recycled wntcr for irrigation, but OCSD uses the 

water for power plant cooling and treatment plant processes. OCSD demands a relatively 

constant amouut of water throughout the day, while tbe other end-users tend to irrigate 

during the late night and early morning hours. The flows exiting the GAP treatment plant 

and entering into the Clear Well reservoir were obtained from OCWD operMions staff. 

Since a computer logs this information, an average hourly rate was obtained for each 

hour during the four month period. The same appronch for data collection was used for 

the backwash flows, effluent Bows inro the distribution system, reservoir water levels of 

the Clear Well, SAR, and pumping operations of the pumps localed at the SAR. Table 4, 

in Appendix A, contains the raw data collectec! f1·om the treatment plant operational 

software. The determination of flow patterns and hourly demand at each eud-uscr meter 

are discussed in the following section. Pump clwrncteristic curves were obtained from 

OCWD operations staff for !h.r-::e diffen~nt pump models used in the system. Copjes of 

the pmnp curves can be found in figures 2:., 3, and 4 or Appendix A. 

CnncQptual Modd_l)evcl.011mcnt 

Once sufficient data hnd been collected, it was analyzed to determine demand and 

treatment patterns to input into the EPANET model. Due to lack of information from the 

distribution system, some assumptions had to be made in order to perform the hydraulic 

modeling. The pattern development process centered on the most accurate informal ion 

available: !he Jlows into and out of the clear wdl reservoi.r. The GAP treatment piant i: 
!-
' 

~,_, .. ,., ,.·.,:-,.· •. ;~·., .-,-·.:., ,...:;::,,,>, .• ,, •• ·."-..,_""·'.:cc:,~"''·"=·,-.\;;;,~...,-=,.,_,...-,~. ,,,.,,,-;;.,,<'-'"""'"-"<-"=,;c;-'<,;<.s;:a'.'',•"'>'' -<'-··c:,-,,·.·._c,.:,.,:'-."·'•·'-'"·· .,;,,. .::; ·., •v;.c· ., . ,·:.c :-.;, '" " ''"'·' ·,,.».,:-:: . . :.: ~-• .· , .,,, .•. ,.,,, .. ,.-,,.•. ·.-:;•.:,c .. <·.·,,,,: ·: .. ,,.,._.,, ,._ ~.,.,,_.,,..,,t 
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dischar5es Lo lhe Clear Wei I along with any supplemental water sources, such as deep 

well or f.1ows from the GWRS plant. The filter backwash flows are drawn from the Clear 

'Nell. Tbe majority of water leaves the Clear Well into the distribution system thl'ot1gh 

the HPEP pumps. Th.e same approach was used with all of the hourly average flow rates 

collected. The flows were organized in Excel spreadsheei-s according to their 

chronological occurrence. An average tlow was determined for each day and_ each hour. 

For exc1mple, tlie treatment plant effluent was determined for Sunday from l AM to 2 

PM, 2 PM to 3 PM, etc. and average for every Sunday within the four month period. 

These averages were placeC, together into a table summarizing the weekly patterns 

experienced over the four month period. The tables developed for this analysis arc 

presented in Appendix A as follows: Table 5 for treatment plant effluent with Figures 5 

and 6, 'Fable 6 for the backwash flowrnte with Figure 7, Table 7 for Clear Well level with 

Figure 8, Table 8 for SAR level with. Figure 9, and Table 9 for total distribnti.on system 

pumping ,vith Figures l O and 11. General observations can be m(Hic when k1oking at the 

figu res. The peak demands times on the distribution systi::m are generally from 21 :00 (9 

Pivl) to 03:00 (3 AM) and from 06:00 (6 Alvl) to l 0:00 (JO AM). These times for peak 

demand are CXJ)ected because the primary end-users with fluctuating demand are 

irrigating landscape which is l)'1)ically cloJJe in the late evening or early morning. ln 

general the lr<::atmcnt piant produces the most effluent on.Mondays because the jnfluenl 

flows and recycled water demands are generally lower during the we~k.encl. The Mon<luy 

ramp up brings !he reservoirs back up to the necessary operational levels to support the 

weekday demands. It can also be observed that demand is grncra!ly lower on Saturday::; 

and Sundays, which also coincides wiih irri.gaiion patterns. End--uscrs deter inigation on 
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the weekend b1;cause people are more likely to be enjoying parks and golf 1.xiurscs du.sing 

those clays so the area is maintained slightly dri.er than normal. The SAR level slightly 

lags that of the Clear Weli, which is explained by the controls for the SAR being based 

upon the levels of the Clear Well. 

Demand patterns were developed for the.treatment plant Hows, backwash flows, 

the OCSD flows, and the end-user meter demands. Generally, patterns are developed by 

multiplying a base value by a peaking coci11cicnt. From the data shown in the previous 

figures and tables, the lowest average point was assigned a pattern coefficient of one. All 

of the remainit1g hours were assigned a coefficient based upon their ratio with the lowest 

point. Although not yet discussed, this method was applied to the meter pattern as well 

as the trentment and back\.vash patterns. The dai1y flowratc for both of the OCSD met.ers 

are shown in Table l. 0 and Table 11, in Appendix A. The OCSD flow pattern was 

assumed co be flat, meaning lllar the demand from OCSD renu1ins constant thronghout 

the day. The daily flo'w for the OCSD meters was nveraged over the twenty-four pcrio(i 

nnd subtracted from the total flow each hour before cletetmining the pal.tern for the other 

end-user meter Oows. As an exarnple oCthe resulting peaking factor pattern, Figure 11 

depicts the demand coefficie11ts used for the end--uscr m<;;tcrs. Figure 13, i.n Appendix A, 

depict,; tlte factors as a trend line. Table 12 and Table 13 were derived to determine the 

end-user demand patterns and can be found in A.ppeJ.1clix A 
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The control logic governing operation of the pump staiions and !be SAR J.illing 

had to be 1nogrammed into El' ANET. This was nccomplished through i1nplcmentalion of 

rule-ba~ed controls. The rul~-basccl controls are used when multiple conditions and/or 

multiple ac!ions arc required ut the same time. Tbe rules to govern the pumps response to 

pressure n:adings and flow into the distribution system from the rrcat1nent plant were 

much more clifficul! lo control accurately than the reservoir filling controls. These pumps 

are primarily coJ1trollcd by variable frequency drive (VFD), whiclt means that their pump 

speed is changed ck:pending upon multiple considerations. A series of stnte.ments was 

required in order lO walk Lhe pump speeds up an<l down as various conditions are met and 

act.ions required. A list of rul.es programmed into EPANET cnn be found in Table 14, in 

Appendix A. The first HPEP pump is referred to as the LEAD. This pump can o.pcrnte at 

various speeds as directed by its VFD. Another HPlW pump operates as in the first lag 

position, LAG I, and is manipulated with a separate VFD. LAG I will commence 

pumping when lhe speed of the LEAD reac.he.s 90 percent of maximum. The l'wo pumps 

will then operate al the same speGd until the speed drops below 80 percent at which time 

T ,AG I wil I ~hut dowu. The lliird pump is essentially a redundant pump held in reserve 

for main1cn:i11cc operations aud cmergencks. The third pump is referred to as LAG2 and 

would commence pumping ifi-hc speeds of t·be two running pumps reach 98 percent. 

LAG2 does not opecatc on a VFD, therefore it is eilher off or on al LOO percent sp<;ed. A 

feature or EPA NET that is desirable in this control programming is a delay feature. ln 

Lhc real world controls of lhe pumps and valves there is a three minute deiay before an 

action is tt1ken. This mc:ins tlrnt a conditio11 must be met for a continuous three minute 

period before the ;,ction is executed. This feature prevents oscillations in system 
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pressnres and flow!i from cycling the pump::;. Cycling the pumps means thai the pumps 

are turned on and off multiple times in a short amount of time. Since EPANEl docs not 

have the delay feature, some cycling of the pnmps occurs in the models and creates sharp 

pikes in the predictions of hydraulic behavior. In addition lo the controls for !he pump 

behavior, the pump curve information had to be entered into the software. This was 

accomplished by plotting the curves flow n.lle versus head for each of the tb.ree distinct 

pump modds. 

The fin.ii parameter to define in the EPANET model simulation is the time slep. 

The lime step controls how often ca(cu!ations are performed, how often the: 1nodeling 

results are. reported, and are important for model stability and accurncy. The time step 

can be thought of as a resolution in rcsultan! data and analysis, menning that more SlCj)S 

equals mo·re results and smoother curves. For this study a data time step of one hour was 

implemented with reporting and calcul.ation time steeps lowered to one minute for more 

accuracy. The simulations were ru11 on the extended time period of 24 or 48 boms. In 

order to do this, the weekly avcrnge conditions shown in the previous figures were 

overaged into a single 24 hour period and repeated for the second 24 hour time period. 

Future studies may wish to extend the simulation period lo a full week since daily 

variations in demand, reservoir water level, treatment plant influc!Jl and diluent are 

easily observed. 

Since hislori.cal pressure and flow readings are n0t avai lable for the distribution 

system, the acenracy of tile model had to be based upoJ) alten_1n1:ive. criteria. Th<o criterion 

selected was belrnvior of the reservoir levels. From the figures shown previously, it can 

I
! 

be seen when the reservoir levels are increasing and decre,1sing nnd by what amount. 
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This information wns compared to the results of the EPA NET llydrnulic rnodel and w;ed 

to judge its accuracy. After lhe actual information, collected from OCWD Operations 

staff, was input into the EPANET model an.cl the pump controls implenicnted, the model 

required some calibration. The first calibration was perforl))ed 10 correct modei's finding 

that the totul 24 bour system demand was greater than the syslem productio11. In reality, 

the GAP system produces what is demanded and does not run on a deficit. In order to 

· resolve this, the treatment plant output was unifo rmly increased by approximately 0.5 

percent in order to produce the sume amount of waler thal the end-users demand. The 

data input into the E.P ANET model likely contains rounding enors as well as possible 

errors from meter readings in. the treatment plant. The second calibration was a shift in 

the storage curve. The EPANET model showed storage occurring slightly early when 

compared with the actual field measurements. Jn order to correct this, the peaking factors 

for the treatment plant effluent were acijusted to match rhe actual operational pal!'cm more 

closely. Figure 14 shows a comparison between the actual reservoir waler levels and 

those determined from the EPA NET modd after calibration. The figure dearly 

d.emonst:rntes that the model has produced the same water level trend, bt1t the valu~ may 

be slightly off. The aclual water levds shown in the figure ap1Jear in a stnir--step pattern 

because the values were prnvided hourly, while the EPA NET model levels were 

determined every minute. For the purposes of this study, the EPANET model is 

sufficiently accurate to pi-edict the effects caused by changes in the distribution system 

oµrirations. lt should be noted lliat the EP ANET modeling CJlC()llnlen~d oscillating 

p1'cssures and pump controls when the conditions for filling the SAR were me,~t This is 

not cxperje1.1ced in Lite real !if e system because it lws a del.ay feature built iuto the control 
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logic. ln the real GAP syRt<::m, when conditions <1re satisfied to justify a preprogrammed 

action 1he conditions must"rcmain true for a period of three minutes. This prevents 

oscillations of pumps and valve controls. The hydraulic modeling of EPAI-.JET llocs not 

have a del.-iy feature; therefore the oscillation is seen in some of the model output, 

particularly pressure fluctuations and even negative pressures. These conditions wei:c 

ignored for the purposes of this study with the understanding that if the EP ANET 

software had a delay feature then the oscillations would not occur. 
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CHAPTERS 

MODEL ALTERNATIVES AND RESULTS 

Proposed Scenarios 

A total of five scenarios were modeled hydraulically with EPANET: first, the 

cuncnl operating condition; second, the predicted future operatlon. and demand changes; 

tbird, a modification to the distribution system near the intersection of Edinger Avenue 

and the Sc1nta Ana River; fourlh, a modification to the distribution system m:ar the 

intersection of Adams Avenue and the Santa Ana River; and fifth, a hypothetical scenario 

of large demand changes that would cause the cost versus revenue finances to breakeven. 

Figure l 5 depicts the location of where the modifications to the system described in 

Scenarios 3 and 4 are implemented and provides more detail of the cunent GAP 

distribution system in service. 

CurrentOpcration 

Th.e Current 0peratiug Condition scenario is used <IS a base to build the remaining 

scenarios upon. It is necesi;ary to use this scenario as a base to adequately and accurately 

simulatt: Lhc known operntion conditions of the distTibution system. This scenario aillls at 

matching the pump f..lows and reservoir elevation levels found in the real distribution 

system to those in the EPANET model. This scenario's characteristics and calibration 

were discussed in the previous chapter during the data colleclion and model development 

pbas.es. As ex.peeled and shown in th<:: r~sulls comparison of Scenario l, the model 

~. 
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inclica(cs chat rerminal branches of ihc clistribulion sysl~m that do not have c1c1ive end-

users locaied at the end. of the line have low to no 11ow, which cnn be indicativt of a 

wati;r qua lity problem due to !he dissipation of the chlorine clisiufcction residual. 

FJGURl~ 15. Proposed scenarios and GAP cl.islribution deU1il. 

Scenario__!: Future Deman.els 

The Future Dcnwnds scenario corresponds to the iinanci:il alternative "Scenario 

A: Continue Current Prncticcs." The purpose of 1nodeling this set of param.eters is to sec 
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what d'J'cc t continuing curren( operntiort of i-he GAP distribution system with expected 

demand changes and wi[·hout distribution system modification has on hydraulic 

performance criteria. A historical trend of GAP demand fbr the last five FY s indicates a 

variable annual change in demand; however the overall trend is essentially flat, 

suggesting that the longer-tenn demands will remain constant. This ii:. consistent with the 

recent management oftbe GAP system being to not add significant new demand from 

new end-users and to not remove the dem,ands produced by existing end-users. The main 

difference between this scenario and the cum~nt'operations base scenario is that the 

predicted drop in dem<'ind by OCSD will be taken into account i11 this scenario. As 

previously described, the OCSD project to use closed loop cooling will dramatically 

decrease their demand for GAP water supplies. Since OCSD currently c\ema11ds 60 to 70 

percent of GAP effluent, the reduction i11 clema.ncl is highly significanl. Since the project 

will be completed this year and actual changes in tbe demand are not kllown il has been 

estimated that the demand will drop from approximately 5,000 AFY to 1,120 AFY. This 

lower value was chosen because this is the amount of water that OCSD can receive free 

of charge according to the 2012 agreement. The two meter locations that deliver GAP 

water to OCSD are located acljaccnt to the GAP treatment plant at OCSD Plant I and 

approximately 3.5 miles s<mth ofthe GAP lrcalment plant at OCSD Plant 2. As 

calculated on Table 15, in Appendix A, the demands for the two OCSD 1netcrs were 

reduced to meet the expected demand quantity while maintaining the same proportion-of 

demand that has historically existed between the two. The GA.P treatment plant 

production aud backwash flo,vs were al~o reduced 10 simulate. the decreased demand and 

therefore decrease in supply needed. This reduction was applied globa!iy, meaning an l 
t 
I 
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equal vohu.ne was subtracted from each of the l1ours run in the mod.cl. Tl is predicted that 

the reduction of demand for the meter adjr1ce11t to the trc<ll1m.:11! plant will have little to no 

efl.'cct on the general hydraulics of the distribution system !:iccause it is located so close to 

the distribution source point. The change to the d~mand of !he meter located more than 

three miles south of the source point will probably ha:ve significant impact to the Oow 

patterns and prtlssures experienced within the southern loop of the distribution system. 

This scenario is also used as a base for the remaining s.:enarios becau!-le the reduction in 

OCSD clemaud is inevitable and, although limited informalion was available, prcclteted 

based upon the most accurate approximation of lhture demand patterns within the 

distribution network. 

fn order to analyze the results of the change in future conditions from the current 

operations, nrnltiple para,netcrs were compared between the scenarios. The first 

comparison was made by looking at the prcssme changes on mt hourly interval al' each of 

the model junctions. In order 10 :mmmarize the data, the pt:rccnt difforence \.Vas 

determined for each junction al each hour mark and a 11 average was taken. The average 

percellt difference values are presented in Figure 1.6. The computed values can be found 

in Table 16, in Appendix A. The absolute value of the percent difference ranges from 

nearly zero to ! 8 percent. In gen.eral, during low demand periods, the percent diffcren<.:c 

is low and during high cnd--user demand periods, the pcrccm difference is high. This 

means that the distribution system wil l see pressure di ffort}nces that range fr.-:m, zero to J 8 

percent in the fu.ture when compared with the pa~( FY, 20 I 1-1 2. The EPA NET model 

docs not predict any pressure problems tfiat jncl.icllle danger for Lhe piping, such as 

negative pressures. The pressure oscillations due (o the controls filling the SAR that 
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were discussed in the previous chapter were observed in the results. These o~ciiiating 

values were removed from the data set in order to obtain a more realistic output. 

The next parameter used to compare the current demand scenario ·with the future 

demand scenario was a time series pressure measurement at three particular junctions. 

The three junctions arc Jocat~rl at the Fountain Valley pump station discharge into the 

llistribution system (.J./444), the tee leading to the SAR and from the Santa Ana pump 

station (J80), and the encl of the distribution system branch in Newport Beach (.1222). 

The pump station junctions are of interesc because the source of pressure is immediately 

upstream orthe jtmctions and therefore the junctions may experience pressure variability 

if a problem exists. Th<:: end of the branch in Newport Beach was selected because this is 

the most difficult location for the GAP distribution syste.m to supply due to its distance 

from the pump stati,)ns, hcgh elevation, and large end-user demand. In Table 17, in 

Appendix A, the pressures of each junction were compared at each minute of simulation 

over a 24 hour pe.riod with removal of large pressure fluctuations caused by control 

oscillations. The avenige percent difference over the entire time period was determined 

for cach junciion. The Foucrnin Valley pnmp station experienced an average percent 

di ffercncc of -3.1 percent, the SAR junc;tion an average of--3 .1 percent, and the end of 

brnnch an average of -4.5 percent. The pressure trends closely resemble that of tbc entire 

system average represented in Figure 16. The reduction in pressure at the pump station 

junctions presents some advantages and disc1dvantages. The lower pressure indicates that 

pu111ping energy costs may be reduced, but also indicates a pressure reduction throughout 

the entire distribution system which may become a problem for end-user connections. 

The lower pressure at the end of the Newport Beach branch is a concern bci;ause this area 
. . I 
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already experiences failures to comply witli pressure n:quiremcnts. The EI> ANET model 

shows tha1t the reduction in demand by OCSD will reduce pressures throughout the 

distribution system. 

The final parameters analyzed for comparison are the reservoir ,valer levels. 

Again the watei· level was comparn<l for eve,y minute of a 24 hour simulation resulting in 

an average percent difference for the Clear Wei I of 0.3 percent and 0. J percent for the 

SAR. This result indicates that the change in OCSD demand will not have significant 

impact on the storage levels in the reservoirs, if the asi.umptions made are correct. As 

previously ckscribed, the assumptions included an equal reduction of the OCSD demand 

over each hour along with equal reductions per time period of treatment plant output and 

backwash demands. The results and calcu lauons for the pressure and reservoir water 

level comparisons can be f0tmd in Table J 7, in Appendix A. 
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Building upon Scenario I, this scenario models a proposed severing of a portion 

of the northern loop ofrhe GAP distribution system. The change is of interest to OCWD 

because the GWRS pipeline feeding water uo the Anaheim @rea recharge basins is also 

located here. Figure 17 slK>,vs a map of the area and pipeline proximities. The GAP 

pipeline crosses beneath the Sonta A;1a River just south of Edinger A venue. The GWRS 

pipeli1)c is located on the west side of the Santa Ana River and OCWD is prnposing 

projects to deliver GWRS water to injection wells located on the cast side of the river. 

This indicates that another pipeline to convey the GWRS water would still need to be 

constructed, however the cost savings associated with not crossing the river would reduce 

the design and construction costs for such a project. In order to save expenses associated 

with crossing the river with another pipeline, it has been proposed to cap the GA.P 

pipelines on either side of the 1:rossing and use the isolated portion for a GWRS 

connection. These proposed pipeline modifications are shown in Figure 17. Since there 

are service connections to Centennial Park located directly on the east side of tbe river, 

the GAP pipeline ,vould need to rcmai1l intact at those locations. The concept of a closed 

loop distribution system gt·catly resolves pressure problems associated with branching 

distribution systems. The loops allow water flow and pressure to travel from both 

dire~tions as demands change and the pressure can equalize more reauily throughout the 

system. Another advantage to distribution loops is water q1rnlity improvement becansc 

the water is always moving through the pipeline instead of becoming stagmmt in a 

branch's dead-end and the water quality potential1y deterionning. One of the reasons that 

i 
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pressure problems have been encountered in Newpon Dca:::h is that ihe distribution 

system there is located on. a branch instead of n loop. 

During the modeling periods of m.inimal irrigation demand, the only demand 

comes from OCSD. Since the OCSD connections are locoted ne,1r the Founta.in Valley 

pump station. ancl three mi Jes south, the northern portion of the distribution system 

experienced little to no flow during the low demand periods. Under Scenario 1, th.e 

northern loop would expeJ"icnce some low flow during the period; bow ever during 

Scenario 2, since the northem loop has been severed 1:here was no flow in the n01thcrn 

distribution loop. This can pose a water quaiity problem because 1he water within the 

northern third of the distribution sys Lem would be stagnant and may experience a 

diminislunent of disinfoction residual. The wal1::r level in the SAR was analyzed for any 

potential differences between Scenario I and 2. This reservoir is locatizcl just north of the 

southern loo_p and woul.cl be considered part of (he northern loop. The water level 

experienced no notable difference over a 24 houi· period. Therefore the break in the 

northern loop of the distribution system would not affect the reservoir water levels. 

Similar to the analysis of Scenario I, the percent differences of pressure for the entire 

distribution system were reported and compared in Table 18, in Appendix. A, an.cl arc 

shown in Figure 18. As previously described, the pressure and vcloci.ry spikes caused by 

oscillarions in control parameters have been rcmo\'cd from the analyzed data set. The 

average of the en1'ire system shO\.VS_ neg I igi ble di fferenccs in pressure. 

In order 10 understand the changes associated wirh the break in distribution loop a 

more detailed andysis was performed for junctions near the new end branches along with 

existing end branches near Mile Square Park, OCSD Plant 2, and Newport Bc:1ch. The j 
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junction at the end of the brnncb leading to OCSD Plant 2 expericneec.l no detectable 

changes in pressure O'ver a 24 bour simulation. The end of tbe Newport Bench branch 

experienced an avernge percent difference of pressure of 0.1 percent, which can be 

considered negligible. The Mile Square Park end branches are fed by the nmthern 

distribution loop which has been severed for this Scenario. The two branches 

experienced approximately an average of 0.5 percent difference, also nci1ligible. The two 

newly cre,\ted end branch junctions were expected to ex.perien.cc low pressures due to the 

break in the distribution loop. On the contniry, the two junctions experienced ,Ill average 

of 0.6 percent difference of pressure. The modeling resulls indicate that severing the 

distribution loop would have little effect on pressures wjlhin the distribution system. 

Table 19, in A.ppcn<lix A, shows the calculations and results for these pressure 

comparisons. 

The final set of parameters analyzed in this st.1Jdy was the velocities in the entire 

distribution system and for individual pipe sections of interest. Figure 1.9 summarizes the 

average percent difference of velocity between Scenario I and 2, while Table 20 in 

Appendix A, shows the calculations and data. It can be seen from the fi.gure that the 

veloci.ties have changed drnmarica!Jy during the early morning time frame. Overall the 

velocity percent di fforencc ranges from 0.:3 to· 57 .4 percent over a 24 hour simulation. 

This indicates that the water within the clisir:bution system must travel faster in order to 

reach the demand locations. Since the pipe sizes are kept constant within the distribution 

system, by the continuity principie, this means lhat an inc.:rc,\sing t1owrate is occurring 

through the system. 
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To obiain a clearer pidurc of the effects of O,e loop break, velocities of the pipe 

sections located on either si.de oftbc break were analyzed in Table 21, ill Appendix A. 

The CentcnJJ1al Park side of !he break. or east side, the pipeline experienced an average 

percent difference of-8 l.S percent over the 24 hour simulation. This indicates that the 

flowrnte through the piping is grently reduced. This may lead to water quality issues due 

to the age of the waler within that part of the ct.istribulion system. Likewise, on the west 

side of the break the pipeline experiel.lced a.n average percent difference of -97.1 percent. 

The same potential water quality issues as the east side may exist here. Refer to Figure 

l 7 for a graphical representation of these locations. The 11:tst four pipeline locations 

examined for velocity changes are on either side of the tee intersections coming out of the 

pump station and reservoir locations. Since borh source-of water are located withi.n the 

northern loop the flow water from them is expected to be changed dramatically with the 

break in the northern loop. Starting with tl1e Fountai.n Valley pu1.np station rbe pipe 

section heading north from the connection tee experienced an average of 2.9 percent 

difference in velocity over ~he 24 hour simulation period. This indicates that nndcr 

Scenario 1, rhc portion of tbc distribution system north of the Fountain Valley pump 

station 11nd west of1he Santa Ana River ret:civecl flows from the west side of the river. 

The pipeline portion south of the connection tee experienced an average of -1 6-4 'percr-nt 

difference in vciociry over the simulation lime. From the SAR pump station tee heading 

north the pipeline section experienced an average of-66.7 percent difference in velocity. 

Tlli.'> means that under Scenario l, the northern dcnrnnds between the reservoir anti the 

Fountain Vlllley pump station were receiving more flows from the reservoir direction 

than under Scenario 2. South of the reservoir connection tee the pipeline section 
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experienced an average of--33.9 pcrcGnt difference in velocity. The resultant velocities 

and flow rates are not alarming because they are below values that iire typically harm fol. 
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Sccnari_o 3: __ Adams /\. venue and_San1a __ Ana_Rivcr 

The third scenario is simil.ar in concept lo the second, in that it involves the 

breaking of a distribution sy,stcrn loop for tht: purpose of transporting GWRS water 

across the Santa Ana River. OCWD's interest in this scenario again stems from the large 

capital costs, environmental concerns, and property rights associated ,vith placing a 

pipeline beneath the river or acro::;s the top of it. Tbe crossing is located south of Adams 

A venue b<::tween the cities of Huntington Beach and Costa !Vlesa through the Santa Ana 

River. A'.::. shown in Figure 20, an extension o.ftbe GWRS pipeline would be required to 

convey water across Adams A venue and southward to the location of the GAP crossing 

of the Santa Ana River. This st::ction of the GWRS piping is rcforred to as the Southeast 

Barrier. This portion of GWRS water distribution is part of the seawater illtnision 

banicr. The purpose of cro~sing the river here with GWRS water would be to p.!ace new 

injeclion wells on the east sid.e of the river in order to help deter seawater il.ltrusion from 

continuing lo enter the Costa Mesa area. To implement this scenario, the southern GAP 

distribution loop would need to be broken at a location close lo the dedicated service 

connection ofOCSD plant 2. This rnay presenl pressure problems for the OCSD service 

because the pres5ure advantages associated with the loop may he lost. ln accordance 

with the OCSD agreement, the GAP conneclion is rcquir~d to provide a l 05 psi prcssun: 

to OCSD. The pressure prob km:-; may nlso be experienced by other end-users located on 

the cast side of the river. 

Siuce the break of the northern loop presented in Scenario 2 had no effect on the 

water level within the SAR, it is assomeJ that this break would also have no effect. 

Three junctions were selected for particular pressure analysis in addition to tbc general 
r 
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analysis of the cn!irc system: the service connection to OCSD Plant 2 (J264), tbe encl of 

the Newport Bcach brunch (J222), and c1 large <lemrmd end-user connection on the east 

side or the break location f<.ir Costa Mesa Gountry Ch1b (J 151 ). As shown in Figure 2 .l, 

the average percent difference of pressure for the entire distribution system between 

Scenarios I and 3 ranges from 0.01 to 3.12 percent. This range is larger than under 

Scenario 2, primarily because the largest cnd .. user demand is located off of the southern 

distribution loop. The et1tire scenario runtime suggest_s that~ pressure drop wiU occur 

except during ti1ncs of very low demand during which pressures ,,,.·ill remain relatively 

the same. The average pressure drop of the entire system does not seem to pose any 

operational or performance issues. The calculations for the entire system's pressun: 

difference can be found in Table 22, i11 Appendix A. 

The 24 hour analy.sis and comparison of the OCSD Plant 2 service connection 

predicts an avcrnge of 0.1 percent difference in pressure. This indicate::. that the change 

in the southern distribution loop will have little effect on the prcssHre delivered 10 the 

connection. The pressure did not drop below the I 05 psi ~pecificd by the agreement. 

The end of the Newport Beach branch experienced an average of--2. l percent difference 

in pressure. While this change in pressure may not be sigtliftcant i.n ql1antity, it may drop 

the provided pressure bcldw the contractually agreed npon 60 psi during peak demand 

periods. The pressure provided ro the Costa Mesa Country Club on rbc east side of t·he 

· distribution loop break experienced an average of -l .6 percent difference in pressure. 

This clrop does not indicate any problems and would probably be negligible. Table 23, in 

Appendix A summarizes the individual node pressure (:alcu!ations. 
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In addition to lhe overall velocity changes, the pipeline velocities near rbe pump 

stations Hild on either side of the loop disrupiion were selected for more detailed analysis. 

The avcrnge velocity percent diffornnces presented in Figure 22, and in Table 24 and 25, 

in Appendix A. H can be seen that ll significant change in velocity occurs the over the 

entire period. Since large amounts of service territory can only be supplied tbrongh 

branching systems, the velocities required lo move the tlows during peak demand periods 

increases greatly. The two end-users placing demand during the .low demand period are 

1ocatecl near the Fountain Valley pump station and therefore the flows travel through 

fewer pipes to arrive and decrease tbe average velocity. On the west side of the break 

that serves OCSD plant 2, the pipeline experienced an avernge of -51.3 percent difference 

in vcloci.ty. On the cast side of the break, the pipeline cx.pericnced an average ol'-93.9 

percent cli.fferencc in velocity. These large drops in velocity are expected and 1ndicate 

that only the demands within tlu-H branch are supplied by tlows, instead of flows pn::;sing 

by the clenumcl connectiotlS. From the fountain Valley pump stat.i011 the distribution 

system piping experienced an avcrnge of24. l percent difference to the north nnd -15.5 

percent difference to the south. The increased velocities to lbe north may he a n::mlt of 

the soulh<;rn loop requiring more supply from the ccnlrnl connc<.:ti.on !hen;fore the north 

needs to be fed primarily from tile north. Fn.,1:1 the SAR, the pipeline experienced an 

average of --38.9 percent diften::11~c on tbe north and -34:5 percent d.ifference on the 

south. These drops in velocity from the reservoir probably result from the eniire OCSD 

demand for both plants coming primarily out of 1he Fountain Valley pump station ailcl 

Clear \\/ell. The increased- velocities are well below the ie\'el rhat would cause concern. 

for pipeline integrity. I ; 
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FIGURE 21 . Scenario 3; Average pressure change as percent difference between 
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Scenario 4: Jkeakevcn _Dcmands 

The final hydraulic modeling scenario presented in this sludy is intended to show 

the effects of continuing the use or the current distribution. system alignment with 

additional demands ti·om end-users. This scenario is associated with Financial Scenario 

13. The existing end-user demands ·were s~akd up to a point such that the financial model 

in Scenario B would breakevcn. The breakcven point is ac;hievcd when the revenue of 

GAP waler sales is equal to the cost to produ<..:C the waler from the GAP treatment plant. 

Tt is important to note that under the O&M viewpoint the system is already profitable, so 

this an11lysis includes the sunken capital expenses. Scenario 4 is built up.011. Scenario I 

and a separate breakcven analysis for FY 2011-12 performed in Table 26, in Appendix A. 

Tbe perce1it increase used to scale the demands up to the break<!ven point was 147 

percent. Increased demands cause a breakcven point lo occur bernusc the water is sold 

for more than the cost invested to create it. The demand was increased from 3,975 AFY 

to 9,809 AFY. This scenario assumes that the GAP treatment plant can provide all of the 

new demand volume and that IR \VD supplied the san.1e amount-as recorded for the FY. Il 

is assumed thal the cxi!;ling pumps can suppiy the necessary Dows, but this assmnption 

may nor be probable <luring peak demands due to excessive flow rates. Another 

assumption is that the unit cost of new water production is equal to that of the existing 

production for the same FY. J.n r(':a)ity, new demand would not likely come from exis!ing 

end-users but rather from ;additional end-users added to the current list Since rhe exact 

location of these new end-users in relation lo the distribution system pipi11g is unknown, 

the existing locations were used. OCWD has id~nt.ifid potential new end-user sites 

through the service .1rea.and would sc<-~k users al locations adjncen( to existing jJiping in 
C 

• :-. j ·.·-~ .:.:. • _~._.:--... ..c'~--~-.~.:-~l;..-~-..,"-·.;.',Xa:;-:,.:;:.,..::-:_:.~.-"l..._,.1.:.·. ·.;;.::..·:..~~~~·::.:....,1-~~·-=+·~~--~~;::t,.-:~.:.~~ ~--=-.... :•..v).:.,:-.:..'-··~ ... -~1;~ -.;:- ... ~ >"" ~: ~-;-~~ ".,~v~:,-.:.... • ~-~, _.,_:;.-:-.--:::.;-,.-~ .•.. :· :.· • '~~ ~ ---- , ...... ; ... _~ ., :.·r ·--- ,! • . ·-- '\''';.:-:.:.,,:.:.l;·.:r·1~-~·~c..: :,:.~; :,...,. . .:,-_;, ."• ·.:·~; ·.:.·~--
1
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order to minimize capital conversion and connection expenses. New end-user 

connectious would likely require financial assistance to end-users in the form of low or 

no i11tc.rcst financing ancVor subsidy in order to draw out the costs of conversion. The 

support of Rcbilcrs for new connections would also be critic~l to the implementation of 

this scenario since the Retailers would need to perform inspectiC>n, mail1tenance, and 

~ccounting activities. 

The first parameter analyzed for this scenario is the average 1iressure of the emire . 

distribution system. Figure 23 depicts the average percent difference over a 24 hour 

simulation period; data are shown in Table 27, in Appendix A. The initial low values 

indicate a poor model calibration to 1hc hypothetical situation. The controls, pump 

settings, and reservoir water levels were set up for the typical operation of the GAP 

system ;ind required an initial adjustment period for lhe higher treatment plant output and 

end-user demand. Once the system stabilized, the pressure percent difference was 

generally within a positive or negative l O percent difference. This is a significant change 

during certain pcri"ods because the pressure may drop below acceptable ped:ormancc 

requirements. The second parnmelcr analyzed is the average velocity of th.e entire 

system. Figure 24 and Table .28, in Appendix A, show the n~sulting velocity percent 

difference betwei::n Scenarios J and 4. It i:s important to note !hat Figure 24 has a 

logarithmic scale on the l_)t;!rce111 difference axis. Th.is was necessary because of the very 

large range of percent difference values. Under Scenario l tile velocities arc very low 

whiie under Scenario 4 lh.ey are very high and even dangerous at times. Pipeline integrity 

is definitely at risk under the demands of this scenario. Over the majorily of the 24 hour 

period the velocity i$ observed to double. This is obviously due to the 147 percent 
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in.crease in demand How. The low demand period experienced little perceat difference 

because minimal flows ,vcrc traveling throughout the distribution 1)e!work. Rom these 

resulls it was concluded that Scenario 4 is 1.mrealistic because the treated effluent volume 

and rate is not available, th€ addition of such a large amount of end-user demand is 

unrealistic, there are potential pressure problems, and the resulting excessive velocities 

vvo1i.Jd damage pipeline materials. 
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FIGURE 23. Sr,enario 4: Average pres1,ure change as percent difference between 
Sccrnirio 1 and Scenario 4 . 
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CHAPTER6 

FINANCIAL HISTORY AND PERSPECTIVES 

Proj_gct Financi11g 

The GAP's capital investment was generally fina1~ced through two types of 

financial instruments: State Revolving Fund loans and OCWD's CIP. The total capital 

investment for constrnction of the GAP treatment plant and both phases of the 

distributi.on system was appr,1ximatcly $48.38 million spent between the years of l 989 

and 1998. $6.38 million was financed through the loans while $42 million was debt 

issued as part of OCWD's CfP. 

The loans were issued by the Stale Water Resources Control Board. The board 

specifically funds water projects wilh low interest loans. The loan issued for phase one 

of the GAP constructions w?..s issued in 1989 with a twenty~one ycai· !erm. The amount 

of the loan was $2 million and was issued wi!h an interest rate of 3.3 pernenl. OC\V!) 

repaid the loan with annual installm.;nls of $177,931 until 20 I 0, when the debt was 

salisfied. The second i.oan issued in l 997 for phnsc two of the G/\P constn.1c.:tion has. a 

term of 19 ycnrs. The an;rnal insrnllment of $290,33 l is paid by OC'WD until 2016, when 

tbe loan will be paid in full. As explained in previous scclions, the balance or this loan 

would need to be repaid regardless of the alrerna!ive selected ·for future implementation 

of the OAP system. 

/. 
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The m11jori1y or ihc project's financing came from CIP expenditures. The entire 

CIP debt pool for OCWD has been refinanced and restructured multiple times in order to 

minimize i11tcl'cst cxp~:nscs, among other reasons. For this reason it is very difficult to 

trace how much GAP c<1pita! investment re.mains in the Cl.P debt pool and when it. may be 

repaid in foll. As estimated in ihe 2007 OCWD report, and confirmed with current 

OCWD staff, an ei;timatiou of wmual pay1nents to the GAP err debt has been created. 

The assumptions for this $42 mill ion debt are a thirty year life with interest rnte of 4.5 

percent. Using !hes~ principal, life, and interest values results in an annual repayment 

amO\mt of approximately $2.5 mill ion. A conservative estimate for repayment of the CIP 

debt would assume !he repayment began in 1991, the year that the system went into 

operation. This means that. the total GAP CIP debt should be repaid by the year 2021. 

Similar lo (he loans, tJ1is debt must be repaid regardless of the alternative selected for the 

future of the GAP system. 

As previously mentioned, the inclusion of capital debt payments is debatable in 

this financial analysis. While a broad perspective on the GAP finances would include all 

of the costs a:;sociated with tbe program, a more practical approach would be to consider 

that capital expenses need to be repaid regardless of any modifications or decisions. For 

this reasou, the financinl analysis from OCWD' s pernpectivc presented in this chapter 

looks nl the sitnation both ways. The analysis where the capital cost is neglected is often 

referred to as O&M, or without capital., while the nnalysis that includ.es the cc1pil'al is 

referred to a:': :;tmk, or with capital. 

I 
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Current Pricing Stmdure 

The rate that OCWD charges Retailers for GAP water is adjusted annually. The 

formulas used to calculate th~ rates are primarily based upon the Replenishment 

Assessment (RA) set by the OCWD Board each April. According Lo the OCWD website, 

the RA is a fee to pump groundwater that is collected by OCWD and finances the 

rcplcnishmcnf of the groundwater basin and projects for water recycling and water 

quaJjt)i-.iJ.nprovements. In combination with the RA, values for purchasing pumping 

energy to extrl groundwater, well capita) cost, and well O&M costs are used to come 

up with the Arca Groundwater Cost. The general nite that OCWD charges Retailers is 

defined as 80 percent of the Area Grouudvvater Cost. For example, for the FY of 2013-14 

the Area Groundwater Cost and resulting GAP rate arc shown in Table 29. The Arcc1 

Groundwater Cost is presented each year in the OCVv'D i)Ubtication: "Engineer's Report 

on the Ground.water Conditions, Water St1J)ply and Basin Utilization in the Orange 

C0unLy Water District." This rate is applicable to the City ofNewpo11 Beach, the City of 

Santa Ana, the M.esa Water District, the City of Huntington Beach, and porti.ons of the 

City of Fountain Valley. 

TABLE 29. Area Groundwater Cost and GAP Rate -------·----··-----·-·-·--··· 
_ Co1rpgnent FY_ 20 I }:Li. ___ _ 
Energy $ 58.00 
RA $276.00 
Capital $ 58.00 
O&lvf .t 60.00 ____________ .,. __ ____ .. ~- -~,.--------- ·- .. 
Total $452.00 
GAP Rah! $JG 1.60 - --~------------------.... -----~---- -

. Soi1rc0: Orange County Watc:r District (2013)."2011 -2012 Et~ginecr's Report on the 
Groundwater Conditions, \,\later Supply and Basi.n Utilization in tJ1e Orange County 
Water District" i 

I 
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The OCSD receives a discounted rate for GAP waler pmcbases. The current 

agreement be(ween OCSD and OCWD allows for delivery of one :VIGD free to OCSD. 

The rate for FY 2013-14 for water taken above the one MG I) qurintily is $ l 87.45 per AF. 

This amount is adjusted annually according to the CPI up to a maximum of 2.5 percent 

per year. The previolls year's rate was increased by the mea~urc of CPI intlation for the 

past year. 

Then~ are two more unique rates and they arc both applied to end-users within the 

City of Fountain Valley. Thi:! first rate applies to. Mile Sq oar!.! Park ancl other County of 

Orange connections. It is computed by dividing the City's potable rate in hair and 

subtracling a credit Since the City's potable rate is well over twice th.e G/1.l> rate, the 

end-user has to pay more than other GAP users. The credit applied towards the rate is 

subtracted from the 50 percent potable rate iJ1 order create an allowance for overhead 

expenditures. The credit was $10 when the agreement with the City of Fountain Valley 

was first exec11t~d in 1989. Every year since, the $1 0 amount has been adjusted. 

according il:o the Cl'I measurement and was $18.14 for the FY 2012-13. 'this credit is 

applied per AF resulting in the GAP rate of $530.67 per AJ:.· for the 2013 ·· l 4 FY. The 

second unique rate in the City of Fountain Valley is for the Mile Square Park Golf 

Courses. This rate is unique because the end-users' demand for recycled water replaces a 

demand di rectly .for groundwater. The ell(f.-uscrs were pumping their own groundwater 

indcpe11dently of tl.H) City when. the GAP system came on!ine. The GAP Weller replaces 

theit groundwater pumping as opposed to other end-user demands previously being for 

the City's potable water supply. This rate requites the inrroduction of llllnc concepts, tbe 

Basin Equity Assessment (BEA), and the Basin Production Percentage (l3P P). According 

··-..,;;·~ ... ..:.-· •• -;: '.:. . .1. :.:.~:-/.<.:.~":.: ·.·;.· • .;.-1..i .. ::'.A'k.~ ... ~-:..'.,.";:i,o: .... _; .. -:,,'\l':•, "-'-t<$,:;.'-,·.;4,'-. ".'-:: . .:.~ 
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lo the OCV{D website, the BEA is the additional foe cbr:rgcd by OCWD on water 

pumped that exceeds ihe BPP. The BPP is the percentage of an OC\V.D lllcmber agency's 

total potable water demand tbc1t can be produced from the groundwater basin without 

subjecting that member agency to the BEA. The formula to compute this unique GAP 

rate is the RA, plus 35 percent oflhe BEA, plus energy required to pum1) groundwater, 

minus the same credit discussed above. For the 201.3-14 FY this rate is equal to $495.89 

per AF. These unique rntes play a s.ignjficant role in the analysis of GAP finances 

because in FY 20 l 1-l 2 they npplied to approximately 12 pcrcenl of the demand on the 

system, or 31 percent if OCSD demand is ignored. 

OCWD Per~QCClive 

There are at kast thre<:: different pa1t ies who will look at the GA P's finances 

differently: OCWD, Retnikrs, and end-users. The remainder of this chapter addresses 

the three different perspectives and explores their respective financial motivations. 

1n order to grasp the OCWD's perspective more clearly, a financial history or the 

past six FYs was compiled and used to project estimates for the next ten FYs. The 

primary CTmmccs directly affccliug the OCWD's view of the GAP include: treatment 

pl.a1J.t expenses, clistiibution system pumping and repair, water quality testing and 

moniloring, the value of influent water, capital debt repayment, rev<::nue from sales, and 

the M\lv'D subsidy. In order io obtain as much accuracy as possible, the actual historical 

financial figures used in this stlldy were gathered from the c1ccounting deparlment of 

OCWD instead of from the annual btidget books. future expeuses ''.\'l~re .idjusted for 

projected volume of production and according to historical percent increase trends. The 

acljuslment of future expenditures by arnomit of production assumes t.h«l all of the costs 
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for each category arc variable and not fixed. This may introduce an error in the estimates 

because some of the annual expenses arc fixed nnd would not chali.ge according to how 

mu~h water is produced. 

Treatment Plant Chemical ExQenses 

The first treatment plan1· expense considered in this study was chemical. 

expenditures. There arc two chemicals reg,ularly used for ihe treatment of GAP recycled 

water: alum <111d chlorine. Alum is tiscd to coagulate and flocculate suspended solids in 

the wastewater so that they can be more efficient.ly filtered out. The chl0riue is used to 

disinfect the recycled water and provide a residual disinfection within the distribution 

system. Table 30 sh0ws the historicaf costs for chemicals used in the GAP treatment 

plant A significant downward trend in chemical expenses has occurred over the last five 

FYs. This can primarily be attributed ti, improved water quality received from OCSD as 

they have increased efficacy of treatmcn:t processes. OCWD has also been able to reduci~ · 

chemical costs through increase efficiency of trcalment processes and relic.rnce on 

snpplcmcntal sources to improve effluent quality. The current F'{'s chemical expense 

has not been estimated because the value can change dramatically according to season 

and influc:;nt water qunlity. 1n order to maintain this study c1s conservative as possibk, a 3 

percent increase to chemical expenses was assumed for future FYs. This is conservative 

because every one of ibe last four FY s has seen a sigHificaot decrease in chemical 

expenses. 

Electrical ExJ>Cnses 

Electrical expenses have been separated into two categories according to location. 

011-site electrical expenses consist of power used in the treatment plnnt and the Fountain 

1· 

! 
' 
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Val ky pump station. Off-site elcctric<1 l expenses consist of deep well pumping pow1::r 

and power consuJllcd at the SAR and pump statiou. The historical expenses for electrical 

expenses m-e sumnrnri7.cd in Table 31 and 32. The same.criteria applied to the chemical 

expenses have been used for the electrical history in regards to the current and futme 

FYs. It is noticeable that there were signific.ant decreases in electrical costs for FYs 

2008-09 thsough 20 I 0-1 J. This gives the impression that electricity prices were dropping 

or that electrical usngc drnrnalically decreased. OC\:VD staff has suggested 0ml the 

electrical e.xpenditllre decreas<::s were due to power companies giving rebalcs for 

overcharging customers in previous years aud that the actual costs to provide power have 

steadily increased. An estimate provided by OCWD staff of Southern California 

Edison's power rates show that costs have steadily increased 3 percent over the past six 

years. Future projections of power costs assumed an annual increase of 3 percent and 

were adjusted for projected GAP water produc(ion. It is noteworthy that OCWD 

negotiates power supply contracts with power companies for its on--site electrical demand 

but not for olfsite GAP demands. 

Labor Ex.129nses 

There are three departmc1tts at OCWD that have regular tnsks associated with the 

GAP. The Operalions Department performs maintenance. inspection, repairs, end active 

opernt-ion of the treatment plant and distribution systems. The Laboratory Depc1rtment 

performs \Valer quality tests and s::unplc collection at the various stages of th~ trcatmenl 

processes. The Engineering Department develops laq~c repair projects, coorclimition of 

utility conflicts, and management of construction activi!ies assor..ir-1te<l with the GAP 

system. Some OCWD staff time is spent on GAP in the Accmu)ting Department, but th<:: 
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cxpen~e is negligible because the stafTwould st-ill be necessary whether GAP ex.istcd or 

not. Table 33 shows the historical expenses for GAP labor of the three ,lep,l)'tmenls. A. 

significant decrease in labor cost occurred in FY 2008-09 due to the GWRS coming 

on line and a restructuring of staff lime and operational personnel. The irend since !hat 

year shows an increase of l 0 to 20 percent per year of labor expenditures. This is 

partially du_e to the increased need for repair of tbe aging system and tbc general iJ1creasc 

in labor cost. Estimated 2012- l 3 FY expenditure was extrapolated and suggests a 

decrease in necessary budget. For future prnjects, an increase of 3 percent per year was 

used regardless of quantity of water produced. The personnel will have to maintain the 

same si:i:e distribution system and perform the same number of water quality tests 

regardless of the production amount. 

Associated with O&M of the GAP arc expenses for equipment, material., and 

testing supplies among orher categories. All of these remaining expenses have been 

combined together into a single group. Typicai expenses included in the group include 

media replacement for the treatment plant filtration system, miscellaneous matt;rials for 

pipeline repair, ancl chemicals and C<jtlipmcnt required for labornlory testing of the water 

quality. Table 34 shows the actual expenses in this gronpcd ctltegory for the previous 

five FY s. The expenses depict an oscillating pattern movfng from year to year. Looking 

at the five year average however shows an average 2.4 percent annual increm~e. For the 

purposes of this study tbe increase was assumed to be. 3 percent for foture FY s in order to 

account for increased costs for materials and inflation. The expenditures Co:· this category 

were not adjusted for quantity of water produced because th...: number of tests required 
j 

. · .. :.--.'':",' ~ '}..~ .. •.:.:.,·~~: ...... ~ :I".;.~-:. , .·., .. ~',:,,·4-.~;,".;;,·.~ .~;r:,-...-:_..:..;..•!-.:,,:~f-·.:~.;;..;;rt.1,.•~ -:;,.:..;..·:~\S~;:.)":=.,.~.";".;,...;.~:=-·.:-~::•,c.:~:--::\:.;,,_,.,,:,,-,: 1..;-,-r..:.i:;:..r.:.:.:~~-~.y~~;-.;. -:.,,-:.~~..,.=:;.1•;;_ -, .;.•_-:;.:;, .. _,_ -.~-....... ::.~ .~; •. '.-7. ~.,.~~J ... ·:·~:~: ..• ~-:.~"'-·.' J-:,.,:<,;;~'T \•~: ., ~ :•·~ ;~-i"':.,;.;1,,,;;.,.. _.1-:,,-:-_, .. .,.~-;.·.:,i;,..:,:l 
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TABLE 30. Ac1ual 0&1\ll _ Chemical _!·J.istor)_'. .... 
.. E \~_c_,}J__Y.~~:__ ____ _!i~~e11s~---·_l_?l:S: .. ':!~~-!ncreasc 

2012-13* 
201 l.-12 $ 5,343.65 ·8.69% 
2010. lJ $ 5,852.29 -56.30% 
2009-10 $ 13,391.ss ·49.86% 
2008-09 $ J.6,708.05 -·76.10% 

2007-0~ $ l IJ,727.20 __ ··----·---·-·····--- --· 
AveraPe $ 32,604.55 ·-47.74% 

----·=---'------'---'-----------'--·· 
*Current FY amounls were not estimated because of seasonal variation. 

TABLE 3.1._ Actual __ On.Site Electrical Histo1y~ ..... 
_E~cal y car Expense -~rcen~_fncrn~~~ --

2012· 13 * 
2011-12 $316,889.66 . 1.43% 
2010-J l $312,431.18 0.21% 
2009·10 $311,786.11 -24.21% 
2008.09 $ 4.l l ,373.53 -22.65% 

·- 2007-08 ...... $. 531,833.38 ·- ------- ·-------··· 
__ _0_\'.~~?._~_$ 376,862.78 . -ll..31% 
"'Current FY amounts were not estimated because of seasonal varinlion. 

TABLE 32. Actual Off-Site Electrical lristo_D~ - ·--· 
Fiscal Year - ··_EX£_cnsc __ _ Percent Increase .. 
2012-13* 
201 1-- 12 S l35,l 13. l l 33.06% 
2010·1 I $ 101,540.27 .JS.61% 
2009·10 $ 157,701 .76 ·34.26% 
2008-09 $ 239,870.59 -3.80% 

.. 2007-_Q~--··J.;.?-49,346.20 . 

..... Avera~ _, ....... $ 176,71 4.39 ____ . __ _- 10.15% ·----· 
"'Current FY a1i10unts were not estimated because of seasonal variation. 

TABLE 33._ Actual Labor History -----·-···-···--
Fiscal Year _______ Expense __ ._P ercent Increase._ 

2012-13 $535,667.00 ·9.0l% 
201 1-12 $588,71] .00 16.31% 
2010-1 l $ 506,J5LOO 10.99% 
2009-10 $ 456,030.00 19.87% 
2008-09 $ 380,435.00 -50.24% 

.. _.} QQ_Z~_os $ 764,.546.oo ·--- --- ----- j 
·-·· Avcrng:_~ _ _ I?.~§)90.0.Q_ .. _. __ _-2.42.r~.... ..... \ 

,e-.,.-rl.-: .~.t~"'.:.·~-~-.:~; ... .-~i:.: .'• '\..; '..l,>",t'c~ '-!:·· .;..::..'i·;-·. ; .. • ... --; ... ~,;.;.)'-~~-::,;~~"li..";.".,•;.~~\o;; ~~ .. ,,::,;:;.""."'~·~,:."'o!L'T.-=:",-:-C:••'':'j~,;.·._:...;;.~-·;,;:4"4:.!~;.;..:.~.--_ !,,b:, .. r,,-.·1:,•,.· ;.:-~,-~. •,.. ~--f';(-.....-('.'. ... :--.,,~ '\;-·_,: _· • ..• , :,·.;.,..".;- .!/1.:·-...:;·. ·-~-·-· ~ ,"f:.• J.-::,.;-.·.-.t·.~:.;.-_.-;;~·~..,:.-..;, 1;.~.,~ .".:'.· ··., ·- ~ .. -:-:~ .. ~·//.,,,.~-- .:.-f 
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TA!3LE 34._ Adnal Other Expend itures_ l-listO!Y ·-· 
__ ]~istil_L\' ca!:_ ____ .1:::~p~_n_s~ .. ll_~1·c;c~_~t)!:~?~-~~~--

20 l 2-l 3"' 
2011-12 
2010-1 l 
2009-10 
2008-09 
2007-08 

$93,lll.7'7 
$105,207.09 

$8! ,208.78 
$90,/\78.63 
$88.989.80 

-1 l.50% 
29.55% 

- l 0.25% 
1.67% 

-·- ---·-····---····-··-·-·-·-- _ ..... ------·-------·-·-----------
Average ___ $91,799.2 1 _______ 2.37% __ _____ _ 

'~Current FY amounts wen: not eslimatecl because of seasonal variation. 

TABLE 35 . __ Actual_ ReQlenishmcnt Assessment and De<:p W~Jl l:frstory __ · _________ _____ _ _ 
__ fi.~~~D~<::?.!L _____ _-!<-A ______ _!~er<~e11l Increase Decy Well Value _ Percent Increase 

2012-13,;, $266.00 4.72% 
2011-12 $254.00 2.01% $85,189.06 

2010-- 11 $249.00 0.00% j $52,282.53 
2009-- 10 $249.00 0.00% $302,437.89 

_i~~~! ~mt ______ ~_:: _ Jilj~~~ 
*Cu1rent FY amounts were not estimated because of seasonal variation. 

· 62.94% 
-82.71% 
-14.55% 
-33.01% 

-16.83% 

TABLE 36. Repair and Re.habilitation f-listo1y --····-- -- _____________ _ 
Fiscal Year __ Ex12ensc ···-· 

20 l 3--14 $499,500.00 
2012-13 $375,000.00 
2011 -12 . $60,500.00 
2010-1 1 
2009-10 
2008-09 
2007--08 

$648,266.00 

-·---··- ·-··--·-----~--------
__ . Averag_c _____ $22.6,'I 80 86 ________ Assume $250,000 for future with _ 1.% increase __ _ 

TABLE 3 7 .. ActualJR WD _Quantity and. Pure bas<~ History_ __________ ·-----·-··- ·---- __ _________ _ 
Fiscal\' ec1r __ E~ensc --·-··· __ Percent lnc rcase j __ .Q.uai~ (Al]_ ____ Percent _Increase __ 

2012-13 $0.00 917.64 -49.76% 
2011-12 $96,899.34 -35.75,<% J,826.57 -13.23% 
20l.0-1) $150,814.78 0.39% ! 2,105.18 22.06% 
2009-10 $15D227 1n 0.02% 1,724.77 1.89% 

--~~~: ____ ~: !H:~~i-···-· -_ 2

: :: .. -- __ : :m ~~ _____ ___ 
2

;::- -

.. 
~. 
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will 1·emain co11slant regardless of the amount of water produced and it is assumed that 

the same numbi::r of smnll repairs will be r~quired. With less production of effluent, an4--

therefore less influent required, the changi11g of media in tbe fillers will decrease in 

occurrence, however that bas been ignored. 

Deep Well GrounclwiJ.t:cr_vafuc 

In order to meet the effluent water quality parameters required by the RWQCB, 

filtered GAP water occasionally has to be blended with hi.gher quality \.vaters. The 

blending of the higher quality water with the effluent from the GAP treatmenl l)1ant 
\ 

dilutes Lhe measured water quality parameters therefore bringing them below the 

established performance requirements. When higher quality water is required, it is 

typically groundwater pumped from OC\VD's deep wcH system. This system pumps 

water tainted in color from high depths with.in ihe aquifer below Fountain Valley. Since 

the water is extracted from a deep part of the aquifer, there is no noticeable increase to 

seawater intrusion. The water is tainted in color due to anGient geological characteristics 

of the milterial lhe water is located with.in. Occasionally water is drawn from the GWRS 

trectlment procetis lo supplelllenl' the GAP supplies for water quality improvement. Water 

can be drawn after microfillration treatmeut and after advanced oxidation. Since this 

water is treated with a more expensive treatment process and the procl\Jction of the 

G\.VRS plant is c011slantly being maximized, tile use of this waler for the GAP system is 

very rnre. For purposes of this study, all wal<::r used to supplemeni \he GAP supplies for 

water r:iuality purposes is considered to be deep well groundwater. Since OCWD 

rnanages die ground waler of the region, it is not· charged for use of deep well. 

groundwat:er in the GAP system. However, tbe water is still valuable and any other 
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agency rcmovi1,g it from Che aquifer wouicl be charged a foe. For this study, the 

groundwater has been assessed a value based upon the RA. Since the t>~pcnses lc)l' 

ground.water production arc included in the off-site electrical and otlH::r cxpenclilurcs 

budgets the only remaining cost is the value of the water itself. The quantity of water 

extracted with the deep well system is multiplied by rhc RA for that FY in order to place 

an accurate value on the SUJ)pty. Table 35 depicts the past five FY values for the RA and 

the respective value or deep wdl water used in the GAP system. As showu the RA has 

wnsistently risen over the past six FY s but the deep well water value has dramatically 

decreased. This large decrease in deep well value is because Jess an.d less deep well 

·water has been required due prinrnrily to improvements in i11fluent waler qualiiy and 

GAP tre111mcnt plant e/:1.iciency improvement. OCWD Operations staff has prcdicred a 

continued decrease in deep· well water use as chemical trcahnent and disinfection 

treatment changes arc currently being explored. Wirh this prediction .in mind, this study 

has assumed no deep well water will be required in the future. A caulionary note in 

regards to deep well water use is related to the cornpetition for influent water from OCSD 

10 both GAP and GWRS. Since GAP water volume can be provided from two separate 

sources, OCSD and groundwater, an increase in deep well water use rnay occur if OCSD 

influent is directed away from the GAP plaut ind into the GWRS 1reatn1.cnt plant. Whtle 

this may accomplish the goals of tbe GWR.S plant, it will cause the expenditures in the 

GAP planl to increase. OC\li/D is consistenitly faced with the decision of which treatment 

plant should have priori1y in regards ro 1he OCSD flows. 
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Repai.r and_Rchabilitation 

As wilb any clistTibuti.on system and'ttreal~--f)\ant, repairs and rehabilitation 

project have been required for the GAP. Some of the more expensive projects have 

included additions of cathodic protection to clisrriburion system pipelines, repair of 

infrastructure damaged by vehi.cular traffic, and general maintenance and impectio11. 

Table 36 shows the last six FYs of expend.itures for repair and rehabilitation (R&R). 

These amounts have been adjusted from what is listed in hudg<::t books because some 

projects have been reported for multiple years of the budge! books. \Vilh thjs in mind, it 

is h·ighly probable that the estimace<l expenditurt:s for FY~ 2012-13 and 2013-14 arc over 

estimated. This assumption ensures a conservative analysis in this study. As the GAP 

system ages, more and more investment into the R&R funds wil.1 be required by OCWD. 

This fact is comfo1tably assumed to be accoun!ed for by rounding up the average annual 

investment into the repair projects, the over estimation of current and future projects, and 

!he increase of expenditures by 1 percent each projected FY. 

J.R WD Water Purchase an(LQlli!J1litv 

As mentioned previously, water supplied by JRWD to the GAP distributio1.1 

system was purchasedpriono 2012. While the water currently supplied by IR\VD is free 

of charge to OCWD, it played a significant role in previOL1s FYs. The rate or charge was 

based upon the rate charged to OCSD for GAP waters and changed each FY according 

the CPL Table 37 shows the amount or expenditure to purchase IRWD GAP water and 

the qmmti1.y of water provided from FYs 2007-08 through 2012- 13. Since rhc new 

ngrcctncnt with l RWD allows the use of their water free of ch?.rge, ir has not been 

cons.iderecl au expenditure for future analysis in this study. It has al\\'ays been.financially 
l 
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beneficial for OCWD lo take IR \,\iJ) supplies because the expense was less than the 

revenue generated. As explained earlier, ii. is fin<1ncially beneficial for IRWD because 

they would have to pay large arnounrs to OCSD to discharge thi.:: water if they could not 

discharge ir rhrnugh rhe GAP intcrtie connection. IRWD staff has confirmed that the 

relatively low amount of water supplied to the GAP system in FY 2012-13 was due to the 

dry winter season and should not be assumed as a new normal. IR\VD supplies GAP 

water during the rainy season because recycled water use within its jurisdiction drops 

since it primarily consists of i1Tigation end-users. Since the rainfall during 1his FY was 

-relatively low, the corre[r.6on ca.n be made to the amount of GAP water supplied. Giveu 

tiiar the IR\VD supply can be volatile and there is no goarantce of supply through the 

OC\.VD-1RWD agreement, it has been ncgl.ected in the modeling of future GAP finances. 

This is a very conservative assumption because historical amounts ofJRWD supply 

avcrngc greater than 1,600 AFY which is a substantial portion of the water supplied by 

the GAP, becoming an even greater portion when the OCSD d1·op in dcnrnnd is taken into 

/lCCOllllt. 

Finance Costs 

Th,e GAP was finauccd through low interest loans and the OCWD CIP. The CJP 

costs are difficult to estirn<llC and rcnso1rnble assumptions have ·been m.adc in order to 

pcrfonn this analysis. Estimating the CIP investment to be approximately $42 million 

and paid off in thirty years at 4.5 percent interest, the annuf~i repayment is $2.S million 

per year until the year 2021. This is a fixed amount assigned to the pr~vions FY s as well 

es the future projections. The two low interest loans have different maturity dates and 

payment amounts. The first loan was paid off by fY 2010-11 and required an annual 
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payment 01'$177,932. The second loan requires an arnnrnl JJ«ytnent of$290,331 and will 

be paid off by FY 2016-17. Using this annual payment for th<:: next four years, 1here i.s a 

balance of approximately $1..16 million remain ing on the loan. The inclusion in this 

study of the expenses for finance of the GAP system is debatable. Since these amounts 

must he repaid regai-dless of any decision made about system abandonment, changes in 

distribution system co11figurnlion, or changes in treatment technology, their inclusion has 

little relevance. In economics these arc considered "sunk" c.osts because they arc present 

no matter the fotme decisions. For purposes of this study, the financial situation of the 

GAP system is presented witb and without consideration of sunk costs. 

l\'1.WD Lo_ca! Resources Program 

There are two s0urces of revenue for the GAP: the Local Resources Program 

subsidy, and paymc::nts collected from Retailers. As discussed in Chapter 3, the Local 

Resources Program is administered by the MWD and has the purpose of encouraging the 

development of new !or.al water resources that reduce demands for imported water 

supplies. The recyckd water produced by the GAP is el igible for this subsidy until 

October of 2016. The formula for tl1c subsidy irns been modified since pnyments first 

started in 1991, and is currently set at $250 per AF up to 2,800 AFY. Table 38 shows the 

past five FYs of MWD LRP subsidy collected by·OCWD for the GAV project. The 

G\VRS project also collccis this subsidy, but is not considcrecl part of this study. 

Groundwater supplied by the deep well system into GAP is not eligible for the subsidy. 

Also water supplied to OCSD is ineligible for the subsidy because it does not red nee 

demand fo1· imported suppli es. The pr~jectinn of subsidy amount in future years is based 

upon aU of the GAP system demand being produced by the GAP plant without any deep 
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well groundwater. This 111t~ans that ihe full subsidy amount is assumed to be collected 

through r,y 2015" l 6. The water supplied by JR WD is eligible tor the subsidy and IRWD 

has released a claim to the subsidy so tlrnt OC\VD can collect it. 

Revenue from Retailer.~ 

The second somce of revenue is sales to Retailers. Some of the GAl) Retailers have 

differing rates. These rates are adjusted every FY according to the Arca Groundwater 

Cost, inflation, ancl/or the Retailer's potabk water rate. Tn general mosl R~!ailers pay 

OCWD the same rate with except of the City of Fountain Valley and OCSD. A history of 

the general GA}) Retailer rate is shown in Table 39. The most significa11t factor in the 

rate computation formula js the RA. The revenue generated by each Retailer for FY 

2007"08, the first year analyz.ed, is presented in Table 40. The nsag::: for the various raks 

in the City of Fountain Valley has been placed on separate lines as well as tl1e unique rate 

for OCSD. There are two total revenue amounts shown. The first to t.al is based upon that 

FY's rates and the t;ummation of usage according lo the meter readings. T.he second total 

is what the OC\VD accounting department actually collected. 

OCWD_Financial Past 

Table 41 to 45, iu Appendix B, depict the GAP financial situation from FY 2007--

08 through 20) l--l.2. The history stops at FY 20 l 1-12 becau~c at the time of this :;11.1dy 

the complete set of values required for the current FY were not available. The tables nre 

split into three sections: revenue, supplies, and expenses. The revenue section, located 

on the left side, shows the actual. rates and sumtnation of meh~r readings for each Retailer. 

As described for Table 40, th.ere are two total rcvem.tcs ~:tated for the sales of GA.P water 

to Retailers. The accounting total was used for the remaining computation. The lv1\.VD 
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r,RP n::venue amount is also shown on the lctt side benc,Hh the Retaih::r sales xection. 

Toca! revenue is presenred for each FY and immediately beneath i! is divided by the 

_ number of AF of recycled wa1·er prod need specifically by OCWD. The resulting number 

provides a un.it re'venue for each AF of GAP recycled water produced by OCWD. The 

center section of the tables contains totals for GAP water supply sources. There are three 

sources listed: GAP Plant, Deep Wells, and fRWD. The GAP plant total is the amount 

of recycled water produced tlu·ough the GAP 1reatme11tplant in Fountain Valley. The 

Deep Wells amount is the total groundwater produced for use within the GAP system. 

The JRWD row depicts the amount of water supplied by lR\VD that FY for the GAP 

d.istribution system. On the right side is a summary of the GA:P expenses for oach 

respective .FY. As previously desc1ibed the expenses include chemicals, electricity labor, 

testing, equipment, deep well groundwater value, R&R projects, and JR \.VD purchases 

waler. Bdow this list of expenses is a total cost subj eel to OCWD for that particular FY 

to produce the recycled water. This total is divided by the total amount of recycled wulcr 

sold as measured by the sununation of Retailer metc~rs. This provides ~1 critical value for 

the purposes of this study: the unit cost of GAP waler per AF sold. The next row of 

calculation is the Unit Profit'Loss for GAP wnter. The cost per AF sold is subtracted 

fro111 the revenue per AF produced in order to come tlp with the unit profitiloss. This 

number indicates whether or not the GA.P syslen'l is profitable from the O&iv1 perspective 

of OCWD. The final calculation performed for each FY is located on the right side of the 

table towards tl1e bottom. This calculation takes into ar,ccnmt the sunken c:apital and loan 

expenses associated wi.th the construction of the GAP system. The tota.l costs calculated 

previously are added to the ClP debt payment and low interest l_oan payments in ord~r lo 
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establish ..i to!·al cos\ including sunken exvense~. This v;iiuc is divided by the amount of 

recyckd water ~old as nic~:;urcd by summation of Retailer meters to provide tbe cost per 

AF soid. ln the sarne way as the previous Unit Profit/Loss calculation, this amount is 

subtracted from the revenue per AF produced by OCWD. The assumptions for each FY 

arc also li~tcd wirhin the table. Figw·e 25 is a chart depicting the results of tbe historical 

financial analysis for the GAP system. The lower line on the: chart shows the unit loss 

associated with the sunken cost evaluation and the upper line is for O&M analysis. It is 

easily seen that the GAP has operated profitably in the last five FY s when only 

coi1sidcring O&M costs, but at a loss \Vhen sunken costs arc nccounled for. 

Unigue Agreement with OCSD 

The agreement that OCWD has with OCSD in regards to the GAP recycled water 

delivery is highly unique and may not be suitable for comparison to other recycled water 

proje.cts. The agreement essentially provides OCSD with recycled water at a rate that is 

lower tlrnn the cost to !rear ihc recycled water. In practice this means that the remai11ing 

.Retailers or GAP water, or all of the groundwater producers in the form of <l higher RA, 

arc subsidi7,i11g the OCSD use. Generally rhis arrangement. is acceptable to the Retailers 

becaL1sc they are ahio subject to charges from OCSD for w@stewalcr disposal and would 

therefore be paying for the water either w,,y. The influent water for the GAP trentment 

JJlant and the GWRS plant are provided fre.cly from OCSD, a savings that is also passed 

onto the Retailers through lower mies to pun;lrnse recycled water. Given the unique 

aspects associated with the OCSD recyckd water deliveries, the past and future financial 

analysis of'the GAP system lrnve been performed wirh and without the OCSD demand. 

This makes a significant change to the finances of the system because OCSD demand 
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TABLE 38. MWD_Local ResourcesProgram Subs!dy ___ H_is_to_r,,_v ___ _ 
Fi~cal Year Qu:intitv (J\F) Revenne Percent Increase ··-··-· _..._ _________________ __.... , ----··--·· -· - -- ----- --------···-~·--·--~·-----~-- -·--· 

201 I .. J 2 2,670.30 $667,575.00 22.96% 
20 10- 11 2, l'il.60 $542,900.00 ··ll.T7% 
2009--10 2,461.20 $615,300.00 26.59% 
2008--09 1,944.10 $486,075.00 -63.35% 

__ 20Q]: 08 ______ ______ '.~----·-··-··-·-S 1,326,1 58.70 
___ Avc1~e _____ __ 2,910.4J ____ p7..7,601.74 -6.39% 

*Change in subsidy formula and lack of data 

TABLE 39._ Genern!GAP Retailer Rate History _____ _ 
Fiscal Year S / AF Percent Increase -------- -------·-----------~-----· 

2013-14 361.60 2.03% 
2012- 13 354.40 5.48% 
2011-12 336.00 1.94% 
20 l 0--1 ) 329.60 0. 9&% 
2009- IO 326.40 -4.00% 
2008-09 340.00 2.91 % 
2007-03 330.40 
Avera(J'e 339.Tl 156% ___ ;,;::__ ____________________________ _ 

TABLE 40. Fiseal Ycar 2007-08 GAP Sales Revenue 
..... ._,. ___ -----··- - --• • • • -••• •••• o O •• • • -•••~ ••r••• - ·- - · M • 0 "0 o•,• - -------··- ------------- ----·- ------• 

___ Retc1iler ________ Demand_{AF) ____ Rate ($/AF) _____ __ Total __ _ 
OCSD 5,297.52 173.10 $ 917,011 .31 

FountainValley 344.13 330.40 $ 113,700,55 

Mile Sqmll'e Park 475.64 403.62 $ 191,976.00 
Mile Square Golf 632.49 337.48 $ 213,454.10 
Orange Counly 0.00 330.40 S 

OCWD 6. 79 330.40 $ 2,243.42 
MesaWater 1,154.31 330.40 $ 381,384.02 
Santa Ana 157.50 330.40 $ 52,038.00 

__ _Ne~-vport Bead! ____ ?:.?..:!:45-____ ___ _J 30.:.'!.Q_____ $ 87 ,3-7 4.28 
_ Total by Meter 8J3?..81 ________________________________ $ l ,959J 81.68 -· 

_ ;\ccounti~ Total ____ __ _ _______ $ 12919,841.31 __ 

' : !-;!.--..~.-.;·. ·•·-r .. -:-:• ;::..-_ .. :v.::-• .-:-; :&:t..,. '\";l-, • - ,:.~~-;~·--..:. ·.:::..:.r.-,s:~r~.;!·..-i-.:.\\i-:":':•.:-.:-~~-----.-- .. \~-v: ... --:,, . ..:...,~.--.,:, .. ·,-. -;;.;., ., , ·,:.~~,;-,',,.'J":.~~~ .. ,! •• ,.,-.-.. ,\;,.,':,.',(.:.· . .:. ... >~ ::·~~ .-!{ ,:~ ...... ::;":::. ·-.::-.:.,• 
00

~ .:.=;..·:c-.:-..•:. ! • M"O _';..~ . .... , . ... , .. :.;• ;~_,;._. •.(.~..,~· .;....,:;-~ • ·.;·,-.::· • .,:.."-":,':1-T~-... ~-:-..;~-t·::--MOO•• 1;...-: :..", .-· • • ';_ ·:~-; ~~· · • .:,~M'•f: 
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FIGURE 25. Summary of recent GAP financial history. 
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accounts for over half of the recycled \Vater produced. Since the acrnal fi.gures used in 

this study are based npot1 the real life situatio11 of the GAP, the estimates used for the 

scenario ,vithont OCSD demand n"i.iy be overstated. lt is also notable that different 

decisions in regards to service, distribL1tion sysi:em, 2nd treatment plant s.ize would have 

been made if OCSD dematids were not part ohhc GAP system. Table 46 to 50, in 

Appendix 13, show the results values used to estimate the financial situation. The tables 

are organized in the same fashion as the analysis with OCSD demand. Figuri! 26 depicts 

the historical unit profit/loss of the GAP system according to the estimated Non-OCSD 

demand scenario. The O&M unit profit has remained however when accO'lmting for the 

sunken costs, the unit loss is dramatically increased. This is understandable because the 

same large distribution system and treatment plant are being used to hypothetically 

produce a much smaller volume of recycled water. The capital expenses are constant, but 

the revenue from sales has been significantly decreased. 

Retailer .Perspective 

The Retailer perspective of the GAP can also be complicated like the OCWD 

perspective; however th.is st11cly is primarily concerned witb the OCWD perspective and 

therefore simplifies the Retail.er point of view. Without tlm GAP recycled water program 

each Retailer would need. t:o supply all of its respective ,~atcr demands with pornble 

supplies. The Retailers can only use a designated percentage, the 13PP set annually by 

OC\VD, without incurring the BEA of groundwater to meet its :;upply needs. The 

remaining portion of demand mus( be met by the pmchast: of more ex1Je11sive imported 

water supplies from MWD or M'vVDOC. The current definition of GAP water is 

"neutral" meaning that its use is not recognized whjch effectively reduces the total 
l 
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amount of water demanded within a Retail agency. The alternative would be to classify 

the recycled water as "supplemental" meaning that it could be directly substituted for 

imported water supplies. This distinction is discussed in fuaiher detail in Scenario D of 

Chapter 7's financial alternatives. A simplified historical cost-benefit bas been 

performed for each of the five active Retailers along wirh a projection of the cw:rent and 

next FYs. The analysis has taken into account the Retailer's respective potable retail 

sales rare, the GAP water purchase rate, groundwater costs, and imported water costs. 

The historical potable retail sales rate has been collected from each Retc1iler and the 

historical water demands have been obtained from MWDOC. In this analysis it is 

assumed that each Retailer will maximize the amount of groundwater used in order to 

minimize the cosl'> to its customers. The GAP water purchase rate is established. annually 

by OCWD and based upon groundwater pumping and RA costs. The imported water eate 

was obtained from OCWD Local Resources staff. All of lhc retailers except the City of 

Santa Ana purchase iht:ir imporled supplies from MWDOC at a s!igh(.]y hi.ghcr rate thun 

M\VD. The City of Santa Ana is a member agency of MWD and therefore purchases 

imported water at a slightly cliscoun_tccl rate compared to the other Retailers. In the 

analysis, the groundwater costs ar~ estimated only ro include the RA and electricity 

components. The capital and operational expenses have been re.moved because it is 

a.~sumed that tJie Retailers \.Vill still have the same number of groundwater production 

wells in service regardless of the amount of GAP water used. This is a rcnsonable 

assumption because the amount of GAP waler that is part of the Retailers' portfolios is 

small and capacily probably exists for the groundwater wells to make up for GA)> 

supplies. The analysi.s compares the Retaikrs view of cost and revenue for two 
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scenarios: wilh GAP water and without GA l) water. Although the Hctailcrs purdiasc 

water at a rate that is much less than the rate at which they sell it to the end-users they me 

also losing revenue due lo the sales rate of GAP water being 10 to 20 percent lower lhan 

the potable rate. The ,1ariablcs that play the most significant role in this analysis are the 

BPP and rhe potable water rate, which determines the GAP rclail water rale. Looking at 

the results of the historic,d analysis, the two variables work together or against each 

another to provide an overall benefit or cost for each Retailer's use of GAP recydcd 

water. It is important to note thal the cost-benefit is very small i_n comparison to the 

entire water budgets for the Retflilers and it usually plays less than a 2 percent role. Some 

of the benefits for Retailers to use GAP water are vciy difficult to quantify into monetary 

terms because th.ey have reliability c:111d conservation components. By relying more on 

GAP water supplies and less on extraction of groundwater and imported supplies, 

Retailers me wideniug the.ir waler resource portfolios thereby increasing reliability. As 

previously discussed, water retailers have been cl.rnrged with tbe task of reducing water 

demands by 20 percent by the year 2020. The state has listed recycled water use as a 

suggested way to meet this demand reduction. Without developing other local water 

reuse or reduction of use program!-, the Retailers have limited options to conserve water 

other than rationing its use. In Appendix F the data used, historical, and projected cosl

benefil analysis are shown in Table 51 through 58 for the City of Newport Beach; Table 

59 through 66 for the City of Sarttfl Ana; Tabk 67 through 74 for Mesa Water District; 

and Table: 75 through 82 for the City of Fountain Valley. Figures 27 and 28 respectively 

show the net bcJ1efit of GAP usage and percent of water budget trend lines for the City of 

Newport J3each. Figures 29 through 34, i11 Appendix F, show the net benefit and 
\ 
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pcrc~ntagc for the remaining .Retailers. i\11 of the Retailers except Mesa Water Dis!rict 

consistently ;-;how a lost. of revenue significantly greater than the reduction iu cost. Since 

the Retailer:,; sdl the recycled water at a lo\.ver rate than potable, they are b sing revenue 

gains. The simplified analysis does not" take into account any saviJ1gs associated with 

maintenance, treatment; or capital expenses which may push the trend closer towards 

breaking even. Generally speaking the trends seem to be steady and the average is not 

significantly decreasing or increasing in value. This indicates that th.e Retailers take a 

smal i loss in revenue each year in order to provide recycled waler. If the GAP system 

were to meet more water demands for the Retailers and the rate charged for recycled 

water were to increase, then the use of Gf\.P recycled water may bccotn.:: a revenue 

benefit to the Retailers. Without performing more historical analysis it is assumed that 

use of GAP recycled water has probably reduced potential water sales reven11es since its 

inception. The net benefit calculated for 1vfesa Water Districl is inlem,ling because it has 

uniquely remained positive for lasl five years calculated. Figure 31 shows a summary of: 

the data. The declining demand for water within the Retailer's service boundaries along 

wirh the increased prices for all water sources and customer purchases have led the use of 

. GAP recycled water to be positive. The trend is rapidly approaching zero, meaning the 

breakeven point, and would probab!y cross back into the negative region if the projection 

were continued. The (:urrent and fw11re projections assume the same total water demand 

in the Retailer agency and the same amount of GAP water taken as the most recent 

c1vailablc data. Howe::ver, it is more probable that the total ,,,ater c!ernand will increase, ! 
i' 

but it is difficult to estimate by how much. \Nhile the ckmands for each type of water 1 
! 
; 

were kept constant the new rates fur both GA.11 and potable waler were used in the f 
l 
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projections. ln order io keep the analysis conservative, the Lota! demand was assumed lo · 

remain constant for two more years. It is also notable that Iola] water dcmands decreased 

for al l the Retailers from FY 2007.-08 through 2010- 11 , while increasing during 2011-1 2. 
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FIGURE 31 . Net benefit of GAP to Mesa Water. 

Retniler Comments 

Representatives from each of the active GAP Retai l agencies were contacted <1nd 

asked to answer a questionna ire to further clarify the Retailer perspective. Individual 

responses to the questions are in Appendix D. The same list of questions was asked of 

each Retail agency and included questjons regarding potable water costs, policies 

requiring the use of recycled water within its jurisdictional boundary, if the Retai !er had 

been able to rccupcrnre all of its financial investment:; into the GAP program, what extra 

responsibilities does the Retailer have to perform. because of the use ofrccycled water, 

what me :mme way:.; lh:.; Retailer has found financial success and reasons for expansion of 

the recycled water program (if any), \.vould slopping operation of the GAP system be a 

detriment or beneficial lo the Retailer, and any other conuncnls about the GAP system. 

Informal rcspon~es (o the questions were encouraged in order to speed the response tinu; 

and encourage lrue vicwpoiurs of rhe program. 
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The inforrnation reGeivcd from the potable ralc quesrion was used in the ana[ysis 

discussc~cl in the previous sedion. lvtost of the Retailers do no! have specific l)Olicies 

requiring lhc use of rccyckd water other th,:111 the California State water code dictating 

that recycled water is lo be used whenever it is available. The City of Santa Ana has 

established municip;il code to require the use of recycled water. In practice, new GAP 

enc!-uscrs arc usually added upon request of developers and for City irrigation. This 

suggests there may be an oppor1unily to promote new end-user connections along the 

existing alignments of GAP distribution pipelines. Most of the Retailers have not made 

significant capital investments into the GAP system and 01ereforc bave not had a need lo 

recuperate expenrliturcs. The City of Newport Beach has invested in two separate pump 

stations in .an attempt to resolve pressure concerns for golf courses end-users. The City 

has also invested. in some of the recycled water conversion expenses at one of the golf 

courses. Another City investment has been nrnde into landscape irrigation with.in 

residential ncigllborhoods. A rough estimate from City staff indicates that Newport 

Beach 111ay not recover cap ital i11vestmen1 costs until the condusion of another five to 

seven years. Al l of the Retailers expres.<:ed similar extra maintenance activities 

associated with recycled waler usage::. Each Retailer has dedicated staff to pcrfo1111 cross 

connection testing and end-user adhercuce to rules and regulations. Annual inspections 

have to be _performed in conjunction with the County of Orange's Department of Health. 

Accounting and meter reading labor costs are also an extra expense. The City of 

Newport Beach has staff lo opernte the pump stations and GAP distribution system 

monitoring componenrs. Vvhen asked this question about ex!ra maintenance and 

expenses associated with GAP, the City of Fountain Valley pointed out an operational 

; ~ ·· .,._.._._--: • ' ;,,·::--~--·-·~,.;.'" ·, ·~(.-~'M"'" · ,' ....... . - · •.<; ... --..•-.-~-_-.,.:s,.,.._:--;;- •4 -~.--- •··-·. · - -.• .., 
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cos! savings. There are 1.a.rge golf courses and parks within the City nf Fot111tain Valley 

thal previous rn the GAP system drew upon the City's potabi.e supply during the 

nighttime. The City found it a burdensome challenge to supply potable wuter to 

customers during the day and in-igation water at night. The rotable !::yslem was designed 

to replenish its reservoirs during the nighttime in order to save on electrical costs 

associated with pumping and because demands are typically lower during that period. 

However with lhe large irrigation users active at night, the City struggles lo l'Cfill its 

rcservoi~·s and found thal it had to operate pumps during the daytime as well as night 

which resulted in a significant cost for energy consumption. The Chy also pointed out 

that it does not h.ave to treat the GAP recycled water or the equivalent amount of pot,ible 

water and therefore finds a savings in ti:eatment expenses. These benefits are probably 

realized in each of the Retail agencies. Given that there has not. been very many 

development projects located along the GAP distribution system alignmenl, the Rcl<1ilcrs 

have not found very much success in adding ne,v end-users. When new developments 

have been m.ade along the alignment, 11ew GAP connections are encouraged. Mesa 

Water staff has suggested that public perception and cducati.on may be a barrier to further 

i.rnplementation of recycled water. Santa Am, staff points out that large irrigation end

users realize a great benefit for the lower cost water and industrial companies that C-l'!ll 

find applicable uses of recycled water ·in their manufacturing processes aiso <1ppreciate 

the savings. The question of OCWD stopping GAP service being detrimental or 

beneficial to the Retailer has spurred two op1)osing responses. Typically the operntiom.il 

and maintenance staffs ofthe Retail agencies view the GAP sy~;tc:m as an extra bnrden 

nnc! cost. The ,vatcr resource managers of the Retailers see the extra burden and also 
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benefits of the recycled waler service. Rdailers suggested that the OAP sysrem is one of 

!he only ways Ibey have lo nxluce demand on water supplies as directed by the Governor 

in the 20 by 2020 report. While confli.cting arguments exist, lh<.: general consensus is that 

stopping OAP service, from the Retail.er perspt.:ctive, would be detrimental. The 

Retailers list conversion and cross com1cclion issues among the probable expense to 

convert existing recycled water service-to potable. \.Vhilc labor> pumping, and uthcr 

maintenance expenses may be saved by stopping GAP service, the Rcrailcrs have come to 

clepend upon the recycled water for conservation, portfolio diversity, and reduction of 

imported water costs, Fountain Vc11ley staff has pointed out tlrnt tbc recycled water 

system and connection already exist and that conversion and potable supply cost's could 

be expensive for Retailers and end-users. \J\Then asked about other comments regarding 

the GAP system, represe11tatives broug11t up various points. Newport Beach sraff poinred 

out the perfonnancc failures of the GAP distribution, primarily pressure, and cross 

connection issues that nullified existing cupital investments. High salinity of the GAP 

recycled water remains a ·concern for some end-users within the City. Santa An;, staff has 

slated lhat they like the GAP program and would like to soe il cxpnnd lo serve more enrl

users within the City. OCWD and Mesa \l;/ater have rccenlly a!llendcd their agreement to 

remove the maximum end--user sales rare for recycled water. This change may have 

caused a potential large irrigation school end--user to abandon their plans to convert from 

potable to recycled water supplies. 

End-User Perspective 

The end-user perspective is the most easily understood and straight forwr1rd 

perspective of the three presented hc~re. There are two groups of GAP encJ-.uscrs: 
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exisling and proposed. The existing end-users are already connecled to \he GAP 

ciistribu!ion system and are currently receiving delivery of recycled water. These users 

have already invested into their conversions from potable use or insl'alla!ion of plum.bing 

required for recycled water application. The capital. investment having already been 

made by these users, th.e costs can be considered sunk. Given that the cos(s are sunk, lbe 

users have still made i1westment decisions based upon long term savings from no! laking 

potable water at a higher sales rate. Most of the current end-users of GAP water are 

saving 20 percent on their water purchase costs, with the exception of Mesa Water t:ncl

users receiving a IO percent discmmt and Mile Square golf and park irrigation with more 

complicated savings. lt is clear that existing end-users on the GAP system would prefer 

to continue their discounted water supplies if for no other reason than financial savings. 

Proposed GAP end-users face the challenge of overcoming capital investment 

costs. It has been the recent practice of OCWD to charge the new end·user the (;omplete 

connection cost for consrruction and design. Thit:i presents a difficult situation for 

potential medium and small volume users of recycled water. The payback period for 

recycled water capital investment may be a formidable obstacle !.o conversion. There are 

not many potential large recycled water users remaining along the existing GAP 

distribution system alignment. Incentives and subsidjcs would probably appeal to 

potential end-users to make the conversion. The current approach of Re1:ailcr and OC\VD 

staff to new connections may nlso be a hindrance. The attitude i.~ generally indifferent 

and no! encouraging to new cnd-use.r connections. 

r. 
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CHAPTER 7 

FINANCIAL ALTERNATIVES AND RESULT$ 

I' rop_9.sed Scenarios 

Five separate fin.ancial alternative sccnari.os have been modeled in order to 

understand operations of GAP and ro explore potenrial future activities. Scenario A: 

Continue Current Practices projects the financial situation of the GAP for the next le11 

FYs by continuing current costs and operational methods. Scenario 13: Breakeven 

Demands or Rates models the financial costs and revenues of the GAP system to break 

even by increasillg demands or by increasing the sales rate charged to RetaileJS. Scenario 

C: Microfiltration Treatmen1 takes a look at a treatment plant process change from the 

existing fil !ration method 1-0 the micro filtration process that is already part of tl1c OWRS 

plant. Sce!t)ario D: Change the OCWD Act looks at tbe effects of re-classifying GAP 

water to be "supplemental" instead of ' 'netrtrnl." The last finarn:ial alternat.ive studied is 

Scenario E: Abandon GAP, which summarizes the impacts (·o end .. users, Retailers, 

OC\:VD, and agreements currently in place if the entire project were to be abandoned. 

The pmpose of modeling these scenarios and examining their feasib ility is to provide 

OC\X/D recommendalions and concerns regarding potential decisions that may be 

executed in the future. 
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Sccnnrio J\: Conlim1e Current .Practices 

The tables created for the financial modeling of Scenario A for the future of the 

GAP are ve1y similar to those used previously to analyze the past financial situation. At 

the time this sfudy was pe1i'ormed, the con1plete set of data was not available for FY 

20} 2 .. J 3, ~o that was the first year projected. The projections continue on a FY basis 

until 2022. .. 23. This range. of projected years accounts for the major financial changes 

expected i'n the next decade of GAP system opera.Lion. The assumptions for each year are 

stated on Che respective table, but the nrnjority·of them are also discussed here. For all or 

the future projections it was assumed that OCSD would 011ly denrnnd their free 111lot111ent 

of GAP water. This assumption has turned out to be inaccurate for FY 2012-13 because 

the demand did not drop as expected. It is anticipated that the construction of the OCSD 

multi-pass cooling system will be completed dui-ing the smmner of2013 and _GAP 

demand will be reduced 011ce the project come on line. It ,vas also assumed for all years 

that TR WD would not supply any water into the GAP system. This is a very conservative 

approach to the analysis because IR\VD has provided more than 900 AF annually to the 

system over the past six years, averaging about I ,GOO AF. This assumption was made 

because JR \VD is not comrnittcd to supply any water to the system. The analysis 

represents a worst case scenario as il assumes that IR\.VD wi-11 develop alternate ways 10 

ciispose of their excess recycled water supplies during rainy periods. Another assumption 

made for all years is that deep well groundwater would not be needed to meet water 

quality perfonnnnce requirements. This reduction in groundwater need is expected due 

to proposed changes in treatment, disinfection, and the past trend showing a reducli.on in 

need. The current FY's use of deep well groundwater shows that th.is assumption may 
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nol be accurale. The sale!-.: rnlc to Retailers was aln:;a(ly eslc1blished for ihe FY 2012-13 

and 20 l 3--14 analyses, but was estimated for the remaining years. 'l"he rate proj r;ctions 

ar,.; based upon three separate components: the RA, projected energy cosls, and projected 

well c;ipital and O&l'vl costs. The RA is a~surned to increase 4 percent per year, energy 3 

percent per year, and well expenses 4 percent per year. After weighing the components, 

the Retail sales rate is projected to increase 3.88 percent mmually. The rate is primari.ly 

based upon the RA, so it is highly sensitive to this particular rare that is set annually by 

the OCWD Board of Directors. The remaining rates are functions of the CPI and the 

potable water rate in the City of Folll_ltain Valley. The CPl was assumed to be I .5 percent 

based upon what was measured between FY 20 I 1-12 and 2012-1.3. The pot<1ble rate was 

assumed to increase 2.1 percent annually based upon the previous six year average 

increase. The demand for GAP water was assumed constant fo1· all future years. This 

assumption is consistent with the quantities demanded over the past five years. lt is 

probable that as potable water rates increase the demand for cheaper GAP recycled water 

will increase, however that was not accouoted for in this study. Since the entire 

production of GAP recycled water is assu1ned to com~ from the GAP treatment plant the 

entire supply is digible for the MWD subsidy. The subsidy has a maximum 

reimbursement volume of 2,800 AfY which js assumed for all future years. As described 

in the previous chapte1:, the chemical and electrical costs are adjusted by a combination of 

two methods. The first is to increase the rates 3 percent per year due to inflationary costs 

for energy and materials. The secontl is to a(ijust for the amount of GAP ware.r produced. 

Since a large amount of demand has been removed for OCSD, the amount of GAP water 

produced is greatly reduced. In order to approximate the chemical and electrical costs, a 
i 
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unit cost was determined for FY 2012-13 and t;sed for the next year after adjusting for 

inflationary costs. This process was repeared !(_,reach follO\ying year. The off-site 

electrical cost would be; lower if deep wdl water would not need to be purnped, however 

this effect was ignored because the off'-site elcctric:al costs arc primmily associ.med with 

pumping with.in the distribution system. The amount: of GAP water proch1cecl by the 

treaimcnt plant was assumed to be 0.4 percent greater than the amount actually demanded 

by end-users. Tbis is in an. effort lo contim1e the current accounting phenorneno11 of 

production exceeding demand. The effect is probably caused by losses in the distribution 

system, inaccurate meter rcadin?s, and maintenance and rcpc1ir activities. The labor and 

other expense categories arc assumed to increase 3 percent JH·:r year. These figures ai:e 

not adjusted for production because the amount of testing and distribution system 

maintenance should remain the same regardle.~s of quantity produced. The increase is 

due to the Cypical increased costs of labor, matci-ial, and inflation. The CJP debt is kept 

constant uni ii its rh.irty year malurity before FY 2021-22. The statt:: loan payments are 

similarly kept constant unlil th.cir repayment before FY 2016-17. 

Ta.blc S3 rhrougb 93, in Appendix B, show the respective calculations for each FY 

projected. Figure 35 shows \he past and projected O&rvr unit cost and sunken unit cost, 

simi lur rn previous figures. There is a significant drop for FY 2012.--13, which is due to 

the assumpt-ions that lRWD will not suppiy any free water. As discussed previously, this 

is not probable but would he a wcrst case perspective. The next drop shown in FY 2016-

17 represents the occunence of two events. Tbe first is the termination of the M WD 

subsidy, a large loss in revenue, and the second is the loan payments cease due to 

complete repayment. The net impact or the two effects is a drop even though the l.oan 
. i 
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pHyoff has an upwar<l effe;:l. ]f lRW.O supply is assumed, ihe O&M projection remains 

well above the brcakevcn point of $0.00 per AF. The final drastic change in the chart 

occurs in FY Z02 l-:U when rbe st1nk cost trend line joins tile O&M cost line. This is due 

ro the approximation for capirnl debt being annualizc<l over l:hirly years and reaching its 

conclusion. 

· As discussed in the previous chapter, a hypothetical situation excluding all past 

antl futurt OCSD demands has been crcalcd and is shown in Figure 36. Table 94 through 

104 for this atrnlysis arc reporlcd in Appendix B. The chart and tables removing OCSD 

demands were created to help make a better comparison to other agencies' recycled water 

systems, but the results may be questionable. The capital investment becomes more 

expensive per unit of water prodm~ed because there is a lower amount of watc:r delivered 

within the same large distribution system and now ovcrsi%ed treatment plant. The profit 

per unit of watt:r considering only O&M costs is increased because GAP water is no 

·1ong0r being sold at a discounted rate, or freely provided, to OCSD. 1n combirnition with 

the previous figure a conclusion can be dnrwn that smaller dish·ibution systems with 

conccntratecl demand areas can lead to better recycled water finam:ial situations. 

Figure 3'/ adds two lines lo what is ~hown in Figure 35 in order to show what a 

continuation of IRWfJ"s average GAP input supply would predict. While the IRWD 

supply is not guaranteed, it is probable. After discussion with IR \VD staff it was 

confirmed that 1RWD does not currently have plans to reduce GAP supply discharges. 

The primary factor that can reduce IR WD input into the GAP system would be lack of 

rainfall. The five year average IR \VD input was used to generate the predictions shown 

in the figure. It is noticeable that the financial outlook is grealiy improved with the 
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addition of''frec" IRWD waler. The large_ separation ofO&M lines in FY 2012-.13 is due 

to the decrease of OCSD demand therefore the proportion of free lR\VD water bcco111.e 

larger and increases the unit µrofit. 1Jnder this scenario of avtragc lR \VD supply, the 

O&M costs never drop to the breakeven point ,mcl once the s1u.1ken capital line joins in 

FY 202 1--22, further investments into expanding the system or subsidizing new users may 

be feasible, or some recovery of-the past sunken capital costs can be obtained. While the 

exact financial figures of each year may be disputable, the trend is reliable. Continuing 

the current operation of GAP system operation will provide a financial smvlus when only 

considering O&M costs unti I FY 2016-17 at whjch point it may begin Lo breakeven or 

operate at a slight loss. When taking into account the snnken capital investrnen1·s the 

GAP is operating in a deficit unlil FY 2021 ~22 when the investments are completely 

repaid. 

1 
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FIGURE 36. Projection of current GAP operating conditions, non-OCSD. 
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Scenario B:_ Breakcve1; Demands or.Rates 

Tile second financial alrcnrnt0ive scenario examined in this stucly see.ks lo adj ust 

eilher the rate charged to .Retailers for GAP water or the quantity of GAP water 

demanded in orcler to reach an amrnal breakeven cqlli libriurn between expenses and 

revenues. Tn order to change the GAP sales rate the agreements with each of the 

Retailers would have to be negotiated again. Assuming that che Ret11ilcrs would oppose 

such an increase in sales rate, the renegotiation may need to occur ul u tirne that the 

agreements cai\ be tenninated as discussed in Chapter 3 with agreement dates presented 

in Table 1. For the purpose of this study it was assumed that the rates could be freely 

negotiated at any time and thut the rate structure would be simplified to two i,cparate 

rates: OCSD and all others. The simplified ra(es would remove special rates that exist 

for end--users located in Mile Square ))ark within the City of Fountain Valley. The 

second approach to balance the expenses wil'h the revenues waf> perforrned by adding 

additi.onal dema1~d to the GAP system. In practice, this would require new end-user 

connectioJ1s to tbe existing system without any additional capital. or O&M costs for 

OCWD. Since this approach requires the GAP treatment plant to produce, pump, and 

disinfoct a larger quantity of water the associated. costs ,vere adjusted according to the 

unit cost of production established in Sc~aario A: Continue Current Practices. Although 

the lRWD supply is not guaranleGd as influent into the GAP system, a third analysis was 
. ~ 

perfonned holding the ral:c and demand constant but adding in the no-co~ ~ :D supply 

in order to break even the costs and revenues. 

The three analyses were performed for hvo separate FYs: 2013-14 and 2016-17. 

The first FY, 2013-14, was chosen because it is the first fully predicted year based upon 
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all of the assumprions listed previously. The first observation m.aclc about tbis particular 

year is thal when only the operational and 1irnintenance costs are considered, the GAP is 

profitable. Since there is a profit lhore are no calculations to perform .in order to balance 

the costs and revenues. When considering the addition of sunken costs, them exists a 

significant difference between revenues and costs. The calculations and respective values 

for the three analysis of FY 2013-14 are presente<l in Table 105 through 107, in Appendix 

B. The rate required to break.even all costs, including sunken, with revcmics for FY 

2013-14 would be $1,202 per AF sold. This new rate woukl be an increase of232 

percent and would exceed the City of Fountain Valley and City of San.ta Ana potable 

rates. This result is unacceptable because charging this much for water would cause all 

end-users within these cities to be motivated for conversion buck to the higher quality and 

cheaper potable water supply. When looking at only increasing demand to cause a 

brcakcven for all costs, including sunken, a new demand of 8,292 AF would be required 

annually. This would be an increase of 209 perct:nt, effoctively tripling the current 

projection of GAP demand for the FY. This quantity exceeds the normal operating limits 

of tbe GAP treatment plant. Again, the result of this analysis is unacceptable because i i 

exceeds the constraints of the trealmen( plant and the new amount o!' demand is probably 

unrealistic for end-users located along the current distribution system alignment. The last: 

analysis for FY 2,013-14 is for lR. WD supply and shows that in order to bi:eakeven for all 

costs, lRWD would need to supply 2,098 AFY. This wouEd account for approximately 

53 percent of the GAP producti.on. This result is much more rcflsonablc than the previous 

two because within the past six years, IRWD has exceeded this quantity once. vVhilc 
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more reasonable, the amount off R. WD supply cannot be expected lo reach the six year 

peak every year, especially considering the option IR WD has to not provide any water. 

The second FY ex.:imiued, 2016-17, was selected bec:ause two major even ls will 

have occurred in 1he year prior: loss of M\VD subsidy and complete payoff of state 

loans. Without considering any increase in rates, demand, or IRWD supply there exists a 

loss for both the O&M and sunken capital viewpoints. Table 108 through 110, in 

Appendix B, present tile results for ihis analysis. \Vhen considering only a change in rate 

in order to breakcven the O&M cost's the rate would need to be $504 per AF. This ralc 

would be an increase of 18 percent to the projected rate forthat year. This rate will still 

be well below 50 percent oflhe potable ,v-ater rate witl1in each of the active Retailers. 

The rate change required when considering the additional sunken costs would be $ l ,3 83 

per AF. This would be an increase of 224 percent and would probably exceed the potable 

water rate within the City of Fountain Valley. The rate change for the O&M vi.cwpoint. i:, 

reasonable and would still represenl a significant savings for water users over potable 

supplies. The rate change required when considering all costs is probably not reasonable 

due to the loss of significant financial motiv11tion for recycled water usage. \Nhcn 

changing the quantily of GAP water dcnullldcd for the O&M. viewpoint, an increase of 

285 AF would be required to breakeven. This is a 7 percent increase in demand and 

. could be met by one large end-user, such as a school, park, or go! f course. When 

considering all of rhe costs, an increase of 7,869 AF is required. This is a 198 percent 

increase, again tripling the amount of the predicted demand. \Vhile this amount is le!>s 

than t:hc previot1s FY studied, it is not reasonable for the same reasons. When only 

considering rR.WD supply for the O&M viewpoint, a supply of209 AF would be 
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required for breakeveu. Th LS wouid represent a S percent or lolal :-;upply condition, and is 

well above l'he amount of water provided in cat:h of rbc past six FY s. 'When consiclering 

all of the costs, Ht \VD would need to supply 2,534 AF cf water 10 breukeven. This 

would represent 64 percent ofl'he torn] GAP production. Tile amount of watt:r provided 

for the O&M viewpoint is very reasonable ~nd expected. The sunken cost amount of 

water required for brc.akeven is unreasonable because it exceeds !he amount of water 

provided in any of the past six years. 

Scenario C: Microfilt:rntion Trec1tment 

The third financial scenario analyzed in this study exclusively regards a treatmeut 

plant drnnge. All other vat·iables and predictions have been held constnnt with the 

historical and continued current conditions <1S presented in Scenario A. The existing GAP 

trcatirient plant consists of flocculation, coagulation, and media filtration. The proposed 

treatment change would eliminate the need for these tlu·ee processes by supplying GAP 

water through the microfiltration process currently in use in the GWRS treatment plant. 

A pipeline connection between the microfiltration process and the disinfcccion Clear Well 

already exists, so very little capital investment would be required for the treatment 

change. The elimination of the GAP treatment plant would help t::> reduce operational 

challenges because staff would only have to operate one treatment plant iustead of two. 

The microfiltration process produces effluent that is similar in water quality to the 

existing GAP u·eatment plant processc~, except it produces better values for some critical 

constituents. The existing Fountain Valley pump station would renrni..n in use to provide 

pressure and flow to the GAP distribution system. The cos(s associated with demolishing 

and/or conversion of the existing GAP treatment plant is not addressed in tl1is aualysis. It .f. 
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is expected !'hat all of 1.he GAP ckrnand CL'll ld be produced through rhe rnicrofil Lrnlinn 

process at the appropriate w;:ter qnality levels, whi1.:h would eliminate the need for c.!Gep 

well groundwaier supplemcnlntion. The change in trcntment technology would need to 

be discussed with the M\V}) in ordt~r lo ensurr. continued eligibility for subsidy. 

Additionally, the change would need to be discussed wirh the RWQCB to ensure the 

recycled water permit remains valid. A central component to the vinbility of this scenario 

is the volumetric capacity of the microfil!ra1.ion trcatinent process. Jn order to supply 

effluent water to the GAP system. in addition to the G\NRS plan1, there needs to exist 

sufficient inflow from OCSD for both. Another capacity consideration would be for the 

microfiltration membranes to effectively treat a larger volume of water, approximately a 

7 to 8 MGD increase. As discussed earlier, there is currently a competition for the 

limited supply of flow from OCSD which would continue under this scenario and 

probably become more intense without the extra volume of deep well groundwater begin 

added. 

In order to determine the f.inancial al!ractivcness of this scem1rio, cstim!'ltes were 

created for the unit cost of each type of treatment based npon past expenditures. FY 

20 I 0-11 was selected for comparison between the two treatment alternatives. The 

esrimates were created by examining accounting records and operations reports from 

OCWD. The OCWD Operations staff reviewed d1e financial values and agreed with their 

accuracy. Table l 11 summarizes the trentn1cnt expenses associated with the existing 

GAP treallni!nt process. The first row of the table shows !be acre foot production of 

recycled water thl'ough the treatment plant. This is the arnouni of water produced by Lhe 
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the GV•/RS trcatrncnt plant combined. The lRV11D snpply has been removed because it 

did not cost OC\·VD anything 10 produce ir. The two chemicals used in the treatment 

plant are Alum for coagulation and Chlorine for disinfectio11. The Chlorination costs 

were excluded bt:causc they will be inetirred whether the treatment technologies remain 

the same or clrnnge to microfiltration. In p1ractice the microiiltration process may demand 

less chlorination bccansc it produces a higher water quality. There are two on-site 

electrical demands for the t1·eatment plant: influent pumping and J)lant processes. This 

number had to be partially extracled from a larger value because the treatment plant 

processes' elcctri.:al usage is lumped together with the Fountaiu Valley distribution 

pumping usage. OCWD Operat.ions slaffhns dete1mincd that 90 percent of the combined 

electrical usage is for the distriJ)utjon µumping; therefore only 'l O percent was used Lo 

estimate the usage for the treatment plant. The deep well groundwater pumping occurs 

off-site bot is mef'ered directly. Jn order to determine the labor and benefits component of 

the expense, all of the OC\VD staff time charged to the GAP activity code was obtai.ned. 

From thi:, value, the time for distribution maintenance staff was subtracted. This meaiJS 

that OCWD staff lime in 1Lie lab and engineering departments was Jen in the value. This 

was intentionally done because it is 111s0 included in the microfiltration labor and benefits 

estimation. The "All Else" category accounts for materials, media replacement, 

equipment, and treatment plant repairs. The Utiliquest expenses were subtracted because 

marking of the distribution system pipeline alignments for construction projects is not 

part of the treatment expense. Also the foel charges were removed from the catego1y 

because they are not direct ly associated with the treatment expenses. As noted in the 

j'-'-. •,-,c•.s·c .,.·~,,.,.>, ,..,,,.-.c-" •• ,,·~~-·;;; c , . .. c, ·,s>c,,,~,_~,,;,,,.,;. • . ,,;,a,,,·_., ·••'w'·>'-' .-,,, ... ,: . .;:;,:.o:..; ;.,;c.<:,w;--,·.,.,.~. , -~~ a ..... ,.--,,.·.·.•. , .... ,-e~. ·.,,:.;:~>-·,;c.>c ·.<!:.c .co·,;,-,-_-,-:,,..: ·,c.•/o.;w.,.,,..,_._ •. '·"' .-.~,,-:.:. -..,._.,_, -~'··· -~·.,• ••.• ·., .. ,-·, ., ,: ,.,, •. , .. ~.·, -~· [ 
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tabk the Lrnit cos! for prodn~tion of suitable recycled water effluent from fhe existing 

trcahnenl process is $ 149 per 1\ F. 

Tile second half of this scenario's analysis was 1<.)r micro filtration expenses. 

These values arc summarized in Table 112. Expenses associated with the initial influent 

screening are also included because this would be part of the alternative treatment. There 

are more categories shown within this part of the expense analysis because more 

accorn1tingcontrols have been instituted ·with.iu tl1e newer GVv7RS treahncnt plant 

processes. The microfiltrat.ion process does not use Alum, but does use sodium 

hypochlorite to reduce algae growth within the treatment cells as well as a proprietary 

cleaning chemical. The microfiltration process demands more labor than the existtng 

GAP treatinent plant because the microfiltration components have to be cleaned. and 

replaced more frequently. One advantage of the microfiltr.ation process over the existing 

treatment plant is tlrnt if there is a problem with some of the micro-filters, the remainder 

can still be used while the repair is made. If a problem occurs in the existing treatment 

plant, the entire plant needs to be shutdown in order io make the repair ceasing all 

produc1ion. The unit cost per acre foot of water produced through the microfiltration 

process is $71. This indicates that converting from the existing treatment technologies to 

the micro filtration process will be a large financial savings to OCWD operations as well 

as a simplification for the treatment plant operators and maintenunce staff 

l 
; 
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TABLE _ll l. GAP Treatment E~cnses and_lJnit Cost Fiscal Ycar_20 I 0--l l 

Category ------·-- Ex isti ng__G AP Expenses __ _ 

--····-····-- ____________ AF of Water_ Proch1c~d ·--·------·- ------·-·· · .. ______ 4,.398 .. 
Chemicals: Alum $5,852 
On--Site Elec. (lnfluent Pump & Plant) $50,805 
Oil-Site Elec. (Deep Well) · $34,51.6 
Labor & Benefits $489,592 
All Else (Except Utiliqucst & Fuel) $7\l:~L 

Total $654, I 06 
Un.it Cosr $149 ---·----- ---·---------------··---------

TABLE _I 12. _Screenjng/Microfiltralion Expenses and Unit Cost Piscal Year 201.0- l l. 
-~~atego1y______ Screening & M~~_rnfiltration __ 

AF of Water Produce_~- - ------------- 83,3 10 
Labor $2,553,000 

Elt:ctrical Power Treatment 

Electrical Po\ver ShopsiLab/Facilities 
Chemicals 
Maintenance Processes & Facilities 

Laboratory Testing 
Tools and Safely 
l\ifaterial ElectriL:al & Mainle1rnncc 
Outside Services 

- ~roc~s Optimizatio11 ~ _g_o_i~sulting 
Total 

Unit Cost 

$) ,864,609 
$74,503 

$1,052,737 
$177,242 

$152,216 
$3,120 

$7.500 
$3,000 

$37,332 

$5,925,259 
$71 

Sccnario_D: Change the O~WD Act 

The final financial scenario analyzed in this study is the re-classification of GJ\ P 

recycled water from "neutral" waler to "supplemental." A .. ". noted in the chronological 

history ofthe GAP, this change has occurred in the past. Near the initial startup of GAP 

supply services, the OCWD Board dcf:incd the recycled i ,a(cr as supplemental thereby 

increasing the value of th~ water substantially. The Retailer agreements, that define the 

; 
,t. 

sales rate of GAP water, were not renegotiated due to institutional barriers. This resulted 
;,.:-:. ~ .. ,, .. , .,._,,~ .• ,,:., .·.,:,i-"- " " :"·"-"'-A ,,.:;,;;;;.; .. ·.-=.,·. •;.w,,.-.-c.,o~.,:.,·~.l=:<'' ,;.:,:,,.,,:.,,.">s'.';·.:;,_,,,,._1;1"0-,.,::,;:,~.-""'"'.;. .. ..-.. ;;--..,·.s:.,;.,;,,._,_..,,,_ "-l>'."¥ ;; °"' o.. ,;; ... ,,.,, .... , ·.-., ;a·<:·.< .. ,,-..-,,,"'''· .-•• ,- .• ,._.,-,,,·:- .;, .,~ .;,; .. ;;;.<;.,-. •• , .-, .. ; .-.-...... ,0,,,.. · .,.,,, ,-. ·"·' :· ,,.···:-} 
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in II significant water pnrchm;c savings lo the Retailer agencies while OCWD did not 

obtain any of the financial benefits. Three years later the water redassified to be neutn,I 

again. In ()rder to better understand how the financial worth of recycled water clrnngcs, 

th~ Mesa Water District budget, esrinrnicd in Chapter 6, for FY 2013--14 has been 

presented in three ways: no GAP recycled water supply, classificaiion of GAP water as 

neutral, and classilication as supplemental. The three comparisons are presented in Table 

11 J. It has been predicted _in Chapt~r 6 that Mesa Water District will require 18,800 AF 

of wMcr for FY 2013-14. The BPP is set at 70 perce1lt for this yei:lr. Under the "no GAP 

water" column of the table, the entire water Slipply must be provided through imported 

water or grou11dwatcr supplies. Since a maximum of 70 percent of supply can be 

provided by t·he lower cost groundwater it is assumed that I J, 160 AF of groundwater 

would be purchased. The rcnrnining 5,640 AF ·would be provided through more 

expensive imported supplies. The ''Neutral" column of the- table represen1s the current 

classification of OAP water. Assuming 842 AF of GAP water is provided, tltc remaining 

water demand is 17,958 AF. Of this amount, only 70 pc~rcent of demand can be provided 

by groundwater resulting in 12,571 AF. The remaining 5,387 AF is provicled by 

imported water. Tt can be observed that use of GAP recycled \.Valer under the current 

classification of "neutral" decreases lhe n.eed for both groundwater and imported water 

supplies. The final column depicts what would occur if GAP water were classified as 

"s\1ppkmental." ln short, the amount of imported water is reduced by the amount of 

GAP water used, while the groundwater used is maximized lo 70 percent of' total wnter 

demand. 

. .. ~·.:~.-r,::..~.: ~,.,;.,.•. •;•,t:"!-r.,:..~.-.~.-;,- - :..;: ,!~·- ~2,_,.;-,~ ';-'j',-:'~'l'l.~t 
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TABLE 133. SupQ!_~mental vs. Neutral GAP Classification: '[\,fosa \Vater fY 20 13-14 
___________ N~_9A_P Ncutntl Su£Elemc11tal _ 
HPP 
Total Water Dc1.1wnd 
GAP 
Net \.Vattr Demand 
Imported 
Groundwater 

70% 70% 70% 
18,800 18,800 18,800 

0 842 842 
18,800 17,958 17,958 
5,640 5,387 4,798 

!_3~, 1_6_0 __ ! 2~._5_71 ___ 1_3! 160 __ 

Retailers would prefer the "supplemental'' wiiter cJassification of GAP recycled 

water because they WO\lld purchase l.ower cost groundwater instead of more expensive 

imported supplies. There me other water agencies within OCWD'sjurisdicrional 

boundary (hat also favor the "supplemental" classification due 10 the financfal benefits it 

would create for recycled water projects in their respective areas; including the City of 

Buena Park, IR\VD, am! the City of Anaheim. '!1)e current classificntioH acn1ally creates 

a disincentive for recycled waL~r projects to be developed. A change in classification 

would also increase the value of G\VRS water for re11se in addition to groundwater 

recharge. The change in classification to "supplemental" water wollld make the value of 

recycle.cl water near that of imported water supplies ancl <:rellfe large water purchase 

savings for Retailers. As shown in Table 114, in Appendix F, thii; hypothetical si1uation 

for Mesa Water District's FY 2013-14 would amount to about $330,000 in annual 

savings. fn order for OCWO to benefit from the increased worth, the Retailer agreements 

would have to be amended to charge Retailers a higher rate for purchase of GAP water. 

Table 11 5 is a modification of Table 114 by dou.bling the GAP sales rate to the Retailer. 

This criterion w_ould provide Mesa \\tater District with a savi.ngs of abour $25,000 

annually while doubling revenues for OC\.VD. This increase in GAP Retailer rate can be 
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applied without rnising end-user recycled ,vater rates. The change in classii'.icatio11 can 

generate more revenue for OCWD GAP sci1cs while saving the Retailer agencies water 

purchase costs wi/.hou.t raisi.ng end-user rates. This change in recycled water worth would 

greatly motivate the Retailers to add more end-users to the GAP system until they could 

replace all of their imported water demands with recycled water. Once that point is 

reached it would work aga inst the Retailer f'iJiancial situation lo continut~ adding recycled 

water use, unless the agencies wa5 also seeing an increase to lolal water demands. 

Since more groundwater could be pumped through ihe change 111 classif.i.cation the 

BPP would need to l>e reduced. A more detaikd study of the situntion should. be 

performed if the OCWD Board is interested in the change, however OCWD staff roughly 

estimates a drop of2 percent in BPP would be required. This de_crease in allowable 

groundwater supplies would probably not be welcomed by the OCWD member agencies 

who are not par!ieipating in recycled water projects. The change would also incn~asc 

coastal groundwater pumping which would probably increase seawater intrusion 

problems. The competition for the flows coming from OCSD could become more intense 

if demands for GAP and/or GWRS water were to increase. The greater financial 

incenti vc for devdopment of recycled water projects may result in reduced wastewater 

flows to OCSD due to their diversion into new recycled water programs. This is a 

concern for OC\:VD because flow reductions to OCSD would result in flow reductions to 

both the GAP and OWH.S, thereby increasing the level of competition for the flows. 

One method of reducing the costs associated with the GAP would be to 

tlisco.ntinuc its operation. In theory, tb execul"i.on of this scenario would immediately 
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stop the rm)(luction and distribution of GAP recyckd waler and the existing distribution 

system would be ,1bandoned. If this option were pursut:d, OCWD wo11)d probably lease 

and/or sell the exisring infrastructure to other ngcncies. How~vcr in practice, the 

abandomnent of the system cannot be made immediately. The complexity of several 

agreements wilh various termination dates and criteria would require o multi-year 

progression uf shutdown whicb would prob<1bly cause the financial situation to 

deieriorale until rhc final abandonment could take place. Since the Retailers have 

indicated that abandonment of the GAP system would be detrimental aDd the Retailers 

are also currta1tly producing revenue from recycled water sales, it is assumed that they 

would not mutually agree to tcrminarc the GAP service agreements. As shown in Table 

I, the various dates available for tennina.tion of the agreements do not coincide. 1 f 

OCWD were to decide during the summer of 2013 to abandon the GAP system, tile 

Retailer agreements would need to be honored until January 202).. It is assumed that the 

City of Huntington Beach's agreement can be-m:utually terminated since the City"is not 

currently involved with the GAP. With each Retailer's agreemenr terminating at 

diffcrenl times, the GAP system would provide progressively less and less recycled water 

while still having many of tht: same fixed costs, thereby havini a substanli,,l uegative 

impact on the financial situation. Figure 38 shows the change in unit profit/loss of the 

abandonment scenario compared with that of Scenario A. The total loss from OCWD 's 

perspective would he about $700,000, assuming tbat the GAP syslem was lo break even 

under the O&M viewpoint perpetually after FY 20 t 6-17 and that m. WD would not 

supply any water. The pertinent calculation can be found in Table 116, in Appe:ndix B. 

\ The final FY predicted, 2021-22, shows an abandomm:nt sunken cost bec~use the only 
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end-user for that year is OCS.D and they recc.iv~ the waler fi·ce of cost. That: final year 

the GAP system W0\1ld be p,·oduC"ing OCSD's demand without coliecting any revenue. 

The jump from FY 2020-21 is due to ihc complete repayment of CiP investment. The 

sunken cost perspective is not analyzed for total OC\VD loss because the same amount of 

sunken debt exists under both viewpoints, therefore the total loss would be the same as 

the O&M viewpoint. Table 117 through 12 l, in Appendix. B, show the analysis with 

decreasing production rates. Since each of the R.clai!er agreements has a termination elate 

that falls during the FY, the demand was adjusted proportionately to the part of the year 

covered by the agreement. This may not be accurate because GA.P usage can vary by 

season; however the trend and r<.:asonable estimates can sti ll be derived from the analysis. 

The OCSD agreement for GAP recycled water has been executed in conjunction with the 

GWRS agreement, and does not currently reflect a termination date. This agreement 

would have to be amended in 01·der for GAP supply to 1eGal!y cease. The IRWD 

agreement allows for the agency lo discharge water into the GAP system through its term 

which concludes on Jannaly 15, 2027. Therefore this agreement would have to be 

renegotiated or OCWD would have to receive the discharged flows in some alternative 

manner. One option would be to divert the flows into the GWRS system, assuming 

capacity exists and agreed upon infrastructure was constructed. The state loans may 

require an. immediate payment in the event that a decision ,vas made to-abandon the GAP 

system. 

From cbe historical infonnalion and projection1> 1ra(lc during the Retailer 

perspective analysis in Chapter 6, an estimated loss of re-.,:enue can be calculated. Tr.bk 
i 
i 

122 shows the historical and predi.cted data, five year annual average, and total annual l 
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loss oi:· revenue to all Rdailcrs. ll is e:-!imated that a cumulative annual loss to Retailers 

of about $144,000 w(iuld be avoided by abandonmcnl of the G1W. There will be a 

financial ioss to the OCSD becau~e they will need to find m1 alternative somce for 

recycled water or develop infrastrnct11re to distribute !heir own internal supply. The 

largest financial impact would be felt by the end-use.rs within the OC\.VD jurisdiction. As 

s~,JO ! · · · ·• · ···--...... ··· · ···· · ·· · · · -· - ····-· ··· · ··· · .......... ~ .. p • · - ..... . . . . . . . .... ... _. ....... - - - . .. ... . 

v-0-\'J(th Cc<tJll;;! 

... ..,::.---0 -S.M {A.IJJJ1llci:{1r,~n~) 
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FIGURE 38. GAP abandonment versus continued current operation. 

TABLE 122. Retailer Annual Loss in Revenue Due to Use of G/\P --·-- -----

Agency 
_1nnual R.:~venue/Savin~--- ______ _ Annual 

Average 2009-10 2010-ll 20Jl - 12 2012-.13 201.3- 14 - --------------------·- ---------------·-··--------··------------------- .. 
Fountain 
Valley 
Mesa 
Water 
Santa 

$(29,795) $(106,691) $(1 H,884) $(1 20,140) $(123,149) $(98,932) 

$1 1,428 $24,41-;_ $20,193 $9,726 $2,485 $13,649 

Ana $(] 7,505) $(17,979) $(25,884) $(27,48 l) $(28,005) $(23,371) 
Newport 

_ B.9_ach __ $Q.<),236) $J l? ,842)__ $(31,819) $(44,474)_ 5(51.7642__ .. ,$(35,027) _____ .. ______ ., ____________ .. , -----··---- Total: $(143,68,U 
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T/\BLE 123. F::Ucl-U~er Annual Savings Lost lo Abandonment of GAP .. ~-····-·-·-· ··----·~·--········-·-··----·---------- ·J------~---·-·--- - ------.-··- ·-· .. ------·---·------·----- ·---

End-User 2009-10 2010 .. 11 

-··-· ··Grnup ............... G,-\ r ....... .. Potabic __ Savings .. -·-·GAP·--········ Potable . ···-Savi1.1f'~.--
Fountai11 
Valley 

Mesa W,iter 
Sm.11a J\na 
Newport 

$541,616 
~300,334 
$52,097 

$1.,0!0,25l $468,625 
SJ,042,186 $741,852 

SI 85,856 . $133,760 

$538,626 
$265,855 

$67,673 

$1,271,9S2 

$948,724 
$239,083 

$733,356 
$682,869 

$171,409 

······ - ·?-~~!::Q. ___ ···-_$_140,95'.> . - ~±Q~,5?_? __ .~]§},~92 $!J8,672. ... -.. $~.2?.ii~} _ _J_?:!_6,7~~1-. 
---·-----··· Totnl.: ··--·--····- $1,605J39 ...... _ Total: ···-··------- $1,834,408 _ 

······-------~-.. ------~---
End-User 

-· Oro~--····- GJ\l) 
Fountain 
Valley 

Mesa Water 
Snnta Ann 
Newport 

$572,859 
$282,907 

$95,633 

2011-12 

Pol'able --···· Snvi.ngs 

$1,378,344 

$1,04-5,363 
$3313,120 

$805,484 

$762,456 
$242,487 

-----··-·---

GAP 

$591,899 
$298,399 
$100,870 

2012-JJ 
Potable Savi.nos .~ --'--'----·--··· ·-··~-·--

$1,406,822 $814,923 
$1,100,382 $801,983 

$338,120 $237,250 

---·· Beach __ . __ $141;486. __ $475,992 - · $334.506 , _ $149,234 $521,848 $372_jl5 _ 

. __ $2,226, 770 ._ ··-··-·········----··········--·_ro_tal: $2,144,933 T...;.o_ta_l : __ _ 

·-------- ·------ -
End··lJser 2013-14 

- ··· Orotlf} ____ .. ____ GAP-----·· Potable __ Saving~ _ 
Fountain 
Valley 

Mesa Water 
Santa Ana 
Newport 

$604,735 $1,406,819 
$304,462 $1,155.401 
$ l 02,919 $338,120 

$802,085 
$850,939 
$235,201 

-··-·-- ~~<!gJ) ____ ··· $ l 52,265. __ . __ Ji553,948. __ S401 ,682 _ 

5 Year Annual Average 

$2,020,372 

-·--··-·-·· ----· ---· -· 'J ·o ta]: _ ·-- --·· $2,289, 9W --·-·· ··--·---··------··----··-·--·--···-··· 

shown in Table J 23, the five year average annual ~umulative increase in ,vatcr 

expenditures by end· users, ex.eluding OCSD, to pmclrnse potable water instead of GAP 

recycled water is mor~~ lhan $2 million. This s tudy does not analyze the additional costs 

associated with infrastructure required to switch user connections from recycled water to 

,. 
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potable supplies. These additional costs would have to be borne by the Retaikrs and eu<i-· 

users. 

The non-monetary benefits of recycled water use in northern Orang,c County 

wou Id also be lost. One lost benefit would be the decrease in coastal pumping. If GAP 

were abandone.d, the Retailers would need to supply an r1dditional 2,900 AF. The seven 

year average BPP is 68 percent which means that an additional 1,972 AF of wor.er would 

be pumped frorn the groumlwoter aquifer along (he coast line. Tbis would most likely 

exacerbal-e seawater intmsion problems. These figures assume that OCSD would not 

demand water from a Retail water agency, but would instead replace their GAP demand 

internally. The second benefit lost lo the abandonment of the GAP system would be loss 

of water conservation. Retai.lers are constantly looking for ways to conserve water 

resources and would loss the advantage that recycled water provifles them in achieving 

their conservatton goals. Tbircl, the region's water portfolio would be concentrated into 

groundwater and imported water supplies. The reliability and other water resource 

marnigement advantages of having a third source of water supply would be lost to the 

abandonment. One possible advanlage of abandoning the GAP system would be that 

competiti.on fo r flows from OCSD would be eliminated and more flows could be 

provided lo GWRS. This may increase the GWRS tseatmcnt plant production resulting in 

more groundwater recharge along the Santa Ana River through rnid-basin injection 

' projects and at the Anaheim spreading grounds. 
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CHAPTER 8 

OTHER RECYCLED V./ATERPROCiRAMS 

In order to better understand the GAP, information 11bout the rccyded watt:r 

projects administered through other public agencies was sought for comparison. ln order 

to receive the information iu a timely 1mm.ncr, infonirnl communication methods were 

used. The responses received from staff at the other agencies can be found in Appendix 

E. The responses were received either via email correspondence or over t:hc phone and 

notes were taken. While the information collected is from staff ::i.t the respective agency, 

it may not accur{ltely re1lccl the official opinion of the agency. The infornial approach to 

collection of response allowed rbe process to be significantly shortened. AH of the 

agencies were asked the same list of questions about the sm.1rce of recycled water, hov,1 

the recycled water is sold and at what rate, if any subsidies arc recci.vcd, portion of 

potable wnter supplied by groundwa1er, types of end-user recycled water rntegories, 

annual production quantity of recycled water, unique challenges to implementmion and 

expansion of recycled water projects, recovery of capital expenses through sales of 

recycled water, and any additional co1.mnents. A summary of rate comparison is 

presented in Table 124. lt is important to recognize tha1 the water availability, politit:al. 

siruation, and motivarions for each respective agency are ctifferenr and carry a vari11ble 

.intluence upon the rcsptctive recycled water programs. 
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TABLE l24. Other Recycled Water 1\_gency Rate Comparison with GAP 

Lowest 2013- 14 Rate Percent Difference 

- ·----··-·-·-- ------···-· ($iAJl ......... _ ______ with GAP __ ·-·· 
GAP $361.60 
\Vest Basin $8&8.00 )45.58% 
Long Bench $531.47 46.98% 
lEUA $215.00 -40.54% 
lR\VD $483.52 33.72% 

SoulhBay__. ________ $932.00 ··--------···-·- · 157.74% ··~--

The \Vest Oasin J\fonicipal Water District is located in. western, central, and 

southern Los Angeles County. The agency is i member of M\>lD and also draws wat~r 

fi:om an adjudicalccl groundwater basin. The source of'West Basin's recycled water is the 

secondary ertlucnt from the City of Los .Angeles' Hyperion treatment plant. West basin 

purchases this seconGlary effh1cnr for $7 .50 per AF. The sale of recycled water produced 

by West BasiJJ can be complicated because there are seven diffel'ent rates associated with 

various water ret-ail agencies and water qucllity levels. \Vest Basin does not sell directly 

to lhe end-user, but rather to a retail water agency. There is an exception to this 

arrangement in that West Basin docs sdl directly to somG oil refineries. The lowest rate 

for sale of recycled water for the 2013-14 FY is $888 per AF. West Basin also provides 

potable water to lhe retailers for $1,} 06 per Ar. The recycled rate is therefore about 20 

percent bel.ow the potable rate. A NlWD LRP subsidy is received by West Basin in the 

amount of $250 per AF. Other funding for West Basin operations is provided through 

stand-by charges, property taxes, sales rates, and fixed payments from oil refineries. The 

recycled water pro.gram is not typically viewed or analyzed fmancially separate from the 

F 
;; 

•· , 

i 

other water production and sales opera(ions of West Basin. Some of the initial capital t 
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invest1i1,~nt was provided through Army Corps of Engineers grants. The amount of 

grounch\1atel' used for potable supplies is 20 \0 25 percent due to the adjudicafad 

groundwater basin. The V./est Basin recycled water progran1 satisfies about 30,000 AF of 

demand annually with roughly a third going to irrigation, sea water intrusion barrier, and 

oil refineries respectively. The system consists of about J 20 miles of pipeline nnd the 

demand is expected to incr.:::.ase In 40,000 AFY in the next FY with a current end goal of 

50,000 AFY. The cities within lhe jurisdicti..onal area do not have specific policies 

requiring use of recycled water other than th.estate water code. West Basin helps encl" 

users with connection foes, low interest loans, and special financing options to help offset 

conversion capiral expenses . Clrnllenges unique to West Basin are thal five differmt 

recycled water qu<1lities are produced and c.leli.vered to various end-users anct retail 

agencies, there are five separate types of treatment plant, marketing of the system has 

lacked, there may bt: overlaps in. costs due to c;omplexity of lhe system and lack of 

operational measurements, the influent from the Hyperion treal'Jnent plan can vary, and 

the backwash imd solids harnllii1g from the n~cycled water treatment plants are treated on

site. It is estimated that the capital and operational costs associ.atcd with supply to the oil 

refineries are 110t being sufAcienl ly recovered because of the outdated agreements that 

favor the end .. user. The irri gation supply costs are currently recovering investment 

expenses. West Basin has fmmd success in expanding the recycled water program 

bec:ause the ratepayers favor the l.ower cost water as opposed to the alternative of 

expensive imported supplies. 

· The GAP also receives secondary effluent from a sewage treatment plant, bu! 

does not pay for it like West Basin. Also similar to West Dasin, the GA-P system sells 
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effluent to water relailers and not directly to end-users with lhe exception of OCSD. 

Excluding the OCSD agrc,;mcnt, the lowest rate for GAP water is $361.60 per AF. This 

means that if only compari.so.n is made by t·he lowest recycled water rate charged, West 

Basin is charging at least 146 percent more per unit of water than OCWD. \Vhik GAP 

Retailers sell the water to end-users at 20 percent below the potable rate, except Mesa 

Water Distric~ that sells for IO percent less, OCWD sells the water to tl1e Retailers at a 

much lower rate. V./esl Basin takes on all maintenance, like OCWD, and their 

agreements do not pass any revenue onto Lile retailers, unlike OCWD. OCWD also 

receives the same M\~lD subsidy while collecting revenues from waler sale.s and a small 

amount of property tax. While OC\:VD does not supply potable water, it dc>es s~t the 

percentage of demand that can be pumped from groundwate.r supplies, typically around 

68 perce1f' West Basin produces about four times as much recycled warer as OCWD and 

dis1°ributes it through a pipeline system about three times longer. Unlike \Vest Basin, 

OCWD docs not currently subsidize or provide financing for new end-user connections. 

OCWD also has a large end-user, approximately 60 pcrc;cn.t, that purchases recycled 

water at a rnte lower than the cost to prnduce, whieh is similar 10 West Basin's oil 

refinery arrangements. 

City of Lou.g_!3each 

The City of Long Beach Water Department supplies potable and recycled water to 

end--users. The City is located just northwc3t o[OCWD'sjmisdictional boundary. The 

recycled water provided by Long Beach is supplied by the Sanitation Distrjcts of Los 

Angeles County's Long Beach Water Recfamation Plant This arrangement. separates 

treatment plant and distribution system facilities' ownership. The arrangements also 
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allows for water to be further treated in ihc J ,co J. Vander Lans Advanced \Vatcr 

·rn~atrnent Facility which p.rovidcs water for the Alamilos Scc:1watcr lntrrision Barrier. 

The Ahunitos Barrier is operated as a joint effort between OCWD and Los Angeles 

County to prevent seawater from intruding into beth Orange and Los Angeles Counti<::s. 

The sales rate of recycled water to end-users is separated. into three categories: 

" Peaking," "Non-Peaking," and "Tnterniptiblc.'' The '·Non-Peaking" and "fnterrnptiblc" 

rates arc the lowest and are set at$ 1..2?. per l 00 cubic feet p !us daily service i'ee, or 

$531.47 per AF. The "Peaking" rate is for end--users that demand waler during the nigl1t, 

the'"Non .. Peaking" is for eml-users that also lake water du.ring the day and me typically 

industrial, and tl1e "Interruptiblt:" rate allows for a one week interruption in supply. The 

potable rate for irrigation and industrial users is about $1,062 per AF. This means th.at 

recycled water is sold at a 50 percent discount to rhe end-users. Long Beach has obtained 

fonding from the United St.ates Bureau of Rccl.amntion bul does not rceeive the M.WD 

subsidy. The City was an early ado1iter of recycled 'Nater ,md therefore implemented its 

use before the MWD subsidy was created. As a result, the subsidy only applies to new 

ql!antilics of imported demand replaced with recycled water and the City is not able to 

meet the mininmm annual quantities. The City h11s adji1di.cared groundwarer righls to 

supply about 50 percenr of their potabk demands, or :n,OOO AF annually. The end-users 

of Long Beach's. recycled water arc 20 percent industrial, '.-10 percent seawater barrier, 

and 50 percent irrigation. The City operates about 62 mile!; of pipeline lo distribute the 

recycled waier and total annual demands arc roughly 6.000 AF. The City does not have a 

policy requiring r~cyc1ed water use other than the state wMcr code and only has one dual. 
~-. 

plumbed building. The City's system was consl.rucrcd :n the I 970s with the primary t 
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objective of replacing oil extraction replenishment waler from potable to recycled 

supplies. Today this use accounts for aboul l 7 percent of the recycled waier produced. 

The City docs not perform accou111ing in a way to separate i:ecyclcd waler from potable 

because they an; considcre<I the sa_mc water supply portfolio. For this reason it is not 

possible to determine if capitnl costs have been recovered exclusivdy by recycled water 

revenue. New recycled water projel'.is are analyzed based upon how much impor!ed 

water suprlies they will replace minus the ]oss of revenue caused by selling recycled 

water at a rnte lower than potable. The City has nor expanded the system very much 

within. the past l 0 years bccaus.:: the large encl-users have already been added to tJ1e 

system and other large users would require more distribu tion piping investment. 

The GAP differs from Lhe City of Long Beach situation in that the City does not 

own and operate the treatment plant, the City is a retail waler agency and therefore the 

City views recycled wnter supplies differently than the wholesaler type role that OCWD 

plays. The City sdls recycled wot er for at least 47 percent more than OCWD .in<l has 

defined varying rates bas.!d upon time of demand. OCWD does not have a dis(inclion of 

tim.cfrmne for demands. The lowest recycled water ral'e provides a 50 percent discount 

from the pot;iblc rate, whi le the highesl provides a 30 percent discount. As mcnrionecl 

previously GAP encl-users currently receive a 10 to 20 percent discount, but OCWD sells 

at a discount exceed ing_ 69 percent when compared to potable rates. Large grant funds 

were not secured for the GAP capital investment like they were for the City; therefore the 

City does not carry the same hurd1~n of capitc1l repayment'. As mentioned in C:bapter 3, 

other than OCSD demand , the GAP primarily supplies recycled water for iJTigation users, 

which is similar to the L()11g Beach situation. The City distributes slightly less recycled 
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waler each year than OC'WD; however !hey do so through a system that is about a thiFd 

larger. Since the City has obtained capital funding from outside sources, it is not 

burdened with 1bc !ask of long tc:nn debt repayment, therefore it cnn afford to distribute 

less water over grcarni' ctisrnnces than OCWD can. The Long Beach distrib1-1tion systc1n 

has not seen very much c>~pansion in the past IO years which is also the case for the Gf\P. 

Tn!and EmJlire Utilitles Agency 

The 1n!and Empire Utilities Agency (TEUA) is located northeast of OCWD's 

jmisdictional boundary in San 13crnardi110 County. The agency provides wastewater 

service and imporie<l water deliveries to eight other ageucics. The wastewater service 

provided by l EUA is tht source of recycled water within its distribution system. The 

treatment process is traditional tind meets Title 22 requirements. lEUA sells recycled 

water in two caregories: direct sale and recharge sale. The lowest rate is that of direct 

sale nnd is currently set .at $215 per AF, increasing to $290 per AF in the FY of20 I ,1. l 5. 

Similar to OCWD, lEUA sells recycled wMcr lo retailer agencies who in turn sell it to 

end-users. The retail rate for potabl.e zn<l recycled water purchases by end.-users is 

different within each retail agency. Since data is lacking, each TEUA me1nber agi;ncy is 

assumed to take the same amount or water and for simplicity it. assumed tbal all water use 

is through the lowest cost tier. These assumptions arc not accurate, but will provide a 

broad picture of the situation. Of the five retail agency rates provided, the average end·· 

user rate for purchase ofrecycled water is $580.22 per AF, indicating anrnrkup of 

$365.22 per AF, or 70 percent, by the retail agency. On average the recycled water is 

sold ai 21 percent discount from potable wmer. JEU A receives a subsidy for recycled 

water produced from MW D's LR.Pin the amount of SI 5;~. per AF up to 13,500 AFY. 
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\,Vi thin JEUA ' !; boundaries, about 61 percent of potable supplies come from grounclwntcr 

and 23 percent from imported supplies. Tile percentage of application use for recycled 

water in FY 2011-- l 2 was as follows: 64 percent agriculture: and irrigation, 7 percent 

induslrial, and 29 percent groundwater recharge. JEUA clish·ibutes the upproximate 

annual .recydcd water quan.tity of about 31,000 AF througJi toughly 70 miles ofpipeline. 

The cities and retail water agencies within IEUA's boundaries 1lave adopted recycled 

water use ordinances. JEVA has found challenges in the capital expenses associated with 

conversions costs afl<l long payback periods. The agency has not been able to recover all 

of its recycled water capital expenses. The slow amount of recycled water expansion that 

1EUA has been able to encourage came as a result of water conservation effo11:s and grant 

or favornb[e loan programs. 

The GAP is acl1i1inistered through the loca.1 retail water agencies in a. way similar 

to IEVA. Since lEUA is a wastewater agency, it has motivarions to !iud financially 

favorabk discharge methods J:or the efflueni, while OCWD 's motivations lay within 

reduction:; of groundwater demand. IEUA seJls its recycled water to recai I agcm~ics at a 

rate about 41 percent lower tlian OCWD, passing more of the potential reveuue gains 

onto the rctal°Jer. lt appears that the rapid i111crease in recycled water rates by lEUA may 

shift some n~venue back from the retailers. lhe average markup from recycled ,..vatcr 

purchase to sales rate by !he GAP Retailer~ is 156 pen;.cnt, about double tha( of the lEUA 

retailers. The IEUA end-user recycled water over potable water discount of 21 percent is 

very similar to the GAP discount of l 0 to 20 percent. The IEUA subsidy from MWD is 

less per AF than that of GAP, but is eligible for much larger quantity. The cnd--user 

;..• 

1 
application ofrccyclcd water to recharge the groundwc1ter aquifer is not defined as such j 
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at OCWD. While OC\V.D docs recharge ground·water with highly purified recycled waler 

through the GWRS program, it docs not use the GAP water for such purposes. Similarly 

with 1EUA, the GAP program has not :;een very much expansion after the ini.tial large 

. w,ner users were added during the project's early stages. 

Irvine Ranch Water District 

JRWD is located partially within OCWD's boundaries and adjacently on the east. 

As prcvionsly described, IRWD maintains$ recycled wale1· system with the primary 

objective of discharging treated wastewater tlows. A unique relationship exists between 

lRWD and OCWD in relation to the GAP system. During the winter months when 

TR \J./D encounters an excess of recycled water supplies, m. WD has the option to 

discharge some recxcled water _tlows into the GAP system while OCWD stops operation 

of the GAP treatment plant. JR WD encounters this excess supply during the rainy season 

because end··UScrs wi.thin its area do not demand as much irrigation water but the 

wastewater flow rcmoins constant. IR.WD operates two recycled water treatment plants: 

the Michelson Water Recycling Plant and the Los Al isos Water Recycling Planl. The 

IvJichelson plan.I produces about 18 to 19 MGD of rccyclccl water while the Los Alisos 

µrodu ces about 4.5 MGD. The treatment process is traditional with primary, secondary, 

and filtration treatment with chJorinntion disinfection. lRWD h:-:s instituted a complex 

tiered wciter rate structure for both potable and non-potable deliveries. For purposes of 

comparison, the base rates are considered here. Recycled water is sold ciircctly to the 

end--user from IR.\VD for $483.52 per AF which is a 13 percent discount from the IRWD 

potable rate. Other rates exist for different service areas or end-user applicarion, bui 

these munbers reflect the majoiity of service. The majority of end-user recycled ,vater 
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use is for irrigntion or landscaping and agriculture, allhough. applications abo include 

industrial, coo!ing, and dual plumbed buildings. IRWD distribules about 22,000 AFY 

through at least 473 miles of pipclin.:.. Expansio11s have been found financially viable in 

new residential developments because the majority of capital costs arc plac,cd upon the 

developer instead of the water agency. Since IRWD is the only water retail.er and 

wastew;iter purveyor in its service area it hus the uni4uc oppo1tunity to mast.er phm all of 

the distribution and faci lities while placing some expenses upon developing parties. 

Some unique challenges lo IRWD's recycled water program include the effect of rainfall 

on demand, management of the many recycled water storage reservoir levels and long 

tcm1 supply oullook, and dealing with the Division of Safety of Dams for the reservoir 

darns. 

The amount of recycled water produced by lRWD is about three times as nn1ch as 

by GAP aud it is distributed tlu·ough pipelirn!s about J 3 times longer. IR WD has been 

able to justify such a large distribution system because it-reduces wastewater efl1ucnt 

costs and developers have borne some expenses. The GAP system wa.!i planned ro serve 

resicle1\tial end .. users at point, similar to IR \.VD. Aft~r the capital i_nvestrnent was made to 

serve some residentinl cnd-l!sers, cross connection issues led to a prohibitive problem 

ceasing tile service. In order to continue the residential service more capital investment 

would be required in order to prevent futmc cross connections. Large residential lots are 

also not as abundant in the GAP service area as they are in the IRWD recycled water 

service area . IR.WD recycled.water is $Oki for 34 percent more than GAP water, however 

thar is to the end-user so tbc::re is no middle agency producing revcnne. The financial 

benefits of treating wastewater and distribt1ting it as recycled water are not reali7.e::cl by 
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OCWD like they are to iR WD. Since OCVi'O and OCSD are separate agencies, the 

financial benefit of Wftstewalcr discharge is losl. While rainfall will also reduce end-user 

recycled walor dcJlland in 1he GA.I' service area, iL dor;is not µlay as signific,mt a role as in 

JRWD's area. The GAP does not encounier reservoir or long term storage issues like 

JRWD because its supply is produced almost daily. This is primarily a result of the lower 

quantity of demand and also the alternative wastewater discharge in the GWRS system. 

South Bav Water Rec_yclii).gj>ro_gram 

'foe South Bay Water Recycling Program is located in lhc southern Bay 1\rea or 

California. The program is primarily administered through the City of San Jose. The 

recycled ,vater program wa::. developed in response to judicial and regulatory pressure to 

reduce wastewater discharges into environmentally sensitive habitat. The treatment. plant 

utilizes lraditional processes for primary, secondary, and secondary filtration and 

disinfection. As described in Chapter 2, the recycled water is delivered to end-users 

through four separate retail water agencies: City of Jvfilpitas, ·City of San .lose, City of 

Santa Clam, and the San Jose Water Company. The average end-user rate for recycled 

water purchase i~ $932 per AF, whicb is a discount of 41 J>ercent from po tub le supplies. 

So nth Bay has received granl fui)ding from the United States Bureau of Reclamation and 

the Ameri,cau Recovery and Reinvestment Act. Approximately two-thirds of the end

user application is for irrigation and one-third for industrial. The program distributed 

about 12,275 AF in 2012 through roughly 140 miles of pipeline. According to the email 

correspondence with the agency it is unlikely that South Bay hm; heen able to recover the 

capirnl investment madt) into the recycled ·water program. 'f11e program has found 

success because it is a locally available an<! sustainable rc-:-sour<;e. 
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A key difference between the Grccu Aces Pro]ecl and the South Bay Pro11ram it; 

the geographic location. The wnter industry and portfolio specifics are cliffcn)nt between 

the two regions along witll the motivations for development. However, both syslem were 

consfructed. within existing urban communi.ties, distribute recycled water through retail 

water agencies, and the end-user combinations arc very sinnilar. The potable and 

recycled water rates are much bigher in the South Bay area than the GA}>. Recycled 

water is sold 158 percent m()re in the South Bay program than GAP. South Bay 

distributes about twice as muc;h recycled water as GAP tlu-ough a system tbat is about 4 

limes longer. The program is relatively young when cor:npared to the other recycled 

water systems in th.is study and. therefore does not have a complete financial analysis 

available. Regard.less of whether the recycled water system is sustaining itself 

financially, it .is fulfil.ling t.he regional need of redllcing w.istcwatcr efnuent dischorgc 

into the sensitive environmental habitc1ts of the South Bay. The alternative of large fines, 

l:,ad publicity, a1~djuclicial intcrvet1tio11 arc not a tolerable solution, thercf<:1re the Soll th 

Bay progrnm can be considered a success regardless of its fi rnrncial s.ituation. 

f 
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CHAPTER 9 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

Conclusions 

The; hydraulic and financial modeling of the GAP system have led to many 

conclusions that be used to make fot'ure decisions. The EPANET hydraulic rnoclel was 

used to simulate proposed changes to the distribution system piping, changes in demand 

quantities, 11nd provided insights into the various changes. The first scenario modeled 

prc<lictcd t:bc hydraulic eftects of the expected future demands on the GAP sys!em. The 

primary change being that of the large OCSD end-user demand <lramat-ically decreasing. 

The model showed lower pressures were experienced throughmit tbt~ system as a result of 

the drop in over<1U system demand. The modeling did not indicate th.al' pressures would 

drop dramatically, but this drop may result in service corn1cction problems in Newport 

Beach. Since Newport Beach end-users arc located at a relatively high elevation, end of 

distribution branch, and consist of some forge irrigation demands tbcre already exists 

occasional pressure problems with ·lhe system. Any drops in the pressure won Id most 

likely exac.erbate the ex.isting problems. The second scenario tha'; was modeled built 

upon the expected lower demand of the future and severed one of the distribution system 

loops. The break would be intentional so that a section of pipeline could be used it)J' an 

alternative project. The modeling of this scenario resulted in stagnant !lows in what was 

the northern distribution loop. During low demand periods the end .. users an: taking flow 

{: , .. 
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lo the south therefore the waler in the pipeline to the north cannot move to help support 

ihe flows. T!tis may pose a water quality problem due to a reduction in disinfo::lion 

residual experienced as tho recycled waler ages. The loop break showed litdc effect on 

pressures within the system and no effect OJl the v,:ater lcvds in tbe s~orage reservoirs. 

The velocities within the system changed dramatically, bu! \\iere still well below speed of 

concern for pipeline integrity. The thi~d scenario was sirnilm to the second in that it 

modeled a break in a distribution system loop. This break also took place intentionally to 

support an alternative project, but is localed in the southern loop of the sy:;tem. The 

results are very similar to tlrnl or the second scenario except stagnant Hows were not as 

abundant. The southern loop also feeds the Newport Beach bnmch whi.ch experienced a 

drop in pressure that may be of concern. During .reak demand periods the pressure at the 

end of the Newport brauch dropped slightly below 60 psi, which is the minimum pressure 

stated in the service agreement. The final hydraulic scenario modeled \Vas a large 

.increase in end .. user demands that would generate enough sctles revenne to balance all of 

the projects expenses, including sunken capital cqsts. The scenario proved unreasonable 

for multiple reasons and should not be attempted without dramatic changes to the 

system's i11frastructt:1re. The large 11mount of extra demand required to balance t·hc 

finances would more than double the existing demand without increasing the distribution 

area. This is not probable because the majority of potential large demand end-users 

loct=1ted along the existing pipeline alignments are already taking recycled watc-:r. The 

larger: demand required would aiso stress the existing tre-:-itment plant and won Id require 

more influent flows. The larger amount of tlow moving thrnugh the same sized 

distribu.ti.on system created pressure drop concerns and dangerous pipeiine velocities. r 
' · ~-
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The financial analysis cf the existing opcnition, futnre npcratioll, and potential 

changes to the system provided. valuable insights. 1t was generally found that the GAP 

has operated in a slate of ptoill when only com;jdering OjJCrational and maintenance costs. 

Capital finance expenses remain that would need to be repaid regardless of the GAP 

system's operation. When the sunken capital costs are consi.dered, the GAP has clenrly 

opernted at a financial loss. The future of the GAP system is filled with various decisions 

and competitions for limited resources. From the OCWD point of view the. GAP 

competes with the GWRS for s~condary treated wastewater flows from OCSD and trents 

water to lower water quality standards. From the Rctaikr and end-user perspectives, the 

recycled ;,vater provided by GAP is a way to conserve precious high-quality water 

sources, reduce demands for irnµorted water, and diversify water portfolios. Analysis 

was performed for multiple scenarios including continuing current operation, uses sales 

rates or increased demand to recover annunl capital financing expenses, changing the 

treatment plant technology from media filtrntion to rnici-ofiltration, abandoning the 

system, and modifying the definition of recycled water contained in the OCWD Act. The 

continuation of current ope::rations would generally rcisult in a breakeven cost benefit from 

the OC\.VD perspective ofO&M. starting in the FY of201.6-! 7. The analysis rook into 

ac.:count changes in OCSD demand, historical trends for expenses and rate increases, debt 

repayment, repair budgets, and subsidy expiration. When the free supplies from lRWD 

into the GAP distribution system c1re consid~red as part of the continued operation, the 

program remains fairly profitable, unless sunken capital cos~_are consid.ered in which 

case the system maintains an annual loss. H was dclermincd that increases in end-user 

demand can balance the sunken financial costs, but are highly unlikely to be achieved. 
' f 
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Increases co the sales rate of GAP waler would more easily bu!l)nce the financi<1I. ·situation 

hut would n.x.p1ire re-negotiable of complicated agreements with four separate retail water 

agencies. The change in rreat'mcnl plant technology from media 1·0 microl-iltration 

resulted in a favorable cosl s.ivings. The capital t~xpenses for the teclu10logies were 

ignored because they already exist as part of the existing GAP treatment plant and the 

existing GWRS treatment processes. There remains a quest.ion of available influent to 

the treatment plants lo supply both p1:ogram goals. The GWR.S mi<>rofiltrat.ion process is 

currenOy being expanded aud would probably result in excess capacity, in the short-term, 

~hilt can be ap_i)licd towards GAP flows. Abandonment of tbe GAP would cause a chain 

r<::nction nmong many agencies. The first vvoulcl be to OC\.V1) in the fonu o( lost stiles 

revenues while the production winds down. The process of abandonment would take 

several years because of the various agrcemen.t terms with Retailers. During that time 

OCWD would still need to operate the treatment plant, dislribut-ion facilities, and staff 

while generating a smaller amount of reveuue. It is estimated that OCWD would lose 

about $700,000 oveJ a 5 year period, excluding lR\VD flows. Combining rhc four GAl) 

water Retailers, a savings of approximately $144,000 per year can be realized because 

higher priced potable water would be sold to tneel the current recycled water demands. 

The largest financial impac t to abandonment of the GAP system would be lo the end

users. Tt is estimated that the ent-ire end-user pool would experience an mU1ual loss of 

over $2,000,000 du<:: to the higher price of potable water replacement supply. The change 

of recycled wntcr definition in the OCWD Act was adopted in the past but w;1s reversed 

shortly rhcrcafter. The reclassification of i·ecycled water as "supplemental" instead of 

"neutral" would essentially make its financial value equivalent to imported water because 

,, 
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it could replace imported supphcs at a n1tio of J lo l.. Under thG currcn£ "n::-t1t·ral" 

definition, GAP water reduces the total. water demand or each Retailer tberehy reducing 

the amount o.f groundwatcf and impo1tcd water needed. The "snpplernenral" wouid allow 

Rcrnilcrs to pu.mp more low cost groui1dwater and purchase less of the expensive 

imported v,iater. As an example, it was delennined that Mesa V./arer District could 

cxpcricnc<:: an annual wa(er purchase savings ofS330,000. 

M.any other infornrnt-ion was observed during the course of this hydraulic and 

financial study. Interviews with representatives from the Retail water agencies reveal a 

general consensus that abandoning the GAP system would be detrimental. F:'.\(en witb rhe 

increased rnainlena!ll:e, accounting, and inspections costs associ,1ted with a recycled 

water program, the Retailers realize the imE)orlance of the water portfolio diversity and 

that recydcd water is one of the 011ly ways they have to conserve potable water. This 

study primaiily ignores Oows from IRWD into the GAP because they are not guaranteed. 

Aller discussion with lRWD staff it is highly unlikely that lRWD would cease CiAP 

flows because if is cheaper for the agency to discharge treated wastewater cff:luen! to the 

GAP than to pay OCSD to take it. The primary factor that affects how much GAP water 

is proviclccl by IR WD is rainfall. When it rains more, then JR \VD provides more GAP 

water. The MW)) snbsidy will end ihe same FY that the capital rinances are repaid, 

2016-17. h has been found that the pl.mmed end--user demand for ihe GA.P service area is 

substnnlially great~r !fom that of the recent demand. The literatl1re review suggests that 

smaller distribution systems with concentrated demands tend to perform better 

finrrncially . Since the GAP does not produce enough revenue to cover both operational 

f and capital. expense, the capital expense must be suh::-idizcd by oiher revenues collec(cd r 
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by OC\VD. This indicates that the cntin: OCWD service area has been subsidizing the 

GJ\P. This is not necessarily a negative situation though because the GAP reduces 

coastal groundwater pumping thereby reducing seawater intrusion problcnis and 

preserving the high qua lily of groundwater availc1ble to the emire area. The GAP sales 

rate is based he.avily on the RA levied by OC\VD for groundwater extraction. This rate$ 

set annually and determined on the basis of groundwater replenishment costs. Since the 

rate is not set based on factors associated with the GAP, it is likely to increase, and 

therefore increase GAP sales rates, clue to iJlcreascd produc1ion goals of OCWD. 

The GAP was constructed within an existing urban environment anc.1 has managed 

to operate profitably when only considering O&M. However, tikc many other recycled 

waler systems, the GAP has not pi·ocluced revenues to support all of the project's costs. 

The lack of promised and new end-user ciernands, .operational efficacy studies, and 

competing prqjects have helped to cause tile GAP to remain in a state of overall financial 

loss. OCWD is recognized worldwide for its imj)lementation or the G\VR.S wnstewater 

treatment and potable reuse programs. The majority of OCWD staff attention has been 

focused upon these projects, !hereby le11ving the public geu.ernlly unaware of the GAP 

roe 

system and resulting in some misconcepiions about its operation and finances. Due to rh~ 

limited flows from OCSD, OCWD staff nmsl make policy decisions regarding the 

priority of flows for either the G,1-P treatment plant or the GWRS plan!. 

Recommei1datioJ1 

Several recommendations have been developed based upon tbt~ findings of rhis 

study. The hydraulic modeling suggests that OCWD may use the pipeline 11ea.r Edinger 

/\venue for an a lltlnrnlive pr~ject with .the understnnding that water quality and pressure 
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probl.ems may resul!. his therefore recommended that OCWD not break 1he nortbcrn 

distribution loop due to predicted issaes that wilt persist in tong term financil.ll 

investments. The breakinr. of the southern distribation loop is also not recommended due 

to the exacerbating of pn~ssure issues clsc\\1herc in the system. OCWD nrny desire to 

perform a rc-neBotiatioo of the Retailer ;igrcemenls in order to secure more revenue, but 

long (enn financial estimations rcve('l] !hat bn;akevcn conditions will result without 

changes in lhe agreements. A re-negotiation is not necessary if the sunken capital 

expenses are ignored and no other changes occur. However, il is recommended that 

OCWD reclassify recycled water as ;;upplementnl and perform re-negotiations in order to 

secure more revenue based upon the hj gher financial worth of the water. Retailers should 

be motivated to renegotiate if the clrnnge in definition depends upon the new agreements. 

In the remaining years of th~ MWO subsidy, OCWD should utilize the extra revenues to 

encourage new end-user conm!ctions. Ji is also reconnnenck:d that OC\.VD should striv<·; 

to add more encl-user demand along the existing distribution system alignment. While 

breakeven demands arc tnm:ali.slic, increased demand quantities wiU improve the overall 

financial outlook of the system. The trcalrnrnt plant technology should be changed to 

microfihration because it will allow for a significant C<s>st s~wings ro OCWD, will produce 

a higher quality effluent, and therefore will recluee the need for deep well groundwater 

l)umping. It is recommended that OCWD 11ot abandon the GAP because it operates at an 

operntiornll financial gain, reduces coastal groundwater pumping, is of benefit to the 

R,clailcrs, reduces clepenclci1cc on imported water supplies, and the capital expenses must 

be repaid ei1her \vay. The distritrution system r~gularly maint11ins pressures exceeding 
,. 

120 psi and is located within many heaviiy traveled streets. Given the high prnssmes, l 
t. 
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high level of hazard rissociated wirb pipeline breaks in these areas, lack of data for 

troubleshooting and system.optimizati.on, ,md lack ofOCWD personnel qualified for 

immcdinte street repairs it is r<!COmmendcd thnt OCWD install real-time prcsst1re 

monitorin~ within rhe system. There exists a potential for pump energy and startup 

efficiency savings that can be determined throt1gh further study. There may also be roolll 

for oplimizarion of reservoir slornge elevations and (reatment plant flows. lt is therefore 

recommended lhai further study of the GAP system be perfonnecl in order to determine 

potential opt:rational savings. OCWD should also strive to educate the public and 

potential new cud-users about the mnHiplicily of benefits associated with tile OAP. 
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B. Eqnal access ta groundwater basin 

Director Quist reported the Committee's concerns regarding the potential effects of the well 
drilling ordinance adopted by the City of Fountain Valley, not only on the City of Newport 
Beach's pending construction of a well field in Fountain Valley but on the overall management 
of the Orange County groundwater basin. Mr. Quist noted that the Committee had 
recommended a joint meeting between the OCWD Board and the Fountain Valley City 
Council. He suggested that it might be better advisable that the District staff first discuss the 
issue with City staff at the conclusion of the present aquifer pump tests, with a subsequent 
meeting of a small committee of the OCWD Board and a delegation from the City Council. 
The Board concurred and the following action was taken. 

MOTION NO. 95-200 
SCHEDULING MEETINGS WITH CITY OF FOUNTAIN VALLEY 

RE NEWPORT BEACH WELL FIELD 

Upon motion by Director Quist, seconded by Director Anthony and carried, OCWD staff is 
requested to meet with City of Fountain Valley staff at the conclusion of the aquifer pump test 
presently being performed on two City of Fountain Valley wells, to discuss issues regarding 
the City of Newport Beach's planned well field in Fountain Valley; further, it is agreed that a 
meeting shall subsequently be scheduled between an Ad Hoc committee of the OCWD Board 
and a delegation of the Fountain Valley City Council. 

President Barr appointed Directors Anthony, Bannister, Owen and Quist to the Ad Hoc 
Committee for matters concerning the Newport Beach Well Field in Fountain Valley. 

C. OCWD-sponsored program to credit groundwater producing agencies for 
quantifiable water conservation programs 

General Manager Mills reported that the Groundwater Producers have requested the 
development of a program that would make it cost effective for them to encourage the 
installment of water conservation devices within their areas. He explained that while 
conservation reduces the amount of imported water required to be purchased by OCWD, it 
reduces the water sales revenue to the Groundwater Producers, who also have to bear a portion 
of the cost of the conservation devices. 

Mr. Van Haun utilized overheads to demonstrate that the recommended program would be 
revenue-neutral to the District and at the same time provide assistance to the Producers to 
offset their costs of implementation of conservation programs. In response to the Director's 
inquiry regarding similar assistance that might be forthcoming from the County Sanitation 
Districts of Orange County, Mr. Ed Alario, Assistant General Manager of Water Services for 
the City of Anaheim, reported that an assistance program has previously been considered but 
not approved by the CSDOC Board of Directors. 
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MOTION NO. 95-201 
AUTHORIZING IMPLEMENTATION OF PROGRAM TO CREDIT GROUNDWATER 

PRODUCING AGENCIES FOR QUANTIFIABLE WATER CONSERVATION PROGRAMS 

Upon motion by Director Anthony, seconded by Director Quist and carried, with Directors 
Fon1ey and Owen abstaining from voting, it is hereby agreed to implement a program, 
effective September 20, 1995, that will credit groundwater producing agencies for quantifiable 
water conservation programs by adding the amount of water conserved to the amount of 
supplemental water used for the purpose of computing the Basin Equity Assessment. 

D. Seismic risk and emergency preparedness assessment 

General Manager Mills reviewed the recommendation for issuance of a Request for Proposals 
for a consultant to conduct a detailed analysis of District facilities that were categorized as 
"very high," "high," or "moderate" risk by the recently completed seismic risk appraisal of 
District facilities. Director Bannister noted that one of the primary focuses of the study would 
be to evaluate the District's facilities in terms of their operational uses in order to prioritize 
retrofitting and thereby enable the District to continue critical operations during crises. 

MOTION NO. 95-202 
AUTHORIZING ISSUANCE OF REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS FOR 

SEISMIC ANALYSIS OF DISTRICT FACILITIES 

Upon motion by Director Bannister, seconded by Director Quist and carried, a Request for 
Proposals is authorized to be issued for a consultant to conduct a detailed seismic analysis of 
District facilities. 

GENERAL MANAGER'S REPORT 

General Manager Mills reported on the following matters: 

1. Northern California tour of State Water Project facilities October 27-28; 
2. Association of Ground Water Agencies (AGW A) Meeting September 19; 
3. Approval of Los Angeles Department of Water and Power East Valley Groundwater 

Reclamation Project; 
4. Safe Drinking Water Act reauthorization status and proposals re funding of arsenic 

research; and 
5. Report of activities of General Manager and Group Managers for August 1995 
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Water Issues Committee meeting held November 14, 2007 

WORKSHOP= BASIN PRODUCTION PERCENTAGE METHODOLGY 

Recommendation: 

Adopt and implement Option 4 which uses probability analysis to assist in setting the annual 
Basin Production Percentage beginning in FY 2008-09 

Staff Note: 
The Committee provided comments for staff to consider regarding how the BPP option 
(Option 4) using probability analysis could be modified. Staff is in the process of reviewing 
these comments and will report to the Board. 

1 
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AGENDA ITEM SUBMITTAL 

Meeting Date: November 14, 2007 

To: Water Issues Committee/ 
Board of Directors 

Budgeted: N/A 
Budgeted Amount: N/A 
Cost EsUmate: N/A 
Funding Source: N/A 

Program/line Item No. N/A 
From: Mike Markus General Counsel Approval: N/A 

Engineers/Feasibility Report Approved: N/A 
CEQA Compliance: N/A Staff Contact: C. Miller/ J. Kennedy 

Subject: WORKSHOP - BASIN PRODUCTION PERCENTAGE METHODOLGY 

SUMMARY 

The District is evaluating alternative methods to determine the annual basin production 
percentage (BPP). Monthly meetings have been held with the Committee and Groundwater 
Producers to discuss this issue. Staff will present a recommended BPP option for Committee 
consideration. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Agendize for December 5 Board meeting: Adopt and implement Option 4 which uses 
probability analysis to assist in setting the annual Basin Production Percentage beginning in 
FY 2008-09. 

BACKGROUND/ANALYSIS 

Six BPP setting options have been reviewed with the Committee and the Groundwater 
Producers over the past four months. The options are provided in the following table and 
described further in the attached presentation material. 

ion# 

2 
3 

4 

Description 
Establish the annual BPP based upon the groundwater basin 1s accumulated 

overdraft 
Establish the annual BPP based upon water level measurements in key 

roundwater wells 
Modify the current BPP setting formula by establishing a planned basin refill 

amount and includin an estimate for the current ear1s h drolo 
Use probability analysis to estimate captured Santa Ana River storm flows and 

natural incidental rechar e in redictin the end of fiscal ear accumulated 

2 
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overdraft and the followinq year BPP 
----- ---·---

5 Current methodology 
6 Establish a base BPP and then attempt to keep future BPP changes to within 

plus or minus 5% of the base. 
-··--· 

The primary and secondary goals in setting the annual BPP are provided below: 

e Primary 
o Protect the basin 
o Provide sustainable annual pumping 
o Drought protection 
o Maximize the value of the basin's storage capacity 

m Secondary 
o Minimize the service area's water supply cost 
o Maintain Board discretion 
o Provide smooth predictable BPP changes 
o Avoid locking into a BPP for long terms 
o Attempt to establish the BPP by January/February for the upcoming fiscal year 
o Document performance in MWD replenishment program 

Option 4 Details 

The six BPP setting options listed in the table have been reviewed over the past four months. 
Three meetings hav~ occurred with the Water Issues Committee, four meetings have been 
held with the Groundwater Producers. Option 4 appears to be the best option that most 
responds to Directors' comments and criticisms of the current BPP setting option. A general 
consensus was reached with the Groundwater Producers for this option. The BPP equation 
would be as follows: 

+ 

Natural 
SAR Storm Incidental 
Flows using Recharge using + Probability + Probability 

Other expected 
supplies such as Expected MWD 

Alamitos Barrier and + Replenishment 
Arlington Desalter Water 

· Total Water Demands 
(5-yr Avg) 

SAR Base Expected 

Flows + 
GWR System 

(5-yr Avg) Supplies 

Expected Planned 
WO Basin Refill 

pumping (from table) 
, above BPP 

Expected Reclaimed & Local 
Supplies 

= BPP 
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Option 4 slightly modifies the existing formula and uses rainfall probability to estimate 
recharge into the groundwater basin and future overdraft conditions. Additionally the formula 
would account for the current year's hydrologic conditions in setting the upcoming year's 
BPP. Under this option the District would become increasing conservative in setting the 
annual BPP as the accumulated overdraft grows and approaches the bottom of the basin 
operating range. 

The following table plays an important role with the option. It establishes the level of 
probability to use in the formula based upon the groundwater basin's accumulated overdraft. 
As the accumulated overdraft increases, a higher level of certainty or probability is used in the 
BPP calculation to ensure that the basin recharge estimates are attained or exceeded. 

The probability percentages are based on over 100 years of rainfall data and represent the 
probability that the upcoming year will not be drier than the indicated rainfall amount. For 
example if the accumulated overdraft was 500,000 af, then a 90% rainfall probability would 
be used to conservatively estimate that the upcoming year's rainfall will only be 9 inches even 
though there is a 90% chance that it will be greater. With this methodology, there is a 90% 
likelihood that the upcoming year's basin refill amount will exceed expectations. 

Additionally, the table establishes an amount or a range for the planned basin refill water 
(reduction to the basin's accumulated overdraft) that should be used in the formula based 
upon the basin's accumulated overdraft. The range is based upon provisions in the District 
Act which call for refilling the groundwater basin in not less than 10 years and not greater 
than 20 years. For example; if the accumulated overdraft is 400,000 acre-feet, refilling the 
basin over a 20-year period would yield a value of 20,000 acre-feet per year while refilling the 
basin over a 10-year period yields a value of 40,000 acre-feet per year. The Board would 
decide on the actual value to use in the BPP formula annually within the ranges shown. 

Accumulated Overdraft, Basin Refill, Probability Factor & Rainfall Amount 

San Bernardino 
Accumulated Planned Basin Rainfall Projection Probability 
Overdraft (af) Refill Amount (af) (inches) Factor 

0 -20,000 27 10% 
100,000 0 15 50% 
200,000 10,000 to 20,000 14 60% 
300,000 15,000 to 30,000 13 70% 
400,000 20,000 to 40,000 11 80% 
500,000 -25,000 to 50,000 9 90% 

Projections 
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Additional details on how the BPP would be annually calculated under option 4 are provided 
as Attachment A. The following figure provides estimates of how this option would set the 
BPP and the resulting accumulated overdraft for the next four years for two scenarios. 
Scenario 1 uses average hydrology. Scenario 2 assumes relatively dry years in 2007-08 and 
2008-09 and then average hydrology thereafter. Both scenarios assume no MWD 
replenishment water is available for purchase and recharge. However 65,000 acre-feet is 
included in the BPP formula for FY0S-09. This is why the basin's accumulated overdraft 
increases in FY0S-09 and the projected BPP declines significantly beginning in FY09-10 (the 

. 65,000 acre-feet amount is removed from the formula). This assumption needs to be 
discussed with the Board prior to the establishment of the FY0S-09 BPP. 

MWD Replenishment Water 

As shown in the future projections a key element of any BPP setting formula is the value 
used for MWD replenishment water. The District has historically purchased approximately 
65,000 acre-feet annually and used this amount in the FY2007-08 BPP formula even though 
we knew it was unlikely that any of this water would actually be available for purchase and 
recharge into the basin. Thus the groundwater basin's accumulated overdraft will increase 
this year unless we experience a very wet winter. The amount of MWD replenishment water 
that should be used in the FY0S-09 BPP formula will be discussed with the Board this winter. 
This is an important issue with many implications. MWD generally expects the District to 
include replenishment water in the BPP formula for two years after they have discontinued 
delivering these supplies. Staff will agendize the subject for discussion at the December 
Water Issues Committee meeting. 
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Note: For FY0?-08 the base BPP was established at 74% as shown on this chart. The BPP was 
subsequently raised to 82% under the MWD Supplemental (Super In-lieu) program requirements. 

Attachment A 
Option 4 Basin Production Percentage (BPP) Methodology 

Overview 

Option 4 is referred to as the Probability Method because it incorporates rainfall probabilities 
(based on over 100 years of rainfall data) for predicting both the remainder of the current 
year's hydrology as well as the upcoming year's hydrology for calculating the upcoming year's 
BPP. 

Option 4 incorporates the level of accumulated overdraft in the basin into the BPP formula 
and allows for increasing conservatism in the choice of assumptions used as the level of 
accumulated overdraft increases. For example, during low-basin conditions (e.g., 500,000 af 
of accumulated overdraft), Option 4 would assume a dry upcoming year such that there is a 
90% probability of having a year wetter than assumed (90% rainfall exceed probability). For 
the San Bernardino area (where Santa Ana River storm flows originate), the 90% rainfall 
exceed probability is 9 inches of annual rainfall. Therefore, assuming only 9 inches of rainfall 
for the upcoming year's BPP calculation would ensure with 90% likelihood that it would 
actually be wetter, more water would be recharged into the basin, and the accumulated 
overdraft would be further reduced. 

When the basin is near full, Option 4 would use a suggested rainfall exceed probability of 
only 10%, which means that there is only a 10% chance of having an upcoming year that is 
wetter than assumed, or conversely, a 90% chance that the upcoming year will be drier. For 
the San Bernardino rainfall station, the 10% rainfall exceed probability is 27 inches of rainfall. 
Therefore, assuming 27 inches of rainfall for the upcoming year's BPP calculation would 
ensure with 90% likelihood that it would actually be drier, less water would be recharged into 
the basin, and the accumulated overdraft would be increased so as to prevent overfilling the 
basin and losing water to the ocean. 

When the basin is within the optimal range of 100,000 to 150,000 af of accumulated 
overdraft, Option 4 would use a suggested rainfall exceed probability of 50%, which means 
there would be an equal chance (50/50) of having either a wetter or drier year than assumed. 
In this case, the 50% rainfall exceed probability is very similar to assuming average hydrology 
for the upcoming year, as is currently done with the existing BPP method (Option 5). 

Lastly, Option 4 provides a guideline for the upcoming year's recommended amount of basin 
refill, dependent of the level of accumulated overdraft. For each increasing level of 
accumulated overdraft, an increasing amount of basin refill is suggested, ranging from 
approximately 5 to 10% of the accumulated overdraft. For example, at an accumulated 
overdraft level of 400,000 af, the suggested amount of basin refill or overdraft reduction for 
the upcoming year would range from 20,000 to 40,000 af. Therefore, at this assumed basin 
refill rate, it would take approximately 10 to 20 years to completely fill the basin and eliminate 
the overdraft. For future BPP forecasting purposes, the midpoint of this range will normally 
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be chosen. However, as with the current BPP method, the OCWD Board still has the 
discretion of choosing a different basin refill amount based on various external factors. 

BPP Formula 

The BPP Formula used for Option 4 contains the same terms as the existing Option 5 
because the formula is derived from a water budget in which inflow to the basin (recharge) 
minus outflow from the basin (pumping) equals the change in storage. The BPP formula is 
shown below. 

Water 
Recharged + 

MWD 
Replenish. 

Total Water 
Demand 

Basin 
Refill 

WQ Pumping 
Above BPP 

Reclaimed & 
Local Supplies 

The "Water Recharged" term in the BPP formula above is comprised of the individual 
components listed below, each with their own respective prediction method for the upcoming 
water year under Option 4. 

0 Santa Ana River (SAR) storm flow: use rainfall probabilities 
® Incidental recharge: use rainfall probabilities 
0 SAR base flow: use 5-year running average 
® GWR System recharge: use budgeted amount 
e Barriers, Arlington, and purchases from WMWD, SBVMWD: use budgeted amount 

The major difference between Option 4 and the existing Option 5 is that Option 4 uses rainfall 
probabilities to predict the SAR storm flows and incidental recharge rather than just assuming 
average hydrology for the coming year. As was discussed previously, this allows for 
increasingly conservative hydrology assumptions (drier predictions) with increasing levels of 
accumulated overdraft. 

The other components of the BPP formula along with their respective Option 4 estimation 
methods are listed below: 

0 MWD Replenishment: use budgeted amount 
e Water Quality Pumping Above the BPP: use budgeted amount 
e Total Water Demand: use 5-yr running average 
@ Reclaimed & Local Supplies: use budgeted amount 
B Basin Refill: vary depending on the level of accumulated overdraft in the basin 

As was previously discussed, Option 4 includes a suggested guideline of basin refill amounts 
at various levels of accumulated overdraft. When the accumulated overdraft is below the 
optimal target of 100,000 af, the refill amount equates to approximately 5 to 10% of the 
accumulated overdraft, so as to remain consistent with the general policy of attempting to 
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eliminate the accumulated overdraft in the basin over approximately 10 to 20 years. When 
the accumulated overdraft is above the optimal target (basin nearly full), the suggested refill 
amount is a negative number to drain the basin (increase the overdraft) back down towards 
the optimal overdraft target of 100,000 af within a couple years. When already at or very 
close to the optimal overdraft target of 100,000 af, the suggested basin refill amount is zero. 

BPP Option 4 Methodology 

The Option 4 methodology is broken into two main categories: the current water year (Jul
Jun) and the upcoming water year. For the current water year, the goal is to estimate the 
year ending (June 30) accumulated overdraft. Then, this accumulated overdraft estimate is 
used in the upcoming year to determine the appropriate rainfall' probability and basin refill 
amount for calculating the upcoming water year's BPP. 

The BPP is typically first calculated in January. Therefore, actual rainfall for the first half of 
the current water year is known (Jul-Dec), and therefore storm flow recharged over those 
past 6 months can be calculated from the monthly "put and take" data. However, rainfall for 
the second half of the current water year (Jan-Jun) is still unknown in January and therefore 
the rainfall exceed probabilities described earlier are used to predict the remaining 6 months 
of rainfall, from which corresponding amounts of storm flow recharged and incidental 
recharge can be predicted based on their respective empirical correlations with rainfall. 

The BPP calculation can be refined in early April just prior to Board adoption of the BPP for 
the upcoming year. The same approach would then be used as was done in January, except 
that known rainfall and actual put and take data would be used through March, representing 
the majority of the current water year, thus improving the June 30 year-ending accumulated 
overdraft prediction which would lead to a more-refined BPP for the upcoming year. 
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IN \VITNESS \\THEREOF, the Parties hereto have executed this Agreement the day and 
year first set fonh hc.reinabove. 

Approved as to Fmm: 

By:_-------'---------,,---:.··_·-(_,__:,_}:~ _ _.,~-<_,_;:,_,~:~_/-_--_--_--_···_-_· ---

Ge'orge H-:·Kaelin, m, Attorney, San Diego Gas & Electric Company 

Approved as to Form 

VISTA IRRIGATJON DJSTRICT 

By: ______________ _ 
Mary Miller, President 

By:-----------------
Eldon Boone, General Manager 

By: _____________ _ 
Joel Kuperberg, General Counsel, Vista Irrigation District 
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Adopted at Board of Directors meeting held J 2/5/07 

32. WORKSHOP -- Basin Production Percentage 

Assistant General Manager Craig Miller recalled that six options for setting tlle annual Basin 

Production Percentage (BPP) have been considered by the Board and the Groundwater Producers 
over the past fom months. As a result of these meetings, he rep01ied that a consensus has been 
reached that Option 4 would best suit the Districfs needs. Mr. Mil1er explained Option 4 in 
detail, noting that it uses a probability analysis that incorporates rainfall probabilities and the 
accumulated overdraft level to assist in setting the annual BPP. After discussion, the Board took the 
following action. 

MOTION NO. 07-J 70 
ADOPTING PROBABILITY ANALYSlS FORTvlULA TO ASSIST IN SETTING THE ANNUAL BPP 

Upon motion by Director Yoh, seconded by Director Pickler, and carried by roll caJl vote [l 0-0], 
the following probability analysis formula is hereby adopted to assist in setting the annual Basin 
Production Percentage beginning in fiscal year 2008-09: 

Roll Call Vote [10-ffl: 

Water MWD 
Recharged + Replenish. 

Total Water 
Demand 

WQ Pumping 
Above BPP 

Local Supplies 

Ayes: Alvarez, Anthony, Bannister, Ban, Bilodeau, Debay, Nelson, Pickler, Sheldon, Yoh 
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	1. Preamble
	California is facing an unprecedented water crisis.
	2. Purpose of the Policy
	a. The purpose of this Policy is to provide direction to the Regional Water Quality Control Boards (Regional Water Boards), proponents of recycled water projects, and the public regarding the appropriate criteria to be used by the State Water Board an...
	b. It is the intent of the State Water Board that all elements of this Policy are to be interpreted in a manner that fully implements state and federal water quality laws and regulations in order to enhance the environment and put the waters of the st...
	c. This Policy describes permitting criteria that are intended to streamline the permitting of the vast majority of recycled water projects.  The intent of this streamlined permit process is to expedite the implementation of recycled water projects in...
	d. By prescribing permitting criteria that apply to the vast majority of recycled water projects, it is the State Water Board’s intent to maximize consistency in the permitting of recycled water projects in California while also reserving to the Regio...
	e. The State Water Board will establish additional policies that are intended to assist the State of California in meeting the goals established in the preamble to this Policy for water conservation and the use of stormwater.
	f.  For purposes of this Policy, the term “permit” means an order adopted by a Regional Water Board or the State Water Board prescribing requirements for a recycled water project, including but not limited to water recycling requirements, master recla...

	3. Benefits of Recycled Water
	The State Water Board finds that the use of recycled water in accordance with this Policy, that is, which supports the sustainable use of groundwater and/or surface water, which is sufficiently treated so as not to adversely impact public health or th...
	4. Mandate for the Use of Recycled Water
	a. The State Water Board and Regional Water Boards will exercise the authority granted to them by the Legislature to the fullest extent possible to encourage the use of recycled water, consistent with state and federal water quality laws.
	(1) The State Water Board hereby establishes a mandate to increase the use of recycled water in California by 200,000 afy by 2020 and by an additional 300,000 afy by 2030.  These mandates shall be achieved through the cooperation and collaboration of ...
	(2) Agencies producing recycled water that is available for reuse and not being put to beneficial use shall make that recycled water available to water purveyors for reuse on reasonable terms and conditions.  Such terms and conditions may include paym...
	(3)  The State Water Board hereby declares that, pursuant to Water Code sections 13550 et seq., it is a waste and unreasonable use of water for water agencies not to use recycled water when recycled water of adequate quality is available and is not be...

	b. These mandates are contingent on the availability of sufficient capital funding for the construction of recycled water projects from private, local, state, and federal sources and assume that the Regional Water Boards will effectively implement reg...
	c. The water industry and the environmental community have agreed jointly to advocate for $1 billion in state and federal funds over the next five years to fund projects needed to meet the goals and mandates for the use of recycled water established i...
	d. The State Water Board requests the California Department of Public Health (CDPH), the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC), and the California Department of Water Resources (CDWR) to use their respective authorities to the fullest extent p...

	5. Roles of the State Water Board, Regional Water Boards, CDPH and CDWR
	The State Water Board recognizes that it shares jurisdiction over the use of recycled water with the Regional Water Boards and with CDPH.  In addition, the State Water Board recognizes that CDWR and the CPUC have important roles to play in encouraging...
	a. The State Water Board establishes general policies governing the permitting of recycled water projects consistent with its role of protecting water quality and sustaining water supplies.  The State Water Board exercises general oversight over recyc...
	b.  The CDPH is charged with protection of public health and drinking water supplies and with the development of uniform water recycling criteria appropriate to particular uses of water.  Regional Water Boards shall appropriately rely on the expertise...
	c. The Regional Water Boards are charged with protection of surface and groundwater resources and with the issuance of permits that implement CDPH recommendations, this Policy, and applicable law and will, pursuant to paragraph 4 of this Policy, use t...
	d. CDWR is charged with reviewing and, every five years, updating the California Water Plan, including evaluating the quantity of recycled water presently being used and planning for the potential for future uses of recycled water.  In undertaking the...
	e. The CPUC is charged with approving rates and terms of service for the use of recycled water by investor-owned utilities.

	6. Salt/Nutrient Management Plans
	a. Introduction.
	(1) Some groundwater basins in the state contain salts and nutrients that exceed or threaten to exceed water quality objectives established in the applicable Water Quality Control Plans (Basin Plans), and not all Basin Plans include adequate implement...
	(2) It is the intent of this Policy that salts and nutrients from all sources be managed on a basin-wide or watershed-wide basis in a manner that ensures attainment of water quality objectives and protection of beneficial uses.  The State Water Board ...

	b. Adoption of Salt/ Nutrient Management Plans.
	(1) The State Water Board recognizes that, pursuant to the letter dated December 19, 2008 and attached to the Resolution adopting this Policy, the local water and wastewater entities, together with local salt/nutrient contributing stakeholders, will f...
	(a) It is the intent of this Policy for every groundwater basin/sub-basin in California to have a consistent salt/nutrient management plan.  The degree of specificity within these plans and the length of these plans will be dependent on a variety of s...
	(b) Salt and nutrient plans shall be tailored to address the water quality concerns in each basin/sub-basin and may include constituents other than salt and nutrients that impact water quality in the basin/sub-basin.  Such plans shall address and impl...
	(c) Such plans may be developed or funded pursuant to the provisions of Water Code sections 10750 et seq. or other appropriate authority.
	(d) Salt and nutrient plans shall be completed and proposed to the Regional Water Board within five years from the date of this Policy unless a Regional Water Board finds that the stakeholders are making substantial progress towards completion of a pl...
	(e) The requirements of this paragraph shall not apply to areas that have already completed a Regional Water Board approved salt and nutrient plan for a basin, sub-basin, or other regional planning area that is functionally equivalent to paragraph 6(b)3.
	(f) The plans may, depending upon the local situation, address constituents other than salt and nutrients that adversely affect groundwater quality.

	(2) Within one year of the receipt of a proposed salt and nutrient management plan, the Regional Water Boards shall consider for adoption revised implementation plans, consistent with Water Code section 13242, for those groundwater basins within their...
	(3) Each salt and nutrient management plan shall include the following components:
	(a) A basin/sub-basin wide monitoring plan that includes an appropriate network of monitoring locations.  The scale of the basin/sub-basin monitoring plan is dependent upon the site-specific conditions and shall be adequate to provide a reasonable, co...
	(i) The monitoring plan must be designed to determine water quality in the basin.  The plan must focus on basin water quality near water supply wells and areas proximate to large water recycling projects, particularly groundwater recharge projects.  A...
	(ii) The preferred approach to monitoring plan development is to collect samples from existing wells if feasible as long as the existing wells are located appropriately to determine water quality throughout the most critical areas of the basin.
	(iii) The monitoring plan shall identify those stakeholders responsible for conducting, compiling, and reporting the monitoring data.  The data shall be reported to the Regional Water Board at least every three years.

	(b) A provision for annual monitoring of Constituents of Emerging Concern (e.g., endocrine disrupters, personal care products or pharmaceuticals) (CECs) consistent with recommendations by CDPH and consistent with any actions by the State Water Board t...
	(c) Water recycling and stormwater recharge/use goals and objectives.
	(d) Salt and nutrient source identification, basin/sub-basin assimilative capacity and loading estimates, together with fate and transport of salts and nutrients.
	(e) Implementation measures to manage salt and nutrient loading in the basin on a sustainable basis.
	(f) An antidegradation analysis demonstrating that the projects included within the plan will, collectively, satisfy the requirements of Resolution No. 68-16.

	(4) Nothing in this Policy shall prevent stakeholders from developing a plan that is more protective of water quality than applicable standards in the Basin Plan.  No Regional Water Board, however, shall seek to modify Basin Plan objectives without fu...


	7. Landscape Irrigation Projects0F
	a. Control of incidental runoff.  Incidental runoff is defined as unintended small amounts (volume) of runoff from recycled water use areas, such as unintended, minimal over-spray from sprinklers that escapes the recycled water use area.  Water leavin...
	(1) Implementation of an operations and management plan that may apply to multiple sites and provides for detection of leaks, (for example, from broken sprinkler heads), and correction either within 72 hours of learning of the runoff, or prior to the ...
	(2) Proper design and aim of sprinkler heads,
	(3) Refraining from application during precipitation events, and
	(4) Management of any ponds containing recycled water such that no discharge occurs unless the discharge is a result of a 25-year,
	24-hour storm event or greater, and there is notification of the appropriate Regional Water Board Executive Officer of the discharge.

	b. Streamlined Permitting.
	(1) The Regional Water Boards shall, absent unusual circumstances (i.e., unique, site-specific conditions such as where recycled water is proposed to be used for irrigation over high transmissivity soils over a shallow (5’ or less) high quality ground...
	(2) If the Regional Water Board determines that unusual circumstances apply, the Regional Water Board shall make a finding of unusual circumstances based on substantial evidence in the record, after public notice and hearing.
	(3) Projects meeting the criteria set forth below and eligible for enrollment under requirements established in a general order shall be enrolled by the State or Regional Water Board within 60 days from the date on which an application is deemed compl...
	(4) Landscape irrigation projects that qualify for streamlined permitting shall not be required to include a project specific receiving water and groundwater monitoring component unless such project specific monitoring is required under the adopted sa...
	(5) It is the intent of the State Water Board that the general permit for landscape irrigation projects be consistent with the terms of this Policy.

	c. Criteria for streamlined permitting.  Irrigation projects using recycled water that meet the following criteria are eligible for streamlined permitting, and, if otherwise in compliance with applicable laws, shall be approved absent unusual circumst...
	(1) Compliance with the requirements for recycled water established in Title 22 of the California Code of Regulations, including the requirements for treatment and use area restrictions, together with any other recommendations by CDPH pursuant to Wate...
	(2) Application in amounts and at rates as needed for the landscape (i.e., at agronomic rates and not when the soil is saturated).  Each irrigation project shall be subject to an operations and management plan, that may apply to multiple sites, provid...
	(3) Compliance with any applicable salt and nutrient management plan.
	(4) Appropriate use of fertilizers that takes into account the nutrient levels in the recycled water.  Recycled water producers shall monitor and communicate to the users the nutrient levels in their recycled water.


	8. Recycled Water Groundwater Recharge Projects
	a. The State Water Board acknowledges that all recycled water groundwater recharge projects must be reviewed and permitted on a site-specific basis, and so such projects will require project-by-project review.
	b. Approved groundwater recharge projects will meet the following criteria:
	(1) Compliance with regulations adopted by CDPH for groundwater recharge projects or, in the interim until such regulations are approved, CDPH’s recommendations pursuant to Water Code section 13523 for the project (e.g., level of treatment, retention ...
	(2) Implementation of a monitoring program for CECs that is consistent with Attachment A and any recommendations from CDPH.  Groundwater recharge projects shall include monitoring of recycled water for priority pollutants twice per year.

	c. Nothing in this paragraph shall be construed to limit the authority of a Regional Water Board to protect designated beneficial uses, provided that any proposed limitations for the protection of public health may only be imposed following regular co...
	d. Nothing in this Policy shall be construed to prevent a Regional Water Board from imposing additional requirements for a proposed recharge project that has a substantial adverse effect on the fate and transport of a contaminant plume or changes the ...
	e. Projects that utilize surface spreading to recharge groundwater with recycled water treated by reverse osmosis shall be permitted by a Regional Water Board within one year of receipt of recommendations from CDPH.  Furthermore, the Regional Water Bo...

	9. Antidegradation
	a. The State Water Board adopted Resolution No. 68-16 as a policy statement to implement the Legislature’s intent that waters of the state shall be regulated to achieve the highest water quality consistent with the maximum benefit to the people of the...
	b. Activities involving the disposal of waste that could impact high quality waters are required to implement best practicable treatment or control of the discharge necessary to ensure that pollution or nuisance will not occur, and the highest water q...
	c. Groundwater recharge with recycled water for later extraction and use in accordance with this Policy and state and federal water quality law is to the benefit of the people of the state of California.  Nonetheless, the State Water Board finds that ...
	(1) A project that utilizes less than 10 percent of the available assimilative capacity in a basin/sub-basin (or multiple projects utilizing less than 20 percent of the available assimilative capacity in a basin/sub-basin) need only conduct an antideg...
	(2) In the event a project or multiple projects utilize more than the fraction of the assimilative capacity designated in subparagraph (1), then a Regional Water Board-deemed acceptable antidegradation analysis shall be performed to comply with Resolu...

	d. Landscape irrigation with recycled water in accordance with this Policy is to the benefit of the people of the State of California.  Nonetheless, the State Water Board finds that the use of water for irrigation may, regardless of its source, collec...
	(1) A project that meets the criteria for a streamlined irrigation permit and is within a basin where a salt/nutrient management plan satisfying the provisions of paragraph 6(b) is in place may be approved without further antidegradation analysis, pro...
	(2) A project that meets the criteria for a streamlined irrigation permit and is within a basin where a salt/nutrient management plan satisfying the provisions of paragraph 6(b) is being prepared may be approved by the Regional Water Board by demonstr...


	10. Constituents of Emerging Concern
	a. General Provisions
	(1) Regulatory requirements for recycled water shall be based on the best available peer-reviewed science.  In addition, all uses of recycled water must meet conditions set by CDPH.
	(2) Knowledge of risks will change over time and recycled water projects must meet legally applicable criteria.  However, when standards change, projects should be allowed time to comply through a compliance schedule.
	(3) The state of knowledge regarding CECs is incomplete.  There needs to be additional research and development of analytical methods and surrogates to determine potential environmental and public health impacts.  Agencies should minimize the likeliho...
	(4) Regulating most CECs will require significant work to develop test methods and more specific determinations as to how and at what level CECs impact public health or our environment.

	b. Research Program
	(1) The State Water Board, in consultation with CDPH, convened a “blue-ribbon” advisory panel to guide future actions relating to CECs.
	(a) The panel was actively managed by the State Water Board and was composed of the following:  one human health toxicologist, one environmental toxicologist, one epidemiologist, one biochemist, one civil engineer familiar with the design and construc...
	(b) The panel reviewed the scientific literature and submitted a report to the State Water Board and CDPH that described the current state of scientific knowledge regarding the risks of CECs to public health and the environment.  In December 2010, the...
	(c) The State Water Board considered the panel report and the comments received and adopted an amendment to the Policy establishing monitoring requirements for CECs in recycled water.  These monitoring requirements are prescribed in Attachment A.

	(2) The panel or a similarly constituted panel shall update the report every five years.  The next update is due in June 2015.
	(a) Each updated report shall recommend actions that the State of California should take to improve our understanding of CECs and, as may be appropriate, to protect public health and the environment.
	(b) The updated reports shall answer the following questions:  What are the appropriate constituents to be monitored in recycled water, including analytical methods and method detection limits?  What is the known toxicological information for the abov...
	(c) Within six months from receipt of an updated report, the State Water Board shall hold a hearing to consider recommendations from staff and shall endorse the recommendations, as appropriate, after making any necessary modifications.


	c. Permit Provisions
	Permits for recycled water projects shall be consistent with any CDPH recommendations to protect public health and the monitoring requirements prescribed in Attachment A.

	11. Incentives for the Use of Recycled Water
	a. Funding
	The State Water Board will request CDWR to provide priority funding for projects that have major recycling components; particularly those that decrease demand on potable water supplies.  The State Water Board will also request priority funding for sto...
	b. Stormwater
	The State Water Board strongly encourages all water purveyors to provide financial incentives for water recycling and stormwater recharge and reuse projects.  The State Water Board also encourages the Regional Water Boards to require less stringent mo...
	c. TMDLs
	Water recycling reduces mass loadings from municipal wastewater sources to impaired waters.  As such, waste load allocations shall be assigned as appropriate by the Regional Water Boards in a manner that provides an incentive for greater water recycling.
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